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You'llfeel right at 
home 1l'ith our true 

Windotl'S inleljace. Hnd 
you can easily i11tegraleyour 
spreadsheet data with other 

Windows applications. 

Our pale/leof customizable 
marl/cons cai1 be si::ed 

and placed any1chere011 
your creen. 

Our i11t<>mcihegraph 
[1al/e1:1J means yon ca11 

previPw and sel ct by --~ 
einmplea wide mngeof 
chart and graph types. 

'l1te program inetudes 
Adobe 'flljJe!lfa 11ager,., 
(r11'. 11), the /('(lding 

sealabl<' font manager, for 
outstanding spreadsheet 

publishing and 
presentation options. 

5 YEAR.WKJ 

Double·Take Productio 
Revenue s 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 
Adventu re S983 S2.739 5 YEAR.WKJ REVEN UE 
SciFi S2.367 S3.597 rtve Year Revenues
Comedy SS.623 S6.388 
Romance S3.695 S3.133 35 
Total $12,868 $15.857 30 

25 
Return on Inve stment 20 
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~ indow •x p1 ad
1-2-3 for \ indO'.\S 

~ indm\s 

that deUv r 
. 

And thi rd make it fully compatible with all 
of the earlier versions of 1-2-3 that millions of 
1-2-3 users are familiar with. 

Introduc_·~ 
It's everything 

aWmdows spreadsheet 
was meant to be. 

After listening carefully to what Qur cus
tomers wer looking for in a 
he t, we developed Lotus2 

with tJu· e goals in mind. 
First, make it a full-fledged 

application. 
Second introduce innovation 

a perfect balance of power and simplicit 

Well , we've done all this. And a whole lot 
more. Which, nodoubt, i why 1-2-3 for 
Windows wa awarded Byte lagazin 's Best 
New Windows Application at Comd x/Spring '91. 

For starters, the mo t exciting part of 1-2-3 
for\.\ indow is its Smartlcons ,™ an innovativ 
one-click ' approach for automating common 
pr ad heet ta k and lin tw1ing your working 

Push the slash key and you 'll have instant access to tkefa.miliar 
J-2-3 menu which will appearin a window on your screen. 

nvironment ior even gr at r produ tivity. You'll 
al o fi nd these Smartlcons in all our Windm~ s 
products, including Ami Pro'" 2.0, our award
winning \\ Orel proce or. 



With our ".::00111 in'.' "wo111 out·· and fas/ pri11t 1m:>rie1c 

features, you can refme and pe1fect .IJOltr 1rnrk b ,fon' you print. 


Which mea11s ,IJOlll' output will abrays be just 1l'iwl you 1rn11t 

ii to ha. Without any swwises at till' prinlm: 


Unlike the Toolbar'" in Microso~' Excel, 
1-2-3 for Windows actuaUJ lets you reate your 
own icons for the tasks that are w1ique to you. 

And yes, 1-2-3 for Windows fully exploits the 
Windows envirorunent. Which means it includes 
pull down menus, dialog boxes sizable "' indows, 
mouse support, full DDE support and everything 
else you'd expect in a true Windows application. 

What's more, with its interactive graph gallery, you 
can select by example a "' ide range of graph types, includ 
ing true 30 graphs in bai~ line, area, stacked bar and pie. 

Of course, when you're ready to print , your results will be nothing short of 
perfection. And tha!lks to its Auto Compress feature, you can easily make an entire 
report fi t on one page. 

Beneath it aU , you'll have the complete power of 1-2-3 at work for 
you. Including 30 worksheets, Solver goal-seeking features and external 
data access tlu·ough Data.Lens ~ 

And finally, to make the move to \\ indows a sintple one for 1-2-3 
users, we've included the 1-2-3 Classie conunand in the program. 
Where, at the push of the slash key, the familiai· 1-2-3 menu will appeai~ 
fully functional, on screen. So 1-2-3 tor Windows offers you complete 
file, style, macro and keystroke compatibility with all of the previous 
versions of 1-2-3. 

So see why Lotus 1-2-3 for Windows 
is more than a great Windows spread
sheet. ft's everything you've been looking 
for in one. 

And nov. , you can upgrade fromyour 
current version of 1-2-3 to 1-2-3 for 
Windows and get both 1-2-3 and Ami Pro 
2.0 for just $ 199~ A sugg steel retail value 
of $645 . For a free auto demo, or to order 
your upgrade directly fromLotus;"* call 
1-800-TRADEUP, ext. 6223. 

1-2-3 for Wmdows 
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These Smarllcons 
give you "one-click" 
shortcuts for your ------

most frequently used 

tasks, such as opening 


and savingfi les 

and printing. 


Use them.for a variety of 
activities, from simple 

functions like -------
auto-summing ranges 


to more powerful 

analytical tasks, such 


as accessing Solum: 


Smart/cons give you 
easy access to Windows 

funclionality like ---
cutting, copying and 

pasting to and.from 


the clipboard. 


Virtually any 
forma !ting task you 
need lo do, including -

pasting onecell 's style lo 
a range of cells, is just 

one click away. 

Smart/cons make 
it incn dibly easy to 

arrange your worksheets ___ 
in three different views: 

tile, cascading and 

SD perspective. 


Click this and you 'll 
create charts and graphs 
automatically. Then the 
icon pale/le will change --
lo provide Smart/cons 


that enhance your 

graphs. 


Run and de-bug macros, 
selecl macro keywords, 

or create your own 
customized iconsfor 

your macros. 

t Smart lcon.1.; is a trad('mark or Lotu!; 11rvclopmcnLCorporatmn. Clas.c;ic is a rrgistrrcd rr.tdemark liccnS{!d ro Lotus Oc\·clopmrnt Corporar ion. Ami Pro is a trademark of Samna Corpomt ion, 
anagcr and ATM are rrgistercd trademarks of Adobe SyslC'ms. Incorporated. •• Please ha\'C ~·our <'redil card and produrt pad:i$r rrady when ~·ou call . In Canada. 1·all (., 00·66 · l!l09. 
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In today 's m ission 
c ritical network server 
and multiuser host 

~---' environments you 
need a sys t m tl1at can g ive 
you botl1 cu tting edge speed 
and the safety of enl1an eel 
data irnegrity. You need the 
1\ LR POWERPHO t\ HR1\ Y. 

The POWERPRO ARRAy is a 
show case for all of the latest 
aclvances in mi ro computer 
techno logy. High perfo rmance 
50- and 33-MHz i486DXrn 
CPUs are full y complemented 
by a 32-bit EISA bus and an 
ALR 32-bit Advanced Disk 
Array (AD1\ ) c 111roller wi th 
2-MB of d isk cache (expand
ab le to 8-MB). 

A modular system design 
g ives you the abilit y to replace 
your curre111 i486 CPU w itl1 a 
fas ter one w henever your 
performance r quirem ents 
inc rease 

You can even p lug in a 
second i486 processo r. 
doubling the 
POWERPRO's pro ing 
power. 

We've balanced all of 
these cutting edge fea
tures with the industry's 
most advanced multiple 
disk subsystem .Every 
POWERPRO ARRAY 
comes s tandard w ith th 
ADA contro ller. and two 
or four high perfo rmance 
IDE drives. With th 
/\DA. you can u tili ze tile 
POWERPRO ARRAYs 
mult iple disks in configu
rations that will boos t 

Priees and configurations subjccl 10 Chango wnhoul notice. Verily compclJl1ve puc1ng and conhgura11ons w1ih manufacturer. Puces based on U.S. dollars. ALA lS a regis1ered trademark ol Advanced LoglC 
Research, Inc. All other brand and p10duc1 names are trauomtuks or raois1or0d tracJemarks ol th'31r respoe11ve owners. c 199 1 by Advanced LoglC Research, Inc. 



disk perfo rmance (s trip
ing). increase capacity 
(spanning) . o r p rotect 
your data by p roviding a 
constant backup 
(rnirro ring) . With m o re 
than two d isks. you can 
even imp lem ent various 
combinations o f these 
techniques. 

And because the 
POWERPRO is des igned 
to be COMPAQ SYST EM
PRO co m patible. it l1as 
off-the-shelf com patib ility 
w ith most popular dual 
p rocessing multiuser and 
ne twork env ironments . 

Some Want 

Power. 


Some Want 

Security. 


TheALR 

POWERPRO 


~ 

Delivers 


Both. 

ALR' Compaq ' 
POWERPRO ARRAY SYSTEMPRO'" 

Processor Single 33-MHz i486DX"1 Single 33-MHz 1486DX 
Memory Coche 512-KB exp. to 1-MB 512-KB e xp. to l · MB 
Upgra des to 
Dual Processing YES YES 
Stondord RAM 17-MB B·MB 
Bus Arch/lecture EISA EISA 
rotol EISA 
Expansion Slots 8 
Hard Drives Tw o 210-MB. <l5ms Two210·MB. <19ms 
Price $16,995 $1 8.999 

Witll the 1\LR POWERPRO 
.ARRAY. you can l1ave it all ! To 
find out more . call: ALR
1-800-B UY-POWR ~-Advanced Logic Research, Inc. 

1\\"ailablc nalionwiclc 0 4-UI .Jeronim o lrvint:. C t\ 927 18 

<11 tl iese sPlec tecl resellers : TEL: 17t .i1Stl1-ti770 Fc\ X: 17 14158 1·9240 

Connecfingf'oinf ::ECI" ~ k ~ ,.........,._ "-·· ~ Al.II Powul'&rum
c:.owvn• a Nnn ......_,, ~ ,_ .. __ ,_ ~ Rewllen 

Circle 19 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 20) . 
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How the new Photoshop and 
ColorStudio stack up. 
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Think About the Unthinkable 
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335 SOME ASSEMBLY 367 	 BEYOND DOS From BIX: Call (800) 227·2983 

Setting Up Shop From Demolink : See ad on page 445REQUIRED 
On disk: See card after 404Printf Plus by Manin Heller 


Herc ' s how to extend Setting up to program for 

C 's printf function . Windows. 


351 	 UNDER THE HOOD 375 THE UNIX /bin 
Modular-CPU Designs PCs to Workstations 
Pros and cons of modular- by David Fiedler 
CPU systems. How do you make a Unix 

workstation out of a 386 PC? 

360 SOFTWARE CORNER 
Connect, Check, and Plan 381 MACINATIONS 
Plan your time , communicate Dealing with System Errors 
via modem, and diagnose your by Don Crabb 
Mac with these free programs. Don tries to fix his recurring 

System 7 .0 crashes . 

361 NETWORKS 
On the Fast Track 384 ASK BYTE 

UPSes , personal information 
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by Bob Ryan 
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BYTE Topic Index and Author Guide 
This index helps you find articles that contain information on each of the listed topics. (The topic list changes each month.) 


Combined with the table of contents (page 4) and the Editorial Index by Company (page 444), you can identify articles by type, 
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Learn to build systems with 

I-CASE in one week. 


"The tutorial was away to very quickly 
become familiar with the IEF and see 
how quickly systems can be built. I feel 
I know how to build systems using the 
techniques described." 
Roger Strand 
Application Development Consultant 
First Federal Lincoin 

"The tutorial gave me the information I 
need to use the analysis, design, and 
construction portions of the IEF. An 

. excellent tool .. . very consistent with 
Information Engineering methodology." 
Gary S. Idle 
Senior Computer Scientist 
Computer Sciences Corporation 

' 
"The tutorial takes yciu through the 

systems development life cycle very 

quickly and gives you an overview of 

the entire toolset." 

David A. Egensperger 

Programmer I Analyst 

The Lubrizol Corporation 


"The tutorial was very comprehensive 
... agood overview of analysis, 
design, and construction with the IEF." 
Mark A. Ferrill 
IE Development Coordinator 
PSI Energy 

"It is a good tutorial ... I feel comfort
able with this softwa~e. I have the skills 

' 	 to build simple systems." 
·Margaret Kubaitis 
Research Programmer 
University of Illinois 

"Instructions were very explicit which 
was extremely helpful and the model 
we created was easy to relate to." 
Michael Young 
Programmer I Analyst 
Datacorp Business Systems, Inc. 

"It is avery well put together tutorial on 
how to construct a system using the 
IEF. It gives one the basics to start 
getting the job done." 
K. E. Peacock 
Data Administrator 
City of Saskatoon, Saskatchewan 

"This was agood learning experience 
... well written .. . easy to follow. The 
tutorial gave me a taste of the different 
capabilities of the IEF and how they tie 
together to produce systems." 
Richard L. Duncan 
Database Systems Analyst 
PARS Service 

"I was very favorably impressed. The 
tutorial gave me the training I needed 
and the flexibility to do it on weekends 
and after work." 
Julie B. Dobbs 
Project Manager 
The Trane Company 

New- IEF™ ''get started'' price: $10,000. 

Whatever's been keeping you from 
getting started with I-CASE, chances 
are we just fixed it. 

We've designed our new IEF Starter 
Kit to make it as easy as possible for 
you to evaluate and apply our inte
grated CASE product, the Informa
tion Engineering Facilityn1• 

New tutorial beta-tested at 
more than 100 companies. 

If you just haven't been able to find 
the time, we've got the answer. We 
believe our new Rapid Development 
Tutorial is a breakthrough in CASE 
training (see comments above). We 
gave it the broadest possible beta test; 
more than 100 companies partici
pated. Developers were able to learn 
to build systems with the IEF more 
quickly than ever before-some in as 
few as five days! 

Toolsets build working systems on 
OS/2™ PC workstations. 

If you haven't been convinced that 
CASE offers enough payback, here's a 
chance to see for yourself. Along with 
the tutorial, the kit includes our 
standard OS/2 PC analysis, design and 
construction toolsets as well as testing 
and code generation in either COBOL 
or C. (A compiler is required but not 
included.) These are the same types of 
tools now being used successfully at 
companies like J.C. Penney, Rolls 
Royce, and Sony. 

Developers give IEF top rating in 
COMPUTERWORLD study. 

If you couldn't decide which CASE 
products to investigate, now there's 
even more hard evidence pointing to 
the IEF. In a recent user study by 

COMPUTERWORLD magazine, the 
IEF outscored all other I-CASE 
products. If you missed it, we'll send 
you a copy. 

Special introductory offer
one-half our regular price. 

If price has been your problem, we 
have a special one for our new kit. 
At $10,000 (limit one per customer 
company) it's about one-half the 
regular price of IEF OS/2 toolsets. 

If you want to order our new IEF 
Starter Kit, or if you want more 
information, call 800-527-3500. 

TEXAS .,,, 
INSTRUMENTS 


© 1991 Texas Instruments lncorpor.ncd. All rights rc.scrvi.:d. lnfurmatinn Engineering Facility an<l IEF arc nadcrnarks of Texas Instruments. OS/2 is a trademark of lntcrmnional Business Machines. 



Micro 
Edit Formula Format Data Opt
File 

Quick, pick aftmctUm. 71zat's how the Too/bar uurks:easy access lo everydayfeatures. For i11sla11ce, lo get a quick column total, simply hit lite A11/osu111 M bul/011 , a11d tltereyou go. 

Mlcrosott Excel - PROFORMA.XLS §la 
[l ie f dlt Focmula Formal Qata .Qpllons Macro Window Help s 

1:_1a ililirBilsliliaiiailiioii1:1iialialil~iii~ii-ll..ll.,iill!lll!Jli·'-•~-:gmilili- iio11u
Blue Yonder Aircraft •!l 
Pio r o 1m.1 Income SIJlerncnt Ft'f'e yeJ1 Pm1cchon 

RE VE N UES 1991 1992 

c.....s. 18'.845 200m 
Me>oro 48.292 C9,785 
Unl ed St4iter t .23VOO l _El,SD 

No1lh Aau:nc<i: 1 '60.0 7 1.600.6'5 

France 18'.845 t94.ll87G.,.....,. DIP/5 369.£9) 
O~ Et.sopean 61.61 5 ~2-'Zl 
U.Wod o:r.gdom 61 .615 fi1.m 

Europe 616.1 50 TlJfm 

AIM... 48.392 S32lt 
J~ •l9.S31 879.962 
K0<.. 0 .991 6S.9'JlT.._, 65.900 82.488 

Fot £ ,u l 5'JB.n 1.081 .sn 

'• 

Create all illsta11t report: /tit the oullilli11g arrow to collapse or exfxmd your worksheet, sltowillg 
as muclt or as little detail as you rieed to. Then create a clzart ill one step, display

it rig/II Oil tire worilslr eet, a11d voilil wlzat you see 011·scr11ell is wlzat you get al tire prillter. 

]tist a poillt a11d a click do tire 
Irick: clzartillg, fon11al clta11ges, 

nzacros, you 11ame it. 

Mic 



There's one very with other Windows applications, like 
important factor that MicrosoftWord forWindows. Uust what 
most spreadsheets don't you'd expect from the people who pio
know how to handle: you. neered the first Windows spreadsheet) 

But Microsoff And Microsoft Excel reads and 
,.... ..... ..,.._... Excel 3.0 for WindowsN writes Lotus"files. And converts 1-2-3& 
"1W::!ot::':/~1/:JJ:e1.itrg has changed all that. 

With plenty ofeasy-to-use fea
tures like the Toolbar; you may start 
to think ofMicrosoft Excel 3.0 as an 
extension of your thought process in
stead of a spreadsheet. 

Which makes it easy for you to 
do some powerful things, such as con
solidating up to 255 worksheets at a 
time, regardless offormat or structure. 

Or take Solver. It lets you start 
with a desired result and work back
wards to find the variable you need. 

It's also easy to share results 

macros. And offers online help to guide 
you through your transition from Lotus 
to the friendliest spreadsheet ever seen 
on the personal computer. 

Finally, consider that, even ifyou 
are using Lotus 1-2-3, you can upgrade 
to Microsoft Excel 3.0 for only $129: 
Just see your local reseller or give us a 
call at (800) 323-3577, Dept.WIS. 

Microsoft Excel and you. It all 
adds up. 

•PlusfrtW.J:J attd appUcabU~ tax. O{/n~forrwrmil ou"Mn oflotus 1·2\1. SNperCaJc,• Qualtro• Pro and "11PfalfMT. l'fetueaJ/ow24 iqy.Qferddit.wy upqn rrctipl o{ord€rlry Microsoft. Offrrapim J.2/31191. liwcit 0111 /J"cvMqmn, llrMJhT pril:es 
may rnry. Call for syUtm rtqu_imlffntls. "Jt00(1 only in the SO Unittd Slota. C /99/ Micf05D/t C.Orporalion. All fiRhn rtsatttd. Pru.ltd in tlM U.S.A llf tM Utcitl'd SlaJes. rail (8()()) 32.:J.JSn. /)fpl. Wl.i Rw irifamWiort 0ttly: 11'1 Canada, call (SfXJJ 
563-9048; outsidt tM UniJrd Slain and tu:U/a, roll (206) 936-866L Mirrmo/t and tM Microsoft logo art rrgislnrd tn:ulcmarb and ..tMtautm, Toolbar and Hlindoulf an: tmdcmarlu of Miawojl CorP<tmtitm. IPllJ and 1·2'1 art rrgislrmJ trmkmarlu of 
lotus Dn<~I °"1>oto1Km. 

http:iqy.Qferddit.wy


F R E D 
LANG A 

EDITORIAL 


THE REAL 

COMPUTER REVOLUTION 


I
n late August, like many people the world over, I 
closely followed news reports from Moscow as the 
coup took place and events became more and more 
confused. On first hearing of the coup, I'd repeat
edly tried to contact people in the Soviet computer 

industry , offering what little I could: moral support, 
and letting them know their friends at BYTE were very 
concerned. On the second day, I was able to get several 

Dispatches from 

Moscow show the role 

that PCs played 

in the failed coup 

faxes through . 
During the afternoon of the 

21st, radio reports carried the 
first news of the coup's col
lapse. National Public Radio 
said that President Bush had 
confirmed its collapse in a 
telephone call to Gorbachev 
"sometime after noon." 

Now look at the MCI timestamp on this message, 
which I received from the head of the International 
Computer Club in Moscow: 

Date : WedAug21, 199111:52amEST 
From: Levon Amdilyan I MCI ID: 439-1034 

TO: Frederic S. Langa I MCI ID: 284-5434 

My dear friends , 
I would like to thank all of you for your deep concern 

and support in connection with the events we had the 
last two days here in Moscow and the U .S.S .R. 

Now it seems that everything is close to being re
stored. We hope to see and hear Gorbachev within sev
eral hours . The democracy won in our country, and it 
could only be done with the people who felt what is a 
real freedom. And for a lot of us , such sense came also 
from the computer market and the free flow of infor

, mation . Unfortunately three people died last night try
ing to defend the Russian government (Yeltsin). Now 
the putschists escape,d from Moscow and troops left the 
cities . Tomorrow we ' ll have restored all usual broad
casting and mass media. 

Everything is calm in Moscow. 
Thank you once again , 

Levon Amdilyan 

Less than 20 minutes later, I got a voice phone call 
from Moscow. It was Stepan Pachikov , head of Para
graph , the growing Soviet software company. 

"The bandits are gone," he said . "Everything is 
back to normal. Now , the TV and radio are showing 
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live debate from the Russian Parliament. 
"I knew this coup could not last. Only I was wrong: I 

thought it would take two weeks . Instead, it took two 
days . 

"Our office shut down; no programming for two 
days . But we were there and very busy. Every few min
utes, our fax would receive a new message from Yelt
sin 's group. We would retransmit the information to as 
many other faxes as we could and print our hard copy on 
our laser printer to distribute on the streets. It is as I 
said before, Fred: The age of informatics has changed 
everything. Bandits cannot rule our country anymore. 
We can spread information, and they cannot stop us ." 

What Amdilyan called the "free flow of informa
tion" and Pachikov " the age of informatics" really did 
have an impact. There, it helped a country shape its fu
ture and escape its past. And over here, it meant that 
individuals could get live, firsthand confirmation of 
the coup's failure before President Bush did . 

Since then , I've also received paper mail from other 
Sqviet friends, including Alexander Beresnev, the chief 
programmer for Avionica, the company that provides 
software for the world's largest airline , Aeroflot. Ber
esnev writes: 

"Do you still believe in the possibility of a Russian 
nuclear attack? No chance; the very thought is gibber
ish. But some unexpected things may wait for you on 
the battlefield for the computer software market. 

" I would compare Soviet programming potential 
with a boiling intellect developing inside a rubber 
balloon. As the intellect develops , the balloon's size 
increases, and the pressure rises until the balloon 
bursts-that moment is not far ofP.-and the liberated 
intellect flows outside because of differential pressure. 

"I do hope-in fact, I'm sure of it-that the world 
software market will be the only battlefield for Ameri
can and Soviet programmers, and we' ll become friends 
during this battle, having stopped wasting our intellects 
on senseless weapon races. " 

Comments like these show just how much the world 
has changed . And they highlight the central role that 
computer technology , and the people involved in the 
computer field , played in effecting this change. 

Perhaps Jerry Pournelle said it best , as he so often 
does: The events in Moscow this past summer, he said , 
were the " real computer revolution ." 

-Fred Langa 
Editor in Chief 

(BIX name ''flanga ") 



Borland's Paradox. 

Grasp the power of the new standard 

Paradox® is now the recognized standard against which 
all other databases are measured. A database that is as 

m powerful as it is easy to use. 
PARADOX. • That's why Paradox has won 

virtually every database award 
?. ~ • S ,. ~ , since its introduction. Including 

~ Best Programmable Database for 
both single-user and multiuser 

nV.!C\ 
~ environments (Info World, 

. .... ... ~ - November 1990), the #1 SQL 
Front End (NSTL, February 

1991) and Editors' Choice (PC Magazine, May 1991). 
Now you can grasp all of the power that Paradox offers. 

Power Without Pain 
Paradox's legendary combination of power and ease-of
use has made it the standard for applications developers 
and users alike. Paradox comes with a full-blown develop
ment language, PAL;" for building custom database appli
cations. Plus features such as Query By Example, 

multi-table forms and reports, and presentation-quality 
graphics that make Paradox the #1 choice of database users. 

Extend Your Reach! 

Paradox Engine and Paradox SQL Link 


Paradox® Engine provides C, C++ and Pascal programmers 
with an Application Programming Interface (APD, so your 
programs can access Paradox data in both single-user and 
multiuser environments. And with Paradox®SQL Link users 
can access remote data stored in SQL servers:" 

Buy Paradox Today. 

Get a Special "Passport" to Tomorrow_! 


Borland's Passport Upgrade program is your path to 
Windows. Buy Paradox 3.5 today and you'll automatically 
qualify to upgrade to the Windows version of Paradox at the 
special purchase price of only $13995.t Order now! See your 
dealer for specially-marked boxes or call 1·800·331·0877. 

BORLAND 
Software Craftsmanship 

'Microsoft. SYSASE. lBM, Oracle and DEC RdllJ\IMS seNerssupported now. Paradox SOL Unk($4951ts1 price. sold separatety) and Paradox 3.5 a1e1eqol1ed to make the connection with SOL servers. Paradox Enoire is sold separaiely.I CODE: MK43 I tPasspon upgralfe price, valid !or one new Pa radox Windows or next DOS release whenMilible, ls ~OOd unfl March 31 . 1992. Pricif'IQ is in U.S. dofla,rs. Ofter good in U.S.and Canada on~/ . Copyrighl C 1991Borland. Bl 141 2A 
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TI1is Manifest memory analysis shows 

618K of memory available for DOS 
programs after runningQEMM6.0. 
That's enough to avoid thedreaded 

"out of memory" message. 

Here's how you can get more memory. 
Network dri vers,TSRs and other 

utilities that usually take memory away 
from your programs have been moved 
up into high memory, automatically
using QEMM's 'optimize' command. 

Quarterdeck expanded memory 
manager-QEMM-386-became the best 
selling utility in the industry because it 
does a better job of managing memory. 

QEMM solves memory problems 
smoothly and invisibly. It 'pools' memory 
so that it's available in whatever form your 
programs need-expanded or extended. 
You don't even need to know the differ
ence. QEMM does it all for you. Instantly. 
All other managers require you to 
manually allocate memory and re-boot 
every time you need to change. 

Our new version 6is better still. First, 
we improved our unique 'optimize' 
feature. H's still as easy as ever to use: all 
you have to do is type 'optimize' and 
QEMM automatically seeks out 
TSRs and device drivers and our memory wizards fully 
moves them out of your PC's What you can expect understand the technology 
conventional memory and into 
high memory. Now it lets you set 
up "what-if'' scenarios and 'play' 
with combinations of your own. 

Either way, QEMM-386 v6 

behind it, but every user can 
appreciate the huge increase in 
available memory. 

Of course, not every PC has 
115K of extra high memory, but 

oudon\n 


Ma11ifest, our 111e111on1111a11age111e11t utility, clearly slzows 
you /row your 111e111on1 is bei11g 11sed. 

finds more memory for your programs 
than any other memory manager. Period. 

And QEMM monitors your memory
checking to be sure TSRs and utilities can 
be moved safely before it does so. 

Who'd have thought
there'd be another 115K of 

memory in your PC? 
Breakthrough 'Stealth' technology results 
in a gain of up to 115K of high memory on 
many PCs by taking advantage of the 
memory map of most IBM, Compaq and 
100%compatible PCs to 'map' ROM into 

other areas of memory. Only 

Thisexample system is a Toshiba, but 
most 386SX, 386 and 486 IBM' PCs and 
PS/2s~, and most 100%-<:ompatible 

'clones' allow the high memory 
breakthrough. 

QEMM 6.0 Stealth technology 'remaps' 
ROMs, freeing-up as much as an 

additional 115K to be used by your 
favorite programs. 

QEMM reorga11izes tire way your 111e111on1 is used, filli11g 
111e111on1 gaps mrd sq11eezi11g even} last ou11ce of 
perfon11a11ce out of tire sofhvare you 11ow own. 

every PC can benefit from 'Squeeze'-our 
new feature to manage all those TSRs that 
need more memory at start up and less 
when they're resident. Their memory 
allocation is temporarily increased at start
up, then squeezed down when it's no 
longer needed. 

QEMM automatically uses idle 
VidRAM to produce a further 96K gain on 
EGA and VGA-equipped systems when 
running character-based programs. 

0 1991 Quart1'fdcd: Offi"' Systems. All trademarks or rtogistrred trad<'!Thirks arc property of lhc>ir respecti '< own<r. 



urnew 
QEMM gives you more 
memory with less pain. 

New breakthroughs aside, QEMM does 
its basic job better than any other 
memory manager.For example, the DOS 
5.0EMM uses a manual, trial-and-error 
process to optimize memory while 
QEMM does it automatically. 

And QEMM 50/60 v6 offers these 
features (except Stealth) and 'loads high' 
on IBM PS/2 Models 50 and 60. DOS 5.0 
doesn't. 

New DESQview-386 
A_performance bonanza 

for demanding users. 
DESQview-386 is our combination of 
QEMM-386 and DESQview. The result 
is a simple multitasking environment 
that works similarly to Wmdows 3.0, 
without all the memory and cpu 
'overhead' associated with an added
on 'graphical interface'. 

Our memory breakthroughs result 

QEMM isn't just for power users. It's 
for anyone who wants to get the most out 
of the PC. Whether you're using a PS/ 2 
model 50 and DOS 3.3, a486 with 5.0, or 
something in between, we can improve the 
way it works.-PCCompUllng 111f.(3!-Sf

MVP 
~ 

tt· __,___.. 
..an YALU U L.1 ..iooucT ~ 

ii'JTEii\JTE OEMM 386 

WAW!"!;l•!4 INMm114 fB~~ 
~ ~ .. . 
l:mtii!H:l~@IW l1!!41l!~itllte!~M SCORE 8.6 

Prior versio11s of QEi\1M /rave wo11 lots of awards-a11d 
become tire#1 selli11gutility in tire PC i11d11stry. 

Don't leave DOS without us. 
QEMM provides an additional 8-24Kof 
conv:entional memory to Windows 3 
enhanced mode-maximizing memory to 
help make everything run better. 

011r new DESQview-386 version 2.4 incorporates tire latest 
111emon1-maximizing QEMM tec/1110/ogij. 11rat means it provides 

a11 evm better so /11tio11 forusers wlro wmrt low-overlzead, lriglr 
perfom1mrcewindowingand 11111/titaski11g. 

While DOS 5.0's EMM isn't even compati

ble with Windows' Standard Mode! 


QEMM is the best memory manager to 

use withany multitasking software on the 

PC. Period. 


Quarterdeck Manifest 
maps your way to the gold. 

Our award-winning memory 
utility gives you complete and OU F 
clear understanding of how ORY 
your memory works. 8You can actually see where 
programs, TSRs, network drivers and utili
ties run. Check memoryspeed. And find 
the best way to use all of what you've got. 

Manifest is included right on the disk 

when you buy QEMM or DESQview-386. 


demands mean DESQview-386 runs fast. So 
fast, you might not need to upgrade your 
computer to achieve a jump in productivity. 
· Quarterdeck productivity programs help 
you get more performance out of your PC 

investment today. And tomorrow. 

in real benefits to users with lots of 
memory demands-especially network 
users. DESQview-386 lets you run 
programs in several windows side-by

side while using only about 9K of 
conventional memory on a typical PC. 

Upgrade Policy 
QEMM-386 v6 from any version of QEMM........$30 
QE.MM 50/60v6 from any previous version......$30 
QRAM 2.0 from any previous version .................525 
Manifest 1.1 from any previous version ............. .$20 
DESQview 2.4 from any previous version ..........525 
DESQview-386 v2.4 from any previous version 550 

Primly ~.aC'llS!IT.".m:aU 1bsptnJ1picmg. U~pnnriggi.)).f thrtlll,~ 12,IJJN) . 

Special Quattro Pro Bundle Offer 
Upgrade from QEMMto DESQview 386 and get 
Manifest plus a set of DESQviewCompanions 
plus a free Special Edition Quattro Pro for .........$99 


Ad fJidrJ-f"" IM lmutol 

As you might expect, its low memory 

~-

Quarterdeck Office Systems, 150 Pico Boulevard, Santa Monica, CA 90405 (213) 392-9851 Fax (213) 399-3802 

For orders only, call toll-free (800) 354-3222 7AM-5PM PST. 
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No one but Compaq

is delivering new 


personal computers

with what you're


about to see. 




Introducing Intelligent 


Compaq announces PC modularity with a 
remarkable new feature: intelligence. Simply put, 

Intelligent Modularity 
allows our four extraor
dinary new personal 
computers to deliver 

lntelligenl Modularity: lmroducing a new exactly What YOU need 
level of computing built on ease. 
flexibility and affordability. today. As well as afast, 

easy, affordable way to upgrade in the future. 
The unique design of Intelligent Modularity 

in our new COMPAQ DESKPRO/M personal 
computers will allow you to choose the ideal 

processor, video, memory, EISA and 1/0 board. 
And whereas many of our competitors' idea of 
upgradability is limited to processor and memory, 
Compaq goes much further. 

Not only can you swap out any of the five 
boards we 
mentioned 
above,but 
the built-in 
intelligence 
feature ensures 
optimized 

COMPAQ, DESK PRO, " It simply wo rks bcucr. · Registered U.S. Patent <iml Trademarit Office. Produc t nJmes mentioned herein mny be 1radcrnarks amlior reg ist~red trademarks of olher companies. ('.)1991 Com1~11 Computer Corporation. All rights reserved. 



Modularity from Compaq. 


system performance at each level. No one else 
offers so much flexibility for the future. 

Speaking of the future, our new COMPAQ 
DESKPRO/M PCs are built to last. Like no other 

costs can be kept to a minimum. (Though it's 
reassuring to know that should you need help, 
our responsive Customer Support Center is just a 

phone call away.) 
computer on the market. Arugged steel To ·team more, call your Authorized 
chassis holds everything together. COMPAQ Computer Dealer and ask to see 
Superior thermal design keeps things the wonder of COMPAQ DESKPRO/M PCs 
cool. And a 240-watt power supply Jn addition to with Intelligent Modularity firsthand. In 

support from your
handles any configuration. dea1er.roua1sogetadirect1ine the U.S. ,call l-800-231-0900,Operator 175. 

to knowledgeable Compaq people. 
And Intelligent Modularity In Canada, 1-800-263-5868, Operator 175. 

means our DESKPRO/M PCs share common parts. romPAa
Troubleshooting is easier. Service man-hours and 

It simply works better. 



July) should be compulsory reading for 
all systems developers operating over any 
network. ,Highlighting the limitations of 
today's "high-speed" WAN (and LAN) 
systems is key. An application program
mer who merely writes to a standard in
terface without considering the resulting 
traffic on the network is unlikely to pro
duce a successfurproduct for the 
bridged and routed local area, never mind 
the wide area. While some can think 
about T3 circuits, for many companies Tl and El circuits 
are a major annual investment, so 56,000 bps and 
64,000 bps are still likely to be considered " fast." 

For all manner of political (and some technical) rea
sons, the Open Systems Interconnection model above 
layer "one and a half" [i.e., the physical layer and part 
of the data-link layer] has so far had very limited success 
or exploitation in real commercial environments. I 
would like to see the discussion in BYTE move on from 
the reference model to the standards that have been de
veloped out of it. The implementers agreements and ap
plication programming interfaces , which , for political 
reasons, are outside the ISO standardization process, are 
now producing the tools that are finally allowing real 
products to take shape. 

Jim Evans 
Chelford, Cheshire, U.K. 

A s the state-run economies of socialist countries 
around the world continue their downward spiral, 

Senator Al Gore ("A National Vision ," July) attempts 
to apply the same ideology to "stimulate" our economy 
with the National Research and Education Network 
(NREN). While the construction of a centralized network 
for exchanging data may seem a positive step toward 
broader use of computer telecommunications (and it is), 
the federal government is inherently incapable of defin
ing, building, or operating such a network efficiently. 
Furthermore, a government institution cannot deter
mine the value of a commercial project (weighing the 
projected return on investment against the risk), be
cause its actions are driven by political ideology rather 
than a profit motive. 

Under the guise of " infrastructure," what Senator 
Gore really proposes is socialized computer telecom
munications. The funding for the network proposed 
would be subject to the ebb and flow of political tides 
rather than economic viability. Like NSFnet, the gov-

WE WANT TO HEAR FROM YOU . Please double-space yollr 
letter on one side of the page and incl!lde your name and address. 
Letters two pages in length or under have a better chance ofbeing 
published in their entirety. Address correspondence to Letters Edi
tor. BYTE, One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458. You 
can also send letters via BIXmail c!o "editors. " 

Your letter will be read, but because oftire large volume ofmail 
we receive, we cannot gllarantee publication. We also reserve tire 
right to edit letters. It takes about four months from the time we 
receive a letter until we publish it. 
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ernment may decide to place restrictions WAN Fans -

(i .e ., censorship) on the traffic the,netREMOTE 
work may carry. While the dark clouds R oedy Green's article on wide-area CONNECTIONS of a federal deficit and higher taxes hang networks ("Remote Connections," ~ ·\ll _ .. .. __:•ttri lll ....... 
,...,,._.. over us all , now is not the time to en
gage in billion-dollar big-government 
boondoggles such as NREN . 

Gary M. Rush 
San Diego, CA 

System 7 .0 Success 

M y compliments to Tom Thompson 
and Owen Linderholm for a job 

well done explaining Apple's System 7.0 ("Seven's a 
Success," June) . I enjoyed their article and the one by 
Don Crabb ("System 7.0-Apple Defines Its Future") 
so much that I ran out and bought System 7.0 for myself. 
And they are right-System 7.0 is a success. The Mac
intosh is still head and shoulders above the PC. 

Michael Sullivan 
Houston, TX 

Paint Kudos 

I found "Paint for the Pros" (June) to be very accurate 
and informative. With the exception of Color Mac

Cheese and the PC paint programs, I've used every one 
of the programs reviewed, and you guys were right on. 
However, having painted extensively on the Mac Ilfx 
for print and TV, I was surprised that the two most im
portant and powerful paint programs were missing: 
ColorStudio by Letraset and , more particularly, Photo
shop by Adobe are by far the best painting programs 
currently on the market. 

Your authors have a very interesting writing style. 
Keep up the great work . 

c. David Pina 
Burbank, CA 

We excluded Photos hop and Color Studio from that 
roundup because we decided that their image-editing fea
tures placed them outside the range oftraditional paint 
packages. Please see our review ofthe latest versions of 
these two programs elsewhere in this issue.-Eds. 

Paint Exceptions 

W e at Time Arts commend your thorough testing 
procedures and benchmarks, and we often rely on 

this information to help us make informed purchasing 
decisions . Because of our high regard for BYTE, we were 
especially disappointed by the errors and omissions in 
your recent review of our products Oasis and Lumena in 
"Paint for the Pros" (June). 

With regard to Oasis, Roger Goode praises certain 
features in various Macintosh-platform packages without 
mentioning that Oasis has all these features . 

With regard to Lumena: First of all, our thanks to 
Cal Vornberger , who teaches people how to use 
Lumena and knows the depth of its functionality, for 



--
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IEISA 
The Only Game In Town 


For EISA, there is only one EISA UTILITIES MAKE THE JOB 
player to con ider-AMI. SIMPLE 
Whether it's motherboards, AMI designed and 
BIOS, utilities, or SCSI developed the EISA 
host adapters, AMI is Configmation Utility 
the singlesource to make configuring 
for advanced EISA EISA products a snap. 
technology. Run the ECUand select 

the auto configuration option, 
ADVANCED EISA &MODU or modify the 1/0 ports, inter
LAR CPU MOTHERBOARDS rupts, or OMA settings as youdesire. 
With AMI leading the way in EISA 
motherboard designs, you will benefit EISA ADD-ON CARDS 
from bulletproof performance and proven The Fast Disk EISA SCSI Host Adapcer, 
reliability. with a 

• EZ-Flex-A new modular CPU design combination 

offering easy upgrades to future of 16 MB 

technology. cache, and 

• Enterprise II-A proven EISA per intelligent 
former, popular for critical applications. 386SX 1/0 management, is the fastest SCSI 

host adapter on the market today. Look to 
~..~ .. •', THE LEADING AMI for other EISA cards in the near fu ture. 

,'[, ...... : EISA BIOS 

(, '=' . ...~ AMI is the world- THE AMI DIFFERENCE 

wide standard for AM l's expertise covers the entire EISA 
BIOS. AMI' EISA BIOS provides the environment. With research, engineering 
reliabi lity, compatibility, and feature - and support functions under one roof, 
you desire . Plus, it 's compatible - - J\ }IJ is unmatched in knowledge-with AM I's BIOS Configura - - and support.. Call AMI, and 

WWW -tion Utility, providing - you will understand why 
on-site customization AMl's "monopoly" on 
for the In tegrator EISA makes it the 
or OEM. onlygame in town.AMI 

Circle 139 on Inquiry Cord SINGLE SOURCE TECHNOLOGY 

(RESELLERS: 1401· AMERICAN MEGATRENDS, INC. 
800-U-BUY-AMI or 800-828-9264, 404-263-8181, fox 404-263-9381 



AMO Introduces The Am386™Microprocessor. 
You say you want a revolution? Weve a genuine. 40MHz. plug-in replacement. 

got your ammunition: The Am386 micropro Which means you can easily offer the fastest 
cessor. And it stands for the same principles 386 system available. 
you value most-higher speeds. longer Thanks to its truly static operation. the 
battery life. better price-performance. and Am386 microprocessor family uses very little 
the freedom to choose your own vendor. power. So you can expect battery life up to 5.5 

The Am386DXL-40 microprocessor hours under normal working conditions with 
shatters the 33MHz 386 speed barrier with our 25MHz.1ow-power Am386SXL-25 CPU. 

901Thompson Place.P.O.Box 1-i )). SunnY\'ll le CA Q.1oss r 1991 Ad\-anced Micro Ol-vicc-; lnc AmJ&b Is a trademar1c of Ad\'anccd Mkro De-.ic~s. / nc. All brand or prcduct nJmt'S mentioned Jrr tr.tdcmJrksor rt'i:;istcfl'd trademarks of their respective holders 



And the price you pay for such freedoms 
is small. and getting smaller. Because we've 
brought back aggressive learning curve pric
ing. anticipating at least a 20% price reduction 
each year for our Am386SXG-25 CPU. 

What's more. the Am386 microprocessor 
family is available today.available in quantity. 
and available to everyone. 

In truth. it's the microprocessor for the masses. 
So call AMO today at 1-800-222-9323. 

And start a revolution of your own with 
the Am386 microprocessor. 

~ 

Advanced Micro Devices 

'We're Not Your Competition:' 

Circle 46 on Inquiry Card. 
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-
the accuracy of his appraisal. On the other hand , we 

think that the BYTE Lab really missed the boat . 


The main problem is that they tested Lumena only on 
the Hercules Graphics Station Card, but Lumena also 
runs on seven other graphics frame buffers with supe
rior features . For example, the lab compared TIPS on the 
TARGA+ board to Lumena on a board costing half the 
price. If they had tried Lumena on a TARGA+ board, 
they would have found that Lumena has all they wanted 
and more: zooming " pixels to discernible rectangles," 
panning and scrolling in zoom, and graphical overlays 
on live video. 

The lab evaluated Lumena with a mouse, but Lumena 
is designed to work with a pressure-sensitive digitizing 
tablet and stylus. A mouse is OK for pointing, but a sty
lus is better for painting. If you haven't tried Lumina 
with a pressure-sensitive tablet, you can ' t imagine what 
you ' re missing. 

A third hardware issue was the EPROM chip. This 
chip , with the security code, is available already in place 
on the Graphics Station Card when you buy Hercules 
Art Dept. , which includes Lumena. You don't have to 
deal with it unless you buy Lumena separately. In that 
event, which is rare , your dealer should handle such de
tails for you . All other versions of Lumena use an exter
nal copy-protection block instead. You just plug it into a 
serial or parallel port and forget it. 

The BYTE Lab disapproved of our two-screen inter
face . This approach keeps the image unobscured, and a 
very large assortment of tools is within easy reach , not 
buried under layers of pull-down menus . This " immedi
acy " was appreciated by Vornberger. 

The BYTE Lab wished for an undo feature . Although 
it is popular, we think a single level of undo is not worth 
the cost in time and memory , so we Jet the artist decide 
when to preserve the image-very quickly to a temporary 
buffer or permanently to the hard disk. 

In conclusion, Jet me point out that not all software 
will be used by every artist in the same way; nor can 
every package be suited to all individual needs and 
preferences. 

Software like Oasis and Lumena requires more from 
the artist than the simpler "cut , paste, and fill " packages 
positioned at the lower end of the market . To perform a 
satisfactory evaluation, you need to give it a closer look. 

Carroll Rotkel 
Director, Technical Services 

Time Arts, Inc. 
Santa Rosa, CA 

As you accurately point out, each artist uses paint appli
cations differently-that's why we carried out extensive 
testing in the BYTE Lab and asked two professional art
ists to use the packages in their daily work. The resulting 
descriptions were not meant to cover every f eature with
in each package, just those that the reviewers found most 
significant. This same subjectivity led to the BYTE 

Lab 's reaction to lumena 'slack ofan undo f eature. 


The combined approach also allowed us to run com
ments by Vornberger, who uses lumena with a TARGA 
board in his work , along with our lab evaluation using 
the Hercules board. 

Perhaps you misread our comments about the mouse: 
We evaluated lwnena with a digitizing pen and tablet and 
discussed this in our write-up. 
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Finally , thank you for your additional comments 
about lumena copy protection. - Eds. 

Pournelle Potpourri 

I enjoy Jerry Pournelle ' s column each month. I would 
like to share with him my idea to make the casing for 

laptop computers out of clear plastic . 
The advantage of this would be apparent when travel

ing through airports. Airport security insists on x-raying 
laptops to make sure there are no bombs inside. This is , 
of course, fatal to data on a hard disk and cannot do the 
computer itself any good . Allx-raying would be unnec
essary if the security guards could just look inside with 
their own eyes. It may even be possible to make casings 
for the power supply and disk drives out of clear plastic. 

· Marc H. Mehlman 
Johnstown, PA 

I like your idea. I don 't at all mind displaying what my 
stuffis; clear plastic may be the way to go. We 've pretty 
well determined that it isn 't x-rays that do in floppy 
disks-it's the magnetic pulse from either the conveyer 
mechanism, the x-ray power supply, or both. 

-Jerry Pournelle 

J erry Pournelle's January column on CD-ROMs moti
vated me to respond. I am writing to get you to com

plain to the CD-ROM publishers about using propri 
etary retrieval software. With jukebox and carousel CD
ROM drives , as Jerry seemed to imply, we must 
occasionally switch retrieval software to access different 
discs. CD-ROM publishers seem to be sending us down 
the same road that word processors and graphics pro
grams forced us onto: the road of incompatibility. 

CD-ROM publishers should agree on a common for
mat for data structure and images to allow third-party 
vendors to develop retrieval software that users can 
choose for their specific environments. These retrieval 
standards could extend to Unix, networks , and so on, 
and disks could be exchanged across environments. 

Without standards , using multiple disks will become 
too much of a hassle. 

Wade Harman 
Woodville, TX 

Boy, do I agree. So do the publishers. Quanta desperate
ly wants a retrieval system that is easy to use , is reason
able in licensing fees, can be put on the CD-ROM itself. 
is fast, works well, and can call in visuals. So does every 
other publisher I know. Every one ofthe retrieval pack
ages I have seen has some fla ws. We 'll get there, but the 
road is twisty. -Jerry Pournelle • 

FIX 
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•The correct price of386/MultiWare (" Journey to 
Faraway LANs," July) is $595 for five users. It is 
available from Alloy Computer Products, Inc. , 165 
Forest St. , Marlborough, MA 01752 , (508) 481
8500. 



We slash interface 

development time 

better than ever! 


INTRODUCING 

VERMONTVIEWS™ v3.0 


WITH POWERFUL NEWFEATURES. 


Now with DOS 
mouse support! 

ory support mean Vermont Views 
is the ultimate tool for profes
sional interface development. 

Put DOS graphics 
in your applications 

If you don't want to face the has
sle and expense of GUI program
ming, you can now use Vermont 
Views"' GraphEx to put DOS 
graphics into your applications. 
GraphEx allows all Vermont Views 
windows, menus, and forms to 
work in CGA, EGA. VGA. and Her
cules graphics modes. This means 
you can use your favorite graphics 
packages to create charts, graphs, 
and other exciting images to en
hance your text displays. 

Here's great news from the leader 
in C-language interface develop
ment: our brand new version of 
Vermont Views with Designer 
now adds the graphical features 
your end-users are demanding to 
the power and flexibility we've al
ways offered! 

You get fast, 
simple screen management 

THE DESIGNER. the inter
active screen designer in

cluded with Vermont Views, sets 
the standard for sophisticated, 
character-based screen manage
ment. With it, you can create pull
down menus, data entry forms 
with scrollable regions, choice 
lists, memo fields, and a wide 
variety of validated field types. 
The Designer allows fast applica
tion prototyping, code generation, 
and total management of forms, 
menus, and fields. It also pro
vides DOS mouse support, explod
ing windows, shadow borders, 
plus radio and pushbuttons. 
Which means you can quickly 
produce all those client-pleasing 
features that give your product 
that special edge. 

GUARANTEED FOR LIFE! 
We're so sure you'll love Vermont 
Views v3.0 that we make this iron
clad, money-back guarantee. If 
you're ever dissatisfied, for any 
reason, return it for a prompt, no
questions-asked refund. (All you 
have to do is assure us that our 
code has not been incorporated 
into any application.) 

The ultimate system 
for interface development 

Vermont Views is a truly univer
sal solution. Whether you're a 
programmer working alone, or in 
a multi-user site developing in 
DOS. OS/2, UNIX. XENIX, or VMS, 
Vermont Views can meet your 
needs. Use Vermont Views with 
any database that has C-lan
guage interface, such as Oracle, 
Informix, Btrieve, db_Vista and 
C-tree. Vermont Views is platform 
independent, and you11 never 
have to pay any runtime fees or 
royalties. 

Vermont Views with Designer in
cludes a C library of over 550 
functions. This means you get 
sophisticated control over things 
like key handling, linked list pro
cessing, keyboard control, inter
national language, data and time 
conversion routines, string hand
ling, memory management, and 
application speed. 

Available source code, graphics 
support and DOS extended mem-

FREE DEMONSTRATION KIT! 
Call or fax us today for more information and a free demo kit. 

___,_ Ask about our free, no-risk, in-home trial of 
Vermont Views v3.0! : 

800-848-1248 (U.S. AND CANADA) : 

(Please mention "Offer 182") * mVermont ** 
Creative : 
Software : 

Pinnacle Meadows, Richford, Vf 05476 * Phone: (802) 848-7731 FAX: (802) 848-3502 * * * * 
Circle 162 on Inquiry Card. 





Buying a faster PC is expensive. get all this extra speed for $89 

Making a PC go faster, isn't. to $299, suggested retail price. 

Cyrix '" FasMath'" Battery-dependent laptop users will 

coprocessors , rated highest especially appreciate the fact 

that Cyrix coprocessors * * * * overall by 

PC Week Labs and leading industry consume less power. 

magazines, now cost less than ever. Plus, they are backed by a 

Thanks to an innovative, fully five -year limited warranty and a 

compatible architecture, they run toll-free support hot line. 

Lotus® 1-2-3~ AutoCAD ®, For a complete rundown of prices 

Microsoft ® Windows and other and performance specs, call 

leading programs up to three 1-800-FASMATH. The faster, 

times faster. So you spend less the better. 

time waiting , and more time 

working. You can 

AuloCAO •~ 1 ~91~t<1tO on thf U.S. P.attnl •nU ""dtmJr~ Olhct" by A1,.110Uirs. l , lo( . (yri ~ Jnd r,uJ.tJ !h J1e 1i.1dtm.1r lo.s. o f (y11 ~ (1.1 •1tU •o1lltl" li1oduc t nJ<l'lf'S. rnro11on!"d 
hrrt1n mJy Or UJdrm.11k' .ind/o r rtQ l\ltrrd u.1idtm•11"' a l 01hc1 com pamc\. Rf'.1d Jnd follow ln\ ll 1.1ct1on~ 101 p1opr1 ln\IJ llJ!HHI ,111d h.indlong () 1991 Cyrn (01por•~·O" 
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Solaris to Bring Intel Machines into Sun's Orbit 

A nother advanced operating system to think about. The most recently 
promised operating system for Intel -based computers, SunSoft's Solaris, 

is crossing over from the land of SPARC. This 32-bit multitasking, multipro
cessing, multithreaded, distributed, graphical operating system will run not just 
on Sun workstations but also on Intel 386/486 machines . SunSoft (Mountain 
View, CA), the software subsidiary of Sun Microsystems, revealed at its recent 
developers conference that it has ported to the Intel platform an entire system 
software environment-from the operating-system kernel, to the development 
tools , and on up to the user interface and desktop accessories. With this Unix
based operating system, SPARC workstations and Intel machines will basically 
become software identical twins. 

This RISC/CISC software environment is due out in the first half of 1992. 
SunSoft has already released a SPARC-only version: 1.0. Early beta copies of 
version 2 .0 are in the hands of developers. Developers will be able to migrate 
source code from 1.0 to 2.0 with a recompilation, Sun says. 

Solaris 2.0 is being designed on the SPARC architecture and then ported to 
Intel's x86 architecture. It will consist of SunOS 5.0-a multiprocessing, multi
threaded version of Unix System V release 4 .0 (without the Berkeley libraries), 
network interoperability tools, a developer environment , and a revised Open 
Look user interface. Solaris also incorporates a migration path to a distributed 
object management facility. 

The new environment offers source compatibility between platforms. For 
SPARC developers, this means that, to carry applications to Intel machines , all 
you need to do is recompile, SunSoft says. The development environments are 
identical on both platforms, even to the compiler; only the low-level, instruc
tion-set layer is different. For users, this means that your 386 or 486, outfitted 
with a hefty hard drive and plenty of memory, can turn into a software version 
of a SPARC workstation. 

SunSoft's environment is designed to fill what company officials call the 

SOLARIS: THE MAIN ATTRACTIONS I I 
• Symmetric multiprocessing 

• Multithreading at both the kernel and application levels 

• DOS emulation on both platforms, plus Windows 3.0 emulation on the Intel platform; 
cut·and·paste between DOS/Windows applications and Unix applications 

• Ability to perform drop-and-drag operations between applications running anywhere 
on the network 

• Source code to be compatible across Intel and SPARC platforms. says Sun; 
applications are "ported" by being copied to the other platform and recompiled 

•Upgraded version of Open Network Computing (ONG), which provides a protocol 
and services for applications distributed across heterogeneous networks 

•ONG includes NIS+ , a hierarchical enterprise naming service; it 's designed to offer a 
user-friendly interface for management of resource locations on a heterogeneous 
network 

• Project DOE (Distributed Objects Everywhere) represents the beginnings of a 
distributed object management facility, a service for object communications across 
heterogeneous networks; based on work by Sun and Hewlett-Packard 

• Development environment includes ToolTaJk. a network-transparent interapplications 
messaging facility 
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Will Solaris 2.0 mean fewer 
sales of Sparcstations for Sun Mi
crosystems? Possibly. "There is 
a very large corpo
rate market out 
there," Sun presi ~ f) ft ,~ ~ 
dent Scott McNealy 
said. He empha
sized that offering 
an Intel version of 
SunOS simply caters to 

...JW::.J.J 

an 
existing market. o 

SunSoft president Ed Zander 
claims that Sun will benefit from 
having the Intel platform: "More 
applications will get more busi
ness." Sun will benefit if Solaris 
could dominate the operating-sys
tem market , said SunSoft vice 
president for marketing, Bill Lar
son . "We have a two-year lead in 

the 32-bit, dis
tributed space. 
This will pre
empt the need 
for any other en
vironment in 
that space. " 
SunSoft , 
adopting System 
V release 4 .0, 

would also like to settle the Unix 
version wars . According to Zan
der, SVR4 represents 80 percent of 
the Unix market share. o 

For big , "traditional" computer 
companies to survive, they will 
have to foster within themselves 
smaller, intrapreneurial enter
prise , Gordon Bell told a group 
at the Stanford Executive Institute. 
"Massive intrapreneurism is 
the only way traditional computer 
companies will survive in the 
nineties ," said Bell. "Companies 
must engage in radical reform 
where they actually create new and 
unique , high-margin products
not just serve as purchasing agents 
and distributors for creative or 
high-volume products." o 



Unprecedented 32-Bit 
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100% ANSI and SM compatible: . 
C8.5/386 passes·all Plum ,HaH Vali<:lation 
Suite tests. ": •" ' · 
Comprehensive tool set includes a 
. debugger, li!lker, profiler and much more. 
Mic_rosoft extensions simplify porting of 
16-bit source. • 
DOS extenders supported include 
Phar Lap, Rational and Ergo. 
Extensive third party support includes 
products to help with windowing, 
communications, C++ development and 
graphics. 
AutoCAD AD~ development and 
debugging support., 

DOS Extender Features 
C8.5/386 includes DOS/4GW, a 32-bit 
DOS extender developed by Rational 
Systems and based on the industry
leading technology ofDOS/16M, Key 
fea tures include : 
•Royalty-free runtime license 
• Virtual memory support up to 32Mb 
• 25K real mode memory footprint 
• DPMI support (DOS, Windows DOS 


Box, etc.) _ 

• VCPI and XMS (himem.sys) compatible 

32-bit Windows Kit 
Develop and debug true 32-bit GUI 
applications and 32-bit DLL's. Using 
32-bit addressing, GUI applications can 
exploit the flat memory model to 
overcome inherent Windows memory 
constrai l!ts. Straightfonvard memory 
allocation makes Windows application 
development easier. Key components 
include : 
•Supervisor for executing 32-bit 

applications and DLL's under Windows 
•Debugger for 32-bit applications and 

.. 

WATCOM CB.5/386 -
• 100% ANSI C Optimizing Compiler 
Tool~ set compo~ents: . 
·• Pro~ected-mode version of CoII1piler 
•Royalty_: free DOS Extender with VMM 

support• Licensed Components of the . 

Microsoft Windo'\vs DK • Interactive 

Source-Level Debugger• Linker 

•Protected-mode v.ersion.pf Linker 
• Profiler • Object Code Librarian 
• Object Code Disassembler • MAKE 

Facility• Patch Fad\ity •Object Module· 

Convert Utility• Wfodows Supervisor 

• Bind Facility for Windows Applications 

.-• 386 Run-time library object code 
•Special 32-bit libraries for Windows API 
• 386·Graphics Library for Extended DOS 

applications• 386 Run-time libraries for 

Windows · 


Also available: 

WATCOM FORTRAN 77/386 

Includes 100% ANSI FORTRAN 

optimizing compiler and all tool set 

components listed above for C8.5 /386. 


Platforms 

Host environments: 

DOS, Extended DOS, Windows DOS 

box, OS/2 1.1 or later 

Target environments: 

EXtended DOS, Windows, Windows 

DOS box, AutoCAD ADS, embedded 

systems 

Novell's Netware Cfor NLM's includes 

C8.5 /386 


Price: $995 
1-800-265-4555 

._.~,..,_ ~ \~C1JJ DLL's under Windows 	 415 Phillip Street, Waterloo, Onlario, Canada 
• Licensed Microsoft SDK components N2L 3X2 Tel. (519) 886-3700 Fax (519) 747-4971 

•Access to Windows API from 32-bit 
code through special libraries WATCOM C and J..ighllling Device are tradanarl<s or WATCOM 

S)>l<f11' Inc. DOS/4G and DOSI 16M are iradornarks of Ralional• 387 math co-processor emulation SystcrnS Inc . Other trademarks""' the properties c:i lhcir n:>peeti\~ 

• 32-bit C library for Windows ownctl. e Copyright 1991 WATCQ\ol Products Inc. 

http:v.ersion.pf
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"software gap"-the difference between 
the power of the 386/486 and the relative 
weakness of current PC operating envi
ronments. Speaking of the Mac and 
DOS, SunSoft vice president Bill Cole
man said, "Their foundation is cracked 
and will have to be replaced." 

Like the proposed Advanced Comput
ing Environment , Windows NT, OS/2 
2.0, and the Apple/IBM project, Solaris 
is another wait-and-see affair for users. 
Sun 's last foray into Intel software, a 

MICRO BYTES 


SunOS for the Sun 386i, wasn ' t exactly a 
smash ; this time, though , the company 
has the help oflnteractive Systems, expe
rienced in porting Unix to x86. 

But will most 386-based PCs have the 
resources to run an operating system as 
big as Solaris? Or will Solaris find its 
Intel base in 486-powered servers? Will 
PC users just stick with a Microsoft oper
ating system , or an IBM operating sys
tem? Stay tuned. 

-Ellen Ullman 

AMD's New Lower-Voltage 386 Will Mean 

More Miles to the Gallon 

I magine having a portable computer 
that lasts a whole workday without 

needing to have its battery recharged, or 
a battery-powered notebook that doesn't 
die during the middle of a transcontinen
tal flight, or a pen-based computer, the 
size of a Walkman, that runs off AA bat
teries . New 386 microprocessors that 
were announced this month by Advanced 
Micro Devices (Austin , TX) can operate 
at 3. 3 V, instead of the current 5-V stan
dard. " Our new low-voltage [LV] chips 
will allow OEMs to build notebook de
signs with 8 to 12 hours of battery life," 
said Mike Webb, AMD 's director of 
marketing for PC products. 

The first systems to use AMD's new 
LV chips-the Am386SXLV and the 
Am386DXLV-won 't show such dra 
matic gains , however. Getting that 12
hour capacity will depend on all the 
other components' -hard drive, periph
eral subsystems, power-hungry LCD
also operating at3 .3 V, which won 't hap
pen for a year or more. But even putting 
in a 3. 3-V motherboard should result in 
major power savings . According to 
AMD, just converting the motherboard 
to 3.3 V cuts fuel consumption to 720 
milliwatts , a power savings of about 50 
percent. Such a mixed-voltage system 
would run for about 7 hours , and possi
bly longer, Webb said. The new AMD 

CPUs have translation buffers that allow 
the 3.3-V and 5-V components to talk to 
each other. 

Other companies are working on 3.3
V components that OEMs will need to 
build the·se new lower-voltage mother
boards. VLSI Technology and Western 
Digital will provide core logic chip sets; 
Cirrus Logic and Headland, core logic 
and graphics; and Texas Instruments, 
DRAM. Systems will be out in the first 
quarter of 1992, Webb said. 

AMD will initially sell the new chips 
in 20- and 25-MHz models . Next year, 
there will be a 33-MHz DX version. 
" There's no firm schedule" on when 
AMD's 40-MHz 386 will be out in a low
voltage version, Webb said. The chips 
are priced the same as AMD 's 5-V parts. 

" Significant OEMs" are currently 
evaluating the chips , AMD officials 
said . Expect system announcements by 
or during the first quarter of 1992, with 
machines arriving in the first half of the 
year, Webb said. System designers have 
anticipated the arrival of 3.3-V proces
sors , but none were yet ready to an
nounce products using the AMD LVs. 
" We 'd certainly like to see a sophisti
cated CPU with lower power require
ments, " said Grant Johnson, director of 
product marketing at Toshiba America. 

-D.Barker 

Toshiba Claims First with 486SX Notebook 


W ith the announcement of its 
T4400 at Comdex this fall , To

shiba America (Irvine , CA) is claiming 
it has the first notebook-size computer to 
use Intel ' s 486SX chip-in this case, the 
new 25-MHz version of the ch ip. The 
7 'h -pound T4400 measures I'l.7 by 8.3 
by 2.2 inches. Buyers will have a choice 
of VGA-quality display: either a 9'h-inch 
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black-and-white LCD or a sharper gas
plasma screen . A T4400 with a 60-MB 
hard drive and LCD has a suggested re
tail price of $5299; with the gas-plasma 
screen, $5599 . A model with an 80-MB 
hard drive and LCD is $5599; with the 
gas-plasma screen, $5899. 

As this story went to press , Toshiba 
had no units available for testing. But 
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Last we heard, "OS/2 2.0 is 
moving right along" toward final 
shipment, according to Lee Reis
wig, assistant general manager of 
programming in IBM' s Personal 
Systems Division. "The most sig
nificant change" IBM showed in 

its latest demon
strations was 
the ability to run 
Windows pro
grams in their 
standard 
mode under 
OS/2 . Reiswig 
said that version 
2.0 will be so 

efficient, "most everyone will tie 
developing for it. " But many de
velopers who went with OS/2 the 
first time are disillusioned. As 
one developer put it , · ..If OS/2 does 
Windows better than Windows, 
then [developing for] Windows 
ought to be good enough." D 

Still , the demonstrations of 
OS/2 2.0 are sharp. Lee Reiswig 
had a bunch of tiled DOS-based 
tasks all running concurrently on 
the Presentation Manager desk
top: dBase IV in one window; At
tachmate speaking to a host 
through a DOS device driver vir
tualized under OS/2 2 .0; Lotus 
1-2-3 for Windows and WordPer
fect for Windows, running in 
standard-mode Windows sessions; 
a " 2.0 internal" 647-KB DOS 
command window talking to a 
LAN Server; DOS 4.0 and DOS 
5.0 command windows; a DR DOS 
command window; Desqview 
running HyperAccess connected to 
CompuServe; 1-2-3 release 3.1 
accessing OS/2 2.0 's DOS Pro
tected Mode Interface services; 
and SpaceQuest talking to sound 
equipment via a MIDI adapter. D 

Apple Computer intends to build 
Adobe's Type 1 font technology 
into a future release of the Mac 
OS. The two companies will de 
velop the software to support the 
Type I rasterizer and Type I fonts 
within a subsequent version of 
System 7.0. Adobe says this will 
give Mac users access to Type I 
and TrueType fonts. D 



CORELORAW! 

"It's so easy to addflair!" 

T ~Desktop Publishing! 
Your newsletter and ad are due today and to make them look great 
you need CorelDRAW! With 153 fonts, plus thousands of clipart 
images and symbols, creating dynamic headlines, diagrams, and 
logos is fast and easy! 

DO ~ Presentations! 
Make a big impact with your presentation u ing 
CorelDRAW. lmport and export with ease. Create 
slides, overhead , hand-outs or enhance on-line 
computer presentations. 

D IT ~For Fun! 
Not only can you add flair to all your 
projects, you can create amazing 
illustrations, eye-catching greeting cards, 
invitations, certificates, and more. 
CorelDRA W's easy-to-use interface and 
incredib.le special effects let your 
imagination run wild! 
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rising above them. 


Rising to todays 
challenges takes more 

than yesterday's news. You 
have to raise your computing 

capabilities to new levels. Thats 
what OS/2® wa created to do. 

Start with Presentation Manager:· 

a graphical, fri endly intcrfocc thats easy 
to use. Then add multitasking instead of 
·lower, less dependable task-switching. With 

"era h" protection , if one OS/2 application 
fail s, others remain intact, ·o there's no need to 
reboot, reconnect or reconfigure. And OS/2 
was designed with networking in mind, giving 
you ca y access to integrated communications, 
database and LAN solution s'." And the next 
version , OS/2 2.0, will soon olfor even more. 

OS/2 2.0 is being designed to be easier to 
install as wel l a provide a better DOS than 
DOS, a better Window '" than Windows, and a 
better OS/2 than OS/2 operating environment. 
It' also being de igned to let you run 0 /2, 
DOS and Windows applications simultaneously, 
with more available memory and acce s to a 
broad range of application created for tho e 
environments. 

In fact, even the price is an innovation. 
Act now and you can buy OS/2 1.3 SE for just 
$99, if you own I BM DOS:"* If not, you can 
buy OS/2 J.3 SE at the new low price of $150. 
Either way, you' ll be eligible to get an upgrade 
to OS/2 2.0 upon release, at no extra charge. 
To order OS/21.3, ca ll 1800 342-6672; or 
conta<;L your IBM Author ized Rcmarkcter or 
IBM marketing representative. Because it's 
time to stop reaching limits, and start rising 
above them. 

==-~==® 

--- ·



preliminary BYTE Lab benchmark tests 
on another early adopter of the 25-MHz 
486SX , Compaq's Deskpro 486s/25, in
dicated that systems using the new CPU 
are slightly faster than the 20-MHz ma
chines. The Deskpro 486s/25 registered 
a CPU benchmark 15 percent better than 
that of an Everex Step 486SX/20 but al
most twice as fast a·s that of a Deskpro 
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with a 25-MHz 386 CPU. 
Toshiba says that it has addressed the 

problem of cracking laptops by building 
the T4400 into a case made of carbon
fiber-reinforced plastic , which is sup
posed Jo be as strong as aluminum but 
lighter. We haven ' t yet had a chance to 
drop one from a taxi at LaGuardia . 

· -D.Barker 

New Version of Mac OS Yields Faster 
Number Crunching, BYTE Tests Reveal 

B YTE Lab benchmark tests show 
that the first revision to Apple's 

System 7 operating system yields dra
matic improvement in Macintosh float
ing-point performance. System 7.0. l ' s 
new number-crunching prowess was de
tected when the preliminary floating
point test results of the new PowerBook 
170's 25-MHz 68882 FPU easily out
paced those of the 40-MHz 68882 FPU 
in the Mac Ilfx . 

We ran a beta version of 7 .0 .1, which 
ships with the new Macs, on a Mac Ilfx 
and Ilci , along with the BYTE floating
point benchmarks , to observe if the 
new operating system was responsible for 
the performance boost-indeed it was. 
Floating-point performance on both 
computers jumped by as much as three to 
five times. In realistic terms, test tim
ings were abbreviated by as little as 16 
seconds or as much as 55 seconds. Apple 
confirmed that System 7 .0. 1 has built-in 
enhancements that improve the perfor
mance of the Standard Apple Numeric 
Environment (SANE) calls. 

SANE supplies a library of hardware
independent math routines for use by ap

plications that perform complex calcula
tions. On Macs without FPUs, such as 
the Classic and the Power Book 100 and 
140, SANE performs its computations in 
software. On Macs with FPUs, these 
computations are handed off to them. 
Unfortunately , SANE was notoriously 
slow in conversing with the FPU: Some 
spreadsheets and CAD packages bypass 
SANE and access the hardware directly 
to improve performance. Unfortunately, 
this meant that the software broke when 
new Macs were introduced, either be
cause the address of the FPU changed, or 
it disappeared, as in the case of the Mac 
LC and Ilsi . 

System 7 .0 . 1 does away with the 
math-performance bottleneck that got 
the Mac branded by some as unsuitable 
for use as a CAD workstation. A long
term benefit is that with SANE's im
proved computing power, all application 
developers will use the SANE calls for 
math processing. Such applications will 
run faster on any Mac. This eliminates 
the hassle of upgrading applications with 
each new Mac introduced. 

-Tom Thompson 

NuMesh: Interconnecting Like Legos 

A group at MIT is working on a way 
to connect computers based on the 

packaging technology known as multi
chip modules. The NuMesh specifica
tion could define the basis for building 
high-performance computers with mix
and-match , off-the-shelf components . 

"The idea behind the current NuMesh 
project , " says MIT professor Steve 
Ward, "is to make a combined packaging 
and communications interconnect stan
dard that works like Legos." Using a 
basic programmable communications 
" substrate ," each node in a Nu Mesh 
computer would have a common logic 
"preprogrammed to implement a wide 
and arbitrarily complex variety of com
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munication patterns," Ward says. 
Multichip modules, currently used in 

mainframes from DEC, IBM, NEC, and 
others, allow electronic packaging ofICs 
at about 30 times the density of conven
tional printed circuit boards , providing 
much faster data transfer and signal 
propagation speeds. Existing multichip 
modules use different, proprietary inter
connect specifications and are incompat
ible with each other. NuMesh would pro
vide a common set of specifications and 
protocols that could be used by hardware 
vendors to produce compatible chip mod
ules. " Technically , it's feasible ," says 
Ward. " Politically , there is the usual set 
of complications. " 

COll/i1111e d 
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Peter Norton had a few good 
quotes for federal computer users 
at the recent Fed Micro confer
ence in Washington , D.C . On the 
proposed Apple/IBM alliance: 
" [The alliance] is a brief marriage 
of convenience. It smells like a 
desperation move." On Unix: " I 
don't like it. But it ' s here, espe

cially in govern
ment, and being 
used . It's here to 
stay, for better 
or worse ... . We 
don't need a 
proliferation of 
operating sys
tems. The good 
part is that it of
fers compatibility 

across hardware. That's an illu
sion, but better than nothing. It ' s a 
necessary evil , like OS/2." D 

With its new Modem 2400+ , 
Intel is taking advantage of the 
new PCMCIA specification for 
PC cards , offering a modem that's 

just a little big
ger than a credit 
card. Intel is 
offering two 
models of the 
2400-bps Hayes
compatible 
MNP device: 
one for the 
U.S./Cana

dian market and one for Japan. 
The modem has a line adapter, 
which is an Intel proprietary con
nection between the card and the 
telephone line . The adapter has a 
small , flat plug that connects to 
the card and a standard telephone 
connector on the other end, with a 
short length of cable between the 
connectors . o 

Insignia Solutions, maker of the 
SoftPC emulator, has signed a li
censing deal that will let Micro
soft incorporate its x86 emulation 
technology in future products . 
Insiders indicate that Insignia's 
Intel x86 emulation software will 
be used for the " DOS Box" in 
Microsoft ' s upcoming NT operat
ing system when running on non
Intel platforms. o 





Gateway 2000 has stood the test of time. PC Week includes Gateway 2000 
in a very short list of successful computer makers. "Thecommon themes: 
high-value, low-cost products. Close contact with customers. And sinceri(r 
over time. Buyers value vendors that have priced their products fairly from 
the outset, not just in reaction to dwindling market share and impractical 
cost structures." 

We know you also value a vendor 's stability over time. A dentist from 
Watertown, South Dakota, wrote to us recently for assurance that his 

Gateway computer won't become an ··orphan" someday. 
Nobody wants to buy a PC today and find oul tomorrow the

or' o o 
manufac turer went out of business. 

When you buy a Gateway 2000 computer, you can be Gal1£1112'XX/ > ~- . 

assured that you 're doing business with one of the larges! and-mmrnmrmrn mrr11 m11mrrrn r ' most successful PC direct marketers in the nation. In the 
..(j,,~rat'" ''' Jil ~ " ' .. ~ • ..... . 

July I issue of Business Week magazine, Gateway is 
ranked as the third largest direct market computer 

manu facturer in the nation based on 1990 
revenues of $275 million. In just two quarters of 

199 1, we've nearly exceeded 1990 revenues. Many 



companies would envy our June 30 balance sheet, which shows current 
assets outweighing current liabilities by more than 2 to I and our equity 
being more than I 0 times our long-term debt. 

What that means is your computer won't become an orphan; we' II be 
here to honor your 30-day money-back guarantee and one-year warranty on 
parts and labor; we 'll be here to provide lifetime telephone technical 
support and bulletin board services; and we' ll grow with you, bringing you 
the best value in the highest technology computer products for years to 
come. Gateway 2000- we've stood the test of time. We're going to be 
here for you. 

Gateway 2000 has stood the 
rigorous tests of Time Customer 
Service in Tampa, Florida. 
TCS now has Ol'er 250 
Gateway systems.in use. Some , _ . 
of the Gateways are used in Andy Rifkin 
mission critical business Time C11sro111er Service 
applications such as Target Select. Target Select is aprocess whereby a 
magazine is built and customized with inkjet printing at bindery time. 
But TCS's Andy Rifkin, Director ofAdvanced Technologies, didn't buy 
all those Gateways without careful consideration. 

"We use Gateways in mission-critical applications," said Andy. "If 
the systems rwwing our application go down, we're out of business. 
That's why we do extensive testing before we buy. We have at least one 
PC from every computer company ever in existence," he continued. 
"These systems have all been through our testing process, but the 
Gateways have unquestionably been our top-performing PC's with a 
failure rate less than 2%." 

Andy said initially it was risky for him to recommend Gateway 2000 
over the more traditional corporate computer suppliers. "But Gateway 
came through for Time Customer Service, at afraction of what we had 
been paying for PC's." 



/6,\/Hl 386SX 
• 80286 Processor 	 • Intel® 80386SX Processor • Intel 80386SX Processor • Intel 80386 Processor 
•2MB RAM 	 •2MB RAM • 32K Cache RAM •4 MB RAM 
• 1.2 MB 5.25" Drive 	 • 1.2 MB 5.25" Drive •4 MB RAM • 1.2 MB 5.25" Drive 
• 1.44 MB 3.5" Drive 	 • 1.44 MB 3.5" Drive • 1.2 MB 5.25" Drive • 1.44 MB 3.5" Drive 
• 	 40 MH 17ms IDE Drive • 40 MB I7ms IDE Drive • 1.44 MB 3.5" Drive • 80 MB 17ms IDE Drive 

with 32K Cache with 32K Cache • 80 MB 17ms IDE Drive with 32K Cache 
• 16-Bit VGA with 512K 	 • 16-Bit VGA with 512K with 32K Cache • 16-Bit VGA with I MB 
• 	 14" Crystal Scan !024 • 14" Crystal Scan I024 • 16-Bit VGA with 512K • 14" Crystal Scan I024NI 

Color VGA Monitor Color VGA Monitor • 14" Crystal Scan 1024 Color VGA Monitor 
• I Parallel/2 Serial Ports 	 • I Parallel/2 Serial Ports Color VGA Monitor • I Parallel/2 Serial Ports 
• I PS/2 Mouse Port 	 • I PS/2 Mouse Port • I Parallel/2 Serial Ports • 124-Key AnyKey Keyboard 
• 124-Key AnyKeyrn Keyboard 	 • 124-Key AnyKey Keyboard • I PS/2 Mouse Port • Microsoft Mouse 
•MS DOS®5.0 	 • Microsoft®Mouse • 124-Key AnyKey Keyboard •MS DOS 5.0 

•MSDOS 5.0 • Microsoft Mouse • MS Windows 3.0
$1345 •MS WindowsTM 3.0 •MS DOS5.0 
 $1995• MS Windows 3.0$1495 $1795 
33Mlll ./86 

•Get our 33 MHz 386 system, 	 • Intel 80386 Processor • Intel 80486 Processor • Intel 80486 Processor 
same configuration as listed, • 64K Cache RAM • 64K Cache RAM • 128K Cache RAM 
with a 120 MB IDE hard drive • • 8 MB RAM, Expands to 64 MB•4MB RAM 	 8 MB RAM , Expands to 64MB 

• 1.2 MB 5.25" Drive 	 • 1.2 MB 5.25" Drive • 1.2 MB 5.25" Driveinstead of the 200 MB drive. 
• 1.44 MB 3.5" Drive 	 • 1.44 MB 3.5" Drive • 1.44 MB 3.5" Drive$2245 	 • 200 MB 15ms IDE Drive with • 200 MB 15ms IDE Drive with • 340 MB 15ms SCSI Drive with 

64K Multi-Segmented Cache 64K Multi-Segmented Cache 128K Multi-Segmented Cache 
• 16-Bit VGA with I MB 	 • 16-Bit VGA with I MB • 32-Bit EISA SCSI Controller• Same features as our 33 MHz 
• 14" Crystal Scan 1024NI 	 • 14" Crystal Scan 1024NI • 16-Bit VGA with I MB486 system except this machine 

Color VGA Monitor 	 Color VGA Monitor • 14" Crystal Scan 1024Nlhas 4 MB RAM, instead of 8, 
• I Parallel/2 Serial Ports 	 • I Parallel/2 Serial Ports Color VGA Monitor

and a 120 MB IDE hard drive. • 124-Key AnyKey Keyboard 	 • 124-Key AnyKey Keyboard • I Parallel/2 Serial Ports
instead of the 200 MB drive in • Microsoft Mouse 	 • Microsoft Mouse • 124-Key AnyKey Keyboard 
our standard configuration. • MSDOS5.0 	 •MS DOS 5.0 • Microsoft Mouse 

• MS Windows 3.0 	 • MS Windows 3.0 •MS DOS5.0$2545 
• MS Windows 3.0$2495 	 $2995 

$3895 
The Extras - That Don't Cost Extra At Gateway 

•One-year warranty on pans and labor 	 •C.O.D. termsand major credit cards honored 
• Replacemenl pans shipped quickly via overnight shipping al • Net 30-day credit termsavailable 10 qualified commercial customers 

no charge • Leasing optionsavailable lO qualified commercial customer.; 
• 30-day money-back guarantee 	 •MS DOS 5.0 is standard; versions 4.01 and 3.3 are available at no 
• Lifetime loll-free technical support from the service organization extra charge 

that won PC World's Service Excellence Award •TI1e programmable AnyKey keyboard is standnrd; n IO I-key 
•Free on-site service to most locations 	 keyboard is also available at no extra charge 
•Free bulletin board technical support 

All prices are subject to change. Prices do not include shipping. @ Primed 011 recycled paper. ~iW~ Corporate Sponsor - aprogram ofthe 

American Forestry Association. Box 2000. 1Vashi11gto11. DC 20013. Call 11s for information 011 how yo11 ca11 support Global Re/eaf 

Sales Hours: 7am-I Opm Weekdays, 9am-4pm Saturdays (Central Time) 

Service Hours: 6am-Midnight Weekdays, 9am-2pm Saturdays (Central Time) 


-yOIJ•'<' got a friend in the business.• 	 m8 0 0 5 2 3 2 0 0 0 Now Toll-Free 
610 Gateway Drive• N. Sioux City, SD 57049 •605-232-2000 •Fax 605-232-2023 From Canada! 

© 1991 Gateway 2!XXJ. lnc. Ga1eway 21XXl and AnyKey arc lradcmarks of Ga1eway 2<XXJ. Inc. All other brand and product names arc 1radcmarts or registered 1radcm:rls of their respective companies. 
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Introducing Gateway 2000's 

33 MHz 486 EISAFor $3895 
And you thought the "E" in EISA stood for expensive! At $3,895, 

Gateway's 486-33 EISA system is priced lower than most 486-33 ISA 
systems. Now you can take advantage of Extended Industry Standard 
Architecture, capable of running the latest technology 32-bit boards, at an 
affordable price. 

Includes 32-Bit EISA SCSI Controller 
Gateway's price is especially remarkable when youconsider that this EISA 

system comes with a 32-bit EISA SCSI controller- an expensive option with 
most other manufacturers' EISA 

computers. The EISA 
SCSI controller makes 
disk operations 
lightning fast. Other 
SCSI options are 
also available. 

Ideal For Disk-Intensive Applications 
The 486-33 EISA is ideal for use as a file server and for high-end CAD, 

workstation, and network applications. It's also the best computer on the 
market if you want the security of knowing you've planned well for the future . 

Crystal Scan 1024NI Standard 
The EISA system includes Gateway's non-interlaced Crystal Scan monitor, 

designed for flicker-free video display. The Crystal Scan l024Nl has a 
14-inch non-glare tube, 0.28mm dot pitch with 1024 x768 resolution at 60 Hz, 
800 x600 at 72 Hz. 

AnyKey1MKeyboard Standard 
Our custom 124-key keyboard is called the AnyKeybecause any key can 

be programmed to perform any function or series of keystrokes. The entire 
keyboard can be remapped to create your own keyboard layout. The 
AnyKey 's versatility is rivaled only by its simplicity. You can learn to 
program it in just a few minutes. And if 
you hate the idea of programming 
anything, you ' ll still love the 
feel and extra keys on the 
AnyKey. 

Just Add Your 
Favorite Programs 

All Gateway systems arrive ready 
to run. The hard drive is formatted 
and the software that comes with each 
system is loaded. All you have to do is 
install your favorite applications. Software diskettes 
and comprehensive hardware and software manuals are included. 

Componems and peripherals are sold separatelyonly 10 Gateway2000 cus10111ers. 

I 

800 523 2000 

610 Gateway Drive • N. Sioux City, SD 57049 •605-232-2000 •Fax 605-232-2023 



Each NuMesh node would be a multi
chip module measuring about 2 inches on 
each side. The basic idea is to eliminate 
the conventional linear data transfer 
mechanism of backplane buses and 
printed circuit boards and replace it with 
a three-dimensional interface consisting 
of modules arranged in a cube, thus al
lowing the exchange of data with multi
ple nodes simultaneously. 

Ward and his group have developed 
some prototype systems based on the Nu
Mesh specification using standard 
printed circuit boards . "We've realized 
some supercomputer performance on 
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some of these prototypes ," says Ward. 
Although Ward doesn't anticipate a 

complete specification for mechanical 
and logic protocols for another three 
years, specifications are already avail
able for the prototype systems , and the 
research team, which earlier worked on 
the NuBus specification, is hoping to at
tract industry partners to begin develop
ing NuMesh-based designs . For more in
formation , contact Professor Ward at 
MIT, Room NE43-624A , 77 Massachu
setts Ave. , Cambridge, MA 02139, (617) 
253-6036. 

-Nick Baran 

Farallon to Get Macs and Windows Talking 

F arallon (Emeryville , CA) is work
ing on a new product based on Tim

buktu , its software for remotely control
ling Macs, that will offer similar access 
to PCs running Microsoft Windows 3.0. 
In a recent demonstration , Farallon 
showed the upcoming product working 
with a Mac hooked to a DOS laptop (via 
Ethernet) running Windows 3.0. You got 
the same view of the laptop screen in the 
Mac window, with accurate reproduction 
of colors, icons, and menus . Not only 
that, but you could control the Windows 
machine from the Mac, and the Mac 

from the Windows machine. Farallon 
says that it has spent three years on the 
software that translates QuickDraw calls 
to Windows ' GDI and back. 

The Mac/Windows link will probably 
be available in the second quarter of next 
year, a Farallon spokesperson said . The 
company also plans to port its DiskPaper 
and MediaTracks products to Windows. 
The new products will be able to use Mac 
files, and, conversely , the Mac applica
tions will be able to use files created by 
the Windows products , Farallon says. 

-Tom Thompson 

Microsoft Lets Developers Peek at Windows NT 

A !though some jokesters are saying 
that NT really stands for "not 

there ," Microsoft has been giving select 
developers a look at alpha code for Win
dows NT, or Win32, its next-generation , 
32-bit operating system. NT, based on a 
totally new kernel , will be a preemptive, 
multithreaded operating system intended 
to run on high-end PCs and servers . or 
RISC and multiprocessor systems. 

From the programmer's perspective, 
each NT application gets a 2-gigabyte 
linear address space with virtually no 
limits on system resources such as win
dow handles or threads . Enhancements 
will include pen and multimedia sup
port , memory-mapped files, and a new, 
fully recoverable file system that's simi
lar to an object-oriented database . Work
station-type functions , such as integrated 
E-mail and remote procedure call capa
bility , will be built in . 

NT can currently run DOS , Winl6, 
Win32, Posix , and OS/2 applications , 
Microsoft representatives say (some 
sources say the 16-bit capability isn ' t 
there yet) . At Microsoft ' s recent develop
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ers conference, a demonstration of multi
ple programs running under NT on a 
Northgate 486 PC included about 100 
threads between 28 processes . These 
programs were drawing Bezier splines , 
animating colored blocks , building an 
application, and showing the system-pro
cess status. Although NT cosmetically 
resembles Windows 3.0, hourglasses 
quickly disappeared, indicating signifi
cant differences underneath. 

Win32 will have a "mapping layer" 
that supports Windows 3.x calls that are 
not native to NT Windows application 
programming interfaces, said Eric Foge
lin, product manager, systems architec
ture. Fogelin requests that all developers 
tell the company "if you are using undoc
umented calls so we can put them in the 
mapping layer." Microsoft promises 
binary compatibility and source code 
portability between Windows 3.1 and 
Win32. 

The Win32 Software Developers Kit is 
scheduled for release by the end of this 
year, Microsoft officials said. 

-Matt Trask 
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Their " divorce" has been front
page news , but IBM and Micro
soft are still seeing each other. 
They still have rights to each 
other's code, including compo
nents of their 32-bit operating sys
tems of the future . In Microsoft's 
case , that's NT . "We are still 
looking at NT as a key technol
ogy ," said John Soyring, IBM 's 
director of OS/2 software devel
opment support. "NT is one of the 
technology alternatives we are 
looking at, and if it meets our 
goals, we will take advantage of 
it." Those goals are the require
ments that IBM says must be part 

of an OS/2 of the 
future : It must 
be portable, sup
port symmetric 
multiprocessing, 
and meet De
partment of De
fense security 
requirements . 

And even though Microsoft's Jon 
Lazarus, manager of system soft
ware marketing, said that "some
times you have to tell the kids that 
mommy and daddy aren't going 
to get back together, " Microsoft is 
"still willing" to work with IBM 
on an OS/2 that can run 32-bit 
Windows and Presentation Man
ager programs. " Our current posi
tion is we're still willing to do 
the work if IBM is ready to work 
with us," Lazarus said. D 

Most Unix shops are also run
ning DOS, according to the latest 
membership survey taken by 
UniForum , the International As
sociation of Unix Systems Users . 
Of 600 polled members , 81.1 per
cent said that they "still run MS
DOS." As for the hardware they 
use, the IBM PC topped the list 
with 44.5 percent , followed by Sun 
(38 .6 percent) and Compaq (36. 1 
percent). The survey indicated re 
markable growth in the use of 
SCO Unix , The Santa Cruz Oper
ation ' s version for Intel-based 
systems. In the 1990 survey, SCO 
Unix was last in the "other" 
category; this year, 37 percent said 
they ' re using SCO Unix, which 
puts it ahead of SunOS. D 





How about 


Last year we invested 
over $3.6 billion 

i11 research a11d 
development. 

lnfact, our 
investments exceed 

the a11nua/ rewmues 
ofmost companies. 
No wonder we were 

able to design 
such an 

innovative 
line of 

monitors. 

C&C 

Computora and Communications 

The new MultiSync® monitors from NEC. 

Announcing the new FG"' series of MultiSync monitors. Completely redesigned 
from the inside out to give you brighter, sharper, more accurate images. Now the 
monitor you've always wanted has all the features you ever wanted. 

Features like our exclusive AccuColor"' Control System~ An amazing advance in 
computer monitors that provides unprecedented color accuracy. Now you can easily 
match on-screen colors to printer output, other monitors, process color standards 
such as Pantone· or even your ·personal preferences. 

Advanced flat square screen technology takes the FG series performance into the 
future. Larger screens combined with our FullScan"' capability provide an edge-to
edge display with up to 36% greater active screen area•• than most conventional 

Call 1-800-NEC-INFO. (In Canada: 1-800-343-4418.) 

For immediate information, call NEC FAST FAX, 1-800-366-0476. Request #15~1. 




everything? 


Not an introduction. Arevolution. 

monitors. Higher refresh rates enable stable, flicker-free images. While the high
contrast screens eliminate blurring, display colors more vibrantly and deliver 
exceptionally sharp text and crisp graphics. 

ErgoDesign"' elements enhance comfort and safety. An antistatic screen coating 
eliminates dust attraction. And all the controls are in the front where they're 
easier to use. Plus, our Reduced Magnetic Field'M technology lowers ELF and VLF 
emissions. In fact, they even meet the strict Swedish MPR II guidelines. 

MultiSync monitors support a range of video standards from VGA to 1280 x 1024 
non-interlaced, Apple Mac II and many workstation modes. 

The all new FG series from NEC. For an image as clear as the one in your mind. 

Because + is the way you want to go. NECCircle 138 on Inquiry Card. 
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Radius Rocket Blasts Mac Quadra 
into Multiprocessing 

N ow that Apple has announced its 
own line of 68040-based systems, 

what about the Radius Rocket, an accel
erator board that turns the Mac II into an 
040 machine? The answer for Radius: 
Use the Rocket with the Quadra CPU to 
bring a form of multiprocessing to the 
new Mac line. 

At Comdex, Radius introduced a soft
ware upgrade for the Rocket that will en
able the use of the Mac CPU and Rocket 
040 in the same system. Applications that 
utilize System 7.0's Interapplication 
Communication will be able to handle 
multiprocessing operations by using the 
Rocket processor as if it were another 
machine on the network. IAC enables 

distribution over a network , but the rela
tively slow speed of the LAN makes that 
an impractical medium for multiprocess
ing. With the Rocket, however, the net
work is NuBus , and communications be
tween applications can take place at the 
speed of the bus . 

On standard software that does not 
make use of System 7 .0 IAC , the Rocket 
will show up on the desktop, appearing 
as another desktop. You can activate the 
second processor via the Mac Desktop. 
The software upgrade for the Radius 
Rocket will be available in early January, 
Radius said. Pricing was still not settled 
at press time. 

-Ellen Ullman 

Little PC Cards Will Further Pocketize PCs 

T he Personal Computer Memory 
Card International Association has 

approved a new "PC card" standard that 
should go a long way toward effecting the 
pocketization of computing power. The 
new PCMCIA 2.0 specification will en
able OEMs to build even smaller com
puters and promises data interchange
ability between equipment ranging from 
digital cameras to home appliances. 

Two things possible with version 2.0 
that were not specified under 1.0 are be
ing able to execute programs in place 
(XIP) and use the card port as a general
ized 1/0 device . XIP saves RAM in the 
system by executing programs from the 
PC card without transferring them into 
RAM . In effect, the system treats the 
card's memory · as one more chunk of 
main memory. The cards use semicon
ductor memory , which is faster than hard 
or floppy drives but usually somewhat 
slower than system RAM. XIP's ability 
to act as extended/expanded memory in 

multimegabyte chunks is attractive. 
Cards can store not just programs but en
tire computing environments. 

The generalized 110 feature provides a 
standardized attachment to the system 
bus for a host of peripherals. Anything 
from a modem-such as Intel's new mo
dem card-to a LAN card to a hard drive 
can be plugged into the card port. The 
system treats anything in the card port as 
a fast 1/0 device. 

The new standard does not change the 
features specified in 1.0. The card is still 
the size of four credit cards stacked on 
top of each other, with 68 pins on one 
narrow end. 

PCMCIA 2.0 was developed in close 
cooperation with the Japan Electronic In
dustry Development Association and is 
compatible with JEIDA memory-card 
standards. PCMCIA has some 150 mem
bers, including heavyweights IBM , 
Hewlett-Packard, Fujitsu, and Lotus. 

-Rick Cook 

New Bus Could Standardize 1/0 Connections 

D EC and Philips' Signetics division 
has developed a new open specifi

cation for a serial-device interface that 
could simplify plugging in new I/O de
vices . The Access.bus approach could 
eliminate the need for system vendors to 
support differing implementations of an 
1/0 device (e .g., Microsoft Mouse, PS/2 
bus mouse, and Mouse Systems mouse) . 
This could also help users avoid frustra
tion by providing a single connector type 
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and device driver. 
The Access.bus operates at 80 kbps 

and can connect up to 141/0 accessories 
in series, making it appropriate for de
vices such as keyboards, mice, track
balls, hand trackers , or tablets. DEC says 
that it will offer the Access .bus as an op
tion in all its future desktop systems, in
cluding PCs and RISC-based worksta
tions. 

-Andy Reinhardt 
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Tadpole Technology (Austin, 
TX) planned to have its SPARC
compatible notebook computer 
at Fall Comdex (as well as an up

coming color 
SPARC note
book). Tad
pole says that 
its Sparcbook 
1 weighs in at 
about 7 
pounds, in
cluding bat

teries, and measures 11.8 by 8.5 
by 1.9 inches. It will come with 
SunOS 5.0 and a DOS emulator, a 
modem, an Ethernet interface, 
hard and floppy drives, a VGA
style LCD, and a mouse-key 
pointing device. Because SPARC 
components have no power man
agement built into their design , 
Tadpole engineers interfaced the 
M-bus with AT-bus peripheral 
controllers. The machine will 
run for about 4 hours on batteries. 
Prices for the Sparcbook I will 
start at around $5950. o 

A new service announced by 
Metropolitan Fiber Systems 
(Oakbrook Terrace, IL) will 
allow computers to be intercon
nected on urban fiber-optic 
highways with data rates of up to 
100 Mbps. In effect, the service 
can extend a high-speed Fiber Dis
tributed Data Interface LAN be
yond the walls of a company and 
throughout a city. Houston gets 
the service first. During the next 
year, MFS says, the network will 
come to Baltimore, Boston, Chica
go, New York, Dallas, Minne
apolis , Phi ladelphia, Pittsburgh, 
San Francisco, and LA. D 

Sales of Windows applications 
skyrocketed in the second quarter, 
according to figures from the 
Software Publishers Association. 
The SPA figures indicate that 
sales of Windows programs 
zoomed 208 percent compared to 
the same quarter a year ago (when 
Windows 3.0 was fresh). Win
dows programs now have the same 
share of the personal computer 
market as Macintosh applications: 
about 15 percent, the SPA says . o 
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Intel to Blend CISC/RISC in Future PS Chip 

I ntel 's upcoming P5 CPU will be a 
"mix of RISC and CISC" technol

ogy, or what Intel calls CRISC, general 
manager David House said at the recent 
SCO Forum for Unix users. The P5, 
which some observers say will surface in 
mid-1992 as the 586 chip , will contain a 
pair of RISC integer execution units run
ning in parallel and performing all in
structions in hardware- no microcode. 
Both instruction and data caches will 
exist on-chip, and floating-point func
tions will be an integral element as well, 
House said. A corner of the chip's die 
will be given over to the "complex in
struction unit, " a separate microcode
d riven execution unit that will provide 
386 (and previous x86) compatibility. 

With a separate 386 execution unit, 

Superscalar Chip Will Be the Brains of Faster 
SPARC Systems 

S un Microsystems and Texas Instru
ments (Tl) have started fabricating 

early samples of the Supersparc proces
sor that will be the brains of future 
SPARC systems. In addition to running 
at 50 MHz, the new implementation of 
Sun 's SPARC architecture features su
perscalar design to execute as many as 
three instructions per clock cycle. 

Superscalar architectures get their 
speed by having multiple execution units 
that can work on instructions in parallel. 
The Supersparc has separate execution 
units for floating-point numbets and in
tegers . The integer execution unit has 
two ALUs with interconnections to com
bat the kind of "stalls" (instruction or 
data dependencies) that can bog down 
execution. 

Phil Campbell , Tl's SPARC market
ing manager, says the Supersparc is de-

Apple Solves 32-bit-Unclean Problem 
with Connectix Software 

A pple Computer has remedied the 
" 32-bit-unclean" problem of cer

tain Macintosh models by acquiring the 
rights to distribute the MODE32 soft
ware utility from Connectix. The soft
ware , which Apple can distribute at no 
charge, provides users of Mac II , IIx , 
IIcx , and SE/30 systems access to the vir
tual memory-addressing features of Sys
tem 7 .0. The utility is necessary because 
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it's possible that the chip will be able to 
run protected-mode programs, even op
erating systems. Beneath that , if the full 
386 architecture has been implemented, 
the P5 could support virtual 8086s . Pre
sumably, the 386 execution unit could 
run independently of the RISC units. 

John Mashey of Mips Computer Sys
tems says that CRISC "is basically non
sense." " If it looks like a duck, walks 
like a duck, and quacks like a duck , it's 
a duck," Mashey said. Mips's R4000 
RISC chip will be seen as competing 
with Intel's P5. Two key points of the 
R4000, according to Mips, are its 16-KB 
cache with specialized coherency control 
(for multiprocessing) and a 64-bit archi
tecture . 

-TomYaaer 

the ROM chips in these Macs are not able 
to execute 32-bit addressing; these ROM 
chips are not "32-bit clean." 

The MODE32 memory management 
utility lets 32-bit-unclean Mac users ac
cess up to 128 MB of physical RAM 
using System 7 .0, and Mac II users up to 
72 MB , which was previously not possi
ble on these four systems. • 

-Larry Loeb 

signed for single-processor or multipro
cessor configurations. For higher per
formance , system designers can add an 
external cache controller with a mega
byte of cache memory. " Once you've 
gone through the learning cycle of imple
menting superscalar, it's easier in the 
next design to add more execution units 
or increase the performance of the exist
ing units even more ," Campbell says. 

The fastest SPARC prbq:ssor to date is 
an implementation from Cypress Tech
nology that runs at 40 MHz and is rated 
at about 25 million instructions per sec
ond. By contrast, Hewlett-Packard 's new 
RISC processor, code-named " Snakes," 
is rated as high as 76 MIPS at 66 MHz. 
Hitachi is supposedly readying a 100
MIPS version of the HP architecture for 
release before the end of the year. 

-Rick Cook 
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IBM's plant in Rochester, Min
nesota , has started manufacturing 
a 3 1/i-inch hard disk that holds up 
to a gigabyte. One of the keys to 

the size of 
• the device is its 

magneto
resistive re
cording 
head, which is 
much smaller 
than read 
heads in 
other drives; 
IBM says it ' s 
about half the 

size of a grain of rice (in the 
photo , it's the tiniest item next to 
the edge of the dime). The slider 
that the head moves on is also 
tiny-about one-sixth the size of 
other sliders . o 

Want to trade up to a 486? 
Lightning Computers (San Fran
cisco) will take your 286 or 386 
PC toward the cost of a Lightning 
33-MHz 486-based system. The 
Lightning machine comes with a 
130-MB hard drive , a floppy 
drive, 1 MB of RAM, a VGA 
card , and the usual accoutre
ments (monitor separate). If you 
trade in a 386 system, the Light
ning 486 costs $1499; with a 286 
system, it ' s $1689, and with an 
old XT, it's $1899. The used PCs 
must have at least a 20-MB hard 
drive and be working . o 

Now through January 5, Apple is 
giving rebates on Mac/printer 
combinations. The rebates range 
from $125 for a Mac ClassiG with 
StyleWriter or Personal Laser
Writer to $800 for a Mac IIsi with 
Personal LaserWriter. o 

Responding to AMD's latest alle
gations that Intel has monopolized 
the CPU market, part of a 
$2 billion federal antitrust suit, 
Intel CEO Andrew Grove said 
that the suit is "ridiculous" and 
called AMD " the Milli Vanilli of 
semiconductors." According to 
Grove , AMD's " last original idea 
was to copy Intel." No word on 
which group AMD CEO Jerry 
Sanders compared Intel to . • 



Borland C++ or Microsoft C? 

Either way, your choice for building multi-megabyte applications is simple -

Phar Lap's 286 IDOS-Extender :M 

It's never been so easy. 

You've been hearing a lot lately about DOS extend

ers and their ability to let you create programs that 

can access memory beyond the 640K DOS limit. 

Now Phar Lap makes it easier than ever! With our 

286IDOS-Extender and your Borland C++, 

Microsoft C or Microsoft FORTRAN compiler, 

you've got all the tools you'll need to quickly and 

easily build multi-megabyte protected-mode appli

cations - often by simply relinking without making 

source code changes. 286 IDOS-Extender enables 

you to build programs that have room for more 

features and capabilities, without having to suffer 

with overlays or EMS. And you can finally access 

all the memory available in your machine - up to 16 

megabytes! 


Continue using your entire Borland 

or Microsoft toolkit! 

That's right.. now you can develop multi-mega

byte protected mode applications with the standard 

Borland and Microsoft tools you're used to! 

286 IDOS-Extender is compatible with both the C 

and C++ compilers included in Borland C++, 

Borland's Turbo Debugger, the Microsoft C and 


Microsoft FORTRAN compilers, and Microsoft's 
linker and CodeView debugger. You can even use 
Turbo Debugger to d~bug a Microsoft C program! 
286 IDOS-Extender is designed to work seamless
ly with these three widely-used compilers in order 
to make protected mode development easier for you. 

Total compatibility. 
Because 286 IDOS-Extender is embedded into 
your program, it is invisible to the end-user. Your 
program looks exactly like any other DOS applica
tion. There's no new operating environment for 
your end-users to buy or learn. Any of the 30 mil
lion 80286, 386 or 486 PCs that run DOS can run 
286 IDOS-Extender. And because Phar Lap prod
ucts support the XMS, VCPI and DPMI industry 
standards, applications built with 286 IDOS
Extender can run under a variety of environments 
besides DOS, including DESQview and all three 
modes of Microsoft Windows 3.0. 

From the leader in protected mode 

development tools. 

Phar Lap is also the developer of the award

winning 386 IDOS-Extender™, which has been 


used in over 800 applications including AutoCAD 
386 and IBM's Interleaf Publisher. 386IDOS-Ex
tender is designed for programs that require the 
ultimate in 32-bit speed and performance on 386 
and 486 PCs. By utilizing either of Phar Lap's 
DOS-Extenders, developers are keeping their 
competitive edge and delivering all the features 
and capabilities their customers need. 

So if DOS is looking smaller than ever, call Phar 
Lap today. 

And C what it's like beyond 640K. 

Phar Lap 286 IDOS-Extender SDK 
I# open a world of memory'?' 

Phar Lap Software, Inc. 
60 Aberdeen Avenue 
Cambridge, MA 02138 
617-661-1510 
FAX 617-876-2972 

Trac!cmatk holden: 2861005-Exttnd<r", 3S6IOOS-Extcndcr" - Phar L.p Softwuc. 
Inc.; lnterleal Publisher" - lnterleal, Inc.; WmdoWI" • Miaosoll Corp.; DESQvicw" 
Qumenle<k Office 5)1lem~ RtgiJtmd lr.ld<motlc holden: Phar Lap" - Phar Lap 
Software, Inc.; AutoCAD" • Autodesk. Inc.; Uorland1, Turbo Debugger' - Borland 
lnterruitional, Inc.: lBM 1 • IBM Corporation; Codc\/"i<w", Microoort•, MS-DOS• • 
MicrosoftCo!J>. 
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It's really quite eab-Y, Just look for PCs that 
have a genuine Intel microprocessor inside. 
Either the Intel386: .. lntel386 SX, Intel386 SL, 
Intel486r.. or Intel486 SXmicroprocessor. 

Intel is the world's leader in micropro
cessor design and development. In fact, Intel 
introduced the very first microprocessor. So with 
Intel inside, you know you've got unquestioned 
compatibility and unparalleled quality. And you'll 

know you 're getting the very best PC technology: 
So look for the Intel Inside symbol on ads for 

· leading PCs. Orcall 800-548-4725 for more informa
tion. It'll show you've got an eye for spotting the best. 

intel. 

The Computer Inside.™ 

lntel386, lmel486 and th~ Imel lnside logo are trademarks of Ince! Corporation. All rights reserved. © 199 1 lntel Corporation. 
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Momenta Points 

to the Future 


ANDY REINHARDT 

Many players in the nascent pen-based comA new notebook 
puting market see the transition from conven

merges the pen, the tional notebooks to pen systems as a chance to 
bypass the DOS standard and start afresh with keyboard, and a slick more modern technology. Although the era of 

-but risky-new GUI 	 pen-based systems has barely begun, there are 
already three competing operating environ
ments. This mad scramble to set new software 

norms for pen computers may be a rude shock to users comfortable with the uni
formity of DOS. 

In the midst of all this uncertainty, a fourth environment has arrived from 
start-up Momenta. One of the most widely anticipated entrants to the market, 
Momenta's pen-based laptop sports a new GUI that represents yet another effort 
to define the look and feel of pen computing. 

The Momenta computer is different in other ways, too. The company is aiming 
it at mobile executives, not at the blue-collar and field workers who have until 
now been the target audience for pen-based PCs. Perhaps most surprising, Mo
menta is playing down the role of handwriting recognition in the system, saying 
that the technology is too immature to substitute for a keyboard in many cases. 
Instead, Momenta sees the pen, in conjunction with its new GUI, as a more intu
itive substitute for a mouse. 

Momenta is headed 
by an impressive team 
of industry veterans, 
and it has raised $30 
million in venture 
capital. With its 
strong credentials and 
innovative technol
ogy, the company 
could grab a chunk of 
the mobile computing 
market. But it may 
have a hard time sell
ing a new GUI against 
three tough competi
tors: Microsoft, Go 
Corp., and Grid 
Systems . 

The Wedge 
The Momenta is dif
ferent from any other 
notebook even before 

Momenta 's pen-oriented calendar program lets you make your 
schedule much as you would with a Day-Timer. 
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you turn it on. Measuring 10 inches deep 
by 12 inches wide, it tapers from a thick
ness of 2 V2 inches at the back down to 11/2 
inches at the front. Momenta says that a 
sloped surface is easier to write on than a 
flat tablet, such as the NCR System 3125 
(see "NCR Knows Notepads," August 
BYTE). The computer weighs 7 pounds. 

The keyboard is an important point: 
Momenta calls its machine a pen-top, to 
indicate that it is a merging of a pen com
puter and a desktop. The system is meant 
to be used in the office as well as in the 
field, so it will ship with both a small 
"full-size" keyboard and a stylus that at
taches with a short cord. 

The brain of the Momenta computer is a 
20-MHz 386SX chip. It's backed up with 
4 MB ofRAM , 1 MB of ROM, 256 KB of 
flash memory, and a40-MB hard drive. A 
2400-/9600-bps send/receive fax modem 
and a small microphone and speaker are 
built in, along with standard serial and 
parallel ports on the back. The system is 
powered by 10 AA batteries, which can be 
alkaline or rechargeable nickel-cadmium 
or nickel-hydride. Momenta says that the 
system works for 6 to 8 hours on a charge. 
Options include an external 31h-inch 
floppy drive and Xircom LAN adapters. 

Like other pen systems, the Momenta is 
dominated by its display, which is hinged 
at the front, so it can lie flat or be opened 
up for desktop use. The LCD panel , with 
640- by 480-pixel VGA resolution, is re
flective , not backlit, which saves power 
and improves legibility outdoors but 
makes it harder to read inside. A backlit 
screen will be available early next year. 

Although the screen shows 80 dots per 
inch, the digitizer recognizes 400 dpi and 
the system retains that amount of detail, 
which means that "ink" written on the 
screen will be faithfully reproduced on a 
laser printer or when sent through the fax 
modem. There is no external CRT port, 
since a normal monitor could not be used 
for pen input, but Momenta may offer one 
in the future. 

The Momenta computer offers typical 
power-conservation features (e .g., pow
ering down the hard drive and display), 
and it also support advanced capabilities 
such as suspend/resume. 

New GUI 
Momenta is treading a middle path be
tween the DOS-incompatible PenPoint 
and Microsoft Windows for Pen Comput
ing. The system is built on DOS and will 
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run DOS and Windows applications un
changed, although at this time Momenta 
doesn't support the pen in DOS programs. 
But the intended interface is the Momenta 
software environment, an object-oriented 
GUI that is built in Smalltalk. 

The computer normally boots up in the 
Momenta environment, an elegant graph
ical desktop with a suite of built-in pro
ductivity programs. Icons for the seven 
programs (i.e. , an address list, a memo 
writer, a calendar, a to-do I ist, a presenta
tion maker, a fax, and a "mark-up" pro
gram to annotate documents with hand
written comments) are located on the 
bottom left. Al 1 these modules share data, 
so an address selected from the address 
list and a "marked-up" document will 
flow automatically to the fax. In the bot
tom right corner ofthe screen are the clip
board icon and the suitcase, a trove of 
goodies like clip art, training programs, 
and a calibrator for the digitizer . 

A guiding principle of Momenta ' s in
terface design was to display only the in
formation needed at any time. The pull
down menus at the top of the screen are 
very spare, a.nd they alter based on what 
you're doing. Most of the time, you won't 
need to use menus because of a feature 
called the command compass , a pentago
nal object that pops up on the screen when 
you tap the pen. The command compass 
lets you move, copy, delete, and edit ob
jects, or bring up a menu tailored to your 
situation. You can also teach the system to 

recognize your particular way of making 
gestures . 

In addition to its built-in programs, the 
machine will be bundled with four third
party applications developed to run in the 
Momenta environment: a spreadsheet 
called PenCell that was developed by Pen
Ware, a word processor and a file transfer 
program from Rupp Software, and a 
Structured Query Language database 
from a new company whose identity was 
not disclosed at press time. 

Third-party developers who have used 
the Momenta environment praise its pow
erful object orientation and interface
building tools, which have been compared 
to NextStep. Momenta plans to ship a full 
486-based developer ' s kit, including 
class libraries and methods, to help third 
parties create "pen-centric" programs. 

Training Required 
The Momenta looks to be a solid product, 
although the prototypes I played with 
were slow. Momenta says the perfor
mance will be two to three times faster 
when the system ships. When it was run
ning Microsoft Windows for Pen Com
puting, the performance was perky , but I 
found the screen a bit difficult to read in 
both Momenta and Windows for Pen 
Computing environments . 

My more serious concern has to do with 
the GUI. I don't know if I've gotten slow 
in my old age, but I found it difficult to 
navigate and, at times , quite frustrating to 

use. Maybe more training would solve my 
problem. But if the Momenta interface 
isn' t immediately and substantially better 
than its competitors, I find myself won
dering why customers and developers 
should bother with it. 

It's too early in the evolution of these 
kinds of systems for any machine to be 
considered the final word in pen-based 
computing. And Momenta ' s immediate 
challenge will be to attract sufficient 
third-party support to justify its unique 
GUI. But Momenta's hardware and the 
software reveal much about state-of-the
art pen-based system design, and they de
serve a serious look. • 

Andy Reinhardt is a BYTE news editor in 
New York. He can be reached on BIX ps 
"areinhardt. " 

THE FACTS 

Momenta Computer 
with 4 MB of RAM, a 40-MB 

hard drive , and a built-in 

fax/data modem, $4995 


Momenta Corp. 

295 North Bernardo Ave . 

Mountain View , CA 94043 

(415) 969-3876 

fax : (415) 969-3877 

Circle 1170 on Inquiry Card . 
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APeck of New 

Apple Macintoshes 


TOM THOMPSON 

Two years ago, Apple introduced its first trav
Apple broadens its eling Macintosh, the Mac Portable, and its 

high-performance computer, the 68030-basedMac product line 
25-MHz Mac Ilci . Time has shown us that the 

with light notebooks, largely unsuccessful Portable was too large 
and too heavy to serve its intended on-the-gopowerful 68040· 
audience, while the Mac Ilci now represents 

based computers, and midrange computing power since the introduc
tion of the 40-MHz 68030-based Mac Ilfx. 

a low-cost system At fall Comdex, Apple is introducing not 
two, but six new Macs: three notebook com

puters, two high-performance 68040-based machines, and a new member of the 
Classic line (see the text box "The Classic Gets-a New Family Member" on page 
52). The new computers come with the System 7.0.1 Mac OS, which is modified 
to support the new computers and offers some enhancements. Time will tell if 
Apple has accurately perceived the needs of the market, but my initial impres
sions are that the company has hit the mark squarely. 

Not Your Father's Portable blown desktop Macs, using 15.667- and 
Wayne Westly , CPU product marketing 25-MHz 68030 processors , respectively. 
manager for Apple ' s new notebook com The PowerBook 100 uses a sealed lead
puters, stated: " I have good news and bad acid battery; the others use nickel-cad
news. The bad news is that the notebook mium batteries . Battery life is expected to 
product line weighs about the same as be 2 to 4 hours forthe Power Book I 00 and 
the Mac Portable [18 pounds]. The good 2 to 3 hours for the 140 and 170. 
news is that the product line consists of All three PowerBooks use a clamshell 
three computers." So saying, he intro layout, where the display covers the key
duced Apple's notebook family-termed board and trackball when it's stowed for 
PowerBooks-by opening a briefcase and travel. The trackball is located in the 
taking one out. lower center, in front of the keyboard, in a 

These new Macs easily earn the term design that favors neither hand . Two wide 
notebook. They're slightly larger than an buttons, which act as a single mouse but
8 1h- by 11-inch sheet ofpaper and are I :i4 ton, flank the trackball at the top and bot
to 2 1A inches thick. The PowerBook 100, tom. The full-size keyboard is set back 
including the battery, weighs 5 . 1 pounds; from the front ofthe Power Book for ergo
the PowerBook 140 and 170, with batter nomic reasons . You can rest your palms 
ies, tip the scales at 6 . 8 pounds each. on the flat area around the trackball, 

Despite their small size, there's been rather than bend your wrists to type on a 
no compromise on these computers' capa keyboard placed at the front edge. A key
bilities: They are fully functional Macs. pad option is not avai !able from Apple, but 
Furthermore, you have a choice in pro you can obtain one from a third-party 
cessing power and cost. The PowerBook vendor. 
100 uses a 15 .667-MHz 68000 processor The Power Book I 00 and 140 both use 
and is essentially a Mac Portable placed 640- by 400-pixel backlit super twist LCD 
on a crash weight-reduction program by screens; the 170 uses a 640- by 400-pixel 
Sony. The PowerBook 140 and 170 are active-matrix LCD screen, the same as 
built by Apple itself and represent full- the Mac Portable's . 
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The back of the PowerBooks has the 
usual serial , sound, SCSI, and Apple 
Desktop bus (ADB) ports . To cram this 
many ports in this smaller form factor, 
Apple replaced the standard DB-25 SCSI 
connector with a smaller HDI-30 connec
tor. To save space internally, there's no 
Processor Direct Slot (PDS) or ROM ex
pansion slot, as found in the Mac Porta
ble. There are expansion slots for a mem
ory board and a 9600-bps fax/2400-bps 
data modem board. None of the Power
Books has an external video port. How
ever, third-party adapters from Radius 
and Envisio provide a way to connect the 
PowerBooks to an external monitor. 

The PowerBooks come bundled with 
AppleTalk Remote Access , software that 
lets you dial into a remote Mac so that your 
machine will appear as a node on the 
AppleTalk network to which it is con
nected . This allows you to print docu
ments on a remote office ' s printers, copy 
files to and from its servers , and run net
worked products. 

PowerBook 100 
The Power Book I 00 is the low-cost mem
ber of the family . It has a 9-inch diagonal 
supertwist LCD screen. The 100 uses the 
same Apple Sound Chip for sound repro
duction that is found in the Portable, and 
virtually the same 256-KB Mac Portable 
ROM chips . Memory can be expanded to 
8 MB using a RAM expansion board in 
the memory slot, and there ' s a slot for an 
optional fax/modem board. Because the 
computer stands only I :i4 inches tall , 
there's no room to include a 1.44-MB Su
perDrive floppy drive. An external Su
perDrive, with a smaller HDI-20 floppy 
port connector, is available separately or 
bundled with one of the PowerBook 100 
configurations. 

You can use a SCSI disk adapter cable to 
"dock" the PowerBook 100 to a desktop 
Mac via its SCSI port. This adapter lets 
the desktop Mac treat the IOO' s internal 
drive as an external hard drive . 

Prices were tentative at press time, but 
the basic configuration should cost ap
proximately $2299 . This includes 2 MB 
of 100-nanosecond pseudostatic RAM 
and a 20-MB hard drive . An extra $200 
gets you an external SuperDrive floppy 
unit (see the table) . 

PowerBook 140 
The PowerBook 140 uses a 15 .667-MHz 
68030 processor, which places its pro
cessing power in the same league as that 
of a Mac Ilcx. Spreadsheet jockeys, take 
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Model Processor Standard Maximum Slots POftS Dim. (Inches); Configuration and price• 

RAM RAM weight (lb.) 


PowerBook 100 16-MHz 68000 2MB 8MB Memory. 1ADB. H '• x 11 x 8V2: 2 IAB RAM/20-MB hard drive: $2299 
fax/modem 1RS-422 serial. 5.1 Wrth external SuperDrive:S2499 

HDl·30SCSI. 
HDl·20 floppy, 
sound oulput 

PowerBook 140 16·MHz 68030 2MB 8MB Memory. 1ADB, 2'1• x 11'/• 2MB RAM/20·MB hard drive:$2899 
fax/modem 2RS-422 serial, x9'/•: 2MB RAM/40·MB hard drive: $3199 

HDl·30 SCSI, 6.8 4 MB RAM/40·MBhard drive: $3499 
sound input. 
sound output 

PowerBook 170 25-MHz 68030. 4MB 8MB Memory, 1ADB. 2v. x 11 v. 4MB RAM/40·MB hard drive:$4599 
68882FPU fax/modem 2 RS-422 serial. x 91/•; (ln::ludes fax/modem board) 

HDl·30 SCSI, 6.8 
sound input. 
sound outpul 

Ouadra 700 25-MHz 68040 4MB 20MB 	 2NuBus90. 2ADB. 5'12 x 12 4 IAB RAM:$5699 
168040 PDS 2	RS-422 serial. x 14 '12; 4 MB RAM/80·MB hard drive: $6399 

DB·25SCSI. 13.7 4MB RAM/160·MB hard drive:S6999 
sound input. Upgrade from lie . $3499 

sound oulput. 
AUl-15 Ethernet 

24·blt video 

Ouadra900 25-MHz 68040 4MB 64MB 	 5 NuBus90. 2ADB. 18'12 x9 4MBRAM: $7199 
168040 PDS 2RS-422 serial . x20V2; 4MB RAM/160-MB hard drive:S8499 

DB-25SCSI. 36.7 
3 sound input 
sound output , 

AUl-15 Ethernet 
24·b1t video 

Classic II 16·MHz 68030 2MB 10MB ROMslo1 1ADB. 13V< x 9~'< 2MB RAM/40·MB hard drive:$1899 
2	RS·422 serial, x 11'/•; 4 MB RAM/80·MB hard drive: $2399 

DB·25SCSI. 16 Upgrade from Classic: $699 
sound input. 
sound output. • These prices were tentative 

floppy at press time. 
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The Classic 

Gets a 

New 


Family 

Member 


A
mid all the hoopla of the Power
Books and Quadras, it was easy 
to overlook the fac t that the 
Classic, the linchpin of Apple 's 

low-cost market strategy, became a 
product line. This occurred with the ar
rival of a new family member, the Clas
sic II. 

The Classic II serves the needs of 
Classic users whose work has run into 

from the Classic. 
Th e Cl ass ic II 's 

logic board is a deriva
tive of the Mac LC de
sign. It uses the same 
custom IC to ha ndle 
sound input, and it has 
the Combo chip that 
is used by the Power
Boo ks a nd the Mac 
Ilsi. The Classic II also 
uses the LC ' s same 
512-KB ROM chips , 
but with patches to sup
port the smaller 512
by 342-pixel screen. A 
50-pin internal con
nector (not a Processor 
Direct Slot) lets you ex
pand the Class ic II 's 
ROM to 4 MB, or you 
can add an FPU . And 
the Classic II serves up 
a claimed Mac LC per

formance, or twice that of the original 
Class ic . 

A Classic II with 2 MB of RAM and a 
40-MB hard drive costs $1899. Avail
able for $2399 is a version with 4 MB of 
RAM and an 80-MB hard drive. Classic 
users can upgrade to the Classic II for 
$699 , which involves swapping the 
main logic board and the back of the 
case . 

the performance wall of it s 8-MHz 
68000 or its 4-MB RAM limit. It solves 
the performance issue with a 68030 
CPU running at 15 .667 MHz . The 
Classic II starts with 2 MB of RAM on 
the main logic board. Two SIMM sock
ets let you expand the RAM to IO MB, 
wh ich should satisfy the memory needs 
of most users. The Classic II also sports 
sound input , another feature missing 

note : There's no68882 FPU, nor a socket 
for one. The 140 uses a IO-inch diagonal 
supertwist LCD screen, and its 2 1A-inch 
height accommodates an integral Super
Drive that reads 1.44-MB Mac, DOS, and 
OS/2 floppy disks . For this reason , there 
is no external floppy drive port. Instead, 
this space contains a sound input port and 
an additional serial port. 

The 140 uses 100-ns RAM , expand
able to 8 MB via the memory slot. An op
tional fax/modem board goes in another 
slot. The 140 borrows components from 
previous Macs. Both a Combo chip that 
combines serial and SCSI functions and a 
sound input chip come from the Mac LC. 
The clock chip and interface logic used to 
maintain the real-time clock and param
eter RAM come from the Classic. 

But there are differences between the 
PowerBook 140 and previous Macs. The 
PowerBook 140 uses I-MB ROM chips. 
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The lower 512 KB ofROM contains 32-bit 
clean universal code that's common to the 
Mac Ilci, Ilfx , Ilsi , and LC; the upper 
512 KB contains PowerBook-specific 
code. The universal-code portion pro
vides support for Color QuickDraw and 
virtual memory in the PowerBook 140 
and 170. There's also the new Enhanced 
Apple Digital Sound Chip (EADSC) , 
which supplies superior sound capabili
ties (e .g. , an output range of 11 kHz , up 
from 7. 5 kHz on other Macs) . 

PowerBook 170 
The PowerBook 170 is practically a twin 
of the 140. However, its 68030 CPU and 
68882 FPU run at 25 MHz, which means 
that it packs the processing punch of a 
Mac Ilci . The 170 also uses a 10-inch 
diagonal active-matrix LCD screen . 

The Mac Portable and Power Book I 00 
implement a rest mode , where the proces

sor's speed is effectively reduced by add
ing more wait states to a bus cycle . (For 
additional information , see "The Porta
ble and the Powerful ," October 1989 
BYTE.) On the PowerBook 140 and 170, 
the rest-mode mechanism was modified 
to reduce the power-hungry 68030 's en
ergy consumption by 90 percent. 

The Quadras: Real Speed Demons 
For those MacFolk whose needs demand 
screaming performance, Apple has got 
something for them: the Quadra 700 and 
900. The Quadras are the most powerful 
Macs to date, deriving most oftheir speed 
from a 25-MHz 68040. The Quadra 700 is 
a small Mac Ilci-size desktop computer, 
while the Quadra 900 is a PC-style floor
standing tower. Both use common 80-ns 
Mac Ilci RAM and have a 24-bit video 
and Ethernet port built in . For sound ma
nipulation , the Quadras use the EADSC 



"My Dolch 486.. 

is awesome..." 


"Hey, I now own the perfect 
portable that lets me get my work 
done anywhere. Not just a few files 
. . . everything I had on my desktop!" 

"Powerful? You bet! After I 
downloaded all my desktop stuff, on 
its 420 MB HD, I still had plenty of 
room left and it screamed through 
everything at 14.5 MIPS!" 

"My Dolch P.A.C. is setting new 
'rules.' It's portable, fast and I still can 
add 4full-size int:ernal expansion 
cards. Wow!" 

"You have to see the brilliant 
display- I mean really see it. TFTis 
the lat:est colo1· t:echnology, that 's fully 
VGA comparable." 

"Hey! Don 't take my word for 
Experts like PC Magazine 
judged my Dolch P.A.C. 

to'. .. outclass all other 
portables' and picked 

Dolch three years in a row as 
Editors' Choice!" 

I w .. 
I i i LJI ! • 11....--IM~ffit'lll~ 
EDITORS' 
CHOICE 

1988 
"Get a Dolch today, choose a 

286™, 386S)(TM, 386DXrM or a 486™ 
like mine ... clearly the best PC you 
can buy today, and it happens to have 
a handle. Get a lot more work 
done-where and when you want." 

Why Wait?. . .Call today. 
1-800-544-IPAC 

In Canada call Laptcch 1-800-561-4527 

Dolch. 
ROAD-POWER FOR THE BEST OF US 

See us at 

EB ~<@«nfn11~~}»«~7Fall '91 
October 21-25, 1991 
Las Vegas. Nevada 

Sands Expo 

Dolch Computer Systems 
372 Turquoise Street, Milpitas, CA 95035 

Tel: 408-957-6575, Fax: 408-263-6305 
In the Unit ed Kingdom: Dolch Computers Systems, LTD. 0908-690880 

In Germany: Dolch Gmb H 49-8801-2386 
Circle 71 on Inquiry Card . "'286. 386DX. and 486 arc registered trademarks of Inte l Corpora<ion 



"I don't think we're in 

Kansas anymore,Toto~' 


You'd be surprised where the 
new HP ScanJet Ile scanner can 
take you. 
Our improved 8-bit grayscale 
brings you black & white that you 
once only dreamed of. And our 
new 24-bit color helps give your 
output magical impact Both come 
with true 400 dpi quality. 

Our new HP AccuPage tech
nology combined with your 
OCR software makes text 
scanning better than ever. 
And with our automatic 
document feeder; you can 
scan up to 50 pages in quick 
succession. 
When it comes to scanning 
color, the ScanJet Ile only 

The HP Scan.Jet Ile makes it easier 
than ever wcreate a great image. 

·suggested U.S. list price. 01991 Hewlett-Packard Company PE 12121 
t in Canada, call l -800-38i-3867, ExL2548. 
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The newHP ScanJet Ile 

opens up awhole newworld. 

Withbetter black&white. 


And color. 


= 

needs to make one pass. So you 
scan color images fast.er than you 
can click your heels three times. 
Of course, the ScanJet Ile is com
patible with all major software. 
And it's only $2,195* for IBM AT
compatible and Micro Channel. Or 
only $1,995* for Macintosh . 
For the nearest authorized HP 

dealer or for more information, 
call 1-800-752-0900, Ext. 2548:t 
You'll experience awes like never 
before. 
HP Peripherals 

When it's important t.o you. 


F//~ HEWLETT 
a!~ PACKARD 

Circle 10 on Inquiry Card. 
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and offer a 16-kHz-range sound output. 
The 68040 has an on-chip memory 

management unit (MMU), an FPU , and 
4-KB code and data caches that greatly 
simplified the Quadra ' s design . There's 
no separate FPU or 32-KB static RAM 
cache, as are found on the Mac Ilfx . But 
there's more to the performance equation 
than just plugging a hot processor into a 
computer. A variety of support proces
sors off-load various tasks from the 
68040, while other subsystems have been 
redesigned for better throughput. For ex
ample, the same 1/0 processors in the 
Mac Ilfx manage the Quadra's serial 
ports, ADB , and SuperDrive. 

A National Semiconductor DP83932 
Ethernet controller handles the Ethernet 
subsystem, and its driver supports real 
DMA transfers. Since the controller is 
connected directly to the 1/0 bus , Ether
net transfers don't incur the overhead of 
NuBus transaction , as happens with Nu
Bus Ethernet boards. This adds up to fast 
Ethernet transfers . Between two Quad
ras , the transfer rate is 10 times that of a 
LocalTalk transfer. The Quadra's built
in Ethernet port uses Apple 's Attachment 
Unit Interface connector . This allows you 
to have connections for thin , thick , or 
IOBase-T Ethernet cabling by plugging 
the appropriate transceiver into the Quad
ra 's AUL 

The Quadra ' s hard disk subsystem uses 
NCR's 53C96 SCSI controller. This chip 
has a maximum transfer rate of 5 MBps , 
versus the old Mac mainstay , the 53C80, 
which tops out at 1.5 MBps. The 53C96 
also has a 16-byte first-in/first-out buffer 
and faster hardware handshaking. Also , 
it handles more of the SCSI transaction in 
hardware. The Mac IIfx's SCSI DMA 
mechanism, which never really worked 
with the Mac OS , has been eliminated. 

Access to NuBus has been boosted in 
several ways. First, the NuBus controller 
uses faster bus clocks to speed the syn
chronization of logical read/write trans
fers between main memory and NuBus. 
Second, the controller has a write buffer 
that lets the 68040 continue processing 
while it completes the write operation. 
Third , NuBus-style block transfers to 
and from main memory are supported. 
All this doubles the NuBus transfer rate . 
The Quadras also implement a NuBus 90 
backplane , so block transfers between 
NuBus boards can hit 70 MBps. 

The built-in 24-bit video on the Quad
ras automatically senses the monitor type 
connected to the computer and configures 
the display circuitry accordingly. It han
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dies Apple monitors from 12 to 21 inches 
in size, and NTSC, PAL, and VGA moni
tors are supported using the appropriate 
cable. The Quadras come equipped with 
either 512 KB (on the 700)or 1 MB (on the 
900) of video RAM soldered to the main 
logic board; the latter supports 8-bit-deep 
screens on all displays. To increase the 
screen depth to 24 bits, you add more 
VRAM to six SIMM sockets . The maxi 
mum of 2 MB of VRAM supports 24-bit 
pixels on monitors up to and including 16 
inches. 

Since the video controller and buffer 
are connected directly to the 68040 bus, 
writes to the screen are blazingly fast. The 
claimed display speed is 80 percent of that 
of Apple's accelerated 8•24 GC display 
board, which uses an Advanced Micro 
Devices 29000 RISC processor. Even 
better, since the frame buffer isn ' t located 
in main memory, there's no performance 
hit when using the built-in video , as is the 
case with the Mac Ilci and Hsi. 

Both Quadras use 1-MB ROM' chips. 
As with the PowerBook 140 and 170, the 
lower 512 KB contains the universal 
code, and the upper 512 KB contains 
patch code and new resources to support 
the 68040. For example, support for the 
68040's MMU instruction set, integral 
FPU , and copyback cache was added. 
Many changes were made to the ROM 
code to support the 68040 ' s copyback 
cache mode, which involves keeping the 
main memory 's contents up to date with 
the cache's contents . Although it took 
some effort and can cause some compati
bility problems, the gain is a 50 percent 
boost in processing speed. 

Quadra700 
The Quadra 700 has the size and shape of 
a Mac Ilci, but the units I saw had foot
pads that stood them on their side. It has 
two NuBus slots and one 68040 PDS in
line with one of the NuBus slots, a setup 
similar to that on the Ilfx . The 68020 and 
68030 PDS boards aren't compatible with 
th is slot. A 90-watt Mac IIci power supply 
provides an ample power budget, so the 
Quadra 700 can handle one 25-W NuBus 
board and one 15-W NuBus board. The 
built-in video has 512 KB of VRAM , 
which supports 8-bit-deep 12- and 13
inch displays ; 4 bits is used for larger 
displays. 

The basic configuration has a Super
Drive and 4 MB ofRAM for $5699. Since 
the Quadra 700 borrows so heavily from 
the Mac Ilci's design, an upgrade path 
costs $3499 for a logic-board swap . It ' s 

not cheap, but remember that you can 

keep your RAM with this upgrade. There 

is no upgrade path to a Quadra system 

available for Mac Ilfx owners. 


Quadra900 

The Quadra 900's floor-standing housing 

has room for four 3 1h- or 5 1A-inch half

height drives, and one bay can hold a 5 1A

inch full-height drive . Two bays are lo

cated at the tower's front , and the upper 

bay normally has a Super Drive. The low

er bay can accommodate removable me

dia devices (e.g., a tape drive, a magneto

optical drive, or a CD-ROM drive) . 


The Quadra 900 has five NuBus 90 
slots, with a power budget that can handle 
two 25-W boards and three 15-W boards. 
Also, you can remove plastic carriers 
from the housing to accommodate NuBus 
boards that are 2 inches taller. The combi
nation of a large power budget and extra 
board size supports complex expansion 
boards . A beefy 300-W power supply 
handles the demands of a fully config
ured system with expansion boards. 

There are three sound input ports on the 
back of the 900: the standard Apple mi
crophone jack and two RCA sound jacks . 
The latter two are for stereo input , but for 
now , both channels are mixed before go
ing into the sound circuits . There ' s also a 
sound input connector on the main logic 
board , so sound can be piped directly off 
a CD-ROM drive and into the sound cir
cuitry. 

The basic Quadra 900 includes 4 MB 
of RAM and a SuperDrive. The built-in 
video has 1 MB of VRAM, which sup
ports 8-bit-deep displays of any size . 
Twelve SIMM sockets let you expand 
RAMto64MB . 

Macs for Everyone 
Although my hands-on experience was 
brief, it left no doubt that the PowerBooks 
are small , light, and powerful Macs . I'll 
swap the Mac Portable for any Power
Book without a second thought, and DOS 
users should give them a serious look as 
well. While some might view the lack ofa 
video output port as a serious problem, in 
all my travels with a Mac Portable, I've 
never had to use its video port. Neverthe
less , if your work requires a video port , 
third-party peripherals are available . 
Also, the SuperDrive-either built in or 
bundled with the PowerBook 100-lets 
you read DOS as well as Mac floppy 
disks. 

The low-level BYTE benchmarks hint 
that the Power Book 100' s power matches 



Not All Optical Disks 
Are The Same. 

L·--~~·----·---=•••H~@ 
Rewritable Optical Disks 
• 5 Year Warranty, 

• Special Hard Coating
2 

• Special Anti Static Coating3 

• 	 5.25" (130mm) ANSI/ISO Standard, Preformatted e,ither : 
297/326 MB per side 
5941652 MB per disk 

• Jukebox Tough4 

• Compatible with Sony MO Optical Drives ~nd 
optical drives which are 100% Sany com(:latible, 
suGh as Alphatronix, Corel, Epoch Systems, E.K_S\'S, 
Hewlett Packard, Iomega , Maxeptix, Micro 
Design Int., MicroNet, Pinnacle Micl'e, Pl:J, 
Pro~om Technology, Sharp, Syste m lridustries, 
Tecmar, U.S. Design aod others. 

Tested in jukeboxes manufacturedby Hewlett
Packard, D.l.S.C., and Kodak. Recommended by 
NKK and /DE for use in theirjukebox~. 

Lifetime Optical Disks Are Absalutely 
The Best You Can Buy 
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TENTATIVE MACINTOSH BENCHMARKS 

PowerBook 100 

Mac Portable 

PowerBook 140 

Mac llcx 

PowerBook 170 

Mac llci 

Ouadra 700 

Ouadra 900 

Mac llfx 

Radius Rocket 

Classic II 

Classic 

4..7 

~.8 

7.3 5.7 

7.3 1.9 a, 

16.1 

16.2 

13.0 3:2 

15.7 

DCPU DMath DDisk VO DVideo 

The new systems ran a beta System 7.0. t AH otd systems ran System 7.0 except IC>' the Tentative subsystem performance results ofthe new Macs 
Radius Rocket . which ran System6.0.7. compared to those ofexisting models. In System 7. 0.1, the 
The Radius Rocket ran on a Mac 11 with a t30·MB hard drive and a Radius 19-inch display. Standard Apple Numeric Environment math calls have been 
Display depth IC>' 68040-based systems and the Mac lllx was 8 bits improved. Notice how the Power Book J70 's floating-point 

FPU values are relative to the Mac llcx except tor the PowerBook 100. Mac Portable. and performance easily out paces the Mac llfX's . All results are 
Classic 11 . which are made relative to the Classic. indexed to show relative performance; for all tests, a Classic = 1. 

that of a Mac Portable , while the Power
Book !?O's .approximates that of a Mac 
!lei (see the figure). The PowerBook 140 
closely matches the Mac Hex except in 
floating-point performance, where the 
lack of an FPU lowers processing power. 

The Quadras raise the ante on Mac 
computer power to easily rival all those 
486 computers you keep seeing in BYTE. 
The Quadras run roughly 30 percent to 50 
percent faster than a Mac Ilfx , but re
member that we' re measuring subsystems 
here . The floating-point performance is 
amazing : The Quadras are easily five 
times faster than the Ilfx . 

The combination of the 68040's high 
performance and built-in 24-bit video 
makes it a killer image engine and CAD 
workstation. If you need massive storage 
or have special multimedia needs, you 
should consider a Quadra 900, but the 

Quadras will also find use as process or 
database servers. The only fault lean find 
is that the Quadra 700's main memory 
tops out at 20 MB . With users regularly 
running the Mac Ilfx with 32 MB of 
RAM, this seems low . The Classic II 's 
performance hovers around that of the 
68020-based Mac LC and Mac II . 

All in all , Apple has done its home
work, admitted its mistakes, and fixed 
things with this new breed of Macs. As 
I've pointed out in the machine descrip
tions , you can see where Apple reuses 
proven technologies like the Combo chip 
while still pushing the envelope with an 
enhanced sound chip . This saves develop
ment costs and helps shorten the design 
cycle, while keeping the competitive edge 
in its computers. If these Macs are any in
dication of what ' s in store for us, the fu
ture will be interesting indeed. • 

THE FACTS 

PowerBook 100 
PowerBook 140 
PowerBook 170 
Quadra700 
Quadra 900 
Classic II 

Apple Computer, Inc. 
20525 Mariani Ave . 
Cupertino, CA 95014 
(408) 996-1010 

Circle 1171 on Inquiry Card . 


Tom Thompson is a BYTE senior techni
cal editor at large. He has a BSEE degree 
from Memphis State University. He can 
be reached on BIX as "tom_ tlwn1pson. " 
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Free i860™ Processor and i860/APX Software! 
By now, you've probably heard about our industry- first 
4860™ MotherBoard that packs the power of the Intel 
80186 CPU with the Intel 80860 RISC processor 
(i486™+ i860=4860). 
What you haven't heard is that 
for a limited time when youbuy 
a 4860 MotherBoard with 8 '1B of RAM, 
Hauppauge will give youan i860 RISC 
processor and the i860/APX operating 
system at no additional cost. 
Why give you this capability? Because 
you'll enjoy a level of processor perform
ance never before seen in a PC. Our bet 
is that you 'LI he so impressed, you'll 
come hack for more! 
APC Revolution: In the PC environment, 
the 4860 is a486-based MotherBoard with the new 
EISA 1/ 0 bus. It runs over 2 times faster than )86 com
puters and delivers mainframe power for applications 
including CAO, LAt and desktop publishing. This hoard 
is fully compatible with DOS, IBM's OS/2, Novell 
Netware and SCO UNIX. What's more, Hauppauge's 
4860 supports up to 64 MBytes of memory withouta 
RAM expansion board. 
RISC-Y Business: The i860 processor is ideal in com
plex applications,performing up to 25 milJion floating
point operations per second. It adds to the power 
of the 486,so you can run rings around ordinary PCs. 

By adapting Intel's APX (Attached Processor Executive) 
software to our 4860 MotherBoard,we've created 
away to exploit the power of the i860 to give 
you practical multiprocessing. In fact, i860/APX 

provides a base for entirely new appli
cations made possible by the advent 
of the i860 RISC processor. 
Technical Features: 25 or 33MHZ 

· 486/ 860· 4 ~lbytes of high speed 
RAM expandable to 64 Mbytes shared 
between i486 and i860 processors 
·Socket for optional Intel Turbo Cache 
485™and Weitek 4167·7EISA1/0 
slots· 64- hit expansion slot for 
optional high -speed graphic frame 
buffer· 1parallel, 2 serial ports and 
a built-in PS/2 -style mouse port. 

Enjoy a RISC-free investment. Our 4860 MotherBoard 
is designed with the world's highest performing 
microprocessors.So you can have the world's highest 
performing PCs and workstations. 

For more information,call 1-800-443-6284. 

HauppaugeComputer Works, Inc. 
91 Cabot Court 

Hauppauge. NewYork 11788 Hau'npauge! 
'lelephnne: 516-4:'4-1600 ....rtiiiiiiiil';l"';il' •lll-..•-
Fax: 516- -134-3198 
In Europc(49) 2161·17063 
ln Australia: ( 7) 262-3122 A1·ai1ahle at your localcomputer dealer. 


Trademarks: OS/2: 113M · Intel 386, i486. i860 and Turbo Cache 485™: Intel Corp. · DOS and XenLx: ~licrosoft Corp. · ~860 , 4860 MotherBoard: llauppauge 
Circle 128 on Inquiry Card. 



If it sometimes seems that work

station vendors talk too much about specs, 

maybe it's because they have so little else 

to talk about. 

Not so with Sun's new SPARCstation" 

ELC'" and SPARCstation IPX'.' Yes, you'll 

be impressed with their specs. Really 

impressed- especially- considering the 

price. 

But step away from the hardware a 

bit, and you'll discover ocher numbers 

that are just as powerful. 

Consider, for instance, that SPARC

station is the Numb~r One selling work

station family available today. It's a com

forting fact in a world of ever-changing 

vendor alliances, consortiums, and deal

making . 

Or that SPARCstation is famed for 

4,995 

making tremendous power increasing ly 

affordable (our new $4,995 SPARCstation 

ELC- a 20.3 SPECmark power

house - is a good example). 

The 475,000 Sun workstations and 

servers that are up and running make 

475,000 

ours the industry's third most popular 

operating system. And since software 

developers go where the users are, you 

can imagine how much your company 

can get clone on a Sun. 

Better yet, don't imagine. Crack 

Introducing two 
with some of the 

numbers in 

The new $4,995 SPARCstation ELC gives you 111ore than twice 

the pmver of our previom entry-level 111011ochro111e workstation: 

20.3 SPEC111arks from a single 33-MHz chip that performs 

both i11teget· and floati11g-poi111 calmlariom. Load it with 11p 

to 64 MB of 111e11101J•, and 11p ~o 5.2 GB ofexternal storage. 


EUROPE: 

BELG IUM: Tel. 32-2-730-38-1 1 DENMAR K: Nokia Dara A/S Tel. 45-42-84 33 66 


FINLAND: Tel. 358-0-502270 FRANCE: Tel. 33 -1-30-67-50-00 

GERMANY: Tel. 49-89-46008-0 ITALY: Tel. 39-39-6056337 


NETHERLANDS: Tel. 31- 33-501 234 NORWAY: Skrivcrvik DarnA/STel. 47-2- 15 63 93 


0 199 1 Sun Micn>S)'Srems, Inc. Sun Micrnsys1rms and 1ht' Sun lngo :i. rc rej:im:re<I cr:ademarks - 3t1d l: LC ;in<l IP X ::arc 1r:adcm:.uk~ - 1,rSun 
lx-3ring rh<.- SPARC rr:t<lemark :ire baseJ on an ~rc h1tC'Cturc dt·vclopc.'.d b)· Sun Microsys1rms. lnr. UN IX is a rrg istcred rr:idrmark of UNIX 

I 

http:1r:adcm:.uk


workstations 

most powerful

the business. 


The new $1 1.995 SP1\RCstation /PX is the lowest-cost acceler
ated graphics 1vorkstatio11 we've ever offered. Its GX accelerator 
is on the motherboard, freeing up an expansion slot. Its 40-MHz 
integrated i11teger!jloating poi111 promsor peif 0111JS up to 24.4 SPEC
marks. (Color monitor available at additiontil cost). 

SPAIN: Tel. 34- 1-555 09 S7 SW EDEN : Tel. 46 8 70S 3000 

SW ITZE RLAND: Zurich Tel. 4 1-1 -825-71-l I Geneva Tel. 41 22 64 47 3S 


UK: Bagshoc Tel. 44 -276-51440 Camberley Tel. 44-276-20444 

ASIA: 


H ONG KONG: Tel. 852 -865 -1 688 JAPAN: Tel. 8 1- 33-22 1-1 974 


Micros~·s tems, Inc. SPARCstation is a trademark of SPARC lnu:ru2fional, Inc , liccmc:d C'xclus1vc:I)' 10 Sun Microsystems, Inc. Producis 
Sysrrm I...:ibor:uories, Inc. Llms :rn<l 1-2-3 ue n·gisr"rtd rn.dcmsuks of t.Dew DcvC'lopmtnt Corp. Oraclr is :a R"gi.su:red 1r:ulcmark ofOr.lele Corp. 

Circle 57 on Inquiry Card. 

open our latest applications catalog . 

Lotus® 1-2-3"', Oracle®, and some 3,500 

3,500 

other solutions give you the UNIX" 

industry's largest selection of software 

applications. 

Should all this motivate you co take 

a closer look ac our SPARC scacions, 

you're not alone. Companies around the 

9,000,000,000 

I 

world have thus far invested $9 billion 

in Sun systems. Honestly, if that isn 't 

reassuri ng, what is? 

Perhaps this: Every system we sell 

is supported by a force of 16 ,000 tech

16,000 

nical experts worldwide, through more 

than sixty service partners. If 

you ever need help, they can 

provide it. 

Hopefully, these are the kind of num

bers you like to hear. In which case we'd 

like to offer one more: 1-800-426-5321, 

ext. 275 . Call, and we'll send all sorts of 

1·800·426·5321 

usefu l information about our new 

SPARCstations. 

Numbers, certainly. But a few more 

words and pictures, coo. 

• sun 

microsystems 
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Sweet Memory 

FRED LANGA 

By the time you read this, there will be at New versions of 
least five new DOS memory managers: four 

QEMM, 386Max, and are upgrades (QEMM 6 .0 from Quarterdeck, 
386Max 6 .0 from Qualitas, Memory Com

three other DOS mander 2 . 11 from V Communications, and 
Netroom 2.01 from Heli x Software) , and one memory managers 
is brand new (QMaps from Quadtel). I've had 

give your applications a ball using these products, some in beta form, 
to see just how much memory I can make

more room than ever available on my work and home-office ma
chines . The best case so far : over 792,000 

bytes free at the basic DOS command line. 
These new memory managers achieve their high numbers using a variety of 

sophisticated techniques, such as temporarily "borrowing" the EMS page frame 
to initialize large device drivers that otherwise would not load high; sniffing out 
unused addresses within your system ROM chips and using this memory as high 
RAM ; remapping ROM addresses to provide large contiguous blocks of high 
RAM; and even completely "hiding" ROM code so DOS can use essentially the 
entire high-RAM space. It would take an entire separate article to cover the inno
vations in these products. 

Guinea Pigs 
To see how these new managers stack up , I used several 
machines, including a networked Swan 386/25 and a 
stand-alone Gateway 486/33 as guinea pigs (see the 
table) . The Swan used an AMI BIOS, a clone VGA 
card, and a Micom-Interlan Ethernet adapter. Each 
memory manager had to work around the Swan 's ROM 
chips and try to fit NetWare 's corpulent resident soft
ware-IPX and NETS-into high memory. 

The Gateway system used a Phoenix BIOS and had an 
unusual video card that required a device driver to run 
even in standard VGA mode. Because most memory 
managers are quite aggressive in remapping video ad
dresses , a slightly unusual video setup would help 
smoke out potential problems there. 

Both machines ran DOS 5.0 loaded high (via HI
MEM and EMM386). As a baseline, my initia l setup 

·used DOS 5 .0 ' s LOADHIGH and DEVICEHIGH to try 
to move drivers and TSR programs into upper memory . 
Then, starting each time with a clean configuration , I 
installed and ran each of the five memory managers as 
they came out of the box, generally accepting whatever 
defaults were built into each product and following 
whatever on-screen advice the installation programs 
suggested. 

All the tested memory managers were 
able to beat DOS 5.0 's performance in at 
least one area . But QEMM and 386Max, 
even in beta form , remain the clear 
champions. Both products have been 
around a long time, and it shows in the 
polished interfaces and ease with which 
the products handled even complex con
figurations and difficult AUTOEXEC 
files. Both are superlative products that I 
recommend without qualification. 

QEMM and 386Max include powerful 
system information utilities. They are the 
only products I've seen that include new 
BIOS exercisers that test (rather than just 
view) your system's ROM chips to be 
certain of what code can be remapped or 
converted to high RAM . 

Both of these products ran without a 
hitch on all the test systems. At the plain 
DOS prompt , 386Max moved ahead of 
QEMM by delivering 3 KB more of 
available memory. But QEMM could de
liver up to 49 and 138 KB more of avail
able memory under Windows and Desq
view , respectively , than could 386Max. 
If the final releases turn in similar num
bers, QEMM will be the clear winner
but it' s too soon to say , and Qua I itas is 
too good to count out. 

cominued 

THE FACTS 

386Max6.0 
$99.95 

Qualitas, Inc. 

7101 Wisconsin Ave., 

Suite 1386 

Bethesda, MD 2081 4 

(301 ) 907-6700 
fax: (301 ) 718-6060 
Clrcle 982 on Inquiry Card . 

Memory Commander 2.11 
$99 .95 

V Communications, Inc. 

4320 Stevens Creek Blvd., 

Suite 275 

San Jose, CA 95 129 

(408) 296-4224 
fax : (408) 296-444 1 
Clrcle 983 on Inquiry Card . 

Netroom 2.01 
$79 

Helix Software Co. 

47- 09 30th St. 

Long Island City, NY 11101 

(718) 392-3 100 
fax: (71 8) 392-42 12 
Clrcle 984 on Inquiry Card . 

QEMM6.0 
$99.95 

Quarterdeck Office Systems 
150 Pico Blvd. 
Santa Monica, CA 90405 
(2 13) 392-9701 
fax: (2 13) 314-421 9 
Circle 985 on Inquiry Card . 

QMaps 
$129.95 

Quadtel 
3190-J Airport Loop Dr. 
Costa Mesa, CA 92626 
(714) 754-4422 
fax: (714) 754-4426 
Circle 986 on Inquiry Card. 
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Developers: 


Lock Up Your Profits 

We have the key for protecting your 
software profits and your copyright. 
Software piracy's a crime! What it can do 
to a developer's profit margin is shameful. 
The cost of development and marketing 
products demands you receive the 
revenue you are entitled to. 

We have the solution. 

•Custom hardware and software for each 
developer 

•Encrypted interrogation routines and debug 
disablers. Over 140 language interfaces available. 

•Available active read/write memory and on-board 
microprocessor provide the ultimate protection 

•Keys for PC "compatibles," Macintosh, 
UNIX and RS-232C standard 

•Total compatibility, reliability and end 
user satisfaction 

We have the key. 

Call us for more information 


or a demonstration package. 


1-800-843-0413 

~ R 
In EUROPE: 
MICROPHAR, 122 Ave. Ch. De Gau lle 92200, MARKETING, IN[
Neuilly-Sur-Selne. FRANCE, Tel: 33- 1-47-3&-2 l-21 Fax: 33-1-46-24-76-91 

For Distributors in: 
•BELGfUM, £25 (091 21 II 17) 9600-JSouthern Pine Blvd. 
*GERMANY, AUSfRIA: Microphar Gmbh (06223- 73730) Charlotte, NC 282 17 *HUNGARY, Polyware Kil (76-22-307) 
•ITALY, Siosistcmi (030 24 21 074) Tel: 704-523-9500 FAX: 704-523-7651 
*PORTUGAL, HCR (1 56 18 65) Hours: Mon-Thurs: 8:30-7:00, Fri :8:30-5:30 ET*SCANDINAVIA, Mlcrophar Nord ic (45 53 51 70 33) 

*SPAIN, Hal 2oro (032 37 ;j I 05) Open late to better serve our west coast clients. 

*SWITZERLAND, SAFE (024 21 53 86) Se Habla Espaiiol *THE NETHERLANDS, lnlotic (015 15 88 37) 
*UNITED KINGDOM, Clearsoft (09 1 378 9 l 91) 

For Europe, circle 210 on Inquiry Cord. For Americas & Pacific, circle 211 on Inquiry Cord. 
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CHKDSK MEMORY AVAILABLE 

Even with exactly the same hardware, software, and CONFIG.SYS and AVTOEXEC.BATfiles, different memory 
managers tum in surprisingly different performances. All numbers are in kilobytes. 

0055.01 QEMM6.0 386Max6.0 Memory QMaps Netroom 2.01 
(beta) (beta) Commander 2.11 (beta) 

Gatewa~ 486/33 
@DO prompt 615 636 639 7922 631 638 
Windows 3.0 DOS box 607 628 579 619 564 579 
Desqview DOS window 479 606 468 467 461 469 

Swan 386/25 
@DOS prompt 574 636 638 NIA 619 626 
Windows3.0 DOS box 508 582 573 NIA 552 559 
Desqview DOS window 438 5403 4534 N/A 452 459 

Notes: Ga1eway 486/33. SETVER. VMODE. MOUSE. and fi les eligible for high ' DOS 5.0 with EMM386.EXE and HIMEM.SYS. 
loading; a total ol 74KB10 i111tialize. 17 KB to run . Swan 386/25: SETVER. IPX. NETS. ' 792 KB is available for one-page text-mode programs. Con\/entional VGA 
MOUSE. and files eligible for high loading: a total of 150 KB to initialize. 85 KB to run graphics have 637 KB. 
DOS 5.0 was loaded high (DOS - HIGH in CONFfG.SYS) for all tests. >Loading DOS low yields 567 KB of memory in Desqview windows. 
NIA=\Nould not work with Micom·lnterlan Ethernet adapter. 

Netroom 
Netroom is a suite of products designed 
to manage memory on 386-based net
worked systems. Like QEMM and 386
Max, Netroom provides a system-analy
sis utility and installed painlessly. 

Netroom matched 386Max's perfor
mance almost byte for byte on the lightly 
loaded Gateway , but it fell somewhat 
behind on the more heavily loaded Swan. 
Part of the Swan's large load was a net
work card and drivers-the very thing 
that Netroom is designed to handle . Net
room also took an excruciating hour to 
auto-configure itself on a SCSI-drive
equipped machine, while the beta ver
sions of QEMM and 386Max took only a 
few minutes . 

QMaps 
Quadtel is a longtime maker of clone 
BIOSes. Quadtel 's QMaps exploits that 
insider ' s knowledge to deliver true high
performance memory management. 

I ran several EMS-function timing 
tests on a beta version of QMaps and 

found that this is indeed the fastest mem

ory manager of the lot, fully 70 percent 

faster than DOS 5.0's EMM386. What 


· this means in terms of human productiv

ity is unclear: I was unable to perceive 

any speed difference in running and 

loading applications . A final answer will 

have to wait until the BYTE Lab runs the 

applications benchmarks on a finished 

version of the product. 

In delivering memory , the beta ver
sion of QMaps offered a mixed bag. On 
the heavily loaded Swan , it came in 
fourth out of five; on the Gateway, it of
fered good numbers only at the basic 
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•Could be expanded at the cost of excluding some areas of high memory. 

DOS prompt and was beaten by every
thing else-including DOS 5 . 0 's 
EMM386 and HIMEM-in Windows 
and Desqview performance. 

Like all betas, QMaps is a work still in 
progress. If the rest of QMaps can be 
honed as finely as its speed, the final 
product will definitely be worth a look. 

Memory Commander 
Memory C()mmander is a different ani
mal. Rather than maximizing high 
RAM, Memory Commander tries to 
maximize low RAM-the DOS program 
area. V Communications explains it this 
way: "Memory Commander allows de
vices in high memory to 'float.' By 
'pushing ' devices such as video display 
memory, BIOS ROMs, and hard disk 
cards upwards as far as possible, Mem
ory Commander makes more DOS main 
memory available ." 

And it works-up to a point. On the 
Gateway, Memory Commander deliv
ered 792 KB at the DOS prompt; miles 
ahead of the competition. But that was 
for running CHKDSK, a simple utility 
that displays only one text page of infor
mation occupying about 4000 bytes. 
Other applications require different 
screen modes that consume more space. 
Memory Commander keeps a database 
of your software and automatically 
chooses (on the fly) which of five sep
arate mapping arrangements to use when 
running each program. But don't expect 
miracles. VGA graphics programs get 
only about as much space as that pro
vided by the other memory managers. 

Alas, an unresolvable conflict with an 
Ethernet adapter caused Memory Com

mander to lock up the Swan. Even after 
a spectacular effort by V Communica
tion ' s technical support-they did every
thing but crawl through the telephone 
lines to help-Memory Commander still 
choked. None of the other memory man
agers had networking problems. 

Help for the RAM-Crammed 
These early tests and the proven track 
records of both Quarterdeck and Quali
tas indicate that the new QEMM and 
386Max are great products in the mak
ing. They'll be well worth your atten
tion. If their final performance remains 
about the same as that of the beta soft
ware, then 386Max may be slightly bet
ter for folks who live at the DOS prompt, 
with QEMM better for Windows and 
Desqview environments. QMaps may 
also be a serious contender, especially in 
speed-critical applications, once the 
rough edges are polished off. 

Netroom and Memory Commander 
are not in beta form: I tested shipping 
copies of new releases of the software. 
Netroom's efficient memory use makes 
it an acceptable alternative to 386Max, 
despite a sometimes agonizingly long 
auto-config·uration process. Memory 
Commander, when it works, works very 
well , and it offers the easiest route to 
lots of RAM for plain-text applications . 
However, you will want to check with 
your dealer first to make sure that Mem
ory Commander has been tested and is 
known to work with your specific hard
ware.• 

Fred Langa is BYTE 's editor in chief You 
can reach him on BIX as "flanga. " 



· Microsoft®Software Sale! 


Great Prices and a 
FREE T-SHIRT 


Microsoft C and Windows Software 
Development Kit 

Microsoft C and the Windo.ws Software Devel

opment Kit have been used to create virtually 
every leading Windows application. This spe
cial package for serious developers contains 
everything found in Microsoft C Professional 
Development System 6.0 and Windows Soft

ware Development Kit 3.0. 

FAX cetem # 1269-0032 
A combined value of $749 

..,,,...... $469 

M icrosoft Software Sale! 

Microsoft Visual Basic 
Create Windows applications quickly and easily 
with graphical user Interface design tools that 

make creating the usednterface as simple as 
clicking on an object in the toolbox, and placing 
and sizing It in a window. When you are ready 
to write code, MS Visual Basic provides a 
powerful development environment Including 
Incremental compilation, automatic syntax 
checking and integrated debugging. 

FAX cctaa # 1269-0033 
Suggested Retail Price $199 

/$129 

CALL 800-445-7899 

Microsoft QuickC for Windows 

A completely integrated development system 
for the Windows environment, including a 
fully Integrated Windows-hosted debugger. 
QulckC for Windows provides all the tools 
that you need to write Windows programs, 
including resource editors, a resource 

compiler, and C runtime library for Windows. 

FAXcetem # 1269-0034 

Suggested retail price: $199 
/ $125 

LIST OURS LI ST OURS LIST OURS 

MS BASIC Prof. Dev. System $495 $309 MS OS/2 Pres . Mgr SoftSet $150 95 MS Source Profiler $79 $55 

MSC Prof . Dev. System 495 309 MS OS/2 Pres. Mgr. Toolkit 500 315 MS Visual BASIC 199 129 

MSC w/Windows Software Dev. Kit 749 469 MS Pascal Compile r 300 185 MS Windows 3.0 149 95 

MS COBOL 900 569 MS PowerPoint for Windows 495 309 MS Windows Debugge r 149 95 

MS DOS 5.0 Upgrade 100 64 MS Project for Windows 695 439 MS Windows DOK 500 3 ·15 

MS Excel for Windows 495 309 MS OuickBASIC 99 65 MS Windows Dev. Kit 500 315 

MS FORrnAN 450 279 MS Quick C 99 65 MS Word for Windows 495 309 
MS Macro Assembler 
MS Office for Windows 

150 
750 

95 
495 

MS Ouick C for Windows 
MS Quick C w/ Quick ASM 

199 
199 

125 
129 

For Faxcet e ra Information 
S ee N ext Page.... ,.. 

http:Windo.ws


386/486 Development CFile Management COBOL 
Intel 386/486 Code Builder 489 Btrieve 479 Micro Focus COBOLJ2 
Lahey EM/32 w/OS 386 1099 C Data Manager 259 w/TDOLSET 11 29 
PharLap 386 DosExtender 435 Code Base 4.2 225 Persona l COBOL 129 
PharLap 386 VMM 259 c·tree Plus 459 MS COBOL 569 
WATCOM C8.5/386 Prof. CALL DB Vista Ill CALL Realia CO BOL 849 
WATCOMFortran 77/386 Essential Btree 159 Database Development

Professional 8.5 CALL Faircom SQL Server 419 
Clarion Personal 72

Zortech Ct+ Devel. 3.0 CML Toolbox, Prof. Edition 935 
Clarion Professional 525Toolbox, Special Edition 635 

Assembly/Disassembly Clear Plus for dBase 169 
CGeneral Libraries Clipper 521Advantage Disassembler 279 
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Digital Research Creates a Better DOS 

W hen Microsoft came 
out with MS-DOS 

5 .0 , itbasicallycaughtupwith 
the features that had been in 
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DR DOS 5.0 for over a year. 

II• I h'f · fo ·. ~Thus, Digital Research forged 
ahead. DR DOS 6.0, how
ever, is not as sophisticated as 
some rumors have claimed. 
For example, there's no new 
high-performance filing sys
tem. But I did not find that sur
prising. Like MS-DOS, DR 
DOS had to keep compatibility 
foremost, and it has succeeded 
in spades. 

What's new in DR DOS 
6.0? The list is long. Most no
ticeable is an advanced version 
of MemoryMax that puts even more us THE FACTS
able memory into the high-DOS area (be
tween 640 KB and 1 MB) and into the 

DRDOS6.0upper memory blocks . Even with a pile of 
$99device drivers and TSR programs, I was 

easily able to keep 628 KB of main mem
Sys1em requiremems: ory free (with a 386-based system). Ifyou 
Any IBM PC, AT, PS/2, or use MS-DOS 5.0, you need an add-on 
compatible.memory manager to get that much appli

cation space. 
Digital Research , Inc . 

Compared to MS-DOS 5.0, DR DOS 
Box ORI , 70 Garden Court

6.0 is an absolute pleasure to install. Un
Monterey , CA 93942 

like MS-DOS, it's not just an upgrade to 
(800) 443-4200

whatever operating system you have on 
(408) 649-3896

your hard disk. DR DOS 6.0 is bootable, 
fax: (408) 646-6248 so you can install it on any system. The 
Circle 1166 on Inquiry Card.

installation process gives you a wealth of 
choices (e.g., a quick default installation) 
and lets you fine-tune your choices. 

Also new is DiskMax, a sophisticated new feature. Its task switcher goes far be
disk-caching utility. (Actually, Digital yond MS-DOS 5 .0's rudimentary round
Research has licensed Multisoft' s well robin switcher. Based on the multitasking 
respected Super PC-Kwik cache.) It is technology that was perfected in DR Mul
more than a small step forward from MS tiuser DOS, TaskMax lets you load up to 
DOS 's SMARTDRV cache. 20 applications at once. You can run it 

Another part ofDiskMax is a file-com from the command line or by using hot 
pression utility. For this, the company li keys (MS-DOS's task switcher requires 
censed AddStor's SuperStor technology. you to run the DOS shell). Even more 
Compression averages about 2-to- l . DR prominent is TaskMax's ability to use ex
DOS 6 .0's setup utility gives you the op tended or expanded memory, using no 
tion of setting up special partitions for memory below 640 KB. 
compressed files . I went all the way, DR DOS 6.0 has many more features. 
changing my 105-MB hard drive into a Its sophisticated security system goes 
210-MB unit ; DR DOS left a small non from requiring a password at boot-up to 
compressed partition with the boot files . protecting files, subdirectories , and full 
Of course , this on-the-fly, software-only partitions , and it can't be circumvented 
compression does give a performance by booting from a floppy disk . Not new , 
penalty , but the delay was far from objec but improved, is ViewMax. The latest in
tionable on my 16-MHz 386SX-based carnation of this venerable GEM GUI 
system. sports more Windows-like functionality 

For me, TaskMax is the most notable and a three-dimensional look and feel . Fi 
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nally, there 's a full hypertext 
help system and FileLink, a 
LapLink-like file transfer 
utility. 

Not new in DR DOS 6.0, but 
nonetheless one of its handiest 
features, is the ability to put a 
question mark at the begin
ning oflines in CONFIG.SYS 
and AUTOEXEC .BAT . At 
boot time , you're asked if you 
want to load that line, and you 
press Yor N. As I experiment 
with wide varieties of device 
drivers and TSRs, that feature 
has been a lifesaver on numer
ous occasions. 

What about compatibility? 
I encountered no problems 

whatsoever. DR DOS 6.0 ran a wide vari
ety of applications and utilities without 
choking. 

DR DOS 6 .0 is so feature-packed be
cause of the very fact that Digital Re
sea rch isn't Microsoft . It can pack fea
tures and utilities into its package without 
risking the accusation that it's driving 
other companies out of business . At $99, 
it' s exactly the same price as Microsoft 's 
MS-DOS 5 .0 upgrade . But with MS
DOS , you 'd have to spend hundreds of 
dollars more to get advanced memory 
management, sophisticated caching, file 
compression , and a file transfer utility. 

In addition, DR DOS 6.0 comes with 
free lifetime support. (After 90 days , 
support for MS-DOS 5 .0 costs $2 per 
minute.) 

Overall , DR DOS 6.0 lets even begin
ners install and use sophisticated features 
without slogging through hundreds of 
pages of obtuse documentation . And 
since Digital Research was recently ac
quired by Novell , it's not surprising that 
connectivity features are built in . DR 
DOS 6.0 includes a NETX.COM Net
Ware requester and other connectivity 
files . 

DR DOS 6.0 shows once again that if 
you are number two , you try harder. Un
der Novell's corporate wing, Digital Re
search has developed a large following in 
overseas markets and is now aggressively 
courting large corporate users. It's not 
difficult to see that DR DOS will become 
an integral part ofNovell 's network strat
egy. And that can only mean an even 
larger presence for what ' s obviously a su
perior DOS. 

-Stan Miastkowski 

http:NETX.COM
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PC-and your operation- in a hurry. Even if your PC has 
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as you're using ruggedized PCs from Texas Micro. 
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PCs through the wringer every day, in everything from 

industrial applications to severe office environments. 

And we don't spare our PCs, either. During factory 
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to plug-in CPU cards and compo
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Repair to under 10 minutes. 
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Publishing Electronic Documents 

P enBook is an electronic document 
reading , publishing, and dissemi

nating system that Slate hopes is as easy 
and convenient to use as paper. PenBook 
is split into two programs: PenAuthor and 
PenReader. 

PenAuthor runs on IBM PC compat
ibles and the Mac . It takes any form of 
Postscript document, runs it through an 
Adobe Postscript interpreter, and refor
mats the output for display under either 
PenPoint or Windows for Pen Comput
ing. During this process , it also dramati
cally compresses the file to the point 
where Slate claims that on average a file 
becomes 60 percent smaller than the orig
inal file before it was turned into Post
Script. 

For example , a Word file of about 40 
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KB might become about 120 KB when 
output to a PostScript file . PenAuthor 
would turn this into a ·PenBook file of 
about 16 KB. The resulting files look ex
actly as they would if they had been 
printed on a PostScript printer with the 
resolution of the computer screen . Once 
PenBook files are created, they can be 
transferred by disk, over a network , or by 
a direct cabled connection to a pen-based 
computer running Windows for Pen Com
puting or PenPoint, to be read using Pen
Reader. PenAuthor also indexes the file to 
allow fast searching by PenReader. 

PenReader is designed to let you read a 
PenBook file as easily on the computer as 
if it had bee11 printed on paper. Besides 
being able to read the document as if 
you were reading a-book, you can rapidly 
search for the occurrence of any word or 
word part, add labeled bookmarks , and 
annotate the book. 

The interface to PenReader detracts as 
little as possible from the document. It has 
a menu bar that you can hide or turn off, 
a page-turning bar at the bottom of the 
screen to rapidly scroll through different 
pages ofthe document, andan optional set 
of scroll bars that you use for pages too 
big to fit on the screen. You can complete
ly control the program by gesturing with 
the pen. For instance, to turn the page for
ward, draw a rapid horizontal line from 
right to left, as if grabbing the right edge 
of the page and turning it. To go back a 
page, rev.erse the direction. 

Documents can be divided into sec
tions, and to go forward or backward a 
whole section, flick twice, in the same 
way. To go to the start or end of the docu
ment, flick three times . 

Overall, the interface is remarkably 
easy to use and does have the feel of a 
paper book. However, paper has a signifi
cant advantage: clarity. The resolution of 

even the best LCD is only about 72 dots 
per inch, making small text hard to read. 
PenBook, with its internal 300-dpi dis
play , is ready for better screens, but it ' s 
held back by hardware limitations. 

PenBook is a worthy attempt to bring 
true electronic documents to users of 
pen-based computers . Most of the bene
fits of the natural interface mean that this 
technique is limited to the users of such 
systems. As a result, Slate may be limited 
in the initial success of this product until 
pen-based computers significantly pene
trate the market. Within that market, Pen
Book should be successful because it 
gives you serious reason to consider put
ting all your paper documents on your 
computer. 

-Owen Linderholm 

THE FACTS 

PenAuthor 
$695 

System requirements: 
An IBM compatible or a Mac 
with a hard drive . 

Pen Reader 
$95 

System requirements: 
A pen-based computer running 
PenPoint or Windows for Pen 
Computing. 

Slate Corp. 
15035 North 73rd St. 
Scottsdale, AZ 85260 
(602) 443-7322 

fax: (602) 443-7325 
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Ensemble 1.2 Goes Windows One Better 


I t ' s often been observed that Ensemble 
is what Windows 3. 0 should have been. 

I have to agree . Unlike Windows, Ensem
ble doesn ' tjust wrap itself around DOS as 
a sophisticated shell. It hooks itself deep 
into DOS , replacing much ofthat tired old 
operating system's antiquated abilities 
with cutting-edge technology, such as a 
true preemptive multitasking kernel. 

With Ensemble 1.2, GeoWorks has 
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brought the package even further into the 
future with a raft ofnew features. Admit
tedly , most of these features are much
needed omissions from version 1.0 . 

Even though Ensemble was never in
tended asa tool for workgroups , it's being 
used that way. So GeoWorks has added 
network support to version 1.2. It's all 
automatic. When I installed Ensemble 
1.2 on my system, it automatically recog

nized all network drives on our in-house 
Novell network and added network drive 
icons. It ' s as simple as that, and much ap
preciated. Besides NetWare, Ensemble 
now supports PC-NFS, LAN Manager, 
and LANtastic. 

Other changes aren't as earthshaking, 
but such additions as a spelling checker in 
the Geo Write word processor and a Post
script printer driver (along with 300 more 
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The RISC System/6000 family already runs over 

3,500 applications in mechanical design, visualization, 
software engineering, accounting, retail store man
agement and many more. 
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printer drivers) open up the environment 
to an even bigger universe of users. There 
is also a wider range of video drivers. 

The beta version that I tested had an Ex
tras folder that includes a font converter, 

a screen-capture 
utility, and Perf-a 
set of performance 
gauges that dy
namically display 
what's happening 
in the system. Also 
included are a cou
ple of demonstra
tions that eat up 
CPU time. Never
theless, the system 
just keeps zooming 
along. It's a heck of 
a display ofEnsem
ble' s multitasking 
capabilities. 

Ensemble still 
suffers from a lack of third-party applica
tions , and (at this writing) software devel
opment tools for the environment are still 
lacking. Taken as it stands, though, En
semble 1.2 is a reasonably complete soft-

THE FACTS 

Ensemble 1.2 
$199.99 

System requirements: 
Any IBM PC, AT, PS/2, or 
compatible. 

GeoWorks, Inc . 
2150 Shattuck Ave. 
Berkeley , CA 94704 
(415) 644-0883 
fax : (415) 644-0928 
Circle 1169 on Inquiry Card . 

ware system that wit l let you do 90 percent 
ofyour work. Ifyou've been looking for a 
Windows alternative , look no further 
than Ensemble 1.2. 

-Stan Miastkowski 

Tandy Notebook Packs Desktop Power 
no difficulty reading the disT he mad scramble for PC 

makers to differentiate play under a variety of condi
their products in what is essen tions, including the bright 
tially a commodity market is lighting of a fully illuminated 
particularly crazy with regard TV studio. There 's one minor 
to portables. Hundreds of ma annoyance with the screen: 
chines are on the market , most The antiglare coating isn't 
with a bevy of analogous fea quite matte enough for my 
tures . I'm confused. But one taste. If there are lights behind 
thing's for sure: The competi you , you must do some adjust
tion is driving down prices ing to be comfortable. 
fast. The 3810 HD has the usual 

A case in point: the Tandy power management features 
38IOHD. This is a loaded sys that we've come to expect in 
tem at a too-good-to-pass-up notebooks , with standby and 
price. This $3299 package has resume modes and screen and 
more power than most desktop hard drive power-down op
PCs and will not quickly be tions . It runs for the usual 3 
come obsolete. The 3810 HD hours on a charge and re
is based on a 20-MHz 386SX charges in about 2 hours . 
processor. It has the standard 
complement ofports, a3 1h-inch 1.44-MB 
floppy drive, and l MB ofRAM (expand
able to 5 MB) . But what really sets the 
3810 HD apart is the standard 60-MB fast 
(19-millisecond) hard drive. With this 
size drive, I could take all my large graph
ics applications and data with me on a trip 
and have plenty of room to spare. 

As you would expect, a high-end ma
chine like the 3810 HD also comes with 
high-end graphics. A full-size fluores
cent backlit VGA display is standard, and 
the rear panel has a VGA-out port. I had 
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THE FACTS 

Tandy 3810 HD 
$3299 

Radio Shack 
700 One Tandy Center 
Fort Worth , TX 76102 
(817) 390-3921 
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There's internal space for a 
modern, and Tandy offers two: a 2400
bps model ($199. 95) and a 2400-/9600-bps 
modem/fax combination ($249. 95) . Add
in memory , however, is pricey ($249.95 
per megabyte) . And you must use Tandy's 
proprietary low-profile SIMMs. 

You can 't ignore Tandy. At this writ
ing , the 3810 HD was the lowest-priced 
notebook in its class. And best ofall , sup
port is as close as the nearest Radio Shack 
store. In Peterborough , that's walking 
distance from BYTE headquarters . • 

-Stan Miastkowski 



The people who sell, install, and support them for a living. The to 3-D graphics and beautiful, presentation-quality output, 
survey asked hundreds of spreadsheet dealers and CA-Supercalc has it all.
f&Vlll resellers all kinds of questions to find CA-SuperCalc And it runs on just about any PC. 
!-~-~-~-~-~ out what the pros rate as the best But the best part is the price. At $149.00,
:___ === spreadsheet. And the pros told them. CA-SuperCalc costs less than half the price of Lotus 1-2-3 

and Excel. Heard enough? call l-800-645-3003 
- In virtually every category from 
~ CA-Supercalc~ 

today for the name of the nearest dealer where you 

~~~~~ ease-of-use to technical support, 
 can buy the best spread

711
e90s. CA-Supercale was rated higher than 
 sheet there is. J.iQ•.a..PUTER®

If you're willing to ffl I 1 


We're not surprised. While Lotus and Microsoft 

Lotus®1-2-39 and Microsoft9 Excel. 

spend a couple hunqred SSOC•4.TES 
have been fussing over their many different spread- dollars less. Software superiorb/design. 

r's per Frequency of updates Arevision• 
wci:. 
<and OVERALL AVERAGEbsoft1 

Recently, VARBUSINESS conducted a survey of some people who 
know more about spreadsheets than anyone. 

CA-Superealc LoCus 1·2·3 
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6 .43 6.60 
7.34 5.66 
6.69 5.71 
6.90 6.70 
6.59 5.76 
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sheet versions, we've been stuffing one spreadsheet, CA-SuperCalc, 
with everything you would ever want. From spreadsheet linking 

lllctoloft 
Excel 
7.U. 
6.14 
6.26 
7.00 
6.68 
6.10 
6.17 
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Ability to manipulate data 
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Ease of use of lnterfaee 
Sot'twale Integration capabilities 
Ease of data retrieval 
Satisfaction wltll product prolltablHty 
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Provision for ntllkellnl support 
Documentation 6 product lnfonnatlon 
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Lotusl-2-3 
Microsoft el. 

.... :ia~•• , . .. .-ltctes "'IU .wo J'CSCUS both 
, ...odeh, president of bull~in defaults." Compu.-o Associates and 

innova Microsoft reseller Loden Computer Associates out- L()(us Products, say 
bat you 
6 work 

ina \4 INESS 
Spreadsheet Report Card 

C 1991 Computer Associates International, Inc.. 7tt Stewan Avenue. Garden City, NY 115304787. All trade names referenced are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective companies. 
C 1991 byCMP Publications, Inc .. 600Community Drive. Manhasset, NY 11030. Reprinted from VARBUSINESSwith permission. 



T~@@@SXe 

A few months ago we brought puter that not only allows you that you'll actually enjoy using it. 
you the world's most useful com the freedom to work where, Well, thanks to the incredible 
puter-theToshiba T2000SX. when, and how you want to. speed of modern technology, 

That computer symbolized But is so precisely engineered here we are once again. 
what we call "the next generation from its superior keyboard to This time to present the new 
in personal computing'.' A corn- its easy-to-read VGA screen- Toshiba TIOOOSXe. 
© 1991 Toshiba America / 11/11nttt1fmn Sy~wru . frlC. 



THE ESTANDS FOR 

EXTBA POWER. 


Like the TIOOOSX, theTIOOOSXe 
weighs a minuscule 6.9 pounds, it 
boasts a 386SX processor, and it 
supplies up to 60 MB of hard disk 
storage space. But, and heres the 
news, the TIOOOSXe gives you a 
bigger dose of sEeed (20MHz) and 
more memory(2-10 MB RAM). 

Ofcourse, the TIOOOSXe also 
offers Hypertext, a VGA screen, 
full modem capabilities (includ
ing available cellular and fax ac
cessories),full-size sculpted keys 
on its keyboard and a host of ad
ditional benefits that make 
other notebooks look more like 
memo pads. 

ALONGER 

lASTING BATTERY. 


The most useful computer isn't 
of much use if its battery doesn't 
last-long. 

Thats why the TIOOOSXe, 
like the TIOOOSX, is armed with 
a Nickel Hydride battery. Nickel 
Hydride is proven to deliver 22% 
more power per ounce than the 
NiCad batteries found in other 
portable computers. In fact, 
according to Byte magazine, the 
battery onToshibasTIOOOSX 
lasted well over three hours on a 
90-minute charge. Outlasting 

USEFUL COMPUTER 
15 MIWON YEARS. 

----.........,.._______ 

After testing eight ofthe top norebook computers on the market,ByteMagazine said, 
"Buy the Toshiba T2000SX'.'Wait'II chey try theT2000SXe. 

every other notebook they tested 
and lasting twice as long as some. 

To get even greater battery 
life, theTIOOOSXe offersToshiba's 
highly acclaimed AutoResume. A 
special feature that allows you to 
shut your computer down and 
start up precisely where you left 
off.Without the hassle of reboot
ing, restarting applications and 
reloading files. 

NOW THERE ARE 

EVEN MORE CHOICES. 


AtToshiba, we've always believed 
that no one computer is right for 
everyone. Thats why we've also 

Circle 45 on Inquiry Card. 

added a more affordable note.
book to our line called the TIOOO. 
Featuring a 12MHz, 286 proces
sor, its designed for people who 
don't need all the power of the 
TIOOOSX or the TIOOOSXe. 

Ifyou'd like to learn more 
about the worlds most tiseful note
book and portable computers, 
please call us at 1-800-457-7777. 

Well, that's the latest.Three 
incredible notebooks that fit your 
needs, your briefcase and now 
your budget. 

Isn't technology wonderful? 

In Touch with Tomorrow 

TOSHIBA 




NEW·S 


Multiple 
Reasons 
for a 486 EISA 

T he first of AvTech's 
Series 350 486 EISA 

tower systems, the 25-/ 
33-MHz Model 353 is de
signed for the multitasking 
and mu ltiuser environments 
of Unix and LANs . The ma
chine has seven 32-bit EISA 
slots-six available-and two 
dedicated proprietary mem
ory /CPU expansion slots. 

The Model 353 has a 
213-MB hard drive and easy 
CPU expandability via its 
modular plug-in board. Sys
tem memory can be in
creased from 4 MB to 128 
MB in 4-MB increments . 
Price: $5499 .. 
Contact: AvTech Develop
ment , Inc., 1001 South Pla
centia Ave., Fullerton, CA 
92631, (714) 773-5880; fax 
(714) 773-5881. 
Circle 1287 on Inquiry Card. 

Work ina 
Windows Box 

T he WorkBox SX/40, a 
plug-and-play 386SX 

system with a 40-MB hard 
drive, has a Super VGA 
graphics adapter with 800
by 600-pixel resolution . With 
DOS 4.01 and Windows 3.0 
preconfigured on the hard 

WHAT'S NEW • SYSTEMS 


: -. - D 
' 

The Model 353 is the first in Av Tech 's series of486 computers. 

drive, the WorkBox opens 
in Windows. 

Additional features are 
support for a 387SX math co
processor, 1 MB of RAM 
(expandable to 16 MB on the 
motherboard), and a dual 
button mouse. The WorkBox 
has two serial ports, a par
allel port , six available ex
pansion slots, and a 150-W 
power supply. 
Price: $999. 

Contact: Cumu
lus Corp. , 23500 
Mercantile Rd., 
Cleveland, OH 
44122, (216) 
464-2211; fax 
(216) 464-2483. 
Circle 1288 
on Inquiry Card. 

The WorkBox 
SX/40goes 
directly to 
Windows 3. 0. 

The Keyboard's 
Key to This 
Computer 

Computers in key
boards, the KeyComp 

386SX models run at 16, 
20, or 25 MHz and have 1 
MB of DRAM on a SIMM 
(expandable to 8 MB). On
board interfaces include 
one parallel and two serial 
ports , a floppy drive con
trol port that supports two 
floppy drives, and a hard 
drive control port. Included 
is an internal 3 ~-inch flop
py drive as well as room for a 
120-MB hard drive. 
Price: Without a video card 
or hard drive, $615 . 
Contact: Texas Microcom
puters , Inc., 850 East Arapa
ho Rd., Suite 220, Richard
son, TX 75081 , (214) 437
0400; fax (214) 437-3546. 
Circle 1289 on Inquiry Card. 

A486SX EISA 

for Business 


T he BusinessStation 

486ASX features an in


tegrated DMA-Intelligent 

Drive Electronics controller, 

integrated video with up to 

1024- by 768-pixel resolu

tion , 256 colors, and 512 

KB of video RAM . You can 

upgrade the 20-MHz ma

chine by adding a 25-MHz 

CPU to the system board. 

Options include a hard drive 

and support for networks. 

Price: $1995. 

Contact: Advanced Logic 

Research , Inc., 9401 Jeron

imo, Irvine , CA 92718 , 

(714) 581-6770; fax (714) 

581-9240. 

Circle 1290 on Inquiry Card. 


_	Two486 ISA 
Computers 

T he motherboard in the 
486/33 ISA WinStation 

supports 128 KB of exter
nal and 8 KB of internal 
cache memory and has 4 
MB of RAM , expandable 
to 32 MB . The unit has a 
125-MB hard drive and a 
VGA monitor. 
Price: $2995. 
Contact: Austin Computer 
Systems, 10300 Metric 
Blvd., Austin, TX 78758 , 
(800) 752-1577 or (512) 339
7932 ; fax (512) 454-1357. 
Circle 1291 on Inquiry Card. 

S trobe Computer' s 33
MHz 486 ISA computer 

has 256 KB of cache, 4 MB 
of RAM, expandable to 32 
MB , and a 142-MB hard 
drive. It has a 1-MB Super 
VGA card and a monitor. 
Price: $2475. 
Contact: Strobe Computer, 
15480 Arrow Hwy., Suite 
201 , Baldwin Park, CA 
91706, (800) 888-5095 or 
(818) 962-0060; fax (818) 
813-1483. 
Circle 1292 on Inquiry Card. 
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The Mac Gets 
a Laser Jet lllSi 

Able to print at 300 dpi 
and 17 pages per min

ute Hewlett-Packard ' s La
serJet IIISi printer for the 
Macintosh includes Post
Script and HP's Resolution 
Enhancement technology. 
The printer comes with an 
AppleTa lk interface , 5 MB 
of printer memory , 35 inter
nal Adobe typefaces, and 
Adobe Type Manager. 

The HP LaserJet IIISi for 
the Macinto. h has two 500
sheet letter-size paper trays 
you can access through soft
ware. A RISC-based for
matter sca le type and pro
duces mixed text and 
graphics . The printer 's mem
ory accepts data for one 
page while it proce ses an 
other page and is expand
able up to 17 MB via three 
SIMM slots . 
Price: $6995 . 
Contact: Hewlett-Packard 
Company Inquiries, 19310 
Pruneridge Ave. , Cuperti
no , CA 95014, (800) 752
0900. 
Circle 1293 on Inquiry Card. 

DrawingBoard II 
Goes Serial 
to the Mac 

T he Macintosh Edition 
of DrawingBoard II has 

a Macintosh serial port 
connection in addition to the 
original Apple Desktop Bus 
port , letting you choose your 
connection. Another new 
feature is a pressure-sensitive 
pen , which lets you control 
the thickness and density of 
your lines simply by the 
amount of pressure you exert 
when using it. The pen 
comes cordless or with a 
cord. The board has a re e
lution of 1000 lines per 
inch and an accuracy of 
± 0.010 inch. 
Price: $495 to $3145 . 
Contact: CalComp, Inc., 

WHAT'S NEW • PERIPHERALS 


Hew/en-Packard 's LaserJet II/Si for the Macintosh. 

Digitizer Products Group, 
14555 North 82nd St., 
Scottsdale , AZ 85260, (800) 
458-5888 or (602) 948
6540; fax (602) 948-5508. 
Circle 1294 on Inquiry Card . 

A Fast CD-ROM 
for the Mac 

T he Access CD/Allegro 
CD-ROM drive for the 

Macintosh features a 310
ms access time and an aver
age data transfer rate of 153 
KBps . The formatted capac
ity of the drive is 599 MB 
in Mode I and 683 MB in 
Mode 2. 

In addition to supporting 
AppleShare, System 7 .0, and 
TOPS, the Allegro has dual 
50-pin SCSI connectors, a 
push-button SCSI ID switch, 
and a SCSI-2 connection. 
Its headphone and RCA jacks 
provide audio output. 
Price: $799. 
Contact: Optical Access 
International, 800 West 
Cummings Park, Suite 
2050, Woburn , MA 01801, 
(800) 433-5133 or (617) 

937-3910; fax (617) 937
3950. 

Circle 1295 on Inquiry Card. 


Expresso Scans 
Slides for One 

E xpresso, a personal , 
stand-a lone slide scan 

ner that works with PCs 
and Macs , outputs images as 
standard NTSC video and 
can be hooked direCLly to a 
TV monitor or VCR. You 
can capture images on your 
computer using frame grab
ber boards such as RasterOps 
Colorboards or the True
vision board. 

Expresso has an invert 
switch that outputs 
color negatives 
as positive 
images. The 
unit's X3 zoom 
lens enlarges de
tails of a slide or 
negative. 
Price: $999. 
Contact: Raster
Ops Corp. , 2500 
Walsh Ave., 
Santa Clara, CA 
95051, (408) 
562-4200; fax 
(408) 562-4065 . 
Circle 1296 
on Inquiry Card . 

Expresso scans 
slides neatly right 
on your desk. 

Room ona 
Fast Drive 

W ith 2 .4 gigabytes of 

unformatted capacity, 


the Model 1924 5\4-inch 

hard drive has a spindle 

motor speed of 5400 rpm. 

The SCSI-2 controller sup

ports 10-MBps data trans

fer rates . 

Price: $7995. 

Contact : Micropolis Corp., 

2121 1 Nordhoff St., Chats

worth, CA 91311, (818) 

709-3300; fax (818) 709
3497. 

Circle 1297 on Inquiry Card. 


Simplicity Is a 
Portable Drive 

T he 2-pound Simplicity 
Portable Drive has 40-, 

80- , or 120-MB capacity. 
The drive attaches to your 
PC's parallel port without 
requiring a card. 
Price: $499 to $899. 
Contact: Simplicity Com
puting, Inc . , 415 Madison 
Ave. , New York , NY 
10017, (800)275-6525; fax 
(212) 678-6143 . 
Circle 1298 on Inquiry Card . 
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Multimedia 
on Your Desktop 

T he VGA Broadcaster 
board adds mult imedia 

to your computer by letting 
you record on a VCR , display 
on a TV , or project with a 
video projector what you see 
on your screen . You attach 
the VGA Broadcaster to your 
present VGA card ' s fea ture 
connector. 

Configured as a com
plete system, the boa rd 
comes with software for 
digital sizing and pos itioning 
of video output. You un
dersca n the computer screen 
image, letting the full 
image be viewed on a stan
dard video monitor. Fea
tures include NTSC/RS-170 
video and S-video output , 
ROB/Sync RS-170 with key 
signal , and Sync input for 
gen lock. 
Price: $695; optional 
Video Mi xer, $695. 
Contact: IEV Corp ., 3030 
South Main St. , Salt La ke 
City , UT 84115 , (800) 438
6 161 or (80 I) 466-9093; fax 
(80 I) 466-5921 . 
Circle 1299 on Inquiry Card . 

Add Ports 
to Your PC 

F our parallel ports for 

printer and scanner ap


plications are yours with 

the Quad LPT card . Compat 

ible with ISA, EISA , and 

AT computers, the Quad LPT 

eliminates the need for ex

te rnal expansion boxes . You 

can configure the ports as 

standa rd AT ports or genera l

purpose I/O ports . 

Price: $295. 

Contact: Computer 

Modules, Inc., 

2348C Walsh 

Ave. , Santa Cla ra , 

CA 95051·, (408) 

496-188 1 ; fax ( 408) 

496-1886. 

Circle 1300 on Inquiry Card. 


WHAT'S NEW • ADD-INS 


The VGA Broadcaster adds multimedia to your VGA board. 

Smart 
and Modular 
CPU Cards 

M odular Smart Sim 
CPU card fi t into a 

custom eight-slot passive 
backplane. The boards in
clude a 386SX processor, 
ATI/O, 2 to 16 MB of RAM , 
and a power supply. 

With controllers for a 
floppy drive and an Intelli 
gent Dr ive Electronics hard 
drive, as well as fo r a key 
board and a mouse, the 

The Quad LPT card gives you four additional parallel ports. 

miniatu re ca rds support an 

externa l monitor or LCD 

via an 800- by 600-pixel 

VGA ch ip and provide one 

seria l and two parallel ports. 

Five slots are open on the 

backplane. T he full config

uration is 5Y. 0 by IYio by 

2 inches . 

Price: $ 1096. 

Contact: Dover Electron

ics, I I 08 Boston Ave., Long

mont, CO 80501 , (800) 

848- 1198 or (303) 772-5933 ; 

fax (303) 776- 1883 . 

Circle 1301 on lnquirll Card. 


Upgrade Your 
286 to a 386SX 

T he Cumulus 386SX 

Card with Windows 3.0 


upgrades your 286 machi ne 

with its 16-MHz Intel 386SX 

processor. The 11/ 2- by 11/ 2 

inch ca rd also supports a 

387SX math coprocessor. 

The card plugs into the 286 

processor socket. 

Price: $299 . 

Contact: Cumulus Corp ., 

23500 Mercantile Rd . , 

Cleveland , OH 44 122 , 

(2 16) 464-2211 ; fax (2 16) 

464-2483 . 

Circle 1303 on Inquiry Card. 


Ultra Features 
on an Ultra 
Controller 

T 
he Ultra 22F EISA

compatible ESDI con


troller provides 32-bit bus

master support and has 64 

KB of intelligent read

ahead buffer memory. The 

board's menu-driven BIOS 

lets you boot from DOS 

without external drivers. 


Under DOS 5.0 , the 
BIOS supports four drives 
without additional soft
wa re. Drivers that support 
EISA 32-bit bus-master 
transfers to other operating 
systems ship with the 
board . 

Able to co-reside with 
other hard drive controllers, 
the Ultra 22F is compatible 
with 16-bit ISA and 32-bit 
EISA operat ion and up
ports drive as large as 
2 gigabytes. 
Price: $595. 
Contact: UltraStor Corp ., 
15 Hammond St. , Suite 310, 
Irvine , CA 92718 , (71 4) 
58 1-4 100; fax (714) 58 1
0826. 
Circle 1304 on Inquiry Card . 
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WINDOWS UNDER UNIX UNIX UNDER WINDOWS 
With sco®Open Desktop~ corporate users With SCO's ]SB MultiView DeskTopT; 
can run mission-critical applications Microsoft®Windows™power users can 
in windows concurrently with personal access the wide-open, information-rich 
productivity packages-on advanced world of advanced UNIX systems-on 
PCs-today! standard PCs-today! 

Get the integrated UNix® operating system Get the Windows-to-UNIX interface that 
that gives you advanced computing capa gives you the powerful ability to run DOS, 
bilities-windowing interface, true multi Windows, XENIX: and UNIX applications 
tasking, built-in networking, SQL database simultaneously-and easily transfer files 
access, and DOS compatibility-all in a and "copy and paste"between them-all 
single package: in a single package: 

SCO OPEii DESKTOP SCO'S JSB MULTlllEW DESKTOP 
Have it your way with SCO! 

fllll Call {800) SCO-UNIX (726-8649) 

Regiona\ S<O openSystem
seminars

(a\\for Detai\s1odav\ 


THE SANTA CRUZ OPERATION 

Cl 11)91The S2n1:1 CruzOptnllon. Inc. All Ri~h1s Rcsen·ed .SC0, 1he SCO logu, and O~n Ocsklop are regls1crcd 1r.adcnmks of The Sa nt:.i t:ruzOpcntion, Inc. in the U.S.A. and otht r countrie s. All other brand or product names ire or may be lr.ulemarksof. 
and uc used 10 idemffy11rodum of, their rcspectl\'e \'tndors. Tht 521112 Crw: Optr:alion, Inc. P.O. Box 1?00, S..nta Cr LIZ, f.:alifnrnla 95061-1900 (408) 425-7l2l FAX: ~1 08) 458--i2!7, E-MAIL: ... uunet!sco!sco-info sco-info(«,lsro.Cmt;Thr S11n1a Cruz 
Opr.r.ulon, Jn r.. , Fcdenl Sys1cms Group, 2100 R{$ton Puk'li'1)'. Suite IO, Jkston, Virginia 22091 USA. 00.i) 71S·8i00, FAX: (703) 715 ·K7SO F.·MAll.: .. . uunct!sco! ft·denl f<'<lcril (!'1•sco.COM: SCO Cinada, Inc., 130 Ul1>or Strert \\'rsl, IO!lt Floor, Tomnlo, 
Onta rio MSS INS Canad2. Hl6) 92:z.J937. FAX: (.jl6) 922-8397 E·MA IL: . . . uunel !scocin!info: The Stma Cruz Operitlon, IJd . Cro~h:yCC'ntrr. llaners Lane. '1'11ford \\IOI S'l'N. Grt'.al Britain. +~4 (O) 9l3 816344. FAX: +H (()) 9l~ 8177tH TELEX: 91737.! 
SCOt.ONG. E·MA IL: . . . ukcl scnl!scol-lnfo sco-lnfo @sco.COM ~I 

Circle 256 on Inquiry Card. 
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As you've probably heard by now, 
there are quite a lot of things to see and 
do in theWindows· environment. And the 
Microsoft" Mouse is the perfect way for 
you to take in all the sights. 

© 1991 Microsoft Corpora/ion. All righ/s n>Mrved. P1;111ed in the USA In tlw 50 Uniled Sia/es. call (800) 541·1261. D<-pi. V52; outside the 50 U11ilctl Stales and Canada, call (206) 936·8661.Custo 

I ts sleek, award-winning shape 
was designed to fit your hand perfectly. 
So you'll find it's easy to maneuver and 
incredibly comfortable to use. 

Maybe thats why over 3 million 



. I 
~ . ' 

people have chosen the Microsoft Mouse as Or head on over to your nearest 
their personal Windows computing guide. dealer. They'd be n1ore than happy to 

So if you'd like more information on a1Tange a tour just for you. 
the industry-leading Microsoft Mouse, 
just call (800) 541-1261, Deparbnent V52. Micl'osoft· 

Canada. (ill/ (.JJ(i) 568·.'i.'iOJ Atirmsnj] and Jiu· . \firm~o;1 /o~o arc rt')tiS!t 'rnl !111d1'n!ll l k . .; and Wimlml"5 i.-; (/ lmd1·marl; of .\ficrnsoft Corporation. nw i\lirms11/i Af11t1.'W is fmlnzfcd (!'1./0. :w:!,.J2(i). 



NEWS 

WHAT'S NEW • OTHER HARDWARE 


Use Voice 
Commands 
to Run Your PC 

S peech Secretary, joint
ly produced by Verbex 

Voice Systems and Applica
tions Express, is a hardware/ 
software combination that 
lets you use vocal input to op
erate data-processing appli
cations. You can use the 
product on your PC.to run 
applications varying in so
phistication from letter dic
tation to mathematical equa
tion development. 

Speech Secretary is 
available with a 300-, 830-, 
or 2200-word vocabulary. 
The vocabularies include 
common words and a pho
netic library. You choose 
words by spelling them out 
or using abbreviations or 
macros. The software in
cludes HandiWord, a mem
ory-resident program that 
uses statistically weighted 
predictions to choose words 
for you . HandiWord under
stands regional accents and 
comes in foreign language 
versions. 

The Verbex speech-rec
ognition hardware is available 
as an add-in card or stand
alone unit. Both configura
tions include noise-reduc
tion microphones. 
Price: $4835 to $7000, de
pending on vocabulary and 
configuration. 
Contact: Applications Ex
press , 179 Avenue at the 
Common, Shrewsbury, NJ 
07702, (908) 389-3366; fax 
(908) 542-6762. 
Circle 1305 on Inquiry Card. 

Speech Secretary lets you use normal speech to run desktop 
publishing, graphics , word processing, and other applications. 

Security Options 
for Multiple 
Platforms 

Three vendors offer differ
ent solutions to your data se
curity problems. 

S unSoft lets network 
managers create their 

own security systems for 
Unix networks . Account Re
source Manager (ARM) 
and Automated Security En
hancement Tool (ASET) 
run on Unix software plat
forms that comply with 
SPARC Compliance Defini
tion 1.0. 

ARM lets you specify 
parameters for functions 
such as length of password 
and number of log-in at
tempts. You can further in
dividualize your security sys
tem by using ARM to 
enforce limits on certain 
areas or systems within the 
network. Other features in
clude password aging, user 
account expiration, and ac

!ems, such as a user account 
that lacks a password . 

ARM and ASET are 
available as a package. 
Price: $295 for a single
machine version; $4500 for a 
site license. 
Contact: SunSoft, 2550 
Garcia Ave., Mountain View, 
CA 94043 , (415) 336-0678. 
Circle 1306 on Inquiry Card. 

T he GateKeeper is a 
simple, low-cost securi

ty option for PC users . The 
card installs in one slot and 
activates at power-up to 
prevent unauthorized boot
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invisible when you enter one 
of 15 passwords. The 2- by 
3f.l-inch 8-bit card works 
with IBM PC systems and 
compatibles . 
Price: $49.95. 
Contact: JDR Micro
devices , 2233 Branham 
Lane, San Jose, CA 95124, 
(408) 559-1200; fax (408) 

559-0250. 

Circle 1307 on Inquiry Card. 


T he DataCryptor pro
tects your data by en

crypting it as it is trans
mitted via modem. The 
product uses the U.S . Gov
ernment's DES encryption 
algorithm and a numeric 
key , which you select to 
scramble information. 
Once you transmit your data, 
it can be decrypted only by 
another DataCryptor pro
grammed with your numer
ic key. The encryption pro
cess is transparent to the 
user. You can use the Data
Cryptor between any two 
serial devices. 
Price: $695. 
Contact: Triton Systems , 
Inc., 109 Scenic Dr., Pass 
Christian, MS 39571 , (800) 
367-7191 or (601) 452-3925; 
fax (601) 452-2007 . 
Circle 1308 on Inquiry Card. 

Stop Shocking 
Your System 

Now you can dissipate 
harmful static buildup 

with the touch of a finger . 
The Touch It static mat sits 
under your keyboard or sys
tem and directs static through 
a grounding cord rather 
than into your CPU. The 
mats are putty-colored and 
come in four sizes . 
Price: $16.95 to $29.95, 

cess hour restriction. 
ASET lets you adjust the 

level of security on the net
work. The software main
tains the network at your in
dicated level of security and 
reports unresolvable prob

... nn 

I ' .. 
·:1.. 

0 

up . The GateKeeper acti
vates before the operating 
system loads and becomes 

depending on size. 
Contact: Computer Cover
up , Inc ., 2230 South Calu
met, Chicago, IL 60616, 
(800) 282-2541 or (312) 326
3000; fax (312) 326-3032. 
Circle 1309 on Inquiry Card. 
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REMAR BLE! 

FLYTECH'S NEW NETWORKABLE CARRY-1 COMPUTERS ARE THE PERFECT 
DESK-CORNER PCS FOR TODAY'S COMPUTER-COMFORTABLE EXECUTIVE, 
WHO WANTS HIS DESK BACK. 

Carry-1 booksize desktop PCs can be at hand wherever you wor k, whenever you work. Small, yet 

powerful, they are completely compatible with all DOS and Windows applications. Now our 5000 series 

adds more versatility w ith two 16-bit expan sion s lots. But the essence of the Carry is 

to be handy. It's still small enough to tote to the corner of the desk where the work is 

waiting. 

Get the whole story. For the name of your nearest dealer. call 408-727-7373. 

'TECH GROUP INTERNATIONAL 

A . OFFICE: 

: (408) 727 -7373. 727-7374 
: (408) 727.7375 

k sq,,. 6"2·95737n Fu 61·2·9572013 

•- 0222-'08-15'.l-O Fu0222-'081S<J.SO 
Plngl.lly:Mlctof.:t 305-477-0Ul Fu: 30s-.tn·3206 
n: Celem 32-41-67643"1 Fax 32...1.tl78515 

l•n 56-2·2771518 Fax S&-2·334989 
: MJC 33-1-482).1976 Fu 33-1-4235-5916 

CRRR'r'-I 
T HE NEW ST A N DARD 

COMDEX/FALL ' 91 BOOTH: 54050 

GERMANY OFFICE: H.K. OFFICE: 

T EL: (069) 746-08 I • 7 46-453 TEL: 305- I 268 
F A X : (069> 749.375 FA X: 796-8427 

GenMny: Mauotron 49-89-420-8233 Fu: 4.9-89-£22-863 hb: IJricorp 91 · 11-68313" 1 Fu 91 ·1 1-684S828 

Gttect: AAtc »1 ·8832017 Fa.1 30-1-8816187 Kena: Mccoy 82-2·7'36055 Fu 82-2·74.11896 

Hq Koowj: ""1Jy 852·305-1268 Fu 852-796-8-427 ~: Comttc 60-3-274-8888 Fa• 60-3-274-9988 
tbagwr; Minor 361·122'-687 Fu 361 ·1'15-656 MWco: Trioric1 52·S.2S91221 Fu 52·5-259 1447 
haly: Primt 39·522-518599 Fu 39-522-518599 Norwrr: Secu1 47.z.122-s10 Fa• ~1. 2 .122 . s,1s 

ltn•I: MU. 972-J.751 5511 Fa• 972-3·7516615 Nett.tend: KN 31-10-6584141 f • x 31 -20-6597436 

Circle Son Inquiry Card. 

TAIWAN OFFICE: 

TEL: C02l 785-2556 •FAX : C02> 785-2371 . 783·7970 
TELE X : 22233 FLTCO 

- z.m.d: It System 64-9-665805 Fu 64-9-665803 
~ r..-. 6~758400 Fu 6~713803 
Soud>- P.C . .... 27-11 -23-0131 Fu27· 11 -2J.32<a 
s,.lr< .<hlco 34-IBS-11652 Fu 34-185-08093 
Sad Attbil: Fiia 9663-8349796 Fax 9663-833521 5 
Swttnrtlnd: Euro Softwatt "41 ·22·622-020 Fn 41·22·61S.650 

UJt: Cl 44-2S6-4637S< Fu 44-258-114317' 

N your Carry can have a 386 processor, a modem-and-fax card, and still have one extra 16-bit slot for expansion. Ready? Give us a call. 

http:Fu0222-'081S<J.SO


STACKER, 
SOF1WARE 

DOUBLES 
1 
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Used to be, when your hard disk got fu ll you had 
to empty yourwallet and buy abigger one. 

Or; you could buy yourself some time by 
deleting a bunch of your files. 

At Stac,we didn't think this was much of a 
choice. So we invented Stacker:· 

ln the process, we created an instant 
bestseller: Which isn't surprising, considering 
that Stacker instantly gives you twice the disk 
capacity you had before. 

You see, Stacker is fast. So fast, in fact, that it 
actually improves the performance of many of 
your applications. 

Stacker is also 100%safe-something no other 
data compression product on the market can say. 

Which explains why every leading utility 
software publisher and tape drive manufacturer 
uses ow·technology in their own products. 

Speaking of software publishing and hardware 
manufacturing, we do both. 

Which means we give 

Now, are:rlt you glad 

you didn't rush out and buy 


anew hard disk? 


you a choice. 
Ifyour PC can't spare 

a slot, or if your PC is a 
portable, a laptop or a 
notebook, the software on 
the opposite page is just 
what you need. 

How? 
By compressing all the files on your disk

applications, utilities, documents,spreadsheets, 
data,everything- using our patented Stacker 
LZS data compression technology. 

Don't know a thing about data compression? 
Don't worry. You don't have to. 
In fact, you don't have to think about Stacker 

at all. 
Stacker works behind the scenes,expanding 

your data when you need it and compressing it 

, 

-
!~ii' 

A~ dat.a is stored on 
your disk,Stacker 

instantly compresses il. 
71um, when yO'llr PC 

reaclsthedata.,

Stacked11slanUy 


expands u. 
}bu don't ha.ve 
to do a thing. 

again as it goes back to disk. 
Automatically. 
It doesn't even matter 

what kind of software you 
use. Because Stacker is 
100%compatible with 
everything from business 
and graphics programs to 
undelete utilities and low
le\ el formatters. 

Not to mention the latest 
versions of DOS' and 
Wmdows~ 

Ifyou think doubLi ng your 
disk capacity will slow youdown, think again. 

But ifyou're one of those 
who insist on smaller driver size and the highest 
possible speed and compression ratio, you'll want 
to install one of our three hardware versions. 

Installation, by the way, is a snap.Just plug the 
board into 
any slot-no 
jumpers 
or S\vitches 
to set. 

The 
softvr-,lJe 
practically 
installs In addil ion to thesoftware-only 
itself. It even version,Suzcke: is 11ow available ·in three 

. . co-processm:imlh-sojl.ware 
optnmzes versions:Stacker X7i8, Stacker A'l/16anrt 
your disk Stacker MC/16, each.featuring the 
for you. unique Stack.er US chip. 

To find just how much Stacker cando for 
yom disk, your data and your wallet, call 
1-800-225-1128 Ext. 298. Or ask yom dealer for a 
demonstration. 

And see how well we Stac up. 

STAC 

'!Yze Data Compression Company 

Circle 44 on Inquiry Card . 

http:Stack.er


NEWS 

Smart Faxing 
for the Mac 

Fully System 7.0 com
patible, the Smart One 

MacFax gives you Class II 
faxing on the Mac. The 
9600-bps fax/2400-bps data 
modem has an on-board 16
bit microcontroller for full 
background operation. It 
automatically detects and 
routes incoming fax and data 
ca lls and lets you send a fax 
from within any Mac applica
tion . Additional features in
clude unlimited-capacity 
multiple phone books, 
time-scheduled transmis
sions, and file merge. 
Price: $299. 
Contact: Best Data Prod
ucts, Inc., 9304 Deering 
Ave., Chatsworth, CA 
91311, (818) 773-9600; fax 
(818) 773-9619. 
Circle 1310 on Inquiry Card. 

Terminal 
Emulation and 
Remote Access 

B last Professional lets 

you emulate minicom


puter or mainframe termi

nals , remotely control an

other computer, and access 

E-mail or a printer from a re

mote PC . LAN systems it 

works with include NetWare, 

EtherTerm, TokenTerm, 

StarLAN, NetBIOS , and Net/ 

One. The software gives 

you full screen and keyboard 

remote control and auto

matically translates MDA, 

CGA, EGA, VGA, MCGA , 

and Hercules text and graph

ics. Video scaling gives fast 

and accurate terminal 

emulation. 

Price: $295. 

Contact: Communications 

Research Group, USRo

botics, Inc ., 8100 North 

McCormick Blvd. , Skokie, 

IL 60076, (800) 242-5278. 

Circle 1311 on Inquiry Card. 


WHAT'S : NEW • CONNECTIVITY 


The Smart One MacFax is System 7. 0 compatible. 

Mac Multimedia 

Voice Impact Pro, a 
sound recording and 

editing product, provides 
all Macintosh owners with 
the advanced sound capabil
ities included in the Mac LC 
and Ilsi , according to Ar
ticulate Systems. An exter
nally clocked, asynchro
nous serial device, Voice 
Impact Pro has a built-in 
digital signal processor, a 
unidirectional microphone, 
and on-board digital 
compression. 

Interrupt-driven with a 
RAM buffer, Voice Impact 
Pro lets you record while 
your Mac continues to oper
ate in other programs. 
Shipping with the product is 
Voice Record software, 
which lets you cut and paste, 
copy, and adjust the volume 
of a sound without rerecord
ing the entire sound. You 
can import and export sound 
files from one document or 
application to another from 
within any Mac application 
that supports sound input. 
You can also record sound 
from an external audio 
source. 

Price: $299. 

Contact: Articulate Sys

tems, 600 West Cummings 

Park, Suite 4500, Woburn , 

MA 01801, (617) 935-5656; 

fax (617) 935-0490. 

Circle 1312 on Inquiry Card. 


Three-in-One 
Cards for the Mac 

Each of the three cards 
in Asante' s family of 

three-in-one networking 
cards for the Mac gives you 
connectivity to thick, thin, 
and lOBase-T Ethernet. Each 
card is designed to support 
the upcoming fiber-optic and 
wireless standards. 

The cards are the Mac
Con3 for NuBus , which 
works with Mac II com
puters, except for the Ilsi; the 
MacCon3 for SE; and the 
MacCon3 for Ilsi, which 
works with the Mac Ilsi and 
SE/30. 

The MacCon3 cards 
automatically sense the type 
of cable to which they are 
connected and configure 
themselves accordingly 
without your having to recon
figure the software or use 
jumpers or switches. Net
work operating systems 
supported include TOPS , 

AppleShare, Net Ware, 3 + 

Open, TCP/IP, and DECnet. 

Price: $379. 

Contact: Asante Technol 

ogies , Inc., 404 Tasman Dr., 

Sunnyvale, CA 94089, 

(408) 752-8388; fax (408) 

734-4864. 

Circle 1313 on Inquiry Card. 


OS/2 Gets 
Network 
Navigator 

Network Navigator 
OS/2 consists of two in

tegrated components for 
software and data distribu
tion. Dispatcher for OS/2, 
an LU 6.2-based store-and
forward platform, uses a 
queued file transfer ap
proach. Autopilot for OS/2 
completes the distribution 
and collection by automat
ing the remote installation of 
software and data updates . 

The Dispatcher has Pre
sentation Manager (PM) and 
command-line interfaces. It 
is CUA/SAA compliant and 
allows multiple concurrent 
interactions and sessions. 

The Autopilot automates 
remote installation of soft
ware and data updates by 
extending OS/2 and Rexx 
command files with util 
ities. It operates in the back
ground to find and execute 
the newly received Autopilot 
instruction files. Its point
and-select PM interface to 
PKZip compresses and con
solidates files into a single 
package. 
Price: $375 per PC. 
Contact: Annatek Systems, 
Inc., 1655 Walnut St., Suite 
200, Boulder, CO 80302, 
(303) 444-6675. 
Circle 1314 on Inquiry Card. 
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24-BIT COLOR PANTONE MATCHING SYSTEM OLE UNDO/ REDO SEARCH & REPLACE AUTO NUMBERING EQUATION EDITOR 

make it for real publishing. Thar's 
OLE! For faster,where the document-making power 

easier communications.of Ventura Publisher• wins. 
Ventura Publisher 4.0 is also one of 

"PageMaker is still the better choice 
the first programs to use Object

for graphic artists, but Yentum [3.0) 
Linking and Embedding(OLE). OLE

is better for everyone else:' -$
'Ir helps you keep Ventura documents 

PC World, June 1991 
current automatically as linked or 

And Ventura Publisher 4.0 for embedded source files change. 

Windows is even better. For everyone. 


$129 upgrade offer-call today
Quality with a Offer available to registered users of 

money-bacl< guarantee. any Ventura Publisher DOS/GEM or 
We're so sure Ventura Publisher 4.0 Windows Edition. Call the toll-free 
will win you over, we're offering a number below. 

no-risk free trial. If you're not satis
 • • • • Upgrade from PageMaker.fied within 60 days, your purchase 

price will be fully refunded* of any length without repeating steps With Ventura: $195. 


manually. And it does tedious jobs PageMaker owners can now buy

New features&: ease-of-use. like footnoting, table creation, and cross Ventura Publisher 4.0 for just $195. 

A few examples: referencing quickly and easily. But act now-it's a limited time offer. 
• Search and replace for text, Call today for full 

attributes, tags. • Spell check, multi  24-bit process color and details. 
lingual hyphenation. • Undo/redo. PANTONE support for the PC 
•Over 50 new style sheets.• And lots Get the impact and excitement of color (800)822-8221 
more. Plus Adobe Type Manager free with a single-vendor solution. Ventura 
with purchase. Publisher 4.0 plus new Ventura color 

We've always beaten pagemaking extensions let you create professional 
Ventura Software Inc.

for real publishing. Ventura Publisher's quality, fully-separated pages on A Xerox Company 
automation lets you format documents the desktop. All using Windows. • 

:,~#"' I 

NewVentura Publisher 4.0 for\Vindows. 

SPELL CHECK AUTOMATIC TABLE OF CONTENTS WORD FOR WINDOWS FILTER INTEGRATED TABLES AUTOMATIC FOOTNOTES 

. Introducing 
Ventura Publisher 4.0 

for Windows. 
Because pagemakingjust doesn't 

•Refund s to be made by Vemura or rc1a1kr. dcpc:ndingon where purch3.scd PC W11r/d quote re primed w11h 1he ptrm1ss.1on of PC \VorM June 199 1. ~F:tct'·ofl PagcMakcrvs Veniu r.( by ChrisuncWhy1c/RJch2rdJanu. Ventu ri! Pubhshc~1s a 
tradcmarkofVcn1U ra Scrtwarc Inc .a Xt' rox company XERox• 1sa lrJdcmarkof XEROX COR PORATION Allo1htr produci namesand 1radcmark..,,a rc 1hc propcrty ol 1hcir r~pCCll\'cowncrs Primed m USA. O l991. Vc niuraSortwarc Inc 

Circle 59 on Inquiry Card . 
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Manage Your 
Network 
with Insight 

Four new network man
agement tools help iso

late and solve LAN prob
lems quickly , Intel says. The 
products are NetSight Sen
try , an Ethernet and Token 
Ring network monitor; Net
Sight Analyst, a portable 
protocol analyzer; NetSight 
Professional , a network 
monitor and protocol ana
lyzer with real-time data col 
lection and diagnostics ; and 
LANSight Support, an en
hanced version of LAN
Sight 2.0, a Windows-com
patible utility for managing 
your network. 
Price: NetSight Sentry, 
$1995 and $2995; NetSight 
Analyst , $995; NetSight 
Professional , $7995 and 
$8995; LANSight Support, 
$395. 
Contact: Intel Corp. , 3065 
Bowers Ave., Santa Clara, 
CA 95052, (800) 538-3373 
or (503) 629-7354. 
Circle 1315 on Inquiry Card . 

SuperStations 
for Neural 
Networks 

The SuperStation/PC 
and the SuperStation/ 

SPARC neural network 
workstations are designed to 
make applications develop
ment faster and generate 
high-precision networks. 
The SuperStations include 
NeuralWare's NeuralWorks 
Professional II/Plus network 
development software. 

Based on a 33-MHz 486 
chip, the SuperStation/PC in
cludes a 40-MHz Alacron 
860 board with integrated 
software that lets you com
pile on the fly, 16 MB of 

The NetSight Sentry, an Intel network management tool. 

RAM , and an AT channel 
interface. The system has 8 
MB of RAM, 256 KB of 
cache memory , a SCSI con
troller, six EISA slots 
(three available) , two serial 
ports, and one parallel 
port. The SuperStation/PC 
comes with a 16-inch NEC 
MultiSync 4-D video moni
tor, a 256-color Super VGA 
video board , a 3 1h-inch flop
py drive, and a 200-MB 
SCSI drive with 512 KB of 
cache memory. 

The SuperStation/SPARC 
combines a Sparcstation with 
a 40-MHz Sky Station; like 
the SuperStation/PC, it lets 
you compile on the fly . The 
SuperStation/SPARC features 
32 MB of RAM , SCSI and 
Ethernet connections, two 
serial ports, and an S-bus. 
Also included are a 16-inch 
Trinitron monitor, a 256
color Super VGA video 
board, a 3 'h-inch floppy 
drive, and a 414-MB internal 
hard drive . 
Price: SuperStation/PC, 
$29,995 ; SuperStation/ 
SPARC, $55,995. 
Contact: NeuralWare , 
Inc ., Penn Center West, 
Building IV, Suite 227, 
Pittsburgh, PA 15276, (412) 
787-8222; fax (412) 787
8220. 
Circle 1316 on Inquiry Card. 

Large-Screen 
Video and 
Ethernet 

T he Ethernet Display 
System combines Ether

net and large-screen video 
on a single card that has two 
built-in transceivers. For 
the Mac LC and SE/30, the 
system supports twisted-
pair and thin Ethernet. 
Ready to use right from the 
box, the system gives net
work users instant access to 
shared information. The card 
supports Mobius's one- and 
two-page displays and Apple 
and compatible full-page 
monitors . 
Price: One-page display , 
$1095; two-page display, 
$1295 ; video/Ethernet card 
alone, $595 . 
Contact: Mobius Technol
ogies, Inc ., 5835 Doyle St. , 
Suite 111, Emeryville, CA 
94608, (800) 669-0556 or 
(415) 654-0556; fax (415) 
654-2834. 
Circle 1317 on Inquiry Card. 

Ethernet 
Transceiver Gives 
You 1 OBase-T 

A IOBase-T twisted-pair 
Ethernet transceiver , 

the Model 177 lets you up
grade your LAN coaxial 
Ethernet adapters and wir
ing networks to lOBase-T. 
You attach the Model 177 
directly to Ethernet equip
ment such as a PC adapter, 
bridge, or repeater that sup
ports an AUi interface. You 
can also attach it via an 
Ethernet transceiver cable. 

Four LEDs indicate link, 
collision, receive , and trans
mit status. The transceiver 
gets its power from the AUi 
port and uses an RJ-45 con
nector for the lOBase-T port. 
Price: $119. 
Contact: Telebyte Technol
ogy, Inc., 270 East Pulaski 
Rd., Greenlawn, NY 
11740, (800) 835-3298 or 
(516) 423-3232; fax (516) 

385-8184. 

Circle 1318 on Inquiry Card. 


Entrust Your 
Memory 
toa Bank 

A2. 7-gigabyte disk stor

age/5-gigabyte tape 


backup subsystem, 

Memorybank II for Mac net

works is compact enough to 

fit on your desk. The System 

7 .0-compatible unit fea

tures two hard drives, a 

13 .5-ms seek time, and a 

SCSI connection with trans

fer rates of up to 10 MBps. 

The tape backup system has a 

maximum transfer rate of 

500 KBps . 

Price: $9900 and up . 

Contact: Memorybank, 

Inc ., 2223 Packard Rd. , 

Suite 12, Ann Arbor, MI 

48104, (800) 562-7593 or 

(313) 761 -2782; fax (313) 

761-3263 . 

Circle 1319 on Inquiry Card. 
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Now get the impact and excitement of 

color with a single-vendor solution. 
Ventura brings you the complete 

FULL 24-BIT COLOR FULL PROCESS COLOR SEPARATIONS RGB. HLS. CMY. CM YK PRESS GA IN COMPENSATION DIGITAL DENSITOMETER 

Ventura announces the 

mostcolorful news inPC 


publiS . history. 

New Ventura color without the complexity or cost of 


extensions: process color traditional separation processes. 


from the desktop to film. Color correct and separate 

images professionally 


Ventura ColorPro.™High end, state- real-time color correction, image-
of-the-art color image processing with editing, and masking for images of any 

spectrum of ~l!l!ll!l!ll..!11111!11••••111111••••••••••~ size or resolution. Plus special 
color prepress effects and creative tools to 

software. To alter and enhance your image 
scan, retouch, until it's picture perfect. 

color correct, and More color forcolor separate-all 
more software.

L....;1..:11-- using the easy and 

Both Ventura ColorPro and 
intuitive Windows interface. 

Ventura Photo Touch 


Quality scanning are compatible 
inside Ventura. with software that 


Ventura Scan.™Scan black and 
 supports EPS, 


wh ite, grayscale or full-color 
 DCS or TIFF files, 


images directly into Ventura 
 including DTP, 


Publisher" 4.0 for Windows. 
 paint, draw and 

Color correct before you scan. Get the ease of Windows. lts precise, full word processing programs. 

professional quality using a range of featured image color-correction and To put the power of color into your 
popular reflective, slide or trans separation controls are designed for publications, put Ventura color 

parency scanners. the demanding professional who extensions on your PC Call today or 

requires trade-quality results. With see your dealer for more information. 
Full-page desktop separations. PC speed, flexibility and economy. 

Ventura Separator.™ Create professional (800) 822-8221 
color separations of Ventura Publisher Enhance your image. 

Ventura Software Inc.
documents with text, graphics, and Ventura PhotoTouch'." Professional A Xerox Company
continuous tone color images in place, retouching for grayscale or color. With 

v~lililili'.l~::::::1m::;=r 
ready to print. For quality color 

The NewVentura 

ColorExtensions. 


SCANNING UNSHARP MASKING BMP. TIFF. Diil. TARGA. VIFF. POSTSCRIPT. SCITEX CT ELIMINATE MANUAL STRI PPING TONE CURVE CORRECTION 

Vemur:l Publisher~ Vemura Scan'."' Vemura Scparamr."" Vemura Color Pro:" and Vemura Pho10Touch""' art iradcmarks of Vemura Software Inc.. a Xerox company. XEROX- is a uadc mark of XE ROX CORPciRATION. 

All other prOduct names and trademarks are 1he property of 1hcir respecm'C owners. Ventura PC color extens1ons were developed by Pre Press Technologies. Inc. Pri nted in USA. 0 199 1. Ventura Software Inc. 


Circle 60 on Inquiry Card. 
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d look no further than you nee'' FoxPro , Version 1.02{ mFox Software 


This $795 database ro h . dustry . . 

dBASE as t e in

has succeeded . and speed-a 
leaderin innovauo~, ~~er' . · · · · ' ' 
.winning combin~t1on . 

- PC Magazine 5/28/91 

Don't get us wrong -we love the quote. And 
FoxPro 1.02 really was that good. 

But we've just released FoxPro 2.0. And it's 

more innovative, more powerful, and far far faster. 


You'll have to write (or call) for details, but 

here are some of the highlights: 

In tests against IBM's DB2 on a mainframe,.. FoxPro on a PC was 4 times faster 
querying a million-record, 200 
megabyte database. 

And against other PC database 
management systems like dBASE and 
Paradox, it's devastating, thanks to 
our patent-pending RushmorerM 
query optimization techniques. 

The DBMS that acts like aMac and runs like a 
mainframe. In DOS. 

On top of its state-of-the-database-art perform
ance, FoxPro 2.0 with its CUA-like interface gives 
you the ease-of-use of a Graphic ser Interface 
(GUI) on your character-based DOS PCs. 

You use pulldown menus to open multiple 
windows you scroll through, reposition and resize 
using ke) board shortcuts or a mouse. 

Our Fourth Generation Language ( 4GL) tools 
make screens, menus, reports and labels a snap. 
Create your own custom data entry and viewing 
screens just by picking-and-clicking to position 
data, buttons, check boxes and scrolling lists 

I w 
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anywhere you want them. Then assemble every
thing into your own custom applications without 
writing a single line of programming code. 

But that's only the tip of the iceberg. 
Our new demand paging memory manage

ment works with the memory you have now 
while speeding up your single-user and 
networked applications. 

Our new compound indexes are as small as a 
quarter the size of those in competitive products 
and far, far faster. 

Our new Relational Query-By-Example (RQBE) 
is a simple, interactive interface to the information 
you need. Unlike other query systems, RQBE lets 
you browse the answer table, or create an instant 
database, repo1t, labels or a business graph (with 
our optional FoxGraph or other graphic program). 

Behind its 
friendly exterior, 
RQBE creates an 
efficient SQL SELECT 
statement you can 
add seamlessly to 
any of your applica
tions. And do the 
same with our new 

SQL INSERT and CREATE TABLE commands, too. 
We've added over a hundred new and 

enhanced commands and functions, including 
one-to-many-to-many relations, new array 
handling, and a BROWSE FOR command that 
could be the basis for an entire application itself. 

We've added a new project manager that 
keeps track of all the needed files and any 
changes then automatically builds your applica
tions (and EXE files with our optional Distribution 

Kit). And an API (Application Program Interface) 
that lets you dynamically link to libraries written 
in Cor assembler (Library Constrnction Kit 
optional) using a single FoxPro ~ 
command. :.i 

And we've made FoxPro 
networking even better than ~ I • 
when STL said:" ... multiuser 
databases fall into two general 
performance categories: FoxPro/LAN and all 
the others. "· 

The new strategic standard for all your
database management needs. 

FoxPro 2.0 is language-compatible with - and 
improves the performance of - dBASE III+/IV and 
earlier Fox applications, so you don't have to 
relearn, retrain and rewrite. And you don't have to 
change the way you manage your business. 

It's ideal for single-user and networked 
applications. For order entry, accounting, and 
sales management. For decision-support and 
mission-critical systems. And for managing all 
the other information you deal with every day. 

And for your needs tomorrow, our high-per
formance, highly-compatible Mac, Windows and 
Unix versions are in development now, so you 
can get a headstart on your cross-platform 
applications with FoxPro 2.0 for DOS. And you'll 
be ready for the Fox client/server solution, 
planned for 1992. 

Call for our free demo disk. 
FoxPro 2.0 runs on a 512K XT yet in 

extended mode (included) uses every bit 
of power in a 386 or 486. For a free copy 
of our fully-featured demo, write (or call) 
Fox Software, 134 W. South Boundary, 
Penysburg, OH 43551 . 

How can you go wrong? 

Call 1-800-837-FOX2 or 419-874-0162 today. 
(Ask for Offer BYT-1001) 

FoxPro 2.0 
TM 

The complete power trip.™ 
• Quote fromSoftware Digest RatingsReport, Vol. 7, Issue 13 (Oci. 1990) refers lo FoxPro 1.02.Software Digest is a registered trademark ol NSTL, Inc. Prices valid only in U.S. and Canada. 

Upgrade offer is for Single-User Versioo only of FoxPro 2.0. Fox Pro TM Fox Holdings Inc.; other products and services are not. Cffox Holdings Inc. 1991. 
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WHAT'S NEW • PROGRAMMING SOFTWARE 


Mission-Critical 

GUls for 

Windows, OS/2 


Choreographer 2.0, the 
GUI development envi

ronment for creating mis
sion-critical applications in 
OS/2 , now supports Win
dows 3.0 , letting you move 
applications between the 
platforms by recompiling. 
The GUI development tool 
provides connectivity to new 
or existing C or COBOL 
programs . 

With Choreographer 2.0 , 
end users and analysts can 
develop an application's 
look while programmers de
velop its behavior . For co
operative processing, the 
program's 3270/EHLLAPI 
(Extended High-Level Lan

. guage Application Pro
gramming Interface) capabil
ity lets you replace the 
mainframe interface without 
changing the underlying 
application. 
Price: $7500. 
Contact: Guidance Tech
nologies , Inc ., 800 Vinial 
St. , Pittsburgh, PA 15212, 
(412) 231-1300; fax (412) 

231-2076. 

Circle 1270 on Inquiry Cord. 
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Developers have used Choreographer to create cooperative 
processing systems for factory-floor management, travel 
reservation , and bank teller systems on OS/2. Choreographer 
2.0 supports Windows 3.0; a version is planned for Motif. 

Saber-C 
for Unix: 
The Sequel 

S aber-C 3.1 now sup
ports embedded Struc

tured Query Language pre
processors by Oracle and 
Informix, and other stan
dard SQL databases. The 
programming environment 
for Unix can load FOR
TRAN code and supports 
Hewlett-Packard's SoftBench 
platform on the HP 9000 

Series 300 and 400. 
If you're developing a 

database application, prepro
cessor support lets you take 
advantage of Saber-C and 
work directly with your 
original C source code even 
if it contains embedded, 
non-C statements , the com
pany reports. Once you run 
applications through a pre
processor, Saber-C gives 
you source-level debugging 
and graphical browsers. 

Other new features in
clude support for dynamic 
shared libraries on the Sun 
platform. 
Price: $2995. 
Contact: Saber Software, 
Inc., 10 Fawcett St., Cam
bridge, MA 02138, (617) 
498-3000; fax (617) 868
6655. 
Circle 1271 on Inquiry Card. 

A New Way 
of Thinking 
in C and Pascal 

T hink C 5.0, a major 
upgrade to Symantec's 

development environment 
for the Mac, has a rewritten 
compiler and code genera
tor for generating compact; 
efficient code. A global op
timizer lets you further re

duce code size and execu
tion time. Think C is also 
now l 00 percent ANSI 
compatible, letting you port 
applications to other plat
forms, Symantec says . 

Enhancements to the 
Think Class Library include 
dialog boxes, multiple-win
dow documents, and support 
for System 7.0. Version 5.0 
also includes a class browser. 
The integrated source-level 
C debugger saves break
points and data displays 
across sessions. 

Symantec says that 
Think Pascal 4.0's new In
stant Project lets you create 
a project with a single 
command. 

Both environments run 
under System 7.0 in 24- and 
32-bit modes. 
Price: Think C, $299; 
Think Pascal, $249. 
Contact: Symantec Corp., 
I 020 l Torre Ave. , Cuperti
no, CA 95014, (800) 441
7234 or ( 408) 253-9600; fax 
(408) 253-4092 . 
Circle 1272 on Inquiry Card. 

32-bit Power 
for DOS and 
Windows 

T he C 8.5/386 Optimiz
ing Compiler and Tools 

lets you develop and debug 
32-bit applications for DOS 
and Windows. Along with 
the C compiler, Watcom has 
also released the 32-bit 
FORTRAN 77/386 Optimiz
ing Compiler and Tools . 

The C 8.5/386 compiler 
includes DOS/4GW, a 32-bit 
DOS extender developed by 
Rational Systems and based 
on its DOS/16M product. 
Price: $795 each. 
Contact: Watcom, 415 
Phillip St. , Waterloo, Ontar
io, Canada N2L 3X2, (800) 
265-4555 or (519) 886-3700; 
fax (519) 747-4971. 
Circle 1273 on Inquiry Card. 

The large screen at lower left is Saber-C's main window, 
which contains a source panel, message panel, and interactive 
workspace. Other browsers are also shown. 
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Diving Into C++ Without Rainta 

Object Manager Can Be Pretty Ugly 

Raima Object Manager is 
designed to enhance the elegance 
of your C++ development. 
The functionality required to store 
objects is built into the base classes. 
Development time is decreased. 
Quality is increased. Plus, your 
applications gain the performance 
edge Raima products are known for. 

Raima Object Manager is based on the 
latest object-oriented technology and 
db_VISTA Ill 's proven database 
engine. You can add persistence to 
objects and maintain complex inter
relationships using direct reference, 
relational, and network database models. 

Inheritance is incorporated into Raima 
Object Manager, yielding greater code 
re-use and object extensibility. Now 
you have the tool to more closely 
model real world objects. 

All Raima database products are 
designed for C and C++ programmers, 
providing a smooth transition from C 
to C++. Available on MS-DOS, 
Windows, UNIX, OS/2 and others. 

Raima Object Manager prices start at 
just $395.00. For more information on 
turning the ugly into elegant, call 

1-800-DB-RAIMA 
(1-800-327-2462) Outside U.S.: 206-747-5570 

~ .......,~Th'Objlrl~ 

The Object Storage Class Library 

Rainia produds olfer 
unique advantages for C 
and C++ development: 

• Speed - offers unmatched 
application performance. 

• Portability - runs on all the 
most popular environments. 

• Royalty-Free - increases 
profits, decreases overhead. 

• Source Code Availability 
provides total programming 
flexibility and control. 

SUPPORTS 

Bol1and C+t!"• Zortech C++111 

MicrosoftcTiGlockensplel"'


UNOOCFRONT 

Raima Corporation 3245 146th Place S.E., Bellevue, WA 98007 USA (206)747-5570 Telex: 6503018237 MCI UW Fax: (206)747- 1991 ~ 
lntt rna tional Distributors: Austra lia: 61 24 19 7177 U.lgium: 32 2 734 9818 Brnzll: 55 11 53 1 5297 Centrnl America: 506 28 07 64 Finland: 358 080405350 France: 33 l 46 09 27 84 ~ 
Germany: 49 7022 34077; 49 02 14 9 I051 ll• ly: 39 49 829 1285 Japan: 8133865 2140 Mexico: 52 83 49 53 llO 'The Netherlands: 312159468 14 Norw11y: 472 38 48 88 :: 
Singapore: 65 33 4061 Sweden: 46 13 111 588 Switurland: 41 64 517475 Taiwnn: 886 2 552 3277 Turkey: 90 I 152 05 16 Unit rd Kingdom: 44 992 500'J l9 Uruguay: 598 292 0959 >

SSR: OJ 22 35 99 07: 812 292 7210 Copyngl11 C IQOJ Rauna CorpouJJi(Nl. A.ti rirhu rt!S<n~d. Photo: Fred Ba,·cnda.mJA llStod: Cl)
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Discover 
Your Database 
with IDIS 

A n information discov
ery system for PC appli

cations and Structured 
Query Language databases 
combines automated data 
analysis, graphics, statistics, 
induction, and hypermedia 
to analyze your data without 
requiring you to formulate 
and test hypotheses . IDIS, 
the Information Discovery 
System, automatically for
mulates questions, executes 
them, and collects the data. 

IDIS can uncover inter
esting, and unexpected , rules 
and graphs that character
ize the database. You can 
focus IDIS's analysis on a 
speci fie task or let the pro
gram analyze data on its 
own, according to Intelli
genceWare . 

On the PC, IDIS can read 
files in dBase DBF, Lotus 
DIF and WKS, and ASCII 
formats . IDIS supports data
bases such as Sybase, Ora
cle, Gupta SQLBase, DB2, 
and the Teradata Database 
Machine. A version is 
planned for Sun/Unix 
platforms. 
Price: $995; for SQL sys
tems , $10,000 and up. 
Contact: IntelligenceWare, 

!DIS, the Information Discovery System, analyzes your 
database and lets you graph discovered patterns and rules in a 
number of2-D and 3-D charts and graphs. 

Inc. , 5933 West Century 
Blvd., Los Angeles , CA 
90045 , (213) 216-6177; fax 
(213) 417-8897. 
Circle 1274 on Inquiry Card. 

New Minitab 
More True 
to the Mac 

L ike several other statis
tical programs for the 

Mac originally developed 
for DOS or mainframe plat
forms, early versions of the 
Minitab Statistical Software 
package didn't have a true 
Mac interface. But with the 
release of Minitab 8.0 for 
the Mac, you no longer have 
to remember Minitab com

mands and their syntax. 
Minitab 8.0's true Mac 

interface lets you use menus 
and dialog boxes to find the 
statistical method you.need 
and properly execute it. 
Price: $695. 
Contact: Minitab, Inc., 
3081 Enterprise Dr., State 
College, PA 16801 , (814) 
238-3280; fax (814) 238
4383. 
Circle 1275 on Inquiry Card. 

A Relational 
Contact Manager 
for Windows 

P owerLeads, a contact
management and sales

lead tracking system for 
Windows 3.0, brings rela
tional database power to the 
task of prioritizing your day 
and tracking clients. 

PowerLeads supports 
mail-merge and uses the 
Windows interface to make 
it easy to schedule call
backs , plan daily activities, 
track expenses , and generate 
labels . 
Price: $295. 
Contact: Pyramid Data , 
Inc.; 1000 East William St., 
Suite 100, Carson City , NV 
8970I, (800) 972-7972 or 
(415) 726-1722; fax (415) 

726-0467 . 

Circle 1276 on Inquiry Card. 


Activate Your 
Business 
Presentations 

Acomplement to pro
grams that produce 

static slide and overhead 
presentations, MacroMind 
Action lets you combine 
sound and motion with text 
and graphics in your pre
sentations. The package 
comes with dozens of pre
sentation templates to which 
you can add your own text, 
sound, or graphics. 

A Clip Media Library in
cludes a variety of special 
sounds, still graphics, and 
animations for you to use in 
the presentation. Action can 
import text , charts, and 
graphics in various formats 
for adding motion to presen
tation elements. 

The program lets you 
manipulate the timing and 
flow of the presentation 
with an intuitive Timeline 
feature and a VCR-like con
trol panel. 
Price: $495. 
Contact: MacroMind, 
Inc. , 410Townsend St., 
Suite 408, San Francisco, 
CA 94107, (415) 442-0200; 
fax (415) 442-0190. 
Circle 1277 on Inquiry Card. 

Peachtree Links 
Accounting 
to Billing 

T he Insight Expert Ac
counting Series now 

supports Timeslips III Ac
counting Link (TAL) for the 
Mac, letting you seamlessly 
link any of the accounting 
modules to the Timeslips 
III time- and expense-track
ing system. 
Price: $395 per module. 
Contact: Peachtree Soft
ware, 1505 Pavilion Place, 
Norcross, GA 30093 , (800) 
247-3224 or (404) 564-5700; 
fax (404) 564-5888. 
Circle 1278 on Inquiry Card.

PowerLeads lets you access vital client information from a 
single screen. 
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As a computer professional , you need the best text editor avail 
able. The new VEDIT PLUS 3.50 excels as the finest program
mer's editor and also for editing huge text and binary files that are 
becoming commonplace. 

Written entirely in assembly language, VEDIT is small and light
ning fast. It's the first programmer's editor that can edit any file 
600 megabyte CD ROM files, files downloaded from mainframes, 
huge postscript and plotter output files, any binary file. 

Incredibly, VEDIT is 30 to 100 times faster than other editors on 
just a 3 megabyte file, and even faster on larger files . You may 
not need to edit huge files today, but with files getting larger every 
day, you will soon. And VEDIT is the only editor that can do it. 

VEDIT's breakthrough compiler support runs not only popular 
compilers, but also your favorite linkers, debuggers and Make 
programs from within the editor. When shelling to DOS, VEDIT 
swaps itself and any desired TSRs out of memory, giving you as 
much as 600K of available memory for compiling the biggest 
programs with the biggest compilers. 

Only VEDIT gives you 
the advantages of a 
powerful editor with 
the convenience of an 
integrated environ
ment. 

An intuitive user inter
face with drop down 
menus , hot keys , 
mouse support, op
tional scroll bars, con
text sensitive help, 

point and shoot file selection, 1000 level undo and a completely 

configurable keyboard layout with unlimited keystroke macros 

make VEDIT easy to use, easy to learn. 


Just about everything in VEDIT is configurable. The keyboard 

layout, the screen colors , the way control characters, long lines 


New VEDIT PLUS 3.50 

The fastest text editor 
for programming and 

editing huge files. 

DOS QNX 
-. -..---:~-~- ....-z_z~ 

XENIX . file~,9:§1 

UNIX 0 

• 	 Mouse Support • Emulate Wordstar, Word 
Perfect, Brief, vi, others • Drop-down menus 

• Edit text and binary files of • Columnar blocks 
any size and line length 

• 1000 Level Undo 
• Powerful macro program

• Regular expressions ming language for instant 
• Small SOK size, fast 	 "off-the-cuff" macros 

• Also VEDIT for $69 • 	 Also VEDIT Jr. for $29 

FREE Fully Functional Evaluation Copy 
Ca/11-800-45-VEDIT 

VEDIT PLUS has every advanced feature you might expect. 

Simultaneously edit numerous files , split the screen into windows, 

search/replace with 
regular expressions. 
Automatic indent , 
block indent, paren
theses matching and 
block operations by 
character, line, file or 
column speed pro
gram development. 
Word wrap, paragraph 
formatting , justifica
tion , centering and 
many printing options 
are ideal for text processing. 

VEDIT PLUS has the most powerful macro programming lan 
guage of any editor. It eliminates repetitive editing tasks and lets 
you create your own editing functions . The macro language 
includes testing , branching, looping, user prompts, keyboard 
input, string and numeric variables, complete control over win 
dows plus access to hardware interrupts, memory and 1/0 ports. 
Source level macro debugging with breakpoints and tracing. 

You can confidently order your copy of VEDIT PLUS today, 
because it comes with a 30 day money-back guarantee. You will 
immediately see why VEDIT has been the choice of 100,000 
programmers, writers and engineers since 1980. 

VEDIT PLUS - DOS single user license: $185; DOS network 5 
user license: $295; UNIX/XENIX, QNX, FlexOS/IBM 4680 single 
CPU license: $285. Multiple user discount pricing is available. 

and window borders are displayed, and much more, is all config
ured with easy to use menus. Greenview Data 
VEDIT is a reg istered trademark of Greenview Data, Inc. BRIEF is a trademark of Solutions 
Systems. Sage Profession Editor is a trademark of lntersolv. P.O. Box 1586, Ann Arbor, Ml 48106 
• Free evaluation disk is fully functional and can edt small fi les. 	 (313) 996-1299, Fax (313) 996-1308 
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NEWS 

WHAT'S NEW • sC:IENCE I ENGINEERING SOFTWARE 

DSPGoes 3-D 

DADiSP, the data anal
ysis and display pro

gram that combines data 
analysis with the ability to 
interpret large data sets vi 
sually and interactively, now 
supports 3-D and 4-D plot
ting capabilities, expanding 
on the graphing functions. 
DADiSP 3.0 is available for 
the X Window System on 
Sun, IBM , DEC, Hewlett
Packard, and Concurrent 
workstations, as well as 
the PC . 

DADiSP 3.0 includes 
hundreds of data reduction, 
mathematical , statistical, 
Fourier transform, peak 
analysis, and graphical 
tools. You can define new 
functions and automate 
DADiSP sessions. Version 
3.0 adds more extensive 

matrix math and statistics. 

Price: $895 and up. 

Contact: DSP Development 

Corp., I Kendall Sq., Cam

bridge, MA 02139 , (617) 

577-1133 ; fax (617) 577
8211. 

Circle 1279 on Inquiry Card. 


TK Solver 
for Motif 

T he latest version of TK 
Solver, the math equa

tion solver and graphing 

The DADiSP worksheet lets you convert data from windows 
into numbers. Any change in data, a function, or an argument 
causes all dependent windows to update. 

program , takes advantage of 
the Motif interface to work 
in a multiple-window envi
ronment while multitask
ing. You can run two or more 
models simultaneously and 
compare their results side by 
side. The Moti f version also 
lets you transfer information 
between windows in a sin
gle application or between 
different models. The Mo
tif version runs on the IBM 
RISC System/6000, DEC
station 3000 and 5000 series , 
HP/ Apollo 300 and 400 
series, and Sun Sparcstations 
and compatibles. 
Price: $995 and up . 
Contact: Universal Techni

cal Systems, Inc ., 1220 Rock 
St., Rockford, IL 6110 l , 
(800) 435-7887 or (815) 963 
2220; fax (815) 963-8884. 
Circle 1280 on Inquiry Card. 

Maple for Mac 
Adds More 
Functions 

Anew version of the Ma
ple V algebra system for 

the Mac delivers 3-D 
graphics and a worksheet in
terface that lets you work in 
your own defined styles for 
mathematical expressions 
and documentation. Maple V 
now has more than 2000 
functions. 

The program offers spe
cialized functions for engi
neers and a facility for 
defining and using mathe
matical operators. The 
worksheets let you combine 
mathematical input, output , 
text, and graphics in one 
document. You can control 
the formatting of input , out
put, and text separately. 

The program lets you step 
through a previously 
created worksheet, recalcu 
lating one input at a time. 

Versions of Maple are 
also available for the PC, 
Amiga, Silicon Graphics 
Iris, Sun-3 , Sparcstation , 
and many other work
stations . 
Price: $450 for the Mac 
version . 
Contact: Waterloo Maple 
Software, 160 Columbia St. 
W, Waterloo, Ontario, 
Canada N2L 3L3, (519) 747
2373; fax (519) 747-5284. 
Circle 1281 on Inquiry Card. 

Timing and 
Signal Analysis 
for the Indigo 

S ilicon Graphics' Iris 
Indigo RISC-based com

puter now has a family of 
system-level timing and sig
nal analysis tools for 
electronic design automa
tion . Quad Design says that 
its ports to the new Indigo 
system include Motive (Mod
ular Timing Verifier) , the 
system timing verifier; XTK 
(Crosstalk Tool Kit); TLC 
(Transmission Line Calcula
tor); and PDQ (Pre-Route 
Delay Quantifier) . 

XTK automates the 
board-level analysis of cross 
talk and other signal distor
tions that can foul up com
plex digital designs . TLC 
provides accurate simulations 
of transmission line effects 
in printed circuit board traces 
and other conductors . PDQ 
eva luates and specifies com
ponent and cell placement 
strategies to minimize signal 
delays in digital circuits 
and boards . 
Price: $15 ,000 to $50,000 
per module . 
Contact: Quad Design 
Technology , Inc., 1385 Del 
Norte Rd. , Camarillo , CA 
93010, (805) 988-8250; fax 
(805) 988-8259. 
Circle 1282 on Inquiry Card. 

TK Solver for Motif running a gear analysis, showing 
functions, plots, and charts simultaneously. 
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Save the month.Save the week. Save the day. 


Free anti-static mouse pad, backup label sets, and data security handbook~ 

Make backup easier and more systematic. Buy specia!Jy marked packages of 3M data 
cartridges and choose either our tandard or premium data security offer. See 

package for details. 
With virtually every size and format data cartridge you'll need 

20 megabytes Lo 1.35 gigabytes-it's no wonder more business protects 
important information on 3M brand data cartridges and diskettes than any 

other brand in the world. Ca!J 1-800-888-1889 ext.14 to find out more. 

Innovation working for you~ 
Sec 1wu.:ku~c for •lctails. 0 3M 1991. 

All (htla curt ridges requ ire a com1>atibl · dri\l!. 


*Cont •n ts of pr ·mium offer. 
 31\11 1 0~0 
Worldwide Sponsor 1992 Olympic Gume&See us at COMDEX/Fall '91, booth #1718 :u1USC:lHO 

Circle 186 on Inquiry Card. 



NEWS 

WHAT'S NEW • CAD 


Prototyping 
in3-D 
on the Mac 

S ketch, a program that 
offers free-form 3-D il

lustration artd design on the 
Mac, lets you create 3-D 
free-form models , render 
them using a choice of shad
ers, and place them into 
scanned 2-D photos you' ve 
imported into the program. 
With Sketch, you can proto
type complex 3-D wire
frame models using tools one 
normally associates with 
2-D drawing programs. 

You can use Sketch ' s 
free-form drawing tool to lay 
the base for an object , such 
as an airplane fuselage , and 
then use several other tools 
to extrude and further mod
ify the object in 3-D. The 
program lets you assign sur
faces to the 3-D model and 
render it using a range of ren
derers and texture maps . 

Once you place a model 
into an imported 2-D bit-map 
or scanned image, by click
ing on three vertices in the 
2-D plane (e.g. , three cor
ners on a 2-D image of a 
table), your model automat
ically gains perspective in 
the flat environment. The 
mathematics underlying 
Sketch's 3-D models will 
Jet you export models to 
high-end CAD packages for 
detailed designing and mate
rial tracking in a materials 
database, Alias says. You can 
expect a Windows version 
in about six months . 
Price: $1995. 
Contact: Alias Research, 
Inc ., Style Division, 110 
Richmond St. E, Toronto , 
Ontario, Canada MSC !Pl, 
(800) 267-8697 OT ( 4 J6) 

362-9181; fax (416) 

362-0630. 

Circle 1283 on Inquiry Card. 
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Alias says it took 20 minutes to develop this concept ofa pair 
ofbinoculars using Sketch . Th e shape was created using 
Sketch 's 3-D pencil, pencil extrusion, and Curve-o-Matic 
tools. The body shape was developed using surface 
manipulation tools, while the image at top left was shaded 
with a built-in renderer set at low. 

CAD Programs 
for Precise 
Home Design 

F our new programs 
composing Generic Soft

ware's Home Series for the 
PC let you design floor and 
landscape plans accurate 
enough for construction use . 
The Home Series calculates 
distances , clearances, wall 
heights and widths, and 
square footage as you design 
your deck , wall, or room . 
Included predrawn symbols 
for representing fixtures , 
walkways , outlets, jacks, and 
cabinets add realism to your 
drawings. 

The Home program Jets 
you transform home design 
plans into working floor 
plans. The Kitchen program 
is a source of remodeling 
ideas for your L-shaped, sin
gle-wall, or U-shaped 

kitchen. The Bathroom pro
gram offers a detailed floor 
plan and an automatically 
rendered elevation view , for 
experimenting with different 
layouts and decor. The 
Landscape program lets you 
generate side and overhead 
sketches of your land. 
Price: $59.95 each . 
Contact: Generic Soft
ware, Inc ., 11911 North 
Creek Pkwy. S, Bothell, 
WA 98011, (206) 487-2233; 
fax (206) 485-0021. 
Circle 1284 on Inquiry Card. 

New PCB 
System Rounds 
the Corners 

An enhancement to the 
Pads-2000 32-bit elec

tronic engineering system 
for PC and SPARC worksta 
tions lets you automatically 
insert an arched or beveled 

SPREAD THE WORD 
Please address new product i11for111atio11 to New Products Editors, 
BYTE, One Phoe11ix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458. Better 
yet, use your modem and mail new product information to the mi
crobytes.hw or microbytes.sw confere11ce on BIX. Please send tire 
product description, price, ship date , and an address and telephone 
number where readers can get more i11for111atio11. 

miter at each route corner if 
you prefer to interactively 
route a board , CAD Soft
ware says. (Miters form the 
edge of a piece where joints 
are made by cutting two 
pieces at an angle and fit
ting them together.) This 
new feature of version 3.0 
lets you define up to seven 
different mitering radii 
to meet varying design 
requirements . 
Price: $6995; SPARC ver
sion, $14,950. 
Contact: CAD Software, 
Inc ., 119 Russell St. , Little
ton, MA 01460, (800) 255
7814 or (508) 489-8929; fax 
(508) 486-8217 . 
Circle 1285 on Inquiry Card. 

SilverScreen 
Supports 
RenderMan 

S ilverScreen , the 3-D 
CAD and solid-model

ing package for DOS work
stations , now comes in a pro
fessional version that 
supports the RenderMan lan
guage for turning models 
into real-life images. The 
program can export in 
DXF, HPGL, IGES, PCX, 
and Postscript formats. 
Version 3.0 uses Phar Lap's 
386IDOS-Extender and vir
tual memory manager to let 
you access up to 4 gigabytes 
of available memory. 

SilverScreen supports 
hidden line removal, filled 
surface, shading, and shad
owing. Versions are also 
available for standard DOS 
and Silicon Graphics Per
sonal Iris workstations. 
Price: Standard DOS ver
sion, $495 ; professional ver
sion, $2995; Renderman 
edition, $4995; Iris version, 
$5000. 
Contact: Schroff Develop
ment Corp. , 4732 Reinhardt 
Dr. , Roeland Park, KS 
66205 , (913) 262-2664; fax 
(913) 722-4936. 
Circle 1286 on Inquiry Card . 
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$1 ,260,000 ~ 
$850,000 ! 
$410,000 

Buy a ZEOS 
Get A Bundle! 

30.0% 

Now, Lotus 1-2-3 for Windows 
and Ami Pr 2.0 are included 
with every ZEOS Windows 
system. Details inside~ 

Market Share 
45 . 0 ~lo 



Now included in every 


Your new ZEOS 
Windows system 

includes Microsoft 
Windows Ti!rsion 3.0 
plus a genuine 

.-.~· ·,' ·.": . Microsoft Mouse. • 
Unbelievable? Believe it! Because now, 

when you buy any new ZEOS Windows!< sys
tem, you will also receive Lotus 1-2-3 for 
Windows plus Lotus' new word processor for 
Windows, Ami Pro™2.0 at no additional charge! 

It's the ultimate bundle! First, you're going 
to be receiving the incredible new ZEOS mod
ular system complete with the upgradable CPU 
of your choice. These new ZEOS systems are 
the hottest computers money can buy. And 
that's just for starters. 

Because you're also receiving the hottest 
software money can buy. Yet you don't have to 
buy it. Because we're including it at no addi
tional charge. Go ahead and pinch yourself, it's 
really true! 

-------- For a lim ited time only, 
ZEOS Windows systems 
buyers will also receive 
Lotus 1-2-3 for Windows 
plus A mi Pro 2. 0, the 
Lotus Word Processing 
paclwge for Windows. 
Complete and fully 
documented! 

And not only are you receiving the amazing 
new Lotus 1-2-3~ for Windows and Ami Pro2.0, 
you're also getting Microsoft~ Windows itself, 
plus a genuine Microsoft Mouse plus Microsoft 
DOS 5. 0. All included at one low package price. 

These are not some scaled down versions 
or trial disks either. They are the complete and 
fully documented editions of Lotus 1-2-3 for 
Windows and Lotus A.mi Pro 2. 0 for Windows 
provided to you by special arrangement be
tween ZEOS and Lotus. This is one incredible 
value that no one else can offer. You're going to 
love it, too. 

Because nothing else brings out the power 
of the most powerful software like your blazing 
new ZEOS system. And when you strap your



• 
ZEOS Wmdows System. 

The foundation ofyour new ZEOS Windows system is the 
computer itself. You'll get an upgradable processor module, 
super-fas/ 53ns DRAM, a 300 Watt power supply, and 
lots ofbays and slots for future expansion. The 
hardware simply can't be beat. 

o 
i 
~ 

i .. 
self in and fire up Windows with Lotus 1-2-3 
and A mi Pro, you're in for the ride of your life! 

After all, nobody knows spreadsheets better 
than Lotus. And when they sat down to write 
1-2-3for Windows they created a masterpiece. 
It starts out as a full-fledged Windows applica
tion. Offering that perfect balance of power 
and simplicity, it remains fully compatible with 
all the earlier versions of.1-2-3. And it's 
absolutely loaded with new features. 

Power, Simplicity, complete Compatibility 
plus loads of new features. It's Lotus 1-2-3 for 
Windows and it comes with every ZEOS 
Windows system. And so does Ami Pro2.0! 

After all, Ami Pro 2. 0 is the Lotus word 
processing program that was designed for 

Wrap your Windows system up with 
the latest and greatest DOS version, Microsoft 

DOS 5. Of Fully featured and fully documented. 
You're going to love it! 

Windows from the ground up. Linking with a 
full suite of Windows applications including 
your new Lotus 1-2-3for Wi'ndows, Ami Pro 2. 0 
is perhaps the finest word processor on the 
market today. 

Buying your new ZEOS Windows system is 
possibly the best purchase decision you'll ever 
make. Then add to it Lotus 1-2-3for Windows, 
Ami Pro 2. 0 plus Windows 3. 0, DOS 5. 0 and 
a genuine Microsoft mouse. It's an offer that 
can't be beat and one we simply can't offer for 
long. So pick your new ZEOS Windows package 
now and we'll include a bundle! Call now 
800-423-5891! 



Upgradable. High Performance. Low Cost. And 
every ZEOS Windows system comes with Lotus 
1-2-3 for Windows and Ami Pro 2.0 at no addi
tional charge. Absolutely incredible! 

With ZEOS 386-25s starting at only $1395 
right thru '486-33MHz systems starting at $1795, 
computing will never be the same again! And it's 
not just the prices that make these new systems 
hot. It's Performance and Upgradability as well. 

When we first sat down to design these new 
systems, we wanted computers that would blow 
the doors offanything else out there. Plus, we 
wanted you to be able to upgrade from one CPU 
to another as your computing requirements 
changed, without having to buy an entirely new 
system. The results? 

Incredibly low cost, high performance systems 
so very advanced you can move freely from the 
'386 family of processors to the latest '486s all 
without a moment's hesitation. 

Now, you can pick your power! Today and 
tomorrow. Choose from high speed '386-25 and 
33MHz systems, either cached or non-cached, 
plus the '486SX and '486-33MHz with or without 
a secondary cache. Whichever you decide upon 
you know that as your computing requirements 
change, your processing power can change as 

e. 

Hot NewZEOS'386 



Z•SPEED METER 

well. But are the prices really that good? 
Yes. Absolutely Yes! The prices really are that 

good, and the quality too. Because when you buy 
from ZEOS you're buying directly from the man
ufacturer. Starting fl\STER 

with the main sys
tem board, your 
new computer is 
designed and built 
by us right here in 
Minnesota. That 
saves money for 
you. And your ZEOS 
factory direct advan To help you select //1e processor 
tages are evident not option that 's right foryou. we 

have developed the 2-Meter. 11ieonly in the price, but Z-Meter shows you the relative 
in the performance pe1fo n11ance gains achieved by 

moving from 011e processorand quality of your module to another-fas/, fas/e1; 
system too. fastest! No matter whiclt system 

you select you ca11 be sure of one Not only that, but 
thing- these babies are Hot! 

your new ZEOS system 
is supported around the clock by our 24 Hour a 
Day Toll Free technical support hotline. Should 
you have any questions, we're here to help , 24 
hours a day, 365 days a year! 

So if you're looking for a high speed, up
gradable, rock solid system 

supported like none 
other and you 
want incredibly 
low prices, you've 
found your com

pany. And your 
computer. Read on! 

md ll86 systems! 




Harnessing the ZEOS power and value you want 
is easy. Pick your processor then your package. 
Package #1 gets you up and running for a very 
reasonable price. To add even more options and 

savings select from Packages 2, 3 or 4. 
Because when you select from Pack

ages 2, 3 or 4 you receive VGA, addi
tional memory, larger drives and more. 
You also receive Windows 3. 0 plus 
Lotus 1-2-3 for Windows plus Lotus' 
great new Windows word processor 

Ami Pro 2. 0, plus Microsoft DOS 5. 0 
plus a genuine Microsoft Mouse. Nobody 

For Ve1t ical Systems add 011/y $150. gives YOU this combination Of hardware and 
software power. And it's yours, all for one low 

package price! 
486-33 $1795 And that's just for starters. Because inside 

_ your new ZEOS system rests the very latest 4 8 6 5 x 2 0 s 1 5 9 5 
advancements in surface mount, high integra
tion technology. As an example, we have freed 
two normally occupied expansion slots by 
placing our high speed IDE hard drive and 

floppy drive interfaces right on the main board. Then, we put the 
high speed serial, parallel and game ports on the motherboard too. 
The result? 

Eight expansion slots, seven of which are available for your future 
use! After all, expansion and non-obsolescence are what these 
great new ZEOS systems are all about. We've built in some other 
very important expansion features for you as well. 

Like our 300 watt power supply. Providing you with all the pure 
clean power you'll need right now, your ZEOS 300 watt supply also 
provides you with plenty of power for the future as well. Plenty of 
slots, plenty of power. How about space? This is where ZEOS has 
performed something akin to magic. 

It's your new ZEOS SpaceSaver case! Com
plete with seven drive bays, this incredible case

486-33 $2395 is actually smaller than many cases offering 
2 o s 2 1 9 5 4 a 6 s x - only five bays. We've also added asecond whis

per quiet coolingfan. Why? Because whether 
you expand your system or not, the cooler it 



486-33 

486SX-20 

386-33 

386-25 

runs, the longer it will last. Now 
that's ZEOS value. Speaking of 
which. How about UL' listings? 
Right now every ZEOS system is 

UL1" listed. This listing means your 
entire system (not just the power sup

ply) has met stringent safety requirements 
of Underwriters Laboratories. We believe 

UL® listings also say a lot about quality. And Ue safety listings are 
something many of our competitors simply don't (or can't) provide. At 
ZEOS quality and safety are important to us. You are important to us. 

Price. Performance. Quality and Support. 

$2895 

$2695 

$2595 

$2495 

There are many reasons to buy your new 486-33 $3395 
ZEOS upgradable system. Plus, your ZEOS 486SX-20 $3195
advantages include 24 Hour a Day Toll Free 

386-33 $3095Support and our 30 Day Money Back Guar
386-25 $2995antee and ironclad warranty (for more ZEOS 

advantages see the section entitled "Why 
ZEOS is Your #1 Choice''). 

Selecting your new ZEOS system is easy. Choose 
from any of the money saving packages shown 
here. Or let your friendly and knowledgeable 
ZEOS Systems Consultant help you configure 
exactly what you want from our huge selec
tion of upgrades and options. Whatever 
you select, one thing is for certain. 

Buying your new ZEOS system is per
haps the best purchase decision you'll ever 
make! Simply pick up the phone and give 
us a call now. Incredible ZEOS power awaits 
you! Call now Toll Free, 800-423-5891. 

For Complete Processor and Package Pricing, simply turn the page! 




Or LetUs Custom Build to 
Now, ZEOS lets you pick the power you want for the price you 

want to pay! Not only that, every ZEOS Windows System (Packages 
2, 3 and 4) includes not only Microsoft Windows, DOS and a 
mouse-we're also including Lotus 1-2-3 for Windows plus Lotus' 
new Windows word processor Ami Pro 2.0! 

And with your new ZEOS modular system, the computer 
that's right for you today is also the computer that's right for you 
tomorrow. In the future, you can upgrade to even more perfor
mance with a new '386 or '486 processor module. 

And that's only the start of your many ZEOS system advantages. 
But what more could there be than dazzling performance, incredible 
prices and upgradability? FromZEOS there's lots more. 

Because your new 
ZEOS system is not only 
fast, it's absolutely 
loaded with features. 
Like our 300 watt 
power supply, eight 
expansion slots, twin 
cooling fans (for even 
more reliability) and 
our unique seven bay 
SpaceSaver case. And, 
every ZEOS system is 

Z•SPEED METER UL®listed. 
Let the "Z-Meter"' help you pick the processing power 


that 's right for you. The comparisons are easy to make. 

Fast, Faster or Fastest! 




' 
IDur Exact Specifications. 

PACKAGES 2, 3 AND 4 INCLUDE LOTUS BUNDLE! 

Pkg.#1 Pkg.#2 Pkg.#3 Pkg.#4 

386-25 

386-33 

486SX-20 

486-33 

$1395 

$1495 

$1595 

$1795 

$1995 

$2095 

$2195 

$2395 

$2495 

$2595 

$2695 

$2895 

$2995 

$3095 

$3195 

$3395 

Add S200 to any price for a l28K cache. 

In addition to all of these standard ZEOS advantages, you're 
also receiving our legendary ZEOS Technical Support, 24 Hours 
a Day, 365 Days a Yem~ Plus, our 30 day Absolute Satisfaction 
Money Back Guarantee and more! 

So pick your Power, and your Price then give us a call! Your 
expert ZEOS Systems Consultant is ready to answer any ques
tions you may have. Why not give us a call right now, Toll Free 
at 800-423-5891. 
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!:it'Now, your ZEOS modular system allows 
you to upgrade from one CPU to another 
as your computing requirements change. 
Obsolescence is virtually obsolete! 

!:it'You may choose between a variety of 
'386 and '486 processor options, both cached 
and non·cached. 

CHECK YOUR EXCLUSIV 

If you're deciding which new 
computer to buy, there are many 
important considerations. 

Here, we've gathered togeth
er a number of these consid

erations for your 
-.C.f\i! '- review. Some!:it'Made in USA! Your new t!fo'i~ . I 1.i:.U~-S are o!ZEOS system boards are designed 

and manufactured by ZEOS, 
right here in the USA. f/f_-~~t\G\~- f!;:~~nce, 
!:it'ZEOS has utilized the very 
latest in highly integrated surface 
mount technology. Faster, cooler, 
more reliable systems for you! 

!:it'Every ZEOS modular system comes 
standard with incredibly fast 53 nanosecond 
DRAM 

!:it'Plus, you may expand your system with 
up to 32 megabytes of memory right on the 
motherboard. 

!:it'Your new system features the exclusive 
ZEOS seven bay desktop case, smaller than 
most five bay cases yet plenty of room for 
future expansion. 

!:it'Two whisper quiet cooling fans move 
more cool air thru your system increasing 
reliability and component life. 

!:it'Your entire system is Ue listed (not 
just the power supply). Few others offer this 
security; we wonder why. 

!:it'Eight slots, one for the video, seven more 
open providing plenty of room as your system 
requirements grow. 

!:it'Two high speed serial ports, one parallel 
port and one game port. 

!:it'Our top quality 300 watt power supply 
provides you with plenty of power for your 
present and future needs. 

!:it'ZEOS uses only genuine Teac'' floppy 
drives. Accept nothing less. 

!:it'Monochrome TTL systems feature 
Genuine Herculesgbrand graphics controllers. 
Only the best for you. 



ZEOS ADVANTAGES: 

while others are subtle yet crit
ical to your ultimate satisfaction. 
We'll go over them here with 
you one by one. 

Please feel free to use 
these as a basis for comparison 
with other system vendors. We 
believe you will come away 
with the conclusion that ZEOS 
is indeed Your #1 Choice. 

~VGA color systems feature the high-res 
ZEOS 1024x768 monitor with the incom
parable SpeedStar Plus card complete with 
One Full Megabyte of memory! 

~Special package savings are available 
incorporating our most popular upgrades. 
Many packages include Microsoft"' DOS plus 
Windows and a Mouse! 

~For a limited time every ZEOS Windows 
system also comes with Lotus 1-2-3 for 
Windows plus Lotus' incredible new Windows 
word processor Ami Pro 2. O! 

~PCMagazine said ZEOS offers "more 
options than even the most configuration 
hungry hound could possibly need'.' Let us 
build whatever you require. 

~Everybody loves ZEOS' 24 Hour a Day 
Toll Free Technical Support. You can call for 
advice any time of the day or night, 365 days 
a year! 

~ZEOS systems have been selected by 
PCMagazine as Editor's Choice, Eight Times! 
These, along with many other consumer and 
industry awards attest to ZEOS' consistent 
and outstanding value. 

~Yournew system is backed by our 30 Day 
Absolute Satisfaction Money Back Guarantee, 
One Full Year Limited Warranty and our 
Express Replacement Policy. 

~Buy with confidence. ZEOS is a strong 
and rapidly growing public company 
(NASDAQ Symbol: ZEOS).We've been around 
since 1981. We'll be around for a long time 
to come as well. 

~ZEOS offers you a wide variety of pay
ment options including MasterCard, VISA, 
Discover, American Express plus our own 
Z-Card, the ZEOS credit card featuring low 
consumer rates. Credit terms are also available 
along with very attractive leasing programs 
to qualified corporate customers. 

~Friendly, knowledgeable ZEOS Systems 
Consultants are available 24 Hours a Day by 
calling 800-423-5891. You can call any time. 
When you add it all up, theres nothing like 
buying from ZEOS. There is certainly nothing 
like these new ZEOS systems! 
CALL NOW TOLL FREE: 

800-423-5891 



TakeYour Pick.We'll ShipToday! 

RIGHT NOW. GUARANTEED!* 

Yes, we can ship your new 
ZEOS '386 or '486 today! 
We've built up an extra supply 
of the hottest selling com
puters in America in their 
most popular configurations. 

Heres how it works. We 
have these incredible ZEOS 
'386 and '486 color VGA sys
tems pre-built and ready to 
ship. While supplies last, we 
will ship any of these systems 
to you the day you order sub
ject to these conditions: 
1. Your order must be received 

by lPM Central Time M-F. 
2. Credit Cards are subject to Yes! We can ship 

authorization. your new ZEOS system 
3. Orders must be for ZEOS Right Now! 

'386 or '486 systems config Place your order 
ured as shown here. Any 

by 1:00 PM Centralother systems or upgrades 
are custom built and will Time and we'll ship 
take slightly longer. today. Guaranteed!* 

*OUR GUARANTEE TO YOU: 
If we accept your order for immediate shipment and fail to 

ship your system under the conditions outlined, we will ship it 
at our expense as soon as it is ready. 

This offer is good only as long as these pre-built systems re
main in stock; please give us a call to verify availability. This offer 
does not apply to other ZEOS systems or custom configurations. 
IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT IS ONLY PART OF THE STORY. 

These are not just any computer systems. They're the high 
performance, high quality ZEOS upgradable systems. Packing 
all the ZEOS value that has won PC Magazine Editors Choice
eight times! 

So why not give us a call right now. If we hear from you 
by 1:00 this afternoon, we'll get your new system on the way to 
you today! Call now Toll Free 800-423-5891. 
Purch.'ISI' mllt•f1i !rum Fortune IOOO comp;u111.-s. GovemmC'nl!> ;md in...1itutiuns subJ('CI 10 :-1111m 1\·01I. Leasing prnKmm" ;w;i1l:1blc . ;\II 
pricc.-s :ind s pccific.1tions subj<.'Cl 10 ch:m~t· wil l11M.1t 1101 ice. Pleas(•c:1tl 111 nm fi rm pricin~. spt-ci ficmion and w:t r r.1111 )' dt• lai ls. The 
following arc trademarks of Iheir fl'S pt-c tivc cnrpora1ions: Mic rosoh , MS.lJOS ;uul \Vimlm1:s of Mkrosofl Curpor.11ior1; ZEOS. 
Comput~rs l\nw!. Sp:i.ct:S.wcr, SupcTCm14.' :md Z·Card of ZEOS l111l·rna1ional Lid. c ZEOS lmcrnational Ltd., s:m5t h Awmu~ . N.W. . 
St . P:HJ I. MN 55 11 2 USA . ZEOS is :i. publicly t r:ul~d comp.1ny. NAS U1\ tJ :.ymbol: ZEOS Lotus i:i.; a registered t r.1dl'111:irk ur Lotus 
Oc\·ci<1pment Curpc1ration. Ami Pn1 i~ a1 r. 1 "4\m:trk of S.1mn.a (11rpo r..11iun. ;1 wholly o-1i.·1wd :tu l t:. id~1 ry of Loius Oe\·d1>p111t•lll (11rp11ra tion. 

Our most popular '386 & '486 

packages! 128K Cache, 130MB 

Dr ive, 4MB Memory and More. 

Ready to ship today! 


'386-33 ONLY $2795. 

As a '486-33 ONLY $3095! 

• Upgradable CPU module allows you 


to change processors as your com

puting needs change! 


• Ultra high speed Zero-Wait 128K 

SRAM Cache. 


• 4MB of Zero-Wait 53ns DRAM, 
expandable to a Total of 32MB on the 
motherboard. 

• Ultra Fast 130MB IDE Hard Drive. 
• 1.2MB and l.44MB Teac" floppies. 
• ZEOS 14" High Res 1024x768 VGA 

Color Monitor with Tilt/Swivel base. 
• High Speed 16-bit Diamond SpeedStar 

Plus VGA 1024 color graphics card 
with lMB RAM! 

• Lotus 1-2-3 for Windows, plus 
Ami Pro 2.0, plus Microsoft Windows 
and DOS 5.0, plus a genuine Microsoft 
mouse! 

• Shadow RAM and EMS support for 

enhanced performance. 


• ZEOS/ RS 101key SpaceSaver 

keyboard. 


• High Speed ZEOS I/O with twoSerial, 
one Parallel & one Game Port built in . 

• 7-16, 1-8 bit expansion slots. Math 

coprocessor support for '386. 


• Rugged ZEOS SpaceSaver Case with 
two cooling fans for added reliability 
and product life. 

• Seven drive bays and our custom 300 
Watt p~wer supply for your future 
expansion. 

• includes ZEOS 24 Hour a Day Toll 
Free Technical Support and Customer 
Satisfaction package. 

ORDER NOW TOLL FREE 

800-423-5891 

1-i\ X Orders : 
fi l2 -fi33· 1325 
t\tinncsola: 
612 -633-1591 
TOO Orders: 
800-228-5:189 
Ou1 sidc US and 

Canada: 612-6:!:!-li l:l l 

Mas1erCard. VISA. 

Am Exp. Discover. Z-C:ml and COD. 

Open 24 Hou,-,; a Da y, 36S Days a Year' 
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Neural Networks 
and Visual Basic 

W ith NeuroWindows 
and Visual Basic, you 

can build neural-network 
business applications for 
making correct price and 
market forecasts . NeuroWin
dows also lets you create 
applications for scientific 
waveform recognition and 
the optimization of 
experiments. 
Price: $295. 
Contact: Ward Systems 
Group, Inc., 245 West Pat
rick St. , Frederick, MD 
2170 I , (301) 662-7950; fax 
(301) 662-5666 . 
Circle 1175 on Inquiry Card. 

Visual Basic 
Library 
for SQL Server 

A new Visual Basic Li
bra.ry lets you develop 

Windows-based client-
server applications for 
Microsoft SQL Server, 
Microsoft's database server 
for Microsoft LAN Man
ager, Novell NetWare , Ban
yan Vines, and IBM LAN 
Server networks. Microsoft 
Visual Basic Library offers 
almost 100 functions and 
routines for building front 
end Windows applications for 
SQL Server. The Visual 
Basic Library is built on top 
of the Sybase DB-Library, 
SQL Server's client 
interface. 

Using the library, you 
can develop systems that inte
grate with other Windows 
applications through Dy
namic Data Exchange. The 
library supports SQL Server 
I . I 1, which adds support 
for Banyan Vines 4.10, im
proved support for Novell 
networks , and client inter
operability with Sybase 
SQL Servers on Unix and 
VAX servers. 
Price: $495; IO-user SQL 
Server license, $2995; un

- I fkurnl Molfrllnq Str1111.Ja11J :rnd P()o r'o; "'4 on thlyl.vr rauc (1'174 1'>7!11 

Neural Modeling - S & P Composite 

Actuals - Blue 

Neural Predictions - Red 

Pattern s Train ed : 42264 

Mean Ab solute Error: 2.748142 

The NeuroWindows programming tool for Microsoft's Visual 
Basic lets you create price- and market-forecasting 
applications, such as this Standard & Poor 's modeling 
application. 

limited user version, 

$7995. 

Contact: Microsoft Corp., 

1 Microsoft Way , Redmond , 

WA 98052, (206) 882
8080; fax (206) 883-8101 . 

Circle 1177 on Inquiry Card. 


A Simplified 
Vermont View 

V ermont Views, the 
user-interface develop

ment system for C , is now 
available in a simplified 
Quick Version that provides 
123 functions. Within the 
Designer, Vermont Cre
ative Software's menu-driven 
screen manager, Vermont 
Views QV provides mouse 
support, exploding win
dows, shadow borders, radio 
buttons , and push buttons. 
Vermont Views QV runs 
on PCs . 
Price: $199. 
Contact: Vermont Creative 
Software, Pinnacle Mead
ows, Richford, VT 05476, 
(800) 848-1248 or (802) 848
7731 ; fax (802) 848-3502. 
Circle 1179 on Inquiry Card. 

SQLWindows 
Now More Visual 

SQLWindows 3.0, the 
latest version of Gupta's 

graphical application-devel
opment system for Structured 
Query Language databases, 
now lets you do most of your 
interface programming vi
sually . As you draw objects 
in the design window, the 
code for the objects appears 
in the outliner. You can 
modify code in the outliner. 

To help with program
ming workgroups, SQLWin
dows 3.0 lets you separately 
define application objects 
and include them in various 
applications . SQLWindows 
3.0 adds over 150 SQLWin

dows Application Language 

functions. Systems for Ora

cle or Microsoft SQL Server 

are under development. 

Price: $1295; SQLWin

dows Client-Server Starter 

Kit, which includes a five

user DOS SQLBase Server, 

SQLWindows 3.0, and one 

copy of Quest , $1995. 

Contact: Gupta Technol

ogies, Inc., 1040 Marsh Rd., 

Menlo Park, CA 94025, 

(415) 321-9500; fax (415) 

321 -5471. 

Circle 1176 on Inquiry Card. 


Better Graphics 
for Text-Mode 
Library 

Version 3.3 of the 
Mewel Window Li

brary, which lets you create 
text-mode applications that 
have the look and feel of a 
Windows 3.0 program, offers 
the improved ability to run 
applications in graphics 
mode under EGA or VGA 
systems . Support for graph
ics lets you toggle your pro
gram between the DOS text 
and the graphics modes and 
use third-party graphics li
braries to display graphics 
in your Mewel application, 
Magma Software Systems 
reports. 

Mewel supports DOS , 
OS/2, Unix, and VAX/VMS 
platforms. It is application 
programming interface-com
patible with Windows, let
ting you port your existing 
Windows application to text 
mode for use on low-end ma
chines. Mewel lets you sup
port DOS , extended DOS, 
OS/2 Protected Mode, 
Unix, and VAX/VMS with 
one set of C source code. 

Version 3.3's new graph
ical-device interface wrapper 
provides a subset of the 
W!ndows Graphical Device 
Interface. Tlie wrapper 
supports graphics libraries 
from Microsoft , Borland, 
and Genus. It contains func
tions for reading and dis
playing a PCX file , a Win
dows BMP file , and a 
Windows ICO file from with
in a Mewel program. 
Price: $295; with source 
code, $595 . 
Contact: Magma Software 
Systems, 15 Bodwell Ter., 
Millburn, NJ 07041, (201) 
912-0192; fax (201) 912
0103 . 
Circle 1178 on Inquiry Card. 
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Prograph Adds 
Database, SQL 
Support 

Version 2. 5 of Pro
graph, the visual pro

gramming environment for 
the Mac, adds a database en
gine and support for System 
7.0 Inter-Application Com
munications. Prograph will 
also connect to Structured 
Query Language databases 
through interfaces for 
Apple's Data Access Lan
guage (DAL) and Oracle. 

The new database engine 
lets you create databases that 
accommodate text, immer
ic, Mac (e.g., picture and 
icon) , and Prograph object 
data types. It supports multi
ple tables per database, in
dexed key access, and multi
user access. Databases can 
be flat file , relational, or 
object-based. 
Price: $495; DAL applica
tion programming interface, 
$199; Oracle API, $199; 
FORTRAN interface, $149; 
Pascal interface, $75 . 
Contact: TGS Systems, 
2745 Dutch Village Rd., 
Suite 200, Halifax , Nova 
Scotia, Canada B3L 4G7, 
(800) 565-1978 or (902) 

455-4446; fax (902) 

455-2246. 

Circle 1180 on Inquiry Card. 


Evergreen 
Comes In Low 
with CASE Tool 

S eeking to do for the 
CASE market what com

panies such as Borland and 
Generic did with their re
spective low-cost program
ming and CAD offerings, 
Evergreen has developed 
EasyCASE Plus 3.0. For 
under $500, the program 
offers front-end CASE tech
nology for the PC with a 
Systems Application Archi
tecture/Common User Ac
cess-compliant interface, 

click-and-drag selection 
and manipulation of chart ob
jects, PostScript support, 
and a dBase III Plus-com
patible data dictionary . 

Version 3.0 of the pro
gram supports Martin entity
relationsh ip diagrams and 
adds record and element defi
nition for enhanced data 
modeling. EasyCASE Plus 
3.0 supports data-flow dia
grams, transformation sche
mata (real-time extensions 
to DFDs), state-transition di
agrams, entity-relationship 
diagrams, data-model dia
grams, and structure 
charts. 

An optional program 
called EasyCASE Profes
sional 3.0 performs chart 
and data-dictionary consis
tency checking and verifi
cation against specific layout 
and methodology rules . 
Price: $495 ; EasyCASE 
Professional 3.0, $649. 
Contact: Evergreen CASE 
Tools, Inc., 16650 Northeast 
79th St., Suite 200, Red
mond, WA 98052, (206) 881
5149; fax (206) 883-7676. 
Circle 1181 on Inquiry Card. 

i; ruo fd1I llncJ Upl?n ton11oh ln lo Wtn cfow t tut'cu ll on 

Prograph is object-oriented and visual. It lets you see wherE 
data originates and where it.goes. Operation icons and data 
links create data-flow diagrams that are the code ofa 
program. 

Kubota Opens 
Its 3-D Graphics 
Library 

DORE (Dynamic Ob
ject Rendering Environ

ment), the 3-D graphics ap
plication development 
environment, has been 
opened up, letting you plug 
in the renderers, devices , 
and primitives that best suit 
your needs and the process
ing power of various target 
platforms. 

Version 5.0 comes with 
complete source code and 
specifications for the appli
cations and internal inter
faces. DORE works on sev
eral platforms, including 
Silicon Graphics (which is 
the reference port), Sun 
CXP, and Stardent, as well 
as hardware platforms 
based on Unix and X Win
dow System 11. DORE is 
also portable to Hewlett
Packard and IBM RISC Sys
tem/6000 workstations . 
Price: $5000. 
Contact: Kubota Paci fie 
Computer, Inc ., 2630 Walsh 
Ave., Santa Clara, CA 
95051, (408)727-8100; fax 
(408) 727-9301. 
Circle 1182 on Inquiry Card. 

Windowing 
Added to dBase 
Generator 

Genifer 3.0 adds a new 
user interface to the 

template-driven application 
generator for dBase, with 
windowing, pull-down 
menus, and a built-in screen 
editor. Other new features 
include browse lists , dialog 
boxes, pop-up windows for 
data screens, and the ability 
to change screen colors 
while Genifer is running. 

Version 3.0 adds direct 
database indexing in the data 
dictionary, automatic or 
manual index expression, 
improved error checking 
and error messages, and win
dow-only or full -screen 
data entry. 
Price: $395. 
Contact: Bytel Corp., 1029 
Solano Ave., Berkeley , CA 
94706, (800) 777-0126 or 
(415) 527-1157; fax (415) 

527-6957. 

Circle 1183 on Inquiry Card. 


Widgets for X 

Xtra XWidgets, a new 
toolkit for building wid

gets for Motif and Open 
Look applications , provides a 
library of reusable applica
tion-level components (e.g . , 
pie charts and bar graphs) . 
The widgets , basic building 
blocks for creating the GUI 
of an application , enhance 
and complement those al
ready provided by Motif and 
Open Look. Xtra XWidgets 
supports Interactive 386, 
IBM , Hewlett-Paci<ard, and 
Sun platforms. 
Price: $795 . 
Contact: Graphical Soft
ware Technology , 1559 East 
Pacific Coast Hwy., Suite 
300, Hermosa Beach , CA 
90254, (213) 328-9338; fax 
(213) 374-0134. 
Circle 1184 on Inquiry Card. 
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486/33 Features 
80486 33MHZ 32 bit INTEL CPU 
4MB RAM-Expandable to 32MB 
AMI BIOS with Extended CMOS Setup 
256K Static RAM Cache 
8 Expansion Slots (ISA 16 bit) 
14" SuperVGA Color Monitor, I024X768,.29rrundol 
IMB VGA Card, resolves I024x768 at 256 colors 
1.2 and 1.44 MB Floppy Disk Drives 
120MB IDE Hard Drive, 19ms 
Desktop Style Case (Tower Option Available) 
220W Switching Power Supply 
Serial, Parallel, and Game Ports 
Windows 3.0, Logitech Mouse included 
Full 1 Year Limited Warranty-Parts and Labor 

EISA System, 32 bit BU> - StOOO 
{OSA ,_ 7 32-bh .tot.. 1 11-bil .., 

Sony 1304 (non lntet1aced) 9dd $450 
20Clll8 toE C16ms) -SlOO 

336MBES01(16m1) oddSttSO 
760MB ESOI C14m•) addS1SISO 
760UB SCSI f14ms) add 52250 
ESOllEISA 32-bh Conttoller add ms 

386 33 Power System 
120MB Hard Drive, 4MB RAM, SuperVGA 

80386 33MHZ 32 bit INTEL CPU 
4MB RAM-Expandable to 16MB 
64K Cache-Expandable to 128K 
14" SuperVGA Color Monitor, I024x768 
512K Super VGA Card, I024x768 at 16 colors 
1.2 and 1.44 MB Floppy Disk Drives 
120MB IDE Hard Drive, 19ms 
Desktop Style Case 
220W Switching Power Supply 
Serial, Parallel, and Game Ports 
Windows 3.0, Logitech Mouse 
Full 1 Year Limited Warranty-Parts/Labor 

$1895.00 
Non-Interlaced SVGA, .28111111 dot add $200 
Non-Interlaced SVGA, .25111111 dol (Son)· tuhc) add $J50 
16" Non-lntcrlnc«I SVGA, .28111111 dot ndd $850 
20" Non-Interlaced SVG/\ CALL 

Above Video Upgrades Include 1MB VGA Card 

SHOPPER'S ADVISORY-The 25MHz 486 is a1hing of lhe pasL h offer.; no perfonnancc 
udvnn1ugc over a 386/33MHz Sys1em (wilh coprocessor). While other dis1ribo1ors are more lhan willing 10 
liquidu1c 1heir outdated componcms on the public. we conlinuc our commitment 10 providing 1hc highcs1 
qualily co1111>0nen1s at lhe besi price. All LSI Professional Systems Are FCC Certified. 

Stay on the cutting edge with Lucky Star International! 

386 25 Super VGA 
42MB Hard Drive, lMB RAM. SuperVGA 

80386 25M HZ 32 bi1 INTEL CPU 
I MB RAM-Expandable 10 16MB 
14" SupcrVGi\ Color Monilor 
5 I 2K Super VGA Card 
1.2 und 1.44 MB Floppy Disk Drives 
42M 13 IDE Hard Drive, I 9ms 
Dcsk1op S1yle Case 
220W Swi tching Power Supply 
Serial. Pnmllel. and Game Pons 
Full I Year Limi1ed Warran1y-Pans and Lahor 

$1295.00 


If.~

- I 

LUCKY 8TAll. INT£RNATIONAL - · 
Hours 

Mon-Sat 9am-6pm 
C.S.T./P.S.T. 

SundaJ!!oo~m
Ad n, 
Tukwila, WA 

Locations ONLY 

286 and 386 SX 
42MB Hard Drive, lMB RAM. Mono Monitor 

I MB RAM-Exp. to 4MB(286) or XMB(SX) 
12" Monochrome lTL Monitor. 720x348 res. 
MonoGr.tphic Card, Hercules Compalihlc 
l.2M B Floppy Disk Drive 
42M B IDE Hard Drive. I 9ms 
Dcsklop Style Case, 220W Swi tching PS 
Serial. Par.tllcl. and Game Pons 
Full I Year Limi1cd WarrJnly-Pans and Labor 

!J86SX/ 20 286/12

$845.00 $645.00 
14· SuperVOA, 512K VRAM •dd $350386SX/ 16 
BOMB Hard Ortve, 19ms add $100 
120MB Hard Drive, 19ms add $200 s795_00 Momory Upgrade (por MB) add $65 

MS.DOS 5.0 (with System Purchase Only) $65 
Logltech Mouseman, Sertel $69 
Logltech Mousemen, Bus $79 
Logltech Trecknian, Serial $89 
Logltech Grayscale Scanmen $315 
TEAC 1.2 Floppy $75 
TEAC 1.44 Floppy w/ bracket $79 
Mlcrosclence 4050, 44MB MFM HD, 18ms 5265 
Conner 30104; 120MB IDE'HD, 19ms ·· ,$415 
120MB Tape Backup $275 
CM7 SuperVGA, 14" Pntorlo.;.c1e1102• • .20 doll c. $345 
VlewSonlc 6 sva.., 14· t......,ntorlocod 102•• .20 doll $475 
VlewSonlc 5 svGA, w (Sany Tubo, Non~ntl.. .25 dot) $575 

Quality Service and Support Since 1984 

Locations Nationwide 

170 I Greenville Ave #602 
Richardson, TX 75081 

(214 )690-6110 
1-800-966-5825 

17338 Southccn1er Pkwy. 
Tukwila,WA 98188 

(206)57 5-9060 
1-800-966-4056 

~~~m~ 

4151 Bellline Rd. #120 121 IO Wcstheimcr 


Addison, TX 75244 Houston, TX 77077 


(214 )702-8588 (713)497-7887 

2 132 N. Collins 
Arlington, TX 76011 

(817)265-1883 
1-800-367-5825 

14220 NE 201h #D 
Bellevue, WA 98007 

(206)643-2673 
1-800-336-5825 

1-800-966-7687 

10773 SW Bvtn.-Hills . Hwy 
Beavcnon, OR 97005 

(503)671-0961 
1-800-348-5825 

GRAND OPENING!!! 

~•.. 

Circle 606 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 607). 
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Small-Business 
Management 
from 786 

C heckStar IV , a per
sonal and small-busi

ness financial management 
program for the PC, offers 
tools for budgeting, account 
reconciliation, cash-flow 
analysis, and check writ
ing. The program lets you 
print checks in many for
mats, and you can modify , 
relocate, copy , erase, and 
sort transactions by date or 
check number, according to 
786 Systems. 

Built-in utilities include a 
text editor and note pad, 
three calculators, text-file 
viewing, a reminder, and a 
calendar. A cash-reserva
tion system with automatic 
updating helps you· main
tain a cash-flow balance. 
Price: $59. 95. 
Contact: 786 Systems, 
Inc., P.O. Box 55135 , Hous
ton , TX 77255 , (713) 464
3713 . 
Circle 1190 on Inquiry Card. 

QED's 
Worldly 
Business 

QED Office, a program 
for business workgroups 

running PCs on a network, 
offers office automation and 
the ability to communicate 
with other E-mail systems 
through its X.25 and X.400 
mail gateways. The·pro
gram's support for interna
tional gateways complements 
its support for LAN , fax , 
and telex communications. 

QED Office has E-mail , 
calendar management with 
automatic scheduling, 
document and form creation, 
a filing system, contact 
database management , and a 
reminder system. The filing 
system provides document 
management capabilities , 
letting you store key informa-

CheckStar IV, a financial management program for small 
businesses, lets you print checks in many formats on the PC. 

tion in folders for fast re
trieval. Each electronic mes
sage can have up to five 
attached documents . 

QED Office runs on Net 
BIOS-based networks and re
quires a dedicated PC for 
its office message controller. 
Price: Five-node version, 
$595. 
Contact: Strategy Market
ing Associates , 2785 Pacific 
Coast Hwy. , Suite 251 , 
Torrance, CA90505 , (213) 
378-7632; fax (213) 378
8285 . 
Circle 1193 on Inquiry Card. 

Contact Plus 
Turns Pro 

F ollowing a successful 
life as a shareware prod

uct, Contact Plus is now 
also available in commercial 
and network versions . Con
tact Plus Professional lets you 
record and display appoint
ments, meetings, correspon
dence, and conversations 
with each client. 

The program has native
file interfaces for WordPer
fect , WordStar, and Xy-

Write, and it offers its own 
word processor. Contact 
Plus Professional supports 
mail merge , auto-dialing 
with time and date stamping, 
prebuilt reports, ticklers, 
and expense tracking, and it 
has a calendar that can dis
play all your upcoming 
events. Optional interfaces 
to dBase, Paradox, and 
Power Up's Calendar Cre
ator Plus are available . 
Price: Contact Plus Profes
sional , $250; Contact Plus 
shareware version , $79. 
Contact: C.ontact Plus 
Corp., P.O. Box 372577, 
Satellite Beach, FL 32937, 
(800) 366-9876 or (407) 779
4900; fax (407) 779-3311 . 
Circle 1194 on Inquiry Card. 

Entry-Level 
Planning for 
the Mac 

Anew addition to Micro 
Planning International ' s 

line of project management 
programs for the Mac and the 
PC offers entry-level plan
ning on the Mac. Micro 
Planner Manager can pass 
information to MPI's high
capacity products, such as 
X-Pert for the Mac ($1995) , 
and export and import files 
directly from Micro Planner 

for Windows, MacProject 
ll , and Insta-Plan for the PC. 

Micro Planner Manag
er' s inner desktop lets you 
build and modify projects 
using PERT, Gantt, outline, 
or spreadsheet models and 
charts. The program can 
handle up to 1500 activities 
and five subprojects per proj
ect. Micro Planner Man
ager supports cash-flow fore
casting, job costing, and 
budget control. 
Price: $595 . 
Contact: Micro Planning 
International , Inc., 655 Red
wood Hwy., Suite 311, 
Mill Valley , CA 94941 , 
(415) 389-1414; fax (415) 

389-8046. 

Circle 1192 on Inquiry Card. 


Intuit Adds More 
Reporting, Cash 
Management 

Quicken 3.0 for the 
Mac, a major upgrade 

of the financial manage
ment program, adds credit 
card and cash management, 
electronic bill paying, asset 
and liability management , 
and more report templates . 

New preset business re
ports include income state
ment, balance sheet, pay
roll , and several others. 

If you have more than 
one bank account or credit 
card, Quicken 3.0's instant 
reports can consolidate infor
mation from all accounts or 
from selected accounts. Elec
tronic payment is achieved 
through CheckFree ($9.95 
minimum monthly fee) . 
Price: $69 .95 . 
Contact: Intuit , Inc ., 155 
Linfield Ave., P.O. Box 
3014, Menlo Park, CA 
94026, (800) 624-8742 or 
(415) 322-0573 . 
Circle 1191 on Inquiry Card. 
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Only one progralllllling language lets 
you cross develop for Windows 3.0 and 

MS-DOS without rewriting code. 
Introducing GFA-BASIC. 

GFA-BASIC for Windows 

main GFA-BASIC for MS-DOS 
PROCEDURE main 

set database 
bar_ graph 
line_graph 
budget_ a 
s t op_pro gram 

RETURN 
> PROCEDURE s et database 
> PROCEDURE bar_ graph 

With GFA-BASIC you use the same commands 
and funcUons whether you are developing for 
Windows 3.0 or MS-DOS. 

SOFTWARE 
TECHNOLOGIES INC 

Call: 1·800-766-6GFA 

GFA-BASIC gives you a simple, but powerful, language for 
developing sophisticated, state-of-the-art Windows 3.0™ and 
MS-DOSTM applications. Write aprogram with either the DOS or 
Windows version of GFA-BASIC and port it to the other platform, 
maintaining acommon look and feel. 
One set of source code 
Both versions of GFA-BASIC include 500 system and mathe
matical commands and functions to facilitate software develop
ment. At the same time, common commands and functions 
enable you to develop and maintain asingle set of source code 
for each program. 
Simplifies GUI development 
Another 400 commands and functions in the Windows version 
simplify the development of acomplete GUI interface, including 
clipboard, DOE, DLL's, and dialog boxes. And, you don't need 
any additional libraries or the SOK. 

In the DOS version, a subset of the same commands and 
functions lets you bring Windows-like programs to AT- and XT
class PCs without using any additional tools. 
Bind in existing routines 

What's more, routines you've already developed in Cor Assem

bler can be bound into acompiled GFA-BASIC program. And, 

GFA-BASIC supports arrays larger than 64K as well as the use 

of EMS in DOS. 


Half Price Introductory Offer 
list intro 

GFA-BASIC for Windows 3.0 $495.00 $295.00 
GFA-BASIC for MS-DOS $ 295.00 $ 235.00 
Both Windows and DOS version $ 790.00 $395.00 

offer expires November 14, 1991 

Add it all up and you have avery low-cost, easy-to-use struc
tured language for developing Windows and MS-DOS applica
tions1. To see for yourself how powerful GFA-BASIC is, just ask 
for our free demo disk. Call 1-800-766-6GFA, or write GFA Soft
ware Technologies, Inc. ; 27 Congress St. ; Salem, MA 01970; 
Fax (508) 744-8041. 

'UNIX and OS/2 versions of GFA-BASIC available in 1992. 
Windows 3.0 and MS-DOS are trademarks of Microsoft Corporation. 

Circle 602 on Inquiry Card. 



Sounds 
for Hollywood 

P C-Sound enhances 
IBM's Windows-based 

Hollywood graphics pro
gram by letting you add 
music and sound effects to 
presentations . You can im
port sounds from the four 
disks of PC-Soundclips or 
create your own audio ef
fects using PC-Recorder. 

PC-Sound for IBM Hol
lywood ships with Sound
Port, an adapter that plugs 
into the PC's printer port, 
and an amplified mini
speaker. The system is also 
available for Harvard 
Graphics and Freelance 
Graphics. 
Price: $98; PC-Recorder, 
$198. 
Contact: Arkay Technol
ogies, Inc., 5 Tsienneto Rd., 
Suite 2, Derry , NH 03038, 
(603) 425-2149; fax (603) 

434-5674. 

Circle 1185 on Inquiry Card. 


OmniPage 3.0 
Integrates Tools 
in an OCR 

0 mniPage 3.0, page
recognition software for 

Mac-compatible scanners, 
integrates spelling-checking 
and draft dot-matrix recog
nition modules that were 
previously available as 
separate packages. 

OmniSpell features 
error-recognition and -cor
rection capabilities. Omni
Draft recognizes text printed 
in draft mode on nine-pin 
dot-matrix printers. Version 
3.0 supports Publish/Sub

scribe under System 7 .0, 

Caere says. 

Price: $695 . 

Contact: Caere Corp., 100 

Cooper Court, Los Gatos , 

CA 95030, (408) 395-7000; 

fax (408) 354-2743. 

Circle 1186 on Inquiry Card. 
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Your Hollywood presentations will have all the pizzazz of 

Tinsel Town when you use PC-Sound to add audio punch. 


Utilities Galore 
for System 7 .0 

Go Technology and Ad
vanced Software offer pro
grams to enhance the Mac 
System 7.0 environment. 

H ot Keys for System 7. 0 
Finder lets you invoke 

predefined macros through 
function keys on the extended 
keyboard . You can use the 
18 global macros included 
with the program on most 
Mac applications or use the 
included version of Macro
Maker to make your own · 
macros. The program also 
includes Super 7, an on-line 
tutorial and help facility 
that contains 23 explanatory 
screens. 
Price: $59.95. 
Contact: Go Technology, 
Inc., P.O. Box 7667 , Incline 
Village , NV 89450, (800) 
468-5391 or (702) 831-3100. 
Circle 1187 on ln_qulry Card. 

QuickTools is Advanced 
Software's collection of 

eight System 7 .0 utilities 
that can be integrated into 

your system. 
PowerStrip is an applica

tion launcher. Snipper is a 
24-bit color screen capture 
program. Sunset is a screen 
saver with 30 modules. 
Work Saver issues a save 
command at specified in
tervals. Instant Menus brings 
the menu to your cursor and 
allows program and window 
switching. Barricade pro
vides security. Dialog Power 
assigns unique command
key equivalents to each op
tion in a dialog box. Func
tionality enables the Fl 
through F4 keys on an ex
tended keyboard to undo , 
cut, copy, and paste. 
Price: $79 . 95 . 
Contact: Advanced Soft
ware, Inc., 1095 East Duane 
Ave., Suite 103, Sunnyvale, 
CA 94086, (800) 346-5392 
or (408) 733-0745. 
Circle 1188 on Inquiry Card. 

XTree 
Branches Out 

V iruSafe, ViruSafe/ 
LAN , and AllSafe are 

three new programs from 
XTree that add file protection 
and security to your PC. 

ViruSafe monitors, de
tects, and removes known 

and unknown viruses in 
memory , file allocation 
tables, boot sectors , parti
tion tables, root directories, 
and executable files . The 
program can isolate the sig
natures of unknown viruses 
and use that information to 
strengthen its defenses , 
XTree reports. It also detects 
changes in memory size or 
interrupt values that may 
indicate the presence of a 
virus . If ViruSafe itself is at
tacked, it can dynamically 
reconstruct itself without 
forcing you to reinstall it. 

The LAN version auto
matically notifies the super
visor when a virus is de
tected . A customizable menu 
can tell you who to call in 
the event of an attack. All
Safe provides system pass
word security and file 
encryption. 

XTree has also released 
XTreeGold 2.5, its hard disk 
management utility, which 
now has 13 graphics-file 
viewers to go along with the 
program's word processing, 
spreadsheet, and database 
viewers. The graphics files 
maintain their normal scale 
and don't need to be distorted 
to fit your screen when 
viewed with XTreeGold. You 
can navigate images that are 
larger than the screen using 
the keyboard. 

Version 2 :5 features an 
improved Auto View feature 
and support for many popu
lar graphics file formats, 
including BMP, DXF, IFF, 
and PIC. 
Price: ViruSafe , $99; Vi
ruSafe/LAN, $595 ; AllSafe, 
$129, XTreeGold 2 .5, 
$149. 
Contact: XTree Co. , 4330 
Santa Fe Rd., San Luis Obis
po , CA 9340 I, (805) 541
0604; fax (805) 541-8053. 
Circle 1189 on Inquiry Card. 
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WHAT'S NEW • WORD PROCESSING I DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT 


QuickPix Nixes 
Plain Text 
Applications 

QuickPix I. I , a pro
gram that lets you add 

image management capabil
ities to your existing DOS ap
plications, now supports the 
incorporation of TIFF graph
ics into a program. Quick
Pix enables you to add 
images to what would 
otherwise be plain text-only 
applications, and it lets you 
see images as you browse 
through records and fields 
in your real-estate , parts-in
ventory, or accounting 
application. 

QuickPix 1.1 lets you 
work with text as you view 
the displayed PCX or TIFF 
image. The new program 
automatically scales images 
to fit an allocated space, or 
you can pan around the 
image . The program can also 
print color graphics in half
tone format on black-and
white printers. 
Price: $495; LAN version, 
$895 per server. . 
Contact: PowerSoft, Inc . , 
P.O. Box 956338 , Duluth, 

GA 30136, (800) 437-4128 

or ( 404) 418-0821; fax ( 404) 

928-9294. 

Circle 1195 on Inquiry Card. 


SoftSolution 
Adds Imaging 

Anew image-processing 
add-on for the SoftSolu

tion document management 
system lets you manage and 
control images as compo
nents of a compound docu
ment system. With SoftSo
lution Image Manager, you 
can store images or convert 
them to TIF, PCX, or 
CCITT Group 3 or Group 4 
formats. Once in the system, 
you can attach documents 
to the images so that you can 
access the document by its 
profile or through a full-text 

I 
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Applications already supporting record locking and indexing 
gain the added benefit ofimaging with QuickPix. The program 
lets you integrate PCX or TIFF images with your text-based 
applications. Jn this application, you can see an image ofa 
check as you access its associated record. 

search. 
SoftSolution Image Man

ager works with the SoftSolu 
tion Advanced and Global 
systems. Global , for NetWare 
2.x and 3.x and Unix, of
fers wide-area networking 
capabilities. 

All products use the 
same search technology, 
called SpeedSearch, which 
SoftSolutions says it has pat
ented. You can search for 
documents by concept or 
topic . The image manager 
integrates with LaserMas
ter ' s printing and scanning 
cards , and it is sold as an 
add-on for the DOS ver
sions of Advanced and 
Global. 
Price: SoftSolution Image 
Manager: $125 per server; 
$120 per workstation . Ad
vanced: $1495 per server; 
$195 per workstation. 
Global for NetWare: $2495 
per server; $295 per 
workstation. 
Contact: SoftSolutions 
Technology Corp., Park
View Plaza, 625 South 
State St. , Orem, UT 84058, 
(801) 226-6000; fax (801) 

224-0920. 

Circle 1196 on Inquiry Card. 


lmara 
for Windows 

I mara, the document 
management program first 

developed for OS/2 , is now 
available in a Windows-client 
version. The Windows cli
ent runs on Imara's new ver
sion 2.0 for OS/2, which 
lets you annotate pages of in
formation with voice tabs or 
written tabs. The voice anno
tation can be a simple mes
sage or a response to corre
spondence. 

lmara (see "Document 
Management on Networked 
PCs," November 1990 
BYTE) includes a mail sys
tem for sharing documents 
on the network and the ability 
to directly send and receive 
faxes. The company has 
added , through the Win
dows client optical character 
recognition, functionality 
from within Imara . 
Price: Windows client, 
$1995 ; lmara 2.0 for OS/2 : 
stand-alone version , $2495 ; 
workstation license, $1995 
each. 
Contact: lmara Research 
Corp. , 11 l Peter St. , Suite 
804, Toronto, Ontario , 
Canada M5V 2Hl , (416) 
581-1740; fax (416) 581

1605. 

Circle 1197 on Inquiry Card. 


Document 
Tracking for the 
Legal Profession 

F or managing docu
ments in a paper-inten

si ve legal environment , 
CAT-Links developed the 
Case-Links Document 
Manager . To use the pro
gram, you need to input 
data into abstracts that con
tain fields for date , author, 
recipient , and other informa
tion regarding each docu
ment. Once you've done that, 
you can search up to I mil
lion documents per case, the 
company reports . 
Price: $1250. 
Contact: Cat-Links , Inc . , 
2100 North Broadway, Suite 
320, Santa Ana , CA 92706, 
(800) 825-4657 or (714) 
834-0563 . 
Circle 1198 on Inquiry Card. 

Yes, Virginia, 
There Is Sonar for 
Sparcstations 

Virginia Systems now 

offers a version of its 


Sonar Professional Text Re

trieval System for Sun Sparc

stations running under 

Open Look. According to the 

company, when you use ad

vanced keyword searching 

techniques , search speeds 

can exceed 15 ,000 pages per 

second. The program was 

originally developed for 

the Mac . 

Price: Single-user license, 

$1499. 

Contact: Virginia Systems 

Software Services, Inc. , 

5509 West Bay Court, Mid

lothian , VA 23112, (804) 

739-3200; fax (804) 739
8376. 

Circle 1200 on Inquiry Card. 
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WHAT'S NEW • GRAPHICS 


Harvard Draw 
Complements 
Business 

Anew program from 
Software Publishing 

called Harvard Draw lets 
you produce illustrations to 
complement your presenta
tions , reports, and internal 
documents. The program is 
the first Windows-based il
lustration program that lets 
you draw and edit effectively 
in the preview mode, the 
company says. When creat
ing an image in the preview 
mode , you can see color ap
plications and line widths 
immediately, bypassing the 
tedious process of working 
in the limited outline mode 
and viewing changes in the 
preview mode . 

Color thumbnails appear 
when you highlight a file-

An information bar at the bottom ofHarvard Draw 's screen 
provides a quick reference regarding the capabilities oficons 
and menu commands. 

name in a directory. You 
can create drawings entirely 
in the color preview mode . 
Price: $595. 
Contact: Software Publish

ing Corp ., 1901 Landings 

Dr., P .O . Box 7210, Moun

tain View, CA 94039 , (415) 

962-8910. 

Circle 1206 on Inquiry Card. 


Jaggies 
Are Gone 

JAG Uaggies are gone) 

for the Mac can antialias 


(smooth) 8- and 24-bit still 

images and animations and 

deliver improved images in 

PICT and antialiasing anima

tion (PICS) output file for

mats . Not only does JAG re

move the dreaded stair-step 

effect caused during the sam

pling process, but in PICS 

files, JAG can output 24-bit 

animations to videotape, 

Ray Dream reports. JAG can 

save images in NTSC-com

pliant format , and it ' s System 

7 .0-compatible . 

Price: $99. 95 . 

Contact: Ray Dream, Inc . , 

1804 North Shoreline Blvd ., 

Mountain View, CA 94043, 

(415) 960-0766; fax (415) 

960-1198 . 

Circle 1207 on Inquiry Card. 


EISA 
486-33/256k Cache $2275 
4MB RAM, EXPANDABLE TO 64M8 
FULL VERTICAL CASE W/ 230W P.S. 
I . 2MB F.0.0. W/ IOE CARO 
14" MONO MONITOR W/ MCP CARD 
101 ·KEY KEYBOARD & 2S/IP 1/0 CARO 

486-25/256K Cache $2175
1:=================::!..!:::=================:1

DRAM : 1Mx9SSO 4Mx9SIBS $715Upgrade kits CACHE RAM: 32Kx8 Sl4 8Kx6 SS 386-25 
available!! EISA 32 ·81T CONTROLLERS: 	 BUSTEK BT742 S450 


OTC 3290 WI S I 2K CACHE S650 
 386SX-20/32K Cache $665 

486-33/128K Cache $1350 386-40/64K Cache $825 
4MB RAM, EXPANDABLE TO 32MB 1MB RAM, EXPANDABLE TO 6MB 
FULL VERTICAL CASE W/ 230W P.S. MID VERTICAL CASE W/230W P.S. 

I .2 MB F.0 .0 . W/ IOE CAROl.2MB F.0.0. W/ IDE CARO 
14" MONO MONITOR W/ MCP CARD 14" MONO MONITOR W/ MGP CARD 

I 0 I ·KEY KEYBOARD & 2S/ 1P1/ 0 CARDI01 ·KEY KEYBOARD & 2S/1P1/0 CARO 

486-25/128K Cache $1295 386-33/64K Cache $795 

MAIN BOARDS 
EISA 4B6·33/256K CACHE W/O CPU .... . Sl200 
486·33/l 26K/256K CACHE W/O CPU • $365/$415 
466-33/8K/64K CACHE W/O CPU . . . S295/S335 
466SX·20/25MHz/64K CACHE W/O CPU ... . $335 
l86-'I0/64K CACHE W/0 CPU ..•.•.•.. S235 
386-33/64K CACHE W/0 CPU . . . . ... .. $225 
3B6-25 W/O CPU .. . . . .. .. . ... . .. $135 
366SX-20/32K CACHE . . . . . .•.. . . .. S295 
366SX-16/20 . . . . . . . . S200/S235 
266· 16/12 . . . . • . . . . . . S85/$95 
CPUs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • CALL 

MONITORS 
12"/14" Mono Monitor ... .... . $80/90 
14" VGA (640 x 480)/MONO . ... . S295/Sl35 
14" SVGA (I 024 x 766) . . . . . . . . .. $350 
14" SVGA(I024 x 768) Non-Interlaced .. S4 I 5 

DISK DRIVES 
Floppy Drive 360K/1.2MB . . . . . • . . . $55/65 
Floppy Drive 720K/ l.44MB $60/65 
ST-251 · 1/ST-157A40MB • . . . , ... S245/Sl95 

Networking Cards 
Coax Arcnet (Star) 6/16 Bit •... ... . S55/S25 
Coax Arcnet (Bus) 8/16 Bit . . . • . . . S75/ Sl40 
Coax Ethernet 8/16 Bit ..... . . . . Sl30/$150 
TPArcnet 8/16 Bit . . .... . . . . . $80/$140 
TP Ethernet 6/16 Bit . . . ... . . .. Sl20/SISO 
6-Port Active Hub (Star) ... . . . . . ... SISO 
4-Port Passive Hub (Star) . . . . . . . . . . . $30 
~---------------~ 

SUMMIT MICRO DESIGN 
~ 	485 MACARA AVE. 

SUITE 901 
SUNNYVALE, CA 94086SmD 

1 J 
( )"'-.,.,/ 	 TEL: 408 739-6348 

FAX: (408) 739-4643 

11 VISA HOURS: Mon·Frl 8:00·6:00 
- (PSD Slit 10:00·4:00 

1 Yur """ ..,_, w•u•n'V6 1
fu U1tfund(l.,.lr1Qh1Jtruumcdwtlhln lS<1aylln0< rgr"'l<ond1Uon 

386SX-20/16 $600/$570 
1MB RAM, EXPANDABLE TO 6MB 
MINI VERTICAL CASE W/ 230W P.S. 
l.2M8 F.0.0. W/ IDE CARD 
12" MONO MONITOR W/ MGP CARO 
I 0 I ·KEY KEYBOARD & 2S/ I P 1/ 0 CARO 

286-16/12 $500/$475 
IMS RAM , EXPANDABLE TO 4MB 
MINI VERTICALCASE W/2 30W P.S. 
I .2M8 F.0 .0 . W/ IOE CARO 
12" MONO MONITOR W/ MGP CARO 
I 0 I ·KEY KEYBOARIJ & 2SI IP 1/ 0 CAKfJ 

ADD·ON CARDS 
F.D.C 360K/720K/l .2 M/l .44M 
Printer Port/Game Port . . . . 
2MB/2.SM8 RAM Card W/EMS . 
MCP/CGP .. ... .. ... . 
VGA (800 x 600) • .. ... . . 
SVGA(l024 x 768)W/5 12K/ IM8 
IDE Card/IDE & 1/0 .. . . . . 
2 Serial/ I Parallel/ I Game .. . 
2 Serial/ I Parallel . . . .. . . 
RS·232C 4 Port .. . .... . 

MISCELLANEOUS 
1 

200W/230W PS . • . . . . . . . . 
101 -KEY Click/Non-Click K/ B . . 
FOCUS 200 I /500 I Keylioard . . . 
Vertical Case w/PS Mini/Mid/Full . 
Baby/ Full Case w/ PS . . . . . 
CUTIE Hand-Held 400DPI Scanner . 
LogiTech Mouse/Generic Mouse . 
Auto Data Switch ABCD . . . . 
Window 3.0 W/ MOUSE . . . . . . . . 
Fax-Oata96/2 4 Modem(Ext/l nl) . . 

SBO/ S 125/ SI 50 
S80/ S9 S 

S99 
_, , / S20 

. S70 

. S99 
S l~5/SllS 

.. . $29 
$1 2/ $1 2 
S60/ S65 
Sl8/ S27 

. .. .. SSS 

.. $80/$ 120 
. S20/Sl5 
. . .. S29 

. . SH 

. . . SGS 

S40/ S45 
HO/ Sl5 
H 2/S72 

TEAC 40MB .. . . ....... . .. . .... S2 IS No 1tfund., crodl< •hu JOd•r• Fax-Data 96/ 24 Modem w/~INP5 & V.42 li is 
We stern Digital 40/80MB . . . . . . . . . S 185/32 5 auurn 1,.m.,cquroc lMA "'""b"""" a<opy 01 rrwol" (Ext/Int) · • · · .. . ... ..... . . S2 I 5/ S I 7 5 
Conner 80/I 00/ l 20/2 I 2MB . $345/$370/$395/595 IS~ rrnockrng '" wllhrn IDd•y• Modem 2400 (External/Internal) . . . . . S8S / S60 
SONY Internal 680MB CD·ROM ••• $545 2'i 1urch11ge onmd11 urdi Modem 2400 W/MNPS & V.42 liis (Ext/ lnt)S 165/ S I 3S 
SONY CD·ROM Software •• , , • • CALL '------------------' Sound Blaster . .. .. . . . . .. .. . .. . SI 59 
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CONTROL UP TO 96 PC 

FILE SERVERS WITH 1 KEYBOARD AND 


MONITOR USING ... 


• No external power 

• "One-Touch" selection 

• Shows PC power status 

• "AutoBoot" Feature boots attached computers without operator intervention after power failure 

e Mix PC, PC/XT, PC/AT and PS/2 

• Mouse support available 

e TTL (MDA, CGA, EGA) up to 600 feet away 

• VGA up to 400 feet 

• Each unit accommodates from 2to 8PCs 

• Up to 12 units can be cascaded 

• Mounting kit available for 19" rack installation 

Dealer Program Available 

Cybex Corporation 
2800-H Wallace Ave. • Huntsville, Al 35805 • (205) 534-0011 • FAX (205) 534-0010 

Circle 597 on Inquiry Card. 



NEWS 

W H Ai T ' S N E W • C D - R 0 M 

I 

Civil War 
CD-ROM 

T he Civil War on CD
ROM includes informa

tion and images compiled 
from public and private 
sources. The major areas 
include biographies , statis
tics, chronology, equip
ment, campaigns, battles , 
foreign involvement , bibli 
ography, political figures , 
and photographs. Quanta 
Press compiled the CD-ROM 
disc and distributes the PC 
version. Wayzata distributes 
the Mac version. 

The disc also has music 
of the Civil War period, 
played with period instru
ments by Bobby Horton . 
Price: $129. 
Contact: Wayzata Technol
ogy, Inc., 406 Pokegama 
Ave. N, P.O. Box 807, 
Grand Rapids, MN 55744, 

(800) 735-7321 or (218) 
326-0597; fax (218) 326
0598 . Quanta Press, Inc ., 
2550 University Ave. W, 
Suite 245N, St. Paul, MN 
55114, (612) 641-0714; fax 
(612) 644-881 l. 
Circle 1208 on Inquiry Card. 

CD-ROMs 
for Multiple 
Platforms 

Anew version of the 
Makedisc CD-ROM for

matting utility lets you 
place binaries for multiple 
computer platforms on the 
same CD-ROM disc. The 
Rock Ridge version of 
Makedisc , a formatting util 
ity for preparing data be
fore it's mastered at a CD
ROM production house, 
creates discs that support the 
IS0-9660 and X/Open 

XCDR standards. Discs for 
matted using the Rock 
Ridge extensions Jet end 
users run their Unix soft
ware binaries directly off 
a CD-ROM . The program 
creates POSIX-compl iant 
disc images that are ready 
for in-house testing and 
mastering. 

The Rock Ridge specifi
cations support long (255
plus character) filenames, 
upper- and lowercase charac
ters , and symbolic links. 
An included utility supports 
Unix-style names for plat 
forms that don't have Rock 
Ridge drivers. 
Price: $6995; software sup
port, $950. 
Contact: Young Minds , 
Inc. , 308 West State St., 
Suite 28, Redlands, CA 
92373, (714) 335-2895; fax 
(714) 798-0488 . 
Circle 1209 on Inquiry Card . 

A Family Doctor 
for Your 
CD-ROM Drive 

I s there a doctor in the 
house? Now you can al

ways have one if you own a 
Mac or a PC with a CD-ROM 
drive. Edited by physician 
and syndicated columnist Al
len Bruckheim, The Family 
Doctor CD-ROM disc pro
vides home medical infor
mation covering human anat
omy, diseases, symptoms, 
procedures , resource and 
support groups, and drugs 
in a medical guide. 
Price: $ 179. 
Contact: CMC Research , 
Inc., 7150 Southwest Hamp
ton , Suite C-120, Portland , 
OR 97223, (503) 639-3395; 
fax (503) 639-1796. 
Circle 1210 on Inquiry Cord. 

Catch More Viruses Faster 


nowonly$149.95 

Before they multiply ... 

Dr. Alan Solomon has been 
researching viruses for years . He 
knows where to look and what to 
look for . His An ti -Virus Toolkit 
catches all known viruses and new 
viruses - in less time. No false alarms. 
No missed viruses. No slowed 
performance. No 
matter how many 
new viruses are 
developed. 

Dr. Solomon has the 
jump on vimses. 
Do you? 

£2ntrack 

0' SOLOMON'S 

ANTI

VIRUS 

TOOLKIT -


1-800-752-1333 
ln1ema1ional: 612·937·1107 · Fax: 612·937·5815 

Nelwork suppcm and \.\' inclows compa1i/Jili1y. 6321 Bury Drive, Eden Prairie, MN 55346 
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Buy with 

ence 

In an effort to make your 
telephone purchasing a more 
successful and pleasurable 
activity, The Microcomputer 
Marketing Council of the 
Direct Marketing Association, 
Inc. offers this advice, "A 
knowledgeable buyer will be a 
successful buyer." These are 
specific facts you should know 
about the prospective seller 
before placing an order: 

Ask These Important 
Questions 
• 	 How long has the company 

been in business ? 

• 	 Does the company offer 

technical assistance? 


• 	 ls there a service facility? 

• 	 Are manufacturers warran
ties handled through the 
company? 

• 	 Does the seller have formal 
return and refund policies? 

• 	 ls there an additional charge 
for use of credit cards? 

• 	 Are credit card charges held 
until time of shipment? 

• 	 What are shipping costs for 
items ordered? 

© Direct Marketing Association, Inc. 1988 

Reputable computer dealers 
will answer all these questions 
to your satisfaction. Don't 
settle for less when buying your 
computer hardware, software, 
peripherals and supplies. 

Purchasing Guidelines 
• 	 State as completely and ac

curately as you can what 
merchandise you want in
cluding brand name, model 
number, catalog number. 

• 	 Establish that the item is in 
stock and confirm shipping 
date . 

• 	 Confirm that the price is as 
advertised. 

• 	 Obtain an order number 

and identification of the 

sales representative. 


• 	 Make a record of your 
order, noting exact price in
cluding shipping, date of 
order, promised shipping 
date and order number. 

If you ever have a problem, 
remember to deal first with the 
seller. If you cannot resolve the 
problem, write to MAIL 
ORDER ACTION LINE, c/ o 
OMA, 6 E. 43rd St., New York, 
NY10017. 

This message is brought to you 
by: 

the MICROCOMPUTER 
MARKETING COUNCIL 
of the Direct Marketing 
Association, Inc. 
6 E. 43rd St. , 
New York, NY 10017 

MMC 

MICROCOMPUTER 
MARKETING COUNCIL 
of the Direct Marketing Association, Inc. 

. 	 / 

~L. _. _-:: ~ 
~ 





USER'S COLUMN 


JERRY 
POURNE L LE 

STELLAR ATTRACTIONS 

W
ell, we went to Baja for the eclipse: a long 
drive. The weather was va riable along the 
eclip e ' s center line of totality, and it was 
clouded over at the coast. The Mexican au
thorities had set up a press camp al the point of 

max imum totality in the interior along the highway from 
La Paz lo Todos Santos, but Baja California is a dese11, the 
ec lipse was at noon on July 11, and it was hot at that 
press camp; we wanted to be on the beach. We finally 
compromised by stay ing where we had camped, on the 
beach in Todos Santo . This wa. about 30 mile south of 
the path of maxi mum totaLity, but well within the zone of 
totality. 

Indeed, thanks to the Magellan GPS NAV I000 Pro 
nav igation satellite receiver, I can tell you that we were 
at 23°21 '55" N by 110° 11'55" W. The Magellan thought 
we were at 46 feet al titude, but I' d put that at closer to 25 
feet above sea level. It 's hard to tell, of course, because 
the ecl ipse, al igning sun and moon, caused a superhigh 
tide, and altitude is measured con ventionally from mean 
low water. 

The eclip e wa wonderfu l. My logbook records the 
location, begins to talk about shadow bands, and breaks 
off with "WOW!" I can see how peo ple become eclip e 
freaks , traveling great distances for a good one. We went 
down 1000 miles of bad road, and I don' t regret a moment 
of it. 

I carried The Monster, my Zenith 386SX Superspolt, as 
well as the Zenith Minisport and a Texas Instrument I 
Sharp laptop. Like the Magellan, they all worked fine 
despite the trnpical sun and temperatures that ran up
ward of I 10°F. The machines have since been used 
enough that I can conclude they weren' t damaged by 
bouncing arou nd in the b!fck of the Bronco ar far too 
high a temperature. 

l'd intended to use one of the laptops to integrate data 
from the Magellan, but I did n' t ge t around to it. I've 
since done that: if you connect the Mage llan to a PC (it 
has a connector and comes with the proper software), 
you can integrate the satellite data to get any degree of ac
curacy you like. I am told that out at the Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory they use a Magellan to locate some instru
ments with an accuracy of centimeters by letting it run 
long enough and using appropriate statistical techniques. 

The best eclip e sto1y is my wife Roberta's: imagi ne the 
only paved road in that pan of Baja, quite lonely, for, 
despite a ll the dire warnings of overc rowding, there 
weren' t many people down there. Now imagine a dirt 
road leading off into fields of giant sentinel cactus, thorny 

ILLUSTRATION: STEVE TURK © 1991 

scrub bush, and sand. We went down that road 10 or 12 
miles toward the beach. I wa. driving my son Phillip's 
pickup truck; Roberta had the Bronco. We came to a 
lonely switchback up a hi gh hill ; at the top of the hill 
was a magnificent view and a single camper truck. As we 
got to the top of the hill, Roberta rolled down the window, 
held out a ro ll , and sa id to the on ly human being we had 
seen for miles, "Pardon me, but would you have any 
Grey Poupon? ...." 

Jerry travels down 
EZ Cosmos 
Someone recently gave me a 1000 miles of bad road 
copy of thi s program, which to see an eclipse, does a good job of plotting 
what' in the sky at any partic sets up Roberta's new 
ular time and place-such as 
here and now, or in lower Baja system, and looks 
on Jul y 11, 199 1, at 11:40 a.m. 
local time. (The program shows at CD-ROMs 
the moon directly over the sun , 
as it was , and what stars and 
planet were visible then.) 

I'd give you more details, but 
I ve mislaid the manual , and 
the publishers have foolishly 
decided not to print their ad
dress and phone number on the 
box it came in. 

You don ' t need the manuals 
to use EZ Cosmos. The pro
gram is intui tive: you just set 
in times, dates, and locations. 
and let it go to work. It will also 
draw in constellation lines and 
label them, and clicking the 
mouse on a star or planet wi II 
get you the object's name. You 
can zoom fie lds. There's a data 
file of photographs of object 
like M3 I (the Andromeda ) 
galaxy), all of which look sim
ply wonderful in VGA; you can _) 
access those photographs either 
by clicking on the display or by 
looking them up in the photo li st. 

EZ Cosmos is a DOS application that installs and runs 
fine under Windows as well as under DOS. All told, thi s 
is a really nifty program, and one that I do recommend, 
but I' d be happier if Future Trends had been clever 
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ing ton's mass storage 
products offer a variety 
of disk upgrade solutions 

for yo1,1r PCs and workstations. 

Internal Winchester Drives 
• High speed, high capacity 
•Mounting hardware 
• Easy u er installation 

Removable 3112" 
Disk Subsystems 
~ sc;::sJ , AT/IDE, ESDI, ST506 
• Metal construction 
• Key lock & display indicator 
•Mounts in 51/4" h.h. slot 

Shock Mounted 
Removable Disk Subsystems 
• Rugged desktop subsy tern ::::> 
•Shock absorbing disk carrier 
•SCSI, ESDI, ST506 
• Key lock & display paMI 

External Mass 
Storage Expansion 
•Compact desktop subsystem ~ 
• High speed, high capacity 
•Accessories & software ~ 
Call Kingston today at: Q 
1-800-835-2545 ~ 

Ph. 714-435-2600 f 6'. 

Fax 714-435-2699 ~.I 


Manufactured by ~ 


KUlJJ§l!tU. tll 
17600 Newhope Street ~ 

Fountain Valley, CA 92708 

enough to put their company address on 
the box. 

Setting Up 
Robena has for some years been u ing the 
Kaypro 386i as her main system. She 'd 
been running it with a Log itcch EGA and 
Bus Mouse Board (mouse and video pon 
combined) and a Logi tech monitor; she 
does mostly text work . She was rather fond 
of the machine, and it was plenty good 
enough, and indeed till is. 

Roberta wanted a CD-ROM drive and a 
3~-inch floppy drive, and since people are 
always sending us music programs, she 
wanted a sound board. I had all that stuff 
here, but it didn ' t get in. tailed because it 
didn ' t make sense to put so much add i
tional equipment in a very old and com
paratively slow system. 

Eventually, I got a burst of energy and set 
up a new system for her. By coincidence, 
my sometime collaborntor Roland Green 
(we are ju. t now finishing up Hour of 
Treason, the fourth book in the Janissaries 
se ri es) ha decided to upd ate from a 
Kaypro IO (a CP/M machine) to some
thing a bit more modern , and he wanted 
advice on what he needed. All this got me 
thinking about what's nice to have, what 
we really need, and what we can't live 
wi thout. 

Gateway 2000 
We've had a Gateway 2000 386/33 around 
for months. It has 6 MB of memory, a 200
M B hard drive, VGA, a game port , two 
serial ports, a parallel port, and both SY.
and 3~- inch floppy drives. We 've used it 
as a test-bed for new video boards. fax 
board , and that sort of thing, and never 
had any problems: a well-burned-in, reli
able 386 machine l could set up with few 
problems. Just the thing for Roberta's new 
system. 

The first order of business was to back 
up Roberta 's system . That was simple 
enough: I initialized a Pioneer read/write 
optical drive and strung a new blue "de
signer" LapLink serial cable from her 
Kaypro to the Arche Legacy 486 that l10us
es the Pioneer drive. That worked fine at 
115 KBp and in turbo mode. Transfer
ring 50 MB that way takes time, but you 
don't have to watch while it does it. 

We created an RJP directory on the glass 
di sk and under that two subdirec tories, 
C:\C I\ and C:\D 1\. Everything from her 
C drive went into C:\CI\. LapLink create 
·ubdirectories on the fly , so one command 
got it all. Then I logged onto the C:\D I\ 
subdirectory and blasted everything from 
her D panition into that. 

While data was transferring from her ma
chine to the Arche Legacy, I worked on 

the Gateway. First I dropped in a Hitachi 
CD-ROM board. As near as l can tell , 
tho. e boards haven't changed for years. 
Hitachi has . however, updated the ROM 
chips in their CD-ROM drives and the 
dri ve r software. The result is that thei r 
"pizza-box" CDR-1 750 CD-ROM drive 
is very fa. t. 

We had a shrin k-wrapped Microsoft 
"Dove Soap Bar" Bus Mouse, so I put the 
bus card for that in. By now the Gateway 
wa · filling up. Roberta will be using the
very reliable even with line noise-US
Robotics Courier HST Dual 9600-bps ex
ternal modem and a Sound Blaster sound 
board. There's now only one empty slot 
in Robena 's machine. 

DOS 5.0 and Desqview 
The Gateway had an older beta version of 
DOS 5.0, o the next order of business was 
to update that. DOS 5.0 de1rnmds that when 
you update you have ready a floppy disk in 
the A drive. The fir tone l put in was only 
a 360-KB d i s~ . and the DOS 5.0 Setup de
manded another which was to teach me 
to use a high-densi ty floppy disk in the 
first place. What r reall y wanted was to 
sk ip the needless backup procedure alto
gether, but Setup, un fortunately, won't let 
you do that. 

Once we had DOS 5.0 updated, I in 
stalled the latest version of Quarterdeck· 
QEMM and Desqview. Roberta hasn' t al
ways been a Desqview user. but she's got 
accustomed to it in the past year. And al
though I am beginning to like Windows 
(on tJ1e Cheetah 486/33 with the very fa st 
Perceptive Solutions hard drive controller 
and really snappy video acce lerators), I 
sti ll run Desqview on my main machine. 
the Cheetah 386/25 . 

I'm al o running DOS 3.3, which means 
that I couldn 't just copy my CONFIG.SYS 
and AUTOEXEC.BAT fi les over for 
Roberta 's Gateway with its DOS 5.0. The 
on ly DOS 5.0 ex perience l have had is 
with Windows. There wa nothing for it; T 
was going to have to learn to deal with 
DOS 5.0 and Desqview. 

First things first: DOS 5.0 ha its own 
memory manage rs: HIMEM .SYS and 
EMM386.SYS. It also has the ability to 
stuff most of DOS itself up into high mem
ory, giving you much more memory to 
work with. On the other hand , the DOS 
5.0 memory managers are larger than 
QEMM, which has been tail ored to work 
with Desqview. It didn ' t take any effort 
to dec ide that I'd be using QEMM rather 
than the DOS 5.0 memory managers. 

Nex t: the only major dri ver I' d have 
to stu ff into hi gh memory was Hl
TACHIA.SYS, the CD-ROM driver. The 
rest (e.g., the mouse driver) were pretty 
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PresentingH1.rllywood".ItS where 

your idea can become a star. 


Some 
presentation 
packages don' t 
take your idea 
very far. And 
even if they 

~-·••• do, chances 
are pretty good it won' t be exactly 
where you want to go. 

PRESENTATIONS 

MADE SIMPLE. 


But now there~ Hollywood~ 
A whole different kind of presen
tation tool that make it easy for 
anybody to create complete pre
sentations with real star quality. 
The steps are quick, simple-even 

IBM is a rogist"'8d lrademat1t and Hollywood is a lmdemar1< a 1111ematlonal Bosiness ~ Corpo<atQ\ 
Wooows is a -~ ot Microsoft Corporatlqn C t991 IBM Cotp. 

Circle 130 on Inquiry Card. 

fun . First, Hollywood has an 
integrated outliner to help 
you organize your thoughts. 
Next, you select a 
look from a 
variety of 
exciting 
templates 
designed by 
professional 
graphic artists. 
Then Hollywood 
gives you an over
view feature and lets you 
view and edit your entire presen
tation as a whole, not just page by 
page, so even sweeping changes 
aren' t a big deal. And finally, you 

can produce your award-winning 
output in any combination of 
slides, overheads or hard copy. Or 
for some real show biz, present it 
in a lively screen-show format. 


Hollywood runs in the 

Windows"' 3.0 environment 

and gives you a support
ing cast of fully scalable 

fonts, dynamic special 
effects, a comprehensive 

spellchecker and more. And 
because it's compatible 
with most popular 
graphics and spread
sheet software, 
importing and chang
ing data is easy, too. 

Take the first step. Try Hollywood 
and give your ideas the big break 
they deserve. 

--...- ----@ _- _..._- -.--,_ 
Desktop Software 

·Plus llj)jllicable - sales tax. Offe< 0000 ody in US. and Canada. 
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small. Thus, everything seemed simple 
enough. I loaded QEMM, tried that out, 
and found that we had Desqview windows 
smaller than 500 KB, which wasn't ac
ceptable, but then I hadn't done any fid
dling with it. 

The next thing was to try Quarterdeck's 
Optimize program, which is supposed to 
load your devices and programs to maxi
mize memory availabil ity, and thus pro
vide maximum-size Desqview windows. 
Optimize trundled for a while and proud
ly announced that I now had 12 KB less 
memory than before. Clearly, this wasn't 
the way to go .. .. 

Time to consult the experts. I logged onto 
BIX. 

BIX Comes Through 
Quarterdeck ha their own BIX confer
ence, and " listings" has a white paper on 
DOS 5.0. The important information is 
that you do not want to let DOS 5.0 load it
self high if you're going to use Desqview. 
DOS 5.0 and Desqview want the same 
area, and Desqview will use it to better 
advantage. There are a few other tricks, 
but the most important is to get DE
VICE=QEMM.SYS with the RAM switch 

in as about the first statement in co 
FIG.SYS. Then notice that you can't load 
buffers high anymore, and that the /X 
switch for BUFFERS that worked in DOS 
4.0 won ' t work in DOS 5.0. After that, 
you can let Optimize do its thing, and 
you ' ll probably be fine. 

That isn ' t what I did . After my first dis
appointment with Optimize, I thought 
I'd do it by hand. I put in DEVICE= 
C:\QEMM\LOADHJ.SYS C:\DEV\ 
HITACHIA.SYS in CONFIG .SYS, and 
in the AUTOEXEC .BAT file I put in 
MSCDEX (the Microsoft CD-ROM ex
tensions) with the /E switch, meaning that 
it should load itself into expanded memo
ry. This time Jgot Desqview windows of 
greater than 575 KB, which is all I needed, 
and indeed is larger than I get on my reg
ular machine. 

All was well. J connected the Gateway to 
the Arche Legacy, where Roberta ' s files 
were waiting on the Pioneer optical drive, 
and since the machines were only a few 
feet apart, I used LapLink running in par
allel mode. This speeded up the file trans
fer something wonderful. When it was 
done, I used Tree86 to kill off old direc
tories that had been on the Gateway. While 

I was at it , I went through C:\C!\ and 
C:\D I\ and slaughtered a bunch of gub
bage that had been wa5ling space for years. 
Finally, I used Golden Bow's Yopt disk 
optimizer to repack the disk. Roberta now 
had one big 200-MB drive, with nearly 
100 MB free. 

Next: update her Desqview setups. This 
meant going through and using Tree86 to 
move some subdirectories now part of 
C:\C I\ out to C, or telling Desqview that 
files that used to be found on D were now 
C:\D I\. That didn ' t take long. Now to test 
the CD-ROM drive. 

MSCDEX Mysteries 
One of the most useful CD-RO Ms we have 
is the Grolier Encyclopedia Americana. 
Having that on-line can make you an in
stant trivia expert; it al so has more seri
ous purposes, particularly for Roberta 's 
on-line education conferences. Unlike most 
new CD-ROMs, Grolier comes wi th its 
installation software on a separate floppy 
disk rather than on the CD-ROM itself. I 
installed the 1990 Grolier soft ware and 
ran that inside a Desqview window. No 
problem. I did a few other tests and an 
nounced that the new machine was ready. 
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It took about an hour to disconnect her 
old Kaypro and install the Gateway. My 
first test was to log onto BIX and thank 
everyone for .their help in setting things 
up. That worked, and so did everything 
else. It was time to demonstrate the new 
CD-ROM drive. We opened Grolier in a 
Desqview window and let it tell us about 
husky dogs; one feature of Grolier is a pic
ture, and it looks just like our husky. 

OK so far; now to look at some other 
CD-ROMs. I got out the new Quanta one 
on the Middle East, put it into the CD
ROM drive, and logged onto drive D
and got "Invalid Drive Specification." I 
dropped out of Desqview and tried again 
with a different CD-ROM. Same result. 
Try E-then all the way through the al
phabet. No joy. Grolier could find that 
CD-ROM drive, but DOS couldn't. 

Reboot, and notice that after AUTOEX
EC.BAT tells the system to execute 
MSCDEX, I get "Incorrect DOS Version." 
l thought about that a bit and did three 
things: I logged onto BIX and sent a loud 
wail about the situation; I used MCI Mail 
(under Norton Commander) to fire off a 
fax query to the stalwarts at the Bureau of 
Electronic Publishing; and l got down a 

collection of DOS 5.0 books for some 
heavy research. 

Fascinating: did you know that there are 
over two dozen books purporting to tell 
you everything about DOS 5.0-and that 
not one of them has anything about 
MSCDEX? One, The Secrets of the DOS 
Masters, has a single'index reference that 
will tell you that MSCDEX is a Microsoft 
program that uses undocumented DOS fea
tures to access a CD-ROM. Tiiat's it. Won
derful. 

Then two things happened: a fax came 
from the Bureau, and I began to get replies 
on BIX, both saying the same thing: 
MSCDEX checks for DOS versions and 
won't work with DOS 5.0. However, you 
can fool it. You put DEYlCE=SETYER 
.EXE into your CONFIG.SYS file and ex
ecute the command SETVER MSCDEX 
4.01 at the DOS command line, and lo! , 
DOS 5.0 wi ll dutifully tell MSCDEX that 
it's really DOS 4.01; and after that , 
MSCDEX loads properly, and DOS 5.0 
can find the CD-ROM as drive D. It turns 
out, incidentally, that the Grolier software 
knows the actual device name for the CD
ROM drive and looks for it that way, so it 
doesn't need MSCDEX. 

Final Problem Solved 
Just for the heck of it, I ran Optimize again; 
this time, it trundled a while and reported 
that it had found about 1 KB of additional 
memory; so Roberta now has Desqview 
windows of 578 KB, with the CD-ROM 
available in all of them. Now I wanted to 
show her how easy it was to transfer text 
from the CD-ROM to BIX, or into a Q&A 
Write file. 

I put up the enay on Siberian husky dogs, 
used Desqview to mark a paragraph, and 
tried to transfer it into a Q&A Write win
dow. No joy. I thought about that awhile 
and realized that we'd upgraded her sys
tem, but r hadn't changed anything in 
her Desqview profile files. l went into 
Desqview and called up Procomm Plus, 
Q&A Write, and any other programs that 
she might be transferring text into, and I 
changed the "Keyboard Conflict Level" 
from the default ofO to 1. 

That did it. At last count, Roberta's Gate
way 2000 has much larger windows than 
her Kaypro 386i had (or, indeed, than my 
Cheetah 386/25 under DOS 3.3 has now); 
it's a great deal faster; the CD-ROM works 
splendidly; communications through the 
USRobotics modem are excellent; and 
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SHOOT-OUT 

WINDOWS AND OS/2: 

PROWfYPE TO DELIVERY 


NO WAITING. 

In Windows and OS/ 2, you need prototypes. You have to get a sense 

for what an application is going to look like, and feel like, before you can write 
it. And you can't afford to throw the prototype away when you're done. 

With Smalltalk/V, you don't. 
Start with the prototype. There's no development system you can buy 

that lets you get a working model working faster than Smalltalk/V. 
Then, incrementally, grow the prototype into a finished applica

tion. Try out new ideas. Get input from your users. Make more changes. 
Be creative. 

Smalltalk/V gives you the freedom to experiment without risk. It's 
made for trial. And error. You make changes, and test them, one at a time. 
Safely. You get immediate feedback when you make a change. And you can't 
make changes that break the system. It's that safe. 

And when you're done, whether you're writing applications for 
Windows or OS/2 you'll have a standalone application that runs on both. 
Smalltalk/V code is portable between the Windows and the OS/ 2 versions. 
And the resulting application carries no runtime charges. All for just 
$499.95. 

So take a look at 
Smalltalk/ V today. It's time to make Smalltalk/V
that prototyping time productive. 

SmaUtalk/V is a registered trademark of Digitalk, Lnc. Other product names are trademarks or regis tered 
trademarks of their respect ive holders. 
Digitalk, Inc. , 9841 Airport Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90045 
(800) 922-8255; (213) 645-1082: Fa.x (213) 645-1306 

LOOK WHO'S TALKING 
H EWLETT-PACKARD 	 NCR 

HP has developed a net work lro11bleNCR has an i11tegr11ted test program. develop

shooting tool called the N etwork Advisoi: m e11t environment for digital, 11nalog alld 

The Network Adviso1' offers ll comprebenmixed mode pri11ted circuit board testing. 

sive set of tools including an expert system, 

statistics, and protocol decodes to speed MJDLAND BANK 

problem isolation. The NA 11ser illle1face is Midland Bank built t1 Windowed Tech nical 

built on a windowing system wbich allows Trading En vironment for c11rrc 11cy, fu tures 

multiple applications lo be executed and stock tmders 11sing Smalltalk V. 

sin1ulla 11eouslj~ 
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KEY FEATURES 

• 	 World's leading, award-winning object-

oriented programming system 
• 	 Complete prototype-to-delivery system 
• 	 Zero-cost runtime 
• 	 Simplified application delivery for 

creating standalone e,xecutable (.EXE) 
applications 

• 	 Code portability between Smalltalk/V 
Windows and Smalltalk/V PM 

• 	 Wrappers for all Windows and OS/ 2 
controls 

• 	 Support for new CUA '91 controls for 
OS/2, including drag and drop, booktab, 
container, value set, slider and more 

• 	 1fansparent support for Dynamic Data 
Exchange (DDE) and Dynamic Link 
Library (DLL) calls 

• 	 Fully integrated programming environ
ment, including interactive debugger, 
source code browsers (all source code 
included), world's most extensive Win
dows and OS/ 2 class libraries, tutorial 
(printed and on disk),extensive samples 

• 	 Extensive developer support, including 
technical support, training, electronic 
developer forums, free user newsletter 

• 	 Broad base of third-party support, 
including add-on Smalltalk/V products, 
consulting services, books, user groups 

This Smalltalk/V Windows application 
captured the PC Week Shootout award - and 
it was completed in 6 hours. 

Smalltalk/V PM applications are used to 
develop state-of-the-arc CUA-compliant 
applications-and theyre portable co 
Smalltalk/V Windows. 
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Railroad T ycoon puts out g reat train 
sounds through the Sound Blaster and the 
little stereo speakers. 

More as things develop, but I think you ' ll 
be hearing about her Gateway for a while. 

DocuComp and DocuComp U 
DocuComp is a document-comparison pro
gram: if you fee d it new and older ver
sions, it will tell you, quickly and painless 
ly, where and how they' re di ffe rent. l 
found that Larry and I had confused some 
versions of a chapter of The Moat Around 
M11rcheso11' s Eye, and it wasn' t at all clear 
which was the latest one. 

f set DocuComp up on the Ergo Brick I 
take to the beach with me; the whole pro
cess took under 5 minutes, and seconds 
later we knew all about the differences be
tween the two versions of Chapter Five, 
Part Three. 

DocuComp lI has a bit smoother inter
face and a few new features; what it won' t 
do is work wi th Q&A Write fi les . The 
original DocuComp, which is still for sale, 
works just fine with Q&A Write files, so 
it 's the one I use. 

This is the kind of software I li ke: it 
works, and you don' t need to read the man
uals. It has saved me several hours of time 
in the few weeks I have had it. There's a 
Mac version, too. Highly recommended. 

CD-RO Ms 
It' s wonderful : everyone is working like 
mad to put out anthologies, libraries even 
of classic works on CD-ROM. Pretty soon 
everyone who wants it will have access to 
the literary treasures of the world . 

And the Bureau of Electronic Publish
ing tells me they now have a CD-ROM of 
the Monarch Notes. A// of them. More, in 
fac t, than the publisher knew: they thought 
there were only about I 00, but then they 
fo und another I 12 long out of print and 
buried in the publisher's warehouse, so there 
are 229. The Bureau had them all keyed in 
and indexed, and now they are all on one 
CD-ROM. Deta il s nex t month , but this 
will be out by the time you read thi s. 

The Bureau al so distributes Voyage to 
the Planets, Volume l , which contains im 
ages sent back by the Voyager spacecraft. 
The retrieval software was written on gov
ernment contract and is horrible. Such is 
li fe . The images are wo nderful. 

Then there~ the Bureau 's Countries of 
the World, which has maps and data about , 
you guessed it , the countries of the world; 
it 's a geography lesson in its own right , 
and the retrieval software is, if not elegant, 
at least qui te good enough to do the job. It 
will le t you browse, which yo u should . 
The interesting thing about this one is that 
it can run on either a PC or a Mac, and the 

software for both is right there on the CD
ROM. One of the Bureau founders per
fonns on it: some of the national anthems 
are played by Larry Shiller on violin. 

The CD-ROM of the month is the l 99 l 
Groli er Encyc lopedi a Ameri cana . Ex
panded and revised. Easy to browse. Phil 
Frumer's definition of a duUard is someone 
who looks up an item in the encyclope
dia, turns to the item, reads it , and closes 
the book without being distracted by some
thing else. One thing I had against the CD

ROM was that it made fortuitous discovery 
more diffic ult. But I find with Grolier that 
when we do word searches, we find a num
ber of items w01th looking at in addition to 
what we wanted. Good stuff. 

Virus News International 
The virus threat is getting serious. We've 
always been careful here, because I'm an 
obvious target and I get so much stu ff on 
hand-labeled disks; so far I' ve found a few 
attempts-most c lumsy, but there were 

Move toWmdows, 
staywith theVAX.™ 

Con idcring Windows? Bui can't afford lo lose contact 
with your host'! KEAterm 420 is thesolution: DEC VT420 
terminal emulationsoft ware for Windows 3. Now, you can 
hal'e thebest of both worlds! 

KEA term 420 is a true Windows 3 application which 
prol'ides the functionalityof DEC's VT420. VT320 and 
VT220 terminals in a window. KEA term 420 version 2 
gives you the feat ures lhal count multiplepages. multiple 
sessions. file transfer, multilingual support (English. French 
and Germa n).scripl language and DDE support as well as 
network connections. Using the fa miliar Windows interface. 
KEAterm makes it easy lo mol'e betweenserl'crs. hosts 
and PC applica tions. With KEA term. you can do ii easier. 
do il faster, do il belier! 

To lie ii all together. use KEA's network connection 

soft ware: KEAlink LAT, KEAlink TCP/IP. and KEAlink 
JPX fo r concurrently connecting lo your Novell network 
and your VAX or UNIX host. To eliminate keyboard 
remapping. select KEA's PowerStatio11 VT layout 
keyboard lo pluginto your PC. And if you're a DOS or 
UNIX user. KEA Systems offers theZSTEM fa mily of 
VT graphics and text emulationsoft ware for desktops 
running DOS or UNIX. 

For superior PC·VAX·UNIX connccli l' il y. call today! 

KEA Systems Ltd. 
Orders: l-800·663-8702 
Telephone: (604) 431·0727 
Fax: (604)431·0818 

VT Emulation UnderWmdows 

KEA Systems Ltd, 3738 North Fraser Way. Unit 101. Burnaby, BC, Canada V5)SGL 
Thr KEA loi;a. KEA lcrrn. KEAlink. l..STEM and Vo~·t'r S l:il lon 11rt tradrmarks of KF.A Syslrms l.td. All Olhrr brand and produ•I namrs arr lradcmark.s ot 

rrg!s1mJ lnu.lrmarks of lhrir n"pt'( lh·r holdrtl. Cop)'rlghl Q KEA SYS1'D1S IJU 1991. All r l~hlS tt'Sttvcd. 
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From the inventors of the :.~~~OOa!~ ds over to a new machine, or the latest speed and processing 
world's first fully upgradeable 
computers, comes the first family 
of professional business PCs 
designed especially for today's new 
office standard. Presenting the Pre
mium II line from AST - featur
ing AST's patent-pending Cupid-32™ 
u pgradeability 

With Cupid-32, there's no need 
to replace your system every time 
your computing needs change. 
Cupid-32 allows you to upgrade all 
of your system's dynamic compo
nents - including processor and 
cache memory - from 386SX/20 
to 486/33 power with a single, 
simple board replacement. And 
because the upgrade is quick and 
easy; you can install it yourself on 
site. You won't lose time putting 

disrupting your file server. 
Of course convenience isn't the 

only advantage of Cupid-32 up
gradeability. Cupid-32 also protects 
the value of your initial computing 
investment by allowing you to in
crease its processing power. And 
because Cupid-32 dramatically 
reduces the time it takes AST to 
get new technology to you, you'll 
be able to utilize state-of-the-art 
computing sooner for maximum 
productivity. 

Other manufacturers have 
tried to imitate our award-win
rting Cupid-32 upgradeability, 
but only AST has perfected it. 
USA Today has this to say 
about Cupid-32: '~ calls it 
Cupid architecture. This lets 

improvements by merely swapping 
one circuit board inside the PC .. . 
no more PCs made obsolete every 
two years by new technological 
advances. The result: AST can 
hit the market fast with PCs that 
have all the right stuff. Those PCs 
can be priced 10% to 60% below 
machines made by IBM®and 
Compaq~ Customers are happy 
too . . . " 

Now we've applied this inno

files on a new hard drive, moving AST customers keep up with Pmmi1m II JB6SX120 Premium ll 386133 



vative technology 
to a new family 
of computers. Our 
Premium II sys
tems are built for 
the way people 
work today. 111ey're thoughtfully 
designed - compact, easy-to-oper
ate, and quiet. 111ey also offer a 
wealth of integrated features, in
cluding Super VGA support, 4 MB 
of standard RAM (upgradeable to 
16 MB on the processor board and 

done right. Whether it's an 
everyday Windows'" application 
W<e word processing or profes

..;:. -~-=-.,,; ... =~.l 
Pm11i11111 IJ 486133 

80 MB system total),* an IDE hard 
drive interface with support for 
two hard drives, and four easy ac
cess ports (two serial, one parallel, 
and one for a PS/2® compatible 
mouse). And of course, they're 
all designed with our exclusive 
Cupid-32 upgradeability. 

With a choice of perform
ance levels - including 386SX/20, 
386133, 486SX/20 and 486/33 
versions - and Cupid-32 upgrade
ability; you will always have the 

power you need to get the job 

sional business graphics, or a 
more demanding task such 
as computer-aided design 
and manufacturing or soft
ware development. 

For more information about 
ASf's family of Cupid-32 upgrade
able Premium II compu_ters, and 
the location of the Asr dealer 
nearest you, call 1-800-876-4.AST 
Or, use our electronic bulletin 
board, AST On-Line!, (714) 
727-4723. 

•11u: Prtmi11111 II 386SX/20 ji,1t1m'S 2 MB standard 
[~AM <-'lp<mdab/,; to 16 MB system total. 

!!SF 11u1ricds prrx/11ds 11orld11idi; fin- 11wn• iiifomui/U»1 
mil AST /11tmu1lrlnu1l m1 (714) 727·7292 ar fax to (714) 
727-9360 11.'.>I is a sz111plu:r lo US gmmzmenl r1fPtd.es. 
Gmcral St:nue Co11/rru1 Number GSOOK89AGS6418·PS02. 
AS[ AST logo and Prt711i11111 n•gisi£71!d mid Cupid-32, 
CupUl-32 logp lmd£·11u1rlcs AST Ri::x·mr:lt, l11c. 11ze 111/e/ 
Jmide logo (; a tradmu1rlc q/ Intel Lorpomlion All otlzlT 
brmid and pn:d111:/ 1umu'S rm: trademt1rlcs m· n:gistm:d 
lrm/muirks of tluir n~pt.'CliLI: co111pa11U:s. Copyrigjrt © 
1991 J\ST /~'51.mr:lz. f11c All ng/1/s resera:d 

AS[ 

COMPUTER 

The Power Of Choice. 
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two clever ones-to infect my machines. 
Now Thave horror tories from colleagues; 
also, a viru s got into one building at 
NASA. Nothing to do with flight control, 
but it did make li fe miserable for some 
mission planners. 

A few years ago, after the Lehigh virus 
mess, there was a predictable spate of ex
pensive "protection" programs accompa
nied by much hype. A number of users got 
bit despite warnings from people like me. 

This time, though, it 's no joke and no 

ABC Flowcharter for Microsoft 
Windows is the fastest, easiest, and 
most powerful PC flowcharting 
program available - which is probably 
why it 's th e #I se llin g Window s 
flowcharting program. 

Automatic s ha pe s izing , line 
routing, and shape a li gnment le t you 
create, ed it , and prim hi g h-qu al it y 
chart s fas ter a nd easie r th a n eve r 
before . Simply move a shape. an d 
ABC F/0111charter au to mati ca ll y 
rerou tes the connections , as well as 
a ttac hed tex t. Choose from a full 
pal e ll e o f co lors, pa ttern s, bord er 
styles and fo nts . You can even link 
shapes to sub-charts for greater detail , 
attach notes for additional information. 
and mu c h more . And, as with ali 
Roykore products , our fre e support 
Hotline i · availabl e if you ever need 
assistance . 

hype . The virus threat is very real in Eu
rope. In the U.S., we're a few months to a 
year behind. Maybe. And maybe not. be
cause the e things can spread like wild
fire once they get goi ng. 

There is no absolute protec tion from 
virus infections. Moreover, many of the 
" protection" programs are worse than use
less. Useless, because they watch for 
"v irus-like behavior," and a really clever 
virus writer can tunnel under the protection 
by hooking the proper interrupt ; worse 

To order, contact your local dea ler. 
Or, for more information , free chart 
samples, or a demonstration di sk, call 
us at 1-800-227-0847. No matter how 

·bas ic or complex yo ur flowchartin g 
needs may be. ABC Flowcharter will 
ma ke yo ur job si mpl e r a nd more 
efficien t. Retail price $295.00. 

1 - 800-227 - 0847 

2215 Filbert Street. San Francisco. CA 94123 

Phone: (415) 563·9175 Fax: (415) 563·0836 


ADC FlowcMnor 1s a ltademarli; o! Aoykore. Inc. Microsoft and Windows are trademarks of MtCTosofl Corporation. 

th an useless because they (almost of ne
ces ity) give false alarms. One brokerage 
house shut down its whole operation be
cause of a false virus alann. It 's pretty ha.rd 
to measure the cost of that. 

1l1ere's no absolute protection , but if you 
understand what a virus is and is not , and 
what viru s protection can and cannot do, 
you' ll be a lot better off. The best way to 
start off, in my judgment, is to ge t Dr. 
Solomon ' s Anti-Virus Toolkit. 

That gets you started. After th at, sub
scribe to Virus News /n1ernatio11a /. It ' s 
published i.n England and is also available 
from Ontrack Computer System . Every 
issue ha a readable understandable dis
cussion of what 's new in the vi rus scene; 
they also send an update of the anti virus 
program that 's at th e heart of Dr. Sol 
omon 's system. (Dr. Alan Solomon is one 
of the editors of the news letter.) I won ' t 
say that reading this oberly written and 
thoughtful news lener wi ll give you peace 
of mind, because sometimes it ' s going to 
scare the hell out of you; but I will say that 
you ' ll be a lot better informed about the 
threat. Highly recommended. 

MacroAde 
WordPerfect has become enormously pop
ular, in part because the WordPerfec t peo
ple are just plain nice: they ' re easy to deal 
with , and they have the world's best tele
phone-support team. I don ' t happen to care 
for the WordPerfect philosophy, but I have 
to say that those who do like the program 
like it a lot. 

One ofWordPerfect's fea tures is macro 
capabilities. They're extremely powerful. 
However, they are not tored in an ASCIJ 
format, so it ' s nontrivial to edit WordPer
fect macros. 

MacroAde, a shareware package that 
converts WordPerfect macros into ASCII, 
lets you edit them and convert s the edited 
result back into WordPerfect ' s formal. It 
also gives some neat ways to remember 
what macros you have defin ed, and how 
they work, and what they do. If you ' re a 
WordPerfect user, you probably want this. 
Recommended. 

BOOTCON Again 
One of th e neat features of Digital Re
search' s DR DOS 5.0 is that you can put 
conditional statements in CO FIG.SYS; 
that is, precede it wi th a question mark , 
and on boot-up DR DOS will ask if you 
want it to execute that or ignore it. rt makes 
changing CONFIG.SYS mu c h easier. 
Alas, there's no simi lar provision for mod
ifying AUTOEXEC. BAT in DR DOS, and 
none for e ithe r AUTO EXEC. BAT or 
CONF!G .SYS in DOS 5 .0 . However, 
BOOTCON.SYS, which lets you have as 
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We've given you the best of 
both worlds... 

ACQUISITION 

labWindows® 2.0 labVIEW® 2 
for DOS-based computers for Macintosh computers 

All You Have To Do Is Choose! 

In !he 1980s, Nalianal lnslrumenl~ pioneered lwo ~alhs lo !he fulure of inslrumenlalion. 

labWindows, an aulomolic code generalionand program developmenl syslem for !he Cand 
BASIC programmer. And labVIEW, !he fi rst graphical programming system lo offer eose of use 
wilhoul sacrificing programming flexibili r{ and performance. 

labWindows and labVIEW address all of your inslrumenlalion needs. You con con!rol 
GPIB, V'/.I, and RS·232 inslrumenls, and plug·in dota acquisition boards. You con inlegrale dala 
analysis. And, you can build your own graphical user inlerfaces. 

Today, labWindows and labVIEW are leading !he revolution in inslrumentalion soflware. 
Through innovative programming melhodologies and powerful developmenl lools, labWindows 
and labVIEW are paving lwo paths la thefuture-a future in which The Software is the Instrument. 
All you have to do is choose! 

Call foryour free demo disks (512) 794-0100 or (800) 433-3488 (U.S. andCanada). 

~NATIONAL 
• ~~!!a~!!!!!!: 
~ 6504 Bridge Point Parkway 

Austin, TX 78730-5039 

Austiolio 103) 879 9422 • Denmark (45176 73 22 • Fronce (I j 48 65 33 70 • Germany1089) 714 5093 
l :o~ (0214830 1892 •Japan 10313788 1921 • Netherlands (017201 45761 • Noiwoy (03) 846 866 

Spain 19081604 304 • Swilzeilod 1056145 58 80 • U.K. (06351 523 545 

Prcd1.-c1oo:n::s l i:~ed ere traderrcrk.!. of rte-1 respect1'e rnan}~\lret) Comtx: ny romes h!ed o·e tiodemaib or :rode l'l01ie:. of their re~?X-fr<e Cl'.lftfXJ1'e5. 

© Cq>,1•9bt I<n I I\~· ord ln£W!lll> Corporcfon N 1~ho reser..d. 
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many as 26 different CONFIG.SYS and 
AUTOEXEC.BAT combinations , now 
works with DOS 5.0 as we ll as all the ear
lier DOS versions. 

I ' ve been us ing BOOTCON o n Big 
Cheetah with DOS 3.3 for a year now, 
with no prob le ms. BOOTCON le ts me 
boot up with WORM (w rite once, read 
many ti mes) and CD-ROM device drivers, 
or without them to have a bare system. Its 

BOOTCON.SYS ... ....... ..... ... ..... .. ... .. .. $59. 95 

The Programmer's Shop 

5 Pond Park Rd. 

Hingham, MA 02043 

(800) 42 1-8006 

(617)740-25 10 

rax: (6 17) 749-201 8 

Circle 1149 on Inquiry Card. 

C DR-1750 ....... ......... ............ .. .. ......... .. ... $965 

Hitachi Sales Corp. of America 

401 Wes! Anesia Blvd. 

ComplOn. CA 90220 

(213) 537-8383 

Circle 11 SO on Inquiry Card. 

Countries of the World CD-ROM ... ...$495 

Microsoft Programmer' s 

Libra ry CD-ROM ... ........ ....... ......... ... .. $395 

Monarch Notes C D-ROM .. ... ....... ..... ....$99 

Voyage to the Planets, Volume I , 

CD-ROM 


PC ... ....... ... ........ ... ...... ..... ..... ..... ...... $ 120 

Mac ... ............. .... ....... .... ..... ...... ... .... $ 180 

Bureau of Electronic Publi shing 
14 1 New Rd . 
Parsippany. NJ 07054 
(800) 828-4766 
(20 1) 808-2700 

fax: (201 ) 808-2676 

Circle 11S1 on Inquiry Card. 

Courier HST Dua l... .. .. ..... .... .... ..... .....$ 1295 

USRobotics. Inc . 

8 100 Norlh McCormick Blvd. 

Skokie, IL 60076 

(800) 342-5877 

(708) 982-50 10 

fax : (708) 982-5235 

Circle 11 S2 on Inquiry Card. 

Desqvicw 2.34 .: .. .. ......... .. ........ ......... $ 129.95 

Desqview/386 2.34 .. ..... ..... .......... .. ... $2 19.95 

Q EMM -386 ........... .. ....... ........ ..... .. ... .. $99.95 

Quar1erdeck Office Systems 

150 Pico Blvd. 

Santa Monica. CA 90405 

(2 13) 392-9851 

fax: (2 13) 314-42 19 

Circle 11 S3 on Inquiry Card. 

most popul ar use is swi tching be tween 
memory managers and allocations (e.g., 
use Q EMM wi th Desq view and Hl
MEM.SYS with Windows) . 

It ' s rea lly neat for experimenting with 
new installati ons, or trying to rearrange 
thi ngs to get that last few bytes of memo
ry free, because you can give BOOTCON 
a vani lla default and put all the fa ncy stuff 
that might hang up the machine in one of 

ITEMS DISCUSSED 

DocuComp .. ..... ...... .. ... ....... ........ ... .. . .. $49.95 

DocuComp II ... _ ..... ... ...... .. ......... .....$ 199.95 

Advanced Soflwarc. Inc. 

1095 Easl Duane Ave., Suite 103 

Sunnyvale, CA 94086 

(800) 346-5392 

(408) 733-0745 

fax: (408) 733-2335 

Circle 11 S4 on Inquiry Card. 

Dr. 
Solomon 's Anti-Virus 

Toolkit ... ..... ... ...... .. .. ....... ......... ...... ... $ 149.95 

Ontrnc k Computer Syslems. Inc. 

632 1 Bury Dr. 

Eden Prairie, MN 55346 

(800) 752- 1333 

(612) 937- 11 07 

fax: (6 12) 937-0 196 

Circle 11 SS on Inquiry Card. 

EZ Cosmos .. .. ........ .. .. .. .. .............. ... .. .. $69.95 

· Fu1ure Trends Sofl ware 

160 1 Osprey Dr., Suite 102 

DeS010, TX 75 11 5 

(800) 869-3279 

(2 14)224-3279 

Circle 11 S6 on Inquiry Card. 

Gateway 2000 386/33 .. .. ..... .... ......... ...$2695 

Ga1cway 2000 

6 10 Ga1cway Dr. 

North Sioux Ci ty, SD 57049 

(800) 523-2000 

(605) 232-2fK)0 

fax: (605) 232-2023 

Circle 11 S7 on Inquiry Card. 

Grolier Encyclopedia 
Americana C D-ROM .. .. .. .... .... ... .. ..... .. . $395 
Grolier Elec.:1ron ic.: Publi shing 
Sherman Tpkc. 
D:111hury . CT 068 16 
(800) 356-5590 

(203) 797-3500 

Circle 11 SS on Inquiry Card. 

MacroAde ...... ..... ... ... ... ... .. .. .. .. ... .. ....... .. . $25 

Performance Sciences ln1cma1ional 

300 1 Lana Dr .. Sui1e 1250 

Summerfield . NC 27358 

(9 19) 643-3492 
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the other choices . Using BOOTCON, I 

can te ll the Arc he Legacy 486 to come 

up in W indows (with QEMM -386 o r 

EMM386, say) or in Desqview (QEMM, 

of course). And so forth. As before, high

ly recommended. 


Results from the Precincts 
The National Commission on Education 
was appointed 10 years ago: it reported 

Magellan GPS NA V 1000 Pro ..... ... .. . $3750 

Magellan Syslcms Corp. 

260 East Huntington Dr. 

Monrovia, CA 9 10 16 

(8 18) 358-2363 

fax: (8 18) 359-4455 

Circle 1160 on Inquiry Card. 

Microsoft Mouse ... ...... .. ........ ... .... ..... .. .. $ 125 

Microsoft BallPoint Mouse ....... ...... ..... $ 175 

MS-DOS 5.0 .......... .... .... .... .. .. .. .. ......... $99.95 

Microsofl Corp. 

1 Microsofl Way 

Redmond, WA 98052 

(800) 426-9400 

(206) 882-8080 

rax: (206) 883-810 1 
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Mrs. Pournelle's 

Reading Program ............ .. ... ...... .... ...$99.95 

Roberta Pournclle 

3960 Laurel Canyon Blvd., Suile 372 

Studio Ci1y, CA 9 1604 

Circle 1162 on Inquiry Card. 

Norton Commander ... .. ..... ........ .. ... ... .. . $ 149 

Norton Utilities ..... .. .. .. .... .. .. ... ...... .... .....$179 

Symantec Corp. 

I 020 1 1'orre Ave. 

Cupert ino, CA 950 14 

(800) 44 1-7234 

(408) 253-9600 

fax : (408) 253-4092 
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Sound Blas ter Pro .... ..... .. .. ... ..... .. ....$299.95 

Brown-Waugh Publishing 

130-D Knowles Dr. 

Los Gatos, CA 95030 

(800) 45 1-0900 

(-108) 378-3838 

fax: (408) 378-3577 
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Vcache .. ... .. .... .... .. .. ... .. ...... ...... ... ... .... .. $69.95 

Vopt .. .... ..... .... .. .. ......... ... .. .... ....... .. ...... $59.95 

Golden Bow Syslems 

842 Wa~h i ngton SI.. Suile B 

San Diego, CA 92 103 

(800) 284-3269 
(6 19) 298-8333 

fa x: <619) 298-9950 

Circle 116S on Inquiry Card. 
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xperiencing "Unrecoverable Application Errors"? 


Don't Fear••• 

MultiScope Crash Analyzer is Here! 


Without the MultiScope Debuggers for Windows: 

With the MultiScope MED (Monitor Execution and Dump) and Crash Analyzer tools: 

MultiScope Debuggers fo r Windows provide the MultiScope Windows Run-Time Debugger, and 
the Crash Analyzer System (MED and the Crash Analyzer) for an introductory price of $379 

For more information, call MultiScope Sales at (800) 999-8846 

Available from 

MULTISCOPE 

Circle 17 on Inquiry Card. 



AnthroCart® 

The best furniture you can buy for your equipment. Incredibly 
strong. Mobile. Flexible. Space saving. Lifetime warranty. 

Choose different sizes and colors. Add the accessories 
you want. Discover Anthro's 

Free Catalog: 

800-325-3841 
6:30 AM ro 5:00 PM PST 

~. 
ANT~O 

exceptional service. 

Call us for our new 
catalog. 

Technology Furniture" 

3221 N.W. Yeon St. 

Portland , OR 97210 


(503)241 -7113 

Fax: (503)241-1619 


GSA contract No. GS-OOF-5040A 
Available for OEM applicaoons 
Made in USA 
Prices start from $ 159 
We st1ip in 1/8 hours 

Anthro. AnthroCart and Technology Furniture are registered trademarks ol Anthro. 
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that, "If a foreign government had imposed 
this system of education on the U.S., we 
would rightly consider that an act of war." 

Mrs. Poumelle' Reading Program has 
been out for a few year now; tl1e latest 
result is from a local e lementary school , 
where the teacher reports using the pro
gram for one semester (under five months). 
Every student tutored with the program 
gained more than the school' s nonnal gains 
in reading abi lity; most grew at twice nor
mal; and one gained six times normal 
growth. 

The "reading instructor" in this class was 
another student plus the software. 

PC and Atari ST on ly; a Mac version is 
in the works. 

Winding Down 
The book of the month is Boojums All the 

Way Through: Communicating Science in 

a Prosaic Age by N. Dav id Me1111in (Cam

bridge University Press , 1990). This isn ' t 

always easy s logg ing, but it has a lot of 

good material about making science com

. prehensible. Mem1in also introduced Lewis 

Carroll 's boojum into sc ientific literature 

and tells the story in hi s first essay. 

Last month, I mentioned a book on Rail
road Tvcoon. It turns out there are not one, 
but two books on that game. 111e lirst com
puter book of the month is Russell Sipe's 
Th e Official Guide to Railroad Tycoon 
(Compute Books, 1991 ). ll 's even better 
than the one I recommended las t month, 
Railroad Tycoon: Master Srrategiesfor 
Empire Builders by Shay Addams (Os
borne/McGraw-Hill , 1991 ). lf you love 
Railroad Tycoon-and how can you 
not?- get Russell Sipe's book. 

The otl1er computer book of the month is 
a CD-ROM : Micro oft Programmer's Li
brary . If you re serious about program 
ming, how can you be without this? The 
game of the month is stiJJ M:utian Dreams, 
which infuriated me in places, but I'm not 
sorry I finished it. 

Next month, Desqview versus Windows, 
and why I like both . Norton Desktop, Vi 
sual Basic, and other Windows stuff. Stay 
tuned . • 

Jerry Pournelfe holds a doctorate in psy
chology and is a science fiction writer who 
also earns a comfortable lil'i11g writing 
abow computers present and future . Jen )• 
welcomes readers ' comments and opin
ions. Send a self-addressed, stamped e11
1'elope to .ferry Poume/fe, d o BYTE, One 
Phoenix Mill Lane , Peterborough . NH 
03458. Please put your address on the let
ter as well as on the envelope. Due to tire 
high l'olume of fellers . .Jerry ca1111ot guar
antee a personal reply. You can also con
tact him on BIX as "jerryp." 



Now Supports 

Windows 
&DOSNew Close-Up.the Remote 

with Record-Breaking Speed~ 
Remote Screen Speed 

1 
Close·Up Wins Speed Test! 
Close-U/1 4.0 lakes mily 
JO secmulr to paint the /.JJtris 
VGA graphics screen below. mth 
pcAnywliere TV yo11 1mist wait 
1 minute, 57 seconds, while 
Carbon Cofl'j 6. 0 takes afull 
4 minutes, 54 seconds, and 
Commute 1.0 takes 4 minutes, 
31 seconds. 

Enter- H\mher: • 
Cru"lnr. nt:: 11.m11 11 I n 1.1 1 in u 

New Close-U/1 lets you remotely view and operate any Windows, DOS, 
or graphics application on PCs all over the world. 

First with Windows That's right. IO seconds 
is all Close- Up took to 

and Fast Graphic Speed. paint the screen and let 
New Close-Up 4.0 is thefint remote you continue working. 
technology that lets you remotely Tr1• h 
view and control any Windows* dKe t e 
or DOS application on another Try it for yourself. If you're not absolutely con
PC miles away. vinced that Close-Up 4.0 is the fastest remote 

We first introduced remote com program, we'll giveyon your money back.* 
munications in 1980 and <level-• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

oped virtually every major fedture that's : Risk-Free Introductory Offer! 
now the standard for remote technology. • Now for a limited time you can get your new 

Today Close-Up is licensed by industry Close-Up 4.0 Dual Pack, including both 
leaders including 3Com, Ashton-Tate, sides, Customerrferminal & SupportJACS, 
Borland, DEC, Hewlett· Packard, IBM, for only $199. That's a savings ofover $240 
Lotus, Microrim, Novell and Tektronix. • and includes our Risk-Free, 30-Day Money-

• Back Guarantee!* 
Proof that Close-Up is Fastest. 
You can prove how fast new Close-Up • Up~de Now! 
really is: Take the Close-Up Challenge. Upgrade your current 

Rehroduce our test1 and see for your • remoce program to 
If Cl U 4 0 · h ( new Close· Up 4.0, the 

se t at new ose p . is t e astest : fastest remote around. 
remote program. • Get Customerrrerminal

We took a standard VGA color graph
from Lotus 1-2-3 and compared the top • or Support/ACS 

I 

70% 

60% 

50% 

40% 

30% 

20% 

10% 

0% 
Jn thetimeit lakes Close-Up to paint 100% 3 remote programs-Close-Up, Carbon 
of the above /.JJtus VGA graph, f1cA11ywhere Copy, and pcAnywhere-to see how longIV has paintedjust 8.6%, Carbon Cojrj 6.0 each would take to paint a graphic screen.has pamted just 3.4% arul Commute 1.0 

has painted just 3. 7% of the grof1h. 
 The results were very convincing. Read on! 

IWe invite you to reproduce our Remote Screen test. The.graph used was am]Qr VGA graph found 
in Lotus 1-2-3 Release 2.2, on the "Sample Files Disk." The file is TUTOR9X.WKI. The PCs were 
Everex 16 MHz 386/SXs and the modems Hayes 2400 baud Smanmodems. The baud rate was 2400. 

IOnly Close-Up passes the W111dows test. I. Total remote keyboard and mouse suppon in all 
Windows modes:386 Enhanced, Standard and Real. 2. Remotely run multipleWindows applications 
and multiple (fu ll screen or windowed) DOS applications simultaneously. 3. Use a mouse 10 remotely 
cul & paste between windowed DOS applications and Windows applications. 

No 11wre waitingfor your 
screens to paint! Close-Up l£1s you 
work Jaster, moref1roductively with 
thefiistest screen refresh, interaction 
and resfiome timeever seen! 

To paint the Lotus 
graphic pcAnywhere IV 
took I mmute, 57 seconds. 
Almost 2 minutes. That's 
like having to sit through 
four TV commercials. 

Carbon Copy 6.0 took a 
full 4 minutes, 54 seconds. 
Almost 5 minutes. That's 
like waiting through five 
traffic lights. 

How fast did Close-Up 
paint it? The results will 
astound you.
10 seconds. 

Cl U Chall ose- P enge. 

: 
• 

• 

: • :~r.~~l~ ~:? ;~:h.!: •••• 
---.....

Call 805-964-6767
Mor,fon-Lam·be""t·_ 


{; ~ I ' . . 

Bringing People Together' 
P.O. Box 4085, Santa Barbara, CA 93140 USA 


Phone 805-964-6767 FAX 805-683-5679 
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Rely On The ·MINUTEMAN UPS 

For LAN Protection 


Spikes. Surges. Overvoltage. 

Undervoltage. Brownouts. 
These things happen. And they 

can do irreparable damage to 

your equipment and data 
unless you're protected with 

MINUTEMAN Uninterruptible 
Power Supplies. 

MINUTEMAN protects all 
your equipment and data. All 

the time. In fact, in the event 

of power failure, it will safely 

and automatically shut down 

an unattended network. 

No matter what your needs 

are, MINUTEMAN can pro

tect and interface with 

everything from a stand alone 
workstation to the largest of 

the IBM AS/400s. We also 
provide 220-volt international 

models and Automatic Voltage 
Regulators. 

So call the experts for LAN 

protection and receive a free 

power protection package. 

1-800-238-7272 

See us at 

COMDEX 

Booth #129 

and 

NETWORLD 

Booth #1819 

MINUTEMAN detects power failure, alerts network and continues to 
provide computer grade power until shut down command is issued. 

STANDBY UPS MODELS ON·LfiE UPS MODELS UNATTENDED SHUT DOWN 
300 VA to 2300 VA 500 VA to l0 ,000 VA MINUTEMAN UPSs are 

Sinewave output True double conversion network ready for unattended, 

Small , lightweight design Static by-pass standard 

Sinewave output 

orderly shut down of every 
available operating system. 

Lower pricing than ever 

FOR L.A.N. 

NOVfL l LA a t 

TESTED AND MINUTlllMAN®APPROVED 
Ne!Woo'• (ompo1.bie UNINTERRUPTIBLE POWER SUPPLIES 

Nove ll approved UPS moni1or boards © Pa m Sys1cms. Inc. 1455 LeMay Drive. Carrolllon. Texas 75007 Phone: 214 ·446-7363 FAX: 2 14--146-90 11 
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THAT PESKY 

640-KB BARRIER 


WAYNE 

RASH JR . 


Y
ou could see the relief on Frank 's face when I 
told him about the new memory management ca
pabilities of DOS 5.0. Frank Mara-a guy that I 
work with-had been dealing with a thorny prob
lem involving a Window front end for a database 

server. Frank ' programmer were running out of mem
ory when they tried to cram Windows, DOS, a couple 
of TSR program , and network driver software into the 
standard 640- KB MS-DOS addre s space. No matter 
what they did, they just didn ' t seem to find a sati fac
tory solution. DOS just didn ' t provide enough memory. 

Frank 's problems are a litt le unusual in that he has to 
worry about making newly developed software fit into 
DOS, but he's not at all unusual in that he has had prob
lems meeting today's needs with yesterday 's operating 
system. Despite the fact that DOS has been king of the hill 
for nearly a decade, it has clearly fallen further and fur
ther behind in meeting the real-world needs of business 
users. Finally in May of this year, Microsoft sa id that at 
least some of the most-needed requirements would be 
met with DOS 5.0, chief among them the ability to make 
better use of memory, espec ially on 286 and 386 com
puters. 

Unlike its ancestors, DOS 5.0 recognizes the fact that 
many computers have more memory than the 640 KB 
originally provided with the IBM PC. Finally, you get the 
ability to load DOS it elf into high memory, along with 
a few drivers and TSRs. This means that you can make 
use of nearl y all the original 640 KB for running pro-· 
grams. If you have complex setups, this means you sud
denly have an extra 75 KB to 100 KB available, which 
can make the difference between using and not using the 
software you need. 

Allocat ion Headaches 
As it turns out, DOS 5.0 is a compromise. This is no sur
prise, since software that tries to be all things to all peo
ple usually turns out to be neither. Microsoft undoubtedly 
realized thi s and seems to have kept the DOS require
ments achievable. DOS will indeed let you shift DOS 
itself into high memory, and it will also shift other TS Rs 
if it can find room. The problem is that it can 't always find 
room by itself, and it can't move your programs around 
until it finds a way for everything to fit. 

What 's missing from DOS 5.0 is a method for the soft
ware to figure out automatically what the best way would 
be to move things into high memory. When you install 
DOS, it simply takes the items in your CONFIG.SYS 
fi le and your AUTO EXEC.BAT fi le in sequence. Since 

ILLUSTRATION: JEAN F. ALLAUX <!:> 1991 

this might not make be t use of the available chunks of 
free memory in your machine, you have to experiment to 
see what loads be t in which equence. This requires a lot 
of time and patience. In thi. area, DOS comes up short. 

Memory Managers 
Fortunately, there is help. The two leading makers of 
third-party memory managers have found ways to take 
advantage of the new capabili
ties of DOS 5.0, while till re Memory managers 
taining their ability to make the 
bes t poss ible use of existing take over where DOS 5.0 
memory. Qua litas and Quar- leaves off 
terdeck Office Systems both 
support DOS 5.0 with their lat
es t releases of 386Max and 
QEMM, respectively. Both can 
move software into high mem
ory that DOS couldn ' t move by 
it se lf, and both have specia l 
programs that let you optimize 
the use of your high memory 
without spending your time ex
perimenting. In add ition, both 
work with Windows, and the 
ext ra space th ey free up is 
ava il able to programs running 
with Windows. 

Qualitas 's 386Max has an up
dated version of the insta llation 
software that knows what to ex
pect when encountering a sys
tem running DOS 5.0. It auto
matically changes the instruc
tions in the CONFIG.SYS fi le 
to work to best advantage with 
386Max, and it will find ways 
to shoe horn program s and 
drivers into almost any nook and cranny in memory. 

QEMM is a lot like 386Max in the way it operates, al
though you' ll have to make a few of the changes to your 
CONFIG.SYS fil e that 386Max would make for you. 
On the other hand QEMM comes with Manifest, which 
is one of the best system reporting utilities I've ever used. 
QEMM has its own optimizing utility that works much 
like the one 386Max has, and it produces similar results. 

The mo t important result shows up when you look to 
sec how much memory you have avai lable to programs. 
With DOS 4.01, you wou ld often find that you had some-
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Monarch Notes on CD-ROM 
Over 200 Notes on One CD·ROM Disc 
The Entire Collection ,.•.,., "-««·-' Only $99=lhc detirot1ve source tor unde~rc :ng lne w<lli<fs = 
greoiest bl£<ature. i'C & Moc 

Greatest Books Ever Written 
The Ullimote Electronic Book $295=Every w(}'d o' over :00 books. s 1 ar~s & poems = 
nclJ::les recoided quotesand piciu·es PC & ,1ac 

Countries of The World 
Full text of over 100 Study Books, Mops,=Nolionol Anthems, Flogs and more! $495 = 
MContoSns hundreds ot co/ot maps f1om Hammond. Inc... & thes.e 

_ ore slmply Iha best avoilablo on microcomputerJ ~ PC & Moc _ 

U.S. History on CD-ROM= WIN NfR 1991 O PA BEST EDUCAllONAL Pt?OOUCT = 
Full text of 107 books • 1,000 images, tables 
and mops! PC & Vloc ·550 rebole·linat cast $349 

Pioneer CD-ROM 6 Pak = 6 DISCS BUNDLED TOGETHER FOR ONLY $395! = =•...1S .-1· :;~, c~co-r;.:::.·A · C~~·1eH ' 'r.e\'.'utc 0 9'" ' e-sc-Joa-e = = •:J'.:.·)(X ·· t·c.-~ • ?·:.~~ · '4.-..;rco · Sc- ... c·~ ;>.:·:x."IJT" ;-: _1i •,•y = 
~Six Pock & Minichonger ($o\eov€< $1COJ) $1489 ~ 

Hitachi CD-ROM 
BUNDLES ! 

GET A CD- ROM DRIVE KIT & PICK 

ANY 5 OF 10 BESTSELLING DISCS! 
O NL Y $697 S/\VE UP 10S 1?00 CALL! 

High Performance Hitachi 
- CD-ROM Drive Kits 
- The fos-lesl most 1eliable drives on the mo1kel =	Hitachi 1700S kit (fastest Se1lal drivel Sldo 

Hitachi 1750S kit (fastest SCSI drive) CALL = 
Hitachi 3600S kif Onternall SMO=Other Hitachi CD·ROM Drives FROM S•90 
Hitachi Disc Caddies (5 or more) s10 ooch = = Also: Pioneor Minlchonger. Chinon. COT. Oenon. Todd , NEC,

==: Sony loser Library, WORM & Erasable driv es. in·st0<:k · Ca ll 

§i' 	 ~ 
Multimedia Titles 

Desert Storm '"lo ru1 Horv •rorn r~ rragcl/"\~ . Ma: SJ~ = 
Mlc1osofl Bookshelf oes1se1ng CD·'lOM o-.c Be;: Pr.co=Mixed Up Mother Goose ·1un· ecuco no! o•c 5~ = 
Multimedlo World Fact Book rn1e:nc110MI cusiness" 9¥= Groller's Encyclopedia 21.... o!umes. VGAp:c tu:es Cc t = 
Nol. Geographic I IBM Mammals p1c1v,cs & ioxi c a·t 
Compton's Multi·Media Encyclcpedla 795 

_ Libraries I Science I Business 
Between Heaven & Hell II e....en stronger S9Q 
Magazine Rock lOJ ~ or cuncnr mcgazines 89=Family Doctor heme med•c o.J gu 'Oe l J? = = McGraw-Hill Ref . Set iOO(X)) :e-ms 7 300crtcles 2J5 = 
New England Journal of Medic ine tu1 re .i /'15= Speed Dial erlll'e u 5 ve·ow ?cgt>1 er ore ci~c jOQ = 
Oxford Te:dbook of Medicine gererc1 r03 'e:er.(:e 5¢5= PC ·Slg Library newe-ctr-:i vOOIC.,o Co l 
Oxford English Dictionary ::·.·er 250 OCO nwo,.,.cro1r 6E~= Telephone Directory : 051 c: •:es; QC:i = 
Business Lists on Disc dcsl.:tcp m~1\.' c " ng 2.:95 

=: CDTV lilies and Data DiscMan ntles c a 1 = 
• MOREi Ove1 300 different Illies available •= Money back gua1antee Free lech support = = CALL · Bureau On-Line CD-ROM Llb1ary, = = FREE access to 12 dlfferenl CD·ROM Discs = 
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~ Bureau of '6:.7~~;; 

Electronic Publishing, Inc. 
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thing li ke 540 KB by the time you'd lond
ed DOS. a mouse dri ve r, a network access 
package. and si mil ar items. !\ lot of soft 
ware wo11 ·1 run in a memory space that 
small. With DOS 5.0, that number is sudc 
denly up to something like 600 KB. Thal°s 
a lot heller, but wit h QEMM and 386Max, 
yo u might find that yo u' ve scavenged 
enough avail able memory from one place 
or another to have all 640 KB ava ilable 
for programs. Some systems work out even 
better. I use a Northgate Elegance 386/25 
at the o ffic e, and th e combination of 
386Max and DOS 5.0 generates 655 KB of 
spaCl: available for program use. 

What about Windows'? 
For the last year, you 've probabl y been 
hearing about memory managcmcnl and 
Microsort Windows. Alkr all , isn ' t Win 
dows supposed to manage mcmory in its 
386 enhanced mode? Well. thcrc ' s mem
ory management , and then there 's memo
ry management. \:Vhat Windows supports 
is the kind of memory management that 
allows applications to run in a multitasking 
environment. You can start a communi
cations progra m. for example, and start a 
long download: then you can fire oil your 
word processor and gel some work done 
whil e th e download run s in th e back
ground . Whal Windows does 110 1 do is fig
ure out where to place system-related soft 
ware in memory. 

Actuall y. DOS 5.0, Windows, and mem
ory manage rs work very nicely together. 
each complementing the other. Using DOS 
5.0 and the memory managers lets Win
dows provide more memory for each DOS 
sess ion , meaning that yo u can run bigge r 
program ~. In so me circumstances. th e 
memory managers may make more ex 
panded memory available to Windows as 
well , increasing the total system resources 
availab le 10 Windows and the progrnms 
designed to take advantage of Windows 
and its capabilities. 

The combination of Windows. DOS 5.0, 
and either 386Max or QEMM makes an 
effective found ation for se riou s use of a 
386- or 486-based workstation in business. 
It supports a vast array of software wh il e 
providing access to most of the computer's 
reso urces. You no longer have to feel like 
you're wast ing memo-;.y when you run a 
word processor on an 8-MB machine, and 
you can still run the large progrnms you 
need to use while retaining access to th e 
network dri vers and similar soft wa re. you 
have to use to do your job. 

This is one area in which th e 386 archi
tecture shows its va lue. While most appli
cation software looks at the 486 as sim
pl y a ve ry fast 8088, DOS 5.0 and 
Windows both have the capabilit y to look 

behind the fa c<ide and see 1h e rea l ma
chinery. QEMM and 386Max go even fur
th er and make the whole machinc readily 
available. 

Microsoft's Other Product 
DOS 5.0 isn·t the onl y new product from 
Microsoft thi s summ er. A littl e before 
DOS 5.0 came out. Microsoft introduced a 
new pointing device called the Ba ll Point 
Mouse. This is a trackba ll designed lo 
work with a notebook computer. 

Until recentl y. there rea ll y wasn ' t much 
need for pointing devices for laptop and 
notebonk computers. They had neith t:r the 
compu1ing power nor the storage capacity 
to deal with a GU I such as Windows, and 
without a GU I, mice weren ' t all that nec
essary. When notebook computcrs got 
powerful enou gh to support Windows, 
buyers res isted because they didn ' l have 
mice di:signcd to work properl y wilh com
puters !hat small. 

ITEMS DISCUSSED 

MS-DOS 5.0 .... .. ....... ...... ... ... $99.95 
Windows 3.0 ............................$149 
Ball Point Mouse ............. .......$175 
Microsoft Corp. 
I Microsoft Way 
Redmond. WA 98052 
(206) 882-8080 

Circle 1221 on Inquiry Card. 


386Max .... .... ....... ... ......... .......... ·130 
Quali tas, Inc. 
7 101 Wisconsin Ave .. Suile 1386 
Be1hesda, MD '.:!0814 
(30 I) 907-6700 
Circle 1222 on Inquiry Card. 

Q EMM .... .... ..... .. .. ... .............$99.95 
Quarterdeck Office Systems 
150 Pico Blvd. 
Santa Moni ca, CA 90405 
(2 13) 392-985 I 

Circle 1223 an Inquiry Card. 


Librex 386SX .. ............. .........S42lJ9 

Librex Computer Sy lem . Inc. 

1731 Technology Dr. 

San Jose. CA 95110 

(408) 441-8500 

Circle 1224 on Inquiry Card. 


Premium Exec 386SX.. ..... ... .$2995 
AST Research. Inc. 
P.O. Box 19658 

Irvine, CA 92713 

(7 14) 727-414 I 

Circle 1225 on Inquiry Card. 




Microsoft Pro·ect for 
dows intro uces an 

~iJ)g ement 


technique.Yourown. 

When you use Microsoft• Project for · 
Windows; just be yourself. 

Because you'll have all the power and 
flexibility you need to manage any size project 
your own way. 

Let's say you want to create your own 
filters, so you can find specific types of infor
mation. No problem. . 

And ifyou've ever wanted custom tables 
and fields that allow you to view and report data 
any way you want, relax, now you have them. 

There's even outlining to create cus
tomized reports, tailored to your audience, 

showing only the level of detail you want. 
And you can do all this with the same 

project manager PC Uieek, PC Magazine, 
PC l#Jrld and Software Digest call the best 
in its category. 

Ifyou would like more information on 
Microsoft Project for Windows, or a working 
model for $9.95; call us at (800) 541-1261, 
Dept. V28. We won't tell you how to do your 
job. We'll just help you do it. · 
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Microsoft apparen tly dec ided to break 
this stalemate with a mi niature trackball 
designed to clamp onto the edge of a note
book computcr·s keyboard. This is a handy 
place, since you can still use the mouse 
when you' re not using the computer at .a 
desk. You might, for example, use the Ball 
Poi nt Mouse att ached to the computer 
when you' re using the computer on an air
liner. 

T hi s new dev ice proved use ful to me 
when I bega n looking at two notebook 

computers that wou ld be perfectly suited 
for ru nn ing Windows if onl y they had a 
mo use. The compute rs are the AST Pre
mium Exec 386SX/20 and the Li brex 
386SX/20. Both machines weigh about 6 
pound , both have exce ll ent screens with 
VGA reso luti on , and both have enough 
memory to support the 386 enhanced mode 
with Windows. When yo u add the Ball 
Point Mouse, you've got a very pleasant 
portab le Windows workstation. I can use 
the Librex anyw here I wa nt to, and run 

Get a hold of the best value 
in LAN power protection 
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the software I need to ru n, regardless of 
whether it requires Windows or DOS. I 
also took the opportunity to upgrade the 
Librex to DOS 5.0, which works fi ne and 
adds some extra access to memory for pro
gra ms. 

The Ball Point Mouse is clearly designed 
to handle the fl exib ility or work ing in a 
wide va ri ety of pos itions on a large num
ber of computers. It is shipped with clamp
ing jaws of seve ral sizes so th at di ffe r
ences in keyboards won' t eas il y defea t 
attempts to attach the mouse. These jaws 
are inserted into a mounting bracket that in 
turn supports mounting the mouse at an 
angle to the keyboa rd . One way or the oth
er, you shouldn ' t have any problem set
ting up the Ball Po int Mouse so that it's 
comfo rtable to use. 

Of course, mounting the mouse isn' t the 
last step. Once you've done that, you also 
need to tell the mouse software where the 
mouse is so that it will know which way 
you' re moving the trackball when you in
tend to move it in the direction you see as 
"up." To make thi s wo rk , Microso ft pro 
vides a progra m ca ll ed Compass that lets 
you show the softw are where "up" is. You 
also get the mouse Cont rol Panel for both 
DOS and Windows so you can set other 
characteris ti cs such as acce leration and 
click speed. 

The Ball Point Mouse will also work just 
fi ne on any other computer and is a very 
nice trackba ll in its own right. It comes 
with rubber feel so that you can use it on a 
desk instead of clamped in place, and you 
can order an ex tension cord to make at
tachment to a desktop computer easier. Of 
course , Microsoft isn't the onl y company 
now making trackballs for notebook com
puters. Logitech makes a similar product 
that I have n' t had the chance to see, and 
other com r anies have announced similar 
items. 

The Ball Point Mouse is a clear example 
of a product that grew from a d ear under
standing of users ' needs. It ' s exactly the 
right so lution that came at just th e right 
time.• 

Wayne Rash Jr. is a co111ribw i11g editor 
for 8}'T£ and a principal and technica l 
director ofthe Network /111egra1io11 Group 
of American Ma nagemelll Systems,lnc. 
(A rling/011, VA). He is coau1hor of tlVo 
books for business 11 e1work users: The 
Executi ve Gu ide to Local Area Networks 
and The Novell Connection. You ca11 con
1ac1him 0 11 BIX as "waynerash," or in the 
10. wayne co1lference. 

Your q11es1io11s and co111111ents are wel
con111 e. Wrile 10: Editor, BYTE, One 
Phoenix Mill lane, Pe1erborough, NH 
03458. 
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IdenticalProject Different ProjectManager 

canYou Spot1heDifference? 


Efficiency. Accuracy. Dependability. ment of resources and gives you comple-
Required skills for any project manager. But not i C.ASupeiProject tion dates you can bet your career on. It's

tt!M ?S common as you'd think. In a re~ent als~ incr~dib~y easy to use. You can create 
=~-~ mdependent study of the five leadmg pro- projects m mmutes. 
~ ject managers - all scheduling the same And with a few clicks of the mouse,you' II have pre
- project- the completion dates varied by as sentation quality Gantt, PERT,Cost/ Resource and 
~~:':,':',';!, much as five months. Work Breakdown charts. 

T1tt 90s. CA-SuperProject9 finished first in 214 So call 1-800-645-3003 today to find out the location 
work~ngdays. Microsoft9 Project finished lastin 323 - ,ofyournear~st dealer. Because jtO'....PUTER* 
workmg days. once you ve worked with the most- m 11 

That's why serious project managers trust CA-SuperProject. efficient project manager, the difference SSOCIATES 
It offers more efficient scheduling algorithms, better manage- will be obvious. Software superior by design. 
Cl 1991computer Associates International. Inc.. 711 Stewart Avenue. Garden Ci ty, NY 11 530-4787. All trade names referenced are the trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective companies. 

· March 1991study published by !Soft Decision. lnc., lncludlngCA-SuperProject 2.0, Microsoft Project For Windows, Symantec's Timeline 4.0, ABT Project Workbench and Sci tor 's Project Scheduler-5. 




ROUNDTABLE 

THE PUBLIC SPEAKS 

ON OS/2 VS. WINDOWS 


B Y T E columnists, 
staff, and contributors 

debate the issues 

R
oundt abl e is a fo rum in which BYTE 

editors, columnists, and contributors debate 

key issues that affect how you purchase and 

use hardware and software. The "conversations" take 

place on BI X, where yo u ca n parti c ipate in th e 

round. table conference. 

Editor's note : This momh, Ro1111dtable turns the rabies and 
presents the views of del'elopers and end users on the 
dispute between Microsoft and IBM over Windows and 
OS/2. We found this dialogue on BIX in the ibm.dos con
ference, in the "os2" topic, starting with message 389. We 
1hink you will find ii imeresting and insightful. 

rocdy [Rocdy Green]: I just saw a ra ther di stressi ng 
post about Microsoft di sowning OS/2 and going its own 
way with NT (New Technology), which will be yet an 
other application programming interface, basically Win
dows Plus. Sounds like it will be DOS gussied up with yet 
another layer of junk. 

This stupid tiff between Microso ft and IBM is forcing 
us to stay with DOS-like addressing fa r, fa r too long! 
Finally OS/2 begins to look li ke a winner, and Microsoft 
spoils it fo r all of us. 

How will IBM be able lo tempt developers? It could 
publish a series of reasonably low-cost books on devel
oping. It will get OS/2 talked about and treated as rea l. 
IBM could sell the development tools and OS/2 itse lf 
th rough ordinary di stribution channels so that it is on 
display at eve ry Mom & Pop computer store. And it 
could start broadcasting what is already avai lable and 
what niches are still open. 

Microsoft is fa ltering-stumbling about changing its 
mind. It has money but no sense of direction. IBM could 
emphasize its stability and momentum to fini sh the job. 
It could talk about the early days of DOS when CP/M was 
king . Those who we nt with the new, powerful DOS 
reaped buckets of gold. Those who stayed with the old 
technology quickl y faded. 

hamilton [Doug Hamilton]: The writing's been on the 
wa ll for some time. I think Microsoft has reached its 
zenith. It has created way, way too many enemies and has 
made it impossible for anyone in the industry to view 

Microsoft as a reli able partner fo r anything. Gone are 
the days when any sa ne person wo uld make his or her 
company's future dependent on Microsoft 's carrying out 
its promises. 

OS/2 2.0 is go ing to be a success with or without Mi
crosoft. If you have any doubts, you need onl y take a 
look at IBM 's OS/2 videotape or ge t your hands on the 
new 6.1 49 beta. Thi is a dynamite system, the pricing is 
right, and it 's beginning to look 
like IBM may get the market
ing going after all. 

And one thing you do have to 
give IBM credit fo r: Probabl y 
more than any other company 
around, it keeps its promises. 

karenk [Karen Kenwm1hyl: 
Steve Ballmer, Microsoft se 
nior vice president for system 
so ftware, in a recent interview 
published in Computer Reseller 
News, said, among other things, 
th at Microso ft will provide 
Windows NT for the ACE ma
chin e, in stead of OS/ 2 3.0 . 
Windows NT will support DOS 
applica ti ons, 16- and 32-bit 
Windows applications, C2 data 
security, fa ult tolera nce, and 
Posix applications. At a later, 
unspecified date, Windows NT 
will support OS/2 and Presen
tation Manage r appli ca ti ons. 
via an "OS/2 and PM subsys 
tem." Windows NT is sched
uled fo r 1992. 
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'" I can' t tell you what IBM 's stra tegy is, but I' m pretty 
sure it 's not working with us " Ballmer sa id . Will Win
dows NT with an "OS/2 and PM subsystem" be "a better 
DOS than DOS, a better OS/2 than OS/2"? 

roedy: Look 0 11 BI X. All the excitement and activity are 
in the Windows confe rence. Use rs arc movlng prema
tu re ly to Windows. They are losing producti vit y, but 
they don' t care. Windows is more fun than charactcr
mode interfaces, and you can pl ay games more easi ly 
when the boss is not watching. 

Some large corporations that should know better are 
moving to Windows. If people are willing to put up with 
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the dreadful performance of DOS/ Win
dows now, surely they wil l in future when 
various things can be bandaged on to fix 
the problems. Only purists like me fee l 
nauseated at how disgustingly fi lthy it is 
inside. 

Graphics coprocessors arc now cheaper 
than VGA cards were a short time ago. 
They claim to be 24 times fas ter than Su
per VGA. Very smart hard drive con
troller and lots of RAM help so lve some 
of DOS ' reentrancv and fil e allocation 
table problems. 

Eventually, DOS/ Windows may be 
retrofitted with some thing like High Per
fo rm ance File Sys te m. Eve ntu all y, 
DOS/Windows will be so integrated that 
yo u wi ll ge t the overhead o(Windows 
whether you like it or not, but by then pro
ce5sors will be fas t enough that you won 't 
care. 

hamilton: You should take another look at 
the ibm .os2 confe rence and the various 
:)S2 topics here and elsewhere. Once mori
bu nd, the traffic has been way up in the 
la t couple months. Look for an explosion 
of interest once OS/2 2.0 achieves gener
al avai lab ility. ~ 

rprcuninge1· [Roy Prcuningcrj: OS/2 
burying Wi ndows wi ll onl y happen when 
it includes all the functionality and extras 
o f Win dows. If it were n ' t for th e 
formidab le competi tion of the Window 
environment and the products developed 
for it , OS/2 would sti ll be a text-oriented, 
single-user, multit as king operating sys
tem. Windows is a part of the evolution 
of computing. as will be the operat ing sys
tem (or environment) that buries it. All in 
due time. 

Of course, who rea ll y know what the 
consumer will buy, in spite of everything 
all the technical experts know. 

hamilton: What makes you say that? From 
the day it was an nounced, OS/2 has al
ways been planned and viewed as a graph
ica l windowed system. 

rpreuningcr: OS/2 was ava ilable ea rl y 
on in a configuration th at didn ·t include 
the PM component. If you know of any 
other reason than the competition of the 
Mac environment that may have led tu the 
development and inclusion of PM in OS/2, 
I would like to hear abou t it. 

As for functionalit y ava il ab le in Win

dows that is missing in OS/2, compare the 
Control Panel functions in Windows with 
those of OS/2. Windows lets you change 
the profi le of the mouse. OS/2 doesn' t. 
Consider all the ways that Windows al
low the user to customize the environ
ment to suit specific needs. In OS/2, where 
it 's possible, making changes is compli
cated. The extras that come with Windows 
are almost completely within the Acee 
sorie Group. While they may be slim. a lot 
of basic work can be done with those tools. 

When you consider the price of Win
dows as compared to that of OS/2 (ar least 
to ge t started) and the level of expertise 
that is required to ge t omething to look 
good (even if it isn't much), it i no won
der that many casual computer users li ke 
Windows. 

hamilton: Wait a minute! You told u · that 
the reason OS/2 wasn't strictly a text-mode 
system was competition fro m Window . 

ow you claim that competition from the 
Mac wa the sole reason? Which is it? 

Either way. I' m going to di sagree. PM 
wasn ' t rncked onto OS/2 in response to 
any particular system . PM was an integral 
part of the OS/2 story from the beginning 
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because the whole indu try' · been mov
ing to windowing systems for 10 years and 
it was obv ious that that was "jacks or bet
ter"' for any new system. 

OS/2 1.0 did ship withou t PM . But that 's 
on ly because PM wasn ' t fini shed. My un
derstanding is that there 's more code in 
PM than in the OS/2 kernel. But even be
fore I had a copy of 1.0, I had specs that 
came with the software deve loper's kit for 
PM . 

OS/2 1.0 was never claimed to be com
pl ete. It' was claimed only to be a first 
widely distributed code drop for early de
velopers (like me) and other early adopters 
to begin working with. OS/2 J.1 with PM 
shipped less than a yea r later. 

I argued your last point myse lf in my 
Beyo nd DOS column ea rli er thi s yea r 
[April BYTE] commenting on the OS/2 
1.3 announcement. Windows is prettier 
and does come with more games and toys 
and a much belier control panel for se t
ting colors and so on. Also, when OS/2's 
price was $340, that was way loo high. 
But things are changing. 

OS/2 2.0 will be much prettier. lt will 
have a ni ce contro l panel similar lo the 
one in Windows. It ' ll have a graphica l in
stall alion program that 's ve ry nice. It ' ll 
come with a full suite of games and am
ple applications. A new, optional '·Mac
like" interface, called the Workplace shell , 
wi ll sit on top of PM. This stuff is not va
porware. A lot of this is already in the new 
6.149 beta, and it works. 

Costs are also much more in line. For 
$150 (or about $120 through Egghead), 
you get the whole OS/2 system, which is 
less than you wou ld pay for DOS/Win
dows and Adobe Type Manager (which is 
built into OS/2). Hardware requirements 
for OS/2 are about the same as for Win
dows. 

hgessau [Henry Gessau]: Is the following 
true? If you are running DOS, you can run 
DOS programs. If you are running Win
dows. you can run Windows and DOS pro
gra ms. If you are running OS/2 2.0 or 
higher. you can run OS/2, Windows, and 
DOS programs. If this is true, why wou ld 
people settle for less? 

aweiner [Alan Weiner]: According to all 
the press, and Lee Reiswig (IBM 's Blue 
Ninj a), yes! In an August 15 demo in 
Boston. IBM showed lots of stuff running; 
it looks rea l pretty (a nd faster than Win
dows 3.0). At one point there were I 1 or 12 
windows, running severa l OS/2 programs, 
DOS boxes, DOS 4.00, DOS 5.0, DR 
DOS. and Desqview-w hich was it el f 
running three programs! I'm still skeptical, 
but it looks like it 's real.• 
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graphics and CD-quality sound. Think of the 
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cal and marketing support , the possibilities 
are endles . 

Ye , 1 BM MultiMcdia is designed to appeal 
to all your se nses. Especially your business sense. 

Call l 800 426-9402 ----e 
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FEATURE 
-
The 


Single-Chip 

PC 

Chips &Technologies' new F8680 brings functional integration 

in microprocessors to new heights 


OWEN LINDERHOLM 

To most people, the microprocessor is the 

computer. It performs the main computa

tional functions and defines the potential 

speed and power of any personal com

puter. It is so often discussed as the main feature 
of a personal computer- " ! just bought a 486 
machine " -that it's easy to mistake the micro
processor for a single-chip PC. But complete PC 
systems include many functions that are not de
livered by their CPUs. 

Functions such as graphics , disk storage, mem
ory , and communications are performed by sub
systems . These functions provide many of the 
choices you have in configuring a system. They 
also define the actual performance of a system . 
Most of these functions require their own control
lers and other support chips to allow them to work 
with a microprocessor. As a result , there is a lot of 
complex circuitry associated with them in any 
computer system. Advances in chip integration , 
however , could render support chips obsolete . 

The PC Ensemble 
The original IBM PC housed 111ost of its support circuitry in collections of stan
dard logic chips , which made its motherboard a crowded place indeed . With the 
advent of PC-compatible systems from manufacturers other than IBM , systems 
designers looked for alternatives to clunky TTL chips to implement the functions 
of the PC support circuitry. This led directly to the creation of standard chip sets 
that implemented these functions . The use of chip sets dramatically reduced the 
number of chips needed to build a system and , as a result , reduced the costs and 
the design complexity inherent in building a PC clone. Chip sets became the stan
dard building blocks for PCs and "made" the PC clone business. Today's PC
compatible systems typically consist of a microprocessor , a chip set of around 
eight !Cs, some DRAM , and a scattering of miscellaneous components to make 
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sure everything works together. 
If you combine a microprocessor and a chip set on a single 

chip , you further reduce the cost of building a PC and more 
easily achieve higher levels of system performance, because the 
chip will provide all the base functions of a system in an inte
grated, pretested package. Recognizing these considerable 
benefits , a number of semiconductor manufacturers have been 
working to develop a single-chip PC. The first to achieve the 
goal, Chips & Technologies, recently announced its F8680 
PC/Chip (see photo !). As Gary Baum, C&T's marketing di
rector for new product development, says, "Our definition of 
the single-chip PC is 'add memory and you have a PC.' " 

It's important to note that the definition of a single~c~ip PC 
seeks to include only the common functions required to build a 
basic XT- or AT-compatible system. These typically include a 
microprocessor, a display controller, a memory controller , a 
drive controller, an I/O controller for ports , and a keyboard. 
Adding anything beyond this (e .g ., a full VGA display) re
quires additional chips. 

Other functions that might be added to a next-generation sin
gle-chip PC include a cache, a floating-point processor, accel
erators for specific functions such as graphics in Microsoft 
Windows, advanced I/O controllers, and alternative device 
controllers such as a SCSI. Future single-chip PCs might in
clude multimedia functions and compression or even stylus in
put or voice recognition . 

Why a Single-Chip PC? 

There are numerous reasons why manufacturers are trying to 

come up with a single-chip PC. The main reason is integration. 

Dealing with one chip instead of 10 or so when designing a sys

tem makes a designer ' s job much simpler. It also directly af

fects the cost of a system, its power consumption, its size, and 

the ease with which it can be manufactured. 


In volume, it can be expected that the cost ofa single-chip PC 
part will be less than the combined cost of the parts that go into 
it. This cost saving grows even further, because it allows a 
manufacturer to design a smaller system board and make a 
smaller overall system. 

Size is important. It's clear that the market for notebook 
computers is very large, but users don ' t want designers to sacri
fice functions just to achieve a smaller package. A single-chip 
PC dramatically reduces the size of a system board and allows 
manufacturers either to produce smaller systems or to cram 
more functions into the same size box. 

Smaller size also 
raises the is~ue of pow- fl\JJE ACTION SUMMARY 
er consumption. People 
want to carry around 

portable systems and Single-chip PCs, which inte

use them while travel
 grate multiple support chips 
ing , requiring battery 
power. Lower power such as graphics and RAM 
consumption can radi controllers with a micropro
cally improve battery 
life . cessor, are now a reality . 

Another advantage is Chips & Technologies' new
manufacturing conve

nience. Once manufac F8680 PC/Chip is a complete 

turers don't need to de
 computer system-just add
sign all the ancillary 
features on a single RAM. This and similar chips 
chip PC , they can de from other companies will
sign systems faster. 
Fewer parts result in bring PC power to bear in 
simpler system boards places it's never been before. 
and manufacturing that 
is easier and more like
ly to be fault free. 

conrinued 
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THE SINGLE-CHIP PC 


SuperStateinFocus 

John W. Donovan 

T
he PC industry is built on standards. But adherence to 
standards extracts a price by limiting flexibility for sys-
terns designers . The standard PC hardware architecture 
assumes that a machine is a desktop configuration 

equipped with peripheral devices such as a keyboard , a CRT, 
and one drive or more. It also assumes that those peripherals 
communicate with the processor in rigidly (and sometimes ar
chaically) defined ways . This limited standard architecture 
creates difficulties in designing newer forms of PCs such as 
notebooks. 

The standard PC software approach assumes that an applica
tion owns the system. This assumption complicates the develop
menv of functions such as power management in laptop systems 
or the addition of real-time devices to a system . 

While adhering to the standard practices of the PC industry 
limits designers, they've learned that 
flexibility achieved through noncompli
ance has heavy costs . As a result, many 
designers are still searching for practi
cal ways to tailor their products to the 
needs of specific groups of users or 
applications. 

Chips & Technologies has addressed 
these problems by extending the Intel 
80x86 processor family architecture 
with SuperState, a new operating mode 
that is being implemented in the com
pany's PC/Chip and Super386 micro
processors . SuperState provides a new 
execution state , usable as a reserved 
space in the system to run designer-de
veloped softwa~. It also provides con
trols for changing system functions . It 
does not use application memory or reg
isters and is invisible to the application, 
operating system, and BIOS. 

Figure A shows how you can access 
SuperState capabilities as they are im
plemented on the PC/Chip. Because the 
chip is a real-mode processor, this suite 
of capabilities is called Superstate R. 

For systems designers , SuperState is 
a vehicle for innovation. System func
tions may be changed on a custom basis , 

yet the system will be compatible with any operating system. 
SuperState code can intercept and modify 1/0 to and from the 
hardware and observe system conditions . It can also adjust per
formance and power. Since the code functions in a new and 
protected address space, the new functions are secure and can ' t 
be damaged by application crashes or viruses . 

A real-world example of the use of SuperState R functions is 
in the design of a palmtop system. The system's designer elimi
nated the need for a separate keyboard microcontroller by using 
SuperState to scan the keyboard and send keystrokes to a stan
dard XT-compatible BIOS using virtual interrupts and virtual 
I/O. The keyboard emulation is transparent to the BIOS and ap
plications. The PC/Chip supports SuperState operations with 
57 registers (out of a total of 100 on-chip) and eight instruc
tions. This operation requires 5632 bytes of memory that is pro-

Figure A: To ensure compatibility, SuperState is invisible to software 
applications. Any one ofa number ofhardware-based events can trigger 
SuperState execution. 
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Single-Chip Approaches 
All the companies working on single-chip PCs take different 
approaches. Perhaps the most significant approach is Intel' s. 
Intel already has a " tightly coupled " chip set solution in the 
form of the 386SL. This chip and its companion, the 360SL, 
implement the basics for a 386SX-based computer that is de
signed with power management in mind. 

The 386SL uses a modified form of the 386SX architecture 
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to allow intelligent power management. One way it does thi s is 
to include a new interrupt , invisible to ex isting software, at the 
highest priority level of the system. This interrupt lets the pro
cessor switch into an a lternative memory-address space where 
power management code and functions can be executed , while 
the rest of the processor is completely frozen and unaware of the 
external act iv ity. Th is approach allows the 386SL to remain 
full y compatible while adding new functionality. The disad
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tected and can't be modified by an application. In addition , this 
memory i~ usually shadowed. 

Software Transparency 
The PC/Chip can be programmed to go into the SuperState 
mode through a hardware interrupt request or a software inter
rupt. when an IN or OUT instruction has been executed and a 
device on the I/O bus must be emulated or monitored (virtual 
110) . when a specified amount of time has elapsed , when a 
DMA channel must be set up or auto-initialized, or when an 
external request on one or more of the four programmable pins 
must be serviced. For example. in a palmtop system, Super
State could be used to emulate a drive. simplifying operations 
with a solid-state memory card. In this case, when the request 
for access indicates the proper disk track and sector, SuperState 
intercepts the request and translates it to the appropriate loca
tion on the memory card . Bank switching is then used to access 
the memory space . 

The PC/Chip contains the SuperState R logic, while the 
Super386 works with a separate chip set. SuperState V on the 
386-compatible processor creates a separate 4-gigabyte address 
space. Two gigabytes is used for system instrumentation-such 
as built-in performance or power indicators-and for in-circuit 
emulation. The other 2 gigabytes is reserved for real-mode op
erations such as power management. A very high priority inter
rupt, ANMI , sends the processor into SuperState mode. An ad
dress line and address strobe access memory. 

Systems and SuperState 

SuperState can be used to execute real-time embedded control 

functions, overcoming the limitations in DOS. Critical control 

functions execute in SuperState, and the remaining code exe

cutes as a normal PC application. Long calculations and appli

cation crashes can 't affect the control code running in Super

State. The two types of code work together through emulated 

1/0 devices . 


SuperState lets PC designers adapt their systems to new uses 
without sacrificing PC compatibility. It lets designers benefit 
from the range and economics of industry-standard hardware 
and software while transcending their inherent limitations on 
design innovation . 

John W. Donovan is BYTE 's se11ior editorfor State ofthe ArtI 
Features. You can reach him on BIX as "jwd." 

vantage of this approach is that it requires systems manufac
turers to redesign their systems to use the new features . 

Intel has announced that it intends to come out with more 
integration in future products-specifically , a single-chip AT . 
The company has not indicated what features the AT chip will 
include . It is likely to have a basic feature set , and it may reflect 
Intel's interest in the high-end system market by including a 
cache , VGA graphics , and perhaps even a math coprocessor. 

co111i1111ed 
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-••• -··• - and color images . High resolution draw or overlay ongRig imag~ (lin.es, arcs, polygons, ~utl_ine s~alable text, splines 

r11r!r~-~-n"n-.n:- etc. ) In bitmap up to 64 MB IS size with selectable pixel
:i...t!llllllilllM/,....wJ depth and aspect. EMS, XMS. SCANNER INTERFACE
f .. l (DFI, LOGITECH, MICROTEK, HP, HOWTEK). High speed:CJURiQ bulk scanning from your program (part or full page B/W, 

~1"1lr!rt-1:!.t!~.M: color or greyscale) . Image p~n , scroll, rotate(any angle), 
:tri..f.i!B~...wJ scale, zoom. Scale 300 dp1 to 200, 180 or any other 
t . . ~value and print. Import TGA (TARGA), GIF, RAW, PCX 
!Cl:r.~: or TIFF (CCITT, GROUP 3, LZW, PACKBITS, RGB)

l images for processing. Dithering. Convert color and 
1greyscale images to B/W. High quality map from TARGA 
'to VGA 256. HP-GL and PaintJet. Pre-view & Print. Data 
1Compression. Image Database. Imagine applications . 

Save time. JUST USE IT. $895. GROUP 4 optionally 
available . 'C' nnd C+ +,MS QuickBasic & D03ic, CLWPER. 

NOVApeiNc~ No shipping cb7o8~882~4iil°' 
2500 W. Higgins Road, #1144 DOWN LOAD 
Hoffman Estates, IL 60195 DEMO'S & INFO 

FAX:708-882-4173 BBS: 708-882-4175 

BACKPAaL 

IT'S ADRIVE OF A 

DIMRENT COLOR. 


.. 
Add a diskette drive without and 3.5" and comes complete 
honing around inside your com- with everything you nnd. So 
puter-jusl plug Backpack into don't hone around inside your 
your parallel port! Conned computer, add an external 
your printer lo tht Backpack , '.\_.\ik~!!l.?,!!!'.l~I .•~ drive the easy way-plug 
drive. No tools. No hassles. in a Backpack! Hord Disk 
No inttrlace cords. models and !apt backup 
Backpack works with IBM available soon. 
and compatibles including 
PCs, XTs, ATs, P5/2s, PS/ls, and 
laptops. It's availoblt in 5.25" Ccmputer Products 

132 W. Lincoln Hwy.. DoKolb, ll 601ts 
115-756-3411 Fm: 756-2928 

See us at Comdex Fall at the Las Vegas Hilton, boot/1 #7837 
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THE SINGLE-CHIP PC 


Figure 1: The 011/y thi11g you 
have to add to the F8680 toPC/CHIP SYSTEM SOLUTION 
make a complete PC system is 
memory. Mai11 memory takes 
co11ventio11a/ DRAM, ll'hile 
the graphics co11troller 
requires static RAM. 

Processor 

Speaker Keyboard 

UART 

Keyboard 

PCMCIA 
cards 

Advanced Micro Dev ices and IIT are rumored to be working 
on single-chip PC designs. AMD , which is now allowed to sell 
its own 386, is undoubted ly looking for other markets and 
could be working on a single-chip PC based on the 286 or the 
386. llT is best known for its math coprocessors and may come 
out with a single-chip PC that includes one. 

The First Single-Chip PC . 
That C&T was the first company to announce a single-chip PC 
is not surprising , consideri ng its experience in the chip-set 
market. It knew what functions PC designers wanted. What is 
surpri sing a re the a rchitectural innovations the chip includes. 

The F8680 PC/Chip consists of an 8086-compatible CPU , an 
8524-compatible timer, an 8259-compatible interrupt control
ler. a flexible memory controller, a DMA emulation mecha
ni sm. an XT keyboa rd controller , a CGA-compatible graphics 
controller, and a 16C450-compatible universal asynchronous 
receiver/transm itter for seria l communication . The chip also 
suppor ts the stand ard 8-bit XT bus . See figure I for an example 
of how the F8680 fits into a simple design . 

In addition, the chip has a new operating mode called Super
State R. Superstate R is similar to the alternate mode used in 
the 386SL, except that it's more flex ible . When in the Super
State mode, the PC/Chip can execute alternate sequences of in
structions and uses an alternate memory space without affect 
ing the basic operation of the 8086-compatible CPU . This mode 
is entered automatica lly on power-up and system reset. Super
State can a lso be sta rted by any hardware or software inte rrupt, 
an 1/0 instruction , a timer, or any of four external programma
ble signa ls. The result is a flexible architecture that permits the 
F8680 to do much more than power management. The architec
tu re a lso lets the chip provide vi rtual devices, manage new ex
ternal hardware, and emulate other processors . One of C&T's 
first customers for the F8680 is planning a system that emulates 
an IBM AT by using SuperState to trap 286 instructions and 
emulate them in the SuperState mode . See the text box "Super
State in Focus" on page 150 for more deta ils on SuperState. 

The graphics controller part of the chip supports CRT and 
LCD screens and is fully CGA compatible, supporting 640- by 
200- or 400-pi xel resolution in monochrome or 320- by 200- or 
400-pi xel resolution in fou r colors . In addition , C&T has in
cluded Visual Map, a technology to al low the controller to 
drive an LCD with up to 16 gray-sca le levels and accurately 
map colors to gray shades . 

Power management is an important part of the F8680 design . 
Some of it is implemented using SuperState R, and some is de 
signed into the chip. The F8680 is a fully static design . Its CPU 
core can operate using any voltage from 2. 7 V to the standard 5 
V, while the surrounding on-chip logic operates at 5 V . As 
transistor geometries shrink , the semiconductor industry is mi
grating toward a new 3.3-V standard. As more low-voltage 
parts become available for the rest of a system, the whole chip 
may be made available as a low-voltage part. A 3.3-V chip uses 
approximately 40 percent of the power used by a comparable 5
V chip. The fully static design of the F8680 allows C&T to 
completely stop the system clock, suspending operation. In ad
dition, the clock signal can be divided to run the system in slow 
states that use less power. Finally, C&T has implemented some 
sophisticated power management in the SuperState code . 

One important advantage of the F8680 over a standard 8086 
or even a 286 is that it uses 26-bit memory addresses; allowing 
accesses of up to 64 MB of RAM . It uses bank switching and 
can accommodate all forms of memory from full static through 
dynamic, including PCMCIA memory cards. The PC/Chip op
e rates at from 0 to 14 MHz, although low-voltage operation 
limits the maximum clock rate . The chip also uses a four-stage 
pipeline, which C&T claims makes it comparable in perfor
mance to a 286 processor operating at the same clock speed. 

Differentiating the Single-Chip Computer 
One important challenge in designing a single-chip PC is to 
give system integrators the ability to diffe rentiate their prod 
ucts . Since all the major functions of a PC are included on the 
chip , the only way to differentiate one from another is to add 
functions, which in part negates the purpose of the single-chip 
PC . C&T's answer to thi s problem uses the SuperState R mode 
to allow systems designers to differentiate their products. They 
can implement unique function s in software or by easily adding 
new hardware function s. See the text box " The PC/Chip Bears 
Fruit" on page 154 to see how one designer is using the F8680. 

Other single-chip PC manufacturers a re likely to take the 
same route as C&T, because it a llows a single hardware part to 
be used very flexibly for a wide variety of options. The F8680 
is likely to be used for embedded applications. Besides using 
SuperState to emulate other processors, wider possibilities in
clude using an array of F8680s as a parallel computer with the 
SuperState function providing interprocessor communication 
or allowing the F8680 to operate in alternative architecture 
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Ph:1scr™ ll PXi the 
fi rst thermal wax 
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software, it also has 
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So you ha\e this great idea. One that'll win an account.Break a sales record. 
Or simpl) make you looklike a genius. Don't blow it with a color printer that won't 
do your brainwork justice. 

Get the new Phaser LI PXi, a thermal wax printer chat works simultaneously 
with Macs,PCs and workstations. It can generate 16.7 million colors at 300 dpi, 
and it's cost-effective. 

To see the quality of its output first hand, call 1-800-835-6100; Dept 16J and 
we'll send you a free sample. 

The new Phaser II PXi. It' ll make your ideas lookas bright as they should. lektronix
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Power and Portability in the 90's ! 

Psion Organiser II Features: 
• 	 LCD, 2 line • 16 character, or 4 


line • 20 character, viewing angle 

adjustments; 


8 models to choose from, with 

numeric,alpha·numeric,extended 

character key pads 


Bar code pens, slot readers, 

CCD and Laser Scanners, 

Magnetic Swipe Readers 


Removable I interchangeable 

battery backed, carlridge RAM 

memory modules up to 512k 


RS-232 Serial communications 

Full range of development tools 

RS-485 Networks 

Hayes Compatible 212 modems 

Bell 202 acoustic modems 

Direct interface to AS400 & System 36 through 
Control + Link software 

Integral printers with 20, 40, 60, 80 character print width; 
impact or thermal 

Ruggedized & environmentalized options available 

60's MAINFRAMES 

70's MINICOMPUTERS 

80's DESKTOP PC's 

9o~s HANDHELD & 
MOBILE COMPUTERS 

DESIGNED TO GO. 
EVERYWHERE. ANYTIME 
Psion Mobile Computers are 
light (a mere 4.3 lbs.) They're 
compact (the size of an A4 
sheet and only 2 inches thick) . 
And their slim, clam-shell 
design is such that they invite 
being picked up and carried as 
easily as a book. 

VERY EASY TO USE. 
With an easy to follow, intuitive-to-use screen 
display, a touch-pad that's even easier to use than a 
'mouse', and the capability to digitize voice, Graphic 
Interface models can be mastered very quickly . 

XEC Computer Products, Inc. 
13630 58tll Street North, Suite 103 


Clearwater, FL 34620 

Pi1 (813) 531-1422 Fax : (813) 530-5975 
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The PC/Chip 

Bears Fruit 


Ellen Ullman 

G
iven a PC on a chip , like the P8680 PC/Chip from Chips 
& Technologies . what sort of computer can you bu ild? 
What are the new possibi lities-and the new des ign 
problems? Alex Hwang of Abstract R&D faced some of 

these questions in developi ng a forthcoming pa lmtop that is 
based on the F8680 chip-a machine that Hwang ca lls a " hand
held PC ." 

According to Hwang , the new hand-h®ld computer will be 
small (7 by 4 by I inches). low powered (providing between 50 
and 100 hour of use on two AA batteries), and inexpensive 
($500 to $600 retail) , and it will run off-the-shel f PC software. 
So far, Abstract 's hand-held PC sounds like a Jess expensive 
ve rsion of the HP 95 LX palmtop . But Abstract lists some speci
f ications-a 25-row by 80-column CGA screen, 640 KB of 
memory with EMS, a bus connector, and perhaps even a hard 
drive-that make thi s sma ll mrichine sound more and more like 

a ful l-fledged , general-pur
pose computer. Photo A: Wi1h a 25-row 

by BO-column screen 
Controlling the Juice and full PC internals , 
The main design problem that the Abstracl R&D hand
must be addressed in building a held PC packs a lot of 
fu ll -featured hand-held compower into a tiny 
puter , according to Hwang, is volume. 
power management. " A hand 
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Now you can afford to project abetter image. 
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pseudo-color LCD projection. 
The portrait on the right reflects a 

real-color In Focus 1600LC LCD 
projection. 

The difference in color is startling. 
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hundred dollars. 

Which is almost nothing when you 
consider the impact the In Focus 
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used colors, the new In-Focus 1600LC 
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on top of any ordinary overhead pro
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or IBM compat- J(J()()LC LCD 
proj«r/1011 pa11d 
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And the 
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one of a complete 
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' . •{.'iLCD projection · ~ --- - ·_ 
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Oregon, 503-692-4968. 
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you deserve. 
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Space- Savers 


Stand-Alone LCD Monitor $995.00 

Featuring Sharp's brightest 640 x 480 resolution black on white 10" 

diagonal screen with high refresh rate and triple super twist 

nematic technology for a wide viewing angle this new DATALUX 

monitor occupies desk space of only 29.0 x 14.1 cm. With easy 

adjustability it also folds for transport or mounts on a vertical 

surface. Included with the unit is a 1.5m cable and its own VGA 

adaptor card. No external power is required. IBM AT compatible. 

Select this monitor also for its flicker-free image and low radiation. 


Popular Space-Saver Keyboard $124.50 
First successful alternative to conventional keyboard saves 60% 
desk space with a footprint of 27 .3 x 15.2 cm. Has full travel 
tactilly responsive keys with standard left-right spacing for easy 
touch typing. 100 keys, compatible with IBM XT/AT PS/2. Many 
language versions available. 

9" VGA Monochrome Monitor $198.00 
640 x 480 resolution black on white screen with a footprint to 
match the Space-Saver Keyboard of only 25.0 x 25.7 cm. Tilt 
and swivel stand. No adaptor card included. 

To Order Call Toll Free 

l ~800-328-2589 
l year warranty on all products shown. Order direct from stock 
with 15 day ful l return privileges. Visa, Mastercard, AmEx charges 
and COD accepted.OEM and reseller volume discounts available. 

The First Choice 

In Space-Saver Peripherals 


... Mm-Mm• .....=•.aziiaiiimv.n 
2836 Cessna Drive • Winchester. VA 22601 

Phone 703 662- 1500 • Fax 703 662-1682 
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The PC/Chip Bears Fruit (cominued) 

held PC is not hard to build at all-except for power manage
ment ," he says. 

Hwang says that the power management features C&T has 
built into the F8680 PC/Chip' make the Abstract hand-held PC a 
practical reality. Said Hwang , '" We came to the conclusion that 
the ultimate solution is a CPU designed with power manage 
ment in mind ." 

With the PC/Chip's power management in both hardware 
and SuperState software , Abstract was able to consider adding a 
20-MB hard drive to a palmtop machine . A 1.8-insh hard drive 
will add about I inch to the thickness of the case and will re
quire the use of three AA batteries rather than two . To save 
power, Abstract plans to operate the hard drive as if it were a 
floppy drive , turning it off when it's not in use. To extend bat 
tery life even further , the company is studying the possibility of 
providing 30 percent to 40 percent of power requirements by 
using solar panels, like those used in portable calculators . 

In spite of the power management features offered by the 
PC/Chip, don ' t expect to see a backlight on pa lmtop screens 
any time soon. "We can't dea l with it, " said Hwang of the baok
light. "It consumes more power than the hard disk ." 

In addition to power management , the PC/Chip offers manu
facturers the benefits of integration. For example , the CGA 
screen in Abstract's hand-held device owes its existence to the 
F8680's built-in LCD controller. Hwang commented of the 
LCD controller , "That's not something I would want to develop 
on my own ." 

Keyboard Concerns 
Besides the problem of power, the keyboard is the single biggest 
stumbling block in the design of a hand-held computer. "The 
keyboard is a very painful thing to deal with." said Hwang . 

To design a small but functional keyboard , Abstract first 
tried a mechanical analog of the desktop computer. That turned 
out to be too tight to use and too expensive to build. The com
pany next tried a foldable design , but that made the sysiem too 
thick. Finally , Abstract sett led on a keyboard with hard plastic 
keys . The design solution for the keyboard is more like that of 
an electronic organizer (e .g., the Sharp Wizard) than a desktop 
system, but it preserves the normal PC key layout. Still . Hwang 
bemoans the fact that on small systems , "people will never be 
happy with the keyboard ." 

Abstract is showing working samples (see photo A) at Com
dex, with production systems becoming available by the end of 
the year. It expects to sell two models : one with a hard drive 
and one without. The disklcss model will have a PCMCIA 
memory card . Both models will have a seria l port, a parallel 
port , and a bus connector, as well as 640 KB to 2 MB of mem
ory with EMS. 

Whatever designs Abstract sells, the company expects 10 stay 
light on its feet. The market is new , and the components keep 
changing in features and prici ng . Abstract expects the length of 
a product generation to be just six months. Weighing the possi
bilities and problems presented by the hand-held PC . Hwang 
summed it up by saying , " Small-that ' s its strong point and its 
weak point ." 

Ellen Ullman is a BYTE news editor based in San Francisco. 
You can reach her on BIX as "11llma11 . " 



Open new windows with TI microlaser™ printers. 


• r 

And get powerful fonts and graphics, 

ease of use and more speed than ever. 


By now you've heard how fast and 
easy Microsoft® WindowsTM makes it 
to tap all that PC power you've got on 
your desk. 

Well now there's an affurdable, easy 
way to put that power on paper 
microlaser from Texas Instruments. 

Right out of the box, microlaser 
comes with what you need to print the 
dazzling pages oftext and graphics 
you've dreamed of. ~/A

Just plug it in and go.•• POSTSCRIPT 

That's because microl.aSer PS mcxlels 
come with PostScript® software from 

it Plus you get your choice of eitherl 7 or 
35 scalable fonts, startillg at just $1,399*. 

New model. More speed. Same price. 
When it comes to print speed, the 

new microlaser Plus zips along at 
9 ppm. If you need a shared printer solu
tion, tum to the 16 ppm microlaser XL 

Ifall that isn't enough, just look at 
what else you get with microlaser. It's 
the smallest printer in its class. It han
dles more paper and envelopes in more 
ways. And it supports more than 4,000 
software packages, including your 

So when you add it all up, you'll 
understand why the power of your ideas 
needs the power, convenience and econ
omy of microl.aser. Let microlaser open 
new windows for you. 

For the name of the nearest dealer, call 

1-800-527-3500. 

~ TEXAS 
INSTRUMENTS 

Adobe® and the memory it takes to use Windows applications. 
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Make Your Best Work 

Look Its Best! 


Name Definition 

Gamma r (z) = 10() e-1 e-1 dt 

Sine 
1 . . 

sin(x) = 2i(e"" - e-"") 

Error erf(z) = ~1' e-z' dz 

Bessel 1 1~ J o(z) =  cos(z sinB)dB 
7r 0 

Zeta 

00 

((s ) = z:::.: k -· (Rs > 1) 

k =l 

PCTFX 

Typesetting Software 


For professional publishing and the power to produce high
quality technical documents, scientific notation, mathe
matical formulas, and tables, re ly on PCTp< to make your 
work look its best. 

The next step beyond standard desktop publishing, PCTp< 
is the difference between average a nd expert. Yo u'll get 
professional typesetting at amate ur pri ces. 

PC MAGAZINE wrote: "(With PCTp<)... you can achieve 
incredible precision in formatting text, especially mathe
matical expressions." 

INFOWORLD said: "No non-T~-based program has such 
typographical a=sthetics . .. enormously flexible. .. " 

New PCTp< 3.0, with double the page-building capacity, is 
now available. For 386 computers, the re's PCT[X/386 and 
Big PCT[X/386. 

For a free product catalog and demo diskette 
call 415/388-8853. See the best for yourself! 

Europe: (31 ) 703237241 • (49) 24167001 • (49) 80248011 
(49) 73126932 • (44) 742351489 • (39) 290091 773 
Asia : (886) 35265521 •Australia: (6 1) 34599671 

PERSONAL 

Td[ 

INC 

12 Madrona 

Mill Valley, CA 94941 

Fax: (415) 388-8865 


PCTi;X is a registered TM of Personal TfX, Inc. T~X is an American Mathematical Society 
TM. Site licenses available to qualified organizations. Inquire about PTI distributorships. 
This ad was typeset using PCTi;X and Bitstream fo nts. 
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Attack of the 

386-Chip Clones 


Kenneth M. Sheldon 

I
f imitation is the sincerest form of flattery , Intel should be 
feeling honored these days. Intel' s 386 microprocessor, 
which first appeared in PCs in 1986, is now the chip of 
choice for the average PC user-and the target of attempts 

by competing semiconductor companies that would like to cap
ture a share of the 386 market. These include Advanced Micro 
Devices, currently embroiled in a legal battle with Intel over an 
earlier agreement that gave it the right to clone Intel 's 286 and
according to AMO-subsequent chips. AMO announced the 
AM386- its reverse-engineered clone of the 386-in January of 
this year (see " AMD's Replicant 386: It 's Alive, It's Compat
ible ," Microbytes , January BYTE) . 

Other companies making (or rumored to be making) 386
compatible chips include Meridian Semiconductor of Irvine. 
California; NexGen Microsystems of Woodbridge. Ontario. 
Canada; Integrated Information Technology of Santa Clara, 
California ; Cyrix of Richardson , Texas; and V. M. Technol
ogy of Tsukuba, Japan. Most are attempting to develop 386
compatible chips without copying its microcode. They hope to 
avoid the kind of legal disputes with Intel that have dogged 
AMO. 

But the first company out of the gate with a 386-compatible 
chip built from scratch is Chips & Technologies of San Jose , 
California. This long-time manufacturer of support chips and 
devices for Intel' s 80x86 microprocessors has announced a 
family of 386-compatible microprocessors called the Super386 
ChipSystem Architecture . 

The Super386 family consists of four new chips : the 3~600 
SX and DX , which are pin-compatible with Intel's 386SX and 
386DX chips , and two high-performance versions called the 
38605 SX and DX . The DX chips (full 32-bit chips) will be 
offered at speeds of 25 . 33 . and 40 MHz; the SX chips (which 
have a 16-bit data bus) will be offered at speeds of 16, 20, and 
25 MHz. 

Improved Performance, Lower Power 

According to C&T, its engineers worked under clean-room 

constraints , using on ly publicly available information to de

velop their 38600 chip . To a 386 "core"- object code-compa

tible with the Intel 386-they added a five-stage pipeline, which 

allows some instructions (e.g ., FETCH and POP) to be exe

cuted in only half the number of clock cycles as on the 386. 


All of C&T's new chips are fully static CMOS designs , 
which allows them to be used in lower-power applications . 
They support x I or x2 clock input for greater design flexibili
ty. (Previous 32-bit chips actually require two clock cycles for 
many operations, effectively cutting rhe rated speed in half. 
Support for x I clock input means that the Super386 chips will , 
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Mitsubishi Monitors Open More Windows Of Opportunity. 

'V Ti.ndows™ 3.0 enables you to push your PC to FromVGNMthrough 1024 x 768, this microprocessor
W new levels of performance and productivity. enhanced monitor is compatible with any Windows 

To take full advantage of its application 3.0 application resolution. 
versatility and powerful features, upgrade The Diamond Scan 16L-and Diamond Bring Out 
your monitor to the Diamond Scan 16L Scan 20L (the larger 20" model)-are bothThe Best Infrom Mitsubishi Electronics. engineered with the latest technology and 

With a 16" CRT, the Diamond Scan Windows 3.0. manufactured using only the finest mate
16L provides 42% more display area than rials and comjonems available. It's the 
conventional 14" monitors but without taking up reason why Mitsubishi continues to be the proven 

additional desktop space. This leader in monitor quality, performance and value. 
larger screen size enables you to see Call or write Mitsubishi Electronics today and 
more of the Windows rn graphical we'll show you how our high performance 16" and 
environment and work more easily 20" color display monitors can help you open more 
with a variety of on-screen appli- windows of opportunity. For more information on 

cations at the same time. With these or other models in Mitsubishi's comprehen
the Diamond Scan 16L and sive monitor product line, call 1-800-843-2515. 
Windows 3.0, opportunities 
are unlimited! 

In addition, the Diamond 
Scan 16L supports today's high 
resolution graphic standards. .+, MITSUBISHI 

See us at COMDEX/Fall Booth #1216 

Mitsubishi Electronics America, Inc. , Information Systems Division, 57S7 Plaza Drive, Cypress, CA 90630 
Mitsubishi Electric Sales Canada, Inc., 8885 \Voodbine Avenue, Markhmn, Ontario UR SG ! 

© 1991 Mitsubishi Elec tronics America , Inc. Mitsubishi is a rcgim:red trademnrk of Mitsubishi Electric Corp. , Tokyo. Windows is a trade· 
mark of Microsoft Corp. VGA is a trademark of lmcmationa l Business ~fachines Corp. Ac tun I unrcrouchcd screen images produced fro m 
the fo llowing companies frrad cmarl.:t-d sofrware package narnc fo fl owJ comp.a n' r.ame): Mic rosof1 Corp. (\\'lindous J.O tmd f\:an.-rfliinc): 
Aurodcslc, Inc. (AuroCAD - Rdea!e II); C omputer Suppon Corp. fAru & Leiren). 
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THE SINGLE-CHIP PC 


100% dead system 
• Eliminate defective 

PC returns 
• Increase customer satisfaction 

& lower costs thru product quality 

mVISTA MICROSYSTEMS, Inc. 
~ 6 Whipple St., No. Attleboro, MA 02760 

~ Tel. 508-695-8459 • FAX 508-695-8688 

Two Important 
Reasons to Use 

DisplayMate. 
DllPLAYMATE • - the cn ly software utility that 

e'aluates and opt1mQes the performance of 
video di splays and ad apters lnd1spensible for 

selecting and buiinq new video systems . 

Fred Langa, Editor in Chief, BYTE 
"DisplayMate exemses, evaluates, 

and diagnoses your monitor 
almost as well as SI0,000 worth 

of wsromlabhardware.· -7191. plO 

More than 200 visual tesl patterns and 100 
diagnostic tests, compa tibility and video system 
speed perlo1mance tests. plus the Video 
Obstacle Cour;e -. interactive screen distonion 
measurem ent, a built-m Demo, separate test 
tracks for Non-Te<hmcal and Technical use·s. 
and acomplete 384-page Referefl{e Manual. 

DllPlAYMATE the eye-saving, money-1e-ving 
tool that will help you get the most from your 
cu11en t video display systems and guide you in 
buyinq new ones. 

Peter H. Lewis, New York Times -
"DispfayMa te is aremarkable new utility... 
that is easy to use... and is actually quire fen 
to watch. The manual is. quite simply the best 
we have seen • 

DISPLAYMATE VIDEO DISPLAY UTILITIES 

.• 
The Video Benchmarlt Standard, now only $149 

DISPU\YMate 

TU 1-800-932-6323 
908-747-5355 (outside UINCanada) 
908·747-4523 (FAX) 

For J/l IBM P'('oonJI com{J<JrM w1lh MDA CG.A, 
[GA. MCGA 1,1G/1 or Hercu.'fs d~p!dys 

SON:Rtf ~~n!"r: ~~ 501150 
! f C ~ ~ 0 l 0 G I f S ' 

Winner! Best DOS Utility- COMDEX Spring '91 

• 	 Test a PC system in seconds 
• 	 Insure ZERO 

hardware defects 
• 	 Test for PC Compatibility 
• 	 Quality Assurance 

Certification 
• 	 Replace costly 

test equipment 
• 	 Find fa ilures in a 

Attack of the 386-Chip Clones (co111inued) 

Figure A: A special 
SUPERSET l 76-pin socket will 

hold standard SOCKET 
132-pin 386 chips , 
as well as C& T's 
high-performance 
38605 DX chip 
with 144 pins. 
C&Tis 
encouraging 
manufacturers to 
incorporate such a 
socket i1110 their 
motherboards, 
which would make 
it easier to design 
differe111 versions 
ofthe same 
computer and 
provide customers 
with an easy 
upgrade path. 

like the Intel 486 and Motorola 68040 , be able to zip a long at 
their full clock speed.) 

For even higher-performance applications , C&T designed 
the 38605 DX and the 38605 SX with a built-in 5 I 2-byte in 
struction cache (or I/Cache). According to the company, the 
I/Cache keeps the chip ' s pipeline fully loaded through every 
cycle and boosts its performance by as much as 40 percent. 
(The Intel 386 has no on-board cache, but it can use off-chip 
caches of varying size.) 

The 38605 DX and SX also feature C&T's SuperState V, a 
hardware/software layer that will allow manufacturers to add 
features , such as power management and other system manage
ment functions, that are transparent to the chip and the software 
running on it. 

Setting Up the Pins 
To fit the added hardware onto the 38605 chips. C&T had to 
make them larger than a standard 386 and add extra pins, which 
presents a problem: How do you upgrade from one chip to the 
other? Do manufacturers have to incorporate different sockets 
for systems based on the different chips? 

To address that problem. C&T developed a unique "super
set" pin strategy. The 38600 DX (with 132 pins) is a pin-for-pin 
drop-in replacement for the Intel 386 DX. The higher-perfor
mance 38605 has 144 pins . A special 176-pin socket will hold 
either chip. as well as Intel' s and AM D's 386 chips (see figure 
A). By incorporating the 176-pin socket into their motherboard 
designs , manufacturers will be able to build different computer 
systems using a single design and let customers easily upgrade 
to a more powerful chip . The 38605 SX uses a similar superset 
pin configuration. 

How much will such a socket add to the cost of a mother
board? About $1 , according to C&T-a price it says manufac
turers will be glad to pay for the flexibility it will give them . 
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A an artist or designer, your sense of line and 
color is as individual as fingerprinrs. 

Mitsubishi's line of thermal transfer color printers is 
just as unique because a single model simply can 't sat isfy 

every applicat ion. 

In Color Graphics, 

A Fine Line Is Everything. 


tion graphics or an y other color-critical application. 
Mitsubishi ' color primers also prov ide true 

connec tivity ro mulri-vendor systems and software. By 
providing a variety of optional interfaces and software 
drivers, Mitsubishi color printers G m be used with 

The Color For example, our high-performance 
Printer Specialist G3 70-10 and G650- l 0 color therma l 

transfer printers deliver 300 dpi color 
output on cut sheet paper or transparency film in sizes 
from letter to tabloid (G650- I 0 only). O ur S340-l0 
thermal t ransfer sublimation printer offers near-photo
graphic quality with dazzling colors on letter and legal
size cut sheet paper. 

Each of our color printers provides high resolution 
color output and advanced performance characteristics 
for greater control over your work - whether it's 
CAD/CAM, illustration, electronic pre-press, presenta-

PC, PS/2"' and Macintosh '" II personal computers; 
workstati ons from companies !;uch as Sun®, HP·~ Apollo"" 
and S ilicon Graphics®; and today's most popular softw::i re 
including Windows"' and AutoCAD": 

So isn 't it time your line met our line! 
For more information or rhe location of the nearest 

Mitsubishi Electronics color printer specialist, call 
1-800-843-25 15, or in C::im1d'1 ca ll 1-800-387-9630. 

.+, MITSUBISHI 

INFORMATION SYSTEMS DIVISION 

See us at 
COMDEX/Fall. 
Booth #1216, 
and AUTOFACT, 
Booth #B07.

Mitsub ish i Electronics America , Inc., ln fnrmacion Systems L)j ,·isi<Hl, 5757 Plaza Dri,·c. C ypress. C A 90630 
Mitsubishi Elec tric Sa l~s Canada, Inc., 8885 \Vu.xlbinc A vcnuc , lv!arkham, O nrarin UR 5G I 

© 199 1 Mit sllhishi Elccrm nics A rn~rica, Inc. Mi csuhishi 1s a rcgistcn.·d 1radl'm:uk ll Mitsuhish1 ElcLt nc C urp .. Tl ikyo. PS/2 b :1 1radcm11 rk nf lnr l~ rn :u1nna l 11usim..·~i: Mad t11h.:~ 

C lrpo rarion. 1vb cin rnsh is a rradcmark of Arplc C omputer, Im:. Sun b ;1 rcg i ~tc rnl 1r:u.km:irk of Sun ~· li c n,systems . Inc. HP and r\po lh1 ;1rc ft"J.!i :1 fl•red rradcm:irks 11( 


Hcwk·rt · Packard Comprmy. Sil icon Grnphics is ;1 registered trademark cif Si Ikon G r3phics. Inc. \X/ indlm"..., 1:-. :1 1r:1d i.::.ma rk of Micrn~t,ft CtHpt1 r ~ 11ion . /\ utuCAD b :t tradem ark 1,f 

Aut odesk, Inc. Acruril unrctouc hcd primed im;.iges prod uced from rhe fo llowing companii..:s (rrnd(.'llllffkt'd sofrwart! Jmckti~t' 1w111t.• {olloll's com/Jan:-.· 1w11k·): 


Herb Paynter (Ty1>eS ryles); A ldus Curp. (l'a~eMaker ) ; Trncvisiun, Inc. (TAUGA ) prinrcd th rough Zcnugraphio i/111/'orr l'/u; ). 
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NEW ACTION METHOD 
Spanish 
French 
Hebrew 
Anglais 
Ingles 

Conversational- Beginners or Experts  Single or Team 

VIVA 2000 Action-Software recreaJes, in color, hundreds 
of real-life situaJions to help you learn quickly and easily. 

Enjoy speaking with 52 AnimaJed Characters as you actively 
participate in their day-to-day trials and tribulations. 

Everyone is having a lot offun .. . ~cept Al~! 

Fully Menu Driven-Scoring System - Audio Cassettes 

RE lllRE~lE' ' I S· I OA or VOA Gra ht" C'ar.t 256K on Bt•anl ~IS -DOS 211 +
I 24HRS ORDERTOLLFREE 7DAYS 1-800-222-2330 I 

I II tJj orl 1.ifll 
: Add $4.50 Ship/Hand OT C.O.D. Texas Residents add 8.25% Sales Tax : 
I Amount S I I CHECK I I I I I I I I I AMEX I IMc VJSA 

I Card H Exp. date I I 

: I I French I ISpanish I IHebrew I IAnglaisI I I lng!e's I : 
I N wne Address I 

City/Sta/zip Phone ( 

VIV i\ 201111 L~mi.:uai.:cs P.O. Hux 71111<•911 San Antonio, Tx 7112711 

aip'nSave: 
lets you have your screen in a flash 

The simplest and 111051 intuitive 
screen capture program is now 
av-dibble for Microsoll Windo' . 
Many options av:rilable including 
freehand capture and single-key 

screen printing. Woru in mono. 
gmy. and 16 to 16 million colors. 
Reads and writes BMP. DIB. TIF. 
PCX. GIF, and EPS. Also available 
for OS/2 Presenmlion Manager. 

ORDER NOW! SATISFACTION GUARANTEED! 

~ TO ORDER: 1-800-522-4624 
~ or 1·514-489-3007 

Dynallnk Technok>gies Inc. P.0 .Box 593. Beaconstield (QC) Canada H9W 5V3 

advanced 
based on 
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THE SINGLE·CHIP PC 


Attack of the 386-Chip Clones (co11ti1111ed) 

But Wait, There's Math 
As if developing a single-chip PC and four versions of the 386 
weren' t enough, C&T has also announced the SuperMath 
38700 DX and SX math coprocessors. designed to be 100 per
cent pin and software compatible with Intel' s equivalent math 
chips. Jn spite of that compatibility , C&T says the chips contain 
additional floating-point hardware that wi ll let them perform 
certain operations up to six limes fas ter than the 387 . 

Like their companion chips, the 38700 DX and SX are fully 
static CMOS designs, eas ing their use in low-power sett ings, 
such as in laptop and notebook computers . The SX math chip 
will be ava ilable in 16-, 20-, and 25-MHz versions, while the 
DX chip will also be available in 33- and 40-MHz vers ion ~ . 

Designing a 386-compatible chip is no small task. It 's to 
C&T' s credit that it has been able to release a complete suite of 
new chips under the given design constraints. The Super386 
and SuperMath ch ip fam ilies should allow 1J1anufac turers more 
flex ibility in system design. and the availabil ity of another 
source of 386 chips should make the market fo r powerful new 
systems even more competitive . Look fo r announcements of 
systems built around the C&T chips by the end of the year. 
BYTE will be sure to give you a first-hand look at them. 

Kenneth M. Sheldon is BYTE 's wesrcoasr bureau chief based 
in San Francisco. You cm1 reach him on BIX as "ksheldon. " 

environments to provide inexpensive and simple DOS function
ality (e.g., with RISC-based systems). 

The other main way to differentiate is to add unusual func
tionality into the logic of the single-chip PC. This might in
clude chips designed specifically for pen-based computers or 
for a particular type of palmtop. Designers could even integrate 
a PC into other products-for example, a full office-in-a-box 
system with a PC , telephone , fax machine , and laser printer. 

The Future of the Single-Chip PC 
The obvious next step is the single-chip PC based on the 386. 
This may come from Intel or AMD before it comes from C&T, 
but C&T is working on such a chip-an advanced 386 clone that 
includes a version of the SuperState mechanism called Super
State V (see the text box " Attack of the 386-Chip Clones" on 
page 158) . Companies now need to integrate the more common 

PC functions . A typical desktop system today is 
the 386, uses VGA graphics , and probably has a 

cache. These , plus the standard chip set used in such a system, 
could be implemented on a s ingle chip , perhaps with the logic 
needed to drive an EISA or Micro Channel architecture bus. 

More interesting are the future directions that could be taken 
with the incorporation of new architectures and modes such as 
SuperStale . One possibility is the inclusion of a network inter
face in a s ingle-chip design . Including the network interface on 
a single-chip PC would alleviate many of the problems you en
counter when you attach a PC to a network . With the advent of 
SuperStale and similar technologies from other si ngle-chip 
suppliers , systems designers will have a lot of leeway in bring
ing innovative designs lo the ma rket. The only certainty about 
single-chip PCs is that their effects will be unpredictable. • 

Owen Linderholm is a BYTE senior news ediror based in San 
Francisco. He can be comacted on BIX as "owenl. " 



DTK 486 drives high-performance software in PC Week Labs test. 


The DTK 486 Family • 486-33 /SA • 486-33 EISA • 486-25 /SA • 486SX-20 /SA 

• "'11 See ui;,at
Eli3 DTK Computer Inc. A .Reputation for Success. 800~~~1~~r-_a~tcc 

17700 Castleton Street, Suite 300 I City of Industry (Los Angeles), CA 91748 I (818) 810-8880 I FAX (818) 810-5233 

When PC Week's editors asked PC Week La:l:>s to 
test Autodesk's~ Renderman no software, a DTI< 
i481!i TM eomputer was chosen to run the sophistieated, 
high-level shac:fmg software px:ogram. (The ~wing 
shown abeve rs represemtatiif.e of the hi,gh quality of 
Rende~an"' output.) 

It takes ,a ldt of muscle to get fhe full bemefit.s: ef, 
Renderman's~" power; we build that musOle info 
every DTK i486.,.. system"' . 

We begin with Intel's® potent 
i486 no proeessor (with its built-in 
cache and floating-poiJ!lt 1.>oproces,
sot circuittj,J and add a secenq-'. 
le:vel 64KBy;te static Ram ea~ 
( expandaole to 256KBytes) fot even 

more impressive produi;:tivi!iy levels. 
Add to these you:r clioice of hard drives and con

trollers, a fast graphics card and a post-VGA high 
definition morutor, and you have a PC screamer that 
ran handle even the toughe~t ef jobs . . . while stjll 
af,for#bly;~pdeed. . .. 

When power and depenelability are 

importal\t, D'J'.K is the c::oiilputeF of 

d"toice of p~ople who know: 

Perhaps it's time you con- · 

sidered a DTK i486 TM .for 

~eui:. ne~y coll\Puter. Call 


. ot}e 0£,lheIJPK bran~h, 
· .offic;es bel?w for the name 

of a reseller near you. 

Los Angeles San Jose Houston Chicago New York Miami 
(818) 810-0098 (408) 436-6363 (713) 568-6688 (708) 593-3080 (908) 562-8800 (305) 597-8888 

Autodesk is a registered trademark and Renderman is a trademark of Autodesk Inc. The DTK Logo is a registered trademark of DTK Computer Inc. 
Intel is a registered trademark and the Intel Inside Logo and i486 are trademarks of Intel Corporation. Design and specifications subject to change 
without notice. 0 1991. DTK Computer Inc. 
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SOFTWARE D E V E L 0 P E R S 

Rainbow Technologies 
Protects Software Better. 

In More Places. 
For More·Developers. 

And For More Good Reasons. 
For the most solutions, best support and 

worldwide availability in PC, MAC and LAN 

software protection, there's no reason to 

look further than Rainbow Technologies. 

Rainbow. Technologies features: 
•DOS, OS/2, Windows, UNIX, XENIX and 


MAC compatibi lity 

•Protection for SPX/IPX and NetBios 


networked software 

• A lgorithm and 


memory devices to 
 1-800-852-8569 
suit your application 

•The most drivers/interfaces for quick 
implementation 

•Proprietary AS IC designs for confidentiality 
•Proven re li ability -more than 1.5 million 

keys installed 
•Transpa rent operation for the end user 

Rainbow Technologies provides: 
•Wo rld class technica l assistance 
• Custom appli cation engineering 
•Toll free Hot Line support 
•Delivery in 5 days or less 
•In stock ava ilability in 15 countries 
• Clear and comprehensive 

documentation 
• The broadest warranty coverage 

available 

Copyri ght C 199 1 Rainhow Techno logies. Inc. A ll product 
rm mes arc trademarks of 1hc respe ctive: holde rs. ,/8 
Rninbow Tec hn o logie s s1ock is [rnded on N1\ SDAQ- RNBO P" 

J RAINBOW TECHNOLOGIES 
9292 Jeronimo Road , Irvine, CA 92718 •TEL: (7 14) 454-2 100 
(800) 852-8569 •FAX: (7 14) 454-8557 •Apple Link : 0 3058 
Rainbow Technologies. Lid . . Shirl cy_Lodge, 470 London Rd . . Slough 
Berkshire SL3 SQY. U.K. TEL: (44) 0753-541512 •FAX : l4·0 0753-543610 

are available. 

Protect your revenues. Call toll free 

today to plug Rainbow Technologies into 

your software plans. Evaluation packages 

The NetSentiner' 
Network Site License 


Management Key For Novell , 

OS/2, & NetBios Based LANs . 


Call Today For Details . . . l-800-852-8569 
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FEATURE 
-


Lisp 

Even though it is from the same generation as COBOL and FORTRAN, 


Lisp is radically different in concept 


DORIS APPLEBY 

CLASSIC 

LAN GU AGES, 


PART 

J
ust three years after the first high-level programming 

language, FORTRAN, was born , John McCarthy of 

MIT attended the 1956 Summer Research Project on 

Artificial Intelligence at Dartmouth College . There 


he heard the description of a language called IPL 2. IPL 2 

inspired McCarthy to develop a new language in 1958 that 

he ca lled Lisp (which stands for list processor). By then , 

FORTRAN was an established high-level language, relying 

on the notions of assignment (i .e ., values are assigned to 

specific locations in a computer's memory) and sequencing 

(i .e., program results depend on the order in which state

ments are executed). But in Lisp , neither notion applies . 

Like IPL 2, Lisp was designed to process lists . 


Why Lisp? 

Any language based on assignment and sequencing can 

create an intellectual bottleneck instead of supporting 

thinking in larger conceptual units about a task at hand. Mc

Carthy believed that the mathematical notion of combining 

powerful functional forms would free programmers from . 

stupefying details unrelated to solving a problem and foster 

formally verifiable programs suited to solving problems in

volving common sense. 


In 1956, AI systems were thought to depend entirely on 
formal logic. To some extent, this is still true, but new 
"fuzzy," or " nonmonotonic ," logics have replaced the 
more rigid predicate calculus to better represent the uncer
tainty of decision making , Lisp was first devised as a lan
guage for Al , because McCarthy noticed that the system for 
making logical deductions could be represented and manip
ulated using lists. The two sorts of statements necessary for 
logic are (s 1 OR s2 ) and (NOT s 1), where s 1 and s2 are state
ments . EVAL (s) returns either Tor F, depending on the truth 
value of s, and deduction depends on clearly defined rules . 
Lisp is well suited to use in Al systems if rules can be de 
vised to manipulate and evaluate statements . It is used pro
ductively in , for example, expert systems and natural-lan
guage understanding programs. 

ILLUS1RATION CATHARINE BENNE n © 1991 

Another important capability of the language is that a 
Lisp program can construct other programs and transfer 
control to them at run time . It is this property that makes 
the entire Lisp environment possible. One tool that lets a 
programmer introduce changes at run time is the Lisp de
bugger. A program can then continue without reloading or 
recompiling. It is this sort of programmer control that is 
so appealing and makes compile-time checking less impor
tant. 

Early Days 
Originally , Lisp had no data types but relied entirely on the 
symbolic-expression, or S-expression , playfully known as a 
Sex . A Sex is either 
an atom or a dotted 
pair (s 1 • s2 ), where 
s 1 and s2 are Sexes. 
.Some examples of at
oms are THISISAN
ATOM , Xl , NUMBER , 
and 22. There are 
three special atoms , 
T, F, and NIL, that 
represent true , false, 
and the empty list() . 
(s 1 • NIL) is a list 
containing the single 
element s 1 • In the 
first implementation 
of Lisp, there were 
no numbers at all. 
But natural numbers 
can be defined using 
the atom NIL to rep
resent 0 . You can 
then build the num
bers I , 2, and 3 as 
the lists shown here: 

ACTION SUMMARY 

From its launch in 1958, Lisp 

has grown from a language 

for theorists to an important 

tool for Al development. The 

Department of Defense 's 

adoption of Common Lisp as 

one of its three official lan

guages, the expected ap

proval of a Common Lisp 

standard by ANSI, and the 

promise of an object-oriented 

extension for the language 

indicate that Lisp is becom

ing a mainstream language. 
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CLASSIC LANGUAGES: LISP 


T
his recursive function to add two 
natural numbers Nl and N2 will 
give you some of the flavor of the 
original Lisp: 

(LABEL ADD(LAMBDA(Nl N2) 
(COND( ( (EQ Nl NIL)N2) 

((QUOTE T) 
(ADD(CDR Nl ) 

(CONS (CAR Nl) N2)))) 
))) 

Following Alonzo Church' s notation 
(see the main text), LAMBDA introduces a 
lambda express ion , (lambda param
eter-list f1111ctio11-defi11itio11 ) . Here, the 
parameter-list , which is (Nl N2), can 
assume two specific values to which 
ADD can be applied . How this happens is 
explained below . 

A recursive function is one that calls 
itself (or recurses) . One of the require
ments of recursive programming is that 
the recursive function must have a limit
ing condition so that it stops after a fi
nite number of calls . For this recursive 
ADD function. recursion stops when (EQ 
Nl NIL) is true (i.e .. when the list Nl is 
empty). 

COND introduces a Lisp conditional 
expression. It has the general form 
(COND (p 1, Pi· ... , p" )), where each p, 
consists of a pair. (b, e,). The first ele
ment of the pair is a Boolean condition; 
the second element is the expression that 
is returned when the condition is true. 

When a COND expression is evaluated, 
the p , list is scanned in order until 
EVAL(b,) = T. The value of the CONDis 
then the value of the corresponding e, . 

There are two pairs to the COND ex
pression in the definition for ADD : p 1 = 
(( EQ Nl NIL) N2 ) and Pi = ((QUOTE 
TRUE) (ADD (CDR Nl ) ((CONS (CAR Nl ) 
N2) ))) . The condition half of the first 
element is b, = ( EQ Nl NIL). If the con-

Original Lisp 

REPRESENTATION 
OF THE NUMBER 2 

dition half of the first COND element is 
true (i .e., if Nl is NIL), then the ADD re
turns N2 . However , if the number 
contained in Nl is not NIL, the evalua
tion of the COND proceeds to Pi. where 
the condition half b2 = (QUOTE TRUE) is 
always true and the value of the COND 
will be EVAL (ei ) . a recursive call to 
(ADD Nl N2) . In the recursive call, the 
new Nl is (CDR Nl )-the old Nl with its 
first element, (CAR Nl) , deleted . Lisp 
constructs the new N2 from the old N2 by 
placing this deleted element at the front 
of the old N2: (CONS (CAR Nl ) N2). In 
the ADD program. Lisp concatenates the 
elements of Nl one-by-one onto N2 , as 
Nl is traced down . Evaluation continues 
until Nl is empty . 

The names CAR and CDR are related 
to the IBM 704 architecture , which had 
36-bit words with the first 15 containing 
an address (i .e. , contents of the address 
register) and bits 18- 32 containing a 
decrement (i.e., contents of the decre
ment register) . In Lisp, the CAR con
tains a pointer to the first element of a 
list, and the CDR contains a pointer to 
the rest of the list. Thus. you can con
struct the natural number 2 as shown in 
the figure. The interpreter used the re-

In early lisp , 
the 1111111ber 2 
was represented 
by a two-elemelll 
list ofNIL. The 
lists were 
constructed with 
pointers. 
Therefore, the 
n11mber 2 was 
represented by 
tire structure 
shown here. 

maining 6 bits for garbage collection, 
which means that words no longer need
ed in a computation are marked for re
use when free memory is exhausted. 
The EVAL operator determines a value 
for each Sex, and a Lisp interpreter is 
simply a read-EVAL-print loop. 

Those of you who are not familiar 
with Lisp may be gasping by now, so 
here's an example you can try : Perform 
the ADD functions X = 1 and Y = 2. Re
member that X = 1 = (NIL • NIL) and Y = 
2 = (NIL • (NIL • NIL)). You might try 
following the Lisp code yourself using 
these definitions . To apply the ADD 
function to two particular numbers, you 
use the form (APPLY ( LABEL ADD (LAMB
DA ( ... ) ) ) X Y) . Notice that applying 
a function to specific arguments once 
again uses the dotted pair (/a111bda-ex
pressio11 • arg11111ems ), with the dot im
plied rather than written. 

ADD (1 2) 
EVA L ((EQ 1 NIL)) F 
EVAL ((QUOTE T)) T, return 
ADD (0 3) 
EVAL (( EQ 0 NIL)) = T, r et urn 3 

return 3 
ADD (1 2) = 3 

1 = (NIL • NIL) Nl. The value of (Nl - N2) is built by removing the elements 
2 = (N I L• (NIL • NI L)) representing N2 from those of Nl. (See the text box " Original 
3 = (N I L• (NIL • (NIL • NIL)) ) Lisp" above for an example of how to add without having nu

meric data types .) Even though representing numbers as lists 
The representation of numbers as li sts looks bi za rre. but it is maintained the purity of the language's symbolic expression , 

sati sfying in a fundamental sort of way. The number 0 has zero numbers and arithmetic operations had been added to Lisp 1.5 
pairs, 1 has one pai r , 2 has two pairs, and so on. A va lue for (Nl by 1960. This was a bow to efficiency and recognition of the 
+ N2) is constructed by appending the list fo r N2 to the list for fact that arithmetic using lists is computationally too slow . 

co11ti11ued 
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Our Complete Font Library 
Cartridge™ for the LaserJet III family 
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you choose. A CG Century Schoolbook 
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CLASSIC LANGUAGES: LISP 


In addition to li sts. Li sp was influenced by the mat hematica l 
notion of recursive functions . A function is a rule that produces 
a single va lue. give n ce rta in input va lues: a recursive function 
is one that ca ll s itse lf repeatedly. The theory of functions had 
been described in 194 1 by Alonzo Church in Tiu: Calrnli of 
La111bda-Co11\'l:rsio11 . McCarthy had studied with Church at 
Princeton University and found the notation of recursi ve func 
tions convenient for representing functions in Lisp. 

Beginning in 1962 . the development of Lisp diverged into 
different dialects. with MacLisp and ZetaLisp at MIT; Franz 
Lisp at UC Berkeley: !CI-Li sp at Stanford University; and In 
terlisp , a commerc ial product of Bolt, Beranek. and Newman . 
A move to standardize Li sp began in 1978 at the Universi ty of 
Utah and culminated in Common Li sp. currently under review 
by the ANSI com mittee X3J 13. 

Pure and Practical Lisps 
There has always been some tension in the Lisp community be
tween those who love it as an object of beauty and those who 
want to do useful rnmput ing. To some extent. the first group 
has migrated to the Scheme dialect. developed by Harold Abel
son and Gera ld Jay Sussman at MIT . while the second group 
has adopted Common Lisp. Purists insist on one ca rdinal prin
ciple of functional. or applicati ve . languages: no side effects. 
This means that whenf(Xi. X2 , ••• , XJ is evaluated. a single 
value is returned fo r the entire expression , but none of the X, is 
modified. To imagine the practical considerations of no side 
effects. think of a large database Dl (with a par ticular record Rl 
with the key i<l) that needs updating. In a pure functional set 

ting. UPDATE (Dl, Kl, NewStuff ; would copy the database into 
a new environment and return an updated database. D2. Besides 
being slow . both the old database . Dl. and the updated data
base. D2. would ex ist in memory at the end of the UPDATE ca ll. 

In addition to fewer side effects. Scheme adheres more close
ly to the Lambda calculus than do other Lisps. runs in very 
smal I memory , and is quick and easy to learn. As Guy Steele 
(author of the book Co111111011 Lisp-the Language) reports , 
Scheme and Common Lisp are to applicative languages as Pas
ca l and PL/I were to imperative languages : Scheme is smal I, 
clean, and elegant, while Common Lisp is the powerful work
horse with many spec ial features. Scheme includes the assign
ment expression (set ! 11ame value) . But- unlike imperative 
languages such as Pasca l or C-this docs not result in allocat
ing a new storage location for name. The variable 11ame is iden
tified with the contents of the address reg ister of a dotted pair 
and poi nts to an object. If the object is already being pointed to 
by an object called Y, ( set! ' X Y) defi nes a new poi nter Xwith 
the same address as that contained in Y. Thus, Scheme objects 
have an identity independent of any names by which they may 
be known, they never die. and they may be returned as the re
sult of a function or procedure call. 

It is thi s last property that di stingu ishes Lisp from most other 
languages. Any object , whether it is a data item, structure, or 
function definition, is first class . The object may be the value of 
a function parameter or returned as a functional va lue. Thus, 
Lisp functions can create new functions at run time or alter old 
ones. depending on other parameters. Data is represented as an 
atom. a dotted pair. or a list, as are functions and progra ms. 

SCSI 3.S1' High CapacityDrives 

Seems like every time you think That's because we have been series of internal and external High 

you have a pretty gocxi grip on the stretching the mass storage envelope Capacity 3.5" SCSI drives, storing up to 
~tate-of-the-art in romputers, someone since 1981, and in this in<;fustiy that's to 520MB. 
mtrod.uces another small lronder. more than a few generations. The·SCSI interface allows 

But when it is performance, So, weve maae another stretch- connection of up to seven devices--50 
capacity and reliability in mass storage a compact solution to the age-old you rould have as much as 3.6GB of 
frOm CORE International, it's more quest to squeeze more and more bytes high perfonnance storage per host 
like1w uxmder. into smaller and smaller spaces. adapter. 

The answer comes in our new Enhanced fault tolerance iseasily 
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CLASSIC LANGUAGES: LISP 


Lisp Now 

The February 1988 issue of BYTE was devoted in part to Lisp. 

Harold Abelson and Gerald Jay Sussman stated in the conclu

sion of their article, "The truth is that Lisp is not the right lan 

guage for any particular problem. Rather, Lisp encourages you 

to att ack a new problem by implementing new languages that 

are ta ilored to the particular problem." 


The first successful compiler was designed by Timothy Hart 
and Michael Levin and is the Lisp function (COMPI LEju11crio11
na111e). Today, there are many Lisp compilers as well as dedi
cated Lisp chips and machines. Because Lisp is intended to per
mit the selection of programming methods best suited to a 
problem, Common Lisp and Scheme include various impera
tive and iterative programmi ng conventions . You can proceed 
from statement to statement in Lisp and program DO loops. 
Both Lisps include arrays and vectors with random access 
methods in addition to lists with access only from the top down . 

What 's Next? 

Lisp once langui shed in research labs, but it is now big busi

ness. Not least significant in its resurgence is the Department of 

Defense's interest in three official languages: Ada, Common 

Lisp, and the yet-to-be-developed prototyping language CPL

a high-level language for trying out experimental systems. 


Richard Gabriel of Lucid report s that the new ANSI standard 
for Common Lisp, X3Jl3 , is expected to be finalized within 
six months . It will include an object-oriented system known as 
CLOS (for Common Lisp Object System). CLOS is widely dis
tributed today, and its significant features are the following: 

• unified syntax deri ved from Common Lisp 
• a multiple inheritance scheme 
• generic function ca ll s and message pass ing 
• a combination of methods related to function composition 
• class redefinitions and updating 
• relationships between generic functions through a '' meta 

object protocol " 

Functional languages are well suited fo r parallel process ing. 
Ifa functionf(X1, • •• • X.,) is free of side effects, va lues forthe 
various X, can be computed independently and simultaneously. 
A programmer using a functional language gives no thought to 
paralleli sm but simply programs functions. A smart compiler 
will pick out which parameters should be evaluated in parallel. 

Lisp programs have traditionally been slow in executing and 
have used huge amounts of memory. Lisp machines, Lisp com
pilers. and some imperative features included in Common Lisp 
have improved this situat ion. Furthermore, the narrowing gap 
between mainframes, workstations, and personal computers 
makes Lisp quite practica l on a var iety of hardware. Lisp con
tinues to have a devoted following among theori sts and is mov
ing slowl y but surely into the mainstrea m. • 

Doris Appleby writes abour mathemarics, computer science, 
and pedagogy. She is also the chairperson of mathematics/ 
complller scie11celi11for111atio11 sysrems ar Mary111ou111 College in 
Tarrytown , New York , and the awhor of Programming Lan
guages-Paradigm and Prac tice (McGraw-Hill , 1991). You can 
reach her 0 11 BIX clo "editors." 
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It last, a memory manager advanced enough to push1' the envelope of usable memory farther than ever. 
One that lets you load up on even more TSRs and 

device drivers, and still have all the memory you need 
for applications. 

Introducing new MAX version 6- 386MAX®for PC 
compatible 286~' 386 and 486 systems,and BlueMAX"' 
for 386 and 486 IBM PS/2s. 

With more intelligent features than before. For better 
memory recovery, superior optimization, and amazing 
ease of use. Now it's simpler to get astronomical 
amounts of usable memory automatically. For improved 
performance on more kinds of systems. 

System Requirements: DOS 3.0 or higher; hard disk; and one of the follow
ing systems: any 386- or 486-based PC or PS/2 >11th 256K extended memory, 
286-based PC with Shadow RAM~ any PC with EMS 4.0 hardware with 
256K memory.• 

We just 

advanced 


(And you don't 
One small step for users. One 
giant leap for usable memory. 

Just type maximize, and MAX 
does the rest. First, by reaching 
farther into unused high DOS than 
ever thought possible. With totally 
automatic memory recovery tools. 

386MAX uses new ROMsearch"' 
to recover massive holes of unused 
system BIOS software. And new 
VGAswap"' to create more con
tiguous memory on all EGNVGA 
systems. While BlueMAX uses 
BIOS compression to recover up 
to 250%more usable memory on 
IBM PS/2s. 

Next, MAX thoroughly optimizes 
your system, moving resident pro
grams out of conventional memory 
and loading them high. 

New Maximize Reorde1ing helps 
fit more programs in high DOS by 
automatically testing thousands of 

possible loading combinations. Then arranging programs 
for optimal loading, every time. 

And FlexFrame makes 
extra room available during 
program loading by borrow
ing up to 64K high DOS. 
MAX turns a space walk into 
a cakewalk. 

Managing your memory used 
to be an ordeal. But only new JIL4X gives performance 

a big boost, even ifyouMAX gives you total control of all useDOS 5, Windows,
functions and features from a orbotlt . 

*Although 386MAX provides substa11/ial memory management benefits to 
users ofll1ese machines.feature availability and memory recovery may vary 
011 these systems. 
**Offer valid in North America only. 



launched the most 
memory manager in history. 
have to he arocket scientist to use It.) 

new integrated 
graphical user in
terface. Complete 
with pull-down 
menus, context
sensitive help and 
mouse support. 

There's en
hanced automatic 
installation that 
lets you sit backTile graphical user interface totally inte· 


grates ali 386MAXfimctiuns andfeatures while MAX opti

with pull-dnwn menus,mousesupport 
 mizes and configand context-sensitive help. ures your system 
for you. And a new improved version ofASQ, the 
intelligent system analyzer and tutorial, right on board. 
Run DOS 5 and Wmdows at WARP speed. 

True, DOS 5 does free up some memory with its 
smaller program size. And it does let you load pro
grams high - ifyou want to do it by hand. 

But for optimal memory management and guaran
teed top performance under DOS 5, use MAX. It's the 
powerful, automated program that specializes in all 
aspects of managing your memory. So while DOS 5is 
good, DOS 5with MAX is outstanding. 

MAX also gives you unprecedented control and 
flexibility in Windows. You can create virtual high DOS 
sessions under Wmdows for added power and more 
memory. While TSR instancing lets you use nearly any 

pop-up utility as many times 
as you want. 

Get new MAX 6 today. At new down-to-earth prices. 
Choose the MAX that's right for you. 386MAX for 

IBM compatible systems* atjust $99.95. Or BlueMAX, 
for any 386 or 486 IBM PS/2 at just $124.95. 

Order before 3:00pm Eastern Time,ft••:i•~91!!1£..,.'-'!"·~..ri 
and we'll have MAX on your desk the next 
business morning.** We'll even pay for shipping. 

Get the next generation of system performance, from 
a memory manager that's truly easy to use. Get MAX 6. 
It goes where no memory manager has gone before. 

See your dealer or call toll-free today. 
Upgrade to MAX 6 today. 

If you own a previous version of MAX, you can 
upgrade for just $29.95 plus $5.00 shipping and 

t:07s'~~~6 1-800-676-0386 


© 199/ Qualitas. Qualitas, 7101 Wisconsin Avenue, Suite 1386, Bethesda, MD 20814. All company and product names 
QcJ'~® are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective 0\\11ers. 
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This is your dot matrix, This is our new quiet 2624, 

printing. printing. 


This is the one you've been waiting for. 
Panasonic® presents the first of a new · 
generation of quiet dot matrix printers. 

The KX-P2624 wide-carriage. 
It doesn't scream, it whispers. Through multi -part forms, 

those 'industrial strength' spreadsheets, and your customer 
correspondence. And does them all with ease, speed and the superb 
reliability we've built a reputation on. It has all the features you've come to expect 
from the leader in dot matrix printing. And then some. One super letter-quality 
and seven letter-quality fonts. Multiple paper paths. An LCD display. Atop speed 
of300 cps in draft mode, 100 cps in letter quality. Atwo-year limited warranty on 
parts and labor.* And serene quiet.

For more information call us toll -free: Printers, Computers, Peripherals,
Copiers, 1J!pewriters & Facsimiles

1-800-742-8086. Or, better yet, see your • 
ranas~ni~ dealer. , Panasonic 

You ll like what you don t hear. Office Automation~OA~ 
• See your dealer for delllils. Circle 135 on Inquiry Card. Un\PQ8-BY 



FEATURE 
-
Faster 


Packet Networks 

Atrimmed-down specification makes 


frame relay faster than a speeding X.25 packet 


WILLIAM STALLINGS 

The most important technical innovation to come out 
of the standardization of ISON is frame relay. Com
pared to X.25 , frame relay provides a streamlined 
technique for wide-area packet switching . It also 

provides performance superior to that provided by X.25 by 
eliminating, as much as possible. the overhead inherent in 
X.25. 

Frame relaying differs from conventional X .25 packet
switching service in several key ways . Its call-control sig
naling is carried on a separate logical connection from user 
data. Thus, intermediate nodes need not maintain state 
tables or process messages relating to cal I control on an indi
vidual per-connection basis. 

In frame relaying , multiplexing and switching of logical 
connections takes place at the data-link layer (OSI layer 2) 
instead of the network layer (OSI layer 3) , eliminating an 
entire layer of processing. Additionally , hop-by-hop flow 
control and error control are lacking. End-to-end flow con
trol and error control are the responsibility of a higher layer, 
if they're employed at all. 

Frame relay takes advantage of the reliability and fidelity 
of modern digital facilities to provide faster packet switch
ing than X.25. Whereas X.25 typically operates only up to 
speeds of about 64,000 bps , frame relay can work at access 
speeds of up to 2 Mbps . 

Although frame relay was developed as part of the work 
on ISON, it is now finding wide application in public and 
private networks and other non-ISON applications , particu
larly in bridges and routers . (For more on the frame relay 
marketplace, see " On the Fast Track" on page 361.) 

Frame-Relay Standards 
The 1988 CCITT I.122 recommendation "Framework for 
Providing Additional Packet Mode Bearer Services" intro
duced a new form of packet transmission that has become 
one of the most significant contributions of the ISON work 
reflected in the 1988 standards. This new technique is now 
generally referred to as frame-mode bearer service, or 

frame relay. The former term emphasizes the service being 
offered to you , and the latter emphasizes the protocol that 
implements the service . 

Since 1988, significant progress has been made on frame. 
relay. In 1990, CCITT published two interim recommenda
tions: " I.2xy: ISON Frame Mode Bearer Services (FMBS)" 
and "I.3xx : Congestion Management for the Frame Relay
ing Bearer Service ." 

The work on frame relay is more developed in the U.S. , 
where ANSI issued one standard and two draft standards in 
1990: " ANSI Tl.606: Architectural Framework and Ser
vice Description for Frame-Relaying Bearer Service ," 
''Draft ANSI Tl .6fr: Signalling Specification for Frame 
Relay Bearer Service," and " Draft ANSI Tl .6ca: Core As
pects of Frame Protocol for Use with Frame Relay Bearer 
Service." It is anticipated that the final CCITT recommen
dations will be closely aligned with the current ANSI stan
dard and draft stan
dards. This article IJllJ( ACTION SUMMARYdraws on these docu- T 
ments and uses the 
ANSI specifications Frame relay is a relatively 
for details not pro new packet-switching tech
vided by CCITT . 

nology, developed originally 
Why Frame Relay? for ISDN. Its simplified archi-
Transmitting data by 

tecture lowers overhead and X.25 packets involves 
considerable over increases throughput, per
head. Figure la indi haps by an order of magni
cates the flow of data

tude when compared to X.25.1ink frames that are 
required for the trans It will be a significant data 
mission of a single communications technology
data packet from the 

in the 1990s.source end system to 
the destination end 
system , and the return 
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FASTER PACKET NETWORKS 


FRAME RELAY VS. X.25 

a) X.25 packet-switching network 

Intermediate node 

Source Destination 

b) Frame-relay network 

Intermediate node 

Source 

Source sending 

• Data frame 

• Acknowledgment 

4 

Destination 

Destination responding 

• Data frame 

D Acknowledgment 

Figure 1: Frame relay increases throughput by eliminating the 
need for every intermediate node to acknowledge every data 
fram e. (a) With X. 25, the transmission ofa single data packet 
through one intermediate node requires 16 separate 
transmissions. (b) Frame relay requires halfthe transmissions 
to complete the transfer ofthe same data packet. 

C-plane U-plane 

1.451 /0.931 User-
selectable 
terminal 
functions 

0 .922 . . - --:-  · -- 
Core 

functions 
of 0 .922 

1.430or1.431 

FRAME-RELAY 
PROTOCOL ARCHITECTURE 

LI-plane C-plane
' 

1.451 /Q.931 

0 .922 
' Core . Oi • 

functions 
of 0 .922 

,__..__ 1.430 or 1.431 
.~ 

User Network 

Figure 2: The C-plane ofthe frame-relay architecture 
establishes, maintains, and terminates logical connections. 
The U-plane handles the transfer ofdata frames. 
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of an acknowledgment packet. At each hop through the net
work , the data-link control protocol involves the exchange of a 
data frame and an acknowledgment frame . Furthermore, at 
each intermediate node, state tables must be maintained for 
each virtual circuit to deal with the call management and flow 
control/error control aspects of the X.25 protocol. 

Figure lb indicates the operation of frame relay. Here, one 
data frame is sent from the source to the destination, and an 
acknowledgment , generated at a higher layer, is carried back in 
a frame. 

Consider the advantages and disadvantages of this approach. 
The principal potential disadvantage of frame relaying, com
pared to X.25, is that you lose the ability to do link-by-link flow 
and error control . (Although frame relay does not provide end
to-end flow and error control, this is easily provided at a higher 
layer.) In X.25 , one physical link carries multiple virtual cir
cuits, and balanced link access procedures (LAPB) provide re
liable transmission from the source to the packet-switching net
work and from the packet-switching network to the destination 
at the link level. In addition, at each hop through the network , 
X.25 can use the link-control protocol for reliability . With 
frame relaying, you lose this hop-by-hop link control. How
ever, with the increasing reliability of transmission and switch
ing facilities, this is not a major disadvantage . 

The advantage of frame relaying is t~at you streamline the 
communications process. You reduce the protocol functional
ity required at the user-network interface and the processing 
required by the internal network . As a result, you can expect 
less delay and higher throughput. Preliminary results indicate a 
reduction of an order of magnitude in frame-processing time. 
You can thus view frame relay as a streamlined version of X.25 
that accomplishes the key functions of X.25 using only two 
layers of the OSI stack. 

Frame-Relay Architecture 
Figure 2 depicts the protocol architecture for frame relay. 
When discussing frame relay , you must consider two separate 
planes of operation: a control (C) plane, which is involved in the 
establishment and termination of logical connections, and a 
user (U) plane, which is responsible for the transfer of user data 
between subscribers. Thus, C-plane protocols operate between 
a subscriper and the network, and U-plane protocols provide 
end-to-end functionality. 

The U-plane protocol controls the transfer of information be
tween end-user interfaces. Frame relay employs a new CCITT 
recommendation, Q.922, which was issued for the first time on 
an interim basis in 1991. Q. 922 is an enhanced version of 
LAPD (l.441/Q.921). Only the core functions of Q.922 are 
used for frame relay . These are as follows: 

• frame delimiting , alignment, and transparency 
• frame multiplexing/demultiplexing using the address field 
• inspection of the frame to ensure that it consists of an integer 

number of octets prior to zero-bit insertion or following 
zero-bit extraction 

• inspection of the frame to ensure that it is neither too long nor 
too short 

• detection of transmission errors 
• congestion control functions 

The core functions of Q. 922 in the U-plane constitute a sub
layer of the data-link layer. This provides the bare service of 
transferring data-link frames from one subscriber to another. 
Above this , you can select additional data-link or network-layer 
end-to-end functions , although these are not part of the frame
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FASTER PACKET NETWORKS 


A COMPARISON OF X.25 AND FRAME-RELAY PROTOCOL STACKS 


( 1 X.25 Frame relay.•' ,. 
X.25 

LAPB 

Physical layer 
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' ' o I-· ,Ir~: . Implemented by 
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; Q.922 uooer :11' . ' .....,,, interface and f!! 0 .922 core • 

~ 
I r network tImplemented by .. ' . 

~ 

.~~ interface and .le It• l Physical layer I ::1,' network tI~ I; 1'"~; .' ! 
Figure 3: One ofthe reasons the throughpur you experience with frame relay is superior to that provided by X. 25 is that the 
former eliminates al/ network-layer-and much data-link-layer-processing from the network. Frame relay moves much ofthe 
processing to the periphery ofthe network, letting the network do what it does best-move packets. 

relay service. Based on the core functions, frame relaying is a 
connection-oriented link-layer service with the following prop
erties: 

• preservation of the order of frame transfer from one edge of 
the network to the other 

• nonduplication of frames 
• a small probability of frame loss 

In the control plane , Q. 922 provides a reliable data-link con
trol service, with error control and flow control, for the deliv
ery of call-control messages. These messages constitute a sub
set of the ISDN call-control protocol defined in 1.451 /Q.93 l. 

As you can see, this architecture reduces to the bare mini
mum the amount of work the network accomplishes . User data 
is transmitted in frames with virtually no processing by the in
termediate network nodes, other than to check for errors and 
route frames based on the connection number. A frame in error 
is discarded, leaving error recovery to higher layers. 

Figure 3 compares the protocol architecture of frame relay 
with that ofX.25. The packet-handling functions ofX .25 oper
ate at layer 3 of the OSI model. At layer 2, X.25 uses LAPB . 
The table provides a functional comparison of X.25 and frame 
relay. As you can see, the processing burden on the network for 
X.25 is considerably higher than for frame relay. 

Moving Data 

You can best understand the operation of frame relay for user

data transfer by examining the frame format illustrated in fig

ure 4. The format is similar to that of other data-link control 

protocols, such as high-level data-link control and LAPB , with 

one omission: There is no control field . 


In traditional data-link control protocols , the control field 
performs several functions. Part of it identifies the frame type. 
In addition to a frame for carrying user data , there are various 
control frames . These carry no user data but are used for vari
ous protocol-control functions, such as setting up and tearing 
down logical connections. 

The control field for user-data frames includes send-and-re
ceive sequence numbers . The send sequence number is used to 
sequentially number each transmitted frame. The receive se
quence number provides a positive or negative acknowledgment 
to incoming frames. Using sequence numbers allows the re
ceiverto control the rate of incoming frames (i.e., flow control) 
and to report missing or damaged frames that can then be re
transmitted (i.e . , error control) . 

continued 

X.25 AND FRAME-RELAY FUNCTIONS 

Table 1: The functions performed by X. 25 and frame 
relay in their respective protocol stacks. No wonder 
X.25 is so much slower thanframe relay; it has a lot 
more todo. f•=yes; O=no.) 

Function 

Generate/recognize flags 

Transparency 

Generate/recognize 
frame-check sequence 

Recognize invalid frames 

Discard incorrect frames 

Translate addresses 

Fill interframe time 

Multiplexing logical channels 

Manage V(S) state variable 

Manage V(R) state variable 

Buffer packets awaiting 
acknowledgment 

Manage retransmission timer T1 

Acknowledge received I-frames 

Check received N(S) against V(R) 

X.25 in ISDN Frame 
(X.31) relay 

• 
0• 
0 

• 
0• 

• 
0 

• 
0 
0 

Generate rejection message (REJ) 0• 
Respond to poll/final bit 0• 
Keep track of number 
of retransmissions 0• 
Act on reception of REJ 0• 
Respond to receiver not 
ready(RNR) 0• 
Respond to receiver ready (RR) 0• 
ManageD bit 0• 
ManageM bit 0• 
Manage Obit 0• 
ManageP(S) 0• 
ManageP(R) 0• 
Detect out-of-sequence 
packets 0• 
Manage network layer RR 0• 
Manage network layer RNR 0• 
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COMPUTER SECURITY PRODUCTS 
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PREVENT 
COMPUTER THEFT! Kahlil™ Sec~rity System 
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computer components: CPU, monitor, 
keyboard, printer. Internal component 
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panel of CPU protecting internal boards 
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depending on system. 

Disk Drive LockTM 
Prevent anyone from copying your data. 
Protect your data from harmful viruses. 
Prevent unauthorized use of your drive. 
Insta lls easily and quickly. Models 
available for 3 1/2" and 5 1/4" drives. 

\ I ',--"· Ir~ ~ Li st price $24.95. 

...,,.,,,.,'. ..•1111:11m~iv 
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Pur<ha.. orders ace<pled. Quanllly pricing available. Shipping not Included MC/VISA 
acceplrd. D.alrr lnqulrlts ln•llrd. 

Secure-It, Inc. 
18 Maple Court } SO 
East Longmeadow, MA 01028 • 0-451-7592 
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MORE INFORMATION, NOW. 

HOW DO YOU 
SATISFY THIS POTENTIAL 

CUSTOMER? 

TRY THIS DEMO 

1. Pick up the phone connected to your FAX machine and dial : 

USA: 708-924-7465 UK: (+44) 672 84242 
2. Follow the simple voice instructions. using the phone 


keypad to respond. 


3. You will be asked to press in the code number for FaxFacts~ 

USA-Press: 889812# UK-Press: 201# 
4. Continue to follow 1nstruct1ons being given over the phone. 

5. 	Once all steps are completed. you will be asked to press 

the "START" or " RECEIVE" button on your FAX. 


6. 	Within seconds. after pressing this button. you will be given 
1nformat1on on this instantaneous literature delivery system . 

USA: (708) 682-8898FaxFacts is a product of 
UK: (+44) 672 84535

Copia International, Inc. USA FAX: (708) 665-9841 
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FRAME-RELAY FORMATS 
a) Frame format 

I Flag I Address Information FCS Flag 

- 1 ---2-4-- Variable -- 2 ---- 1 __. 
octet 

b) Address field-two octets (default) 
8 7 6 5 4 3 2 

DLCI 
(hi h order 

DLCI 
FECN BECN

low order 

C/R 
0/1 

DE 

EA 
0 

EA 
1 

c) Address field-three octets 
8 7 6 5 4 3 2 

DLCI CIR EA 
(high order) 0/1 0 

DLCI jFECN ,BECN DE EA 
0 

DLCI EA 
(low order) 1 

d) Address field-four octets 
8 7 6 5 4 3 2 

DLCI C/R EA 
(high order) 0/1 0 

DLC.I IFECN ,BECN DE EA 
0 

DLCI 

DLCI 

EA 
0 

EA 
(low order) 1 

FCS = Frame-check sequence. 
C/R =Command/response; use is application-specific. 
EA = Extended address field. 
DE = Discard-eligibility indicator. 
BECN = Backward expl icit congestion notification. 
FECN = Forward explicit congestion notification. 
DLCI = Data-link-connection identifier. 

Figure 4: The most striking feature of the frame-relay format 
is its absence ofa control field. Selling up and tearing down 
logical connections, packet sequencing, and err.pr comrol must 
be handled at higher layers. Note that the address field can 
be either (a) JO, (b) I 7, or (c) 24 bits. 

The absence of a control field in the frame-relay format 
means that setting up and tearing down connections must be 
carried out on a separate channel at a higher layer of software. 
It also means that it is not possible to perform flow control and 
error control. 

Apart from the absence of a control field , the frame is not 
unusual. The flag and frame-check-sequence fields function as 
they do in LAPB and other traditional data-link control proto
cols. The flag field is a unique pattern that delimits the start 
and end of the frame . The FCS field is used for error detection. 
When a frame is prepared for transmission, the sending system 
calculates the checksum and stores it in the FCS field. On re
ception, the checksum is again calculated and compared with 
the value stored in the incoming FCS field . If there is a mis
match, then the receiving system assumes that the frame is in 
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emit be rushed? 

Maybe we can't speed up your creative juices. But we can speed up your 
output. And free up your computer quicker than before. 

All with the new ColorPoint PSX color printer. 
Besides being PostScript language compatible, it comes with a faster chip, 

a bigger memory and a new memory management scheme. 
Which, in English, means it'll 'remember' your entire job - not to mention 

everyone else's. As well as process une image while printing another. 
Call 1-800-873-4561, dept. SI-JG, to find out more. 
About how your good - no, great- ideas can be rushed, after all. 
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High Performance 

Multimegabyte Disk Emulators 


NEW MODELS I LOWER PRICES 
• Floppy Drive and multimegabyte 

emulators for ISA bus computers 
• 180K to 14 MB capacities 
• EPROM, Flash or SAAM technologies 
• Autobooting, Single or Dual disk 

emulation under PC or MS DOS 
• List prices from $195 

CURTIS, INC. 
2837 No. Fairview Ave. • St. Paul, MN 55113 

612/631-9512 FAX 612/631-9508 
PC DOS is a trademark ot IBM: MS DOS is a trademark of M1croscolt 
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error and di scards it. The in fo rmation fie ld ca rries higher-layer 
data, which can be ei ther user data or ca ll-control messages, as 
I'll explai n later. 

The address fie ld has a default length of two octets, and it 
may be extended to three or four octets. It carries a data-link 
connection identifier of 10, 17 , or 24 bits . The DLCI serves the 
same function as the virtual-ci rcuit nu mber in X.25: It a llows 
multiple, logica l frame-relay connections to be multiplexed 
over a single channel. As in X.25, the connection identifier has 
only loca l signi fica nce: Each end of the logica l connection as
signs it s own DLCI from the pool of locally unused numbers, 
and the network must map from one to the other. The alterna
tive-using the same DLCI at both ends- would require some 
sort of global management of DLCI va lues . 

The length of the address field , and hence of the DLCI , is 
determined by the address-field extension bi ts. The command/ 
response bit is application-spec ific , and it is not used by the 
standard fra me-relay protocol. The remaining bits in the ad
dress fie ld have to do with congest ion control, and they are ex
plai ned later. 

Frame-Relay Call Control 
The details of the ca ll-cont rol procedure for fra me relay depend 
on the context of its use . The standards assume the use of fra me 
relay over ISON . When frame relay is used over a point-to
point link between a pai r of bridges or routers , a simpler proto
col may suff ice . Here is a summary of the essential elements of 
frame-relay call control. 

As with X.25, frame relay supports multiple connect ions 
over one link . In the case of frame relay. these are ca lled data
link connections, and each has a un ique DLCI. Data transfer 
involves the following stages: 

• establishing a logica l connection between two end points and 
assigning a unique DLCI to the connection. 

• exchanging in formation in data frames (each frame includes 
a DLCI f ield tD identi fy the connection) 

• releasing the logical connection 

Frame relay establ ishes and releases a logical connection by 
exchangi ng messages over a connection dedicated to ca ll con
trol , with DLCI = O; a frame with DLCI = 0 contains a ca ll
control message in the information field. At a minimum , four 
message types are needed: SETUP, CON NECT, RELEASE, 
and RELEASE COMPLETE. 

Either side can request the establishment of a logica l connec
tion by sending a SETUP message. The other side , on receiving 
the SETUP message, must reply with a CONNECT message if 
it accepts the connection; otherwise , it responds with a RE
LEASE COMPLETE message . The side sending the SETUP 
message can assign the DLCI by choosing an unused va lue and 
including th is va lue in the SETUP message. Otherwise, the ac
cepting side assigns the DLCI value in the CONNECT mes
sage . 

Either side can request to clea r a logica l connection by send
ing a RELEASE message . On receipt of this message, the other 
side must respond with a RELEASE COMPLETE message. 

Congestion Control 
The cha llenge of congestion control is part icularly acute for a 
frame-relay network because of the limited tools avai lable to 
the frame handlers. The frame-relay protocol has been stream
lined to max imize throughput and efficiency. As a conse
quence , a frame handler cannot cont rol the flow of frames 
coming from a subscriber or an adjacent node using the typical 



Whether you're working to keep the space shuttle in orbit or analyzing complex census data, SPSS has 
the right statistical software for you. The same company that helps NASA get off the ground safely through 
problem-trend analysis, can help make your systems go with in-depth, easy-to-use software. Software 
that gives you the power to access, manage, analyze and present data. Software supported 
by the documentation and training that's set the industry standard for over --~-
25 years. Take off with SPSS, suppliers of statistical solutions 
to over 2 million users worldwide. Call 1(800)543-5835 or 
FAX (312)329-3668. The sky's no longer the limit. 

SIJ.!!iS Wei'e Making It Easier To Decide. 

Chicago · Washington. DC· Bei lin · Chertsey. UK · Go1111che111. The Netherlands· Munich· New Delhi· Singapore· Stockholm· Sydney· Tokyo · Ami Ois11 ibu1ois Worldwide. Stalistical Soltware For All Leading Compuling EnvironmenlS. 
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flow-control mechanism of other data-link control protocols. 
Congestion control is the joint responsibility of the network 

and the end-user interfaces. The network (i.e., the collection of 
frame-handling nodes) is in the best position to monitor the de
gree of congestion, and the end-user interfaces are in the best 
position to control congestion by limiting the flow of traffic . 

Eame relay is an effective 
protocol for linking LANs through 

bridges and routers. 

With this in mind, two general congestion-control strategies are 
supported in frame relay: congestion avoidance and congestion 
recovery. 

Congestion-avoidance procedures are used at the onset of 
congestion to minimize the effect on the network. When the 
network detects a buildup of queue lengths and the danger of 
congestion, there is little evidence available to end-user inter
faces that congestion is increasing. Thus, there must be some 

explicit signaling mechanism from the network to trigger the 
congestion avoidance. 

Congestion-recovery procedures prevent network collapse in 
the face of severe congestion. These procedures are typically 
initiated when the network has begun to drop frames due to 
congestion. The dropping of frames is reported by a higher 
layer of software and serves as an implicit signaling mecha
nism. 

For explicit signaling, frame relay provides two bits in the 
address field of each frame. Either bit can be set by the frame 
handler that detects congestion. If a frame handler forwards a 
frame in which one or both of these bits are set, it must not clear 
the bits. Thus, the bits constitute signals from ·the network to 
the end-user interface. The two bits are as follows: 

• Backward explicit congestion notification. This bit notifies 
the user that congestion-avoidance procedures should be initiat
ed where applicable for traffic in the opposite direction of the 
received frame. It indicates that the frames that the user trans
mits on this logical connection may encounter congested re 
sources. 
• Forward explicit congestio1111otificatio11. This bit notifies the 
user that congestion-avoidance procedures should be initiated 
where applicable for traffic in the same direction as the re
ceived frame. It indicates that this frame, on this logical con
nection, has encountered congested resources . 

Implicit signaling occurs when the network discards a 
frame; this fact is detected by the end-user interface at a higher 

r. 

, ,,,,,,,- .. .. ~-~-
-~ r"' . 

GOLDUPJ 

All the experts agree; the value of Gold 
up. Over amillion c_omputer users havt 
invested in XTree for improved produc 
tivity because it's the industty's most 
logical and easy-to-use high performan 
file and disk management software. An 
XTreeGold 2.5 is the one file and disk 
management utility that builds on the 
strengths of every MS.DOS package, 
including DOS 5.0. 

To list just a few highlights in our XTn 
Gold 2.5 portfolio; there's unsurpassed 
power and speed to enhance your PC 
performance and productivity, includir 
awealth of viewers - over 50 for 
spreadsheets, database, word processir 

ViruSafe catches viruses before theyXTree Easy, the file and disk AllSafe, the comprehensive securhave achance to attack your PC.Andmanagement choice for laptop users product that includes virus protecViruSafeflAN protects the PC's onand those new to computing. access control and security report[i]your network. .-
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layer. The network role is to discard frames as necessary . 
One bit in the address field of each frame can be used to pro

vide guidance. When a frame's discard eligibility (DE) bit is 
set , that frame . can be discarded in preference to frames in 
which this bit is not set when it is necessary to discard frames . 

The DE capability makes it possible for the end-user facility 
to temporarily send more frames than it's usually allowed to. 
In this case, it sets the DE bit on the excess frames. The net
work forwards these frames if it has the capacity to do so. The 
DE bit can also be set by a frame handler. The network can 
monitor the influx of frames and use the DE bit to protect the 
network with flexible "firewalls." That is, ifthe frame handler 
to which you are directly connected decides that the input is 
potentially excessive, it sets the DE bit on each frame and then 
sends it farther into the network. 

Frame-Relay Applications 

The ANSI standard Tl .606 lists four examples of applications 

that would benefit from frame-relay service used over a high

speed ISDN channel. They are as follows: 


• Block-interactive data applications. An example of a block
interactive application is high-resolution graphics (e .g. , high
resolution videotext or CAD/CAM) . The pertinent character
istics of this type of application are few delays and high 
throughput. 
• File transfer. The file transfer application caters to large-file 
transfer requirements. Transit delay is not as critical for this 
application as it is in the block-interactive data applications. 

High throughput might be necessary to produce reasonable 
transfer times for large files. 
• Multiplexed low-bit rate. The multiplexed low-bit-rate appli 
cation exploits the multiplexing capability of the frame-relay
ing service to provide an economical access arrangement for a 
large group of low-bit-rate applications. An example of one 
such low-bit-rate application follows . 
• Character-interactive traffic. An example of a character-in
teractive traffic application·is text editing. The main character
istics of this type of application are short frames, few delays , 
and low throughput. 

Of more immediate importance is the use of frame relay in 
LAN internetworking . Frame relay is an effective protocol for 
linking LANs through bridges and routers. The streamlined 
nature of the protocol is well suited to the high-speed bursts of 
traffic generated by LANs. In addition, the variable-length 
frame format requires minimum-conversion software to relay 
LAN frames, such as Ethernet and Token Ring . Expect to see 
frame relay integrated into more and more LAN internetwork
ing products in the near future. • 

William Stallings is president of Comp-Comm Consulting of 
Brewster, Massachusetts , and is a frequent contributor to 
BYTE. He is the author ofa dozen books on data communication 
and computer topics, and a frequent lecturer in these fields . 
This article is based on material from his most recent book, In
tegrated Services Digital Network and Broadband ISDN, 2d ed. 
(Macmillan , 1991). You can reach him on BIX c/o "editors. " 
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STATE OF THE ART 


INTEROPERABILITY 

THE UNFULFILLED PROMISE 


I
f modern computing was born with the first electronic 
computer, incompatibility was born with the second . 
Computing was conceived of as a better way to process 
information , and distributed computing was conceived 
of as a better way to share information. But the vision 

of distributed computing depends on the unspoken assump
tion that computers can operate efficiently together to share 
information. Unfortunately , the assumption of interopera
bility hasn't been supported by the realities of today's com
puting. Computing is still a world made up of many techni
cal directions, product implementations, and competing 
vendors. This diversity is causing growing problems as com
puters and networks proliferate. It is ironic that the real ef
fect of computing is too often to prevent the sharing of data. 

The culprits aren't overly restrictive system managers or 
security policies. The problems contributing to incompati
bility are rooted in incompatible architectures, data for
mats, and communications protocols . Solving these prob
lems is now the focus of widespread R&D efforts. 

In "Interoperability Today," Barry Nance renews the sig
nificance of the overused term interoperability by providing 
a frame of reference for meaningful discussions. His over
view of the state of interoperation highlights the need for 
further progress in many of the contributing technologies. 

Networks form the basic links in any view of interopera
bility. In his article "Connectivity: The Sum of Its Parts," 
Peter Fetterolf, a consultant for Arthur D. Little, discusses 
networks and their interconnection in the context of inte
grated information systems. 

Developing transparent communications at the network 
level won't be enough to achieve interoperability. Data must 
be made available for use by the many applications that de
fine the processing capabilities of an information system. In 
" Transparent Data Exchange," Steven J . Vaughan-Nichols 
explores the meaning of interoperability for applications and 
application developers . He reviews the current approaches 
to and limitations of exchanging data between applications, 
and he discusses the various directions espoused by industry 
consortia and major vendors . 

In "Portability and the GUI ," Carnegie Mellon Univer
sity's David M. Andersen and Bruce A. Sherwood focus on 
the shift to GUis that has simplified life for users but com
plicated it for programmers. Developing an application that 
supports multiple GUis-such as Macintosh, Windows 3 .0, 

and Motif-now requires the programmer to use a variety of 
tools, many of which are platform-specific . 

In "Distributed Open Environments," Mary Hubley, a 
senior editor of Datapro Reports on Unix Systems & Soft
ware, reviews the significance of two projects under way at 
the Open Systems Foundation and Unix International that 
will jointly allow the transparent sharing of data, resources , 
and services across heterogeneous networks . 

Another major project is under way at the Microelectron
ics and Computer Technology 
Center. MCC 's Carnot proj
ect is intended to define and 
create tools that allow the de
velopment of open applica
tions. In "Integrating Distrib
uted Information ," Daniel 
W . Rasmus describes the 
Carnot project and its 
progress. 

Ellen Ullman brings her 
considerable software engi 
neering experience to "You 
Can ' t Run on Everything, " 
discussing the choices faced 
by programmers selecting 
portability toolkits and long
term portability strategies. 

The beginnings of common 
i'nteroperabil ity are emerging 
from the laboratories now. It 
will take a while before you'll 
be able to grab your keyboard , 
access the spot price on cof
fee , multiply it by the infla
tion rate in Europe, and tell 
the manager of your French 
subsidiary that the breakfast 
budget is wrong-all within 
the time of a telephone call. 
But it won't take as long as 
you think. 

- John W. Donovan 
Senior Editor, 
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Power Packed &Built To Last. 


STAl'IDARD 200XT $69 STANDARD 220 $99 CP160 $169 

Economica l This UL approved, fully tested Economical This UL approved , fully tested Original Portable tpgrade Double your 
unit is one of the best generic 200sava ilabl e. unit is one of the best generic 220s <ll'ai lable. power with our direct replacement CPl60. 
Costs no more than our Standard 150 it replaces. hkal for basicsystems. Allows 286, 386, and harddisk upgrades. 

SILENCER200 $129 SILENCER 220 $139 CD270 SN9 

Ultra-Quiet Stop that irrirnting noise with 
the Silencer 200. Its large, low speed, German 
fan keeps your system 5° to 15° cooler and 84% 
quieter. Virtually inaudible! Great in the 
executi ve suite or home office. 

TURBO-COOL 200 $169 

Ultra-Quiet Unrattle your nerves with the 
Silencer 220. Itscustom, thermostaticall y
controlled fan maintains thecorrect system 
temperature while reducing noise by up to 95%. 
Great in the executive suite or homeoffice. 

TURBO-COOL 300 $189 

Dcskpro L'pgrndc The power user's power 
supply! Our direct replacement CD270 b~ves 
your 80861286/386 Deskpro up to 70% more 
power and the reliability it deserves. Prevents 
nuisance rebooting. Advanced design includes 
autoselect 11 OV/220V 2-year warranty. 

High Pc1forrnancc Put Kr power and 200% 
more cooling under the hood of your PCJXT 
with our UL approved 'forbo-Cool 200. Its 
patented twin fan , sloped-cover design keeps 
your system30° to 45°cooler, preventing data 
errors and other heat-related problems. Perfect 
for hot rod PCs and Mini ATs! 

TURBO-COOL 300S $169 

Sli m and Powerful Give your Slimline or 
1'vlini-Tower computer up to 100%more power 
and cooling with our low profile, di rect 
replacement Turbo-Cool JOOS. \~Ti th a peak 
capacity of over 350 watts, it will easily sta rt 

even the largest hard drives and peri pherals' 

S1knrn. Ta:b ...Gd.1r.J lr.l!(l'Sacn JrtrnJcrrurbul P<; p,,.CT,'s (i .:.h:-tJ. lN' Um?Jiq 
1r.J l>N.pro l!t l'fP"trtd rr»olcrr-..rbo!(;m,p..q (~•cw G)tjl'A"1!XJ:I 

High Pe1fom1ance Upgrade your ATi386 
with our powerful Turbo-Cool 300. This 
popular OEM unit fea tures built-in line 
conditioning, UL/CSA!TUVapproval, 2 year 
warranty, and a high-capacity, adjustable-speed 
fa n that keepsyour system 20° to 35°cooler for 
up to three rimes longer life. Great value! 

TURBO-COOL 450 $349 

J\laximum Performance Thechoice of PC 
professionals, our Turbo-Cool450 features 
built-in lineconditioning, autosclect input, 
independent regulation, external DC voltage 
adjustment, triple-stage output fi lter, 50cfin 
cool ing fo n, UL/CSA!TUV approva l, 100,000 
1-lr. MTBF and 2year warranty! Ideal for 
high-end workstationsand network file servers. 

Most orders shipped same day. We accept Visa, MC, COD or PO on approved credit 

INTERNAL UPS! 


"An excellent product" 
-PC Maganne. Nov. 27. 1990 

Our UL approved lnnerSource is the first 
AT/386 power supplywith ab11ilt-i11 UPS. 
ltc; auto-recharge battery provides up to 15 
minutes of reliable backup power for both 
your PC and monitor. This integrated 
protection costs less than a bulky 550VA 
external UPS, and it saves space, too. A 
Novell Nct~~1re interface is available. $395 

Pl: PllWER & l:lllll/Mli, /Ml:. 
5995 Avenida Encinas, Carlsbad, CA 92008 • (619) 93 1-5700 • (800) 722-6555 • FAX (619) 931-6988 
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STATE OF THE ART 


INTEROPERABILITY 

TODAY 


The OSI stack provides a blueprint for interoperability 
and shows that our reach still exceeds our grasp 

BARRY NANCE 

The more you encounter a word or 

phrase , the less meaning it be

gins to have . In computers , you 

see user-friendly and powerful so 

often that the eye passes over them with 
barely a whisper reaching the brain. 
Lately, I've been tempted to add inter
operability to the list; it 's become over
worked and misused. Yet it is one of the 
most important concepts in computing . 
It's time to put some meaning and sub
stance back into interoperability to help 
us talk meaningfully about what works 
with what. 

The biggest problem is that interopera
bility is a huge concept ; you can use it in 
regard to nearly everything . You most 
often encounter it in reference to LANs 
(and most of my examples below deal 
with LANs) , but it also touches on other 
ways that you can make computer sys
tems and components talk to one other. 
Modems, serial ports , printers , printer 
ports, E-mail links , applications soft
ware, musical instruments, telephones, 
and even fax machines exemplify vary
ing degrees of interoperability. The chal
lenge is to define a framework in which 
an examination of interoperability makes 
sense. 

Interoperability and Computers 
One of the most interesting characteris
tics of interoperability is that you no 
longer use the word in reference to things 
that actually do interoperate . If you ' ve 
ever purchased a telephone and some 
phone cord with RJ-11 jacks at either 
end , plugged the phone into a wall jack in 
your house , and immediately picked up 
the handset to make a call , you've expe
rienced interoperability of the highest 
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order . But you'd never use the word to 
describe to your friends what you did . 
The same is true of every electrical ap
pliance you've ever plugged into a wall 
outlet. The degree of interoperability 
achieved by telephone and utility compa
nies is exceedingly high. 

On the other hand , if you've ever tried 
to merge two LANs, one using IBM OS/2 
LAN Server and one using Novell Net
Ware (and perhaps with some Macintosh 
workstations attached) , so that all users 
get to share the same resources and files 
on all the servers , you know how far the 
computer industry has to go before it 
achieves true interoperability. In such a 
situation, you might find yourself using 
interoperable as an expletive while you 
try to make things work. 

If you buy all your hardware and soft
ware from one manufacturer , your con
cern for interoperability is eased some
what, although you can still run into 
things that don't work well together. For 
example, IBM produces charts and ta
bles to show which of its products work 
together and, by implication, which do 
not. And you can ' t dismiss IBM's propri
etary products from interoperability con
siderations ; IBM is large enough that its 
specifications and guidelines often be
come industry standards. Interoperabil
ity is closely linked to the existence of ac
cepted standards, whether they're the 
formal result ofofficial standards efforts 
or the de facto result of industrywide ac
ceptance. 

11\JTE ACTION SUMMARY 

The Open Systems Intercon

nection Reference Model pro

vides an established frame

work for network interoper

ability . Comparing current 

interoperability solutions to 

the model shows that while 

interconnecting different 

systems at the lower levels of 

the model is possible, getting 

applications to work together 

seamlessly across a hetero

geneous network is not yet 

commercially feasible. 
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THE OSI MODEL 


Application 

Presentation 

Session 

Transport 

Network 

Logical Link Control 

- ----- -- ·Data link -·- - - - - - 
Media Access Control 

Physical 

Figure 1: Each layer ofthe OSI model 
presents a strictly defined interface to 
the adjacent layers , permitting pieces 
from different vendors to fit together 
seamlessly. 

Up the Stack 
The most important standards in the in
teroperability arena are those encom
passed by the Open Systems I ntercon
nection Reference Model. It provides a 
framework that developers use to create 
interoperable products and that you can 
use to explore the current state of interop
erability. Because many products are not 
yet OSI compliant, the correspondence 
between the OSI model and reality is not 
always exact, but it is the best reference 
available. 

Briefly, the OSI model declares seven 
protocol layers and specifies that each be 
insulated from the others by a well-de
fined interface. From bottom to top , the 
seven layers (see figure l) are as follows : 

• Physical . The lowest level of the OSI 
model specifies the physical and electri
cal characteristics of the connections that 
make up a network. It encompasses such 
things as twisted-pair cables , fiber-optic 
cables , coaxial cables , connectors , and 
repeaters. You can think of it as the hard
ware layer. 
• Data link. In th is layer of processing, 
the electrical signals enter or leave the 
network cable . Bit patterns, encoding 
methods, and tokens are examples of ele
ments known to this layer (and only to 
this layer) . The data-link layer detects 
errors and corrects them by requesting 
retransmissions of corrupted messages 
or packets. Because of its complexity , the 
data-link layer is broken into a Media Ac
cess Control layer and a Logical Link 
Control layer. The MAC layer manages 

network access (e.g., token passing or 
collision sensing) and network control. 
The LLC layer, operating at a higher 
level , sends and receives the data mes
sages or packets . 
• Network . This layer switches and routes 
the messages to get them to their destina
tions . It is responsible for addressing and 
delivering messages. 
• Transport. When more than one packet 
is in process at any one time , this layer 
controls the sequencing of the message 
components and regulates inbound traf
fic flow. If a duplicate packet arrives , 
this layer recognizes and discards it. 
• Session . The functions that are defined 
in this layer let applications running at 
two workstations coordinate their com
munications into a single session. A ses
sion is an exchange of messages-a dia
logue-between two workstations . This 
layer helps create the session , informs 
one workstation if the other has dropped 
out of the session, and terminates the ses
sion on request. 
• Presentation. When IBM , DEC, Ap
ple , Next , and Burroughs computers all 
want to talk to each other, some transla
tion and byte reordering is needed . This 
layer converts data into (or from) a ma
chine's native internal numeric format. 
• Application . This is the layer an appli
cation program-and , therefore , the pro
grammer-sees. A message to be sent 
across the network enters the OSI model 
protocol stack at this point, travels down
ward toward the first layer (the physical 
layer), zips across to the other worksta· 
tion, and then travels back up the stack 
until it . reaches the application on the 
other computer through that computer's 
own application layer. 

What fol lows is a discussion of the cur
rent state of interoperability at each of the 
layers in the OSI stack. Notice that while 
the status of interoperability gets fuzzier 
as you go up the stack, the word inter
operability is used (or perhaps abused) 
more frequently as you near the top . 

Firm Foundations 
Within each type of cable, physical inter
operability is pretty well defined . If you 
indicate you've connected some comput
ers with RG-58 AIU coaxial cable, there 
is a good chance that a network adminis
trator will immediately think of thin
wire Ethernet. Mention shielded twisted
pair (IBM Type I) cable, and Token 
Ring will probably come to mind . Un
shielded twisted-pair cable might be 
Token Ring, or it might be Ethernet's 
relatively new version ( IOBase-T) . Fiber 
optics? Fiber Distributed Data Interface 



The advan~esofMicrosoft's client-server 

, computing speakfor themselves. 

Just ask Neil Evans, Microsoft's MIS Man
ager. He can tell you all about the benefits of. 
Microsoft's client-server computing. Because its 
the very same software he and his staffuse to 
oversee one ofthe largest global PC LANs ever 
assembled. The Microsoft9 local area network. 

"YOU GET MORE BANG FOR YOUR BUCK 

ON LAN MANAGER SERVERS THAN YOU DO ON 


THE MINICOMPUTERS. THE HARDWARE IS 

4TO 5TO SOMETIMES 10 TIMES CHEAPER'.' 


In 1986, it became clear to Neil and his 
group that there were too many limitations with 
the minicomputer system they were using. 

When working at their PCs, people found 
it extremely hard to get timely access to the infor
mation they needed from the minis. And this made 
it difficult for them to do their jobs efficiently. 

Another limitation was that the minicom
puter system was too inflexible. Which meant 
changes were always slow and costly. 

So Neils group decided to migrate their 
network to Microsofts client-server solution. 

Microsoft LAN Manager and Microsoft 
SQLServer were integrated into the system and the 
WindowS· environment was used on the front end. 

On this platform, Neil and his group imple
mented 15 major client-server applications, includ

ing systems tracking worldwide sales and manage
ment expenses. The benefits became apparent 
right away. LAN Manager and SQL Server are 
optimized to work with Windows, so individual 
PC stations are more completely integrated into 
the MIS system. It is now much easier for users 
to share information. People can do their jobs 
more efficiently.And there is much better manage
ment reporting for executive decision making. 

''WITH MICROSOFT'S CLIENT-SERVER 
COMPUTING I CAN GET THE RIGHT 

INFORMATION TO THE RIGHT PEOPLE THE 
RIGHT WR/, RIGHT NOW" 

Ifyoutl like to find out more, we'll be happy 
to send you a case study explaining how Microsoft 
migrated to client-server 

only will we answer 
all your questions, 
we'll also speak di
rectly to your com
pany's interests. 

computing.Just give us 
a call at (800) 992-3675, 
DepartmentV98. Not 

. 

C 1991 Micrmo{I Corporo1icm. All rights r~ Prinlnl ill tht U.S..4. In tht SO UHitrd States. call (8()()) 992-3675. Dept. \IY8;()11tsidi! thl. SO United SJatts and Cutuia. tall (206) 936-8661. CusJmnus in Canada, coll (4 16) 568-350.1 Microsoft and lht 
Micf'OS()jt logo art rcgutertd trademarks a11d Win der.ts is a ttVdtmark ofMicrosoft Cwporution. 
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FRAME TYPES 


Gain speed in your 
problem solving 
and confidence .
1n your answers 
with Maple V... 

3-D Tube Plot created with Maple V. 

The symbolic math software for 
engineering, science, and 
education professionals. 
Maple, developed at the University of 
Waterloo, is today's most complete symbolic 
math package, and it's now available from 
MathSoft, the makers of Mathcad. Maple's 
comprehensive library of over 2,000 built-in 
functions and easy-to-use interactive 
environment delivers a max imum strength 
program in a surprisingly uncompl icated 
package. 

•Provides power and flexibility. 
You won't believe that something so 
pow erful runs on everylhing from 
supercomputers to computers with as 
litt le as lMB of memory. And Maple's 
fl ex ibil ity makes it easy to share flies 
across all platforms. It's completely 
programmable... and Maple's user 
interface supports natural mathematical 
calculations, so you can request an 
infin ite variety of computations and graph 
your output in two or three dimensions. 

• Use for a wide range of applications. 
Maple is ideal for a wide range of 
applications, including helicopter blade 
design, VLSI design, chemistry, satellite 
guidance systems, econometrics, electrical 
engineering, and applied mathematics 
to name just a few. Maple frees you from 
the "bookkeeping" of complex calculations 
and lets you concentrate on modeling and 
problem solving. 

Call us toll-free at 800-628-4223 
or use this coupon to request 
more information on Maple. 
In Massachusetts call 617 -577-1017 or 
fax this coupon to 617-577-8829. 

l I Yes! Tell me more about Maple. 
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ ____~ 

Title______ _____ _ 

Company or institution______ 
Address ___ _ _ _____ _ 

City State _ __Zip __ 
Phone(__)_________ 

894 

Mail th is coupon to: 
MathSoft, Inc. 
201 Broadway 
Cambridge, MA 02139 
USA 

Mnple 

Ethernet frame 

Preamble Destination Source I Type Data ICRCj Field length, 
'-----~----~----~~---~--~- in bytes

8 6 6 2 46-1500 4 

IEEE 802.3 ~tliemet frame 

Preamble SFD Destination Source LEN Data Pad CRC 
7 1 2 or 6 2or- 6 2 0-1500 x 4 

SFD =Start frame delimiter 
Pad =Filler b}(tes to bring the frame1o a minimum length 
CRC = Cyclic redJmdancy checksum 
LEN = be1J.9th ofdata field 

IEEE 802.5 Token Ring token 

ISD IAC IED I Field length, in bytes 
1 1 1 

SD =Start d~limiter AC =Access controi' ED =End delimiter 

IEEE 802.S-T9l<en Ring data frame 

ISDIAC IFC I DA I SA I Data IFCS IEDIFS I Field length, in bytes 
1 1 1 2 or 6 2 or 6 Variable 4 1 1 

SD = Start delimiter SA =Source address 
AC = Access control FCS = Frame-check sequence 
FC =Frame control ED = End delimiter 
DA =De.stination address FS = _Frame status · 

Figure 2: Different LAN types encapsulate data differently, resulting in 
i11compatibilities. The most significant differe11ce between "true" Ethernet and 
IEEE 802.3 Ethernet is the Padfield. True Ethernet defines the smallest data field 
as 46 bytes; 802. 3 Ethernet allows you to send a zero-length data field a11d pads 
the frame to the proper length. Token Ring is something else again: It has 011e frame 
defi11itio11for the token and another for the data frame. Given the differe11ces 
between the Ethernet and Toke11 Ring frames, it's 110 wo11der that adapters ofone 
type ca11 't recognize fram es ofthe other type. 

(FDDI) is new enough that you might just the data-link layer. 

gel puzzled looks . There are other physical standards that 


In each case, though, the simple men are highly interoperable. The best exam
tion of the type ofcable is often enough to ple is a parallel printer cable (which uses 
define the entire physical appearance of the Centronics interface). If you buy a 
the network components and to specify printer with a parallel interface and it 
what will connect-interoperate-with doesn •t work with a computer and cable 
what. If my computer has a Token Ring known to be good , it's certain that the 
card and I want to connect to your net printer is dead on arrival. 
work , I need ask only two questions to The standard for serial cables , RS-
find out whether it's possible: "4 or 16 232 , is equally rigorous and exacting. It 
Mbps?" and "Shielded or unshielded defines Data Terminal Equipment and 
twisted pair?" This level of interopera Data Communications Equipment , and it 
bility is made possible by standards ef specifies exactly how to connect DTE 
forts managed by the IEEE. The 802 .3 and DCE to make them interoperate. I 
(Ethernet) and 802 .5 (Token Ring) stan can buy a modem with an RS-232 inter
dards specify exactly how the physical face, connect it to my RS-232 serial port 
layer of the network should behave, and with an RS-232 serial cable, and know 
these standards extend their reach into that things are going to work. 

co111i1111ed 
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to understand: 

..,. Faster execution of software packages 
such as Lotus 1-2-3, Microsoft Excel, 

and AutoCad 386 

.... 

.... 

including CHI PS
own Super3 86 

.... CMOSprocessing 
and on-chip power 

management circuitry 
dramatically reduce power 

consumption 

For more information on our 
SuperMath coprocessors, call (800) 944-MATH. 

SuperMath Coprocessors. The fastest way to improve your system. 

When You Think 381, 

Think Faster. 


Introducing The Price Performance Leader In Math Coprocessors. 
The benefits of our new SuperMath'" coprocessors are very easy 

SuperMath Coprocessor 
PART NO. PKG. 

38700SX 6:cf~ 
38700DX 68-pin 

CPGA 

PIN-OUT 

Pin· 
Compatible 

Pin· 
Compatible 

Plug-in compatible 
and software compatible with 
industry standard 387DX and 
387SX coprocessors 

.... Up to 600% better perfor
mance at the instruction level 

Perfect system companion to 
industry compatible 80386 CPUs 

' 
u~~---------, 

'·' 

... 
PC LABS 

O suPERMATH 

OINTEL 

POWERMffiR WH£TSTONE SAVAGE 

•••••• •• • • ••••• • •••• ® 

\.t;itp:» 

Opening The iuture Of Microprocessing. 


0 1991 Chips and Technologies, Inc... SuperMath ~ d registered trademark of Chips and Technologies. lotus. Lolus 1·2·3. Microsoft . fAkrosolt heel , ,;ind AutoC.id 386 are registered trademark-. of their re-.;pcc t1ve holders 
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617-273-1818 

Data Link: Defining Data Formats 
Suppose I got out some spare chips and a 
soldering iron and s-omehow managed to 
connect my Token Ring- equipped com
puter to your Ethernet LAN so that the 
Ethernet message packets (frames) suc
cessfully entered my Token Ring card 
(don't try this at home!). Can I " inter
operate" on your LAN? No way. 

First of all , my Token Ring adapter 
needs to see a 3-byte token that it can 
claim before it can send data on the net
work. The cards in the other worksta
tions rely on collision sensing to get their 
message across. But even forgetting 
about tokens and collision sensing, the 
basic format of the data is different. 

Pascal programmers call it a REC
ORD . In C, it's a struct. Bare-metal as
sembly language folks might use a struc 
<> . COBOL programmers think of it in 
terms of a Record Description. Basi
cally, it 's the layout of the data in mem
ory, the organization of the data bytes 
into fields within a data record. 

Not only is an Ethernet data record or 
frame laid out differently from a Token 
Ring frame , IEEE 802.3 Ethernet is also 
slightly different from rrue Etherner
the original Ethernet definition from Xe
rox and DEC. Figure 2 shows the differ
ences. But within each standard (IEEE 
802.3 Ethernet or IEEE 802.5 Token 
Ring) , the degree of interoperability is 
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high , perm1t11ng adapter cards of the 
same type from different manufacturers 
to interoperate seamlessly. 

ARCnet data records (or frames) , 
FDDI frames , and StarLAN frames are 
differently laid out, too-just as you'd 
expect. The essential point , though, is 
that my hybrid , jury-rigged Token Ring 
card won't work with your Ethernet LAN 
because these record layouts are under
stood by the ROM program code burned 
into each adapter. (If I did manage to 
modify the Token Ring card enough to 
make it work, it would no longer be a 
Token Ring card-it would have become 
the world 's most expensive _Ethernet 
adapter.) 

What about non-LAN examples? If in
teroperability is such a slippt:ry thing, 
why can I use my fax machine to send 
documents and pictures to you as if we 
had picked our equipment from the same 
assembly line? The answer, of course, is 
standards. Group 3 fax is a standard 
understood around the world . 

The 9600-bps modems took a while IQ 
catch on, mostly because the standard for 
data representation was still evolving . 
Now we have CCITT V. 32 modems from 
different manufacturers that reach out 
and touch each other reliably . However, 
some modems, designed before the 
CCITT standard stabilized, do not al
ways speak clearly to other 9600-bps 

INTEROPERABILITY TODAY 


modems. An example is the USRobotics 
Courier HST modem; before USRobot 
ics ' Dual Standard, its modems didn't 
interoperate · well with other 9600-bps 
modems . (The original HST used a pro
prietary modulation scheme that pro
vided a 9600-bps forward channel and a 
back channel running at 1200 bps.) 

Network and Transport Layers 
People talk a lot about interoperability at 
the network and transport layers. If my 
earlier cynical observation is true , this 
means that interoperability is sporadic 
and elusive at this level. I' ll test this 
theory here . 

IPX.COM , the layer ofNetWare work
station software between NETx.COM 
(above) and network adapter software 
(below), exists at this level. IPX has its 
own application programming interface , 
and applications software on one Net
Ware workstation can talk through this 
interface to other NetWare workstations. 
However, the workstation dialogue takes 
place in a unique dialect of network lan 
guages ; other workstations may use the 
same cables and network adapters, but 
they can't participate if they don't speak 
the IPX language. 

Incidentally, if you are getting con
fused by this talk of layers , protocol 
stacks, and interfaces , look back a·t fig
ure 2 for a moment. See the field in the 
Ethernet and Token Ring frames that 's 
labeled Data? The data field is yet an
other whole record layout. 

The fields in this encapsulated data 
record are defined by the software in the 
network/transport layers. If I send an 
Ethernet frame to your NetWare work
station with a data field (i.e., record) 
containing bytes organized a certain 
way, your IPX-based workstation will 
recognize the frame. If! put incorrect or 
undefined values in those bytes , your 
workstation will not know what to do 
with the frame, even if the Ethernet por
tion is filled in correctly. At the network 
and transport layers, interoperability is 
defined mostly in terms of the definition 
of the data within the message packet. 

IPX is a close adaptation of a protocol 
developed by Xerox , XNS. Novell uses 
IPX , of course, but I don't know of any 
other major players whose LAN products 
implement it directly. One way around 
this stumbling block to interoperability is 
to use the Clarkson Packet Drivers. 

Supported by Novell , FTP Software 
(Wakefield , MA) , much of the academic 
community, and other groups, the Clark
son Packet Drivers allow multiple proto
cols to use the same network adapter. 
IPX data packets are routed to IPX, Net
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BIOS packets to NetBIOS, TCP/IP pack
ets to TCP/IP, Network File System 
packets to NFS, and so forth . These 
drivers take up a little extra RAM , but 
they do a good job of providing inter
operability at the network/transport 
layers-if you have multiple upper layers 
that all need· to use the same network 
adapter . 

TCP/IP is yet another piece of the in
teroperability puzzle. (If everyone used 
TCP/IP-or IPX , or NetBIOS-1 prob
ably wouldn't be writing this .) TCP/IP 
was developed with government money 
and is therefore in the public domain; 
this probably explains its popularity. 
TCP can be considered a transport-layer 
definition; IP fits more into the session 
layer. TCP, of course , is very different 
from IPX. In fact, the many different 
transport-layer definitions (record lay
outs and data field meanings) are the big
gest obstacles to interoperability. 

Another term that is used at this level 
is transport independence; it ' s another 
way of saying interoperability. Suppose 
you want to develop an application con
sisting of different modules that run on 
an IBM PS/2 under OS/2 , a Mac, and a 
Unix box. You'd like to design the mod
ules so that the calling interface-one 
module passing parameters and control 
to another-is completely transparent to 
the programmer. You need special glue 
to put these pieces together. This glue is 
called remote procedure calls , or RPC 
(see "In Praise of Remote Procedure 
Calls," March BYTE) . 

RPC lets different kinds of computers 
process different parts oflhe same appli
cation. Companies like SunSoft (a sub
sidiary of Sun Microsystems) , NetWise, 
Novell , Hewlett-Packard, and Momen
tum Software are doing amazing things 
with RPC . American Airlines, for ex
ample, is using XIPC from Momentum 
to develop a new cargo-routing system 
that runs on a variety of computers. 

Transport independence means that 
all the machines making up the entire 
application system are using the same 
transport-layer definition-IPX , Net
BIOS , TCP/IP, or something else. RPC 
is great when the same transport layer is 
available for all the kinds of computers 
you want to use. You use the RPC tools to 
segregate your modules by target ma
chine, and you link the modules with an 
RPC library on each target. Voita-you 
have taken the best characteristics of 
each kind of computer and incorporated 
them into one system. 

But suppose you'd really like to use 
one of those new Volga Boatman/2000 
computers , which as everyone knows 
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only support the FIX protocol , in your 
application. Your vendor of RPC tools 
shrugs and says , " Sorry." You start trav
eling to the trade shows , hoping to hear 
someone use the words "interoperabil
ity" and " Volga" in the same breath . 

I've concentrated on IPX and TCP/IP, 
probably the two most widely used trans
port protocols. Another term you hear 
frequently in conjunction with TCP/IP 
and IPX is NetBIOS . Actually , though , 
much of NetBIOS works at the session 
layer, the next level of the OSI model. 

Session Players 
IPX.COM actually contains two proto
cols, IPX and SPX. As you'd expect, 
SPX is a layer on top oflPX and uses IPX 
to send and receive its data messages. 
SPX is session-oriented, like NetBIOS, 
but the similarity ends there . In my book 
Network Programming in C (Que Pub
1ishing, 1990), I explain NetBIOS pro
gramming techniques in one chapter and 
IPX/SPX techniques in another-the de
gree of 1r- «:roperability between the two 
chapters 1s exceedingly low. 

" Ah!" you say . "Novell supplies a 
NetBIOS.EXE program with NetWare 
that ought to solve the problem. " I wish 
that it were true . If the various imple
mentations of NetBIOS were interopera
ble, you could construct a protocol stack 
consisting of network-adapter support 

software, IPX.COM, NetBIOS, and dif
ferent redirector modules from Novell 
(NetWare NETx.COM), Artisoft (LAN
tastic) , Performance Technology (Pow
erLAN) , IBM (DOS LAN Requester) , 
and other vendors, and you'd be able to 
access just about any file server ever 
created. 

Even if you had enough RAM to hold 
this protocol stack, you still couldn't use 
it to access anything . Each vendor ex
pects its LAN software to work with the 
NetBIOS it implemented. I've gone only 
five-sevenths of the way up the OSI 
model , and already interoperability is 
out of focus and getting fuzzier by the 
minute. 

While there are some differences in 
each of the programming interfaces of 
the NetBIOS implementations from vari
ous vendors, a bigger problem is the dif
ferent data-record layouts that are used to 
shunt NetBIOS packets across the net
work. On a DOS workstation, the Net
BIOS module from IBM is the device 
driver DXMTOMOD.SYS (part of the 
IBM LAN Support Program) . Novell's , 
as I mentioned, is NETBIOS.EXE. Arti
soft ' s NetBIOS for LANtastic is AILAN
BIOS. Performance Technology's Pow
erLAN NetBIOS module is named for 
the adapter it supports . The data records 
(i.e., the contents of the data record en
capsulated inside the data field of the 
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Ethernet or Token Ring frame) that each 
of these modules creates are completely 
different . 

Presentation and Application Layers 
The software on your LAN that gives you 
access to the file server is the network 
shell , or redirector. On a NetWare net
work, this is NETx.COM (where the x 
denotes the version of DOS you run) . On 
an OS/2 LAN Server network , it's repre
sented by DOS LAN Requester at DOS-

based workstations. Other vendors' re
director software is usually called RE
DIR or NET. At this level , you can also 
talk about E-mail interoperability , along 
with the software mechanisms for shar
ing data in the Presentation Manager and 
Windows environments .

It goes without saying that NetWare 
LANs, OS/2 LANs, Banyan LANs, and 
peer-to-peer LANs are not easily inter
OP.erable at this level. Just as you'd sus
pect from the discussion of lower layers 
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of the protocol stack, the lack of commu
nication among different vendors' redi
rector software modules is mostly a mat
ter of data definition. 

NetWare workstations use the Net
Ware Core Protocol to request file ser
vices; servers respond in kind . NCP was 
highly proprietary until earlier this year, 
when Novell announced it would license 
the NCP specification for a fee. 

IBM designed the Server Message 
Block protocol for use with the PC LAN 
Program. One of the best documents for 
understanding the SMB protocol is Vol
ume 2, Number 8-1 , of the IBM Personal 
Computer Seminar Proceedings. Printed 
in 1985, it's still a useful introduction to 
how SMBs are used. IBM currently uses 
the SMB protocol between OS/2 LAN 
Server and DOS LAN Requester work
stations; a few vendors of peer-to-peer 
products (e.g., PowerLAN) also support 
SMBs . Like NCP, however , SMB is 
identified closely with one company. It 
doesn't have the clout to become a wide
spread standard. 

Interprocess Communications 
At the top of the OSI model, riew prod
ucts and new standards for application
level interprocess communications come 
into being so often that it's hard to get a 
handle on the current state of affairs. In
teroperable is used to describe each new 
product and standard. As I've suggested, 
the frequent use of the word is perhaps 
significant, but not in the way that was 
intended . 

Dynamic Data Exchange, an applica
tion-to-application protocol for the Win
dows environment,. was designed by Mi
crosoft for use in Excel , the spreadsheet 
program. It is described in the Windows 
Software Development Kit and is avail
able to other applications that want to 
talk to each other. Microsoft also offers 
Object Linking and Embedding (OLE) 
for use under Windows. DDE has five 
mechanisms applications can use: 

• 	Hot link. A server application sends 
data to a client application whenever 
data changes. 

• 	Warm link. The server notifies the 
client that data has changed, and the 
client can then request it. 

• 	Request. This is equivalent to a 
copy-and-paste operation between 
the server application and the client, 
without the need for the intermediate 
clipboard . 

• 	Poke . This is a "back channel 
transfer." 

• 	Execute. One application controls 
the execution of another. 

continued 
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sharebu inc s infor
mation, re ourccs and technologies mean that 
networks can no longer afford Lo be loca l. 
WiLh LA MODEM'" from Microtest, 
there i no reason Lo limit the area of 
your network. f LANMODEM 
opens the doo1·to the outside world. 
As an intelligent network modem, 
LAN MODEM gives authorized users transparent access 
to, t'rom and between Novell "' LANs.And with theexternal 
serial port. a ccond modem can be attached Lo allow 
multiple users Lo dial-in and dial-out simultaneously. 
f There's a 11nh1erse of posslblllUes for LANMODEl\1. 
Sa les peoplecan dial-in Lo upload today's orders or down
load timely account data to their laptop PC. Employees 
can dial-out Lo accc bulletin boards. on-line informa
tion services and even other LANs. Service technicians 
can perform remote support and maintenance. Remote 
user can even run app li ca tion li ke 
spreads hee ts and databases with-

L 1 MODEM ' 
Fa LL.ink'" direcLI PX 

feature. f Thedown-to-cal'lh 
benentsofLANMODEM. Cost 

eff'eclivc: LA 'MODEM is an 
affordable network solution 

LhaL delivers 9600 baud 
v.-12b is communica tions 

and up Lo 57.6K bp via Lhe 
external serial port. Compalibilily: Support Ethernet'" 
(thin, Lhick and 10BASE:ri. ARCNET"' and even 4/16 
Mbps Loken ring. LANMODEM i al o compatible with 
mo L network communications ofLwa rc, including 
populm remote control packages. lnnovaUve hardware/ 
software design: Security and utility softwar make 
management and installation ea . Plus Flash ROM 
allow LA 10DE 11 to be upgraded in tantl y, with
out cli connecting iL from the LAN. f Now there's no 
reason to limit the area of your network. l•or more 

information on ·'what' in" on dialing-in 
and out of your LAN call MicrotcsL at 

out remote control softwa re-using 1-800-LAN-9675.lnnowui111• /,1\N Solutinns 
800-526-9675 

1\ll pro011c1 n:.111u•s an·1ra1k111arksor rc~lstcrcd tradcnwr~s or C:11py ri~hl l!J!) I \l krnL1·st, lnr. 
lllcir rt'.S Jlt'l' I h1• rui11pnnlcs. 
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For two applications to use DDE, they 
must agree on the format of the data to be 
exchanged. If the applications are from 
different vendors, this means the ven
dors must publish detailed specifica
tions. 

OLE is a layer on top or'DDE that insu
lates the application programmer from 
some ofDDE's tedious detail. One appli
cation puts data into a container that is lo
cated in the other application . The sec
ond application only needs to know how 

to display the data . Ifchanges to the data 
are required, the second application in
vokes the first one through a special 
interface. 

HP 's NewWave is object-oriented. It 
uses the concept of agents, and it contains 
an intelligent link manager that resolves 
object names into file-system names . 
Version 3. 1 of NewWave incorporates 
OLE. SunSoft 's ToolTalk is another ex
ample of interprocess communications 
and object linking. 

nJRN PCs INTO 
XTERMINALS 

HCL-eXceed family 
of Xservers for PCs 

from 
Hummingbird. 

MS-Windows 
based Xserver: 

HCL·eXceed/W, 
for PCs with 

MS-Windows 3.0 
and2MBof 
memory or 

more. 

HCL·eXceed, for PCs 

with 640K to 1 MB of memory. 


HCL·eXceed Plus, for PCs 

with 1.64 MB to 16MB of memory. 


HCL·eXceed 8514, forPCswith8514A 
based high resolution display adaptors. 

HCL·eXceed TIGA 2, for PCs with high 
resolution display adaptors and the TIGA 2 
interface. 

IUH WEEK 
ANALYSTS CHOICE 

~UMMINGBIRD~MMUNICATIONS LTD. 
2900 John Street, Unit 4, Markham, Ontario, Canada L3R SG3 
Telephone: (416) 470-1203, Fax: (416) 470-1207 
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Interoperability among the various 
providers of interprocess communica
tions facilities probably won't happen for 
a long time. Even within a single proto
col like DDE, interoperability remains 
highly application dependent. 

E-Mail Interoperability 
E-mail is another application-level ser
vice that ' s feeling the interoperability 
push. Many commercial E-mail products 
adhere to the Message Handling System 
and/or the X.400 standard. MHS mes
sages , for example, have a header, a 
body of text, and perhaps an attached 
file. The header contains a destination 
address , a return address , a postmark, 
and other information. Bo~h addresses 
have a particular format: <username> 
@<workgroupname> . Applications that 
define data in this same format can inter
operate with MHS. Similarly, applica
tions that use X.400 conventions can in
teroperate with other X.400 applications 
and users . 

Of course , myriad other E-mail stan
dards exist. Western Union has Easy
Link, Telenet offers Telemail, and a 
rather popular one is PROFS from IBM. 
Interoperability among these systems is 
mostly a matter of reformatting data to 
look the way the other system expects. In 
E-mail, at least , some of the promise of 
interoperability has been realized . 

Farther On Down the Road 
Interoperability is a big issue; so big, in 
fact, that an annual trade show, called 
lnterop, is now devoted to it. Run by the 
Advanced Computing Environment peo
ple, Interop has one overriding criterion 
for its exhibitors: Products must success
fully interoperate with other products on 
a network . The show is the meeting 
ground of the technical people who sweat 
bullets to turn interoperability into a 
word you won't have to hear much of 
anymore . 

And they still have a lot to sweat over. 
While interoperability solutions are sol
idly in place for the lower levels of the 
OSI stack, things begi.n to break down 
around the transport and session layers . 
Constructing a heterogeneous network 
today is not an impossible undertaking, 
but the day when any application can in
teract seamlessly with any other over 
your network still remains at least a few 
years off. • 

Barry Nance, a BYTE consulting editor, 
works in the R&D department at Pro
gramming Resources Co. in Hartford, 
Connecticut. He can be contacted on BIX 
as "barryn." 
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• 20MHz 80386SX CPU • 2Mll RMI (cxp2nd2bk to 
16Mll) • 40MB h2nl drl \'c • 9" non-gl•rc VGA screen 
With 32 grey sh•dC!I . 1.4-iMll lntcrn• I noppy dri\'C 
• Power managcmcm S)'Stcm for cx1c ndcd b:mcry 
life • 3 hour baucry pack • AC :ul:lptcr • External 
kcybo:trd connector • l.c2 thcr Carrying Case • 
8 .6" D x ll " L x 2. 1" 11, 7.2 lbs. • Upgr.ide from 
40MB to 60MB bud drive for $200 • 386/SX-16 
Notebook wlth 20MB also 
av:allablc for $1,699."' 

Lease for S 88/rnonth • 
•• Qu2ntl1ks limited. Sold out when ROnc. 

386/SX-20 CACHE SYSTEM 
• 20Mflz80386S X CPU • 4MIJ RAM (cxp2nd2blc to 
32Mll) • 32KB st2tlc RA Mache • llOM 0 hard drive 
• 14 HSuper VGA color monitor with 1024 x 768 
rcsolucio n • 16-bil high pcrfo rm:mcc im cgrJtcd 
Super VGA with 512Kll RAM . 1.nm 2nd l.44 MB 
floppy dri"c • I p2rallcl 2nd 2 scrl2I pons • En 
h• nccd 10 1-key kcybo•rd • OOS 5 • Windows 
3.0 •Mouse • Slimline ca.~c • Customer Upgr.1d2hlc 
to 486SX. 486133, 

486/50. 2nd beyond . $1,795
Lease for S69/rnonth • 

• 33Mliz 80386 DX CPU opcr>tin~ 2 1 1.<:ro w-J h 
states • Cache processor w irh 64 K s1:uic RAM • 
4MU RAM (cxp2mb blc 10 16MB) • 200Mll h2rd 
drive• l•f" Super VGA color monitor with 1021 
x 768 resolution • 16·bit high pcrform:mcc Super 
VGA c:utl Wilh IMB vl<lco RAM . t.2Mn ::and 
l .44 MB noppy drive • I p2r>llcl 2nd 2 scri2I 

ports • Enh2nced 101-kcy kcyboml • DOS 5 • 

"1indo~'S 3.0 • 1\tc usc • 200 V.":ltt power suppl y • 

Desktop c:uc • Cu to mcr Upgr•d2hlc to 486SX, 

486/33, 486/50, 

:m d lKyond. 


• 33Mllz 80186DX CPU • llullt ·ln cache • 8Mll 
RA~I (cxp2nd2blc 10 32MB) • 200MO hard drive • 
14 ,. Super VGA color moni1or wi th 1021 x 768 
resolution • 16-hil h ijth pcrform:mcc imcgr.ucd 
Super VGA with ! ~Ill RAM • 1.2Mll and 1.44 Mll 
floppy drives • I p:ar.i llcl :mt.I 2 serial por1 s • 7 
avail:lblc cxpansiort slots • Enhanced IOl ·kcy key· 
bo2rd • DOS 5 • \"<'indows 3.0 • Mouse • Slimline 
c:asc • Customer Upgr.ubblc 
to 486/50 2nd beyond . 

• 33Mflz 80486DX Cl'U operat ing 21 1.cro w.lt 
t:ucs • 64 KD st::a1ic RAM ccht:: full y suppon lng 

486 burst mode • 1MD RAM (cxponU.blc to 64 Mll) 
• 200MB 18ms fl •rd Disk • 11• Super VGA color 
monimr w hh 1024 x 768 rt::so lullon • 16-bit high 
pcrfo rm:m ct! inu:gr.ucd Super VGA c2rd with IMD 
RAM • 1.2MB 2n<l l.H~tll noppy dri ves • I p2ra llcl 
and 2 serial pon.s • lbwcr Case w ilh 250 w:nt 
power suppl)' • Enh2nccd IOI -key kc)'bo•rd 
• DOS 5 • Windows 3.0 
• Mouse 
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386/SX-16 SYSTEM 
• J6MHz 80386SX CPU • 2MB RAM (expandable to 
J6MB) • 40MB hard drive • 14" Super VGA color 
monitor with 1024 x 768 resolution • 16-bit high 
performance integrated Super VGA wilh 512KB RAM 
• J.44MB noppy d rive • I paralle l and 2 serial ports • 
Enhanced IOI -key keyhoard • DOS 5 • Windows 3 .0 
• Mouse 
• Super-Slimline case. 

Lease for S49 /momh• '1,295 

486/SX-20 SYSTEM 
• 20MHz 80486SX CPU • 4 MB RAM (e.xpandable to 
32MB) • BOMB hard drive • 14" Super VGA color 
monitor with 1024 x 768 resolution • 16-bit high 
performance integ.-~1ed Super VGA with 512KB RAM 
• l.2MB :md I .44MD floppy d rive • I parallel and 2 
serial ports • Enhanced IOI-key keyboard • DOS 5 • 
Windows 3.0 • Mouse • Slimline case • 
Customer Upgradable to 486/33, 
486/50, and beyond. 

s2,295Lease fo r 888/momh• 

SEE INSIDE FOR PULL LINE OF COMPUTEll SYSTEMS. 

•Monthly payments based on 36 momh lease. 24 or 36 month 

leasing options available fo r qualified businesses. 

Prices and specifications subject 10 change without notice. 


TRW Customer Service Division. Free 90 day on-site service for 

386/SX, 386/DX, 486/SX, 486/DX, and 486 EISA systems. On-site 

service for 286 systems available at e.xtra cos!. Free on-site is 

available 10 most locations In the contiguous United Srates. 


Windows is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation. 

AM386 is a registered trademark of Advanced Micro Devices. 

Pro Designer Us is a registered trademark of Orchid Technologies. 

Ail other products or services arc identified by the trademarks 

o r scrvicemarks of their respective companies. 
© 1991 PC Brand, Bensenville, Ulinois. 

MasterCard, Visa, American Express, Discover, PC Brand Direct 
Advanragc MasterCard, checks , money orders, direct wire 
and approved purchase orders accepted. 

PC Brand, lac. , 877 Supreme Drive, Bensenville, IL. 60106. 

BRAND' ~ 


THERE'S ABIG DIFFERENCE BETWEEN 

BUYING APC AND BUYING PC BRAND. 

1-800-PC BRAND TEL: 800-722-7263 FAX: 800-722-7392 

Sales hours: Mon-Fri 7 AM to 7PM (CT)• Sat BAM to 4PM (CT) Tech Support hours: Mon-Fri BAM tO 7PM (Cr) • Sat 9AM to 2PM (CT) 
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CONNECTIVITY: 

THE SUM OF ITS PARTS 


The structure of modern networks 

PETER FETTEROLF 

We've been promised sea mless, 
interconnected in fo rmat ion 
e nvironme nt s within build 
ings and th roughout the world 

fo r so long that the "c ry wolf" sy nd rome 
ha s se t. in. Th e fr us trati o n le ve l o f 
businesspeople is at an a ll -time high re
ga rding if, when. and how they ca n fi 
na lly pull together a ll the pieces to take 
advantage of the sy nergy that computers 
a nd communications offer to each other. 

At last. though, there is hope! We a re 
making headway connecting the worlds 
of wide-a rea network s (WANs) , LANs, 
a nd m e tro p o lit a n area ne t wo rk s 
(MANs). Br idges, multiprotocol routers. 
and other devices a re the glue that is fi
nally ma king the promise of network 
connecti vity more than just a gleam in 
the eyes of M IS directors. 

As a result , however , the world of net
work connecti vity has become so intri
cate that if you understand a ll the pieces 
of the interoperability pu zzle, you can 
hang out your shingle as a "communica
tions ex pert. " Here's a tour th rough the 
world of network connecti vi ty. 

Wide-Area Networking 
WAN s, LANs , and MANs a rc a ll acro
ny ms (see th e glossa ry " Ne tworking 
Na mes" on page 202) fo r a n expl anation 
of the data network technologies used to 
interconnect computers. WANs . which 
were developed as the fi rst computer net
works, a re of two basic types: centra l
ized and distributed . 

Cemm l ized WANs consist of a ma in
frame computer that serves remotely dis
tr ibuted dumb termina ls. Network man
age rs lease communications cha nn els 
from a common ca rrier (e.g., AT&T , 
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MCI , or US Sprint) and tie together ter
minals and the central computer using a 
star or tree topology. Since these net
works consist of one smart computer (or 
mainframe) and lots of dumb (or nonpro
cessing) terminals, the communications 
protocol is fairly straightforward: The 
smart computer polls the dumb termi
nals to find out if they have anything to 
transmit , and then it controls data trans 
mission so that there are no collisions. 

As smart computers proliferated 

ACTION SUMMARY 

If you've wondered how to in
terconnect your computers 

throughout your building or 

even throughout the world, 

here are the important cur
rent technologies that can fill 

the bill. 

throughout organizations, users realized 
they needed a more sophisticated distrib
uted network-an environment that 
would allow independent computers to 
have equal levels of control in the com
munications architecture. One of the 
first distributed WANs was the ARPA
NET , developed by the Department of 
Defense and used as a test bed for new 
packet-switching technologies . 

The communications industry devel
oped a layered architecture that allows 
software and hardware that perform dif
ferent functions to be specified by net
work standards . (Standards are docu
ments that specify protocols.) This 
approach was developed in the 1970s by 
ARPA, IBM, DEC, and other companies 
and then standardized by the ISO. This 
new set of standards, known as the 
seven-layer Open Systems Interconnec
tion (OSI) model, was developed to pro
vide an open system of interconnection 
between computers from various manu
facturers. Thus, the field of data net
working was born. 

The physical layer of the data commu
nications architecture could be a point
to-point link (e.g., voice grade, digital 

data service (DDS), Tl, or T3) , a satel
lite link , a point-to-point microwave 
link, an infrared link, and so forth. The 
data-link layer protocol might be high
level data-link control (HDLC), which 
provides for error checking, flow con
trol , and retransmission of packets on a 
point-to-point data link. 

In addition to the seven original layers 
of the OSI model , the IEEE 802 commit
tee has recently broken up the data-link 
layer into two sublayers: media access 
control and logical link control. The 
LLC layer carries out the traditional 
data-link control functions. It is modeled 
after HDLC . The MAC layer is responsi
ble for sharing media such as coaxial 
cable , fiber optics, packet radio , or satel
lite communications. 

TCP/IP is typical of network layer and 
transport layer protocols . IP handles 
functions such as routing, fragmenta 
tion , and reassembly, as well as multi
level security for packets traversing a 
network . TCP provides for end-to-end 
error control, flow control, and packet
sequence control. There also are three 
other layers above the transport layer
the session, presentation, and application 

~-- DATA COMPRESSION LIBRARIES™ __, 

IT PKWARE"s®Data Compression Librariesrn allow software developers to add data compression II lechnology to software applications. The application prngram controls all the Input and output 
0 0 0 0

~f :lt::~:g:a~~ ~o:p:::~::s::o~t::~::::e::~: :s:yo:e;i:ea: ~::a ~:~:~yry~ith I 
similar compression achieved by the popular PKz1P software. however the format used by 
the compression routine is completely generic and nol specific to the PKZIP file format.I I
• Application Controlled 1/0 and memory allocation for extreme flexibility. •Adjustable Dictionary Size allows software to be fine tuned for Maximum Size or Speed. 

• Approximately 35K memory needed for Compression. 12K memory needed for Extraction. 
• Compatible with most popular Languages: C. C+ +. Pascal. Assembly. Basic, Clipper, Elc. I I
•Works with any 80x86 family CPU in real or protected mode. $295.00 
• No runtime royalties.I - - -1
RUNNING OUT OF EXPENSIVE DISK SPACE? 
PKz1P can help! PKz1p compresses your files to free up disk space and reduce modemI I 


I 
transfer time. You can compress a single file or entire directory structures wilh a single 
command. Compressed files can be quickly returned to their normal size wilh PKmmP . 

Software developers can reduce the number of diskettes needed to distribute their product by I 
using PKz1P . Call for Distribution License information . 

The included PKztP utility lets you store 9025 N. Deerwood Dr. I I
compressed files as a single self-extracting Brown Deer, WI 53223 
.EXE files that automatically uncompresses (414) 354-8699 
when run. Only $47.00 ' · ·· • · · ® Fax (414) 354-8559 _____________.,, 
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The new Bernoulli 90MB. 
Welcome to BERNOULLI 
the next MWS SECURITY 

FOR YOUR DATA generation of 
removable storage, the new 
Bernoulli~9o from Iomega~ 

At 90 megabytes per 
removable disk, we've more 
than doubled our capacity. 
Yet the new Bernoulli 90 i 
actually less expensive than 
the Bernoulli 44. A lot Jes . 
And with a new 19-m ec· 
effective access time, a lot 
faster, too. 

The best part is, it's all 
Bernoulli. Rugged, reliable, 
endless storage. Just what 
storage-intensive users-like 
Windows users-demand. 

More value. 
Uyou need more storage, 
you' )] welcome the Bernoulli 
90, since it's now comparable in price to 
a hard di k upgrade. 
disk? Consider what you don't get with a hard disk. 

o \ hy not buy a hard 

You don't get infinite storage in 90-megabyte 
increments-hard disks fill up. You don't get 180MB of 
easy backup. You don' t get the physical security of 

removable data disks, or head
~~ crash-resistant technology. You 

don t get compatibility with all ·~ major operating systems, and 
iMi workstations. And you don't == . . get Central Point's Backup []

software. 
In short, you don t g t 

a Bernoulli. l
' 

(J) More recognition. 
I eading publication have 
gi' en us welcome recognition, 

percent satisfaction 
rate, our biggest supporters are Bernoulli user . 

Our users enjoy worldwide support and a 24
hour.. drive replacement service. To further protect 
their investment, we've designed the Bernoulli 90 to 
read 44MB disks. And we're instituting an upgrade 
program to help get every Bernoulli user into the 90s. 

Call 1-800-777-4084~ 
Questions? We don' t blame you. There's a lot more you 
, houJd know about-like om free, 90MB disk offer, 
drive configurations, Bernoulli Teclmolo~ and speci
fi c pricing. So we've prepared a brochure that's yow·s 
with a phone call . find out • 

what a w lcome change ~l•.,.._=r-.. 
Bem oaUi an be. Before .6fj Ul4 
the 90s leave you behind. Makers ofBernoulli 
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layers . (However, details of these are not 
relevant to this article.) 

Local-Area Networking 
LANs were soon to follow WANs. As 
users accumulated computer hardware at 
an astounding rate , it became clear that 
they would benefit from a high-perfor
mance , economic method of intercon
nection to provide resource sharing. The 
primary methods of LAN interconnec
tion were subsequently specified by the 
IEEE 802 committee as the IEEE 802 .3, 
802.4, and 802.5 standards. IEEE 802 .3 
is the CSMA/CD protocol-also known 
as Ethernet-that provides a shared-bus 
topology. 

On an Ethernet system, the protocol 
allows every machine to transmit at any 
time if no one else is using the bus. All 
stations listen to the bus (known as carri
er sensing) and transmit only when the 
bus is free. Unfortunately , all physical 
communications media have finite prop
agation delays (limited by the speed of 
light) . If the packet has not propagated 
all the way down the bus , it is possible for 
a computer to see the bus as free when it 
is actually busy. The stations must sense 

collisions , back off for a random time , 
and retransmit at a later time. 

IEEE 802.3 works well as long as 
average network traffic is less than 40 
percent of the bus capacity and intercon
nection distances are short. If the bus is 
constantly busy, users experience multi
ple collisions and wasted bandwidth. 
This eventuaJly results in an unstable 
system. If transmission occurs over very 
long distances, carrier sensing will un
dergo unacceptable time lags because of 
cable-propagation delays, and optimum 
throughput levels will rapidly degrade. 

IEEE 802 .5 is another widely used 
LAN interconnection technique called 
the token-passing ring . In this type of 
system, a single token that is controlling 
the right to transmit circulates among 
stations around the ring network. When a 
station needs to transmit a packet, it 
takes control of the token , marks it busy, 
and appends the data to it (within the 
frame defined by 802.5) . Other stations 
can sense that a busy token and data are 
circulating around the ring, and the des
tination station (whose address is speci
fied on the frame) reads and stores the 
frame. The token is returned to the send

ing station, where the data frame is re 
moved and the token is marked free and 
put back into circulation. 

The 802 .5 standard provides for point
to-point, multipoint, or broadcast trans
mission and priority queueing of frames 
at stations. One problem with 802.3 is 
that excessive collisions waste network 
bandwidth , because data transmission 
cannot occur during a collision . Token 
passing is advantageous , because it does 
not consume bandwidth with collisions; 
by using this approach , then, you can ob
tain higher levels of throughput. Cable 
length in the ring is still limited by the 
propagation delay. If usage is low, each 
station needs to wait for a token to propa
gate completely around the ring before it 
can transmit a packet. 

The IEEE 802 .4 standard also uses 
token passing; however , with this proto
col, the network uses a bus topology. The 
IEEE 802.4 token-passing bus uses a log
ical ring specified b):' station addresses. 
The stations pass tokens from low-level 
addresses to high-level addresses . The 
token-passing bus provides for some 
elaborate token-recovery schemes as 
well as complicated protocols to add and 
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Networking Names 

Bridge A hardware and software de
vice used to interconnect LANs . 
Bridges forward frames using media ac
cess control (MAC) addresses . Span
ning tree bridges are transparent to 
users and perform automatic routing . 
Source routing bridges are dumb de
vices that depend on stations to specify 
routes for frames. 

CSMA/CD Carrier sense multiple 
access/collision detection . In this proto· 
col, stations listen to the bus and only 
transmit when the bus is free. If a colli· 
sion occurs, the packet is retransmitted 
after a random t" me-out. CSMA/CD is 
used in Ethernet (IEEE 802.3). 

DDS Digital data service . Digital 
leased lines with data rates between 
2400 and 56,000 bps . 

DQDB Distributed queue dual bus. A 
new metropolitan-area network (MAN) 
protocol that uses two unidirectional 
buses . 

FDDI Fiber Distributed Data Inter· 
face. A 100-Mbps token-ring standard 
for transmission over fiber optics . 
FDDI uses counter-rotating rings for re
liability and multiple tokens for high 
throughput. 

Frame An IEEE 802 packet. 

HDLC High-level data-link protocol. 
A fundamental data-link protocol that 
carries out filow control, error control , 
and transmission control between data· 
transmission equipment. 

IEEE 802.x standards 802.1 speci 
fies spanning tree bridges and the span
ning tree protocol; 802.2 is the protocol 

based on HDLC used for link-level con· 
trol for LANs and MANs; 802 .3 is 
based on the CSMA/CD protocol; 802.4 
uses the token-bus protocol ; 802.5 uses 
the token-ring protocol ; and 802 .6 uses 
the DQDB protocol for MANs . 

IP Internet Protocol. The network 
layer protocol that was developed by the 
Department of Defense in the ARPA 
project. It is widely used in conjunction 
with Transport Control Protocol (TCP) . 

ISO International Standards Organi
zation . An organization that is develop
ing the Open Systems Interconnection 
(OSI) standards for integrated 
network s. 

LAN Local-area networks are typi 
cally high-speed (1 to 100 Mbps) net
works used to interconnect computers 
within a building or a campus. Users 
employ LANs to share file servers and 
printers, to send E-mail. and to connect 
to wide-area networks (WANs). 

LLC Logical )ink control. This pro
tocol is the OSI layer that performs the 
traditional data-link control functions . 
It is modeled after HDLC. 

MAC Media access control. This pro· 
tocol is the OSI layer that controls access 
to a shared communications media . 

MAN Metropolitan area network . 
High-speed public network that should 
show up in the next few years in metro
politan areas . MANs will provide LAN 
interconnection . 

OSI Open Systems Interconnection . 
A layered protocol architecture speci 
fied by the ISO . OSI provides a uniform 

set of protocols that allow diverse com
puters to communicate with one another 
over short or long distances . 

Packet Switching A type of network 
architecture that breaks long streams of 
data into packets and switches them 
throughout a network . 

Router A sophisticated hardware and 
software device that interconnects 
WANs , LANs , and MANs . Routers 
route packets using network layer proto
cols. Multiprotocol routers can deal 
with heterogeneous environments by si
multaneously using multiple protocols . 

SMDS Switched multimegabit digital 
service . A new public service for carry
ing high-speed data traffic that will use 
IEEE 802 .6. 

TCP Transport Control Protocol. A 
transport layer protocol that provides 
end-to-end flow control. error control. 
and connection management . 

TI and T3 Tl is a digital line that op
erates at a rate of 1.544 Mbps . It carries 
high-speed data or 24 separate voice 
channels. T3 is a digital line that oper
ates at 44 Mbps. It carries 28T1 s or one 
44-Mbps high-speed data link . 

Voice grade line An analog commu
nications link designed to carry voice 
grade traffic. You can transmit data 
over voice grade lines with modems. 

WAN Wide-area network . Used to in· 
terconne ct computers over long dis
tances . WANs typically use leased com
munications lines for common carriers 
and packet switches for interconnection 
of corrwuters. 

remove station s from the bu s . IEEE 
802. 4 combines the advantages of a phys
ical-bus topology with the bandwidth ef
ficiency of a token-passing ring. 

Metropolitan-Area Networking 
MANs are relatively new members to the 
networking scene. The two major players 
are IEEE 802 .6 and Fiber Dist ributed 

Data Interface (FDDI). IEEE 802.6 is a 
standard specifying a protocol known as 
distribwed q11e11e d11al bus. DQDB is a 
novel network architecture that uses a 
pai r of dual unidirectional buses to tran s
mit information . 

IEEE 802.2 frames are broken up into 
slots and transmitted on DQDB . A slot is 
a fixed-sized packet. A stream of slots is 

propagated upstream on one bus and 
downstream on the other bus . If a station 
has a frame or packet to transmit, it 
breaks it into segments and puts the slot 
in a queue for the downstream bus . At 
the sa me time , the station sends a request 
on the upstream bus, so that other up
stream stations will know that a slot has 
arrived . 

co111i1111ed 
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OSI INTERCONNECTION ARCHITECTURE 

11) .------~ h> ~----~ 
Application Application Application 

layer layer layer 
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Presentation Presentation 
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Presentation Presentation 
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Figure 1: Bridges route packets at the MAC sublayer ofthe OSI architecture (a) , while routers route packets at the 
network layer (b) . 
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The DQDB mechanism supports four 
priority levels as well as circuit-switched 
voice traffic. Also, its performance is in
dependent of distance and the number of 
nodes on the network . This makes 
DQDB a perfect candidate for transmis
sion of high-speed LAN data. Many of 
the Regional Bell Operating Companies 
are considering using DQDB as a public 
MAN . This public MAN is known as 
switched m11ltimegabit digital service. 

FDDI is also being considered for use 
as a MAN as well as a high-speed LAN. 
The FDDI is a fiber-optic token ring that 
runs at rates of 100 Mbps . It's more com
plex than IEEE 802 .5 in several ways. 

For one thing, FDDI uses a surviv
able-ring architecture that employs coun
ter-rotating rings. If one ring fails , the 
other can still transmit data . Also, if a 
cable is cut, the two counter-rotating 
rings can automatically reconfigure 
themselves to form a new ring. 

In addition, FDDI uses a multiple 
token-ring protocol that allows the gener
ation of a new free token at the end of a 
frame , so that the network can simulta
neously transmit multipl_e frames. This 
feature is important if the ring covers a 
large metropolitan area. Otherwise, you 
would not be using the full ring band
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width, because a frame occupies only a 

small percentage of the bandwidth . 


The LLC Layer 

IEEE 802.2 is an LLC protocol that rides 

on top of 802.3, 802.4, 802 .5, 802 .6, or 

FDDI. In brief, IEEE 802.2 is responsi

ble for making sure that the network de

livers frames without error from trans

mitting stations to receiving stations. It 

provides flow control; error control; 

multiplexing; and point-to-point, multi

point, or broadcast connections. 


Flow control prevents a transmitter 
from overloading a receiver with data. 
The flow-control method used in 802.2 
is called sliding window flow control: A 
certain number of packets can be sent 
without an acknowledgment. Once the 
source station receives an ACK, it moves 
the window and sends more packets . The 
LLC also carries out error control using a 
cyclic redundancy coding polynomial 
and provides multiplexing between high
er-level processes (e.g ., software) . 

Gluing It All Together 
With all these types of communications 
architectures proliferating within orga
nizations, there has to be some kind of 
glue connecting them. As you can imag

ine, that glue has to be pretty complex. In 
part, it is made up ofbridges and routers . 
It's essential to know the difference be
tween a bridge and a router so you know 
which one to use and when to use it. 

A bridge is a high-performance device 
consisting of LAN interconnection hard
ware and fast-frame-forwarding soft
ware. Typically , it ' s used for LAN inter
connection within a building or campus 
environment. It can also connect LANs 
over Jong distances via leased lines. 

Bridges operate at the MAC layer of 
the protocol stack (see figure la) . Bridge 
developers ignored the OSI notion that 
routing and interconnection shou ld be 
carried out at the network layer and de
cided that routing could just as easily be 
done at the MAC layer. MAC addresses 
uniquely identify stations, and MAC 
bridges use simple but fast algorithms to 
route packets based on those addresses. 

Bridges have found their place in cam
pus internetworks. Some, using Tl or 
DDS interfaces, have provided intercon
nection between LANs over distances 
spanning the globe. But because bridges 
are designed to operate on compatible 
MAC frames, they are ideal for intercon
necting homogeneous LANs (i.e., Ether
nets or token rings but not mixtures of the 
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two) . Thus, they're not the preferred 
media for enterprisewide WAN/LAN/ 
MAN interconnection . 

Multiprotocol routers are a better 
choice for WAN/LAN/MAN heteroge
neous interconnection . A router is a more 
complex device than a bridge: It consists 
of WAN/ LAN / MAN interconnection 
hardware and more complex software to 
route packets and maintain the current 
status of a net work topology . 

Routers conform to the OSI model, in 
that they route packets at the network 
layer· (see figure I b). This architecture 
allows routers more flexibility in con
necting different types ofWANs, LANs, 
and MANs and networks running differ
ent protocols, such as TCP/IP, OSI, or 
DECnet . Routers are designed to provide 
end-to-end enterprise connectivity , 
whereas bridges are targeted at the con
nection of homogeneous LANs in a cam
pus environment. 

Spanning Tree Bridges 

The issues regarding whether to use a 

bridge or a router are complex in them

selves. There are even two very different 

types of bridges that the IEEE 802 com

mittee is standardizing: spanning tree 

bridges (IEEE 802 . 1) and source routing 

bridges (an addendum to IEEE 802.5) . 

These bridges are different from, and in

compatible with, each other. 


Spanning tree bridges (also known as 
transparent bridges and learning bridges) 
are devices that automatically route 
packets without user intervention. They 
are designed so that neither users nor 
computers are aware of being connected 
to an internetwork of segmented LANs. 
In other words, the internetwork appears 
to be a single LAN . 

A major issue concerns how transpar
ency is maintained in a spanning tree 
bridge. The fundamental idea is simple: 
You configure an internetwork in a span
ning tree topology (i.e ., there is one and 
only one path between LANs) and main
tain lookup tables that associate a bridge 
port with a particular set of hosts. When 
a packet comes in, the bridge checks the 
destination MAC address and routes the 
frame to the correct port. Consider the 
internetwork topology depicted in figure 
2 , in which bridges connect six LANs. 
The solid lines indicate the designated 
(or active) connections . They form a 
spanning tree bridge. 

Bridge I has a lookup table that asso
ciates hosts on LAN 1 with port D, those 
on LAN 2 with port A, those on LAN 3 
with port C , those on LAN 4 with port B, 
those on LAN 5 with port C, and those 
on LAN 6 with port D. The bridge moni-

LAN 3 Bi'ldge2 

INTERNET TOPOLOGY 

LAN 2 

LAN 5 

B 


LAN 1 

LAN 6 

Figure 2: Example ofan imernet topology connecting six LANs with two bridges. 
Solid lines are designated (or active) connections (i .e. , they form a spanning tree), 
and the dotted line is a nondesignated connection. Nondesignated connections 
are activated only ifa designated connection fails. 

tors each LAN continuously. If it detects 
a frame that is not local to that LAN, it 
forwards it on the correct port. Then it 
reads the destination MAC address on the 
frame, checks the lookup table, and de
termines if the frame is local or remote . 
If it is remote , it forwards the frame on 
the correct output port. 

Fortunately, the bridge takes care of 
building the lookup tables. It also checks 
the MAC source address on each frame 
and dynamically updates its lookup 
tables. For example, if the bridge sees a 
frame from a particular host on a partic
ular port, it knows that the host is in the 
direction of that port. As you can see, the 
bridge doesn't need to know the correct 
route to send a frame; it needs to know 
only the correct port. Because the topol
ogy is a spanning tree, the frame will ar
rive at its appropriate destination . 

Figure 2 shows both designated and 
nondesignated connections. It is obvious 
that the spanning tree is not a very robust 
topology . If a single bridge fails, the net
work will crash. Therefore , if the desig
nated connections fail, the network can 
use nondesignated connections for back
up. For example , if LAN 3 fails, the con
nection between bridge 2 port B and 
LAN 4 becomes designated . 

This process is carried out by the 
spanning tree protocol, which is current
ly being standardized by the IEEE 802 . 1 
committee . This group contends that 
spanning tree bridges are the preferred 
MAC-level interconnection devices , be
cause users find them transparent. That 
is , any device that can talk to an Ethernet 
can talk to an internetwork of Ethernets. 

Source Routing Bridges 
Source routing bridges are designed to 
operate with IEEE 802 .5 token rings. 
They are simple devices that examine 

each frame that arrives at the bridge and 
route the frame based on a routing-infor
mation field in the 802.5 frame. An 
internetwork path is constructed as 
follows. 

Each LAN has a unique 12-bit num
ber, and each bridge has a unique 4-bit 
number. Two bridges on the same LAN 
must each have different numbers. A 
route then consists of a sequence of 
LAN-bridge-LAN-bridge numbers . 
Each bridge on the LAN monitors all 
frames , and if a frame contains its bridge 
number preceded by the proper LAN 
number, it forwards the frame to the cor
rect LAN. 

Source routing bridges are simpler 
than transparent bridges because routes 
are prespecified in the MAC frame. 
Therefore, source routing bridges can 
operate at extremely high data rates . The 
disadvantage to this approach is that 
LAN stations need to use complex rout
ing algorithms to specify the appropriate 
route in the MAC frame . Source routing 
bridges also work on MAC layer frames. 
However, they don't make routing deci
sions; they just follow orders. 

The IEEE 802.5 committee has de
fined an approach that is also based on 
spanning trees. A source station trans
mits a discovery frame on a logical span
ning tree, and destination stations re
spond . The bridges record the route by 
tracking the backward path through the 
network. Thus, source routing bridges 
are fast and simple to implement. How
ever, they are in no way transparent to 
stations on LANs. 

Source routing bridges assume that 
computers recognize that they are con
nected to an internetwork consisting of 
bridges and LANs. Source stations deter
mine the best route across that inter
network, and bridges simply obey. Span-
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ning tree bridges, however, provide a 
transparent internetwork to source sta
tions-that is , the internetwork appears 
as a single LAN. The network typically 
uses spanning tree bridges with 802.3 
and source routing with 802.5 . 

Is a Router Better? 
Basically, bridges are good for connect
ing a group of Ethernets or a group of 
token rings. They are not the devices of 
choice, though, for connecting a set of 
diverse WANs, LANs, and MANs that 
have various terminals and mainframes 
from different manufacturers and that 
are running dissimilar protocols . Multi
protocol routers are much more suitable 
for connecting heterogeneous inter
network environments. 

Routers operate at the network layer of 
the OSI model. They are responsible for 
identifying upper-layer protocols, rout
ing packets , and fragmenting and reas
sembling , as well as detecting faults and 
updating network topology lookup 
tables. Needless to say , routers are not as 
simple as bridges. 

The disadvantage of using a router in
stead of a bridge is that it is slower than a 

bridge. This trade-off is due to the fact 
that routers use a lot of software to make 
intelligent decisions. Recently, new and 
more powerful router architectures have 
been developed. They are based on RISC 
processors and bit-slice processors and 
have been increasing throughput to levels 
that are capable of supporting high-speed 
LANs and MANs (e .g. , FDDI and 
DQDB). Perhaps these new and im
proved routers will give bridges a run for 
their money. 

Developers created multiprotocol 
routers to address the problems posed by 
heterogeneous networks-networks 
composed of many different types ofpro
tocols and hardware (e .g. , TCP/ IP , 
AppleTalk , and Systems Network Archi
tecture). Two techniques are used to deal 
with the problems associated with het
erogeneous networks: protocol conver
sion and multiprotocol routing . Protocol 
conversion is an extremely complex and 
unreliable process . Therefore , routers 
use multiprotocol routing. 

As a step-by-step example, say you 
send an E-mail message to another user 
on a distant LAN that is connected by 
multiple WANs, LANs, and MANs. The 

E-mail message is processed by the high
level protocols and sent to the transport 
layer. That layer deals with establishing 
a connection with the destination host by 
passing packets to the destination . 

The transport layer sends a packet to 
the network layer with the global-net
work address . The network layer sends 
the packet to the LAN layers where it is 
framed and transmitted by the LLC (or 
IEEE 802.2) protocol. The MAC layer 
carries out the transmission of the packet 
over the shared media-the bus, the ring , 
and so forth . If the packet is remote (i .e ., 
it must traverse one or more routers), it is 
sent to the router. 

The router establishes a MAC connec
tion and an LLC connection with the 
source station and sends the packet to its 
network layer. At this point, the router 
determines the appropriate protocol to 
use and carries out the functions speci
fied by the protocol . 

The router then determines if it has a 
direct connection to the destination sta
tion . If it does , it sends the packet direct
ly to the station. If it doesn ' t, it routes the 
packet to the next router on the shortest 
path to the destination. Eventually , the 

2" x 4" EMBEDDED PC 


Microcontroller. . Microcomputer.

''Megatel Wildcards provide PC functionality in a flexible, small format.'' 

Wildcard 88"' 
• CPU clock to JO MHz 

Multi/IO 
• On-board SCSI Host Adapter 

Vid/Mem: 
• 640Kb User memory 

• Replaces full PC motherboard (supports up to 7 devices) • Video/Colour LCD controls 
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Anno c e f I DBM 
With An Object-Oriented 4GL 


Professional developers agree, Dataflex 3.0 is 
the ideal application development environment 
for simple and complex commercial applications. 
By combining a flexible, full-lealured objecl-orienled 4GL, 
WYSIWYG application generator, and apowerful database 
management system, in a single, integrated package, 
DalaFlex represents a radical improvement in the process 
of application development. "Its comprehensive set 
of built-In productivity tools and utilities make 
creating large, complex applications much easi
er, much faster, and much more economical than 
with any other development system available 
today." Jerry Busick, President. DataModes. U.S. 
Software Development Company. "I design the forms 
in the WYSIWYG screen painter and DataFlex 
automatically generates and compf/es the code. I DATAi ff :: ;-:3.0 


can run the finished application in minutes!" 
Tony Figueiredo, Systems Analyst, Laurentian General 
Insurance Company of Canada. "Reusable procedu
ral and object-oriented command modules 
including forms, tables, editors, prompts, pull
down menus, action bars, and scrollable selec
tion lists from the built-in library save 
substantial development time." Paul Wu, M.l.S. 
Director, Associated Press. "DataFlex 2.3b was 
already a powerful and stable product. 
DataFlex 3.0 has reduced our development time 
by more than 25%!" Craig Bilodeau. Systems 
Programmer, Raytheon Company. See how you can 
eliminate lime-consuming drudgery and port lo all the 
most popular supported environments,· by call ing us 
now for more informalion on DataFlex 3.0. 

For more information in the U.S., call us at 800/451-FLEX 
or contact one of the following International distributors: 
Switzerland 
ABACUS RESEARCH AG 

Singapore 
BIZPOINT SYSTEM PTE LTD. 

Canada 
CANVEON SYSTEMS 

Germany & BeNeLux 
DATA ACCESS EUROPE GmBH 

41-71-259-325 65-775-5588 416-226-2181 49-6172-75014 

Scandinavia 
EUROSOFT AB 

Mexico 
INFO-RED 

Braz/I 
INTERCOMP LTOA. 

Italy 
LAN SYSTEMS SAL 

46-300-195-30 525-545-6327 55-11-872-9266 39-51-437-025 

• Currently multi-user DOS. and soon 10 be ported to avamty of 01her environmenls including OS/2 and UNIX 
.® DataFlex is a registered trademark of Dala Access Corporalion. 

United Kingdom DATA ACCESS DATAFLEX SERVICES LTD 
coq P OR /41 10N44-71-729-4460 

14000 SW 119 AvenueSpain 
S.E.I Miami, Florida 33186 
341 -402-2298 305/238-0012 

For Information via CompuServe: GO DAC 
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mation systems. You can now gradually 
build an information system by incre
mentally adding applications and ex
panding capacity. 

In the past, a company might install a 
minicomputer, only to find a year or two 
down the road that its CPU is already uti
lized beyond its capacity . The company 
might then have "to trash its investment 
and buy a mainframe. But with some 
new technologies , businesses now have 
alternative ways of creating robust infor
mation systems . 

They can build integrated information 
systems by starting with several PCs and 
a file server and connecting them with an 
Ethernet. Then , as the organization and 
its need for processi ng horsepower 
grows, so too can the network and the 
processing power of file servers, mini
computers, and mainframes . What's 
more, in this scenario, users are not re
stricted by geography in making deci
sions about incremental system growth . 

In the near future , computer commu
nications shou ld become as common
place as telephone communications are 
now. Imagine that you are sitting at your 
desk writing a report with your word pro
cessor. Suddenly, an icon on your screen 
begins beeping- you have a ca ll from 
Paris. You move yo.ur cursor to the icon 
and click on it. Instantly, your French 
colleague appears in a window and you 
start your conversation . There's no need 
to know French; the machine takes care 
of the translation. 

In your conversation, a question comes 
up about coal mining technology in Bra
zil. You click on your global database, 
and a series of charts and pictures and a 
short video appear on your screen and 
your colleague's screen. You both deter
mine that it's necessary to talk to one of 
the company 's Brazilian experts. You 
call him , open another window , and set 
up a video conference. After you finish 
the conference call , you complete your 
report, E-mail it to your boss, and head 
for the go! f course . 

You may think I 'm talking years away. 
In fact , most of the building blocks for 
this scenario already exist or are now in 
the works . In the next I 0 years , we will 
see the personal computer transformed 
from an office automation tool into a 
global information and communications 
device. • 

Peter Fetterolfis a management and tech
nology consultallT specializing in net
works and telecommunications for Ar
thur D. little in Cambridge , Massachu
setts. He can be contacted on BIX clo 
"editors." 
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packet arrives at the destination and is 
processed by the layered protocols . 

It is clear that the job of a router is 
complex. It must deal with a wide variety 
of interconnection and network topology 
issues. Routers must recognize when 
links are removed or added and change 
their routing procedures. They must also 
use efficient techniques to conserve ex
pen sive WAN bandwidth . Because 
multiprotocol routers are so flexible and 
diverse, they have become fundamental 

building blocks of modern data commu
nications networks . 

The Yellow Brick Road 
WANs, LANs, MANs , bridges , and 
routers are all relatively new terms that 
have come into use in the last two de
cades . Changes in network technologies 
and the resultant ramifications have 
created a moving target and made PCs, 
workstations, minicomputers, and main
frames into elements of scalable infor-
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TRANSPAREN-T 

DATA EXCHANGE 

Data transparency frees your information 
from the bonds of a single architecture or operating system 

STEVEN J. VAUGHAN-NICHOLS 

The Holy Grail of interoperability 

is data transparency. For years 

now, interoperability and its 

twin, open systems, have hovered 

on the computing horizon . Interoperabil
ity 's promise of data that can be used 
throughout a heterogeneous network con
tinues to tantalize system designers and 
users alike . 

The first part of this decade has seen 
the removal of many of the roadblocks to 
interoperability. Standards, such as Net
work File System (NFS) from Sun Mi
crosystems, the Distributed Computing 
Environment (DCE) from the Open Soft
ware Foundation, and IBM's Systems 
Network Architecture Advanced-Peer
to-Peer Communications LU 6.2 are now 
in place. 

These standards let application pro
grammers pour data from its current 
location to wherever it is needed . NFS, 
in particular, once only Unix's darling, 
now operates in many environments and 
stands an excellent chance of becoming 
the foundation upon which interoperabil
ity will be built. 

Unfortunately , this approach doesn ' t 
go far enough . The problem is not simply 
that NFS, DCE, and LU 6 .2 don ' t get 
along together. The problem is that mere 
access to files located on systems with 
different architectures isn 't enough. You 
really need to be able to use data without 
worrying about where it is located or 
what format it's stored in. 

Look and Feel 
Many programs that carry the same look 
and feel across differing operating plat
forms and systems provide a false start 
toward interoperability. Admittedly , 
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TOOLTALK IN OPERATION 

Application 

Application 

Application 
Application 

service 

ToolTalk services 

there are some small advantages (pri
marily in training costs) td being able to 
move from Lotus 1-2-3 under DOS to 
Lotus 1-2-3 under VAX/VMS or Unix . 

But the real user benefits of interoper
ability derive from the ability to deliver 
data , regardless of its origin, to whomev
er needs to work with it. For example , a 
Lotus 1-2-3 user on a Unix-based system 
could pull in needed information from a 
spreadsheet on a DOS-based system as 
easily as from a local spreadsheet. 

However, the restricted scope of these 
cross-platform applications limits their 
usefulness . For instance, while you can 

El\ITE ACTION SUMMARY 

Data transparency refers to 

that elusive goal of being 

able to use data residing on 

different types of systems 

connected by a network. We 

have made real progress in 

transferring the data be

tween systems, but mere ac 

cess to files located on sys

tems with different archi

tectures isn't enough. You 

need to be able to use the 

data no matter where it's lo

cated or what format it ' s 

stored in. 

gather information from a dBase system 
on a Unix-based host while you ' re using 
dBase on a DOS system, this capability 
doesn't do you much good if most of the 
data that you need resides in an Oracle 
database. 

One way to simplify the task of mov
ing data from one application to another, 
most often seen in GUis, is cutting and 
pasting. This method lets you transfer 
character and numeric values from one 
application to another. 

Familiar environments that provide 
virtual cut-and-paste functions are the 
Macintosh interface , Desqview, DEC
windows , and Open Look from Unix In
ternational. While it's workable, cutting 
and pasting is both crude and slow. 

Transparency and Windows 
Microsoft Windows' vaunted Dynamic 
Data Exchange also falls well short of 
providing the easy data access needed. 
The first problem with DDE is that it 
can be used only between true Windows 
applications. Programs that run with a 
DOS compatibility box can't use it. More 
critically, DDE is not really about data 
transparency. It is simply an interprocess 
message protocol. 

In a way, DDE is similar to the trans
port and session layers of the Open Sys
tems Interconnection networking model: 
It establishes connections between pro
cesses, but it does not concern itself with 
how the data is represented or encoded. 
Making sense of the data sent is the re
sponsibility of the sending and receiving 
applications. 

Thus , while you can achieve data 
" transparency" with DDE, you can only 
do it if you program each application to 
recognize the other applications' data 
formats . DDE simply masks the com-

Most Sun networking applications 
currently call directly on the RPC 
services. Data is retrieved, and while 
the encoding will be imelligible thanks to 
Sun's External Dara Represemation, the 
data within may still be incompre
hemible due to its formatting . Some 
applications will be able to call Too/Talk 
directly by using its AP/ library. Still 
other applications will use a service built 
on Too/Kit . This service would use 
ToolTalk as an object manager and 
communications backbone. The service 
itself would provide higher-order 
function s for applications that include 
object linking. 

plexity of moving data from one applica
tion to another. It is not a data-transpar
ency solution itself. 

No one is more aware of this shortcom
ing than Microsoft. To better enable Win
dows programs to work together, Mi
crosoft, with other software vendors, is 
developing the Object Linking and Em
bedding protocol. OLE presents an inno
vative approach to the problem of dealing 
with data in a multiple-application envi
ronment : It associates the data with the 
application that created it in the first 
place. 

More specifically, in OLE, if you took 
an illustration made by ZSoft 's Publish
er's Paintbrush and imported it to an Al
dus PageMaker document, you could 
still modify it from PageMaker with 
Paintbrush's tools . You wouldn't have to 
invoke Paintbrush. Pointers associated 
with the illustration notify OLE-aware 
applications of what you're trying to do 
and take care of that for you. While the 
illustration is virtually within your docu
ment , physically it remains a Paintbrush 
file (unless directed otherwise) . All you 
are actually working with in PageMaker 
is a hot link direct to the ii lustration and 
its application. 

OLE manages data by dividing infor
mation into two parts : objects and con
tainers . Objects are instances of a user
defined class that hold data, its structure, 
and the actions that programs can per
form on and with the data . Those actions 
that a program can perform with the data 
are called the object 's appearance. 

To manipulate and link objects to ap
plications , Microsoft uses the container 
concept. Containers serve as the controls 
for objects . A foreign application doesn ' t 
have to worry about the exact properties 
of an object imported from another 
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VISual Basic insyires experts

to use strong language. 


"Visual Basic surpasses all other tools ...Visual Basic is strikingly fast, and the applications 
it creates are equally responsive:' - Peter Coffee, PC i%ek Labs 

May20, 1991 

"It's the best way we know to create applications for Wmdows ... [Visual Basic] introduces a 
wholly new, effective style of programming that yields extremely fast development 
cycles ...Visual Basic produces quick, small executables ... an extraordinarily powerful and 
flexible tool:' -J.D. Hildebrand, Computer Language 

Jury 1991 

"Visual Basic is a superb environment for developing full-blown Wmdows applications:' 
- Joel Shore, Computer Reseller News 

June 10, 1991 

"Visual Basic will succeed as few products ever have ... An incredible power tool for exist
ing programmers of any level:' - Steve Gibson, lnfoWorld 

May 27, 1991 

"... the perfect user programming environment for the 1990s:' - Stewart Alsop, InfoWorld 
May27, 1991 

------------------- PR 0 GRAMME R'S CH 0 ICE 

At the 1991 Spring 
Comdex/Windows World, 
the editors of BYTE 
judged Visual Basic the 
"Best ofShow."In-theJuly 

WINNER 1991 issue ofBYTE, Edi
tor-in-chiefFred Langa called Visual 
Basic "a milestone product." 

Key Features 
• Fast, full-featured programming • Paste-link and programmable 

language. Dynamic Data Exchange (DDE). 
• Create .EXE files with no royalty or nm • Support for Dynamic Link Libraries 

time fee. (DLLs). 
• Visual design tools for click-and-drag • Online, context-sensitive Help. 

development of graphical applications. • Detailed online tutorial. 
• Sophisticated Windows-based applica • Sample code and full-featured exam

tions can include all standard Windows ple applications. 
controls, multiple windows, dialogs, • Incorporate bitmap graphics, meta
custom menus, drag-and-drop, and pro files, and icons. 
grammatic graphics. • Sophisticated debugging tools. 
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Today's Problems, Today's Solutions 


M
any people don't need to worry 
about importing information 
from exotic computers across 
the country. Their far more 

mundane problem is how to transfer 
data between meat-and-potatoes DOS 
applications like Lotus 1-2-3 and dBase . 

For these tasks, programs like Auto
Import from White Crane Software are 
a welcome solution. Autolmport uses 
Lotus-style menus to simplify conver
sion of one file type to another. It isn 't 
transparen , but at least it's easy. 

Autolmport imports data from ASCII 
files and translates it into a variety of 
spreadsheet formats as well as dBase 
and Clarion database formats. Autolm
port also supports a variety of ASCII
based data-interchange (ormats (e.g., 
SYLK and DIF) . 

When it's used with an asynchronous 
emulator, protocol converter, or LAN 
gateway , Autolmport can also bridge 
the gap between mainframe and micro
computer databases. You can use any 
midrange or mainframe DBMS tha~ 
produces ASCII reports. In fact, the 
Tangent Group uses the data-translation 
programs behind Autolmport as the 
heart of its mainframe-to-microcom
puter data transfer program, Catapult . 

Catapult adds more functionality to 
the data-translation engine. More im
portant , if you ' re coping with main
frame data, Catapult also includes a 
data-capture program that cleans out 
formatting characters and control codes 
from the mainframe data stream. 

program . To use OLE, all a programmer 
needs to know is how to use the con
tainer. If the container's simple controls 
aren ' t sufficient for the job, OLE calls 
the object's original application to do the 
work. 

OLE makes everyone's life a lot eas
ier. Programmers don't have to slug it 
out with DDE and fine-tune an applica
tion ' s format for every Windows applica
tion. And you can use the same old im
port and export data commands you're 
used to, but your control over the data be
comes far more powerful. 

However, OLE has a few problems. It 
relies on the rather rickety structure of 
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Both Autolmport and Catapult can 
export data globally and selectively. 
Unfortunately , while both programs 
make it simple to extract data ranges, 
they can' t do complicated data queries . 
Still , for what they try to do , the pro
grams are successful. Many users will 
find that either Autoimport or Catapult 
does all the data-interchange work that 
they need . 

Gateways to Data 
If you need more powerful tools, you 
will want to look forther . fn particular, 
ifi you are involved in downsizing, you 
will need to move data from mainframe 
database systems to their more familiar 
personal computer applications. To
day's answer to this problem is a data 
gateway program. 

DataLens Driver for Digital Net
works from Soma almost brings the 
dream of data transparency to life. It 
lets Lotus 1-2-3 under DOS directly ac
cess DEC's Rdb/VMS and RMS data on 
VAX networks . Lotus 1-2-3 release 3.1 
spreadsheets act as a front end for net
worked data . You treat the VAX-based 
data just as if it were another spread
sheet. You can query the data with Lo
tus's usual array of tools and even make 
multiple relational-database joins be
tween Rdb and non-Rdb data . 

Unfortunately , this iteration of the 
DataLens Driver falls short of true data 
transparency. Lotus 1-2-3 has only read 
access to the VAX data. While this 
product is a large step forward in data 

DDE to support data communications . 
Of more immediate concern is that it's 
not easy to transport documents made 
from OLE objects . In the example above , 
if you move the PageMaker document to 
a system without Paintbrush , the illustra
tion would vanish like the morning dew. 
OLE has the dubious distinction of being 
a data-transport tool that can create com
pletely unportable files. 

Catch the Wave 
You can count on OLE's improving be
cause it has competition: NewWave from 
Hewlett-Packard . NewWave is an object
oriented system that runs under Windows 

transparency, it needs further work be
fore i provides a true data highway. 

Micro Decisionware 
The products of Micro Decisionware 
represent another step along the path to 
data transparency. This veteran data
base company supports bidirectional 
data interconnectivity among PCs, mid
range systems, and mainframes . 

PC/SQL-Link is a two-part program. 
The first portion resides with the rela
tional DBMS (RDBMS). The program 
currently supports IBM's DB2 , SQL/ 
DS , OS/2 Extended Edition Database 
Manager1 Microsoft SQL Server, and 
Teradata 's DBC, among others . 

The PC part of the program generates 
Structured Query Language queries via 
a menu-driven interface. PC/SQL-Link 
is fluent in several SQL variants , so you 
don't need to be conversant with the 
subtle but vital differences between dia
lects . -lfhe program transfers these 
queries to the mainframe DBMS and re
turns the resulting tables to the request
ing PC. PC/SQL-Link then automati
cally translates the mainframe data into 
any of more than a dozen popular P.C 
data formats. DOS applications can use 
these fC versions of the data as they 
normally would use native PC data. 

When the PC applications have com
pleted work on the data , PC/SQL-Link 
can ship the revised information back to 
the mainframe RDBMS . The program 
is neither automatic nor transparent , but 
it does possess two outstanding virtues : 

3 .0. NewWave integrates every system 
element to a high degree . It channels ob
ject control through the Object Manage
ment Facility (OMF). This centralized 
approach makes NewWave more robust 
than OLE. In the interests of compatibil
ity, however, HP will support OLE un
der NewWave. 

More important , NewWave's interpro
cess data communications methods pro
vide interoperability with non-Windows 
systems. HP will soon release a New
Wave version for Unix and a distributed 
network version in which the OMF runs 
on a server. 

HP has loftier ideas than simply a true 



It works , and it ' s a cinch to use. I was 
successfully pulling in data from a DB2 
database within 4 hours. 

Micro Decisionware hasn 't been con
tent to rest on its laurels, however. Its 
latest program, Database Gateway , 
builds on the success of PC/SQL-Link. 
With Database Gateway, applications 
that use the Microsoft SQL Server ap
plication programming interface can ac
cess DB2 resources. 

Like PC/SQL-Link, Database Gate
way is made up of two parts. The first, 
the main portion of the program, runs 
on an OS/2 server. OS/2 or DOS appli
cations call on the program in the same 
way that they would call Microsoft SQL 
Server. Database Gateway then uses 
either DCA/Microsoft Communications 
Workstation/Server or OS/2 Extended 
Edition Communications Manager to 
send SQL statements to a Micro Deci
sionware DB2 serve r runn ing under 
CICS on the mainfra me via LU 6.2 . 
The mainframe 's response follows the 
same route back_to the server. 

In addit ion, Database Gateway can 
stage data between DB2 and SQL Serv
er instead of going directly to the cl ient 
application. With it , you oan transfer 
enti re relational tables from DB2 to 
SQL Server for quicker local service. 
Either way, you don ' t need to worry 
about the technical details. You can 
concentrate on using the data instead of 
the data stream itself. And isn't that 
what data transparency is all about? 

Ally 
Another approach to data transparency 
is evident in a fourth-generation lan
guage from Unisys named Ally. Used 
by Unisys as the found ation of its Un ix

obje<.:t-based GUI that runs on a network, 
however. Together with Sun , the com
pany plans on bringing true data trans
parency to heterogeneous networks. That 
is easier said than done , but Sun and HP 
are quite serious. And they're not doing 
it on their own. 

The two Unix giants have submitted 
their plan for a Distributed Object Man
agement Facility (DOMF) to the Object 
Management Group . OMG is a consor
tium of vendors and users seeking to es
tablish a network object management ar
chitecture . 

The cornerstones of DOMF are New
Wave, Sun ' s Open Network Computing , 

based real-time processing system, Ally 
was originally designed to facilitate ac
cess to multiple DBMSes. 

Ally began li fe as an extension to the 
ANSUX3/SPARC database model . This 
model described a genera lized architec
ture fo r a DBMS and its interfaces. You 
can think of the basic architecture as an 
hourglass . At the wide top are all the 
ways data can be viewed, and at the bot
tom are the many ways that it can be 
stored. In the narrow middle are the rel
atively few ways that data can be viewed 
in the canonical model. 

Every data ~ield in a DBMS has a 
Data Source Definition. All the DSDs 
together provide the interface between 
the application and the underlying data
base. Every type of DBMS has its own 
set of DSDs. They include the canonical 
data types as seen from the application 
side, a description of the actual stored 
data type, and the mapping between the 
two. From the application developers' 
sidf', DSDs are easy to manipulate. As 
Eric Hale, lead technician fo r Infocel 
and one of Ally's designers, notes, " It 's 
not psychic software , but it works." 

While preex isting applications can' t 
use it, Ally makes building applications 
easy. The Ally software development 
environment includes a Pascal-like lan
guage (ADL), a SQL look-alike (AQL), 
and a query-by-example mode. 

One of the nicer features of Ally is 
that procedural code remains in the 
DSDs. Thus, a program could still run 
even if the underlying DBMS changed 
from Oracle to Informi x if the equiva
lent DSDs were in place . If you don' t 
have an established applications base 
and you need data transparency on Uni x 
systems, I suggest you look at Ally. 

and HP's Network Computing System. 
By building on established networking 
standards , DOMF's creators hope that it 
will quickly find support from both users 
and developers. 

DOMF provides features that could 
make it a winner. It is designed to serve 
as an object request broker (ORB) on a 
network. Whenever an application ma
nipulates an object, DOMF will not only 
locate the object, it will ensure that the 
requested operations take place while 
maintaining the object's original format. 
For instance, if you wanted to modify an 
object, say an Excel spreadsheet under 
OS/2, from an Ingres database manager 

under Unix , you would simply make the 
change. DOMF would take care of all the 
messy details. 

Talking Tools 
SunSoft , a subsidiary of Sun, has an
nounced the first product based on 
DOMF principles: ToolTalk. This pro
gram lets Unix applications send net
work-spanning interprocess messages , 
either procedural or object. Applications 
interact with ToolTalk through its appli
cation programming interface , or API 
(see the figure). Neither you nor the_pro
grammer need to know anything about 
the application that requires the informa
tion . ToolTalk manages this for you . 

Running on top of NFS's remote-pro-

I mplementation of 
a Distributed Object 

Management Facility 

will revolutionize 

computing. 

cedure-call level, ToolTalk is a transi
tional path between procedure-oriented 
programs and object-oriented programs. 
While ToolTalk is not truly an object
based program, it does provide transpar
ent data sharing between different appli
cations. 

Successful implementation of DOMF 
will revolutionize computing. However, 
there's many a slip between theory and 
practice . 

The Loyal Opposition 
OMG includes another alliance in its 
own plan to bring data transparency to 
networks. This band, led by DEC and 
HyperDesk, supports DEC's Applica
tion Control Architecture (ACA). 

DEC itself is certainly no stranger to 
data-transparency issues . Its Compound 
Document Architecture applications, 
like DECdecision and DECwrite , let you 
exchange data across VAX/VMS and Ul
trix networks . Instead of DOMF 's ob
ject-handling approach , CDA manages 
data by converting it all to DEC ' s Digital 
Data Interchange Format. Graphics, 
text , and numerical information are all 
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grist for DDIF 's mill. 
However, as useful as the DDIF ap

proach has been, DEC has chosen an ob
ject-oriented approach for ACA . Like 
DOMF, ACA provides a complete ob
ject-oriented command , control , and 
communication s solution to the problem 
of data transparency . ACA uses DEC's 
LiveLink capabilities, proven viable in 
CDA, for data transfer and application 
links. Moreover, DEC is working with 
Microsoft to allow OLE- and DDE-com

pliant applications to work on an ACA
empowered network . 

Under the hood, however , ACA 's ap
proach differs much from DOMF' s. You 
can think of DOMF as an object manager 
of object systems. You add applications 
and objects to one of its networks with a 
class-definition language that bears a de
liberate similarity to C ++. 

ACA, on the other hand, provides dy 
namic real-time binding for objects with 
its run-time APL This isn't clearly better 

PC DIAGNOSTICS 

SPEED 
TEST 
YOUR 
PC! 
Acurately meas· 
ureCPU, math, 
and video speeds 
to make an informed purchasing decision. determine the 
best PC for the job or maybe Just win some bets in the 
office on whose PC is really faster! Includes the Landmark 
ATCMOS RAM Setup program to update your system 
configuration on·the·fly. CALL FOR CURRENT PRICING . 

HARD CORE PC TESTING! 
Landmark Service Olagnosllcs is ideal for professionals 
requiring the most exhaustive diagnostic test capabilities. 
Each module is CPU specific. including PC, XT. AT. 386/ 
486. and PS/2. Since 1981 major manufacturers like 
Wang, Xerox. Prime. Sony, DEC, NEC, and NCR have re· 
lied on Service Diagnostics to tackle their toughest operat
ing problems. 

Intended for professional service and repair technicians, 

Service Diapnostics Is also easy to use for the novice. 

Clear, concise on-line help and intuitive menus make find· 

ing systemproblems abreeze. Tests all CPUs. math chips, 

all memory. floppy, fixed and non-standard disk drives. 

standard/non-standard printers, system board, video. 

communication ports and all keyboards. Utilities include 

low·level reformat, log bad sectors, edit bad sector table: 

the partition editor allows you to set up mulliple partitions: 

back-up program transfers hard disk Image on unformat

ted lloppies and allows for restoreafter reformat. 


Ideal for UNIXand other operating systems, the self· 

booting version doesn 't require DOS. The manual offers 

troubleshooting tips to the component level.Also available 

In acomplete Kit including; all CPU specific software, dual 

size floppy alignment software, and PC/ 

XT & AT ROM POSTS. Not copy protect

ed . CALL FOR CURRENT PRICING. 


"SetY/ce Diagnostics: The Kit Is a 
technicians dream, with all the tools 
necessary to accurately analyze all 

EDITORS'phases of computer operations... it Is CHOICF.
well worth Its performance potenllat.• 
Bill 0'Brien, PC Magazine 

First in PC Testing ... Since 1981 

nIANDMARK.. 
RESEARCH INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 

PC WON'T BOOT? THEN JUST 
KICKSTART IT! 
Don't replace your motherboard, don't call service, use 
KickStart 2-. When serious hardware problems occur, 
nothing gets you up and running as fast. KickStart 2 meas
ures power within 2.5%on all four voltages, shows 
Power-On Self-Test(POST) failure codes, and features on· 
board ROM-based diagnostics allowing youto determine 
and remedy theproblem quickly, easily, and inexpensively! 

Built· in serial and parallel 1/0 allows for testing via modem, 
or simply logging results to a remote terminal, printer or 
laptop. You can configure your own test routines and store 
them in KickStart 2's battery backed-up CMOS RAM saving 
valuable setup lime. Includes serial and parallel loopback
plugs and Landmark JumpStart'"AT ROM BIOS for testing 
PCs that don't issue POST codes. KlckStart 2 tests your 
system regardless of DIS (even UNIX). 

On·board switches, LEDs, and digital displays allow com
plete control over testing in systems lacking video or disk 
(ideal for motherboard or system burn-in). 

KickStart 2 is the ultimate SECURITY CARD too! With both 
supervisor and user levels of password protection, you can 
prevent unauthorized use of your PC and accidental run· 
ning of destructive tests. CALL FOR CURRENT PRICING. 

• Toll-FreelifetimeTechSupport 

• 90Day Money-BackGuarantee 

• Federal ExpressShipping 

CALL (800) 683-6696 
Fax(813)443-6603• Voice(813)443-1331 

Dealer Inquiries Welcome 

703Grand Cenlral SI. • Clearwaler ,Florida • 34616 

than the more static Sun/HP approach 
that requires you to explicitly label every 
object. DEC's approach requires a pre
processor for each particular architec
ture on a network that connects new ob
jects to the APL 

With NewWave's OMF, the DOMF 
approach includes a distributed ORB . By 
providing hooks for new object models 
and managers, the Sun/HP ORB makes 
it easier to maintain object-data integrity 
while still allowing interapplication op
eration. ACA can achieve the same re
sult, but it requires more effort. 

A Smoldering War of Words 

The differences between these two ap

proaches that rea lly matter, though, are 

not the technical ones . Both sets of com

panies want to further their own technol 

ogies for the adva ntage that it would give 

them in the marketplace . The result has 

been a smoldering war of words , with the 

offices of OMG companies as the battle

ground. 


There has been talk of compromise be
tween the two groups. One rumor says 
that the DEC forces would agree to the 
Sun/HP approach to the ORB in return 
for getting their own way at other levels 
of the proposed object management stan
dards . Ironing out these differences is in 
everyone's best interests. The potential 
usefulness of true network data transpar
ency is enormous. Either approach, or a 
compromise, would benefit everyone. 

In the meantime, you still need to 
share information among disparate sys
tems. Fortunately, several tools ease the 
task of moving data from application to 
application. While not quite transparent, 
these tools are certain ly more practical 
than waiting for the resolution of the 
OMG conflicts (see the text box "To
day 's Problems, Today's Solutions " on 
page 214). 

Clear As Mud 

I wish I could say that we can look for

ward to seeing data transparency some

time soon. I can't, and the state of the art 

is not the hitch. The Sun/ HP DOMF ap

proach, in particular shows promise of 

revolutionizing the field . 


The real trouble is that there's no con
sensus on how to handle data transpar
ency. Until there is, I'm afraid we will 
have to content ourselves with restricted 
access to networked data and make do 
with the data-transparency tools that are 
now available. • 

Steven J. Vaughan-Nichols is a freelance 
writer. You can reach him on BlX as 
"sj vn. 
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SYSTAT is rated #1 by Software Digest®. In fact, SYSTAT is the only statistical analysis package to 
receive top honors from lnfoWorld, PC Magazine and PC Week. According to Software Digest: "It is 
the only program that successfully blends robust features, good usability and performance, and many 
areas of uncommon strength from analytical graphs to powerful programming." 

SYSTAT. The statistics speak for themselves. 
For more information call or write: SYSTAT, Inc. 1800 Sherman Avenue, SYSTAT 

Evanston, IL 60201-3793 Tel. 708.864.5670 Fax: 708.492.3567 -==Qt 
For international representatives call: Australia 61.3.8661766, Canada 416.424.1700, Denmark 45.64.406575, Finland 358.0.6923800. France 33.1.40935000, 

Germany 49.61.265950 (DOS), 49.30.310423 IMac), Italy 39.587.213640, Japan 81.33.5902311, New Zealand 64.71.562675, Norway 47.3.892240, Sweden 46.7.6076207, 

Switzerland 41.3 1.416611, The Netherlands 31.340.266336, UK Londo n 44 .81.6926636. h f 


. . . For IBM/compatible information circle 354; For Macintos in orma
©1991 SYSTAT, Inc. Software Digest is a reg istered trade mark of NSTL, Inc. tion, circle 355; For Reseller inquiries, circle 356 on Inquiry Card. 



Electronic and Computer Products 
That Score Every Time 

It's the fourth quarter, and you need key ele,ctronic 
and computer components! All must be reliable and meet 
specs head on.Your next call really counts-so make it to 
Jameco for a strong, balanced product line,thorough 
customer support, stringent quality controls, and 
competitive pricing. 

Jameco's team has spent 16 years distributing quality 
electronic components,test and measurement equipment, 
accessories,and computer systems-from the most · 
advanced,to mid-nµ1ge,to starter. There ?fe over 
4,000 products in the Jame~ game plan,all 
poised for action; order them 24 hours a day! 

Our special customer-support team backs you 
for the long run ofthe product life,starting with your 
purchase plan.Our expert technical stafffields your 
questions by phone to discuss your needs before,dilling, 
or after purchase. 

Jameco 16MHz 
80386SX Computer Kit 
• 2MB RAM (expandable to 8M B) 
• 200 Wall power supply 
• IOI -key Key board • Mu lti 110 Card 
• Toshiba l.44MB, 3.5" Floppy Drive 
• DR DOS 5.0 and AMJ diagnosti c software Jameco 33MHz 64KB 
$749.95/ JE3816A Cache 80386 Computer Kit 
Video moni1or/adi1pter no1 included • 4M B RAM (expandable to 32MB)Colorado Memory Systems 

• 300 Watt power supply 
Tape Back-up • 6 half-height drive bays 

• 101-key Keyboard • Multi 1/0 Card 
• ~ • 1 ~ " IE::S:I " : . \ , ,~ • Toshiba l.44MB, 3.5" Floppy Drive 
· i \ I ''• ' • DR DOS 5.0 and AM I diagnostic 
• I \ I ~ .1 softwarel , . . ' 

I · \ I s I ;· : . . ' $1399.95/ JE3833B ,;;., · ,! '\l'i f\ 'i" ' •. '5ll!l!l Video moniior/a dlptcr not lncluded 
~-- \ ~ : .-- · - - t~I , • ., ~!!!_ 

p..... Jameco 16 MHz 
'""' "' 80386SX Motherboard ...- Kit)' 1 

when 

Terms: !>rices :i re subject to chan~c with out not ice. hems subject tu 11vailability und prio r sulc. Compl e te list of te rms/ wa rr:rntics is available upon reques t. 



Jameco UMHz 80286 
Computer Kit 
• 512KB RAM (expandable to 4MB) 
• 200 Watt power supply 
• IOI-key Keyboard • Multi 1/0 Card 
• Toshiba J.44MB, 3.5" Floppy Drive 
• DR DOS 5.0 and AMI diagnostic 

soft\\·me 
$499.95/JE28UA 
Video monitorl:ubptcr nol incl uded 

Integrated Circuits 

We soout the 'wo#d's latest techllology for the best qtiality 
and value, thoroughly prequalifying eaca vendor and 
product. And, our In-house quality assurance gmup 
ccmtinuall:y tests prnducts received into stock 

Our customers can for Jameco consistent Quality, wide 
selection, latest)technology, solid customer support, an.d 
competitive prices.Join our l~ge family ofl0ya1 fans 
from big and small businesses,schools and universities, 
govern.men~ anp individHals. 

When.y,0ur next electronic or systempqrch~e has to 
score, eheck ouF catal<!lg or stop qy our·catal0g-store/head
quarters located in Belman~ CA, serving Silicon Valley 
and the Stanford tecbn<i>logy park area It's your call. And 
when-it's to Jameco, it will be perfectly executed. 

COMPUTER PRODUCTS 

1355 Shoreway Rd. 
Belmont, CA 94002 
l-800-831-4242 
(415) 592-8097 
FAX: 1-800-237-694& 

• 
Books 

Weller Soldering 

Station 

Printer Cable 
& Adapt~r 

UVP EPROM Eraser...... 
--~~~ ~~~ 

Connectors 

All cr:tde na mes :ire registe red trndc nrnrks oi the ir rcspecti\'e compa nies. © 11 / 91 Jameco Electronic Componen ts/Comput~r ProductsCircle 52 on Inquiry Card. 
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STATE OF THE ART 


PORTABILITY 

AND THE GUI 


Multiplatform GUI applications can be easy to write 

DAVID M. ANDERSEN AND BRUCE A. SHERWOOD 

any business and educational 
Morganizations have been unable 

to decide on just one computing 

platform , a fact that makes it 

difficult for them to obtain or create ap
plications that run on all their machines. 
This problem is made worse by the grow
ing dominance of the modern GUI , as 
typified by the Macintosh , Windows 3.0, 
and Motif. 

In the past , a FORTRAN calculation 
or a COBOL accounting package often 
would run on many different computers, 
in part because the user interface was re
stricted to alphanumeric input and out
put. But such portability is difficult to 
achieve for GUI-based applications fea
turing mouse input and graphics output. 
Portability may become still more dif
ficult as people ' s expectations expand 
with respect to multimedia and inter
application communication. 

Although there has been significant 
convergence on the general nature of 
GUI features (e.g. , windows , buttons, 
and scroll bars) , implementation details 
for programming these features differ 
markedly across different platforms. As 
a result , creating compatible ve rsions of 
applications for diverse platforms usu 
ally requires a large duplication of effort. 

Budget Is One Constraint 
The modern GUI has made life much 
more pleasant for end users but more dif
ficult for programmers . Developers have 
to climb a steep learning curve to pro
duce an interactive graphical application. 
Even a full-time professional program
mer may need several months to get up to 
speed on a GUI toolkit. 

Most successful commercial develop-
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ers can afford the associated costs , and 
more and more popular applications are 
becoming available on multiple plat
forms (e .g ., WordPerfect, FrameMaker , 
Mathematica, and Maple V) . But even 
commercial developers are sometimes 
forced to ignore potential markets be
cause of the high cost of porting to an
other system . 

Furthermore, a lot of organizations 
cannot afford these additiona l develop
ment costs. Educational institutions , for 
instance, have found it impossible to de
cide on a single type of computer. Facul
ty members sometimes produce innova
tive special-purpose applications in the 
course of their research or teaching . But 
most faculty members cannot expend the 
effort to develop programs for multiple 
GUis. Therefore , they may not be able to 
share a useful tool with colleagues who 
work on different platforms. 

Years ago, almost the only thing you 
could do with a computer was to program 
it. Today, programming is the one thing 
that most people don 't do , although some 
tools are coming into existence that pro
vide significant user programmability of 
full GUI features . They include Apple ' s 
HyperCard and Microsoft's Visual Basic 
for Windows. However, many of these 
tools are entirely platform-specific. 

It would be a major advance if applica
tions could be ported from one GUI to 
another with no effort other than recom
pilation. It would also be a major advance 
if people who are not full -time program
mers could produce modern , full-fea
tured , intercommunicating, graphically 
oriented programs. 

These two issues are linked, because 
one of the keys to portability is the identi
fication and machine-independent im
plementation of higher-level abstractions 
(e .g . , pull-down menus) . An abstraction 

11\ITE ACTION SUMMARY 

To run an application on a 

number of computing plat

forms, you'll need a toolkit or 

a user-friendly programming 

language that incorporates 

GUI capabilities in a machine

independent way. Here are 

the advantages and disad

vantages of each. 
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of the essence of a menu, when embodied 

in a high-level language or toolkit , can 

avoid many detailed complexities . As a 

result , even novice programmers are able 

to incorporate menus into programs . 


A Locksmith 

The problems faced in creating multi

platform versions of a specific applica

tion , such as a word processor, have been 

addressed in a number of articles. A key 

element of a successful attack on this 

problem is the clean separation within 

the program of necessarily machine-de

pendent GUI aspects from the machine

independent core . 


For example, the computational heart 
of Mathematica is cleanly separated from 
the user interface, which varies from one 
platform to another. But beyond this fun
damental strategy lies a daunting mass of 
detail. Consider the difference between a 
flat address space and the memory seg
mentation of MS-DOS , the differences in 
the length of integer variables in Con dif
ferent machines , and the difference be
tween a Macintosh handle (a pointer to a 
pointer) and a Windows handle (simply a 
number). 

Even though the problems of creating 
a machine-independent application are 
many and complex, more problems arise 
in the design of a general programming 
language that incorporates GUI capabili
ties in a machine-independent way. Yet 
such an approach offers significant ad
vantages. Porting the language to a new 
platform unlocks the applications written 
in that language-they automatically be
come available on the new platform. 

In this article, we will emphasize the 
issues associated with language portabil
ity rather than application portability. 
The problems encountered with porting a 
single application are a subset of those in
volved in porting a language. 

FORTRAN and C 
The earliest compiler , FORTRAN, dem
onstrates the linkage between portability 
and ease of use . This "formula transla
tor" transformed the familiar formulas 
of scientific and engineering calculations 
into the grubby details of moving bits 
into and out of processor registers. The 
formula, as a higher-level abstraction , 
made it much easier to write numerical 
programs. 

An important side effect was the re 
sultant portability. FORTRAN program 
statements were essentially machine-in
dependent , and they could be translated 
into the assembly language of any ma
chine. The need to perform numerical 
calculations led to the identification of 

appropriate higher-level abstractions in 
FORTRAN, with the obvious focus be
ing the algebraic formula. 

Later·, the need for higher-level ab
stractions that would facilitate the writ
ing of operating systems drove the devel 
opment of C . As a result , Chas become a 
powerful tool for system and application 
development. C exhibits striking ma
chine-independence, even with respect 
to different operating systems and file ar
chitectures. You could say that C rep
resents a machine-independent higher
level abstraction of assembly language 
programming. 

C programs are by no means perfectly 
portable: The "standard" libraries are 
not, in fact, completely standard , the 
default size of integer variables differs 
across CPUs, and the peculiar structure 
of the Intel processor complicates mat
ters under MS-DOS . A serious drawback 
of C is that it provides no support for 
GUls except through toolkits , which are 
not standardized across platforms. Never
theless, within its very broad range of ap
plicability , C has established an admira
ble combination of power with porta
bility. 

C, Unix, and Xll 
Although C does not provide general 
portability across different GUis, there 
is one arena in which , with a modicum of 
effort , graphically oriented C programs 
can be portable . With the advent of 
MIT's X Window System and the OSF/ 
Motif user interface, the Unix world has 
achieved a high degree of portability . 

With care to avoid Berkeley/System V 
and hardware dependencies, a program
mer can write an interactive , graphically 
oriented program that will run on a range 
of Unix systems from virtually every 
hardware vendor in such as way as to re
quire only recompilation. Unfortunate
ly , this portability does not extend tO the 
most popular platforms: An interactive, 
graphical program written for X 11 is not 
likely to transfer to Windows or the Mac
intosh without substantial effort. 

Portability Today and Tomorrow 

To facilitate the programming of GUI 

applications beyond Unix , you must have 

a toolkit or a programming language that 

incorporates appropriate higher-level ab

stractions. These abstractions must in

clude support for color, graphics, win

dows, pull-down menus , mouse interac

tion , and rich text (e.g ., italic , bold , and 

multiple font faces and sizes) . 


The emerging emphasis on multime
dia adds to this now-classic list of fea
tures the need to support pictures, video , 



RECENT STUDIES SHOWTHAT50% 

OF THE PEOPLE WHO STORE VITAL DATA 


ON DISKSARE GOINGTO LOSE 11 


It's no joke. Asurvey conducted 
among computer users recently revealed 
that halfof them have lost time and 
money because of accidental data loss. 

Perhaps that explains WhY so 
many people have felt compelled to 
make the jump. 

From other disks to \~rbatirn ~ 
After all, no other disks in the 

world guard against accidental data 
loss better than ours. 

'l t>flmr1' is a DuPont f'C'gistcn.'fl tmdemark. 

'T'dke our DataLifePlus~ disks, for 
example. They're the only disks on 
earth protected by an exclusiveTelloni· 
coating. Which mean youcan actually 
wipe l'ingeqxints, dust, even pencil 
shavings off the recording surface. 
Without wiping out your valuable data. 

Even more remarkable is our 
5!4-inch Rew1itable Optical Disk. It has 
the capacity to store twelve file drawers 
full of paperwork. Yet because it uses 

laser technology, it's virtually incapa
ble of losing data. Verbatim also offers 
high performance data ca1t ridges, 
color disks and more. 

And all of our products are certi
fied 100% error-free and back-ed by a 
Hfetime warranty 

So next time, insist on \~rbatim. 
Because trusting your data to acy

body else would definitely be a step in 
the wrong direction. 
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and sound in a platform-independent man denominator is now adequate for a wide 

ner . Appropriately designed program range of applications. 

ming structures could provide portability Unfortunately , the implementation de

and user programmability. tails of the various GUis have not con


While the most urgent need is to pro verged at all. Each has different libraries 
vide portability across today 's diverse and data structures. Adjusting to these 
GUis , it is also extremely important to differences is not merely a matter of al
provide portability to next year's operat tering subroutine caJls , for in many in 
ing systems and GUis. In the last few stances, the internal architectures are in
years, enormous upheaval has occurred compatible (e.g., menus can be 'driven by 
in the GUI world , as illustrated by devel event loops or by callback procedures). 
opments such as Windows 3.0, OSF/Mo
tif, and System 7.0. GUI Portability via a Language 

Programs with a GUI written in C just At the Center for Design of Educational 
a few years ago may no longer work even Computing at Carnegie Mellon Univer
on the same brand of machine! Again, sity, with Judith Sherwood and Kevin 
implementation in terms of machine-in Whitley , we developed and implemented 
dependent higher-level abstractions can the cT programming language as a way 
guard against such rapid obsolescence. of attacking the problems of portability 

One drawback of striving for portabil and user programmability. (The c in cT 
ity is that it often requires compromising stands for Carnegie Mellon, and the T 
on a least common denominator that may stands for the Tutor family of computer 
have too little capability to be interesting. languages.) The cT language (written in 
Fortunately, all modern GUI environ 1985) is the granddaughter of Tutor 
ments have incorporated a broadly simi (written in 1967) and the daughter of Mi
lar set of features , so their least common crotutor (written in 1977). The Tutor and 
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slight differences 
between the 
Macintosh and the 
MS-DOS examples 
ofnative foms . 

Microtuor languages were developed 
within the context of the PLATO project 
at the University of Illinois. 

Even though cT (which is distributed 
by Falcon Software, Wentworth , NH) 
shares many elements of its predecessor 
languages and related dialects, it empha
sizes the modern mouse-oriented GUI 
and aims for an extremely high level of 
platform independence. You could suc 
cinctly characterize cT as a general -pur 
pose algorithmic language with two dis
tinctive characteristics: the capabi lity for 
ordinary mortals to write modern pro
grams with it, and the portability of these 
programs among the PC , the Macintosh, 
and Unix with X 11. 

Screens 1 through 3 illustrate the cT 
programming environment on these dif
ferent platforms. Note the higher-level 
abstractions in the source code (e.g., but
ton , menu, and edit). Graphics and inter
actions are expressed in generic form . 
The execution of the program produces 
essentially the same output on all the 
platforms, but with minor differences to 
comply with the standards of each native 
GUI. For example, the syntax of the but
ton command refers to the essential ele
ments of a button, such as the text in the 
button and the subroutine that is called 
when you press the button. 

You can see the direct representation 
in the source code of rich text, including 
not only bold and italic styles but non
English characters, color, and embedded 
graphics . You can import graphics into 
the source code from standard sources, 
such as the Macintosh Clipboard or a 
PCX file on a PC , at which point the 
graphics become completely machine
independent. The language also supports 
videodisk presentations in a machine-in
dependent way, and work is in progress 
to provide portable sound files. 

The appearance of a cT menu or but
ton may vary on different platforms. 
People have well-developed expectations 
concerning the look and feel on their sys
tem of choice. Therefore, our philosophy 
is that portability should mean that, by 
default , programs should have the look 
and feel of each particular platform, not 
that they should look exactly alike. This 
concept does not apply if a specific fea 
ture isn't normally available on a partic 
ular platform. In that case , the feature 
may have the look and the feel of some 
other GUI. 

In one important area-the handling 
of fonts-we found it difficult to preserve 
the native look and feel of the system. If 
you study the accompanying screens, you 
will see variations in text placement due 
to slight differences in the native fonts. 
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Screen 3: While 
working in the cT 
program on a 
monochrome 
workstation running 
XI I , you can pull 
down the Select menu 
to choose "Make a 
Graph " (left). You can 
also create or modify 
the source code simply 
by clicking at the 
desired location in the 
execution window 
(below) . 
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PORTABILITY AND THE GUI 


These differences can compromise por
tability. For example, if a program draws 
a box tightly around some text on one 
platform , the text' may spill outside the 
box on a different platform. 

The programmer can get around this 
dilemma by calculating the width of the 
text and the corresponding width of the 
box at execution time. This ort of ad
justment is bothersome, and in more 
complicated situations, you may find it 
quite difficult to keep graphics and text 
in register . 

The cT language offers automatic re
scaling so that text and graphics remain 
synchronized in a variety of window 
sizes . Font rescaling is an attempt to 
adapt to the native screen size, but the 
use of native fonts can compromise this 
feature. In cT, we decided to provide a 
universal set of basic fonts that are exact
ly the same on all machines, giving pro
grammers the option of easier control 
over fonts. 

Toolkit Approach 
An alternative approach to portability is 
to create a toolkit consisting of machine
independent GUI libraries to accompany 
C or other existing languages. We based 
our initial Unix-workstation version of 
cT on an early version of the Andrew 
Toolkit, developed by the Information 
Technology Center at Carnegie Mellon. 
ATK, then and in its modern form as 
well , consists of C libraries for profes
sional programmers that offer an object
oriented implementation of major GUI 
features . 

In order to be able to port cT to popu
lar microcomputers (e.g ., the PC and the 
Macintosh), we had to abandon ATK, 
which has been implemented only for 
Unix workstations running X 11 . Early 
in the course of our work we examined 
many other toolkits, but at that time we 
found none that provided us with the 
complete GUI coverage that we needed 
(although ATK came close on Unix ma
chines) and none that gave machine inde
pendence across the platforms of interest 
to our users (Unix, Macintosh, and PC). 

We thought that eventually someone 
would come up with an adequate univer
sal set of GUI libraries for C, because 
such a toolkit would satisfy a major need 
of professional developers. Some compa
nies have taken steps in this direction . A 
good example is the Extensible Virtual 
Toolkit (XVT) from the Advanced Pro
gramming Institute. 

Building an Internal Toolkit 
The original impetus for creating the cT 
programming language was to make it 
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feasible for professors and students to 
write modern GUI-based programs on 
the Unix workstations that were first de
ployed on our campus in 1985. Very few 
nonprofessional programmers were ca
pable of writing such programs using C 
and ATK. As the Macintosh and the PC 
became more capable (i.e ., more mem
ory, more speed, better C compilers, and 
so on) , it became feasible to move cT to 
these popular microcomputers. 

In 1986, Gregg Malkary , a graduate 
student of Andries van Dam's at Brown 
University , designed a set of GUI primi 
tives to span cT's GUI needs and pro
vided a Macintosh implementation of 
those primitives. This work formed the 
inspiration for the later development of 
our machine-independent toolkit for in
ternal use by cT. 

The toolkit is implemented on differ
ent depths on different platforms. For ex
ample , to bring up the file-selection box 
on the Macintosh, our internal toolkit 
simply calls the corresponding Macin
tosh Toolbox routine . On a non-Windows 
PC, the toolkit calls our implementation 
of a dialog box . 

A more striking example of varying 
depths in this toolkit is cT's support of 
interprocess communications. On Berke
ley Unix machines, this communication 
is done via sockets, but between Macin
toshes in an AppleTalk zone, the mecha
nism is entirely different. The same cT 
internal toolkit call drives these entirely 
different schemes on the various plat
forms. The resu lt is that a person writing 
in cT can fairly simply create connec

' 

tions between processes with a higher
level socket abstraction that runs without 
any change either on Unix machines or 
between Macintoshes in an AppleTalk 
zone. 

Soon we intend to implement a version 
of cT for Windows and to upgrade the 
System 7.0 version. We anticipate that 
the same cT intercommunicating pro
grams will then be able to run without 
change on a PC or a si ngle Macintosh 
using Dynamic Data Exchange and inter
application communication. 

Thus , the depth of our internal toolkit 
varies !!Ccording to how rich the native 
toolbox happens to be. Variable depth is 
one of the ways that we avoid many of the 
limitations of a lowest-common-denomi
nator approach. If the native environ
ment doesn't provide an important fea
ture present in .other modern GUis, we 
attempt to provide it ourselves . We have 
followed this principle with respect to 
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PORTABILITY AND THE GUI 


such complex features as menus, mouse 
interactions , sound, video, and rich text. 

Language vs. Toolkit 

In principle , either a toolkit or a lan

guage can provide adequate portability, 

but each approach has advantages and 

disadvantages. 


A potential advantage of a toolkit is 
that it can expose all of its internal status. 
A developer might offer a toolkit written 
in C for C programmers as source code, 
thus providing a completely open and ex
tensible environment. 

A disadvantage of using a toolkit to ex
tend C is that it can be very awkward to 
represent rich text directly in a C pro
gram (ATK handles extremely rich text , 
but only in data files , not in C source 
code). Moreover, developers find it quite 
difficult to deal with diverse memory 
models on small and large machines 
when writing directly in C. In contrast, 
the cT editor and compiler are capable of 
handling rich text (including embedded 
graphics) , and the cT run-time routines 
can page subroutines . 

We found advantages to constructing a 
fully integrated programming environ
ment based on a language rather than on 
a toolkit. The cT language uses incre
mental compilation at the subroutine 
level , so the turnaround time for testing a 
change is similar to that for an interpre
tive language. Also , with cT's graphics
editing feature, you are able to click in 
the execution window to create or mod
ify coordinates in the source code. The 
cT language then immediately recom
piles and executes the modified subrou
tine to display the result. 

In addition, the cT compiler automati
cally converts and upgrades old versions 
of source code when necessary , as does a 
modern word processor when the vendor 
has made an incompatible change in the 
underlying document structure. As a re
sult, cT programs written in 1985 that 
ran on a Sun-2 workstation with a locally 
produced window manager run without 
change today on a PC , a Macintosh, or an 
XI I machine. 

A disadvantage to cT's highly inte
grated approach is that cT maintains a 
large amount of hidden status, such as 
which cT units are currently in memory , 
whether the blinking cursor in an edit 
panel is on or off, and what the current 
graphics copy mode is. Not all of this sta
tus is available to the cT program or to 
subroutines written in other languages. 

Portability with Other Languages 
Although toolkits such as XVT offer a 
degree of portability , we know of very 
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few programming languages that offer 
broad GUI portability. Other than cT, 
one example we do know about is Small
talk. Both ParcPlace and Digitalk ver
sions of Smalltalk now run with full GUI 
capabilities on a variety of platforms. 
The object-oriented nature of Smalltalk 
contributes a great deal to GUI portabil
ity , because GUI features are encapsulat
ed as very high-level abstractions . 

The two Smalltalk versions reflect 
different philosophies concerning porta
bility . ParcPlace has maintained broad 
portability for its version of Smalltalk, 
with the same look and feel on all ma
chines (i .e. , Macintosh, PC , and Unix), 
so applications look essentially identical 
on different platforms . The exceptions to 
identical look and feel are the use of na
tive fonts and native window manage
ment for such user-interface features as 
moving or expanding a window. Binaries 
are fully portable, with the final stage of 
compilation to nat ive machine code auto
matically occurring when the program is 
first executed. 

Digitalk has chosen to work within the 
look and feel native to the particular plat
form. Applications look somewhat dif
ferent on different platforms, but they 
conform to your expectation on a partic
ular platform. There are Digitalk ver
sions for MS-DOS, Windows, OS/2, and 
the Macintosh, but there isn ' t one for 
Unix . In the past, there have been differ
ences across platforms that have required 
making a few adjustments when porting 
an application, but Digitalk is working 
on eliminating these discrepancies. 

The use of native fonts means that, 
with the ParcPlace and Digitalk versions 
of Smalltalk, the programmer must take 
care to avoid the problems associated 
with differences in fonts on different 
platforms. 

Among the various dialects of BASIC, 
only True BASIC (developed by the cre
ators of BASIC at Dartmouth) offers por
tability of basic graphics across Amiga, 
Macintosh , and PC machines and some 
Unix workstations. But True BASIC 
does not support many basic GUI fea
tures, such as rich text or (with the cur
rently available PC version) mouse inter
actions. 

A True BASIC graphics program writ
ten on a PC wiH run on a Macintosh, but 
it won ' t look like a real Macintosh pro
gram. And if the program makes Mac 
Toolbox calls to achieve the Macintosh 
look and feel, it will no longer run on a 
PC . The True BASIC developers recog
nize a need to support a higher level of 
GUI portability and are moving in this 
direction. Although True BASIC doesn' t 

currently handle all aspects of the mod
ern GUI , it does far exceed the capabili
ties of most languages in the portability 
of basic graphics capabilities. 

Even though it's not a programming 
language, Authorware is a development 
environment aimed at the training and 
education market , and it offers very high 
portability of graphics, fonts , video, ani
mations, and sound between the Macin
tosh and machines running Windows. 

Authorware is hard to categorize. It is 
a bit like the better-known Apple Hyper
Card for the Macintosh and the Asymet
rix ToolBook for the PC in that display 
design is done directly, as in a drawing 
package. But Authorware also permits 
the direct creation and manipulation of 
animations and controlling the sequenc
ing of the application, making it similar 
to a visual programming language. 

Easier and Portable 
The modern GUI has made program
ming more difficult. It has led to a lack of 
portability of applications across differ
ent platforms, and even on the same ma
chine across different software gef!era
tions . Even though major differences in 
programming details remain, there is 
now a similarity of basic GUI features on 
most major platforms, and languages and 
toolkits can begin to provide application 
portability. 

People are beginning to expect multi
media capabilities and the sharing ofdata 
between applications. Therefore, simple 
and portable tools are needed to support 
these capabilities. • 
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Take it from the critics, Coherent 
is so close to UNIX, you won't 
believe your eyes. Or the price. 
"Mark Williams Co. seems 
to have mastered the art 
of illusion;Coherent comes 
so fully qualified as a UNIX 
clone, you find yourself thinking 
'I can't believe it's not UNIX.'" 

- Sean Fulton, UNIX Today! , 
November 26, 1990 

".. .(Coherent) may be the best thing 
that has happened to UNIX yet." 

- WilliamZachmann, PC Week, 
November 5, 1990 

"If you want to come as close as you 
can to real UNIX for a low price, 
COHERENT can't be beat." 

- Warren Keuffc l, Computer Language 
Magazine, November 1990 

"If you want a UNIX-like develop
ment and learningsystem for less 
than $100.. .I don't see how you can 
go wrong with Coherent." 

- David Fiedler, BITE Magazine, 
November 1990 
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Coherent is a powerful,multi-user, 
multi-tasking development system 
with a complete UNIX-compatible 
kernel and Ccompiler. 

Features include Lex and Yacc, 
a vi editor, SCSI support and UUCP 
capabilities. 

And Coherent comes with a full 
set of over 200 UNlX commands 
including text processing, prograni 
development, administrative and 
maintenance functions. All of it fully 
documented in our highly acclaimed 
1200 page manual. 
WHAT UNIX WAS MEANT TO BE. 

Unlike current versions of 
UNIX, Coherent is lean and efficient. 
Small and beautifully powerful, the 
way UNIX was originally designed. 

Coherent runs on affordable 
286 as well as 386 and 486 based 
IBM-PCs and compatibles with 
space to spare. Enough space to keep 
DOS co-residing on your hard disk. 

And it's so fast to install, so fast 
to learn and just so fast, Coherent 
leaves UNIX in the dust. 

HARD TO BELIEVE? 
IT KEEPS GETIING BEITER. 

Coherent gives you more 
value from the start and keeps on 

giving.Like regularupdates with new 
and enhanced features.Ourwrite-your
own device driver kit and COHware, 
contributed software on diskette. 

There's also on-going free tech
nical support via telephone. An 
active user network and a UUCP 
Bulletin Board System. Plus, with 
our new 3.2 release: 
• A new Korn shell with sophisti

cated command-line editing. 
• Postscript and PCL support for 

troff adding access to hundreds of 
new fonts. 

• Improved UUCP support. 
• International keyboard and 

character set support. 
TAKE 60 DAYS TO 
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Will you agree with the critics 
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Try it. And if you don't think 

Coherent is everything you ever 
wanted in UNIX, we'll refund your 
money. No problem. No hassle. 

You can't go wrong. So get to 
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order Coherent today. At $99.95, 
it's unbelievable. 
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STATE OF THE ART 


DISTRIBUTED OPEN 

ENVIRONMENTS 


Open Software Foundation and Unix International pave the way 
toward true interoperability 

MARY HUBLEY 

Distributed computing is a hot 
topic . It promises to solve the 
problem of getting heterogene
ous systems to interoperate by 

enabling different systems to share pro
cessing, system resources, and appli
cations across environments as diverse 
as VAX/VMS, Unix workstations, and 
DOS-based PCs. Distributed computing 
provides you with transparent access to 
the data and resources on all the systems 
throughout your company. 

The importance of distributed com
puting becomes clear when you contrast 
how you currently use computers with 
how you will use them in the future. 
Presently, your organization's comput
ing resources are probably a mix of dif
ferent manufacturers' hardware and soft
ware. The computers are controlled by 
separate workgroups, many in different 
geographic regions, with little informa
tion and few resources shared between 
the workgroups. And because most of the 
systems are proprietary , it is virtually 
impossible to exchange information be
tween them without major programming 
efforts . 

In the future , distributed computing 
will let you share processing and data 
across heterogeneous environments . It 
makes a lot of sense for businesses that 
want to use resources located on different 
computers all around the company. For 
example, wouldn't it be nice to be able to 
access data that resides on another de
partment's computer? Or simply to print 
out a document on a remote printer? 

The current situation, where organiza
tions have a hodgepodge of systems that 
are not interoperable, is causing a move
ment away from individual workgroup-
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DISTRIBUTED OPEN ENVIRONMENTS 


controlled computing. Already , compa
nies and universities are migrating their 
systems to distributed open environments 
that share information and resources 
throughout the enterprise. The distrib
uted open environment is the new wave of 
computing. 

The Contenders: OSF and UI 
In the past, distributed computing solu
tions have been proprietary, designed by 
major computer manufacturers to pro
vide interoperability among that com
pany's systems. Today, both the Open 
Software Foundation and Unix Interna
tional are addressing the problem of pro
viding a distributed platform that spans 
multiple architectures, protocols, and 
operating systems. OSF's solution is the 
Distributed Computing Environment 
(DCE) ; UI's effort is labeled the Atlas 
distributed processing architecture. 

Although DCE and Atlas both address 
distributed computing problems, they 
are not parallel solutions . Here, at least , 
OSF and UI will not really be competi
tors; rather, DCE will provide basic dis
tributed computing services, and Atlas 
will build on those basic services. The 
two solutions are also on different time
tables: DCE is complete and available 
from OSF; Atlas is not yet available in a 
complete form, but most of its compo
nents are available individually through 
their developers. 

DCE and Atlas will undoubtedly be
come recognized standards for distrib-

IJVJE ACTION SUMMARY 

You once had only two ways 

to create an enterprise-wide 

distributed computing sys

tem: You could build your 

own from scratch, or you 

could hand over the future 

of your company's comput

ing systems to a single ven

dor. DCE from OSF and Atlas 

from UI represent open-sys

tems solutions to distributed 

computing. They will be im

portant standards in the 

1990s. 
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Clientlseryer computing 

Server 

Client Client 

Distributed computing 
Marketin Sales lnvento 

Server . Server 1--~~~~----1 Server1--~~~~~~

Workstations Workstations 
~~~ ~--'-~~ 

Client Client Client • • • Client Client • • • Client 

Figure 1: Two or more client/server relationships constitute a distributed open 
environment. The existence ofmore than one server enables you to split applications, 
services, and data; modularize them; and distribute them among various systems. 

uted computing. In fact, DCE already 
has over 100 licensees. Its growing popu
larity reflects the frustration of users 
who are trying to create a distributed en
vironment on their own-DCE solves the 
problem. Another boost for both organi
zations is that they have backing from 
their member companies, which consti
tute most major vendors in the computer 
industry-more than 200 organizations, 
all with a large stake in the future of 
computing. 

Even though most customers have yet 
to see the products, optimism about DCE 
and Atlas is high. Before standard prod
ucts like these , companies that wanted 
distributed computing either hired out
side firms or employed in-house staffs of 
system programmers and communica
tions experts to do the job. Either way, 
building a distributed environment was 
enormously complex and expensive. 
OSF and UI are eliminating the need for 
end users to do their own development. 

Although UI and OSF are best known 
for their competing versions of Unix, 
DCE is independent of any one operating 
system; it works as well on Macs as it 
does on Unix. Atlas will also provide in
teroperability with other operating envi
ronments besides Unix. UI and OSF are 
actually open-systems organizations in 
which Unix is only part of the broader 
open-systems philosophy. Like distrib
uted computing, this philosophy is based 
on interoperability, scalability , portabil
ity, and compatibility among different 
architectures . 

To support this view, UI has expanded 

its charter to encompass a more global 
computing effort. Its new charter has 
moved the organization from simply con
trolling Unix System V to defining an en
tire open-systems architecture. And al
though OSF's other products (i.e., the 
OSF/l operating system and OSF/Motif) 
are sold to the Unix marketplace, OSF's 
primary strategy has always focused on 
open systems. 

OSF and UI are propelling their open
systems initiatives with distributed com
puting. Noninteroperable systems will 
now be able to communicate and share 
information. Sun Microsystems' SunOS, 
for instance, will enjoy symbiosis with 
IBM's AIX and Systems Application Ar
chitecture (SAA) . DEC's Ultrix, VMS, 
and Network Application Support 
(NAS), along with multiple architectures 
from Bull, Hewlett-Packard, and Sie
mens-Nixdorf, will be among the first to 
be incorporated into DCE. And, signifi
cantly, UI is planning to encompass 
OSF's DCE into Altas's basic structure. 
This means that UI will take advantage 
of the interoperability work that OSF is 
doing-a safe move by UI, considering 
that DCE is already proving very pop
ular . 

How Do the Pieces Fit? 

The architectures beneath the evolving 

distributed open environments are simi

lar to client/server architectures, where 

clients can request data and facilities 

from a server. In client/server environ

ments, relationships are fairly simple. 

Clients are workstations or PCs located 
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Mathcad 3.0. 

When number-crunching time comes, 


docs work grind to ascreeching halt1 

Want abetter way to do technical calcula

tions than aspreadsheet or calculator-an 
obstacle clearer instead ofan obstacle creat:or? 

You need new Mathcad 3.0, thccrunch
those-numbers, and delivcr-results-in-a
second calculation software. 

As in-depth as you want, as routine as you 
need. Mathcad 3.0 docs everything from 
averages to Fffs, from percentages to matri
ces. Almost every function you'Il ever need 
is built in for rapid , effortless calculations. 

cw Electronic Handbooks make it easy 
to click-11-1mtc hundreds ofstandard for
mulas, useful data, even entire calculations 
into your documents. And afull range of 
add-on Applications Packs help you solve 
problems specific to your profession. 

Mathcad's new easy to learn and use 
Windows 3.0 interfuce has you up and 
running in hours-not days. Best ofall, 
Mathcad is just plain fast. 

Simply plug in data and you're done
Mathcad docs all the work for you. It docs 
the calculations. Automaticallyupdates 
results when you chan~c avariable in the 
live document. It graphs in 2-D or 3-D. 
And prints results mpresentation-quality 
documents, complete with equations 
in real math notation. In the blink ofan 
eye-numbers crunched-and you're back 
to work. 

Meet the Mathcad 3.0 power list: 
• New easy to !cam and use Microsoft 
Windows 3.0 interface 
• New Electronic Handbooks and Applica
tions Packs provide solutions for Electrical, 
Mechanical, Civil and Chemical Engineer
ing, Statistics, Advanced Math, ancfNumer
icaJ Methods 
• New symbolic calculations performed 
more easily than with any other product 
• Does exponentials, integrals, matrices, 
and more 

; .. "'t .. "';• 2-D and 3-D graphics ,I ..• I • I,_ I • I L.....J

• Prints high-quality 
I - .--,' - .. 
I - •Idocumentation 

• PC DOS, Macintosh~ and iMwmra 
l:DITOR . Unix,. versions also available 
CllOICF For a free Mathcad 3.0 
Mathadl.5 demo disk, or upgrade informa ~1U9-. 
BcSlof'88tion, call 1-800-MATHCAD BcSlof'87

(or617-577-1017, Fax617
577-8829) . Or sec your software dealer. 

Available for IBM • compatibles, Macintosh 
computers, and UNIX workstations. 
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1-800-MATHCAD 

The answer is 
Mathcad® 


MathSoft, Inc. 

201 Broadway, Cambridge, MA 02139 USA 
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DISTRIBUTED COMPUTING 

ENVIRONMENT ARCHITECTURE 


Applications 

PC integration Other distributed services (future) 

I Distributed file services 
Security Manage

ment 
Other 


fundamental 

services 

(future) 


RPG and presentation servLces 

.. -~···-
Threads 

Operating system and transport services 

Figure 2: OSF's DCE lets applications access a number ofcommon facilities and 
services. The glue between different operating systems and networks is a common 
RPCfacility . 

on the desktop that provide front-end in
terfaces and applications. The server is 
the central computer that provides back
end processing and data manipulation for 
many clients . 

A distributed computing environment 
includes two or more client/server envi
ronments in a potentially huge network. 
With more than one server, you can split, 
modularize, and spread the applications, 
services, and data across the servers. 
Servers can then pass information among 
themselves on request from each other, 
effectively making servers clients to one 
another . (See figure I.) 

A distributed environment consists of 
several important elements. Communi
cations is the backbone; while both DCE 
and Atlas recognize and support OSI net
working protocols , they also support 
others, such as TCP/IP and X.25. An
other important element of a distributed 
environment is a remote procedure call 
architecture. RPCs manage communica
tions between applications distributed 
across a heterogeneous network. Also 
necessary are name or directory services 
to manage and control location changes 
of resources, applications, and even 
users, and time services to synchronize 
the clocks (and therefore the actions) of 
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the various computers in the distributed 
environment. 

Another necessary component is a dis 
tributed file system (e.g., Sun's Network 
File System [NFS] and OSF's DCE AFS) 
that provides global file access. As with 
any network , you also need authorization 
and authentication services for security. 
Finally , a distributed environment needs 
to make all the above elements transpar
ent to the user through a consistent user 
interface to all distributed and local re
sources. 

The Goal: Distributed Applications 
The surge of interest in distributed com
puting technology is a direct result of the 
emergence and subsequent proliferation 
of LANs. They represent an inexpensive 
platform for the development of distrib
uted applications, allowing users within 
a workgroup to communicate with each 
other. RPCs , transport protocols, and 
network authentication methods are 
among the technologies that have been 
developed to provide interoperability 
over a LAN . 

Taken individually , these technolo
gies are only partial solutions. Although 
many companies have tried to piece them 
together into a coherent whole, the chat

lenges are daunting. Which protocol 
works with which naming service? On 
what platform? Which authentication 
service works with which operating sys
tem? Will it work on the installed base? 
Which is best? There are myriad levels to 
consider when building a distributed 
environment. 

This is where OSF and UI come in. 
DCE incorporates the various technolo
gies into an integrated product. Atlas ex 
tends DCE with additional functionality. 
Thus, OSF and UI are taking on the task 
of piecing together the puzzle into work
ing architectures . DCE and Atlas offer 
the most complete picture yet of a stan
dardized distributed computing environ
ment. 

Distributed environments provide a 
platform for distributed applications . 
Distributed applications that are in place 
now are generally simple ones, such as 
E-mail and distributed file systems. Cur
rently , the most common use of distrib
uted systems is the sharing of facilities 
such as printer services. But as the tech
nology evolves, distributed computing is 
sure to become a focus of software devel
opers. 

The most important feature of a dis
tributed application is its ability to trans
parently access all the data it needs . 
Where the data comes from (i.e. , where 
it is located on the network) must be 
transparent to the user, even if it is scat
tered across many systems located on 
several continents . 

For example, assume that your com
pany's marketing department is connect
ed to one server, the sales department to 
another, and inventory control to a third . 
You can create a single database applica
tion with data distributed across all three 
servers even though the individual work
group data resides on the individual serv
ers. When you want to incorporate mar
keting information, sales figures, and 
inventory levels into one report , your ap
plication requests the information from 
your workstation . You need never be 
aware that the request actually goes first 
to the marketing server, which requests 
and receives the sales figures from the 
sales server and the inventory level from 
the inventory control server. To you , all 
data seems locally stored. 

DCE: Here Now 

DCE from OSF is the early favorite in 

distributed open systems. In addition to 

being supported by most major vendors , 

it has the added advantage of being avail

able now . "The interest in DCE has been 

incredible," says OSF's Jonathan Gos

sels. In addition to IBM, DEC, Bull , HP, 
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Siemens-Nixdorf, and Hitachi , more 
than 100 companies are licensing DCE, 
representing some of the most influential 
computer manufacturers in the industry. 
End users adopting it include the Euro
pean Commission, American Express , 
Nippon Telegraph and Telephone, and 
Boeing . 

The end-user interest is especially im
portant to OSF. "The objective of DCE 
is to make it easy to create, use, and 
maintain applications in heterogeneous 
distributed systems. And DME [OSF's 
Distributed Management Environment , 
which is under development] will com
plement that by making the environment 
manageable ," says Gosse ls. " These 
technologies are important because over 
the last 10 years, companies have made 
investments in computers and network
ing technologies . They have very com
plex environments. Users a re exc ited 
about DCE and DME because it is the 
first time a set of technologies will let 
them get control of their computer envi
ronment. And it doesn't force them into a 
single technology or vendor approach." 

OSF's multitechnology and multiven
dor app ro ac h was achieved through 
OSF's Request for Technology process, 
which solicits technologies from the 
computer industry at large. Interested 
companies submitted their technologies; 
from those submitted , OSF cho e the 
one to be included in DCE. They in
clude products that OSF judged to be the 
best in the industry and come from vari 
ous sources-start-ups such as Transarc, 
OSF members DEC and HP, and even UI 
member Sun. Specifically, DCE's tech
nologies include the following: 

• enhanced Network Computing 
System/RPC from HP and DEC 

• DECdns name service from DEC 
• DIR-X X.500 directory service from 

Siemens AG 
• Kerberos secu rity service from 	MIT 

with HP extensions 
• PC-NFS from Sun 
• AFS 4 .0 distributed file system from 

Transarc 
• LM/X PC integration technology 

from Microsoft 

• Concert Multi -Threads Architecture 
from DEC 

• DECdts time service from DEC 

DCE's set of services is organized into 
two categories: Fundamental Distribut 
ed Services and Data-Sharing Services . 
The former category contains the tools 
that software developers use to build end
user services and applications; service 
in the latter category, which are based on 
the Fundamental Distributed Services, 
provide end users functionality without 
the need for extra programming . The ar
chitecture is shown in figure 2. The Fun
damental Distributed Services include 
the following: 

• RPC. The RPC allows you to build ap
plications that use individual procedures 
running on computers across a heteroge
neous network. It includes two compo
nents that assist in building client/server 
applications: an RPC facility to provide 
simplicity, performance, portabi 1 ity , 
and network independence; and a com
piler that converts interface descriptions 

ATLAS DISTRIBUTED COMPUTING FRAMEWORK 

Application tools 

Application services 

Secu ri ty 

Authen
tication 

Trusted 
facilities 

management 

Secure RPC 
and NFS 

System UserTransaction 
manager)'lent interfaceservices 

services services 

System services 

DFS and ObjectNamingClienVserver Time 
data storage managementcomputing services services 

servicesservices 

TCP/IP 
services 

Network communication servlces 

Connection 

SAF 
agent Seven-layer 

network OSI 
selection 

Base operating-system services 

SVR4 

Interactive 
remote 
exec 

PC 
integration 

SAA 
(LU6.2) 

NAS 
(DECnet} 

Interoperabil ity 

Figure 3: Unlike DCE, Atlas is built on a single operating system, SVR4. Thus, it can offer a more robusr and coherenr ser of 
services, although at the price oflimiting the number and types ofsystems that can take advantage ofthese services. Atlas 
imeroperates wirh non-SVR4 systems via DCE, PC inregration, SAA, and NAS. 
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of the remote procedures into C sou rce 
code, causing RPCs to behave in the 
same way as local procedure calls. 
• Direcrory service. The directory ser
vice provides a single naming model for 
resources such as se rvers , files, and 
disks across the distributed environment. 
• Time service. DCE maintains a distrib
uted time reference to synchronize activ
ity and events among the different com
puters on a network. 
• Threads service. Threads control pro
gram flow; they allow an application to 
process many commands simultaneous
ly , thus allowing programmers to use 
para llelism within distributed environ
ments . Thread service is also a natural in 
client/server control, because a server 
can initiate many threads to clients. 
• Security service . This service autho
rizes, authenticates, and manages user 
access to individual hosts on the distrib
uted network . It includes secure RPC to 
protect the integrity of communications , 
Kerberos authentication to validate the 
identity of a user or service, authoriza
tion tools that control user access to re
sources , and a user registry to manage 
user account information . 

B ecause Atlas 
encompasses DCE, 

applications 

will be interoperable 

and portable. 

The Data-Sharing Services avai lable 
through DCE include the following: 

• Distributed file system. This is the key 
information-sharing component. It joins 
the files and directories of individual 
workstations and provides a consistent 
interface. 
• Diskless support. The distributed file 
system supports diskless work stations 
and provides protocols for diskless sup
port. 

• Personal Compwer /111egra1io11 . PCI 
allows Unix , MS-DOS, and OS/2 users 
to share files , peripherals, and appli
cations . 

Atlas: Looking Toward the Future 
To carve a niche for itself, Atlas focuses 
on technologies that DCE doesn' t cur
rently handle. But that doesn ' t mean that 
UI will ignore the work OSF has done
quite the contrary. 

" Unix has always had to interoperate 
with IBM , Digital , and now HP sys
tems ," says Peter Cunningham, Unix In
ternational president. " We have little op
tion but to incorporate DCE in some 
base-level services. We have taken DCE 
services and mapped them to other ser
vices in such a way that applications 
portability and interoperability are as
sured . We would also expect as technol
ogy moves ahead that Atla s will be 
picked up by OSF companies . We are 
concentrating our efforts on advanced 
technology that will provide value-added 
services for UI members." 

What extras can users expect? In addi
tion to DCE functions, UI says, Atlas 
will provide facilities such as support for 
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People are talking about us. 
F77L-EWJ2 & Lahey Ergo OS/386 


Port mainframe programs as large as 96MB to38&'486's with this 32-bit DOS-Extender 

. compiler. The Winner of PC Magazine's 1988 Tuchnical Excellence Award just got better. New 

Version 4.0 includes: Programming Tools, Popular Fortran 90 features, Virtual Memory 
Support, DESQview Support, New Documentation and Free Unlimited Runtime Licenses. 
F77L-EM/J2 $995 OS/386 $395 

F77L Lahey Personal Fortran 77 
The fastest real-mode compiler available. Version 3.0: Full ANSI 77, Editor, Debugger, 
f77L can take advantage of your 386 PC by Linker, Library Manager, Microsoft and 
generating 32-bit instructions. New Version Borland C interfaces. A great learning tool 
5.0 includes: Fortran 90 features, Weitek al an unbeatable price. $99 

support, and Video Graphics. $595 


Contact us to discuss our products and your needs. (800) 548-4778 

Lahey Computer Systems, Inc. P.O. Box 6091 , Incline Village, NV 89450 


Tel : (702) 831-2500 FAX: (702) 831-8123 

FORTRAN IS OUR FORTE 

distributed transaction processing and 
fault-tolerant support services . 

UI says that becau e Atlas encom
passes DCE, applications will be inter
operable and portable between them . 
When DCE systems are migrated to At
las, UI says, applications will easily mi 
grate, since existing application pro 
gramming interfaces (A Pis) in DCE will 
be supported in Atlas . However, when 
Atlas systems are migrated to DCE, only 
the applications that limit use to DCE 
will be portable; Atlas functions that are 
not currently available in DCE will not 
be portable. 

Atlas is based on Unix System V facili
ties and existing technologies in the mar
ketplace. It follows a hierarchical struc
ture (see figure 3) in which common 
functions are grouped together in layers 
and are visible to other layers through 
APis . Atlas is currently in development 
(it will be released in modules over the 
course of the next few years), but it is 
being based on UI's functional specifi
cations . You can expect the finished 
product to follow them closely. The 
specifications include the following: 
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Now you can scan, create, edit, print and even 
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Scan Man scanners wtth full painting functions, 
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• Operating System and Network Com
munications Services Layers. System V 
release 4.0 represents Atlas's backbone 
operating system. The Open Systems In
terconnection (OSI) protocol stacks and 
tools from the ISO will extend SVR4 
to enable standardized communication 
among heterogeneous systems. It will in
clude support for X/Open APis , UI- and 
Unix System Laboratories-defined ser
vice and provider interfaces, Govern
ment Open Systems Interconnect Pro
file-conforming protocol stacks , tools to 
manipulate stacks and data , and tools to 
assist in migration from TCP/IP to OSI. 
• System Services Layer. UI defines this 
layer as the core of the distributed com
puting environment and the foundation 
on which are built the components that 
support distributed applications and 
tools . It includes the following: 

Directory file-system and data-storage 
services. These provide transparent ac
cess to different distributed file systems. 
UI will integrate support for standard 
file systems to provide access to both 
Unix and proprietary systems. 

Clie111/server computing. The client/ 
server framework forms the basis for 
providing Atlas services. The most im
portant part of this framework is RPC, 
which provides the mechanism for the 
distribution of applications that are split 
and scattered across multiple systems. 

Naming services. These control refer
ences to systems and network resources. 

co111im1ed 
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NEED ANETWORK? 
HERE ARE 10 REASONS WHY 

YOU NEED PC- MOST.M 
1. PC-MOS is the world's leading DOS-compatible multiuser 
operating system. Over 150,000 users take advantage of PC-MOS's support 
of low-cost dumb terminals or graphics workstations attached to a host PC . 

2. PC-MOS takes advantage of the latest PC technology to save 
you big bucks. For a cost less than that of a network of cheap 286 clones, 
your users can share the benefits of today's 386- and 486-based hardware . 
Your investment is in current. not obsolete , technology . 

3. PC-MOS works with networks. The Software Link offers the PC-MOS 
Gateway to Novell's NetWare for easy integration of shared processing work
groups into NetWare LANs. Or you may choose to use our LAN , LANLink 5X, 
to connect your PC-MOS systems. 

4. PC-MOS gives users the advanced operating system features 
they need. Multitasking , print spooling , memory management, disk caching , 
security and enhanced batch file language capabilities are just a few of the 
advanced features of PC-MOS. 

S. PC-MOS reduces your hardware maintenance costs. PC-MOS 
typically requires less administration than a LAN or Unix system. And because 
it connects dumb terminals or workstations rather than fully-configured PC's , 
maintenance costs are minimized. 

6. PC-MOS protects your investment in DOS. Because PC-MOS is 
DOS-compatible , most of your current DOS-based applications can be used in 
the PC-MOS environment, eliminating costs of new software and training. 

~r.-. ,.1. PC-MOS flexibility lets your system grow with you. As your 
needs change, you can add remote or local users or workgroups , integrate 
local area networking , and add minicomputers and mainframe computers . 

8. PC-MOS is ideal for shared database applications. Because the 
computer's bus provides faster communication than LAN connections, activities 
that require heavy disk access perform better with PC-MOS. 

9. PC-MOS is easy to use for application development. Program
mers familiar with DOS can easily learn how to make the most of PC-MOS's 
intertask communication , data sharing and other features . 

10. The Software Link is a company you can depend on. The 
creator of PC-MOS has been a leader in the development of award-winning 
systems-level software since 1983. 

The Software Link 
3577 Parkway Lane Norcross, Georgia 30092 1-800-766-LINK (404) 448-5465 FAX (404) 263-6474 


Products referenced are trademarks of their respective companies . Prices, policies and specifications 

are subject to change without notice. 
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Atlas follows the ANSA and European 
Computer Manufacturers Association 
standards ' federated naming model , 
which provides for composite names 
consisting of components from different 
naming models rather than a single syn
tax . This allows easier porting of appli
cations that have been written under dif
ferent naming schemes. 

Time services. These services , which 
provide the synchronization of system 
clocks, are necessary for proper commu
nications among disparate systems. 

Object management services. Object 
technology provides transparency and 
incorporates leading-edge technology 
into the framework. 
• Applications Services Layer. This layer 
includes the user interface , a transaction 
monitor , and network management. 
These services support the top Atlas 
layer , Application Tools . The user-inter
face service supports X Window Sys
tem-based GUis , including Open Look 
and Motif. Transaction processing ser
vices are supported from mainframe
class machines as well as local worksta
tions. Network management provides 
administrative control over the network. 

• Security Services Layer. Two mecha
nisms will address security-authentica
tion, which verifies users and applica
tions across the distributed system, and 
access control, which manages access to 
data and applications . 
• Interoperability Layer. This layer in
cludes network services to allow interop
erability between disparate systems. It 
will include OSF's DCE, IBM's SAA, 
DEC's NAS, and PC LANs. 

The Road from Here 
DCE and Atlas are important advances 
in distributed open systems , but there 's 
still a lot of work to be done . Even though 
OSF and UI recognize the ISO/OSI stan
dards as key to global interconnectivity, 
ISO is only one level of a distributed sys
tem . Both OSF and UI are committed to 
providing software that meets X/Open 
guidelines, but X/Open doesn' t offer a 
total solution . DCE and Atlas support 
other ISO standards, such as the Remote 
Operations and Association Control Ser
vice Elements and the ISO presentation 
and session services . They also support 
Internet TCP/IP transport and network 
protocols, the Domain Name System, 

and Network Time Protocol. 
The problem with standards, however, 

is that technology changes so quickly 
that standards groups haven ' t yet effec
tively tackled the problem of overall dis
tributed computing. Yes, there are ISO 
standards and X/Open guidelines; but 
these do not offer a single clear route to 
building complex distributed processing 
systems . And standards aren't created 
overnight; some take years to define. 

Both OSF and UI are adhering to stan
dards, at least for the most important 
modules that make up their architec
tures. And si nce many technologies be
come standards simply because they are 
the most used , the probable outcome is 
that for basic distributed computing ser
vices , DCE will become a de facto stan
dard . It is just as likely that for value
added services and current NFS si tes, 
Atlas will be the technology of choice. • 

Mary Hubley is senior editor of Datapro 
Reports on Unix Systems & Software, a 
publication of the Datapro Information 
Service Group (McGraw-Hill) devoted to 
the Unix and open-systems markets. You 
can reach her on BIX c/o "editors. " 
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Take abehind-the-scenes look 
at Northgate quality. 
It's no secret that Northgate makes some of 
today's finest computer systems. Aroom full 
of awards from major industry publications 
is proof of that. But the tour you're about 
to take will show you how Northgate achieved 
its worldwide reputation for quality. 

The reason we're "going public" with this 
information is simple. People who already own 
a Northgate system know from experience 
that we make no compromises on quality 1ow 
we wam the rest of the world to know about 
the qualities that made Northgate a leading 
direct marketer of high-quality systems. 

Complete line of systems. 

• Complete product line. From lightweight 
notebooks to giant network file servers, 
Northgate makes a complete range of 
computers to handle every business 
application. Our newest products include 
low-priced 386SX:• 386 and 486™systems. 

• Award-winning perfonnance. Our most 
recent niumphs include lnfoWorld and BITE 
magazines' "Desktop Computer of the Year" 
awards.Seven PC Magazine Editors' Choice 
awards, eight Computer Shopper Best 
Buy and three other lnfoWorld recogni
tions are added proof ofNorthgate quality. 

• Customized, ready-to-run systems. 
Northgate custom configures every system 
to meet your specific requirements. We'll 
even rack moum or hard case your systems. 

• Finest components.We test and use compo

• Flawless software compatibility. Our systems 
are fully compatible with MS-DOS~ OS/2~ 
Novell®and other operating systems. 

• Product testing and bum-in ensures your 
system will work perfectly from day one. 

• All systems are FCC Class BCertified for 
home and office use. 

Network solutions. 

• Northgate LAN specialists are I
uniquely qualified to con
figure and install high quality 

products that provide asolid : . . 

foundation for networking. 


• Novell Certified Gold Dealer We certify 
and test all products to work perfectly 
\vith Novell as well as 05/2, SCO/UNIX® 
and Banyan®Vines.And our staff of Certified 

• Llltest technology.The Northgate systems you nents from only the best manufacturers to NetWare®Engineers \vill help keep your 
buy today won't become obsolete tomorrow. ensure peak perfonnance and reliability. LAN operating at peak efficiency. 
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Commitment To 


ustomer service and support 
lSures your complete satisfaction. 

H-hour toll-free technical support 365 days 
1 year, for as long as you own your system. 

=rec year of on-site service provided by 
'I/CR® Your complete satisfaction is our 
:ommitmenl If necessary, we'll even send a 
;killed technician to your home or office. 

=rec overnight shipment of replacement 
Jarts to minimize computer downtime. 

30-day money-back guarantee safeguards 
mur purchase decision. 

~ull parts and labor warranties - 1year on 
~'Stems, 5years on keyboards. 

=:ustomized service and support plans for 
:orporate customers. Whatever you need in 
:he way ofservice, Northgate delivers.We 
)ffer a variety of customized service options 
ncluding disaster recovery planning. 

Affordable quality is yours 
with Northgate. 

• Low Factory-Direct Prices. 

• GSA/Government and VAR discounts. 

• Leasing plans with low monthly install
ments and flexible tenns up to five years. 

• 100% financing with Northgate's Big 'N' Card. 
We can usually set up your account the 
same day you call. 

• Other convenient payment options 
include MasterCard, VISA, American 
Express and Discover cards, wire transfers, 
personal and corporate checks, Corporate 
Purchase Orders and C.0.D. 
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Our promise: 

no compromises. 


As you're about to see, our reputation for quality 
is built on asolid foundation ofsuperior 
design, engineering, manufacturing, and service. 

Turn the page to begin your tour 

of Northgate. 


CALL TOLL-FREE 800-345-8709 
See Us At 
Fall Comdex 
Booth #52286 
At The Sands 

"Smart Tools For Business"~ 
7075 Flying Cloud Drive. Eden Prairie, MN 5S3 44 



Manufacturing high-performance, quality 
systems takes more than just a top-notch 
Research and Development team. It requires 
astrategic alliance with the industry's premier 
component vendors.To meet our rigid stand
ards,Northgate engineers work in tandem 
with our suppliers to design a fu ll range 
of components. Then, they test hundreds 
of configurations to find the optimum 
combination of performance and reliability. 

Throughout the entire vendor relationship, 
Northgate uses sophisticated failure analysis 
techniques (including microphotography) 
and statistical process control methods to 
ensure our suppliers consistently produce 
high quality componentry. 

Northgate 386SX"'/ l6 or 20 Northgate 386DX/25 or 33 Northgate 486SX/20 or 486DX/ 33 
• Intel$80J86SX/16or • Choice of 1.2~\B 5.25' or • Intel 80386125 or JJMll: • fac·Bay Case;Thr?e 5.25' • Intel 804865.X/20 or • five.Bay Case; Three 5.25' 

10 MHzProceSS-Or l.HMll 35' FloppyDrire Processor andTwo 35 •Bays 486DX/33 MHz ProceSS-Or and Two 3.5 •Bl)> 
• 2MB RAM (Expands 10 3lMB) • 4MB RAM (Expands 10 32Mll)• IMB RAM (Expands 10 16~1B) • Exclu.sireOmniKcy Keyboard • Exclu.sil'e OmniKcy Keyboard

• Exclu ire OmniKer Keybolrd • 52MB !DE Hard Drire "ilh • m111 IDEHard Drire "i1h•mill IDEHard Dri,Hilh • S\"GASOOx600Color Monitor • S\'GA800x600ColorMoni10rIi ms Sak Time 17 ms Seek Time17 ms Seek Ti me • SVGA 800 x600 Color Moni1or • 6iK Cache • ~licrosoh® Wind0"5 ~ 3.0 • 64K Cachc • MicrosohWindO"~ 3.0• Fiw·Bay Case: Three 5.25' • Choice of l.2MB 5.25 ' or and Mouse • Choice of l.2MB 5.25' or and Mouse andTwo 3.5 •Bays • MS·DOS JJ,4.01or5 l.44MB 3.5' FloppyDrive Lm!B 3.5' Floppy Dri\'e• M.DQS 33, i .01or5 • MS·DO 3J, i lllor5 • Six l6·Bi1 E.~pansion Card • SLx J6.Bi1and fau 8·Bi1 • Six l6·Bi1 and Two S·Bi1 
Slots • FCC Clm BCenified E.xpansion CardSlots • FCC Class II Ccnified Expansion Card Slots • FCC Class II Cenified 

$1599°'.)1$1699°0 $2099°'.)1$2199°0 $2699°'.)1$2899°0 
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Northgate SlimUne SP"' 386/25 or 33 
• lntd 803116/25 or 33 MHz • l.2MB 5.25' and 1:!4MB 35' 

Processor on Power Module Floppy Drives 
• Fas~ Allordable Upgrades - • Exclusive OmniKey Keyboard 

Simply Replace POlm Module • SVGA !024 x768 Color 
• 4MB RAM (Expands 10 32MB) Monitor 
• 52MB IDEHard Drive with • Microsoft Wind°"~ JO 

17 ms Seek Time and Mouse 
• 64K Cache • MS-DOS D, 4.01 or 5 
• Continuous Edge Graphics Chip • FCC Class BCenified 

sz999°ruo99°0 

Northgate SlimUne SP486SX/20 
• Intel B0486SX/20 MHz • l.2MB 5.25' and l.HMB 3.5' 

Processor on Power Module Floppy Drives 
• Fast, Allordable Upgrades - • Exclusive OmniKey Keyboard 

Simply Replace Pov.u Module • SVGA !02fx 768 Color 
• 4MB RAM (Expands 10 32MB) Monitor 
• 52MB IDE Hard Drive "1th • Microsoft Windows 3.0 

17 ms Seek Time and Mouse 
• 64K Cache • MS-DOS D, 4.01 or 5 
• Continuous Ed~ Graphics Chip • FCC Class BCmified 

$3399°0 

Once our components meet our highest 
expectations, a different set of engineers takes 
the helm. System configurations are set up 
on our own LAN test bed and undergo a 
grueling month-long battery of tests.We check 
hundreds of business software packages 
to ensure our systems run applications 
under MS-DOS, OS/2, Novell, SCO/UNIX, 
Banyan and other operating systems. 

Through this process, Northgate has earned 
an industry-wide reputation for flawless 
compatibility. Be assured that when you 
purchase Northgate systems,you're getting 
compatibility you can rely on. 

CALL TOLL-FREE 800-345-8709 

See Us A t 
Fall Comdex 
Booth #S2286 
At The Sands 

Northgate Slimline SP 486DXj33 
• Intel 80486DX/33 MHz • l.2MB 5.25 ' and l.44MB 35' 

Processor on Power Module Floppy Drives 
• fast,Affordable Upgrades - • Exclusive OmniKey Keyboard 

Simply Replace PowerModule • SVGA !024 x768 Color 
• 4MB RAM (Expands 10 32MB) Monitor 
• 52MB IDE Hard Drivewith • Microsoft Windo"'~ JO 

17 ms Seek Time and Mouse 
• 64K Cache • MS-DOS 33, 4.01 or 5 
• Continuous Ed~Graphics Chip • FCC Class B Cenified 

$3599°0 
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Northgate has studied manufacturing methods 
andhas selected aprocess that gives thegreatest 
quality and productivity. 

Our technicians areskilled in all phases of man
ufacturing.Working in teams of fout; they bring 
the elements of quality together with craftsmanship 
that knows no equal. A detailed system of checks 
and balances ensures strict adherenceto our rigid 
quality control standards. Whenall is complete, 
comprehensive bum-in and final testing begin.,i 

',. . t~~ 

Northgate Elegance SP'" 386/25 or 33 
• lmd 80386/25 or JJMHz • l.2MB 5.25' and I.HMS 15' 

Processor on l'O'olu Module Flom'Drfres 
• fast, Affordable UpgradC5- • Exclusive OmniKt}' Keyboard 

Simply Rcplm.l'ollu Module • SVGA 1024 x768 Color 
• 4MB RAM (Expands to 32MB) Monitor 
• 106MB IDE Hard Drive 11ilh • Microso& WinOO...~ 10 

19 ms ScckTimc and Mouse 
• 61K Cache • MS.DOS 33, 4.01 or 5 
• DesktopCase • FCC Class BCtnificd 

n299°rn399°0 

Northgate Elegance SP 486SX/20 
• lntd 804865.X/20 MHz • l.2MB 5.25' and l.HMB 15' 

Proc'550r on l'O'olu Module Floppy Drives 
• Fas~ Affordable Upgrades- • Exclusive OmniKt)' Kryboard 

Simply Replace Power Module • SVGA 1024x 768 Color 
• 4MB RAM (Expands to 32MB) Monitor 
• 106MB IDE Hard Drive 11ith • Microsoft Wind011; 3.0 

19 ms Seek lime and Mouse 
• 64K Cache • MS·DOS 33,4.01or 5 
• Desktop Ca5c • FCC Class BCcnified 

$3699°0 
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Northgate Elegance SP 486DX/33 
• lntd 80186DX/JJ MHz • l.2MB515'and l.HMB15' 

ProcCS51lr on l'O'olu Moduli Floppy Driv15 
• Fast, Affordable Upgrades- • Exclusive OmniKcy Keyboard 

Simply F£place l'O'ol"tr Module • SVGA IOH x768 Color 
• 4MB RAM (fap:mds to 61MB) Monimr 
• 106MB IDE Hard Dril"e 11ith • Micro50ft WindO\\; 10 

19 ms Seek lime and Mouse 
• 64K Cache • MS·DOS 33, 4.01 or 5 
• VenicalPowerCase • FCC Class BCcnified 

$399900 



--~o~gatebacks every systerilwith an award-
winning package of service and support 
Including a 30-Day Money-Back Guarantee, 
full parts and labor warranties (one year 
on systems, five years on keyboards) and [ree 
overnight shipment of replacement parts. 

You also get toll-free technical suppon 
24 ho_urs a day, seven days aweek. We track 
every detail concerning your system, 
including configuration, mr=1r=t 
previous questions and l.:ILlllil 
correspondence. This gives our staff 
immediate access to your system's history 
the moment you call. Should you require 
on-site help, we'll dispatch a trained 
NCR technician to your door This service 
is free for one year 

CALL TOLL-FREE 800-345-8709 

Northgate Begance 486/25 or 33 EISA 
• Intel 80486/25 or 33MHz • Venical Power Case 

Processor • Exclusive Om11iKrr Keyboard 
• 4MB RAM (Expa nds 10 J2MB) 

• SVGA IOH x768 Color 
• 200MB IDE Hard Drive with Monitor 

15 ms SeekTime 
• Microsoft WindO\I~ J.O• 128K Cache 

and Moust
• E1SA Bus 

• MS-005 JJ, 4DI or 5 • 1.1\IB 5.25' and l.44MB 35' 
Aoppj·Driws • FCC Class BCcni ficd 

$4599°rsss99°0 

Northgate SUmUte"' 386SX/20 
• Intel 80J86SX/20 MHz • ACAdap1cr 

Processor • StackcrN Sohwarc (Provides
• JMB RAM (Expands 10 5MB) up 10 80MB of Storage)
• 40MB Hard Dri ve 

• Magic Cursor" for • l.41MB J.5' Fl oppy Drive 
IVind O\\~ or No-Squint II '" 

• 84-Kc)' Keyboard Emula1ing IOI for DOS 
• 85 •LCD ScreenSuppons 32 

• ~IS-DOS i.OI or5Shades of Gray;VGA 6-10 x 480 
• 11.7' x8.25 ' x 19': 6.1 Lbs. • FCC Class BCenificd 

s2199°0 
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Northgate OmniSystem"' 
• Dedica1cd SuperScrver wi1h • High-Speed IOOMB/Scc 

Imel 80486/25 Processor Memory Bus 

• l.2MB 5.25' and 1.mrn 35' 
Floppy Drives 

• 8MB RAM (Expands 10 I 28MB) 

• Dual-Channel SCSIDisk • Venical IO·Bay PowerCase
Subsys1emwi1h On-Board 
80386 Processor(Expands to • Exclusive OmniKC}' Keyboard 
6GB "ith Fiw UGB Drives) • VGA Monochrome Monitor 

• 85A l/0Bus • FCC Class BCmified 

Call For Pricing 



Quality Custom Configurations 

Nonhgate custom configures every system 
to meet your most demanding needs.We offer 
a comprehensive range of top quality com
ponents, giving us the capability of tailoring 
asystem over 3,000,000 ways. To find 
out which is best for you, call one of our 
Systems Consultants toll free. 

Hard Drives 
Options include lDE hard drives with 
capacities of 52MB, lOOMB, 200MB or 340MB. 
Also available are ESDI and SCSI hard drives 
with capacities as high as UGB. Call for 
other drive size options. 

Memory Expansion 
Northgate systems have a variety of memory 
expansion capabilities. Our Systems 
Consultants can help you decide how much 
memory you need for both current and 
future applications. 

Monitors 
Northgate offers 12" VGA monochrome, 14" 
monochrome(amber), 14" VGA monochrome, 
14" VGA color, 16" VGA color and 19" VGA 
color monitors. Resolutions include 640 x 
480, 800x600,1024 x 768, and 1280 x 1024. 
NEC 15", 17" and 19" flat-screen, low
radiation monitors also available. 
Math Coprocessors 
Speed up processor-intensive business applica
tions with an Intel or Weitek®math coprocessor 
ANorthgate Systems Consultant can help 
you select the right one for your system. 

Tape Backups 
To protect your valuable data, Northgate 
offers an array of high-speed tape backup 
devices. Choose internal or external designs 
in the fo llowing capacities: 40/ 120MB, 
80/304MB, BOMB, 150MB,300MB and UGB. 

Communications 
Northgate has the right equipment to link 
your system to other computers or fax 
machines. Products include internal and 
external MNP-5 modems in 2400 and 9600 
baud speeds.Also available is Nonhgate 
Faxlt for Windows, a revolutionary fax 
card designed to work from within your 
Microsoft Windows applications. 

Printers 
The best thing to have beside your computer 
is a printer from Northgate. Printer options 
include low-cost 9-pin and 24-pin dot matrix 
printers as well as laser printers and 
PostScript-compatible laser printers for 
the very best print quality. 

floppy Drives 
Floppy drive options include 5.25" models 
in 360K and UMB designs and 3.5" models 
with capacities of 720K and l.44MB. 

CD-ROM&. Other Hardware 
We can also configure your Nonhgate 
system with many other hardware options, 
including CD-ROM drives, 
high end video cards, and 
1/0 cards. Call and ask 
a Northgate Systems 
Consultant for 
the latest options 
and prices. 

EDITORS' 
CHOICE 

CALL TOLL-FR.EE 

24 HOURS EVERYDAY 800-345-8709 

Major corporations, volume purchasers and government 
agencies call National Business Accounts: 800-545-6059 . 
Fax yourorderl 800-323-71 82 
Notice to the Hearing Impaired: Northgate has TDD 
capabili ty. Dial 800-535-0602. 


See Us At Fall Comdex, Booth#S2286AtTheSands 


• 

NORJ'}IGllTF 
COAll't/!FR 
SniTF~INC 

" Smart Tools For Business'"N 
7075 Flying Cloud Ori~. Eden Prair ie, Minnesota 55344 

Northgate OmniKey Keyboards - Quality Designs No System Should Be Without! 

OmniKey/fOfNI OmniKey/f01 OmniKey/ULTRA 
• I 2F-Keys On Top • Period/Comma Lock • I 2F-Keys On Le ft • Period/CommaLock • 12F-KC)~ On Left And Top • Period/Comma tock 

K% tocks out < > Even K% Loc ks out < > Even Key Locks out < > Even 
• Alps Click!TactileKey S11itches W en Shifted • Alps Click!Tactile Key Switches W en Shifted • Alps Click!Tactile Key Switches When Shifted 

• Interchangeable CTR!, ALI, • Interchangeable CTRl, ALT. • InterchangeableCTRl, ALT, 
• Independent lnvened CAPS LOCK Keys • Independent lnvened CA PS LOCK Keys • Independent lnvened CAPS LOCK KC)~ 

TCu™>r Control And Numeric 
KC)'1l3ds • Unmatched IBM"' 

Co mpati bility 

T Cur.mr Control And Numeric 
Kci1>3ds • Unmatched IBM 

Compati bility 

T Cu™> rControl And 
NumericKC)'1l3ds • Unmatched IBM 

Compatibility 

• Rate Select From 3-120 CPS • FCC Class BCenified • Ra te Select Fro m J-120CPS • FCC Class 8Certified • Ra te Select From 3-1 20 CPS • FCC Class B Certified 

$8900 $8 9 00 $f2900 
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STATE OF THE ART 


INTEGRATING 

DISTRIBUTED INFORMATION 


Merging information from diverse sources sometimes takes 
just a little common sense 

DANIEL W. RASMUS 

I recently walked into a chip-making 
facility and found several people 
performing database tasks . At a 
VT320 terminal, a production ana

lyst was reorganizing the database. At a 
Macintosh , another analyst was prepar
ing reports for the government from 
downloaded data . A manager working 
on an AT system emulating a VTlOO ex
tracted records , transferred them to disk , 
and printed them using the appropriate 
VAX/VMS command . I shook my head 
in amazement . 

Everywhere you look , information 
hides within data , waiting only for the 
right set of circumstances to reveal itself. 
IBM 3090 computers house large IMS 
and DB2 databases . Hewlett-Packard , 
Sun Microsystems , and DEC worksta
tions hold a combination of Ingres , Ora
cle , Sybase , and other relational data
base files. PCs keep information within 
personal reach (but hide it from other 
uses) in local dBase , Paradox, and Lotus 
1-2-3 files. And on Macs, a multitude of 
database products serve individual and 
AppleTalk users across a company. 

No technology that ' s available today 
can display the information from these 
disparate sources as an integrated whole 
the instant a user requests it. Local- and 
wide-area networks put some data into 
play on the corporate field . Some compa
nies resort to consolidated databases that 
bring extracts together into a common 
data structure . These solutions may sat
isfy some short-term corporate needs, 
but they do not solve the problem . Data
base proliferation and local structure 
changes threaten the long-term existence 
of corporate monolithic consolidated 
databases. 

continued 
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DISTRIBUTED INFORMATION 


One answer to this problem may be the 
Carnot project from Microelectronics 
and Computer Technology Corp. MCC 
was founded in 1982 to solve large com
mon software and hardware problems . 
No corporation in the 1990s can commit 
resources to solve diverse, heterogeneous 
data problems alone. Through Carnot , 
MCC pools the resources of several large 
American firms to cooperatively pursue 
basic resea rch in unified database inte
gration. The project' s ultimate goal is to 
develop a basic mechanism for heteroge
neous database access. 

Introducing Carnot 
The Carnot project intends to provide its 
sponsors with open applications develop
ment tools that tightly integrate the infor
mation found in today's closed systems. 
The tools that are developed during Car
not's five-year life cycle will help spon
sors implement solutions on a variety of 
systems. These tools will build on exist
ing technologies, including the Open 
Systems Interconnection (OSI), TCP/IP, 
X.400, X.500, Electronic Data Inter
change (EDI), and knowledge-based sys
tems technologies , including MCC 's 
own Cyc knowledge-based system. All 
these technologies and standards exist or 
are sufficiently developed to contribute 
concrete results to the Carnot project. 

The Carnot project focuses on synthe
sizing the diverse data resources already 
in place in today's corporations to facili-

11\IH ACTION SUMMARY 

Many businesses are drown

ing in data while thirsting for 

information. The uncon

trolled proliferation of incom

patible databases is a real 

threat to their decision-mak

ing abilities. The Carnot proj

ect pools the resources of 

several large American firms 

to pursue basic research in 

unified database integration. 

It intends to provide tools 

that can free the information 

now locked in heterogeneous 

distributed systems. 
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CARNOT OVERVIEW 

• Communicating agents 

• Schema integration 
environment 

Semantic services 

rJl 
CD 
0

"2! 
CD 
rJl 
rJl 
rJl 

8 
<( 

Support services 

Human 
interface Communications services 

Figure 1: Carnot consists offive layers. The access services layer provides both 
human and application interfaces to the core services. 

tate the integration of computer data . It is 
important to understand that the project 
is not aimed at building a new DBMS, 
data repository , fourth-generation lan
guage , transaction monitor, or frame
work. These are outside the scope of the 
Carnot project. And Carnot is not fuel
ing the centralized view of distributed 
systems. 

Carnot's architecture consists of five 
layers , or services: access, communica
tions , support, transaction, and semantic 
(see figure I). These layers cooperate to 
provide a seamless transition between to
day 's computing resources and those of 
tomorrow by transparently integrating 
information access and exchange within 
an enterprise. 

Access services. Entrance into Carnot 
will require a gateway. It will comprise 
existing applications and applications 
built on Carnot's innate architecture . No 
common user interface will glaze the 
surface of applications, but graphics and 
object manipulation will predominate. 
Carnot's designers might incorporate 
common tools for interface building, but 
the shape of individual applications will 
depend on user desire and functional re
quirements. Beyond the user interface, 
Carnot will provide a set of tools for link
ing applications into its information 
space. 

Communications services. This layer 
acts as an integrator for the various stan

dard protocols available, or soon to be 
available. These standards include OSI, 
TCP/IP, Open Software Foundation's 
Distributed Computing Environment, 
and MCC's own ESP. 

Support services. Directory services, 
as described in X.500, will act as a cen
tral model for personal database access. 
Carnot will also support global electron
ic messaging for individual messages and 
eventually for enterprise-to-enterprise 
information exchange via X.400 EDI 
standards. Remote databases will make 
data from any server appear as a local 
file . 

Transaction services. Carnot supports 
traditional transaction services and adds 
tools to accomplish more sophisticated, 
time-delayed updates or future-compen
sating transactions. These tools include 
the distributed query generator, the dis
tributed transaction generator, and the 
declarative resource constraint base
which describes a business 's rules and 
environment information. At the heart of 
this layer lies the Rosette work-flow 
scripting environment. Rosette's coordi
nates control work and data flow among 
support services' various facets. 

Semantic services. This layer binds the 
databases of an enterprise together by 
means of a common representation of 
data, its location, and its meaning. How 
Carnot accomplishes this integration is a 
fascinating story. 

cominued 



DBMS Case Study: 


Testing The F-15 Fighter 


See USS! 

® comDIH7Fall '91 
Oclober 21-2S, 1991 
Las Vegas, Nevada 

Every time he straps in, a The Challenge 
military pilot puts his life on 

the line. He trusts his aircraft to respond instantly in split
second supersonic maneuvers. Constant testing and re
testing of his jet's hydraulic control systems are essential 
to assuring success-and survival. 

HR Textron's F-15 STSThe Application Test Stand takes the 
computer-controlled hydraulic system that controls a 
jetfighter's flaps and ailerons through tests that simulate 
flight situations. Agraphical user interface includes test 
fail dialogue boxes and menu trees that lead the operator 
through a complex series of diagnostic procedures. Limit
testing, self-calibration and archiving of results are 
handled by the test stand's integrated database. 

The system software for theThe Solution 
test stand was developed 

using the db_VISTA III DBMS from Raima. Rich 
Rutkowski , Director of Engineering for the project, 
looked at the relational database products available and 
determined that they fell short of the design specifications. 
"Only db_VISTA Ill handled the complex data relation
ships, and also provided the speed and portability 

db YISTX'1III-Database Management System 

necessary for this application. 
We're not close to using all the 
power and flexibility 
db_VISTA lTI has to offer." 

Whether in aerospace or in 
accounting, finance or 
manufacturing, critical 
applications demand the 
unique advantages of 
db_VISTA ill: 

• Speed - faster access to data 
• Portability - supports most environments 
• Royalty-free - increase your profits 
• Source Code Available - total programming flexibility 

Call Raima and find out how db_VISTA III can pass your next 
application development test. 
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Persian Gulf conj1ic1. 11//ied forces los1only 
five aircrafl to 111ecl1aniC11lfai/11re- an 
incredible record made possible in port by 
exha11s1ire. 1lwro11gh peifonnance lesling. 
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eve ANE> DATABASES 
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\\. ~~-;~:·~~; icalOrComputationalObject 
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RelationalSchema .--"'~-'-----. 

Databa!3eSchema 1-----l HierarchicalSchema 
dBSchemaMt:hasRelations : 
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ObjectOrientedSchema 

hasOOClasses 

NetworkSchema 
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...... Microtheories ! ! . 

L..... ...?.?.9-~.~~.1........l 


Figure 2: Cyc has captured the understanding ofbasic database types-relational, 
network (CODASYL), entity-relations, hierarchical, and object-oriented-and 
mapped this information into its common-knowledge base. 

The Carnot Ideal 

An imaginary corporation 's manufactur

ing sites dot the globe. MIS has never 

achieved a unified material -require

ments planning installation. In Ireland, 

IBM's COPICS dominates. Puerto Rico 

uses Ask's MANMAN, and Gardena, 

California, runs with Comserve's 

AMAPS . Senior management is con

cerned about inventory. The question 

"What is the consolidated inventory by 

part number?" goes forth . 


A hundred inventory analysts around 
the globe clamor for hundreds of pages of 
inventory reports. Boxes of paper appear 
at the doorsteps of unsuspecting corpo
rate accountants . Days go on and num
bers are added, subtracted, verified, and 
denied. An almost accurate report, some 
30 days later, sits meaninglessly on the 
requesting executive's desk. 

Another approach might be that the 
company depends on MIS programmers 
to develop extract and consolidation re
ports. Data files beam through telephone 
cables, and tapes arrive via overnight 
mail. Data from all corners of the globe 
churns through a custom program. The 
final answer is printed 15 days after the 
request. Several thousand dollars pass 
through the books as overtime . 

The process is fundamentally differ
ent when Carnot is used, because it acts 
as the facilitator for the request. The in
ventory request passes through an appli
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cation into Carnot. Its semantic services 
interpret the request and compile infor
mation from a wide variety of databases 
on several hardware platforms . A few 
minutes tick by. The screen refreshes, 
and the application presents the requester 
with the results . Carnot acts as a corpo
rate intelligence network, consolidating 
diverse data resources and synthesizing 
varied information formats into a seman
tically common whole. 

Carnot seeks to transform ad hoc 
queries like this one into everyday occur
rences . From an information viewpoint, 
the enterprise essentially becomes a sin
gle entity . You don't need to request in
formation from half a dozen sources . 
Carnot can tie the business data together 
through its understanding of corporate 
information relationships . Semantic ser
vices transform current databases into 
Carnot 's representation of a unified en
terprise . 

Semantic services are a challenge, but 
they are also the source of Carnot ' s high
est payback. Today's intelligent database 
tools, like Carnot 's semantic services, 
find their homes in laboratories. Tomor
row, Carnot will bring them to corporate 
MIS departments. 

The Semantic Services 
Four main components form Carnot's 
semantic services layer: the Cyc knowl
edge base, schema integration tools , da

tabase design tools, and communicating 
agents. Each of these areas addresses 
specific integration problems existing in 
today ' s MIS architectures. Practical Al 
solutions provide the common thread 
throughout semantic services. From in
telligent agents to the Cyc knowledge 
base, understanding the world of com
puters and how to navigate through that 
world is the central idea of semantic 
services . 

The Cyc knowledge base. Cyc acts as 
the prototypical representation of an en
terprise's information resources . This 
knowledge base (which will eventually 
contain 108 axioms) maps databases , 
their fields, and their relationships into a 
global schema. 

Schema integration tools. Rather than 
rely on human intervention to map dis
crete database tables and class structures 
into Cyc, Carnot 's developers are at
tempting to build tools 'that automatically 
examine the structure of a database and 
find the most suitable matches in the Cyc 
global schema. 

Database design tools . Carnot ad
dresses the difficult problem of logically 
maintaining global schema integrity 
when a local database's definition 
changes . An even more difficult problem 
involves propagating global schema 
changes to local levels. For instance , 
perhaps the global schema is missing an 
important data definition . You may add 
that definition at the global level , but the 
data's permanent home remains unde
fined . The database design tools work 
with local and global analysts and archi
tects to maintain Cyc's global integrity . 

Communicating agems. Neither you 
nor your programs will know enough 
about a local data organization to always 
ask the right question or navigate the 
right path. Carnot 's directory service, a 
worldwide phone book, may take differ
ent forms depending on the local tele
phone service or government regula
tions. Communicating agents provide 
knowledge sources within the Carnot 
structure that contain sufficient local 
knowledge to navigate through various 
telephone services. 

In manufacturing systems, for in 
stance, agents might solve the problem of 
how to request a bil1of materials-a solu
tion that requires constructing various 
Structured Query Language (SQL) quer
ies unique to each database design . An 
Ask agent would navigate MANMAN's 
DBMS-32 database, while an IBM agent 
would negotiate passage through a CO
PICS database . 

Carnot is not an attempt to remake the 
world . The distributed databases that 
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exist today and those that will exist to
morrow form a common history in Cyc , 
not a common structure. Rather than 
building a large centra l database that en
compasses all corporate data , Carnot 
builds a semantic model of a corpora
tion's data resources. It deduces correct 
access paths and requests syntax for da
tabases by seeing how Cyc maps these 
resources. 

The Continuing Evolution ofCyc 
Cyc incorporates the latest techniques 
and ideas in AI research . It is MCC's 
most ambitious program . Today Cyc 's 
knowledge base incorporates well over a 
million items of information. Each item 
is entered after extensive review and 
analysis by knowledge engineers. Carnot 
prototypes rely heavily on Cyc and its 
rich frame-based representations, but fu
ture implementations may use o ther 
knowledge-based systems. 

Biologically oriented AI researchers 
hope to create algorithms that wil 1enable 
Cyc to sudden ly awaken-like a child
and start absorbing knowledge . Doug 
Lenat and his team at MCC enter com
mon knowledge into Cyc . They hope 
their careful tutelage wi ll provide a basis 
for it to identify holes in its knowledge 
and request clarification from its teach
ers . Cyc captures the understanding of 
basic database types and maps this infor
mation into its common-knowledge base. 

Cyc is designed to accept any knowl
edge provided through its editors . It cur
rently knows about such things as time , 
money , historical events, various envi
ronments, a few hundred specific peo
ple, and several other diverse areas re
ferred to a common knowledge . Cyc , 
however, is not limited to ordinary com
mon knowledge . The rich representation 
language called CycL is capable of repre
senting very specific domain knowledge 
as well. 

Carnot researchers recently taught 
Cyc about entity-relationship schemas, 
relational schemas, and object-oriented 
schemas (see figure 2). It uses this infor
mation to extend its representation into 
Carnot 's global schema (see the table 
and reference 1 ). Cyc facilitates the glob
al-schema definition by encoding in its 
knowledge ba e general knowledge used 
to find similarities, dissimilarities, or in
compatibilities at a high level of abstrac
tion (see reference 2). 

Cyc 's unders ta nding of common 
knowledge forms the prototypical link 
between Carnot and the outside world. 
The massive data representation that 
Carnot delivers would strain individual 
analysis efforts . The success of human 

reasoning in understanding the relation
ships within heterogeneous environ
ments diminishes as the environments 
grow more complex . Carnot will use Cyc 
often for database consultations . 

Enhancing traditional information 
models also becomes easier with Cyc. 
Rather than relying strictly on the sche
ma of local databases, Cyc calls on all 
the knowledge sources avai lable about 
a particular database . This information 
may include intelligence about the sche
ma and its constraints, resource knowl
edge like the data dictionary , the data 
model , and even the data itself. Knowl
edge about the organization may also 
contribute by codifying rules about the 
database and its acceptable usage . 

Cyc 's final contribution to Carnot is a 
set of articulation axioms that map infor
mation resources into the global schema 
(see reference 3) . These axioms enable 
both global and local views to be main
tained. Applications make requests for 
data through Carnot's mechanisms . Cyc 
acts as the mediator among databases by 
translating incoming requests into local 
queries. Its translations merge database 
locations, names, field names, data 
types , and query syntax . Cyc's knowl
edge of databases may discover informa
tion that is not explicit in local program 
statements and transform those state
ment s into declarative constraint s to 

eve DATABASE STRUCTURES 

A breakdown ofCyc 's structures 
for representing database 
components in entity-relationship 
schemas, relational schemata , 
and object-oriemed schemata. 

Data model Cyc 
concept structure 

Object class Collection 

Object instance Individual 

Object attribute Slot 

Object method Predicate 

ER entity Collection 

ER relationship Collection 

ER attribute Slot 

Relational table Collection 

Relational attribute Slot 

Relational tuple Individual 

Hierarchical segment Collection 

Hierarchical record Individual 

Hierarchical field Slot 

CODASYL record type Collection 

CODASYL data item 
(field) Slot 

CODASYL set (link) Slot 
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utilities 

• 	Comprehensive diagnostics 
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It's All in How You Ask 

A

Carnot query begins as either a 
direct call to the global schema 
or a local query. A query di
rected at local resources, with 

global intent, begins by translating the 
local data-manipulation language , such 
as Oracle Structured Query Language 
(SQL), into the Global Cyc Language. 
GCL 's syntax is first-order predicate 
logic with extensions . The second phase 
of the query involves mapping the GCIL 
phrase and its equivalents in the global 
schema. GCL refers to these equiva
lences as articulation axioms . The gen
eral form of an articulation axiom is 

where cf> and Y, are logical conjunctions 
and ist means "is true in the context." 
Cyc is the global schema representation, 
and cdb is the local schema to which the 
articulation axiom applies. 

In many cases, Cyc's existing knowl
edge about the world may prove suffi
cient to supply the globa l schema with 
its semantic information. In the case 
of restaurants and hotels, for example, 
Cyc already has complex representa
tions in its Lodging and Restaurant col
lections . It knows that some lodgings 
have restaurants . It also knows that 
lodgings have phones and that places 
with phones have phone numbers. The 
following example illustrates how Car
not interprets and then distributes a 
local SQL query . 

Scenario: A production line is down. 
A senior materials analyst asks the local 
database about parts availability. Car
not intercepts the request and searches 
all related databases for available parts. 

Figure A describes a portion of the 
worldwide databases of the fictitious 
M .F.G. Ma nufacturing . The global 
schema knows all the descriptions of the 
systems. 'the materials analyst submits 
the following SQL query to the DBAus
tin relational database: 

SELECT quantity , warehouse FROM 
MFGPart WHERE part_no = "19J4-J45
001" 

First , the SQL-GCL syntax translator 
restates this local SQL query in GCL: 

aIO(? M MfgPart ) AND part_no(?M 
?PN) AND= (?PN "19J4-J45-001") AND 

warehouse(?M ?W) AND quantity aIO( ?M ManufacturedPart) AND iden
(?M ?Q) tifier( ?M ?PN) AND = (?PN "19J4

J45-001") AND locationOfS t or
Carnot then maps this GCL expression age(?M?W ) ANDcardinality(?M ?Q) 
with articulation axioms into a new ex
pression whose semantics are known This query is meaningful to the glob
globally : a l schema and is translated into the 

DATABASE 'DESCRIPTIONS 
·:'. ' " ! ..• 

:~, 

,Relations ··· .'.' ' Columns . -'-' ' 

MFG Parts Part_no· , Class_code, Description 

... 
INVENTORY 

WAREHOUSE 
.... 

Part_no• , Quantity, Warehouse' 

Warehouse_no, Address 

1; 

Laguna Hills, California 

Locah DBLagunaHills 


Object 


Subclasses 


Warehouse_number 
Description Address 

Classed 
Inventory 

Quantity 
Wrhse 

Part_ no 

'•Chicago, Illinois 
Local: DBChicago 

• = Key fields (or pointers). 

Figure A: M. F. G. Manufacturing uses different types ofdatabases at different 
sites: a relational database in Austin, an entity-relation system in Laguna Hills , 
and an object-oriemed database in Chicago. Carnot makes it possible to 
combine data from all three databases. 
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appropriate loca l queries using the ap
propria te a rti cu lation ax ioms. T he 
translation to the DBLagunaHills local 
schema (an entity-relationship model) is 
as fo llows : 

aIO (?P Part ) AND aIO(?S Storedln) 
AN D a IO( ?W War ehouse ) AND in
stored (?P ?S ) AND storedAt (?S ?W ) 
AND par t _no(? P ?PN) AND = (?PN 
"19J4-J45-001" ) AND quantity(?S 
?Q) AND address ( ?W ?A) 

The translation to the DBChicago local 
schema (an object-oriented model) is 

aIO(?I Inventory) AND aIO(?P Part
Master) AND aIO(?W Warehouse) AND 
instored(?I ?P) AND warehouse(?I 
?W ) AND part_no(?P ?PN) AND= (?PN 
"19J4-J45- 001" ) AND quantity(?I 
?Q) AND address ( ?W? A) 

Carnot then translates these queries 
syntactically to appropriate local data
manipulation languages before sending 
them to the databases . 

The fi nal query that is sent to the DB
LagunaHills database is the following 
SQL-li ke entity- relationship expres
sion: 

SELECT quanti t y, addres s FROM 
Part, Stored!n, Warehouse WHERE 
Part .part_no = "19J4-J45-001" 

The fi nal query sent to the DBChi
cago database is the following object
oriented expression in ITASCA syntax: 

(SELECT ((Inventory quantity) 
(Warehouse address)) 
(=(path (Inventory part part_no)) 
"19J4-J45-001")) 

The fina l SQL query that is sent to 
the DBAustin database does not require 
regeneration from the global schema, 
because it is the same as the original 
SQL query . 

Carnot takes advantage of its under
standing of the world , via Cyc , to gener
ate appropriate queries to remote loca
tions. The knowledge requi red of the 
developer remains constant for SQL. 
Carnot enhances the developer's cur
rent knowledge with its own knowledge 
of the company and the meaning and re
lationships of its databases . 
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synchronize related databases. 
Its global view of the world creates the 

illusion that Cyc is a single immense 
database . Using it directly, however , 
will force programmers to learn its in
ternal representations-a difficult task . 
Early Cyc adopters may find common 
SQL queries the most efficient way to use 
it. This method requires no rewriting of 
existing software and takes advantage of 
the global schema without a steep learn
ing curve (see the text box " It' s All in 
How You Ask" at left) . 

The Promise of Carnot 
Carnot is one of computing's most excit
ing developments. Prototypes and dem
onstrations of its various technologies al
ready exist , and its architecture is well 
defined. Significant work is currently 
under way toward developing more so
phisticated prototypes with complete 
support for existing standards. As vari
ous bodies define new standards , Carnot 
will integrate them with its ongoing de
velopment. 

Carnot is driven by a common and vis
ible business need. Between now and the 
time it arrives in your company, hun
dreds of new databases will sprout from 
the disks of MIS , end users, and vendors. 
Short-term solutions , like large central 
extract facilitators, may help ease the 
burden of reporting, but they don't pro
vide the answer to long-term integration . 

The computer industry made distrib
uted-data structures possible during the 
1970s. Carnot is one way to make dis
tributed data truly productive. • 
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STATE OF THE ART 


YOU CAN'T RUN 

ON EVERYTHING 


How to choose a portability toolkit 

or decide on a long-term portability strategy 


ELLEN ULLMAN 

Like all programming, portability 
begins in the mind as a platonic 
ideal. " We will run on every
thing," my boss once said. Then 

he sat back and imagined our system run
ning on far-off architectures and travel
ing to machines he had yet to dream of. I 
liked my boss , so I didn't interrupt his 
reverie . But in my heart I knew that pro
gramming starts out like ph ilosophy but 
ends up more like plumbing. 

My boss was the applications director 
at a start-up company that was preparing 
to build relational database management 
software. I was the first one he hired and 
was charged with writing the front end to 
a database server. 

We were going to do something no one 
else had done before-or so we thought
and we were going to do it on everything: 
Unix, VMS , and who-knows-what oper
ating systems; Sun workstations , inex
pensive ASCII terminals, and everything 
in between; and with or without a mouse, 
joysticks, light pens , digitizers, and foot 
pedals-maybe. I was lucky. That was 
before Windows 3.0 , or that, too , would 
have been on the list. My boss showed me 
a few transparencies to give me his idea 
of the system , and then he asked , " What 
do you think it will take?" I went off to 
my office· and thought about being able to 
run on " everything." 

Plumbing 101 
Soon I got to the part of programming 
that's more like plumbing. Other pro
grammers were waiting for my work. I 
just had to get the system up and running . 
There was no time to investigate all the 
possible architectures and no time for 
a perfect design. The platonic ideal of 
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YOU CAN'T RUN ON EVERYTHING 


portability drifted away , and I sta rted 
writing code. 

One year later, the front end ran on bit
mapped devices and ASCII terminals, 
with or without a mouse (the joysticks 
and foot pedals never materialized , for
tunately) . However, even as the system 
ran , I had an uncomfortable idea of what 
lay ahead. Someday a portability group 
would look at my code, shake their heads 
ruefully, and say, "Forget it. We can't 
port it. We 'II have to rewrite it. " 

Anyone who has tried to write portable 
applications software will recognize the 
outline of this story, especially the two 
contradictory demands on the designer: 
the need for the software to run on multi
ple platforms and the need to get the 
product out the door as soon as possible. 
Over the years, the pressure has been in
creasing on both sides of thi s contradic
tory situation. The recession is squeezing 
time to market. 

With the advent of GUis, developers 
need to write portable applications more 
than ever . People who were once happily 
unaware of operating systems, frame
works , and environments now know all 
about them, and they have opinions . 
They want a Mac or Windows or Motif or 
Open Look, and developers are expected 
to accommodate those preferences. 

With a portability strategy like the one 
I'll propose here, it is possible to satisfy 
some of those preferences. I cannot offer 
a single solution-no magic toolkit that 
will carry your code to all platforms. 
Rather, I'll address the thought process 
that might help you choose a portability 
toolkit or decide on a long-term portabil
ity strategy, and I'll discuss the thinking 
that precedes design-a stance you as
sume to get ready for multiple platforms, 
in much the same way as someone who 
practices martial arts stands ready to re
ceive an attack. 

Characterize the Application 
As simplistic as it sounds, you should 
start by understanding your application. 

EVIE ACTION SUMMARY 

Ideally, you should be able to 

write portable applications, 

but you may find it more prac

tical to rewrite the software 

for specific platforms. Porta

bility is a goal, not an edict. 
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I don't mean understanding what the ap
plication looks li ke to a human being
the tasks it will perform and the reports 
it will produce- I mean understanding 
what the software looks like to the ma
chine. For example , you shouldn't just 
see a spreadsheet; you should see a pro
cess that is memory- , display-, and stor
age-intensive . 

Clarify the important features of your 
application-the functional and perfor
mance goals that make it unique. Is it a 
stand-alone program or a component that 
will communicate with other compo
nents? How many other components? 
Does it run on a single processor, or is it 
distributed? Is the application graphical? 
If so, at what level of resolution? And so 
forth. 

The goal is to see your application as a 
generic machine process or processes . 
The greater the detail in this generic 
characterization, the better you will be 
able to judge the platforms that are ap
propriate for the application. 

Imagine the Machine 

The next step is ar riving at a conceptual 

definition of the target architecture . Now 

you need to define the type of architec

ture that will provide those generic pro

cesses. 


For example, you might say that your 
application requires an operating system 
with virtual memory or preemptive multi
tasking . You may need a certain number 
of millions of instructions per second or 
an event-driven environment or extensive 
network support. Perhaps your applica
tion relies on an object-oriented model ; 
in that case, the platform must provide 
message-passing capabilities. 

The goal here is to define a virtual tar
get machine . As in characterizing the ap
plication , try to see this machine in as 
much detail as possible. Even a simple 
requirement like a monochrome charac
ter terminal can be specified in detail 
(e.g. , the number oflines you need orthe 
essential visual attributes) . Again, the 
more detailed the definition, the better 
will be your choice of target environ
ments. 

Rule Out the Impossible 
Every definition is a boundary between 
what's inside the definition and what lies 
outside of it. Now that you ' ve defined the 
target architecture, like it or not , you ' ve 
implied what will 1101 be the target archi
tecture . Immediately rule out any envi
ronment that does not conform to your 
virtual machine . 

Not all architectures will work for all 
applications, and not all architectures 

will work well together. For example, I 
have often heard the idea that X/Motif 
"looks like" Windows 3.0. This surface 
resemblance might lead you ·to assume 
that there is a fair amount of portability 
between these graphical , windowing plat
forms. 

But the underlying architecture of the 
X Window System is very different from 
that of Windows 3.0 . X is predicated on 
the idea of distributed processing, with 
the client and server processes running 
on the machines best suited to host them . 
Windows 3.0, on the other hand , as
sumes that the user interface is running 
on the same processor as the rest of the 
system. 

This difference in architecture may 
not matter if your application is a word 
processor. However, if you are writing 
three-dimensional rendering software 
and need to do calculations on a power
ful host and display the results on a high
resolution graphical device , you will 
have some trouble with Windows 3.0. 
You just might get your software to run 
on the Microsoft platform, but you may 
not want to admit that you're the one who 
wrote it. 

Writing beautiful, portable C or C + + 
code will not dissolve the underlying dif
ferences among incompatible architec
tures. It 's best to simply accept that from 
the outset and recognize that you can ' t 
run (well) on everything. 

The Primal-Platform Problem 
Once you decide which target platforms 
are appropriate, you face a more signifi
cant question: Which platform will you 
use for the first implementation? 

From the standpoint of portability, the 
best initial implementation is the plat
form that offers the fewest features-the 
barest machines and terminals. The ab
sence of built-in features will force you 
to write your own, and you will be able to 
design them in a portable manner. 

However, the choice of the first plat
form is often made without regard for 
portability. The product marketing de
partment specifies what it believes will 
be the biggest seller. The development 
group wants to start with a powerful pro
gramming environment-Unix, perhaps . 
Reality dictates porting order (e.g., Pen
Point is likely to be released before Mi
crosoft Windows for Pen Computing, a 
probability that will mandate your port
ing direction) . 

Whatever the rationale behind your 
choice of the first platform, you must ob
serve one principle : Beware of getting 
too attached to your first implementa
tion . You'll have a natural tendency to 
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programming languages." 


Accountants Say. . . 
" Hardlock provides our 
company with a healthier bottom 
line. Since our software can't be 
copied, our revenue has steadily 
increased. The unique pro
gramming board allows us to 
program the Hardlock in seconds. 
This ensures optimum delivery 
schedules from Glenco and a lower 
inventory cost for us. Hardlock's 
field programmable feature 
means a single Hardlock can 
protect more than one product." 
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think of it as the primal platform, the 
home planet, the mother ship . Quite un
consciously , you will absorb its design 
assumptions into your application . Try to 
minimize this process . There is no easy 
way to avoid being influenced by the 
platform except to know that you will be 
influenced and to remain as aware as 
possible . Remember : You will have to 
leave home . 

I must stress one other principle: Take 
as few features from the environment as 

possible . If the platform is a rich one and 
full of powerful goodies , you will be 
greatly tempted to use built-in features . 
Fight this temptation . The central irony 
of software portability is that the more a 
platform offers you as a developer, the 
less you can take advantage of it. 

Isolate Machine Dependencies 
After considering platforms, you can re
turn to application design . To plan for 
portability , think of your application as 
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Just call toll-free aoon22-7006 
for details or to order. 

consisting of three parts: a user inter
face , an operating-system interface , and 
everything else-the broad, application 
specific " middle ." The user and operat
ing-system interfaces are machine-de
pendent. Everything else is potentially 
independent of the architecture. 

To maximize its portability , the appli
cation-specific middle must stay separate 
from machine-dependent portions of the 
application, and it must communicate 
with the user and operating-system inter
faces 011/y through well-defined , pub
lished interfaces . 

The machine-independent portion of 
the application must request generic sys
tem and user 110 services. Think of oper
ating systems as things that perform ab
stract services like read, write , and 
allocate, and think of user interfaces as 
things that perform readinput , draw , 
and r e f r esh. Notice that the generic sys
tem services are a refinement of the vir
tual machine definition discussed ear
lier. Now you are identifying the abstract 
primitives the application needs from the 
environment. 

These primitives have the potential of 
becoming the basis of two application 
programming interfaces: one to the oper
ating system and one to the user inter
face. When your design is finally com
pleted , you may not use these APis at a ll. 
You may decide instead to purchase an 
applications framework or toolkit (the 
option of buying a toolkit is discussed 
later). However, you can use these pre
liminary APls to understand your re 
quirements and to evaluate any vendor ' s 
portability approach . 

In order to test the tentative AP!s, you 
have to document them and attempt to 
use them-actually write out the instruc
tions that are required to test them . Then 
choose a number of significant applica 
tion modules , ones that are difficult to 
write and representative of the applica
tion (go back to your original character
ization of the application; the modules 
you select should reflect the machine
process view of the software) . Using 
pseudo-ca lls to the published APls, at
tempt to write the selected modules. If 
you can ' t write them , redefine the APls 
until you can. 

A Higher-Level Framework 
According to Ed Birss, senior vice presi
dent of object-based systems for Apple 
Computer, "When you have different 
paradigms, you typically retreat to a 
higher level of abstraction ." Birss is talk
ing about the problem of writing a porta
ble operating system-the future Apple/ 
IBM joint venture-but the same method 
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applies to portable applications. When 
the underlying architectures don 't match , 
you abstract them, and your code then 
addresses the abstraction. 

You have been using the same thought 
process as that described by Birss: cre
ating a generalized framework through 
which you interact with the user interface 
and the operating system. Now it's time 
to make these thoughts concrete and turn 
the tentative APis into an actual frame 
work. 

You can buy such frameworks or build 
them yourself. User-interface frame
works are available from suppliers like 
Neuron Data (Palo Alto, CA) or XVT 
Software (Boulder, CO). You buy the 
toolkit and talk to the user interface 
using the framework's APL You can then 
port the front end to various platforms, 
such as Windows 3.0, Macintosh, Motif, 
and Open Look. 

Notice that the purchase of a toolkit 
does not obviate the need for the three
part application design. Additionally, a 
toolkit cannot do away with underlying 
architectural incompatibilities . What 
toolkits do provide is an abstract set of 
user-interface functionalities (e.g. , in

puts, widgets, and windows) that are 
mapped to the look and feel of the target 
platform. 

In addition, many application genera
tors are available that provide varying de
grees of portability. These are worth in
vestigating. However, my experience is 
that such generators often lock you too 
tightly into the design process of the tool, 
and they may limit long-term portability. 
But your particular programming needs 
will determine the usefulness of applica
tions generators. 

As for the operating-system interface, 
future portable environments may elimi
nate the need for abstract APls. Micro
soft's Windows NT, which is scheduled 
for release next year, and the Apple/IBM 
joint-venture platform, which isn't ex
pected until 1993, will run on multiple 
processors . Desqview/X for Quarterdeck 
will extend X to DOS . 

If you can wait, and if the range of en
vironments covered by these platforms is 
sufficient for you, your portability prob
lems are solved. If not, you will have to 
construct your own higher-level frame
work for operating-systems integration. 
Toolkits for operating-system interfaces 

may be on the market now , or at least on 
their way to market. 

To build your own framework , return 
to the API you designed and write the 
machine-dependent routines. For exam
ple, the device-independent portion of 
the application might call a function 
termed readrec, which is part of the 
published interface. The readrec func
tion is a routine that uses system-depen
dent calls to communicate with a data
base , read a number of bytes from disk , 
or perform other environment-specific 
tasks. 

Whether you build or buy a higher
level framework, you should recognize 
the costs of any toolkit. Your first con
sideration is the performance price. A 
better framework will minimize the 
overhead, but there is always some loss of 
speed. 

Second, any toolkit is bound to lag be
hind the native platform, because ven
dors release new versions of user inter
faces and operating systems. You or the 
vendor will attempt to keep up with the 
changes, but frameworks will tend to lag 
behind by at least one generation . Also, 
no framework can be an exact duplicate 
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CompuServe puts the 1Vhole world 

atyour fingertips. 


When you connect your computer to 
CompuServe, you join the world's largest 
international network of people with per
sonal computers. You have access to 
more than a thousand services that offer 
a source of support, information, enter
tainment, communications, and benefits 
of all kinds. 

A world of advantages. 
CompuServe lets you take advantage of 
your personal computer in a thousand 
different ways. 

For instance: communication. You'll 
get invaluable personal computer soft
ware and hardware support from other 
CompuServe members, as well as 

Circle 172 on Inquiry Card. 

product manufacturers, all over the 
world. Meet in special interest forums 
to discuss everything from science 
fiction to sharing software. And keep in 
touch through electronic mail and faxes, 
as well as by "talking" over 72 CB 
Simulator channels. 

CompuServe also lets you shop coast
to-coast at hundreds of nationally known 
stores and take advantage of a world
class reference database. It gives you 
access to the latest national and interna
tional news. And our special financial 
files offer complete statistics on over 
10,000 NYSE, AMEX, and OTC securi
ties. You can even trade online with 
local discount brokers. 

Global travel 

and world-class fun. 


CompuServe also offers airline sched
ules, so you can check out the bargains 
and book your own flights on almost 
any airline worldwide. You can get 
travel news, frequent fli er information, 
and country and travel facts. As well as 
listings from over 30,000 hotels. 

Plus, there are games. Sports, trivia, 
educational, space fantasy .. . you can go 
it alone or compete against players from 
all over the world. Only on CompuServe 
can you test your wits in the only online 
TV-style game show with real prizes, 
or leave the earth entirely in one of our 
interactive space adventures. 

Just give us a call. 
To become a CompuServe member, you 
need a computer and a modem. We11 
send you everything else, including a 
$25.00 usage credit with your Member
ship Kit. In most places, you'll be able 
to go online with a local phone call. 

To buy a CompuServe Membership 
Kit, see your nearest computer dealer. 
To receive our informative brochure 
or to order direct, call us today. 

And put the whole world at your 
fingertips. 

C.OmpuServe~ 
800 848-8199 
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of the native platform , especially in the 
case of GUis. GUI users have become 
extremely sensitive to the details of their 
environments, and the abstracted frame
work may not meet their exacting expec
tations. 

Remember that once you purchase a 
framework, you have traded one depen
dency for another. You are freed from 
particular platforms, but you are now de
pendent on the continued success of the 
toolkit vendor. If it's possible , try tone

gotiate rights to the source code , in the 
event the vendor stops selling or support
ing the kit. 

Deciding to Rewrite 
Considering the drawbacks of higher
Ievel frameworks , the cost of writing 
your own toolkit may be too steep for 
you . You may want to write a portable 
application but instead decide to rewrite 
the software for specific platforms. This 
decision is perfectly valid . Portability is 

The 
Fastest 

The 
Best. 

Out of Sight

LAN Perfonnance. 


Check the latest comparison 
studies. They· re saying what we've said 
all along. 

That lnvisible's Net/30 is flat out 
the Fastest DOSbased IAN(PC Maga
zine) . And the # l rated network for 
all -around, peer-to-peer performa nce 
(Info lfior/d). 

Plus Invisible brings the ease
of-use of Windows to network manage
ment. Turning a difficu lt task into a 
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vi rtual piece of cake. As to support: for 
technical savvy, availability, and friend
liness. nobody outshine Invisible. 
Nobody. 

These things are important. 
Because they help you get faster, easier 
access to the information vou need. For 
more information call 4 I S/570-5967 
(don't be surprised if an engineer 
answers). Or FAX 4151570-601 7. Or write 
1142 Chess Dr.. Foster City. CA 94404. 

Invisible. Out of sight. 

a goal, not an edict. The important part 
is planning for multiple platforms. The 
exact solution will be your own. 

Writing and maintaining a higher-level 
framework takes a great dea l of work. 
You may start out saying that , despite the 
costs, you will build one. But then it may 
occur to you that you are in the applica
tions software business, not the toolkit 
business . 

Even if you remain undaunted by the 
prospect of building a toolkit , you can 
not resolve all the paradigms through 
higher-level abstractions. There are oc
casions when the underlying paradigms 
are simply to·o different, and the resul
tant abstraction would be so " high " as to 
render the system characterless. You may 
lose the sense of fit and appropriateness 
that comes from a well-designed native 
system. 

Consider the example of pen comput
ing. Currently , there are two competing 
paradigms, PenPoint and Windows for 
Pen Computing. PenPoint is an object
oriented system with reentrant code. Al
though Windows for Pen Computing is 
evolving toward an object-oriented mod
el, it is still based on DOS and the desk
top metaphor. Perhaps the only thing 
these two operating environments have in 
common is the use of the stylus for user 
input. It is worth asking whether one ver
sion of an application is even appropriate 
for both platforms. 

If you decide to rewrite the software 
rather than port it to other platforms, the 
problems become less technical than man
agerial. The role of product management 
assumes new importance . The product 
manager must make sure that a ll the sig
nificant features in one version are car
ried over to another. Version releases 
will have to come close together in time 
to avoid alienating users of any one plat
form . Management will have to work 
hard to keep communications open be
tween technical groups. Rewriting holds 
the danger of dividing the company into 
" foreign " technical cultures that don 't 
understand each another and don' t work 
together. 

It is not fashionable to say you are re
writing an application. The great platonic 
ideal of portability still lingers some
where just out of reach . You may feel that 
you need to have someone's approval. 
For what it 's worth , you have mine. Go 
ahead-be a plumber if that ' s what it 
takes . • 

Ellen Ullman is a BYTE news editor 
based in San Francisco. She is a former 
senior software engineer and consultant. 
You can reach her 0 11 BIX as "ullman. ·· 



COMPUTE August 1991 
" ...Creative Labs is now turning 

up the volume with the Sound Blaster 
Pro. It's basically two Sound Blasters 
on a sjngle card wjth additional 
multimedia features thrown jn It has 
twin FM chips capable of creating 22 
individual voices, two DACs for stereo 
voice and sound-effects playback, a 
stereo microphone jack, and a built-In 
stereo mixer that can adjust the 
volume of all your Sound Blaster audio 
sources (stereo DAC, stereo FM, 
microphone, stereo line-in, CD-Audio 
and PC internal speaker) . 

The bujl!-jn mixer makes the 
Sound Blaster Pro fully compliant wjth 
Microsoft's Multimedia Layel 1 
Extensions to Windows. Multimedia 
software will be able to fade-in, fade
out and pan the various audio sources 
to create elaborate sound montages. 

The Sound Blaster Pro jncludes 
a CD-ROM interface for either an 
internal or external CD-ROM player. 
There's also an internal connector for 
CD-Audio. The MIDI interface is 
compatible with the original Sound 
Blaster's MIDI interface but adds the 
MIDI time-stamp that's part of 
Microsoft's new multimedia standard. 

All In all, the Sound Blaster Pro 
is chock-full of new features, yet it's 
fully compatible with its younger 
brother." 

"The big question is, at a list price of 
$249.95, is the Sound Blaster worth .the 
investment? Yes, yes, a thousand times 
yeslll" PC HOME JOURNAL 

How many "yesl!I" would you give now 
that the Sound Blaster list price is reduced 
to $169.951 And you get: 
• DAC for digitized voice output 
• ADC for voice recording 
• 11-voice Ad Lib FM synthesizer 
• Full duplex MIDI interface 
• Joystick Port 
• Microphone amplifier 
• Power amplifier (4W per channel) 
• Bundled software:• Intelligent Organ 

•Talking Parrot• Voice Toolkit 
• SBTALKER •DR SBAITSO 
•Jukebox for Windows 3.0 

Sound Blaster Micro Channel Version 
is also available. 
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Sources for Network Bridges 


Accton Technology Corp. 

46750 Fremont Blvd., 

Buildi ng 104 

Fremont, CA 94538 

(800) 926-9288 

(5 10) 226-9800 

fax: (510) 226-9833 

Circle 1000 on Inquiry Card. 


Advanced Computer 

Communications (ACC) 

720 Santa Barbara St. 

Santa Barbara, CA 9310 1 

(800) 444-7854 

(805) 963-943 1 

fax : (805) 962-8499 

Circle 1001 on Inquiry Card . 


Alantec 

JOI Hammond Ave. 

Fremont, CA 94539 

(800) 727- 1050 

(510) 770-1050 

fax: (510) 770- 1054 

Circle 1002 on Inquiry Card. 


Allied Telesis, Inc. 

575 East Middlefield Rd. 

Mountai n View, CA 94043 

(800) 424-4284 

(415) 964-277 1 

fax : (415) 964-0944 

Circle 1003 on Inquiry Card. 


Andrew Corp. 

2771 Plaza Del Amo 

Torrance, CA 90503 

(800) 733-033 1 

(2 13) 320-7 126 

fax: (2 13) 6 18-0386 

Circle 1004 on Inquiry Card. 


Applitek 
100 Brickstone Sq. 
Andover, MA 0 1810 
(800) 526-2489 

(508) 475-4050 

fax: (508) 475-0550 

Circle 1005 on Inquiry Card. 


Artel Communications Corp. 
22 Kane Industrial Dr. 
Hudson, MA 01749 
(800) 225-0228 

(508) 562-2 100 

fax: (508) 562-6942 

Circle 1006 on Inquiry Card. 


AT&T Computer Systems 
1776 On the Green 
Morristown, NJ 07960 
(800) 247- 1212 

fax: (904) 636-3078 

Circle 1007 on Inquiry Card . 


BICC Communications 
103 Mi llbury St. 
Auburn. MA 01501 
(800) 447-6526 

(508) 832-8650 

fax: (508) 832-8689 

Circle 1008 on Inquiry Card . 


Cabletron Systems, Inc. 
35 Ind ustria l Way 
P.O. Box 5005 

Rochester, NH 03867 

(603) 332-9400 

fax: (603) 332-46 16 

Circle 1009 on Inquiry Card. 


Caliber Tek 

353 Vi ntage Park Dr. 

Foster City, CA 94404 

(4 15) 570-4306 

fax : (415) 570-4233 

Circle 1010 on Inquiry Card . 


Canoga-Perkins 

21012 Lassen St. 

Chatsworth , CA 9131 1 

(8 18) 71 8-6300 

fax : (818) 7 18-63 12 

Circle 1011 on Inquiry Card . 


Chipcom Corp. 
11 8 Turnpike Rd. 
Southborough, MA 01 772 
(800) 228-9930 

(508) 460-8900 

fax : (508) 460-8950 

Circle 1012 on Inquiry Card. 


Cisco Systems, Inc. 
1525 O" Brien Dr. 

Menlo Park, CA 94025 

(800) 553-6387 

(4 15) 326- 194 1 

fax : (415) 326-1989 

Circle 1013 on Inquiry Card. 


Clearpoint Research 
35 Parkwood Dr. 
Hopkinton, MA 0 1748 
(800) 253-2778 

(508) 435-2000 

fax : (508) 435-7530 

Circle 1014 on Inquiry Card. 


C rossComm Corp. 
140 Locke Dr ., Suite C 
Marlborough, MA 0 1752 
(508) 481-4060 

fax: (508) 48 1-42 16 

Circle 1015 on Inquiry Card. 


David Systems, Inc. 

701 East Evelyn Ave. 

Sun nyva le, CA 94086 

(408) 720-8000 

fax: (408) 720-9485 

Circle 1016 on Inquiry Card. 


Digita l Equipment Corp. 

146 Mai n St. 

Maynard , MA 01754 

(800) 343-4040 

(508) 493-5 111 

fax: (508) 493-8780 

Circle 1017 on Inquiry Card . 


DuPont Electro-Optic Products 
P.O. Box 13625 

Research Triangle Park, NC 

27709 

(800) 888-5261 

(9 19) 481-5100 

fax: (9 19) 48 1-0753 

Circle 1018 on Inquiry Card. 


FiberCom 

3353 Orange Ave. NE 

Roanoke, YA 240 12 

(800) 423-1183 

(703) 342-6700 

fax: (703) 342-596 1 

Circle 1019 on Inquiry Card. 


Fibermux Corp. 

93 10 Topanga Canyon Blvd. 

Chatswor th, CA 913 11 

(818) 709-6000 

fax: (8 18) 709- 1556 

Circle 1020 on Inquiry Card. 


Fibronics 
Communications Way 
Independence Park 
Hyannis. MA 0260 1 
(800) 327-9526 

(508) 778-0700 

fax : (508) 778-082 1 

Circle 1021 on Inquiry Card. 


Genera l Da laComm 
1579 Straits Tpke . 
Midd lebury , CT 06762 
(203) 574-1 118 

fax : (203) 758-8507 

Circle 1022 on Inquiry Card. 


Graybar Electric 
34 North Meramec 
Clayton , M063105 
(3 14) 727-3900 

fax : (3 14) 727-8355 

Circle 1023 on Inquiry Card . 


Hewlett-Packa rd Co. 

3000 Hanover St. 

Palo Alto , CA 94304 

(800) 752-0900 

(4 15) 857- 150 1 

Circle 1024 on Inquiry Card. 


Hughes LAN Systems 

1225 Charleston Rd. 

Mou ntain View , CA 94043 

(4 15) 966-7300 

fax : 14 15) 960-3738 

Circle 1025 on Inquiry Card. 


IBM Corp. 

Old Orchard Rd. 

Armonk, NY 10504 

(800) 426-2468 

(9 14) 765-1900 

Circle 1026 on Inquiry Card. 


In-Net 

15150 Ave nue of Science. 

Suite 100 

San Diego, CA 92 128 

(800) 283-3334 

(6 19) 487-3693 

fax : (6 19) 487-3697 

Circle 1027 on Inquiry Card . 


lntellicom 

204 15 Nordhoff St. 

Chatsworth, CA 91311 

(800) 992-2882 

(8 18) 407-3900 

fax: (818) 882-2404 

Circle 1028 on Inquiry Card . 


Ka lpana 

125 Nichols Lane 

San Jose , CA 951 34 

(408) 428-1150 

fax : (408) 428- 116 1 

Circle 1029 on Inquiry Card. 
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La ncast/Casat Technology Netronix Penril DataComm Networks TCL, Inc. 
10 Nor thern Blvd., Unit 5 1372 North McDowell Bl vd. 1300 Quince Orchard Blvd . 41829 Albrae St. 
Amherst, NH 0303 1 
(800) 752-2768 

Petaluma, CA 94954 
(800) 282-2535 

Gaithersburg, MD 20878 
(800) 473-6745 

Fremont1 CA 94538 
(51 0) 657-3800 

(603) 880-1833 (707) 762-2703 (30 I) 92 1-8600 fax : (5 10) 490-58 14 
fax: (603) 88 1-9888 fax : (707) 763-629 1 fax: (30 1) 92 1-8376 Circle 1053 on Inquiry Card . 
Circle 1030 on Inquiry Card. Circle 1038 an Inquiry Card . Circle 1045 an Inquiry Card. 

3Com Corp. 
LAN-Link Network Application Persoft , Inc. 5400 Bayfront Plaza 
744 Goddard Ave. Technology 465 Science Dr. Santa Clara , CA 95052 
St. Louis, MO 63005 21040 Homestead Rd .. Madison, WI 537 11 (800) 638-3266 
(800) 726-8633 Suite 202- 203 (800) 368-5283 (408) 764-5000 
(3 14) 537-9800 Cupertino, CA 950 14 (608) 273-6000 fax: ( 408) 764-5032 
fax : (3 14) 527-2909 (408) 733-4530 fax: (608) 273-8227 Circle 1054 on Inquiry Card . 
Circle 1031 on Inquiry Card. fax : (408) 733-6478 Circle 1046 on Inquiry Card. 

Circle 1039 on Inquiry Card. Timeplex, Inc. 
Lannet Data Communications Plexcom 400 Chestnut Ridge Rd. 
77 11 Center Ave ., Suite 600 Network Equipment 65 More land Rd. Woodcliff Lake , NJ 07675 
Huntington Beach. CA 92647 Technologies Simi Va lley, CA 93065 (201) 391-11 11 
(800) 969-4123 800 Sagi naw Dr. (805) 522-3333 fax: (20 1) 39 1 -~59 
(7 14) 89 1-1964 Redwood City, CA 94063 fax : (805) 583-4764 Circle 1055 on Inquiry Card. 
fax : (7 14) 891 -7788 (415) 366-4400 Circle 1047 on Inquiry Card. 
Circle 1032 on Inquiry Card . fax: (415) 366-5675 Ungerma nn-Bass, Inc. 

Circle 1040 on Inquiry Card . PureData, Inc. 3900 Freedom Ci r. 
LanWan Technologies 1740 South 1-35 Santa Clara, CA 95052 
1566 La Pradera Dr. Network Systems Carrollton. TX 75006 (800) 873-638 1 
Ca mpbell, c:A 95008 7600 Boone Ave. N (2 14) 242-2040 ( 408) 496-0 I 11 
(408) 374-8 190 Minneapolis , MN 55428 fax : (2 14) 242-9487 fax : (408) 970-9300 
fax : (408) 74 1-0152 (6 12) 424-4888 Circle 1048 on Inquiry Card. Circle 1056 on Inquiry Card . 
Circle 1033 on Inquiry Card . fax: (6 12) 424-2853 

Circle 1041 on Inquiry Card. Racal lnterla n Vita link Communications 
Madge Networks 155 Swanson Rd. 6607 Kaiser Dr. 
1580 Oakland Rd., Suite C-206 Newbridge Networks Boxborough, MA0 17 19 Fremont , CA 94555 
San Jose, CA 95131 593 Herndon Pk wy. (800) 526-8255 (800) 443-5740 
(800) 876-2343 Herndon, VA 22070 (508) 263-9929 (510)794-1 100 
(408) 44 1-1300 (800) 332- 1080 fax : (508) 263-8655 fax : (510) 795-1085 
fax : (408) 44 1-1 335 (703) 834-3600 Circle 1049 on Inquiry Card . Circle 1057 on Inquiry Card. 
Circle 1034 on Inquiry Card . fax: (703) 471-7080 

Circle 1042 on Inquiry Card . RAD Network Devices 
Memotec 77 11 Center Ave . . Suite 600 
40 High St. Olicom USA, Inc. Huntington Beach, CA 92647 
North Andover, MA 0 1845 1002 North Cent ral Expy . . (800) 969-4 123 
(508) 68 1-0600 Suite 239 (714) 89 1-1964 
fax : (508) 681 -0660 Richardson, TX 75080 fax: (7 14) 89 1-7788 
Circle 1035 on Inquiry Card . (2 14) 680-8 131 Circle 1050 on Inquiry Card. 

fax : (2 14) 680-0099 
Microcom Circle 1043 on Inquiry Card. Retix Corp. 
500 River Ridge Dr. 2644 30th St. 
Norwood . MA 02062 Optical Data Systems Sa nta Monica. CA 90405 
(800) 822-8224 1101 East Arapaho Rd. (800) 255-2333 
(617) 551- 1000 Richardson. TX 7508 1 (213) 399-2200 
fax : (6 17) 55 1-1006 (2 14) 234-6400 fax : (2 13) 458-2685 
Circle 1036 on Inquiry Card_ fax : (214) 234-4059 Circle 1051 on Inquiry Card. Inclusion i11 the resource guide 

Circle 1044 on Inquiry Card . should nor be taken as a BYTE 
Motorola Codex SynOptics Communications, e11 dorseme111 or recommenda -
20 Cabot Bl vd . Inc. riu11. Likewise, 0111issio11fro111 
Mansfield, MA 02048 
(800) 446-6336 
(508) 26 1-4000 
fax : (508) 261-1203 
Circle 1037 on Inquiry Card. 

4401 Great America Pkwy. 
P.O. Box 58 185 
Santa Clara, CA 95052 
(408) 988-2400 
fax : (408) 988-5525 
Circle 1052 on Inquiry Card. 

the guide should 1101 be lllke11 
11egarively. The infor111ario11 here 
was beliel"ed ro be accurate at 
the rime ofwriting, bur BYTE 
cam1or be responsible for 
omissions, errors , or changes that 
occur after compilario11 . 
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At JCIS we know what it takes to 
build an exceptional product. 

Years of experience, a commit
ment to quality and unsur
passed support. That's why 

we are ranked among the 
world's largest motherboard 

manufacturers. As one of the pioneer microcomputer 
companies, we have more experience in designing 

and building PC products than any of our 
competitors. We also have a broad range of standard 
and custom OEM products. We offer quality products 

that are designed, built, and supported from our 
see us at plants in Fremont, California. 

PC Product List 
• 286 Motherboards and Systems Made in 
• 386sx Motherboards and Systems LJS,4),• 386dx Motherboards and Systems 
• 486sx Motherboards and Systems 
• 486dx Motherboards and Systems ~ 
• File Servers and Workstations 
• LAN Products - ARCNET, EtherNet 
• 1/0 Products - Multi 1/0, IDE and FDC 
• Video Products - VGA Boards and Monitors 

~(Oml~~f~r/Fall '91 JC INFORMATION SYSTEMS CORP. 
October 21 -25, 1991 44036 S. Grimmer Blvd., Fremont, CA 94538JCiSLas Vegas, Nevada Circle 87 on Inquiry Card . Phone: (5 10) 659·8410, Fax (5 10) 659-8449 

Booth # S1280 
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dBASE for Windows is here. Today. 
It goes by the name of dBFast andTM 

it's the high-performance database and 
dBASE/ X-Base language that is the 
fastest, smartest and easiest way for 

(!...
.,._ , 

'· . ,;;. 
': .. >· :i~: 

, 
~· 

millions of users and developers to join the 
Windows revolution. 

Graphical, colorful dBFast will bring new life 
to all of your existing dBASE programs. Liven 
them up with multiple, moveable windows, pull-

Anderson, Jim 
Beaumont, Robert 
Canfield, Peter 
Francis, Danny 
Franklin, Tom 
Hancind, Dave 
Jones, Bud 
Monty, Katherin 
Patterson, Sally 
Samuelson, Har 

J~ Location 

t OK 

dBFast helpsyou create poweifu/, graphical database applications quickly and easily with pull-down menus, 
check boxes, radio buttons and even bitmap images. 



FONT 10 ABCabc 
Forn 3 .:.:catir. 
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Your applications will really come to /fie with 
multiple colors and.fonts. 

: ' 

Space Systems - Sales 1989 

I SUITS 

I ROCKET 

I RADAR 

I CiROUllD 
UtllTS 

Snlcs in Thousands 

dBFast letsyou.fully exploit the power qfWindows. 

down menus, check boxes, dialog boxes, radio 
buttons, push buttons and bitmap pictures. 

dBFast also helps you create new dBASE pro
grams quickly and easily. Unlike other Windows 
development systems that force you to learn a 
~ 1991 Computer Associates International. Inc.. 711 Stewart Avenue. Garden City. NY 11530-4 787. 

BROWSE 
r.osr PRICE 

; ~i 495.00 
- • - • -·. - - - - - - - - - -- . - ~- - - -· - - - --- "'! · --- - . ----- - 

~~~~~~- ~~~ -I~~~ .. .... J. ·-- -- ~~ ~ ~l~ J.. .. -~~~ :~~ .. 
: 1s . no ; 

G H 

Cos1 Pnce 

115 00 ~49500 

115 0>) S39500 

1150) S34500 

With.full DDE and Dll support, 
dBFast makes it easy.foryour applications to communicate 

with other Windows applications. 

new language, dBFast allows dBASE, Fox and 
Clipper developers to use the 

dBFasrlanguage they already know 
with more than 200 exten
sions and an interactive edi
tor, compiler and linker. And 
full industry standard DOE 
and DLL protocols allow your 

programs to 
communicate 
with other Windows applications. 

So call 1-800-645-3003 and 
we'll rush i':OMPUTER~ 

. yo~ a free J'ISSOCIATES 
Demo Disk. Call nght now. Software superior by design. 

After all, dB

haven't you 
waited long 
enough? 

All trade names referenced arc trademarks or registered 1rademarks of their respective companies. 

Circle 94 on Inquiry Card. 



SOLUTIONS FOCUS /Interoperability 

' ' 

T
he business computing landscape 
The BYTE Lab puts today is like a loose federation of 
together a LAN for Unix, republics-Macs in the marketing 

department, Unix workstations in 
Mac, and NetWare engineering, PCs for general business ap

plications. There are good reasons whyclients 
that's so. Each brand of hardware suits its 
niche well. The challenge for LAN man
agers is to unite these republics without JON UDELL, 
compromising their individuality. To that TOM THOMPSON, AND 
end, we explored a set of products that ofTOM YAGER 
fer common file- and printer-sharing ser
vices to PC, Macintosh, and Unix clients . 

BYTE's PC , Macintosh , and Unix LANs represented three populations in need of 
unification . (They also mirror configurations of many of BYTE' s readers . Fully 
51 percent of surveyed readers say they're using Net Ware, and many of those are 
also running Unix and AppleShare LANs.) To join our three groups , we added 
servers , gateways , and clients from among the many interoperability products 
available to us. Both NetWare and Unix provided the file and printer services that 
we exported to disparate clients. 

NetWare 3.11 supported our DOS PCs and provided the NetWare NFS (for a 
definition of NFS and other terms, see the Connectivity Glossary on page 274) 
and NetWare for Macintosh pieces that connected Unix and Mac clients to Net
Ware. On the Unix side, we tested three NFS clients for DOS: FTP Software 's 
PC/TCP with InterDrive, Novell's LAN Workplace. for DOS with Beame & 
Whiteside's BW-NFS, and Sun Microsystems' PC-NFS. Another product , Lo
cus Computing's PC-Interface, replaces NFS with its own server daemon . Al
though we emphasize TCP/IP and NFS in this review , there are other ways to 
attach DOS clients to Unix hosts. See "Atlantix, Altos Fill DOS-to-Uni x Con
nectivity Gaps" (April BYTE) and " Powerfusion Provides the Glue for Network
ing DOS and Unix" (March BYTE) for discussions of Unix-based SMB servers 
and Portable NetWare. 

Cayman Systems ' GatorBox CS with GatorShare and Shiva 's Fa tPath 5 with
InterCon Systems' NFS/Share routed packets between AppleTalk and Ethernet 
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\ITE ACTION SUMMARY 

• 	 WHAT THESE INTEROPERABILITY 
PRODUCTS DO 
They extend the reach of 
NetWare 3.11, Unix, and 
AppleShare file and print services 
to nonnative clients. 

• 	 LIKES 
These products successfully 
implement transpar~nt cross
platform file sharing and printing. 

• 	 DISLIKES 
Getting all products to work 
together wasn't as easy as we'd 
like. GatorShare and NFS/Share 
don't support the NFS lock 
manager. 

• 	 RECOMMENDATIONS 
NetWare 3.11 and Cayman 
Systems' GatorBox CS with Gator
Share offer the most transparent 
server solutions. NetWare supports 
all three client types . GatorShare 
connects Macs to Unix hosts. For 
the PC side, we recommend 
Locus's PC-Interface and Sun's 
PC-NFS . 

segments and connected Macs to NFS 
hosts . We also tested a beta copy of Infor
mation Presentation Technologies' Sun 
Partner, which creates a Unix AppleTalk 
Filing Protocol server and accommodates 
both Unix and Mac AppleShare clients 
(see the text box " Sun Partner" on page 
277) . We chose representative products; 
prices appear in the Company Informa
tion box . Applications that we ran on the 
three platforms included Wingz , dBase 
IV , Lotus 1-2-3, and WordPerfect. 

Interconnectivity doesn't always im
ply interoperability. Even when we had 
Macs, PCs, and Uni x workstations talk
ing to the same file server, we weren't al
ways able to run dBase IV on all three 
clients and have them access the same 
data without overwriting each other's 
records. See the text box " A Tale of Two 
LOCKDs" on page 275 for detail s. 

Networking with Net Ware, Unix, 
and Macintosh System 7.0 
NetWare's support for foreign clients has 
a long history . Even DOS , the original 
and still predominant NetWare client , is 
foreign to Novell 's proprietary operating 
system. When NetWare 2. 15 added Mac 
support , Novell just mapped in another 
name space and file-access protocol. 
Version 3.0 initially lacked that capabili
ty . Now NetWare 3. 11 recaptures the 
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Connectivity Glossary 

AFP (AppleTalk Filing Protocol) A 
protocol that allows applications to use 
nati ve file-system commands to manip
ulate fi les on a remote Mac node. 

FTP (File Transfer Protocol) A 
high-level protocol fo r transferring files 
between machines on a TCP/I P net
work . 

gateway A device that connects two 
dissimilar networks or network dev ices. 

IP (Internet Protocol) The stand ard 
internetwork rout ing protocol in the 
TCP/IP stack. 

IPX (Internetwork Packet E x 
change) Novell 's packet assembly and 
routing protocol, which more or less 
corresponds to the data link and net
work layers of the OSI reference model. 

MIB (Management Information 
Base) See SNMP. 

NDIS (Network Driver Interface 
Specification) A Microsoft /3Com 
protocol-multiplex ing scheme, analo
gous to Novell 's ODI and the packet 
driver specification. 

Macintosh support and adds support for 
a third class of client: Unix. 

As NetWare has evolved into a near
universal file and print server, it has bor
rowed some of the best ideas embodied in 
other operating systems. Dynamic link
ing, a Windows and OS/2 technique that 
is also now available in System V release 
4.0 (SVR4) of Unix , dramatically sim
plifies the procedure for loading and re
configuring NetWare drivers and pro
cesses. Threads, another OS/2 feature, 
give NetWare processes like the new 
TCP/IP and NFS modules efficient and 
fine-grained multitasking . 

On the Unix side, we called on many 
of the machines in residence in the BYTE 
Unix Lab. The two systems on which we 
relied most heavily were a Sun IPC and 
its CompuAdd counterpart, the SS- I. 
BYTE's Unix systems became the center 
of activity in our research because most 
of the DOS and Mac clients we tested ex
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NFS (Network File System) Sun Mi
crosystems' protocol for sharing file 
systems among networked machines . 

ODI (Open Datalink Interface) 
Novell 's protocol-multiplexing scheme. 

router A device that routes traffic be
tween similar networks. 

SMB (Server Message Block) 11he 
file- and print-service protocol for MS
Net/LAN Manager networks. 

SNMP (Simple Network Monitor
ing Protocol) A protocol for monitor
ing and configuring network devices. It 
includes a reporting agent that resides in 
each monitored device and a manage
ment information base , or MIB, that re
sides in the management system. 

TCP/IP A fa mily of network and ap
pl ication protocols originally developed 
by the Department of Defense and now 
a de facto industry standard. 

zone A logical subset of nodes on an 
AppleTalk network . 

pected Unix connections. There 's a good 
reason for that expectation. TCP/IP, the 
heart of Unix networking , is fast , stable, 
very widely implemented, and moderate
ly easy to configure (once you set up that 
crucial first link) . 

Besides a Unix system's suitability as 
a combined provider and consumer of 
network services , the constant decline in 
Unix workstation prices (as performance 
and standard configurations improve) 
makes them better choices for some de
manding applications than desktop PCs . 
Unix 's push into the commercial work
place will accelerate the trend toward 
heterogeneous networking. 

The real strength of the Macintosh is 
on the client, not the server, side. How
ever, with the introduction of System 
7 .0, the Mac easily acts as both a server 
and a client simultaneously. Its built-in 
file-sharing mechanism provides ready 
peer-to-peer ·networking services for 

Macs and any other computers that speak 
AppleTalk. A set of Control Panels gives 
you complete control over access rights 
and user passwords . Little touches , like 
the way shared folder icons display net
work cables and then present a face icon 
when clients link to those folders , set a 
standard of simplicity and intuitive be
havior that the other major-league net 
work operating systems should uphold . 

Extending NetWare 
We ran NetWare 3 . 11ona4-MB Everex 
Step 486SX and exported its services via 
an Ethernet connection to four popula
tions of machines: PCs on the BYTE edi
torial department's NetWare 2.15 LAN, 
Macs on its AppleShare LAN , Unix 
hosts in the Unix Lab , and the mixture of 
PC, Mac, and Unix machines in the 
LAN Lab. The 3.11 server ran NetWare 
for Macintosh and NetWare NFS concur
rently , thus delivering file and print ser
vices to every machine on the network. 

Because the Macintosh LAN uses 
LocalTalk , we could have had the 3.11 
server use two physical connections
one Ethernet, one LocalTalk-as does 
our permanent 2 .15 server. Instead , we 
used the GatorBox and the FastPath (in
terchangeably) to route traffic between 
the two physical networks . As a result, 
the 3. I I server required only a single 
Ethernet adapter. 

Although you're not likely to want to 
make a lone adapter carry IPX , Ether
Talk , and TCP/IP traffic , it's interesting 
to note that it actually works. When you 
want to tune the allocation of protocol 
stacks to network adapters, no operating 
system makes the job easier. We had a 
pair of NE2000 boards in the server and 
were able to conduct load-balancing ex
periments by simply unloading and re
loading protocols while the server con
tinued to run. 

NetWare 3.ll's AppleShare Services 
NetWare for Macintosh incorporates 
both a protocol stack and a router. As 
with any AppleTalk router, there is the 
possibility of confusion if network num
bers and zone names are not consistent 
throughout an AppleTalk internetwork . 
Because our Macintosh LAN _had been 
zoneless until we introduced the Gator
Box and the FastPath , we tripped over 
this problem ourselves. 

First, we failed to make NetWare's ex
ternal AppleTalk network number match 
that used by the other routers. Second, 
because we failed to coordinate the use of 
AppleTalk zone names among all rout
ers , we experienced the " now you see it , 
now you don ' t" behavior that plagues 
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A Tale of Two LOCKDs 

I

f you ca n get Macs , PCs, and Unix 
workstations to talk to the sa me file 
server , you ought to be able to run 
multiuser DBMS software on all 

three clients. Both dBase and FoxBase/ 
FoxPro, for example , offer Mac , PC , 
and Unix ve rsions. These programs rely 
on byte-range locki ng to prevent users 
from stomping on each other's records. 
If a file server that supports heteroge
neou clients can honor those clients ' 
lock requests in term s of its own native 
locking scheme, then everything should 
work . 

NetWare handles lock ing without any 
fuss . We pointed a PC client running 
FoxPro at a database stored in a Net
Ware directory, pointed a Mac client 
running FoxBase+ /Mac at the same 
database , and verified that NetWare 
3: 11 did the right thing: When the PC 
had locked a record . the Mac couldn ' t 
get at it , and vice versa . We used a sim
ple test program to prove that NetWare 
Network File System (NFS) clients also 
respected the locks held by Net Ware on 
behalf of Mac and PC clients . 

This result was exactly what we had 
expected. When we repeated the ex
periment with Unix as a server, we 
never doubted that we'd see the same 
behavior . We used Cayman Systems' 
GatorShare to mount a SunOS directory 
on a System 7.0 Mac and pointed Fox
Base + /Mac at a database stored in that 
directory. Then we pointed a PC run
ning FTP Software 's lnterDrive at the 
same directory and fired up FoxPro 
2.0 . The Mac successfully locked the 
first record in the database, bw so did 
the PC. Puzzled , we switched the PC 
client to Beame & Whiteside 's BW
NFS and then to Sun 's PC-NFS , but 

mi sconfigured AppleTalk internet 
works. In all fairness, the NetWare for 
Macintosh manual does a good job of ex
plaining these issues ; had we taken time 
to read it more thoroughly before start
ing, we would have saved ourselves some 
trouble. The menu-driven ATCON utility 
proved to be a great help in sorting things 
out. It can test node-to-node connectiv
ity , perform Name Binding Protocol 
lookups (like the Mac's Chooser), li st 

that didn't help. Switching to a different 
Unix host didn ' t help , either. Nor did 
using InterCon ' s NFS/Share in stead of 
GatorShare to attach the Mac to a Unix 
host. What was wrong? 

NFS byte-range locking depends on a 
server-side daemon called LOCKD . 
NFS clients talk to LOCKD by way of 
Sun ' s remote-procedure-call mecha
nism . When a PC-N FS client asks DOS 
to lock a range of bytes on an NFS vol
ume, for example, the network software 
translates that request into an RPC ca ll 
to the NFS host 's LOCKD. The lock 
daemon fields the request and grants (or 
rejects) the corresponding Uni x byte
range lock . 

What vendors of NFS client software 
found , unfortunately , was that Sun 's 
lock daemon did not-until recently
work properly . That caused a great deal 
of confusion. Some vendors , like Cay
man Systems , deferred suppo rt for 
locki ng . Others decided to support an 
alternative lock daemon developed by 
Beame & Whiteside. Still others re
mained com mitted to Sun' s now-func
tional lock daemon but struggled to 
adapt their clients to its protocol. 

If we hadn't tested the Mac-and-PC 
combination first, we'd have figured 
things out sooner. Once we upgraded 
the SunOS host to the new LOCKD , we 
verified correct locki ng between vari
ous pairs of DOS-based NFS clients . 
The real problem was GatorShare. Ga
torShare, we eventually found , does 
handle locki ng , but only in the Apple
Talk Filing Protocol sense . Two Macs 
running Fox Base against an NFS-resi
dent database exported by GatorShare 
did exhibit the correct locking behavior 
relative to one another. But other NFS 

clients wouldn't re pect a lock held by 
the Mac. GatorShare doesn't send RPC 
lock requests to the NFS lock daemon; 
it just keeps its own lock table as though 
it were a pure AFP server. Cayman 
cited problems with Sun 's LOCKD as 
the reason for this approach and expects 
to support NFS locki ng in a future re
lease. Until then, you have to view Ga
torShare- in terms of locking-as an 
AFP, not an NFS , server. 

Like GatorShare. NFS /Sha re ap
peared to honor lock requests but didn't 
communicate them to the lock daemon . 
Then we not iced that NFS/Share comes 
wi th the alternative lock daemon 
BWNFSD. which al o ships with BW
NFS. When we swapped BWNFSD for 
LOCKD , the combination of NFS / 
Share and BW-NFS clients played the 
locking game correctly . This was the 
on ly Mac/PC combination that did 
work , however, since the other DOS
based NFS clients we tried do not recog
nize BWNFSD . However , lnterCon 
Systems says that , by the time you read 
this , NFS/Share I . I will support Sun's 
LOCKD . 

In genera l, PC clients shouldn ' t have 
any trouble interoperating with each 
other and with Unix hosts if you've got 
the right lock daemon . But note that Sun 
doesn't di tribute the source code for 
LOCKD, while Beame & Whiteside 
does ship the source for BWNFSD . If 
your Unix host isn ' t a Sun , you might 
need to go with BW-NFS in order to ac
quire a lock daemon . However, that 
choice limits the types of clients that you 
can attach to the host to those compat 
ible with BWNFSD. The si tuat ion is 
fluid at the moment , so check carefully 
with your dealer before you buy . 

·visible zones , and monitor routing tables. 
To use NetWare' s file and print ser

vices , AppleShare clients need run only 
the softwa re required to connect to a 
Mac-based AppleShare server: Sys tem, 
Finder, Chooser , AppleShare Worksta
tion , a nd LaserWriter. As soon as you 
load the necessary drivers and protocols 
on a properly connected NetWare se rve r, 
Mac users can go to their Choosers and 
select the volumes and print queues ex

ported by NetWare . Optionally , Mac cli
ents can run NetWa re-specific Mac util
ities . The NetWare desk accessory gives 
Mac users access to NetWare messaging , 
print-queue monitori ng and control, and 
access rights. T he NetWare Cont rol Cen
ter mimics the graphical system adminis
tration tool s of AppleShare while per
forming essentially the same functions 
as NetWare's SYSCON : user, group, a nd 
account management . 

co111i1111ed 
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We set up queues for a Ale E>cpreoo • tc:l(knovak:I
LaserWriter on the LocalTal k Elle r; dll 'lcw 011Jl onn P1ollh: 

LAN accessible by way of a c;\ 
rlrivrn:router . These LaserWriter 

/ly'ft'/J In.~· queues appeared to all Mac 
dn.~ lnlt:tl'f' 

users in the Chooser and to 
Windows users in the Control 

k11uvnk: /!tu111c/j111lcllPanel ' s printer setup acces
.tilt/ti.'.· lllt' 

sory; they were also avai lable , I . tr rnldf'I 

to DOS users by way of the 
NetWare CAPTURE com
mand. Because the Apple
Talk Print Services module 
creates its own print server 
and queues based on informa
tion you supply in a single 
configuration file , we found 
that AppleTalk-connected 
printers were easier to set up 
than loca l or !PX-connected File Express displays rlze local C drive and a remote directory
printers. on a CompuAdd SS-1 . In a DOS window, a listing ofrhe local 

F drive shows files on a Swan PC running Interactive Systems' 
NetWare Meets Unix Unix, thanks to BW-NFS. The Unix mail reader e lm runs 
Experienced Unix networkers in a Host Presemer session connected to the Swan. Additional 
wil l find NetWare' s new Host Presenter sessions connected to other Unix hosts run as 
TCP/IP services to be very icons, as does Serving FTP, Novell's File Transfer Protocol 
straightforward . Beginners server for Windows. 
may find NetWare NFS an 

- Illa: 
tlc lr 

easier introduction to basic 
Unix networking than Unix itself, 
thanks to superb documentation and 
menu-driven system administration . Net
Ware 3. 11 ' s TCP/IP stack loads and un
loads simply and is able to share an Open 
Datalink Interface-compliant adapter 
with other stacks . The TCP/IP manual 
proceeds from the simple scenario we 
implemented-the NetWare server as an 
IP end-node-to more complex ones: the 
NetWare server operating as an IP router 
and the NetWare server connected via an 
IP "tunnel" to remote NetWare clients. 

An SNMP agent loads with TCP/IP 
and exports various information (IP , 
ICMP, TCP, and UDP statistics; rout
ing , address-translation, and TCP con
nection tables) to SNMP-aware applica
tions . One such application is NetWare's 
own TCPCON, which we used to moni 
tor the NetWare server as well as two 
other SNMP agents : the GatorBox and 
the FastPath. 

With NetWare 's FTPSERV module , 
we enabled Unix hosts to open FTP con
nections to NetWare and transfer files 
back and forth using standard FTP sub· 
commands like put and get. NetWare' s 
line printer daemon (LPD) module made 
the AppleTalk print queues available to 
Unix clients. An entry in the / e t c / 
pr i ntcap file was all our CompuAdd/ 
SunOS machine needed in order to print 
to a LaserWriter on the LocalTalk LAN 
by way of a NetWare queue using the 
Unix lprcommand. 
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NetWare NFS in genera l presents the 
correct face to Unix clients, a lthough 
there are a few subtle exceptions . Once 
we established a mapping from NetWare 
users and groups to Unix users and 
groups, we could use the Unix mount 
command to link directories exported by 
NetWare to the file systems of any of our 
Unix machines. NetWare's NFSADMIN 
presents a menu-driven interface to the 
key administrative text files HOSTS and 
EXPORTS . You can also use it to add 
NFS users and groups ; NFSADMIN will 
automatically enter corresponding users 
and groups to the NetWare bindery. 

One behavior that might surprise Unix 
users concerns file ownership . NetWare , 
unlike Unix, changes ownership as users 
touch files . NetWare NFS follows the 
NetWare rule, so when we used the vi 
editor to change a file in a NetWare
mounted directory , its Unix uid (user ID) 
became that of the current Unix user. 
Since there can be no perfect mapping 
between the two systems , Novell had to 
make severa l choices like this one. None 
struck us as ill -conceived or unworkable , 
and we rate Novell ' s Uni x support as 
very impressive. 

LAN Workplace for DOS 

With Novell's LAN Workplace (LWP) 

for DOS , PCs can establish terminal ses

sions into, exchange files with, run com

mands on, and print files to Unix or 

VMS hosts. The TCP/IP protocol stack 


runs over ODI and can share 
an adapter with the ODl-com
pl iant version of !PX that 
ships with the product. ODI 
works like the packet driver 
and NDIS protocol-multiplex
ing schemes, but because it ' s 
newer, it has less widespread 
support. Novell ships only 
NE2000 , 3Com, and Excelan 
ODI drivers with LWP for 
DOS . 

Novell's TCP/IP kernel for 
DOS weighs in at a trim 20 
KB, although you'll need an
other 20 KB if you load Tel
API, the Telnet substrate that 
LWP' s DOS- and Windows
based terminal emulators use . 
LWP does not include an NFS 
client , but Novell recom 
mends Beame & Whiteside ' s 
BW-NFS-which can talk to 
LWP ' s TCP/ IP stack-as a 
complementary product . We 
tested LWP and BW-NFS 
together . 

LWP also offers a NetBIOS 
that rides on the TCP/IP 

layer. That enables programs written to 
the standard INT 5C interface to com
municate over TCP/IP networks. Com
mend ably , al I three drivers - I PX , 
TCP/IP , and NetBIOS-can unload . 

LWP features a trio of Windows appli
cations: an FTP client (File Express), an 
FTP server (Serving FTP) , and a termi
nal emulator (Host Presenter). File Ex
press wraps a double-paned graph ical 
shell around the FTP subcommands (see 
the screen) . When we opened a connec
tion to a Unix host , bidirectional file 
transfer became a point-and-click affair. 
You are able to search remote directory 
trees, copy trees, and send remote ASCII 
text fi les to the current Windows printer. 

The FTP server runs as a Windows 
task, enabling remote systems to initiate 
file transfers with your PC. If the PC 
connects to both NetWare servers and 
Unix machines , as ours did , Serving 
FTP makes it a nondedicated gateway be
tween the two . Unix clients see the same 
NetWare drives and enjoy the same Net
Ware rights as the PC. If necessary, an 
LWP user can restrict to the PC's local 
and remote drives by means of an autho
rization file . 

Host Presenter makes use of Windows 
3.0 ' s Multiple Documentation Inte rface 
to get elegant multisession terminal emu 
lation. We opened sessions with several 
Unix hosts simultaneously and stowed 
each one as an icon on Host Presenter ' s 
MDI desktop . Host Presenter handles 
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Sun Partner 


T
wo things mark Sun 

Partner as unique. It 

1s the onl y prouuc t 

we h ave see n th a t 

ma kes Unix a client of Ap
pleShare . And it link s Sun 's 
OpenWindows environment 
to AppleShare in ways that 
Mac in ws h users wi 11 in 
stantly comprehend . For ex
a mple, a Choose r an a log 

·.; .n 

called NetFinder lists loca l g ' 

a nd Appl eTai k- att ac hed I·
printers as well as Apple-
Tal k Filing Protocol (AFP) 
servers (see the pho!O). To 
select a printer or mount a 
volume, you point and shoot ......... _.. , 


....:--::i-~·-much as you do on a Mac. 

·2 

Uni x version of Wingz, and 
then move it to the Mac. 
Since native Uni x files don' t 
have resource fo rk s i n 
which to stas h icon da ta. 
won 't the icon get lost in 
transit? In many cases , yes . 
However, multiplat form ap
pl ica tions suoh as Wingz, 

= G' + FrameMa ke r, a nd Word
= __:_: + 

Perfect like to stamp the ir 
+ 	 data f iles with creator and 

type tags. Partner scans the 
tops of files headed from 
Unix to AFP volumes fo r 
these tags and , using its own 

= _s[j + bi nder data base . crea tes 
= ~· + Mac icons when possible . 
: ... J+ Partner can publish print 
= ~. + 

That 's a step in the right di 	 qu e ues as well a s AFPSun 's File Manager displays a folder exported by a System 7. 0 
rection for SunOS , which. 	 se rvers. We exported both Macimosh. A shelltool instance shows the contents 
despite OpenWindows, de loca l and network printe rs of the fo lder as seen from the traditional Unix perspective. 
mands that users master a 	 to each of our AppleTa lk The icons that appear in the folder also show 11p in the Sun 's 
lo t of Be rke ley Sta nda rd 	 zones by way of queues deBinder root, so SunOS users can associate Unix applications 
Distribution lore . 	 f in ed in a not he r Pa rtnerwith them. NetFinder lists the Apple Talk printers available 

Partner can export multi 	 database . You use normal on the net work , including those exported to Mac clients 
ple AF P se rvers, each of 	 Uni x commands like lpq to by Sun Partner. 
which ca n present mult iple manage these queues. Mac 
volumes (Unix directories). c lient s of Pa rtne r get the 
You can specify the AppleTalk zone in binder to associate the patte rn *. WK Z sa me level of queue control as normal 
which each AFP server appears. If you with the Wingz icon and the Wingz pro AppleShare clients: none . 
register a Mac client as a Uni x user, g ram . Partner achieves the same effect, 
Partner publishes the user ' s Uni x home by sleight of hand, when you point Sun ' s Seeing Is Believing 
directory along wi th its other exports . file manager at a Macintosh directory. From a Un ix perspect ive. Partner may 
The home directory becomes a pri vate When mapping Mac fi lenames into the seem anachronistic. The progra ms that 
volume visible only to its owner. Like Unix file system, Partner tacks on type Info rmation Presentation "Iechnolog ies 
all nonnative AppleShare servers, Part and creator tags . For example, a Wingz (IPT) c ites as demonstrations of Macin
ner has to emulate the resource/data du document that we created on a System tosh-to-Sun interoperability- Wingz 
ality of the Mac file system. An .rsrc 7 .0 Mac as REVEN UE beca me . when a nd Fra me Make r- ha ppe n to be X 
subdirectory in each folder stores Mac we mounted that Mac fo lder on the Sun , Window System progra ms that work 
document resource fo rks safely out of REVENUE_WKSSWNGZ. Sun Part  across a va riety of Uni x (and other X
the way of Unix users who might other ner then added an entry to the Sun 's conform ing) platfo rms. We were able to 
wise inadvertently trample them. As a binder database mapping the pattern start up Wingz on a Sparcstation and 
result . Mac users get the icon bindings *_WKSSWNGZ to the Wingz icon . make it display on a lmost any Intel, 
they expect when they open fo lders on What if an icon isn't a lready avai lable SPARC , Motorola, o r Mips box in the 
Partne r volumes. on the Sun? Partne r acqui res new icons BYTE Uni x Lab-without ever moving 

on the fly, automatica lly convert ing a data file across the network. 
In a Bind Mac icon resources into Sun icon files . Once you 've seen this stuff work , you 
What's really ni fty is that icon binding It rea lly is transparent , except that every know interoperability isn 't just about 
wo rk s fo r Uni x use rs . too . Open Mac-resident f ile gets a nine-character emulating file servers on foreign hosts. 
Windows binds documents. icons. and suff ix when seen from Unix. Nevert he less , IPT' s approach makes 
applicat ions by way of a text database great sense from the Maci ntosh per
keyed on filename patterns. After in  Lost in Transit? spective . X won' t help va lue-added re
stall ing Wingz on the CompuAdd SS- I. Now suppose you c reate a Wingz docu sellers sell SPARC machines in today's 
for exa mple, we used OpenWindows' ment in a Uni x directory . using the Mac strongholds. Sun Partner will. 
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connection profiles and terminal prefer
ences nicely and provides a very strong 
scripting language. 

LWP supplies DOS ver ions of the 
FTP client, the FTP server , and the ter
minal emulator. Other DOS utilities sup
port remote command execution and 
remote printing. LWP's printing com
mands use a neutral syntax that , by way 
of a configuration file, translates into the 
local commands that Berkeley Standard 
Distribution (BSD), System V, and VMS 

Put an end to software piracy! 

Meet the growing fomily of security keys
from Sottwore Security. 
Each one a specialist at enforcing your 
license agreement in virtually any user 
environment you can think of.Whether it's 
DOS.UNIX. Macintosh or OS/2... whether it's 
a single user installation or a LAN. 
Simply connect the appropriate key lo a 
single usercomputer. or a non-dedicated 
file server in a network. and you control all 
access to yourprotected application. 
Users. however.won't even know it's there. 
The keys ore transparent and won'! 
impact sottwore functionality or the ability 
to make bock up copies. Normal node 
and LAN operations ore unaffected. 

THE ULTIMATE 
PROTECTION 

'1., 
~ 

FOR SOFTWARE 
PUBLISHERS 

~ 
~ 
:!? 

~ 
0 

systems use to print , query queues , and 
delete from queues. You can run all the 
DOS programs in Windows 3 .0 en
hanced-mode DOS boxes if you load the 
Windows virtual device driver that LWP 
provides . 

We were able to run a windowed DOS 
terminal session and a Host Presenter 
terminal session side by side while print
ing to a Unix queue from a second DOS 
window. High-quality documentation , 
reliable behavior, and superb Windows 

Simple.Unassuming.Ever vigilant. Easy 
to incorporate into your application 
package.And quite possibly the most 
profitable hordwore investment a 
sottwore developer con make. 
To find out more. coll:1·800·333·0407 
IN CONNECTICUT CALL 203-329-6870 
FAX 203-329-7428 
EUROPE AND UK: +M 784 43 :)() 60 

SOFTWARE SECURITY~ 
1011 High Ridge Rood 
Stamford. CT 06905 
Proudly Made In the USA 

adaptations of Unix chestnuts like ftp 
and telnet make LWP for DOS a plea
sure to use. 

BW-NFS 
Beame & Whiteside offers a complete 
TCP/IP and NFS implementation for 
DOS . A subset of that product set extends 
NFS client support to LWP for DOS . 
BW-NFS adds the ability to mount NFS 
volumes on PC local drives and to run 
Unix-style commands, such as cat, ls, 
chmod, chgrp, and df, against both local 
and remote drives. The NFS kernel uses 
a relatively modest 48 KB, and we were 
able to high-load it under DOS 5.0 . 

BW-NFS employs a vaguely MS-Net
like syntax for mounting NFS volumes 
and connecting to Unix print queues. 
The familiar NET USE command , for 
example, lists redirected drives and 
printers. With th e Windows network 
driver BWNET.DRV loaded, you can 
mount and unmount NFS volumes from 
within the Windows File Manager. 

Of course, if you are communicating 
to NetWare and Unix concurrently , as we 
were, you will have to choose between 
NETWARE.DRV and BWNET .DRV , 
since Windows can't handle enhanced 
support for two networks at once. We 
particularly liked B&W's exports com
mand , which queries a Unix host for the 
list of mount points that it exports to NFS 
clients. 

PC-Interface for DOS 
In PC-Interface, Locus Computing takes 
a significantly different approach to 
PC/Unix file sharing. PC-Interface , or 
PCI as the company calls it, uses a pro
prietary scheme to set up file sharing , 
print services , and remote computing. 
For a Unix host to act as a PCI server, it 
must be running Locus-supplied dae
mon s that provide the service. This 
might seem like a drawback, but Locus 
has managed to get its server bundled 
with many popular releases of Unix , in
cluding the coming SVR4. 

On the DOS side, PC! is mostly a joy 
to use. To connect to a remote machine, 
you invoke the login program, which 
presents a list of Unix hosts running PCI 
server software . There 's no need to pre
load a list of host names and Internet ad
dresses-welcome relief for users whose 
primary environment isn't Unix. There 's 
also a command-line version of login 
that bypasses the logo and host selection 
screens. Selecting a host , however you 
do it, is enough to get that host 's root di 
rectory (/) mounted as a DOS letter 
drive . From there , you can go anywhere 
you want within the limits of your access 
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Finally. there's a full-powered CADD 
package for those who need to create 
professional designs, but don't want to 

spend a lot of time and money produc
ingdrawings. Generic CADD 5.0 is an 
affordable tool for the busy professional 
who onlywants CADD part of the time. 

GENERIC CADD 
HAS EXCELLENT 
COMMUNICATION SKILLS. 
Whether you 're selling a concept to your 
client , reporting to your management, pas ing 
roughs to the drafting department or just fine
tuning your own ideas, Generic CADD allows 
you to communicate faster. Clearer. Cleaner. 
And you can try out design alternatives you'd 
probably kip if you had to draw them by hand. 

Generic CADD runs on all of the most common 
PCs, including XTs, ATs, 386s and even portables. 
Plus, it's compatible with word processors, desk

top publishers 
and many other 
frequently used 
software pro
grams. Such 
as \VordPerf ect, 
PageMaker and 
a wide variety 
of draw and 
paint packages. 
Increase the 
productivity of 

•;ust -~·nd tlS c/(lt(?{/ pruof o/pun:btlSl' mul 11'R.islml io11 . Ask/oroffi•r •625. o.nt•r [J.OOd ill U.S. and (,imada. 
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"We launch 1000 shuttle trips evenr day
with our LANtastic®network." 

-
.. 

' 

ARTISOFT
TIERS 
"fl1'11if' 1fl l .l .u• 

For more information call Misoft at 
(602) 293·6363, or visit your Artisoft 
Authorized Five Star Dealer 

l:ARTISOFT 
AUTHORIZED 
DEALER 

:01S9tby.A.nl$0(1,lnc. · nghtsreserveo. 
WHast.cis aregi:stl!fediad!! rr.arkcJArtisoh.lnc. 

-John Kindt, President. 
Prime Time Shu"1e. Sun Valley, CA 

On a normal day, Prime 
Time Shuttle makes 1,000 trips 
to and from L.A.'s airports, 
railroad station and harbor. 

With 60 to 90 vans on the 
road , Prime Time Shuttle 
promises service within 15 
minutes of the reservation or 
the ride is free. They keep this 
promise 97%of the time. 

How do they do it? Back at 
headquarters, computers are 
taking reservations, verifying
credit card charges, organizing
driver assignments, tracking
the vans, recording the drivers' 
commissions and updating 
management with constant 
progress reports. 

Kory Washburn , the 
assistant manager of Prime 
Time Shuttle, started with one 
dispatcher's computer. Now 
he's running 30 machines on a 

LANtastic Ethernet system and 
expects to reach 50 nodes 
soon. 

Washburn chose L.ANtastic 
because of the flexibility of its 
peer-to-peer structure. l-le also 
praises Artisoft hardware and 
LANtastic software compatibil
ity with other manufacturers' 
cards and systems. "You can't 
beat the price. And the speed
is incredible , especially the 
way we abuse the system. 

Artisoft tech support stuck 
with us until they solved our 
problems. They were great." 

There's a myth that 
LANtastic is only suited to 
small, simple systems. But 
next time you need a ride from 
LAX , remember · LANtastic is 
the Prime Time network. 

l: ARTISOFT 
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print the output. That's particularly use
ful for mixed networks of BSD and Sys
tem V machines ; the print commands 
and options are very different. 

Also worth noting is PCI's remote 
execution capability. The on command 
directs a remote Unix host to execute a 
command on the DOS client 's behalf. 
While that command is running, it can 
be aborted or placed in the background 
with a keyboard sequence. Remote back
ground jobs are " remembered " and 
managed by the PCI client software , and 
a program called j obs lets you check 
their status or reconnect to a selected 
job. The kill command does what it 
says, sending a Unix signal to a selected 
PCI-spawned remote job. This is a nice 
touch, and the documentation clears up 
some potential user misunderstandings 
about the way DOS and Unix redirection 
and pipes work together. 

Finally , PCI further distinguishes it
self with its carefully crafted Windows 
3.0 support. There 's a catch to that , 
though: PCI uses the networking hooks 
that Microsoft (and other vendors) gave 
it, and some of the interface wrappers are 
ghastly. To mount a new remote drive 
under Windows, for instance, you have 
to use the File Manager. Configuring a 
new network printer is a far worse proce
dure , driving you through a maze of pop
up dialog boxes that offer you little feed
back and not nearly enough on-l ine help . 
But given what it had to work with, Lo
cus did a fine job. 

Of the packages we 've seen, PC-Inier
face offers the most manageable DOS-to
Uni x connection for users who aren't 
schooled in the vagaries of Unix. Both 
the interactive and command-line inter
faces (except in Windows , where Locus 
still did its best) are clear and simple, and 
the connection to the host is fast and 
transparent. 

PCI also offers , for PC users without 
Ethernet cards, the ability to connect to a 
Unix host through a serial port. That has 
its obvious drawbacks , but this , along 
with all the other benefits of PC-Inter
face , bring it high marks for ease of use 
and effectiveness. 

PC-NFS 
Sun Microsystems invented NFS , so it's 
only fitting that it should have its own 
NFS client for DOS machines . At its 
heart , as with some of the other DOS cli
ents reviewed here , is a command-line
driven file-sharing scheme in the MS
Net tradition. That 's not news in itself, 
because the command-line interface is 
downright ugly. What is news about the 
latest PC-NFS is its menu-driven shell , 

rights. Very straightforward, very pain
less. 

The only drawback here is that, be
cause PCI mounts the Unix host's root 
directory, you have to navigate through 
the file-system hierarchy from the top 
to get to where you want to go . That task 
is made a great deal more difficult if 
one of the directory names along the 
way does not fit into the crippled DOS 
eight-dot-three-character , non-case
sensitive format. 

In addition to file sharing, J;>CI offers 
DOS users terminal sessions, remote 
command execution, and print services . 
PCI's em2 program makes a terminal 
connection to a remote Unix host , but un
like TCP/IP-based DOS client software , 
you can connect only to a host that's run
ning the PCI server. 

PCI's print services are basic but ver
satile. When you configure PCJ to send 
DOS printed output to a Unix printer, 
you tell it what Unix command to use to 
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nfsconf. It's a full-screen wrapper that 
handles all the various mounts , di s
mount.s, and printer assignments and 
even lets you set defaults that are auto
matically reinstated when you reboot. 

Throughout, we were impressed with 
nfsconf, enough so that even though we 
knew the command-line interface well, 
we passed over it in favor of the full
screen interface. With nfsconf, we were 
able to modify the settings on a remote 
file system or a printer definition, auto
matically unmounting and remounting it 
to make the changes for us. Now Sun 
needs to concentrate on making Unix 
this easy. 

PC-NFS is also blessed with a suite of 
TCP/IP commands designed after their 
BSD counterparts. These are welcome, 
and we missed them in PC-Interface. 
The ftp, telnet, and rep commands 
and a host of others are implemented and 
are generally well done. We were sur
prised to find that the ftp in PC-NFS is 
significantly more complete than that 
from FTP Software. 

PC-NFS's approach to print sharing is 
sufficient but not as versatile as that of 
PC-Interface (in which a command can 
be specified). In addition to providing 
authentication services, pcnfsd handles 
remote print requests by storing the out
put in a file on the Unix host and trigger
ing the local print service. 

The major twist to PC-NFS is that 
DOS systems running the client software 
can be configured as print servers, fol
lowing the BSD model. Again , this re
quires that you load up a file with the 
configurable particulars for your print
er, but once you have done that, any PC
NFS client can print files on your sys
tem's printer. Moreover, any Unix host 
capable of working with the BSD lpd re
mote printing mechanism is able to get to 
your printer as well. It has its drawbacks , 
like the 130 KB of memory it eats up , but 
it provides a much-needed service . 

PC/TCP Plus and Inter Drive 
FTP Software has long been regarded as 
one of the most faithful implementers of 
BSD-style Unix networking for DOS. 
PC/TCP delivers file transfer, remote 
log-in, mail, and remote command exe
cution services that work exactly as expe
rienced Unix users expect them to. How
ever, PC/TCP concedes little to DOS 
users unfamiliar with Unix networking 
conventions . Of the four DOS-to-Unix 
solutions we looked at, it's the most 
Unix-centric. That can be a plus or a 
minus; it depends , of course, on your 
perspective. 

InterDrive, the optional NFS client, 
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Photo 1: Shiva's Fast Path 5 LocalTalk
to-Ethernet gateway supports AppleTalk 
Phase 1and2, TCP/IP, and DECnet 
Level 1 protocols. Rather than 
implementing an NFS gateway within 
the FastPath , Shiva bundles a copy 
oflmerCon 's NFS/Share NFS diem, 
which runs on each Mac. 

consists of a 57-KB resident kernel and a 
suite of command-line-driven tools that 
you use to mount and manipulate NFS 
volumes. InterDrive's idmnt command 
requires more typing than the others, in 
part because it associates a file-system 
name, as well as a DOS drive letter, with 
the remote volume (the name becomes 
the DOS volume label). You can embed 
profiles of frequently used file systems 
in a configuration file and arrange to 
mount several of these with a single 
mount command. InterDrive won 't help 
you navigate remote systems, however; 
you have to know or be able to discover 
through other means what you are look
ing for. 

We used the generic PC/TCP kernel 
that talks to the packet driver interface 
FTP Software helped invent. Don't be 
fooled by the ominous label "Unsupport
ed Network Software" on the disks con
taining the Clarkson packet driver col
lection . These drivers support nearly 
every adapter on the market and are 
among the crown jewels of freely distrib
uted software. A recent fix spans the dif
ference between Ethernet packet framing 
on Unix and on NetWare LANs, so, as 
with LAN Workplace for DOS , we were 
able to communicate with Unix and Net
Ware hosts at the same time. 

Although PC/TCP 's services don't 
hook into the Windows interface, there is 
a virtual device driver that enables com
mand-line utilities to run in enhanced
mode DOS boxes. We ran the FTP serv
er, ftpserv, in a background DOS 
session and accessed it from a Unix host 
while conducting a foreground telnet 
session with another Unix host . This set
up , which you can use as a poor man's 
NetWare-to-Unix file transfer gateway , 
benefits from ftpserv's ability to handle 

multiple Unix clients concurrently. 
Like the Berkeley mail program it em

ulates , FTP Software's mail lets you 
name your own text editor-we're always 
glad to avoid vi. Also included is a ver
sion of tar, which you can use to back up 
a DOS directory tree directly to a tape 
drive on a Unix host. 

Printing support comes in two flavors . 
With l pr, we shipped print jobs to LPD 
servers on NetWare and on several Unix 
hosts and then used lpq to monitor the 
remote queues. There's also a print re
director that you can use to point a PC's 
parallel port at a Unix host, specifying 
the program responsible for sending data 
to the host. PC/TCP does not , however, 
offer an LPD server for DOS, as does 
Sun's PC-NFS . 

FTP Software also offers an OS/2 ver
sion of PC/TCP that includes LPD, Tel
net, and NFS servers along with versions 
of all the client-side programs that are in 
the DOS package. So if IBM's forthcom
ing OS/2 2.0 lights your fire , you won't 
have to sacrifice the Unix connectivity 
FTP Software so capably provides under 
DOS. 

FastPath 5 
The FastPath 5 is a dedicated hardware 
gateway and router that joins LocalTalk 
and Ethernet LANs and handles Apple
Talk Phase I and 2 , TCP/IP , and DEC
net Level I protocols. The FastPath is a 
small box with diagnostic and traffic 
LEDs on the front panel and a mini-DIN
8 LocalTalk connector and power switch 
on the back (see photo I) . An ingenious 
internal connector accommodates thick
wire , thin-wire , IOBase-T , or Apple 
Ethernet Cable System interfaces ; you 
simply plug in the appropriate trans
ceiver module . 

The basic system includes either thin 
and thick Ethernet modules or a !OBase
T module . Inside , a 10-MHz 68000 pro
cessor handles address resolution and 
protocol translation , and a dedicated 10
MHz Z80181 110 processor increases 
LocalTalk throughput. The unit comes 
with 128 KB of ROM and 512 KB of bat
tery-backed RAM , which is expandable 
to 8.5 MB . The RAM holds the routing 
table information and allows the Fast
Path to reconfigure itself after a power 
failure. The ROM boots the FastPath; 
the operating code resides in static RAM 
(SRAM). 

This design lets you install software 
enhancements and fixes by downloading 
new code images rather than replacing 
ROM chips. That's a blessing for manag
ers whose networks include dozens of 
FastPaths. When it is installed on an 
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AppleTalk Phase 2 network , the Fast
Path starts up in auto-configure mode , 
snooping on network traffic for routing 
information and zone names from other 
gateways. If you ' re joining one Local 
Talk and one Ethernet segment together 
and trust the default AppleTalk zone 
names that the FastPath assigns , gateway 
installation is practically a plug-and-play 
affair. Auto-configuration only goes so 
far , however. If you're using the unit to 
connect large network s with multipl e 
zones and gateways , you' ll have to sit 
down and supply most network informa
tion manually . 

The Shiva Net Manager 2.0 and Fast
Path Manager 5 .3 help you enter infor
mation and manage the gateway. Both 
applications let you set up , retrieve , and 
change the routing tables; display an ac
tivity log; set a gateway password; and 
update the operating code in SRAM. The 
Net Manager also helps you keep !rack 
of the network. The FastPath supports 
SNMP and includes four Management 
Information Bases (MIBs): Internet 
Standard, AppleTalk Experimental , 
Ethernet, and Shiva Enterprise. 

The Net Manager tries to put a friend
ly face on a complicated procedure. 
Checkboxes let you select routing op
tions. The Mac interface implies that 
you're free to change settings at will, but 
this isn ' t the case . For example, past a 
certain point the Net Manager informs 
you that it hasn' t downloaded new Apple
Talk zone names to the FastPath . This is 
apparently a safety feature, since you can 
severely addle a network if you alter 
AppleTalk zones and network addresses 
on the fly . This happens frequently when 
you ' re fumbling through your first in
stallation . You'll want to follow one of 
the many step-by-step examples in the 
manual s to configure the FastPath prop
erly. 

The FastPath also includes a coupon 
for a free copy of NFS/Share, InterCon ' s 
NFS client software for Macs . With 
NFS/Share , Unix workstation volumes 
resemble AppleShare volumes in the 
Chooser , and Mac users connect and ma
nipulate files by pointing and clicking. 
The free copy is for one user: InterCon 
sells additiona l copies for $295 per user , 
or $2200 for 10 users . 

NFS/Share runs on top of MacTCP 
1.0 . 1, Apple 's TCP/IP software. Mac
TCP adds some wrinkles to what might 
have been a seamless file-sharing pro
cess . The network manager must install 
and configure MacTCP on every Mac. 
MacTCP also has problems with System 
7 .0 : You must put the INIT in the System 
folder (not the Extensions folder) , and 
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Photo 2: Cayman Systems' GatorBox 
CS is a Loca!Talk-to-Ethernet gateway. 
Optional GatorShare software turns 
the device into an NFS gateway for 
Ma c clients. 

you can ' t dismount an NFS workstation 
volume by dragging its icon to the Trash
can. If both your Macs and Unix work
stations already share a single Ethernet, 
however , you can use NFS/Share without 
the FastPath router. 

Cayman Systems GatorBox CS 
The GatorBox is another combined gate
way and router that connects Loca lTalk 
and Ethernet networks; it too supports 
AppleTalk Phase 1 and 2, DECnet Level 
1, and TCP/IP protocols . The unit re
sembles a large high-tech bookend , with 
diagnostic LEDs up front and a serial 
port , LocalTalk port , thin Ethernet con
nector , and thick Ethernet connector at 
the rear (see photo 2) . The GatorBox' s 
10-MHz 68000 CPU handles transaction 
processing. The operating code and con
figuration information fit into 1 MB of 
nonvolatile flash EPROM. This lets the 
GatorBox resume operation automati
cal ly after a power failure and lets you 
upgrade or fix the operating code by 
downloading a new code image. The 1 
MB of RAM (expandable to 2 .5 MB) 
serves as temporary storage for packet 
assembly and routing tables . 

Like the FastPath , the GatorBox star ts 
in an auto-configure mode. It can quick
ly configure itself as an AppleTalk rout
er between a Loca lTalk and an Ethernet 
network. More complex networks re
quire that you manually enter routing in

formation. The Gatorlnstaller and the 
GatorKeeper CS app lications let you up
date a nd manage th e GatorBox from 
either LocalTalk or Ethernet. Gatorin
staller downloads code updates or op
tiona l service software into the fl ash 
EPROM . GatorKeeper CS lets you con
figure TCP/IP protocols, set routing ad
dresses, add zone names, ass ign a gate

. way password , check gateway statu s , and 
retrieve di agnostic messages. 

The GatorBox's built-in Telnet shell 
enables any networked computer to es 
tablish a session and view the unit 's sta
tus, routing tables, and diagnostic log. 
The GatorBox also supports SNMP and 
includes a MIB that supports network 
management tool s from DEC , Sun, and 
Cabletron . For serious problems, you can 
establish a VT!OO termi nal session via 
the serial port and run an extensive suite 
of hardware tests . 

Two optional software packages, Ga
torShare and GatorPrint , extend the Ga
torBox 's capabilities . GatorShare lets the 
GatorBox operate as an AppleShare-to 
NFS gateway : Designated Unix volumes 
appear as AppleShare fi le servers in the 
Chooser. GatorKeeper downloads this 
software to the gateway, configures the 
NFS mount po int s and au thent ication 
method for users, and then restarts the 
Gator Box. 

Mac users access Unix files exactly as 
they would on remote AppleShare vol
umes. Network managers will find Ga
torShare especially att racti ve because it 
consolidates an NFS gateway with in the 
GatorBox. You don't have to insta ll spe
cial software on any Mac clients. The 
$ 1995 price isn' t cheap, but the 1 icense 
allows unl imited users . 

GatorPrint , which is bundled with Ga
torShare, allows Unix systems that use 
the lpr remote printer protocol to print 
to LocalTalk printers. GatorPr int el imi
nates administrati ve hassles because Ga
torBox does the work. 

Adding the GatorBox o r a ny ot her 
gateway to your network without bring
ing it down is a cha llenge. You should 
have all zone name and network address 
information in hand before attempting to 
set it up. You'll a lso need a Uni x wizard 
by your side to supply any Uni x-spec ific 
in format ion, such as the fl avor of TCP/ 
IP , workstation add resses, and NFS 
mount points for GatorShare. 

If you enter an incorrect network ad
dress or zone name, the GatorBox trans
mits the bogus entry to the routing tables 
in every gateway on the network. This re
sults in sluggish network performance 
and can cause outright crashes as Mac 
app lications try to access a nonexi stent 
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zone and time out. Each gateway auto
matically purges bad entries by aging 
them over time and removing them after 
about 20 minutes of inactivity . This 
means that you ' ll either have to be very 
patient when correcting a configuration 
error or coordinate matters so that you 
can reset every router promptly. 

Value Judgments 
If you value transparency above a ll , the 
two most compelling server-side solu
tions are NetWare 3 . 11 and Cayman Sys
tems ' GatorBox with GatorShare . Nei
ther requires any effort on the part of its 
clients. NetWare ' s scope is broader, as it 
encompasses all three classes of client. If 
you want to use GatorShare to hook Macs 
to Unix hosts and also want PCs to play, 
you will need NFS client software for the 

PCs. On the client side, Locus ' s PC-In
terface and Sun's PC-NFS both do a 
good job of shielding the user from the 
Unix system on the other end of the 
connection . 

Of course, you likely won ' t be starting 
with a clean slate. What you need will be 
a function of what you already have . If 
NetWare is already the hub for your DOS 
and Mac clients and you want to integrate 
Unix workstations, NetWare NFS is a 
solid- but very pricey-solution. IfUnix 
is already a strong presence in your envi
ronment , there's no shortage of client
side products for PCs and Macs . From a 
Mac perspective , the gateways will kill 
two birds with one stone: They make 
AppleTalk networks manageable and pro
vide a substrate for Unix connectivity. 

While many technical problems are 

now solved, interoperability still isn't as 
painless or as automatic as we'd like . 
The future looks bright , however, be
cause most of these products do work 
hard to simplify thorny cross-platform 
issues . That's a trend that ' s bound to 
continue , and it can only result in re
duced stress for all who work in mixed 
environments. • 
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SOFTWARE 

The Next Best Thing to the Paperless Office 

HOWARD EGLOWSTEIN 

Businesses would simply fall apart if 
it weren't for purchase orders, time 
cards, payroll sheets, and other 

printed forms. Unfortunately, the vol
ume of paper generated can drown a 
healthy business. Office automation 
can't quite eliminate paperwork-the pa
perless office remains a myth-but auto
mating forms processing can help stem 
the overwhelming flow of paper. Until 
the paperless office arrives, we'll settle 
for an effortless form. 

For this review, I looked at eight best
selling forms packages that handle the 
complete forms process, from composi
tion to data collection. These products 
allow you to design forms on-screen, 
present them electronically to people in 
your office who regularly fill out forms, 
and collect form data in a central data
base. 

Fish, Fowl, or Form? 
Forms packages are hard to categorize. 
They combine desktop publishing ele
ments with database processing features. 
However, they don't have quite enough 
flexibility in either their layout tools or 
their database functions to completely 
replace more conventional DTP or data
base products. For example, a full data
base manager usually has a dedicated 
programming language to do sophisti
cated data manipulation; with the excep
tion of Bloc Development' s F3, these 
packages don't. 

The database functions in most forms 
packages allow you to have a given field 
filled in with data from an external data
base , but only through simple lookup 
functions . A programming language lets 
you create a field's contents through 
complex calculations . 

So when do you need a forms package, 
when do you need a database, and when 
should you choose DTP software? Before 
you consider a forms package, consider 
whether your data-handling needs re
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quire a full-blown database. If you don't 
care how nice your data-entry screens 
look, you may find that database soft
ware gives you better control over data 
management. If you don't need to fill in 
your forms electronically, you would 
have more control with a DTP package; 
however, you' ll have to climb a steep 
learning curve and may end up spending 
more money. 

At the minimum, all forms products 
will give you a graphica·I design tool to 
create on-screen templates that look like 
the forms that you already use in your 
office. Once you have arranged all the 
text and graphics, the field definition 
tools take over, letting you assign data 
types and formats to each of the data 
fields. 

Database functions vary from package 
to package. All the products let you ac
cess other forms to look up simple vari
ables. Sophisticated products like F3 also 
give you a programming language and 
direct manipulation of linked databases. 
For example, most order forms have the 
customer's name and address. When you 
enter a customer number in one field, the 
software automatically fills in the cus
tomer's name and address. Likewise, a 
part number can automatically call up a 
product's description and price and cal
culate the final price with shipping 
charges. 

You can also use these packages as out
put handlers for existing databases. If 
you can export databases to ASCH or 
dBase format, most of these packages 
will import data directly into the proper 
fields . Consider the difficulty of the al
ternative-trying to get your database 
software to place printed output precise
ly into little boxes on preprinted forms. If 
you need to integrate the forms package 
with an existing database, check its list 
of features in the table to see if it supports 
your database format. Using form soft
ware could also save tons of money by al

lowing you to print forms only as you 
need them, eliminating the stockpile of 
preprinted forms. 

Forms software uses terminology bor
rowed from the database, DTP, and 
forms design industries. A form field is 
analogous to a database field, and a form 
is a collection of fields and graphical ele
ments. Data fields hold character or nu
meric data, sometimes restricted to spe
cific formats (e.g., date and ZIP code). 
A picture field is a restricted character or 
numeric field that has to follow a user~ 
defined format. For instance, if you 
wanted to specify that an item's 
price is to be displayed as a 
five-digit number 
with commas 



and cents, you might specify 
$ZZ,ZZ9.99 as a picture. The$ inserts a 
leading dollar sign, each Z will be re
placed by a digit with leading zeroes sup
pressed, and each 9 will be replaced by a 
digit even if it's zero . 

Most of these packages split the forms 
management job into two pieces. The 
forms design software gives you drawing 
tools to lay out your fields and graphics. 
You save the finished form to 
disk and then load the 
form-filling soft
ware to enter 

the data. The form filler is usually 
smaller than the design software and less 
demanding of computer resources. Most 
offices will have one or two people creat
ing the forms and a larger group entering 
the data. 

In some cases, the design and filler 
software are sold separately; others com
bine them in one package. For large orga
nizations where few people design the 
forms, the separate packaging may save 
some money. 

Although they promise similar capa
bility , these products run on a variety of 
platforms. F3 Forms Automation System 

from Bloc Development and FormGen 
Plus from FormGen both run under 

MS-DOS and support a wide selec
tion of graphics display modes and 

printers. 
If your computer runs Win

dows , you might want to con
sider one of the Windows

based packages reviewed 
here: Ventura Software's 
FormBase, FormWorx's 

Form Publisher , Jet 
Form ' s JetForm De

sign, or Delrina 
Technology's Per

form Pro. These 
four take advan

\'TE ACTION SUMMARY 

• 	 FORMS PROCESSING SOFTWARE 

•	 WHAT IT DOES 
Forms software gives you tools to 
create form-like templates on
screen, to fill in data and provide 
a simple interface to databases. 

• 	 LIKES 
Electronic forms processing 
provides a convenient way to 
computerize a paper operation 
with a minimum of retraining. 

•	 DISLIKES 
Some products hove awkward 
user interfaces that don't conform 
to Macintosh or Windows 
conventions. 

•	 RECOMMENDATIONS 
Informed wo~ my overall favorite 
for ease of use. Of the PC 
packages, JetForm Design 
combines the best group of 
funct ions with the most Windows
like interface. 

tage of the Windows environment to give 
you large-screen support and access to a 
wider selection 6f printers. 

Finally, I have included two Macin
tosh products: SmartForm from Claris 
and Informed from Shana. Both are Sys
tem 7.0 compatible; Informed uses Sys
tem 7.0 ' s Publish/Subscribe mechanism 
to link forms to other Macintosh applica
tions. 

Borland 's ObjectVision, though some
times considered a forms package, does 
not quite fit in with this group. Object
Vision 's target market consists of end 
users seeking to develop Windows appli
cations. Unlike forms software, Object
Vision treats forms not as target results 
but as devices for providing a starting 
point and a consistent user interface for 
developed applications . 
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FORMS SOFTWARE FEATURES 

Table 1: Forms packages offer a variety oflayout and design tools , and varying levels ofsupport for electronic forms. 
(• =yes; O=no) 

Product name F3 FormBase FormGen Plus Form Publisher Informed JetForm PerForm Pro SmartForm 

Version 1.3a 1.1 5.5 2.0 1.2 2.21 1.1 version 2 
Prices Designer.51495 

Pro Designer. S3000 
Filler.S300 

5495 $279 $195 Designer.5295 
Manager,5195 

$495 $495 Designer,$399 
Assistant. S49 

System requirements PC (266 ex higher): 
640 KB RAM; EGA, 

VGA,a selected 
Super VGA; hard 

PC running 
Windows;hard 
drive;mouse: 

DOS3.1 

PC(XT ex AT); 
hard drive ;mouse; 

0053.2; 
Hercules, CGA. 

PC running 
Windows;hard 
drive;mouse: 

0053.1 

Mac Plus; 
System 6.0.3; 

hard drive 

PC running 
Windows;hard 
drive:mouse; 

0053.1 

PC running 
Windows;hard 
dnve:mouse; 

0053.1 

Mac Plus; 
System 6.0.x; 

2SOO.KB floppy 
dnves 

drive; mouse; EGA,orVGA 
0053.1 

Field layout 
Graphics fields 

Multiple page lcxms 
Calculated fields 
Mandatcxy fields 
Comb fields 
Bar codes 

Design Tools 

• 
••••0 

Windows 
Clipboard

•••0 
0 

• 
•••0 

Code39 

0 

0

••0
• 

• 
••••0 

0 

•••0
• 

• 
••••• 

• 
••••0 

Graphical elements TIFF 
bmat 

0 PCXorTIFF 
famat 

PCX.TIFF, ex 
MSPformat 

EPSF, PICT. ex 
TIFFlamat 

PCX, MSP.cx 
TIFFfamat 

GEM , PNT. PCX. 
BMP. EPSF.cx 

Clipboard. P1CT 
format 

Graphics tools 
Step and repeat 
Color suppcxt 
Gnds 
Curscx status 
Registration maiks 

tm8ort formats 
elimited ASCII 

dBase 
Lotus 1·2·3 
Other 

•••••• 
••0 
one 

0 
0

•••0 

•••None 

Lines only

••••0 

•0 
0 

None 

•••••0 

••0 
Formatted 

•••••• 
•0 
0 

Informed 

••0
••0 

••0 
Formatled 

TIFFfamat

•••••• 
••0 
0 

••0•0 
0 

0 
0 
0 

None 
ASCII Exchange ASCII 

Ex8eort formats 
limited ASCII 

dBase 
Lotus 1·2·3 
Other 

••0 
None 

•••None 

••0 
None 

••0 
None 

•0 
0 

Informed 
Exchange 

••0 
None 

••0 
None 

•••SmartForm Merge, 
OIF 

Printer support 
Ootmatrix 
HP LaserJet 
PostScripl 

0 

•• 
••• 

••• 
••• 

••• 
••• 

••• 
•0
• 

F3 Forms Automation 
System 1.3a 
Bloc Development 's F3 Forms 
Automation System comes in 
three parts: the forms design package, a 
forms design/mapping package, and a 
form filler. In most cases, a few people 
in your office would make use of the de
sign package to create the form layout , 
and another person might use the design/ 
mapping package to assign data fields to 
the form . Most people would only need 
to use the form filler package to enter the 
data. 

F3 leans toward complete, enterprise
wide forms automation. It 's designed for 
large companies to handle the thousands 
of forms that these firms need in order to 
operate . It 's also expensive; the forms 
design package is $1495, the design/ 
mapping package is $3000, and filler 
software sells for $300 per copy. But you 
may only need to equip one workstation 

in your art department with the design 
software and one in MIS with the map
ping software . 

Bloc 's Pilot program will get you up 
and running with a single copy each of 
the design and design/mapping software 
and 50 copies of the filler software. In 
addition, the program includes profes
sional design serv ices for your first five 
forms and tra ining , for a total cost of 
$25,000 . 

F3 is predominantly keyboard-based . 
About half of the design functions are 
avai lable through pull-down menus ; the 
other half require function keys or con
trol-key combinations . I'd rather have 
the option of pulling down any function 
through a menu or having all the com
mands mapped to control keys . Having to 
switch between the menus and the key
board is annoying . 

Interface aside, F3 is a capable forms 
package. The basic tool set lets you draw 

rectangles and rules, and it lets you place 
text and graphic files. Unlike the other 
packages in this review, however, F3 
won ' t let you control the data flow and 
database access without some program
ming. Most forms design software lets 
you select a database filename , shows 
you a list of the fields , and lets you make 
your link with a mouse-click or two. 
Specifying the actions of fie lds in F3 re
quires programming in Blade, Bloc 's 
Pascal-like programming language (see 
screen 1). Blade gives you more control 
over the linkage , but it requires a bit 
more effort on the part of the forms 
designer. 

According to Bloc, F3 provides auto 
mation control far beyond that of the 
other software I reviewed . Filler mod 
ules are available for severa l platforms, 
and the system is designed to allow 
smooth flow of information throughout 
the forms-handling process. 
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Buy Perform 

form 


software and 

getan 


inforrnation 

• processmg 


system free. 


It goes without saying that businesses and organizations of 

every kind and size - as well as individuals - use forms 

every day to collect and process information. Dozens, 

hundreds, and sometimes even thousands of different 

paper forms. 

But are paper forms really the most efficient way to 

process information? We think not. 

II 
Because now there's Perform ... software which 

allows you to design and fill forms electronically - efficiently and 

automatically, using the PCs you already have. 

More versatile than you could ever Imagine. 

The way Perform works is simple. So simple in fact that virtually anyone can 

become a forms design expert in a matter of hours. With Perform you quickly 

create "intelligent" forms that automatically calculate and fi ll pre-programmed infor

mation, with the power of a spreadsheet - at the touch of a key. 

But as easy as it is to use, and inexpensive to own, award winning Perform is 

much more than a form design and filling package. Perform can be a data entry 

link to your corporate database, for example. Or provide the core of a comprehen

Product Feature PerForm PerFormPRO 

WYSrN'IG 
Add tlonaJ filler products 
Mu~·plalfoim fillers 

·-ASCIVdBASE database 
export/import 

Read/Wrile di rec~y 10 dalabase 
lnteflgent field calaJlallon feature! 
Electronic security 
Fastmode for form fill ing 
Suppon for printer macros 

and canridges 
Color support 
Fon1 software included 
On·:fle.fly fOlll sca6ng 
Over t00 standard forms included 
Suggested Ust price 

GEM (riduded) 

y~ 
no 

yes 
no 
9 
no 
yes 

no 
no 
yes 
no 
yes 

$149 

Windows3.0 
yes 
yes 

yes 
yes 
74 
yes 
yes 

yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 

S295 

sive company-wide informa

tion processing system, 

complete with an 'electronic 

signature feature which 

ensures total data security. 

When you buy Perform 

for form design it's like getting 

an information processing 

system freel 

Perform is versatile and 

powerful enough to enable you to automate the information processing needs of 

an entire organization. Or you can put it to work in a single department or work

group, or even in a home office. 

How much Pe~orm do you need? 

There are two versions of Perform. To find out which is right for you, refer to 

the table in this ad. And whether you 

choose Perform or Perform PRO,C:\1.1. YOUR Ll1\.:AlllE:\l.ER Tllll:\ Y lll\ 
r:rn ORllERlt\l; !NrOR~ I:\TIOt\ CALL 

you have taken an important step 1..800.. 268..6082 
towards improving the way your 

(Jl1.[l:\ YNO l l:\SSLE llLARt\NTEE 
business or organization handles 

Information. For more information on Perform and Perform PRO, ask your dealer . 

Or call tol~free today. 

PafORM l'RO 

- Software For Irnproved·---· -· Office Performance 

PcrForm and Perform PRO © 199 1 Dclrina Technology, Inc. A ll rights reserved . 
A ll prOOuct names mentioned arc trademarks of their respective owners. Circle 161 on Inquiry Card . 
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FormBase 1.1 
Ventura Software 's FormBase fl 
($495) has a Spartan interface. , 
There isn't any toolbox to ' 
speak of. To create an object on your 
form , you pick a spot, click with the 
mouse, and enter a field name. Then you 
tell FormBase what kind of field you 
want and set the size and other param
eters . That 's not the way a Windows 
package is supposed to work. 

Any place on a form that will be used 
for data entry is treated as a data field. 
FormBase data fields can consist of one 
of a number of standard data types . In 
database terminology , the form itself is a 
database record; data fields on the form 
become database fields . Data tables han
dle larger blocks of tabular data, and if 
you need to break a field down further, 
you can define a field to look like another 
complete form . Putting forms within 
forms gives you control over your data
base structure that none of the other 
packages offers. For output, FormBase 
supports ASCII , Lotus 1-2-3, and dBase 
file formats . 

FormBase's weakness is its complete 
lack of graphics drawing tools . There's 
no tool for drawing rectangles; you have 
to define a field with no data and specify 
a border. If you need a single horizontal 
or vertical line, you specify just part of 
a border. You can place graphics, but not 
circles and arcs. FormBase 's limited 
graphics capability makes it hard to re
produce existing forms . 

FormGen Plus 5.5 
When you run FormGen, you Ii 
start with a blank screen and ' 
simply paint the image of the ' 
form with cursor keys . Like F3 , Form
Gen uses function keys for most func
tions , and if you forget the key assign
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Screen 1: F3 's 
programming 
language, Blade. 
To access another 
database from 
within afield, you 
have to write some 
code. Searching 
011 a first name to 
look up the last 
name requires 
only a few lines. 

ments, the pull-down menus won't 
help-only about half of the functions 
can be accessed through the menus. I 
found it easier to abandon the mouse and 
stick with the keyboard . 

After you paintthe form's image, you 
switch to another editor to define the 
form regions . Regions need not corre
spond with the graphical elements of the 
form image. Each region can be one of 
several data types, a graphical image, or 
a database lookup. 

To enhance printing on Hewlett-Pack
ard LaserJets and compatibles, FormGen 
includes Glyphix , a font-generation 
package. The test documents I sent to an 
old LaserJet Plus printed beautifully. 

FormGen, which lists for $279 , is 
small and quick, but there are a few 
things you may not like. When defining a 
calculated area, you have to specify re
gions by number. Instead of letting you 
specify, for example, Total Price as 
Quantity * Unit Price, FormGen re
quires the numeric reference [ 27 ] * 
[30]. FormGen's screen shows region 

Screen 2: 
lnformed's 
specification 
toolbox. To set the 
height ofthe 
lightly shaded 
rectangle, I typed 
in a measurement 
of 1/i inch. Note 
also that selected 
corners are 
rounded 011 the 
various fields. 

numbers , but the lack of named regions 
makes FormGen needlessly difficult. 
The character-mode erutor and graphics
mode preview also require too much 
mode switching for my taste. 

FormPublisher 2.0 
FormWorx ' s Form Publisher fl 
for Windows ($195) is another , , 
package that separates the 
forms layout from data-field mapping. 
The layout package, Form Publisher, has 
a full complement of drawing tools , 
broken down into four tool palettes. The 
Draw palette lets you choose between 56 
predefined objects. Paint , Text , and 
Data take care of colors, text styles, and 
data fields. Unfortunately , the user in
terface isn 't very effective without a 
color monitor. Each of the different ob
ject types is coded in a different color, 
and trying to distinguish between them 
on a monochrome monitor is almost im
possible. 

After you finish your layout, Form 
Publisher prepares your form for the Fill 
& File package. Form Publisher can also 
output your form as a Printer Control 
Language printer macro , allowing you to 
merge finished forms with an established 
database. You download the macro to 
your printer before running the database 
manager and then have the database soft
ware activate the macro before printing 
the data. The printer automatically re
creates the form , and the database soft
ware fills in the blanks. This is a neat 
idea, but it will only work on HP-com
patible printers . 

The Informed Series l.2 
The Informed Series from Ii 
Shana consists of Informed De- ' 
signer ($295) and Informed 
Manager ($195). Designer takes care of 
the forms layout, and Manager handles 
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Form's other elements, you'--------'._~-
lo 

I ' II 

ro,orooK 

. ... 

9 "0 2 1 1theUd::~keen\~;'; ny of th c re - ..,..y._ r-,. n"-' ,,,m , ' "~~· ' " · ~~0~""o '"' s.•"'":/1r-.,,,111_,,,- :-=-r-~,,-.-,i-:-~--,:,~~n ° ~·~~~ ,. · F""P•"" select the tool from the tool
viewed packages, Informed box a nd place the e lement 

J 
with a click-and-drag motion .-i_J ' · i·r•r.. ~.,,. ""v ·"" =~" 'CJE:J(~nd the other Macintosh " ·1 '""' ·····=r'CT•'!· __. ·.. oK .


package , SmartForm from J l!'_) The Readout option sur


i 1Claris) sta)•ed true to the con- J J ""·"' ·"" "''" '1il1 """''' (TTu11 
u i;ancel l rounds the cursor with a con

<.:..:;_; 

stantly updated display of the~~~~~~ ~~e~i~~!~;~~:S.a~~ :rl• 00<~ Font : 12.u Pt. Ho ~Courie,. • ula,. cursor position . When you are11-J Justify : fo p Kignl I Line Spacing : 6. oo.. I !Ji. 
a result , I was able to start up :J x 1targlro : 0 . 02·0 In. I v 11arg1n : n. ozo in. drawing, the Relative Read-

Informed and create forms i_"j ,"•·tv ' '.'.."..'..' ____ _ out option shows you the size 
without opening the manua l. _..=: of the object. Other packages 

Besides the standard menu u ; have thi s feature, but having it 
as part of the cursor is espechoices and mouse-clicks, In- ]~ 0~~"''·"" ' Y cictu• ...... .: ",- -i 

formed Designer adds a few ~ 1111 ,, ,. , . ,c 11ox t r1 .. 1., .... • 
11 

Lr1iut___ -----i~ cially handy. 
extra toys to make layout eas- u """', J.•'• ~· •0,. II•«• ~· =[ - - · There are two companion 
. p . k !J 0 0..1.11111 U.lllll' --· I 

0 packages for form filling: the 
nudges a selected object a o Pruter. •"" I llalloot~on : ~ WYSIWYG, Windows-based 
small amount. Selecting a --1 . JetForm Filler/ G , and the 
rectangle gives you the option • ~==~~~=========~~~!!i!!!!E~ character-based JetForm Fil

1er. ressmg an arrow ey . ! · C.i1lc111 ~ tlon : Q1'Y•PR 1cE j -i II 
El

of rounding each corner indi Screen 3: Formatting a data field in JetForm. The field on the ler I C . JetForm Merge , a 
vidually; this level of control right (highlighted in red) is defined as a calculation. Two fourth module , lets you use 
allows you to treat a group of other fields will be multiplied together and placed in the field. information from existing 
rectangles as a single visual databases as form s input. 
object. Merge also lets you print 

Designer 's specification toolbox ports , however, you ' re limited to ASCII filled-in forms from the DOS command 
shows you the current mouse location as or delimited-field formats. line or from a non-DOS machine . 
well as the size and position of the cur It would have been nice if the import/ 
rent object. Other packages di splay this , export feature had been extended to PerForm Pro II 
too, but Designer lets you select the text dBase format as well. Many Macintosh Delrin a Technology's Per-
in the display and relocate elements by database products handle that format di form Pro ($495) has a reason- , ' 
typing in a new location (see screen 2) . rectly , and it would save the user the ably standard Windows inter-
This precise numerical control makes it trouble of redefining all those database face. The toolbox icons are not exactly 
easy to get exact layouts. Shana obvious fields. obvious, but they work as expected. Of 
ly put a lot of effort into Designer's in  particular note is PerForm Pro ' s wide se
terface. JetForm 2.21 lection of bar code types . When youfl 

Designer and Manager are System 7.0 JetForm ($495) has a clean, in- , place a bar code field, you select from 
compatible and support Publish/Sub tuitive interface that works like ' eight different kinds of codes. The bar 
scribe and Apple events to share data that of many other Windows code fields can also be calculated or gen
with other applications and networked packages (see screen 3). To draw a data erated from other databases, so it' s easy 
machines . For simple imports and ex- field, bar code, rectangle, or one of Jet- to make the data on your forms com-
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5201 Patrick Henry Dr. (800) 263-2390 Leominster, MA 01453 San Diego, CA 92128 
P.O. Box 58168 (416) 857-4141 (800) 267-0076 (619) 673-0172 

Santa Clara , CA 95052 fax : (416) 857-4531 (61 3) 594-3026 fax : (619) 673-7672 

(408) 727-8227 Circle 1078 on Inquiry Card. fax: (6 13) 594-8886 Circle 1082 on Inquiry Card . 

fax : (408) 987-7447 Circle 1080 on Inquiry Card . 

Circle 1076 on Inquiry Card . 
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ost business people still view Software to manag their sal s tcnito1i s Otl1 r PC soft.war programs use maps 

maps as a tool u ·cd only for planning 

things like an RV vacation , or tcad1ing 

geography to the kids. At b-atcgi 

Mapping"' wc 'r helping business~ use 

maps to enhanc th ir information 

systems. By linking maps to a dat-abase 

o r spread~h ct on a personal computer, 

we've taken the cl~ i model of an atlas 

into the 2 lst century. Now, ovpr 

20,000 companies - including many of 

the Fortun 500 ar · 

using our Atlas 
Softw are to help make 

critical business cl ·ci
sions l'ur a multi tude 

of reasons. 

Target Marketing - Cornpani ' S such 
as Genernl Foods, Prudential Insurance 

and American Express arc leveraging 

tl1 ir sales and marketing program dollars 

with Atlas Ii.ware by focusing on the 

1ight rustomcrs - in al l the right 

locations. 

Sales Territory Management 
· ny, 3M and Easbrnn Kodak use Alias 

more effectively - max:imi7ing prolit5. 

ite Selection - Citibank, Kaiscr

p 1111ancntc and Pizza Hut ar taking 

the guesswork .out of selecting new 

bu.sine · location; by u ing Atlas 

Software. 

Distribution Planning - F deral 

Expi·css, Miller Br wing and Coca-Cola 

arc 1-a<l ically improving productivit} and 

cffiden · with Atla5 Software - making 

certain that deliveries arc on time, and 

on budget. 

Research shows tl1at 85% of business 
clataba5es contain critical location based 

inl(irmation , yet most busin sscs fail to 

view tl1eir information geographically. 
With Atlas Software , you can ,·isua lize 

your database, and even print high 

quality map graphics and database 

repo1ts - ad<ling sizzle to your 

presentations. 

to display data, but only Stratcgi 

Mapping, Inc. provide tl1e combination 

of power, case of w· and 

affordability that has 

made us the 

leader in desk-..._,,.~"'~'!~ 

top mapping 
sin 19 4. 

Call us today for a 

free Deskrop Mapping 
Guidebook and demo disk. 

You 'll s e why we were rated 

# I by PC IVeek - and why MacUser 
gave us their 5 mice rating. 

NfW! 
CALL: 408/985-7400 PRODUCTS fDRFAX: 408/985-0859 aas. MAC AND 

WINDOWS! 
Strategic Mapping, Inc. 
4-030 Moorpark A vc., uite 250 

San Jose , CA 95 11 7 

Str.th·gk M.1pping is .1 n -gi\h-rt'C I tr.td<·mark uf :lr.itcgic 
M.1ppi11g,, Im:. J\ 11.~ Soliw,in· i ~ ,\ tr.td t.:mark of S1r,11'-·gil· 
~bppin).!, Inc. 199 1 °lTJtl-gic Mapping, In . All righu 
n.~T\l"Cl 
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FORMS PACKAGES 


PROTECT YOURSELF FROM DATA LOSS 

PARALLEL STREAM II 

~__,,......_______ 
PORTABLE 

TAPE BACKUP 

SYSTEM THAT 

NEEDS NO 

CONTROLLER 

BOARDS 

ANew Generation of Portable Tape ANew Direction in Data Protection 
Backup Systems 

The Parallel Stream II supports all The Parallel Stream ll is ideal for 
IBM compatible computers that all your backup needs because it 
utili ze the MS/PC-DOS operating requires no controller boards 
sy tern. The Paral lel Stream IJ has a in tailed in your computer. no 
data.backup rate of up to 5MB per jumpers or switch sellings 10 

minute through the printer port, up change, no OMA channels lo select 
to 115.2 K Baud through the serial and no complicated setup proce
port and 6MB-12MB through the dure. So whether you ' re backing 
SCSI Port. The Parallel Stream II up a Novell Network or a Notebook 
was designed with ease of use in PC, Parallel Stream II is the an wer. 
mind as well as security by offering Walch for upcoming versions that 
such features as a Dataset Library will support ; Banyan, 3 COM, 
and Pa word Protection. UNIX/Xenix , MS-Windows 3.0 

and Apple Maci ntosh. 

@Olff!;1:1:'J.~E~ 

One Apple Hill• Natick, MA 01760 

Telephone: 508-655-8287 • Fax: 508-655-4066 
1-800-950-9327 

puter-readable. Graphics data fields let 
you place graphical images on your 
forms the same way you would place any 
other data . 

Perform Pro 's distinguishing feature 
is its electronic signature capability. You 
can configure Perform Pro to require 
identification and a password before al
lowing a user to fill in selected fields. If 
the user doesn ' t have a valid password , 
his or her entry is rejected and the field is 
left blank. You can also make a valid en
try lock its field and related fields on a 
form. For instance, you might allow any
one to enter dates and destinations into a 
travel authorization form . Then , as soon 
as a supervisor "signs" the form, dates 
and destinations are locked so that no one 
can add any extra trips . 

SmartForm 1.1version2 Pi 
Claris's SmartForm Designer , 
($399) and SmartForm Assis
tant ($49) are far and away the 
easiest to use of the packages I reviewed . 
A moderately experienced MacDraw 
user could pick up SmartForm and be up 
and running in minutes. 

SmartForm gets the job done . After 
you finish your layout, you save it to disk 
and load it into the SmartForm Assis
tant. The Assistant takes you through the 
fields, fills in the data, and saves the col
lection of forms as a database . You can 
use this database as a source of data for 
other forms or export it in various for
mats for other ~pplication s. 

Forming an Opinion 
One thing that the computer industry 
promises with the graphical interface 
revolution is software that 's easy to use . 
Macintosh and Windows software should 
put similar functions in similar menus to 
cut down the learning curve. 

The two Macintosh products that I 
looked at , SmartForm and Informed, 
come much closer to this ideal than their 
Windows competitors do . SmartForm 
handles more export formats , but In
formed feels more like a high-quality 
drawing package. While both are su
perb , I was drawn to Informed. 

On the PC, I was disappointed that 
most of the Windows packages seemed to 
stray so far from the suggested interface 
standards. Every package will help you 
automate your forms, but JetForm is the 
most like other Windows software and is 
the easiest to use. • 

Howard Eglowstein is a testing editor for 
the BYTE Lab. He is also a desktop pub
lishing consultallf. He can be reached on 
BIX as "heglowstein. " 
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See us at Comdex-Booth #Sl274 

WordScarr:TheMost 

Accurate OCRYou CanBuy. 


AndWe'll Prove It. 

own words so WordScan accurately rec
ognizes unusual or specialized terms. 

Zap figures or text right from a fax 
card to your word processor or spread
sheet. o fuzzy print-outs. oretyping. 
No en-ors.And onlyWordScan has built
in dot- matrix support to read even draft 
quality dot-matrix documents accur
ately. Most OCR products can't do this 
at all or charge you extra. 

Other unique WordScanfeatures 

s get thejob donefastet; better. 


Our unique Pop-Up Verifier'" guarantees the most accurate resultspossible. Proof Clipping,another WordScan timesaver, 

twice as.fast without referring to the originaldocument. 

estarted with the lowest error-rate OCR technologyWin the industry. Then we added exclusive features to 
make WordScan even more accurate.With WordScan you 
get the same state-of-the-art recognition we build into 
our high-end systems at desktop prices. 

Powe1:fulfeatures make WordScan 
even mo1·e accurate. 

Our unique Pop-Up Verifier guarantees the most accur
rate results possible. It pops up an enlarged image of any 
questionable character or 
word so you can proof 
without referring to the 
original document. 

And becau eWord-
Scan uses dictionaries dur
ing recognition,we don't 
·make-mistakes common 
to other OCR products. 
You can even add your 

" WORDSCAN PLUS 

REDEFINES WHAT WE EXPECT 


FROM AN OCR PACKAGE. ITS 


EXCEPTIONAL ACCURACY, WEALTH 


OF FEATURES, AND HANDS-OFF 

DESIGN SET A 

NEW STANDARD:' 
flJflOlb" 
t ""HOIU 

-PC MAGAZINE O...• ·

lets you choose just what you want on 
the page. Text, image, or both.All in one pass. 

DeferredProcessing™lets you scan large documents 
now, but do OCR later so your PC is not tied up. 

Make different documents look the same with our 
exclusive Style Sheet feature. 

Process multiple documents into separate files auto
matically. Just put ablank page between documents and 
WordScan does the rest. 

We'llsendyou theproqf 
To see the results of 
head-to-head, real
world comparison 
tests with the leading 
competitive OCR soft
ware products, or to 
get the name of a dealer 
where you can make the com
parisons yourself, justgive CALERA 
us a call at800-544-7051. RECOGNITION SYSTEMS 

2500Augustlnc Dri\'e, Santa Clara. CA 95054 USA 800-544 -7051;outside USA, 0 -986-8006;FAX 408·986-i 0 

O 1991 Calera Hecognlllon S)~tems, Inc. Calera" ls a regls1ered trademark ofC:tlcra Recognition Sys1ems, Inc. 11\m!Scan, PopUp \~rifler and Deferred l'roccs.llng are trademark.< of Calem Recognition S)stcms, Inc. 
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I 
ZylAB 
oo.v..sonor Information 

Dlmensions, Inc. 

100 Lexington Drive 
Buffalo Grove, Illinois 60089 
(708) 459-8000 
FAX (708) 459·8054 

- uo .. Booth 3434 

0 comDEK/Fall '91 

Call 1-800-544-6339 
Demo disk available 

11\ITE free Demo Download 
OEMOlll!C 617•861 ·9767 

©1991 

•«IU.MSW 
IJ\l.H:.acl.00.............. 
JUlVTlllfl.WI> 

U:CT.a.t.SC. 

"''"""" IUN1.DOC 

"'""'l~S.nct 

~ ....~"""'''_,,,...__.. 
~·lktll•MMt'¥\ll- .... Jrll"-otMtU 
M(IJ"1n.t1•allt11Wl1'4a1•1e1otd'tU..Wr. 
Jk _,, ........,!tiDl!oM• .....,.•• ~ ........... 

O,C•----S.U...=u•......",....,~~.._._ 
"'*'" ............... - .............,,......... lri ,-,........ _,,.....,, ... -. 
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REVIEWS 


SOFTWARE 

Peer LANs Offer a Low-Cost Network Alternative 

BARRY NANCE 

Amanager at a large NetWare instal
lation recently told me that he'd buy 
peer-to-peer LANs for his smaller 

workgroups if he could find one that was 
reliable, easy to administer, and inex
pensive. With these words in mind, I set 
forth to test peer LAN operating sys
tems. I came away impressed . 

In a network of peers , any workstation 
can share its hard disk and printer with 
any other workstation. The users create 
names for their local printers and disk 
volumes and designate them as shareable 
on the network . Other users map printer 
ports and DOS drive letters to these re 
source names from the command line or 
through a menu system. 

Unlike server-based products such as 
NetWare, these products allow you to 
share resources attached to any worksta
tion without going through a central file 
server as an intermediary. Peer LANs 
make it easy to back up each user's hard 
drive . 

I tested the following five products: 
Performance Technology's PowerLAN 
2.10, Accton Technology's LanSoft 
2. 10, WebCorp 's Web 2.55, Artisoft's 
LANtastic 4.0 , and LANstep 1.0 from 
Hayes Microcomputer Products . All pro
vide peer-to-peer services, include E
mail, and will run on a variety of indus
try-standard hardware, from inexpensive 
ARCnet to higher-performance Ethernet 
and token-ring products. Industry-stan
dard network adapters will work with 
NetWare and other high-performance 
LAN operating systems, should you out
grow your peer LAN . 

These products all cost less than Net
Ware 2.2 ($895 for five users ; $1995 for 
10 users) . The exact cost per node de
pends on the number of workstations you 
have , the adapters and cabling that you 
choose, and each vendor's licensing ar
rangement. The features table includes 
the average price per node for a five-user 
LAN, excluding network adapters and 
cabling. It also tells you which products 
will coexist with Windows, how much 
memory you will need for a client-only or 
a client/server configuration , and wheth
er you can load the software in high 
memory under DOS 5.0. Several prod
ucts recognize an attached uninterrupt
ible power supply (UPS) and perform an 

llaJie: fWIYlll[ 
Desa-iption: 

Date last Loged In: 2&-Jul-1!151 
llccount Ixpiration Dato: none 

Passuont: 
Passward Ixpiration Date: none 

Renew Passlllll'd E : 8 

liulber Concurrent W,lns: 18 
tie of • Ins : Select to u;.., or lbli£ 

E E:\ 

Screen 1: 
PowerLAN menus 
let you quickly 
share local drives 
to the network and 
establish access 
rights. 

orderly server shutdown during a power 

failure . Most also support a shared CD

ROM drive, include a print spooler, and 

offer user- and group-level security . 


LAN Exams 

I ran each product through a test suite de

signed to evaluate reliability, application 

compatibility , performance, and peer

to-peer communications (see the figure) . 

The reliability test concurrently copies 

1000 files totaling 15 MB between sev

eral machines to test for file errors under 

load; all products passed this test. 


The compatibility suite of tests checks 
for compliance with DOS file sharing, 
record locking, machine name retrieval, 
and remote drive detection conventions 
specified in the DOS Technical Refer
ence. A LAN operating system that 
passes these tests should work fine with 
Paradox, dBase, FoxPro, Lotus 1-2-3, 
Excel , WordPerfect Office, Microsoft 
Word , and any other application that uses 
DOS file 1/0 functions . 

cominued 

Screen 2: 
LANtastic 's User 
Information 
menu has options 
for establishing 
permanent or 
temporary user 
accou11ts for 
resources you 
want to share. You 
also assign 
passwords and 
access rights 
from here. 

RUC Ho 
RUC -:ti~ 
RUC «u 
R~C · ttb 

VJE ACTION SUMMARY 

• 	 WHAT PEER-TO-PEER LAN 
OPERATING SYSTEMS DO 
They allow any PC to share its 
hard drive and printer resources 
with all other PCs on a LAN . 

• 	 LIKES 
They are more convenient to use, 
less expensive, and easier to set up 
than NetWare and other server
based LANs. 

• 	 DISLIKES 
Installing network hardware is 
still a lot of work . 

• 	 RECOMMENDATIONS 
PowerLAN offers the best mix of 
features and performance. 
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PEER LANS 


PEER LAN OPERATING-SYSTEM FEATURES 

PowerLAN and LANtastic offer the most features . LANrasric is the only product that offers a Windows interface. The 
price per node reflects software costs for a five-user LAN. It doesn't include network adapters and cabling. Memory usage 
includes all necessary network software, including device drivers and the DOS Share program. (• = yes ; 0 = no.) 

LanSoft 2.10 LANstep 1 . 10 LANtastic 4.0 PowerLAN 2.10 Web2.55 

Price per node (five users) $1 00 $120 $201 $160 $100 
Network software 

Client·only memory usage (KB) 38 22/952 34 49 70 
Client/server memory usage (KB) 57 0 60 69 70 
Loads high (DOS 5.0) 0 Q3 e 0•Server disk cache 0 e e e e 
Maximum users 64 2554 300 255 255 
Recognizes a UPS 0 0 es e•Can share CD/ROM e 0 e e• 

User interface 
Command line e 0 e e e 
Other Menu Icon Menu, Windows 3.0 Menu Menu 
Windows·compat ible es e e 

Printing 
View print queue e e e 
Modify queue e e e e• 

Security 
Log-in time restrictions 0 0 0 0•Log-in expiration dates 0 0 e 0•User groups e 0 e e 0 
Restrict access by volume/subdirectory/file V/S/F 0 V/S/F V/S V/S/F 

Other features 
E-mail e e e e e 
Diskless workstation (remote boot) e e e e 0 

' S99 per LAN license applies only 1f you buy ArhsoH's network adapters Ar11sofl 3 Will load high uSlng OEMM or other 386 memory manager 
charges S99 per \\<llkstat1on for LANtast1c/AI. a vetSlon that supports other vendors' • 128 S1multaneous users: 255 net1Vork addresses per network 
hardware • Requues a dedicated server. 

2 Uses 22 KB for LANstep workstahon: 95 KB for DOS workstahon. • Runs 1n real mode only on LANstep workstahons. 

The performance suite determines the 
LAN operating system's network file I/O 
performance by reading and writing files 
of random sizes. I set up a 32-KB disk 
cache for products that included a cache 
option. LANstep determines cache size 
automatically; it set up a cache of just 
over I MB in my system. 

The fina l suite tests PC-to-PC com
munications using NetBIOS for LANtas
tic , LANstep , LanSoft , and PowerLAN , 
and IPX for Web. Many LAN utilities, 
remote control programs, and E-mail 
packages depend on this capability. 

Choosing Hardware 
For consistency, I tested each LAN oper
ating system on the same hardware and 
under the same conditions-with one ex
ception. I let each vendor recommend an 
Ethernet adapter. My reasoning is sim
ple: If performance is all-important to 
you, you'll probably use the network 
adapter that your LAN operating-system 
vendor recommends. If you're like most 
users , however, you are probably not 
using network-intensive applications , 
and performance is less of an issue . For 
word processing and occasional printing, 
slower, but less expensive, ARCnet cards 
will do just fine . 
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Accton, Hayes, and Artisoft selected 
their own Ethernet cards. Performance 
Technology chose the Federal Technol
ogies Exos 105 adapter. WebCorp had no 
preference, so I used the LANtastic AE
2 in NE2000-compatibility mode. The 
test-bed consisted of a PC Brand 486-25 
computer, a Gateway 2000 386/33 , an 
ATronics 12-MHz 286, an original 6
MHz 286 IBM AT , and an original 4. 77
MHz 8088 IBM PC . I ran the Network 
File 1/0 tests with the Gateway as the 
server and the ATronics as the client . 

PowerLAN 2.10 
PowerLAN's performance left most of 
the other products in the dust, posting 
times almost as fast as those of NetWare 
2.2 . The product achieves its top perfor
mance through well-written software
its NetBIOS implementation is one of the 
best on the market. The package includes 
cc:Mail, a full-featured E-mail package, 
and supports both dedicated and nonded
icated servers. Dedicated servers offer 
more performance options and support a 
UPS . Any PowerLAN server will sup
port a shared CD-ROM drive. 

The $795 license fee alJows up to 255 
peer workstations-the maximum Net
BIOS supports. The per-node cost is high 

for small workgroups, but you don't pay 
extra to add users . Performance Tech
nology does charge more for dedicated 
servers; the basic license allows five con
nections . 

The brief user's manuals need screen 
illustrations but are otherwise helpfu l 
and to the point. The character-based 
PowerLAN user interface presents pull
down menus and dialog boxes (see screen 
1) . It complies with IBM's Systems Ap
plication Architecture/Common User 
Access specifications. 

A PowerLAN workstation requires 
NetBIOS and redirector software. To 
share files, you also load the Server and 
DOS Share programs. You select other 
modules during installation to share 
printers, set up a disk cache, and run the 
remote control program. PowerLAN re
quired 69 . 1 KB of RAM on my fully 
configured workstation/server . I then 
used DOS 5. 0 to load everything except 
NetBIOS (29 KB) into upper memory. 

PowerLAN passed all compatibility 
tests, and its NetBIOS behaved properly. 
Power LAN offers a range of security op
tions. You can't restrict access to individ
ual files , but you can grant users or 
groups read/write/create rights for disk 
drives and di rectories , assign passwords 



CSS/3 rM Complete Statistical System with over 1,000 presenta· 
tion-qualil)' graphs fully integrated with all procedures and on-screen 
graph customization • The largest selection of statistics in a single 
system; in-depth, comprehensive implementations of: Exploralory 
/ech11iq11es; m11/li-way tables with ba1111ers; 11011paramelrics; dis
trib111io11 fitti11g; 11111/liple regression; general nonlinear eslima
lion; logitlprobit analysis; general ANCOVAIAIANCOVA; slepwise 
discrimitumt analysis;log-/i11ear analysis;Jae/or analysis; cl11sler 
01uilysis; 11111llidimensio1ui/ scaling; canonical correlalion; item 
muuyslslreiiability; suroival 01uilysis; lime series modeli11g;Jore· 
casling; lags atuilysis; qualify co11trol; process muilysis; experi
mental desig11 (witb Tag11cbi); and much more • Manuals with 
comprehensive introductions to ead1 procedure and examples • 
Integrated Stats Advisor expert system • E.xtensi1·e data management 
facilities (powerful spreadsheet with formulas; relational merge; data 
verification; flexible programming language) • Optimized (plain 
English menus/mouse) user interface:evencomplex analyses require 
just few self-explanatory selections (CSS can be run without manual; 
Quick Start booklet explains all basic conventions) • Macros, batch! 
commands also supported • All output displayed in Scrollsheets '" 
(dynamic tables with pop-up windows and instant graphs) • 
Extremely large analysis designs (e.g., correlation matrices up to 
32,000x32 ,000) • Unlimited size of files; extended precision; 
unmatched speed (Assembler, C) • Exchanges data (and graphics) 
with many applications (incl. E.xcel®, Lotus 3®, dBASE IV®, SPSS®) • 
Highest resolution output on practically all printers (incl. HP, 
Postscript) , plotters, recorders, 1)'11esetters • IBM compatibles, 640k 
or more • Price: $595. 

Quick CSS™ Subset of CSS/3: all basic statistical modules 
(incl. data management) and the full , presentation-qualitygraphics 
capabilities of CSS/3 • Price: $295. 

CSS:GRAPHICS rM Acomprehensive graphics/chart· 
ing system \\1th data management • All graphics capabilities of CSS/3 
and, in addition, extended on-screen drawing, 19 scalable fonts, 
special effects, icons, maps, multi-graphics management • Hundreds 
of types of graphs • Interactive rotation and interactive cross-sections 
of 30 graphs • Extensive selection of tools for graphical exploration 
of data; fitting; smoothing; spectral planes; overlaying; layered com· 
pressions; marked subsets • Unique multii'ariate (e.g., 40) graphs• 
Facilities to custom-design new graphs and add them permanently to 
menu • lmporr/export or graphs and data, 15 formats • Optimized 
(menu/mouse) user interface; even comple.x graphs require few 
keystrokes:all graphs on this page can be produced from raw data in 
less than 20 minutes • Macros, batch/commands also supported • 
Unlimited size or fil es • Highest resolution output on all hardware 
(see CSS/3) • lllM compatibles, 640k or more • CSS:GRAPHICS is 
included in CSS:SIATISTICA (available separately fo r S495). 

Megafile Manager rM Comprehensive anali1ic data 
base management system • Unlimited size of files (up to 32,000 fields 
or 8 MB per record) • Megafile Manager is induded in CSS/3 and 
CSS:SlJ\Tl~TICA (separately: $295). 

CSS:STATISTICA "' A fully integrated S}~ tem that 
combines all thecapabilities of CSS/3 and CSS:GRAPIUCS into asingle 
extremely comprehensive data analysis system • Price: S795. 

Domestic sh/h S7 per product; 14-day money back guarantee. 

a s1;1s;11~~····
21 

2325 E. 13th st.• Tulsa, OK 74104 • (918) 583-4149 
Fax: (918) 583-4376 

STATISTICA/Mac '" ACSS-compatiblc, comprehensi\'e data anal)~is 
and graphics ~)'Siem designed for the Macintosh • Large selection or statistical 
methods fully integrated with presemallon-quali~· graphics (incl. EDA, multipl015r a 
wide selection of interae1ively rotatable 30 graphs; MacDraw-St)ie tools) 1 Unlimited 
size or files • Exchanges data "i tl1 Excel and other applications • Price: $495. 

Quick CSS/Mac,... A subset or STATISTICM1ac: all basic Statistical 
modules and the full , presentation-quality graphics C'dpabilities or ST..\TISTICV'Mac • 
Price: $295. 

Overseas Offices: StatSoft of Europe (Hamburg, FAG), ph: 040/4200347: lax: 040/4911310, StatSoft UK (London, UK), ph: 0462/482822; lax: 0462/482855, StatSoft Pacific (Melbourne, Australia), ph: 613· 
866-1766, lax: 613·866·3318, StatSoft Canada-CCC (Ontario), ph: 416-849-0737, lax: 41 6-849-0918 Available From: CORPORATE SOFTWARE and other Authorized Reprosontallves Worldwide: Holland: 
Lomax BV 02065-98701 ; France: Conceptel (1) 45669700; Sweden: AkadomlData 018·240035; Spain: ADDLINK, SRL: ph: 34·3·459·0722 

CSS. CSS-3 , CSS GRAPHICS. ~'egafile \\anager. Quick CSS. STATISTICA. Sta1So'1. d8ase IV. Exce!. lotus, MacDraw Macintosh. Po$~ are ttadoma;ks a' ttlest te$PtK1M!I c:omp.anie$; SPSS is a f89is,lered Uad~ ol: SPSS, Inc. 



BYTE PEER LAN BENCHMARKS 


PowerLAN 
2.10 

LANtastic 
4.0 

Lan Soft 
2.10 

LANstep 
1.0 

Web2.55 

NetWare 
2.2 

0 20 40 60 80 100 
'' · Seconds 

File 1/0 baseline Network File 110· Network File 1/0 
(local disk) under load 

• Read • Write 0 Read D Write • Read • Write 

Performance results from BYTE's Network File 110 benchmarks give PowerLAN a 
substantial advantage. See the text for configuration details. Results are in seconds; 
lower times are better. The Net Ware 2.2 baseline test shows the results when 
measured locally on a Gateway 2000 386133 'shard drive. The second test executes 
from a 12-MHz 286 client and accesses the Gateway 2000's hard drive through the 
LAN. The third test adds file 110 traffic from three other machines 011 the network. 
I added test results for Net Ware 2. 2 for comparison. (NIA = not applicable.) 

to shared printers , and restrict multiple French, German, Japanese, Korean, and 
concurrent server log-ins. Spanish versions of LanSoft. The En

glish version is relatively new, and the 
LanSoft 2. IO product manuals suffered in the transla
Accton Technology ' s LanSoft 1s inex tion . Passages such as the following are 
pensive and easy to install. The eight  common: "Connect pseudo drives with 
user version sells for $499. Accton offers subdirectories that are of ten accessed 
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to." The manuals also lack an index. 
LanSoft isn't the best choice for run

ning network-intensive applications. It 
trailed in the Network File I/O tests, per
forming about ha! fas fast as Power LAN. 
The product did prove reliable, however, 
and ran through the compatibility suite 
and NetBIOS tests without problems . 
LanSoft works with DOS 5 .0, but you 
can't load it high. The workstation soft
ware occupies 38 KB of RAM . It consists 
of an adapter-support/NetBIOS TSR pro
gram and a redirector TSR. A server uses 
62 KB of RAM . Each file server re
quires Share , a cl ient-/file-server pro
gram, and a print-server module. 

LanSoft 's menu system is easy to use 
and includes LanMail , a simple E-mail 
program that lets you broadcast mes
sages, forward mail , and attach files. 
LanSoft is Windows-compatible and lets 
you restrict access to specific files as 
well as to subdirectories. 

Web2.55 
WebCorp took the user ' s poirit of view 
when designing Web. Other products 
map a different DOS drive letter to each 
remote drive. Web creates a single W: 
network drive with subdirectory names 
for each shared drive. The package re
stricts access to shared drives , directo
ries, and files and supports a UPS . The 
well-written documentation covers all 
the bases . A five-user license costs $495. 

Web correctly implemented file shar
ing and record locking but didn't pad the 
machine name (from DOS function hexa
decimal 5EOO) with spaces, as specified 
in the DOS Technical Reference . This 
could cause problems with some applica
tions . WebCorp sent me a patch that cor
rected the problem. Web also doesn't get 
along with pop-up TSRs. I suffered occa
sional machine crashes with products 
like Sidekick . Also , workstations auto
matically check for new E-mail when 
they log in, and they will receive error 
messages if the user on the designated 
" post office" workstation is using a pop
up TSR. WebCorp was checking into the 
problem as this went to press . 

Web uses NetWare 's IPX protocol to 
send and receive file data , so it should 
work with just about every network inter
face card on the market. During installa
tion , Web links itself with the IPX.OBJ 
file that comes with your network adapt
er. You won't be able to use IPX-based 
utilities and applications, however , be
cause Web doesn 't implement either in
terrupt 2F (subfunction 7 A) or interrupt 
7 A IPX entry points . WebCorp is work
ing on a version that will support the IPX 
entry points. 

cominued 
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The network software consists of a sin
gle 70-KB TSR that calls portions of it
self into memory as needed . The Station 
Manager is a 4-KB menu TSR for manag
ing print queues and doing other network 
tasks . You can ' t load Web high under 
DOS 5.0 because it uses program over
lays . The next release will load high , ac
cording to a WebCorp spokesperson . 

Performance was slow- only LanSoft 
performed more slowly during testing. 
That ' s surprising , since IPX is a fast pro
tocol. Web ' s optional packet compres
sion brought a slight improvement , but 
you ' ll need a relatively fast machine to 
ove rcome the overhead involved in pro
cessing compressed packets. 

Web 's E-Notes E - mail program 
worked fine , but it limits messages to 
only 14 lines and dpes not support file 
attachments . 

LANtastic 4.0 

LANtastic is the peer LAN market lead

er. Version 4.0 offers a true Windows in

terface and other features that should en

sure its continued success. The Windows 

interface makes print queue manage

ment , network management , E-mail , and 

other task s as simple as pointing and 

clicking. 


LANtastic is easy 10 install and ad
minister. The documentat ion is clear and 
easy to follow but fail s 10 mention that 
you need to use LOADFIX to install 
LANtastic on computers running DOS 
5 .0. The index could also use improve
ment. 

If you purchase Artisoft's network in
terface cards , LANtastic's $99-per-net
work software license is a bargain . If you 
want to use non-Artisoft adapters , you 
must buy LANtastic/AI, which costs $99 
per workstation . That puts LANtastic's 
pricing in the same range as Web ' s and 
LanSoft ' s. LANtastic' s 16-bit Ethernet 
card sells for $299. LANtastic/AI in
cludes device drivers for dozens of popu
lar ARCnet, Ethernet, and token-ring 
adapters. 

A workstation needs only about 34 KB 
of RAM , including the device driver , 
NetBIOS , and the redirector and Share . 
The server module adds 26.5 KB , for a 
total of about 60 KB . Ifyou're using DOS 
5 .0 , you can load everything high on a 
386 computer. 

LANtastic passed the compatibility 
and NetBIOS tests . When I rebooted a 
workstation/ server PC , however , the 
other LANtastic machines had trouble 
reconnecting. No other product had this 
problem. 

LANtastic came in third in the bench
mark tests . I used LANcache , LANtas
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tic's disk-cache program, during testing. 
LANtastic supports a UPS and comes 
with an easy-to-use E-mail program. 
You can set up as much or as little securi
ty on a LANtastic network as you need 
(see screen 2). If you use the Windows 
interface , you point and click to grant 
permissions and rights to drives, subdi
rectories , or files. 

LANstep 1.0 
Hayes' s LANstep is a rewrite of Water
loo Microsystems' Port software (Hayes 
acquired Waterloo last spring). LANstep 
falls somewhere between peer-to-peer 
and server-based LANs. It requires a 
primary , nondedicated server that runs 
LANstep ' s proprietary multitasking op
erating system and requires a special 
hard disk format. Other workstations on 
the LAN can also share their printers and 
files , however. LANstep does not sup
port a shared CD-ROM drive . 

The primary server function s as a nor
mal DOS workstation by running DOS 
as a task . Other workstations with shared 
drives must also run the LANstep oper
ating system . They , too , run DOS as a 
task, and shared files must reside in a 
specially formatted LANstep partition . 
LANstep workstations can multitask net
work processes but can ' t multitask DOS 
applications . LANstep also supports 
standard DOS workstations , which can 
only share their printers. 

Workstations running the LANstep 
operating system require a 286 or faster 
system with at least 1.5 MB of extended 
memory . A license for five simultaneous 
users costs $599. 

The LANstep user interface uses the 
concepts of doors and rooms. Doors are 
character-based icons that guide you 
around various network tasks. Rooms 
contain groups of icons that launch spe
cific applications . The icon interface is 
novel but no easier to use than LANtas
t ic ' s Windows interface or the other 
products ' menus . LANstep workstations 
can run Windows in real mode, but I was 
unable to get DOS workstations to run 
Windows in any mode . 

The E-mail facility includes most 
common features , including binary-file 
attachments. Also, you can restrict or 
permit access to applications on the 
LANstep server-a unique feature . 

The product supports any network 
adapter that has Microsoft LAN Manag
er ' s Network Driver Interface Specifica
tion drivers . LANstep 's manuals include 
chapters on network performance and 
preparing for network growth that will 
serve you well as your LAN gets bigger. 

LANstep performs its own formatting 

ITEMS DISCUSSED 

LanSoft 2.10 
Four users, $299; 
eight users, $499; 
64 users , $899 
Accton Technology Corp. 
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(415) 226-9800 
fax : (415) 226-9833 
Circle 1237 on Inquiry Card . 
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Atlanta, GA 30348 
(404) 44 1-1617 
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Circle 1238 on Inquiry Card. 
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PowerLAN 2.10 
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dedicated server , $795; 
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$3195 
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San Antonio, TX 78230 
(800) 327-8526 
(512) 349-2000 
fax : (512) 366-0123 
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Web2.SS 
Five users, $495; 15 users, $995; 
30 11sers. $1495 
WebCorp 
3000 Bridgeway 
Sausalito , CA 94965 
(415) 331-1449 
fax: (415) 331-09 11 
Circle 1241 on Inquiry Card . 
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HOW DO YOU GET 
AJOB WITHOUT 
EXPERIENCE? 

AND HOW DO YOU 
GET EXPERIENCE 
WITHOUTAJOB? 

Most young people have one 
answer to this problem. They avoid it 
until they're out of college. But they 
could be getting solid work experi
ence while they're still in college. With 
your company's help. And ours. 

We're Co-op Education. A nation
wide program that helps college 
students get real jobs for real pay, 
while they're getting an education. 

But we can't do it without you. 
Those real jobs have to come from 
real companies. Like yours. 

For more information on how 
you can participate in this valuable 
program, write Co-op Education, 
Box 775£, Boston, MA 02115. 

Not only will you be giving students 
a chance to earn money and pick up 
the most valuable kind of knowledge, 
you'll be giving yourselves a chance 
to pick up the most valuable kind 
of employee. 

Co-op Education. 
You earn a future when you earn a degree. 

m 
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on the server hard drive to get around 
DOS's relatively slow file system, which 
has a file allocation table . This shou ld 
have given LAN step the advantage in the 
performance tests, but PowerLA did 
slightly better. The version of LAN step I 
tested didn't support DOS 5.0 (Hayes 
was working on this as this article went 
to press); I used DOS 3.3 . 

Normal disk utilities won't work on a 
LAN step server, and Hayes doesn't offer 
any. LANstep does attempt to ensure 
data integrity on the file server by not 
caching disk writes and by performing 
transaction rollbacks when a power fail
ure occurs . LANstep doesn ' t recognize 
UPS signals . 

Because the LANstep server software 
resides in extended memory, a user on a 
LANstep server has more memory avail
able to run applications than does a user 
on a LANstep workstation . My primary 
server system had 570 KB of memory 
free. A LAN step workstation requires 22 
KB of RAM . On a regular DOS worksta
tion, however, the LANstep TSR uses 
about 95 KB of RAM , which reduced us
able memory to 465 KB on my test ma
chine. Fortunately, you can use QEMM 
or another 386 memory manager to load 
LANstep high . 

LANstep's DOS client sessions ran 
flawlessly. I loaded and unloaded several 
TSRs on top of DOS on the server, some 
of which captured the timer tick and key
board interrupt. All functioned perfect
ly. The file sharing , record locking , and 
NetBIOS tests show that LANstep cor
rectly implements LAN specifications. 
From a technical viewpoint , LANstep is 
an excellent network operating system , 
but it requires a great deal of administra
tive effort. 

PowerLAN over Net Ware 

As a longtime NetWare user, I'm sur 

prised by the usefu lness and versatility 

of peer LANs . In situations where peer 

access makes sense-say, within small , 

cost-conscious groups that need to share 

drives equally-I'd recommend Power

LAN over NetWare 2 .2 . 


PowerLAN is a little more expensive 
than the other peer LAN operating sys
tems for a five-user workgroup , but you 
won ' t have to pay extra to add users , and 
its speed, ease of use , and many extra 
features make the package stand out. • 

Barry Nance is a consulting editor for 
BYTE. He manages a 70-node NerWare 
LAN and is rhe ediror of rhe IBM Ex
change and moderator ofrhe /ans confer
ence on B/X, where you can reach him as 
"barry11." 
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REVIEWS 


HARDWARE 

New 3-D Graphics Engines 
Give PCs Workstation Power 

GREG LOVERIA 

Two new three-dimensional graphics 
accelerators from Silicon Graphics 
and Matrox Electronics use hard

ware and software muscle to make PCs 
perform almost like high-end graphics 
workstations. For now, that means Auto
CAD users can spend less money to dis
play animations and speed display-list 
processing and zoom/pan redraw func
tions. In the future , when Windows 3.0 
and other drivers become available, 
these boards could be integral to the work 
of graphic artists, architectural design
ers, and desktop color separators. 

To achieve their performance won
ders , Matrox 's MG-3D series and Silicon 
Graphics' IrisVision boards take over 
graphics-intensive ~lgorithms from the 
main system. Both adapters have massive 
amounts of on-board video RAM for dis
play-list storage: 5 MB on my test version 
IrisVision/24 and 8 MB on the MG-3D 
Ultra (counting on-board DRAM , each 
adapter held 9 MB of total memory). 

The adapters are essentially 24-bit 
frame buffers with Autodesk Device In
terface (ADI) drivers . Their primary 
role is to enhance AutoCAD 386 release 
11 protected mode using Phar Lap's 386 
DOS Extender. Besides turbocharging 
normal AutoCAD operations, these two 
adapters offer real -time walk-through 
animations of 3-D models. (See the text 
box "Vermont Micra 's Vibrant Alterna
tive" for a look at a third accelerator
one that doesn ' t support animations but 
offers impressive performance and a 
wide range of drivers.) 

The IrisVision adapter is a postpro
cessor. IrisView, its AutoCAD external 
program, allows shading and animating 
of exported DXF files. The MG-30 ani
mation software is integral to its ADI 
driver and functions within AutoCAD. 
In animation mode, both boards double
buffer images: While one RAM buffer is 
being displayed , the other buffer is being 
redrawn . 

Workstations on a Card 
The hardware on these adapters is more 
commonly found on Unix-based SPARC 

Screen 1: A 3-D wirefrarne block-and-tackle model shown inside AutoCAD release 
11 using Matrox 's MG-3D Ultra adapter and ADI driver. Models can be viewed in 
separate viewports within AutoCAD in wireframe or Gouraud-shaded modes. 

and Iris workstations. The Matrox 
boards use the Texas Instruments DSP
30 chip, the speedier predecessor to the 
TMS340x0 Texas Instruments Graphics 
Architecture family. The DSP-30 accel
erates the drawing of primitive functions 
to around 20,000 Gouraud-shaded poly
gons per second. Other chips include 
four Matrox proprietary large-scale-inte
gration gate arrays (one address-process
ing unit and three data-processing units) 
and Brooktree's Bt463 RAMDAC for 8- , 
12-, and 24-bit color display output. 

Iris Vision's geometry subsystem uses 
triple 8-bit DIA converters, a TMS
340C30 processor, and a Weitek float
ing-point coprocessor to speed graphics 
operations. Silicon Graphics rates the 
adapter at 14,000 Gouraud-shaded poly
gons per second (a measurement based 
on adding color and light shading attri
butes to a wireframe model). 

Along with the revved-up hardware, 
the ADI drivers with both boards func
tion as mini-software applications and 

iconified pop-up enhancements within 
AutoCAD. Both drivers have birds-eye
view (BEV) functions , which allow you 
to examine minute drawing details with
out lengthy zooms or redraws. Although 
these functions aren't unique , they ' re es
pecially swift with the hardware muscle 
in these boards . Collectively , this should 
appeal to AutoCAD users , animators, 
and architects. 

Both boards support standard AT-bus 
platforms, but each vendor has staked 
out different territory when it comes to 
bus architectures. IrisVision comes in 
ISA and Micro Channel versions. For 
ISA-based machines, the IrisVision/8 
($3495) displays 256 colors and the Iris
Vision/24 ($4995) displays 16.7 million 
colors (24-bit). The Micro Channel ver
sion costs $3995 and supports 256-color 
output. Matrox's MG-3D series includes 
ISA and EISA boards : The ISA-based 
MG-30 , which offers 12-bit dithered 
color images , costs $3495. The EISA
based MG-3D Ultra sells for $5995. All 
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NEW 3-D GRAPHICS ENGINES 


11\JTE ACTION SUMMARY 


• 	 WHAT 3-D ADAPTERS DO 
They boost Aut9CAD 
performance with 386 protected
mode ADI drivers. 

• 	 LIKES 
For CAD and animation 
applications, your PC becomes a 
virtual graphics workstation. 

• 	 DISLIKES 
With large and complex 
Gouroud-shoded models, 
animation and manipulation 
functions perform slowly. 

• 	 RECOMMENDATIONS 
If your work involves AutoCAD 
animations, the 3-D boards from 
Motrox and Silicon Graphics ore 
both winners. If you don't do 
animations but need to accelerate 
graphics applications, consider 
Vermont Microsystems' X/Series 
256. 

• 	 PRICE 
Motrox MG-3D (ISA/AT), $3495 
Motrox MG-3D Ultra (EISA), 
$5995 
lrisVision/8 (ISA), $3495 
lrisVision/24 (ISA), $4995 
lrisVision/8 (Micro Channel), 
$3995 
X/Series 256, $2995 

• 	 FOR MORE INFORMATION 
Matrox Electronic Systems, Ltd. 
1055 St. Regis Blvd. 
Dorval, Quebec, Canada H9P 2T4 
(800) 361-4903 
(514) 685-2630 

lax: (514) 685-2853 

Circle 1229 on Inquiry Card. 


Silicon Graphics, Inc. 
2011 North Shoreli ne Blvd. 
Mountain View, CA 94039 
(800) 800-4744 
(4 15) 960- 1980 

lax: (415) 961-0595 

Circle 1230 on Inquiry Card. 


Vermont Microsystems, Inc. 

11 Tigan St. 

Winooski, VT 05404 

(800) 354-0055 
(802) 655-2860 

fax: (802) 655-9058 . 

Circle 1·231 on Inquiry Cord. 


the products require 386 or 486 sys
tems; IrisVision requires a math copro
cessor. Al 1, including the Micro Chan
nel adapters, support AutoCAD 386 re
lease 11 . 

The $95 IrisVision driver bundle in
cludes AutoCAD 386 releases IO and 11, 
AutoShade2/RenderMan , and 30 Stu
dio. CADKey, MicroStation, and SCO 
Open Desktop drivers are an additional 
$95 each. The MG-30 series comes with 
drivers for AutoCAD 386 release 11 , 
AutoShade2, and 30 Studio. According 
to Matrox, 24-bit display drivers for 
Windows 3.0 will soon be shipping with 
the boards . 

Cramped Quarters 
Both adapters work with one or two mon
itors. Using VGA pass-through, I tested 
them both using supplied cabling with a 
single 21-inch Nanao FlexScan 9500 
multiscanning monitor at 1280-pixel by 
1024-line resolutions. The 15-pin O
shell pass-through cables connected ex
ternally to a Diamond SpeedStar Plus 
Super VGA adapter VGA-out connec
tion. Another 15-pin-to-4-BNC cable 
connects the MG-30 to the monitor. The 
IrisVision uses the same setup with a 5
BNC monitor cable. I performed my tests 
on Zeos International's 486/25 EISA 
system with 8 MB of memory and a 344
MB hard drive. My pointing device was 
a Wacom tablet with a four-button puck. 

The MG-30 Ultra 's two-board con
figuration is just under I V2 inches wide; 
the massive four-board Iris Vision assem
blage is about I 3A inches thick. Because 
of the extra board widths, I worried about 
components touching and possible heat 
buildup. But both adapters installed eas
ily, and by carefully selecting adjacent 
slots, I achieved acceptable board clear
ance even for the Iris Vision . After hours 
ofoperation, both adapters' heat buildup 
was minimal, although this could be at
tributed to the Zeos system's 450-watt 
dual-fan power supply. 

Fluid Walk-Throughs 

You configure the first slot for the Ma

trox EISA adapter as an EISA bus and the 

second slot as an ISA bus. You then in

stall Matrox's ADI driver, AutoCAD 

menus, and communication-link soft

ware, and reboot. 


After you start an AutoCAD drawing , 
Matrox ' s ACAD menu loads from the 
command line to access Matrox pop-up 
box functions and sidebar enhance
ments. The BEV function brings up a 
miniature dynamic zoom window. You 
use BEV mostly when you are zoomed 
deep into drawings and see the overall 

view in the BEV window, thus eliminat
ing a zoom-out regen. 

The Spyglass function opens a small 
overlay window where you can magnify 
complex details : Hitting Enter brings 
your entire drawing to that zoom extent 
instantly . Additional pop-up functions 
include scroll buttons for 256-color pal
ette options, zoom ratios, and check-box 
toggles for readout/update of display-list 
functions. Other toggle boxes activate 
viewport slider bars that are reminiscent 
of Windows 3.0 sliders, except that they 
perform instantaneous zooms as well as 
pans. 

You access commands for real-time 
3-D walk-throughs through pull-down 
menus or the command line . When you 
enter render mode , the adapter Gouraud
shades the model (you can also view the 
model as a wireframe; see screen I). The 
materials option sets numeric RGB shad
ing values for color and ambient and dif
fused lighting properties . 

Starting either dynamic view or walk
through invokes horizontal and vertical 
target bands centered over the active 
viewport model. In dynamic view, cur
soring left , right, up , or down rolls the 
model, real-time and shaded, in Carte
sian coordinate space as if you were hold 
ing the model in your hand . Centering 
the cursor between target-band intersec
tions slows or stops model rotation. In 
walk-through mode , the model pans left , 
right , up , or down as you move the cur
sor. Pressing the plus key moves you 
closer to the model; the minus key moves 
you out. I called up a 3-D model of a 
house and performed walk-throughs that 
were very fluid and smooth. I found this 
feature fascinating. It feels like you're 
manipulating the model in zero gravity 
using the plus and minus keys as retro 
rockets. 

Invoking Matrox 's 3-D command set 
disables the norma l AutoCAD and 2-D 
features. You can, however, fully shade 
models in one viewport, exit 3-D mode. 
and still perform normal AutoCAD/2-D 
functions in another viewport. Even 
though the board is 24-bit, its shading 
quality lies somewhere between Auto
Shade 's flat shading and the Gouraud
shaded objects I've seen in other anima
tion/rendering packages . This aside, the 
fluid, real-time movements of the dy 
namic and walk-through functions are 
superb. Combined with the increased 
AutoCAD speeds, this makes the board a 
winner. 

Auth_entic Shading 
The IrisVision/24's Geometry Engine 
board connects to a three-board raster 
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Request , ~or Information 
VSR Holland 
l?.O. 8qX:2584 
3500 ~N Utrecht 
The Netherlands 

Name 

Company name 

Department 

Will DRAW_Master save you a lot of time 
and money too? 

Al1t111111(?r1I 

DRAW _Master is a construction kit for the easy development of drawing 
tools. lf you need to build a drawing application you can easily adjust O TO drawtng •ffo each otheij 

DRAW _Master to your exact needs and use it over and over again, 
lOl Verticalmaking the development of drawing tools easy, fast and predictable. 
O Align OTop 

Product of the _Master Series 
DRAW_Master was built as an extension to our GUI_Master r•Distribute •Center 

0 Bottom 

object-oriented development environment for OS/2 PM and ~ l ayers 

Microsoft Windows. GUI_Master itself consists of an 
Interface Builder, a Class Browser and a class tree with 85 

Current layer. overv1ew 

user interface classes. Inactive 

High Functionality 
DRAW_Master consists of a class tree of more than 120 
classes. Together they form a drawing application which 
offers a lot of standard functionality such as w1do/redo, 
copy/paste, zoom in/zoom out, alignment, patterns, 
drawing size. In addition it has features like layer control, 
overview window and resizing. You can use DRAW _Master 
as the starting point for your application. By subclassing 
you can adjust and expand your new application. With 
DRAW _Master you can build a new drawing tool in a few 
weeks. · 

Source code included 
To give you the best benefit of DRAW_Master we included the 
source code. A cookbook and a class reference manual are also 
included. 

Prerequisites 
• C++ 2.x compiler 
•SDK (for OS/2or MS Windows) 
•GUl_Master (source license advised). 

Free drawing tool included 
If you order now you will receive our OS2DRAW tool. A powerful 
drawing tool in the 05/2 environment made with DRAW _Master. 

Prices 
DRAW _Master source code license $15,000.= 
GUI_Master source code license $50,000.= 
There are no runtin1e licenses 

FEATURES 

• Patterns • Grid 
• Object 	 • Reshaping 

selection • Fonts 
Printing Background/ 

• Multiple undo/ 	 foreground 
redo • Grouping/ 
Changeable ungrouping 
palette • Automatic Page 

• Rotation numbering 
• Zoom in/ 	 • Page breaks 

Zoom out • Polylines 
• Polygon • Layering 
• Connections • Colouring 
• Scrolling • Keyboard 
• Auto scrolling shortcuts 
• Rulers • Resizing 

Circle 115 on Inquiry Cord. 

0 To grid 

• Copy/paste 
• Duplication 
• Dashed Lines 

Line width 
• Line joins 
• Line ends 
• Grid snapping 
• Overview 
•Alignment 
• 135 changeable 

classes 
• Reuse of code 
•Adding new 

classes 
• Class reference 
• Cookbook 

r 
lOl Horizontal 

• Align 

O Distribute 

Oleft 

•Center 
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Layers 
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NEW 3-D GRAPHICS ENGINES 


Vermont Micro's Vibrant Alternative 

W ith the X/Series 256 adapter, 

Vermont Microsystems offe~s a 
scrappy contender in the CAD-accelera
tion market. Although it does not have 
the animation capabilities of either the 
Silicon Graphics or Matrox adapter, at 
$2995 it provides many of the same 
AutoCAD ADI display-list-manage
ment and peed-enhancement tools for a 
sub tantially lower investment. 

ADI drivers for the X/Series 256 
adapter sport iconified pop-up utilities, 
including bird's-eye-view functions and 
a real-time zoom in/oUL magnifying. 
glass . Also, if you're short on mother
board adapter space, the X/Series 256's 
two-board backplane assembly occupies 
only one slot, and it installs easily. 

In addition to ADI drivers for Auto
CAD 386 releases IO and 11 , the board 
ships with drivers for AutoShade 2.0 
with RenderMan, CADKey , Versa
CAD, Micro Cadam 3D, 3D Studio, 
and Vermont's AutoMate installation 
software. 

X/Series adapters use a proprietary 
VCAD accelerator chip to enhance on-

The X/Serie.s 256 adapter. 

board 60-MHz TTGA 34010 processor 
functions . This ch,ip commits common 
CAD primitive functions to hardware, 
including Professional Graphics Lan
guage commands and Gouraud shading. 
The board simultaneously displays only 
256 colors from a palette of 16. 7 mil
lion. But the VCAD chip performs a 
proprietary Berkes-Pilcher shading rou
tine to provide " perceived" 24-bit color 
depths by eliminating 256-color-space 

banding problems. The dithering algo
rithm, called ReadyRender, worked ex
ceptionally well in my evaluations. 

In my 3D Studio tests, work screens 
looked sharp at the higher resolutions , 
and final renders were vibrant. Except 
for some slight fuzziness, you'd be hard 
pressed to distinguish the difference be
tween 24-bit and dithered 256-color 
ReadyRender images . In AutoCAD 386 
release 11 , the results ofmy topographi
cal drawing benchmarks were also im
pressive. Wfth one viewport open, re
draws took 0.62 seconds and regens 
took 16.05 seconds . With four view
ports open, redraws took 2.46 seconds 
and regens took 43.74 seconds for the 
respective commands. 

Vermont Microsystems has come up 
with a slick product that's less expen
sive than the offerings from Matrox and 
Silicon Graphics . I recommend that you 
take advantage of this economy if your 
work doesn't require animations , if you 
use more CAD packages than just Auto
CAD, or if your motherboard has only 
one slot to spare. 

Screen 2: The block-and-tackle 
model using Silicon Graphics' 
Iris Vision adapter and ADI 
driver. (Top) Th e wireframe 
image has AutoShade flat 
shading applied while inside 
AutoCAD. (Right) The model 
was exported as a DXF, and 
then, after exiting AutoCAD, 
Gouraud.shading was performed 
using lrisView, Silicon Graphics' 
real-rime animation and walk-through 
software. 

video backplane assembly via supplied 
ribbon cables . Placing the coupled 
boards in adjacent 16-bit ISA slots and 
loading the necessary configuration soft
ware and ADI drivers all went smoothly. 
The board supports 8- and 24-bit color at 
display resolutions ranging from 640 by 

480 lines through 1024 by 768 
lines to 1280 by 1024 lines . 

IrisVision 's pop-up palette 
box contains 20 command but
tons ranging from real-time 
monochrome and color BEV 
windows to panning and zoom
ing function s . As with Ma
trox's driver , you can change 
AutoCAD working and layer 
colors and view display-list 
memory usage . 

I prefe rred the appearance of 
IrisVision ' s pop-up command 
palette box to that of the MG

3D Ultra . However, with the IrisVision, 
there is no spyglass feature other than 
zoom window functions. But to reduce 
eyestrain, IrisVision lets you choose en
larged font sets that directly affect Auto-

CAD 's working desktop (I have always 
disliked squinting at AutoCAD 's little 
command-line readout at higher reso
lutions) . 

To perform real-time animation and 
shading, you export 3-D models via 
DXFOUT, exit AutoCAD, and use Iris
View software. For those working exclu
sively with AutoCAD , this may present 
problems; however , I liked the idea of al
lowing users of alternative CAD pack
ages access to the board 's shading and 
animation capabilities via DXF transport 
files . 

Invoking IrisView brings up a large 
center viewport surrounded by pull
down menus and icon sidebar buttons . 
Loading DXFs brings up the model as a 
wireframe. From the pull-downs you 
choose shading types: Gouraud , flat , or 
wireframe (see screen 2) . You set light
ing attributes via a pop-up window that 
includes a wireframe globe. Up to six 
lights can be toggled off or on with inten
sity and ambient values . You position the 
lights by placing and dragging them on 
the globe. Using a home model, I toggled 
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The MostAdvanced And Complete Graphic 

Solution From The Leader In EISA Products 

Mylex, the first company to design and market the most 

advanced EISA 486 system, now announces a complete line of 
graphics boards. 

For your high-performance, high-resolution CAD or GUI 
needs, Mylex offers the GXE020NB EISA-based graphics boards 
for optimal 32-bit performance. 

Ifyour requirements are "Windows"" oriented, the new 
Mylex GLE911 and GLI911 can run Windows 3 applications up to 
four times faster than similarly equipped systems using Super 
VGA. And, for a price competitive with Super VGA. 

For more information on these, or other high-performance 
Mylex products, call the distributors listed below. Or call Mylex 
at 1-510-796-6100 or fax us at 1-510-745-7521. 
Ingram/Micro D Tel.: 1-800-456-8000 Merisel Tel.: 1-800-637-4735 
All trademarks are the property of' their respective holders. 

© 1991, My lex Corporation. Specifications are subject to change without norice. 


HIGH-PERFORMANCE GXE020 SERIES 

• 32/40MHz Texas lnstrument.S" 34020 graphics 
processor 

• BSA bus 
• 1280 x 1024, 8-bit, 256 color non-interlaced 

resolution or 1600 x 1200, 8-bit, 256 color 
non-interlaced resolution 

• Windows 3.0, AutoDeslt (ADI), X-Window'" 
(X 11 R4), PCAD:" and TIGA'" 20 drivers 

ECONOMICAL Glx911 SERIES 

• S3-86C9I I GUI accelerator 
• EISA or ISA bus 
• 1024 x 768, 8-bit, 256 color non-interlaced 

resolution 
• Windows 3.0, AutoCAO:" PCAD, and 

VersaCAD'" drivers 
Circle 254 on lnqui,Y Card ... See us at COMDEX' Las Vegas Hilton, Booth #H7l68 ~ 

(RESELLERS: 255). 



Circle 182 on Inquiry Card . 

Custom Systems 

Passive Backplane CPUs 
PC Tech manufactures a full line of modular pas
sive backplane high performance PC compatible 
CPUs In addition to Its line of 34010 and 34020 
based video boards. 

Passive backplane based systems have many ad
vantages. Including ease of assembly. flexibility. 
fast service (by swapping boards). and simple 
upgrades to new or faster processors. 
80386SX : 20 MHz, 512K through 16M DRAM 

80386DX: 25 MHz & 33 MHz. IM - 32M DRAM. 

I 28K cache module opUonal 

80486: 25 MHz & 33 MHz. IM - 32M DRAM. 

64K and I 28K cache module opUonal 

PC Tech Is commJlled lo developing new proces
sor modules as the CPU Industry evolves. CPU 
modules and passive backplane CPUs have been 
released to dale lo support all of the currently 
available 80386SX. 80386 and 80486 processors 
from both Intel and AMO. 

Our modular approach allows systems to be 
upgraded by replacing either a CPU module or 
board \vlthoul disturbing the rest of the system 
components. 

Graphics Co-processors 
PC Tech offers a complete line of Texas Instru 
ments 340 I 0 and 34020 based Video Co-proces
sors of our own design supporting color 
resolution up to 1280 x 1024 and monochrome 
resolution upto2048x 1536. Both lSAand Mlcro 
Channel based computers are supported. The 
T. I. 34082 graphics floating-point processor Is 
available on some 34020 based models. 
34010: Monochrome 2046" 1536. 40 MHz CPU 

Color up lo 1280 x 1024. 40 - 60 MHz CPU 

Micro Channel 1280 x 1024, 50 Hz CPU 

34020: 	 Color 1280 x 1024 

34082 floaung point processor opUonal 

Daughter card support for custom OEM options 

Why deal with PC Tech? 
• 	 We are commllted lo constantly Improving our 

products. They reflect the current Industrial 
state of the art. 

• 	 We design & manufacture our products ln the 
U.S.A. 

• 	 We provide excellent support. Our tech sup
port people have direct access to our design 
engineers and programmers. On tricky ques 
tions you may be dealing directly with the en
gineer or programmer who designed the 
product. 

• 	 We can provide private label or full custom 
designs ranging In complexity from dedicated 
application single board computers through 
complete systems. 

Call, write, or FAX PC Tech for complete specillca
Uons. benchmark results, and retail or OEM 
terms. All PC Tech products are available In com
plete systems as well as components for retail. 
OEM. and private label sales. We can also 
provide nwnerous refrenccs for our design ser
vices. 

Voice .•• (612)345-4555 

FAX . ... (612)345-5514 

Modem .. (6t2) 345-4656 

907 N. 6th St., Lake City, MN 55041 
C 1991 PC Tech, Inc. PCTecJ1 l,n lmdcmnrkofPCTcch, Inc. Olhcr 
trndemnrks mentioned nrc rcgts1crccl, tmdcmnrked. or service 
murkcd by tl1c.:tr respective monufoclurcrs. 
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ACCELERATED AUTOCAD 

a) Redraws b) Regens 

MG-30 Ultra 

lrisVislon/24 

X/Serles 256 

Panacea 4.0 ADI 

o_o 1.0 2.0 3.0 0 25 50 75 724 
Time (seconds) Time (seconds) 

• One viewport open D Four viewports open 

Marrox 's MG-JD Ultra outpaced the competition in most redraw and regen 
benchmarks. The tests used a complex mesh drawing consisting o/20,800 emities. 
Three boards were compared by timing redraws and regens with one and four 
viewports open. Pa11acea 's software-based 4. 0 ADI driver was timed for 
compariso11. 

model drawing layers off and on by 
color, which made exterior walls invisi
ble . This allowed unobstructed views of 
the shaded interior. 

You manipulate models using sidebar 
buttons for pan, zoom, rotate, tilt; and 
walk. For pans, cursoring left or right 
moves the image likewise; up and down 
zooms in and out. To rotate the model 
around the x and y axes, you drag in the 
desired direction; tilting "pinwheels" 
the model around its zaxis. 

Walk allows you to move around and 
through your drawing. Holding down the 
left button and dragging up zooms in, 
while dragging down zooms out. De
pressing any other puck button and drag
ging in any direction pans the camera 
view direction. 

IrisView's script function records mo
del/camera actions to disk, and script 
files play back the animation, unattended 
in real time. With Silicon Graphics ' 
$795 StudioVision , an NTSC/PAL/S
Video encoder box , you can record ani
mations directly to videotape. 

Gouraud shading in IrisVision looks 
somewhat more authentic than with the 
MG-3D. However real-time movement 
can be jerky (you must make your cursor 
movements slow for fluid model motion 
in Iris View). Both adapters tend to choke 
on larger , complex models . A topo
graphical test model made both operate 
extremely slowly, and movement was not 
fluid. 

To gauge redraws and regens, I opened 
a complex topographical landscape mesh 
drawing consisting of 20,800 entities. I 

then compared the two boards by timing 

redraws and regens with one and four 

viewports open (see the figure) . For 

comparison, I used Panacea 's 4.0 ADI 

driver (an exceptionally fast, 1024- by 

768-pixel software-only ADI) using only 

a SpeedStar Super VGA adapter (1 con

figured the ADI a I normally use it , 

with 4 MB of system RAM for display

list storage). Although the MG-30 Ultra 

outperformed the competition on most 

tests, the hardware-based accelerators 

posted similar results . 


Workstation Power 

In the end, I found it almost impossible 

to choose. between the ISA offerings of 

these two boards. Ifyou've already stan

dardized on either EISA or Micro Chan

nel architecture, you 'II do well with the 

respect ive MG-30 and IrisVision prod

ucts. 


Even though they're pricey, I highly 
recommend these boards if you animate 
CAD models and send the output to 
videotape. The added processing power 
can shave hours off the time it takes to 
render your animations. The boa rds are 
also valuable if you require real-time 
walk-throughs to develop your designs . 
To have this power without purchasing a 
graphics workstation makes these prod
ucts even more significant. • 

Greg Loveria is a computer graphics and 
desktop publishing co11sulta111, a11imator, 
and technical writer in Binghamton, New 
York. He can be comacted 0 11 BIX as 
"loveria." 



Introducing point and click 
video production from Truevision. 

B 

Circle 187 on Inquiry Card 
(RESELLERS: 188). 
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TRUEVISON____ 

'11icleoMake[+ 

Truevision TARGA.+- and VideoMaker . .:t multiply the power of your PC. 

Desktop video production just got easier. VideoMaker+ with a Truevision 

TARGA+ Graphics Engine lets you perform stunning special effects and manipulate 

video by simply pointing and clicking on the swi!cher interface. 

No more DOS commands. No more blind guesswork. All kinds of 

creative possibilities. 

Create professional transitions between graphics and live or recorded 

video. Chromakey video over graphics, or overlay anti-aliased text onto video. 

Create your production in real time, and do it all quickly and easily through the 

intuitive VideoMaker + switcher. 

Right out of the box, you're in control. And right away, your PC capabilities 

are multiplied. Point yourself to a Truevision dealer for more information. 

TRUEVISION8 

7340 Shadeland Station, Indianapolis. IN 46256 
INTERNATIONAL: Canada 4161940·8727 France 33·1·3·952·6253 Italy 39·2-242·4551 
U.K. 44·628·77·7800 West Germany 49·89·612·0010 Other international 6171229·6900 



Engineered to.Survive 
the Real World. 

Times like this, you'll be relieved that your notebook PC is the 
durable MiTAC 3026E WorkBook. 

Relieved because after pushing the power-on switch, the 
WorkBook will light up and perform like brand new. 

In fact, each MiTAC WorkBook is engineered to survive 
the hazards of coffee spills, untimely slips from 

desktops and rough travel abuse like no other 
notebook PC on the market today. 

Proven Engineering Excellence 
Advanced surface-mount engineering is combined 

with automated testing and old-fashion hand 
inspection to guarantee your WorkBook will 

perform for years. 

The WorkBook's thick, outer shell is reinforced 
to resist surface scratches and cracks. Beveled 

corners help absorb travel abuses and give 
the WorkBook a distinctive appearance . 

Take a Closer Look at Our 20 MHz, 40 MB System. 
Features MiTAC WorkBook Compaq LTE 386/20 

Max Ram 8MB lOMB 
Base RAM 2MB 2MB 
Hard Drive 40MB 30MB 
Hard Drive Option 60MB 60MB 
Screen VGA. 32 shades ol gray VGA. 16 shades ril gray 
Dimensions 2"H x 11.Z•L x~. 2·w 2-2" H x 11" l x 8.5• W 
Weight 58 lbs 7.5 lbs 
Support Oneyear. parts&labor One year. parts &labor 
Priai $2.795 S4.399 ' 

" l~t P• IWI flOtftslieil by IQC a<1<1 Haid f Ap1 j 1991 

We can't promise you an indestructible 
system, but for top-rated 386SX 20 MHz 

performance and unmatched durability ratings, 
few can rival the super light 5.8 pound WorkBook. 

The Ultimate Notebook PC for Only $2, 795 
Inside, the WorkBook's specs are just as impressive. Standard features 

include a 40 MB hard drive, 2 MB of RAM, 3.5-inch 1.44 MB diskette drive 
and a 32 shades of gray VGA LCD screen with 640 x 480 resolution. 

There are also external parallel, serial and VGA ports, a 3-hour play NiCad 
battery with 90 minute recharge, and a power saving suspend/resume key. 

And like all members of t he MiTAC family of powerful IBM compatible 
PCs, the WorkBook comes wi th a one-year warranty on parts and labor. 

j To order or for product literature call now: 800-544-2069 J 

American MiTAC Corporation 
410 E. Plumeria Dr., San Jose, California 95134 
Tel: (800) 648-2287, (408) 432-1160 Fax: (408) 432-0866. MiTAC ~ 
MiTAC and 90f6E IVorkBook are trademarks ofMiTAC lnternatumal Corp. Copyright 
1991. Compaq LTE 386/i!.O is a trademark of Compaq Corp. The Intel l nsith Logo is " Technology that makes a difference" 
a trodeinark of bttel Corporation. 

Circle 85 on Inquiry Card. 



REVIEWS 


The Arche Master 386-40 (left), Club American Falcon 386140, and Ares 
386-40 Sonic. The Master and the Falcon accept processor upgrade modules. 

HARDWARE 

Three 40-MHz 386 Systems Set 
New Price/Performance Standards 

ROBERT MITCHELL 

What a difference a little competi
tion can make. Since Advanced 
Micro Devices (AMD) introduced 

its Am386-40 386DX CPU clone last 
spring, Intel has responded with a spate 
of 486SX processors . But the first 486SX 
systems didn't live up to all the hype (see 
"A Trio of 486SX Machines ," Septem
ber BYTE). This month, the BYTE Lab 
tested three Am386-40 systems that chal
lenge 486SX/20 computers on price and 
performance. 

These systems-the Arche Technol- f'll lillllilll 
ogies Master 386-40, Club American 's "!ll!!!!!"!E!'!!!!~~ 
Falcon 386/40, and Ares Micro- ; - , . . ~ · ~'------
development's 386-40 Sonic-out- .·:-.;;:,.-:-. ·:::::·.':·~ 

performed 486SX/20 and 386/33 ....___ --- 

systems BYTE has tested. They fell 

short, however, when compared with fast 

486DX/25 systems. 


The systems all include an external, 
direct-mapped write-back CPU cache. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION 
Arche Technologies, Inc. 
48502 Kato Rd. 
Fremont, CA 94538 
(800) 437-1688 
(510) 623-8100 
fox: (510) 683-6754 
Circle 1226 on Inquiry Card. 

Ares Microdevelopment, Inc. 
24762 Crestview Court 
Farmington Hills, Ml 48335 
(800) 322-3200 
(313) 473-0808 
fox: (313) 473-4450 
Circle 1227 on Inquiry Card. 

Club American Technologies, Inc. 
3401 West Warren Ave. 
Fremont, CA 94539 
(510) 683-6600 
fax: (510j 490-2687 
Circle 1228 on Inquiry Card. 

The Sonic and the Falcon use a 64-KB 
cache; the Master uses a 128-KB cache. 
The Falcon and Master models accept a 
wide range of processor cards. All three 
reviewed systems have FCC Class B cer
tification and come with DOS 5.0 and 
Windows 3.0 installed. None integrates 
video or basic I/O functions on the moth
erboard. 

I asked each vendor to supply a system 
with 4 MB of RAM , a 100-MB or larger 
hard drive, a 1-MB Super VGA card and 
Super VGA color monitor, and a math 
coprocessor. (For the exact configu·ra
tion, see the system configuration table.) 
I ran BYTE's low-level ; DOS-applica
tion-level , and Unix benchmark suites on 
each machine. The benchmark summary 
results appear on page 323. 

Ares 386-40 Sonic 
Ares sells the 386-40 Sonic by mail order 
and prices it aggressively. The basic con
figuration includes 4 MB of RAM , a 
floppy drive, a Quantum 105-MB Intel
ligent Drive Electronics (IDE) hard 
drive , a Viewsonic 4 display , a 200-watt 
power supply, a Microsoft Serial Mouse, 

\JTE ACTION SUMMARY 

• 	 WHAT 40-MHZ 386 SYSTEMS ARE • 
Systems that use AMD's Am386
40, a fast clone of Intel's 386DX CPU. 

• 	 LIKES 
Better price and performance 

than that of 486SX/20 systems. 


•DISLIKES 
ULSI Moth Co. FPU in machines 
from Ares and Club wouldn't 
complete Unix benchmarks. 

• 	 RECOMMENDATIONS 
Arche's Master 386-40 for 
performance-hungry applications; 
the Ares 386-40 Sonic for 
bargain hunters. 

• 	 PRICE (as tested) 
Arche Master 386-40, $5217; 
Ares 386-40 Sonic, $3450; 
Club Falcon 386/40, $347 4 

DOS 5.0, Windows 3.0, and HyperDisk 
Speedkit and Checklt utility programs 
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SYSTEM CONFIGURATION AS TESTED 

Arche Master 386-40 Ares 386·40 Sonic Club Falcon 386/40 Tower 

Processor 

Memory 

- Mass storage 

Display 

Keyboard 

1/0 interfaces 

Other 

40-MHz Am386-40; 40-MHz 
Cyrix FPU 
4 MB of system RAM; 128 KB 
of CPU cache memory 
Arche 2001 IDE controller with 
512 KB of cache RAM; Conner 
120-MB hard drive; Teac high
density 51/4-inch floppy drive 
Diamond SpeedStar Plus Super
VGA board with 1 MB of RAM; 
14-inch Arche PX-14S Super 
VGA monitor 
101-key NMB, IBM Enhanced 
style 
Two serial ports; one parallel port; 
one 8-bit, four 16-bit, and 
one proprietary 32-bit expansion 
slots available 
Windows 3.0; DOS 5.0; serial 
mouse 

40-MHz Am386-40 CPU; 40-MHz 
Cyrix FPU 
4 MB of system memory; 64 KB 
of SRAM processor cache 
210-MB Quantum IDE hard drive 
with 64-KB cache RAM; 
Teac high-density 5V4-inch and 
3V2-inch floppy drives 
Diamond SpeedStar Plus Super
VGA board with 1 MB of RAM; 
14-inch Viewsonic 5 multifrequency
color monitor 
Focus Electronic 101 -key, IBM 
Enhanced style 
Two serial ports; one parallel port; 
one game port; six 16-bit 
expansion slots and one 32-bit 
memory card slot available 
DOS 5.0, Windows 3.0, Microsoft 
Serial Mouse; Checklt 3.0 

40-MHz Am386-40 CPU; 40-MHz 
Math Co. FPU 
4 MB of 80-ns SIMM RAM; 64 KB 
of CPU cache RAM 
M3 xtor 200-M Bhard drive; 
Teac 51/4- inch high-density floppy
drive 

Rainbow 4000A Super VGA board 
with 1 MB of RAM; Club 500A 
multi frequency color monitor 

101-key NMB. IBM Enhanced 
style 
Two serial ports; one parallel port; 
five 16-bit expansion slots available 

DOS 5.0; Windows 3.0; Microsoft 
Serial Mouse 

for $2675. My test system configuration, 
which included a 210-MB Quantum hard 
drive with a 64-KB cache, sells for 
$3450, inclucting shipping. The warran
ty covers parts and labor for two years. 

The 386-40 Sonic is slightly narrower 
than a full-size system. It has the usual 
array of status lights up front , along with 
power, reset, and turbo switches. The 
loose, clicky keyboard places the back
slash key to the right of the right Shift 
key instead of along the top row . A built
in LCD turns the numeric keypad into a 
stand-alone calculator , but rapid key
strokes didn 't always register in calcula
tor mode. 

The Sonic baby motherboard holds an 
Am386-40 CPU , up to 32 MB of system 
RAM , and up to 256 KB of cache static 
RAM . You can expand memory to 64 
MB by installing a memory-expansion 
board in a 32-bit slot ($275). The AMI 
BIOS has an extensive set of configura
tion options. Two of the system's eight 
16-bit expansion slots hold a DTK Multi 
I/O board and a Diamond SpeedStar Plus 
video adapter. The case had space left 
for one full -height and one half-height 
5 \4-inch storage device. The Viewsonic 
5 non interlaced color multi frequency 
monitor included with my test system had 
the sharpest display in the group. It uses 
a 0.25-mm dot-pitch Sony Trinitron tube 
and has a 72-MHz refresh rate. 

I didn't experience any compatibility 
problems with the Ares machine and had 
no trouble getting through to Ares's tech
nical support , which required a toll call. 
The technicians quickly resolved my 
DOS 5.0 upgrade problems but couldn't 
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help me configure Windows to run prop
erly on a NetWare LAN . I had similar ex
periences with Club and Arche techni
cians. 

Arche Master 386-40 
The Master 386 is a desktop system that 
accepts processors ranging from the 
386/25 to the 486/50. The base Master 
386-40 system, with 4 MB of RAM , 
Arche' s 128-KB processor cache and 
512-KB caching IDE controller, a floppy 
drive, keyboard, serial mouse, 200-W 
power supply, DOS 5.0, Windows 3.0, 
and a two-year on-site service warranty , 
lists for $3399. My test system has a list 
price of $5217. Dealer discounts should 
bring the street price closer to that of the 
Ares system. 

Arche put reset and CPU speed but
tons up front with the status LCDs but 
left the power switch at the rear of the 
case. Inside, the video and 1/0 boards 
filled two expansion slots , leaving one 8
bit slot, four 16-bit slots, and a propri 
etary 32-bit slot for an optional memory 
board. You can expand on-board mem
ory to 32 MB. If you've filled all eight 
sockets with I-MB SIMMs, you can use 
Arche's memory board ($405) to add an
other 16 MB. The system bus runs at 10 
or 13 MHz but doesn't have an 8-MHz 
compatibility speed. As configured, my 
test system had just one half-height 5 1A
inch drive bay available. Overall con
struction quality was good . 

I received a defective analog VGA 
monitor, which Arche replaced . The PX
14S displays an interlaced image at 1024 
by 768 pixels . The display didn 't match 

that of the Viewsonic 5, but Arche does 
offer a comparable monitor. The NMB 
keyboard is a bit stiff. 

The Windows 3.0 and DOS 5.0 learn
ing guides included with the Master will 
suit beginners fine but are a poor substi
tute for reference manuals. If you have 
any questions, however , Arche offers a 
toll-free technical-support line. 

Falcon 386/40 
Club 's Falcon series accepts a range of 
plug-in processor modules, from a 386/ 
25 to a 486/33. Club sent the tower ver
sion of the Falcon 386/40 for testing but 
also offers a desktop version. The base 
system comes with 4 MB of system 
RAM , an Am386-40 processor card with 
a 64-KB CPU cache, a floppy drive , a 
keyboard , a 250-W power supply, and a 
one-year warranty for $1775. My test 
system sells direct for $3474. Club also 
sells the Falcon through dealers. 

The cavernous tower case has a lock
ing access panel on one side and uses two 
cooling fans. A set of castors and a han
dle at the back of the case make moving 
the box easy. A plastic door covers the 
front-mounted switches , floppy drive , 
and indicator I ights. It wouldn't stay 
open , and I couldn't remove it. My test 
machine had five half-height drive bays, 
two full-height drive bays, and seven 16
bit expansion slots. A 200-MB Maxtor 
hard drive occupied one half-height 
drive bay; a Rainbow Super VGA card 
and a Multi 1/0 board used two slots. 

The Falcon's system board holds up to 
64 MB of RAM ; the CPU board plugs 
into a special 32-bit slot. Club uses the 



IDOS BENCHMARKS 
'' 

Ares 386-40 Sonic 

4.9 4.3 3.9 8,7 7.9 7.3 41.7 

41.5 

51.55 

N/A 

7.0 

D Word 
Processing 

f7l Desktop D Scientific/ 

LJ Publishing 0 Dalabase D Compilers D CAD Engineering CJ Spreadsheet 


Arche Master 386-40 

Club Falcon 386/40 

Compaq Deskpro 486/25 

Everex Tempo 386SX/20 

IBMAT 

4.0 4.4 4.4 5.2 8.2 8.1 7.2 

Ares 386-40 Sonic 

Arche Master 386-40 

Club Falcon 386/40 

Compaq Deskpro 486/25 

Everex Tempo 386SX/20 

IBMAT 

D CPU D FPU D Disk D Video 

For appt1cat1on and low-level benchmarks, results are indexed and show relalive The BYTE low-level benchmark suite identifies relat ive performance at the hardware level; 
performance: for each individual index. an B·MHz IBM AT running MS-DOS 3.3 = 1. For all 1he application benchmarks evaluate real-world performance by running a standard test suite 
benchmarks, higher numbers indicate belier performance. using commercially available applications. To obtain a copy of the benchmarks, join the list· 

ings area of the byte.bmarks conference on BIX or contact BYTE directly. 

UNIX BENCHMARKS 

Arche Master 386-40 0.8 1.4 7.4 O.E} 2.0 
0.4 

Ares 386-40 Sonic o.8 Io.71 2.0 2.2 10.61 ti 1.1 
0.4 

Club Falcon 386/40 o.6 1 o.8 1 2.0 2.2 l o.6 1 ~ 
0.3 

Nextstation 

I, Sun Sparcstation 

DShell Scripts DContext Switching 

The graph above summarizes the results of BYTE 's Unix benchmarks (version 3). We index 
the results to show relative performance; for all tests. a Sun Sparcstation IPC = t . We formed 
the summary index by averaging the cumulative performance resulls for lhe individual 
tests. The tests show relative performance for running a shell scrip! with 8 concurrent scupls 
running, pope-based context switching, file copy throughput (1n 5 seconds). spawning a 

D FlleCopy D Execl DDhrystone 2 D Arithmetic 

process (execl( )), the familiar Dhrystone 2 benchmark, and double-precision arithmetic. 

BYTE's Unix benchmarks are available on UseNet. from Demolink, and 1n the listings area 
on BIX, or on disk. See page 5 for details. Comprehensive results are available by contacling 
BYTE. 
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same extended AMI BIOS found in the 
Ares machine. The Club SODA multi fre
quency monitor presents a noninterlaced 
image at 1024 by 768 pixels. Club does 
not offer a toll-free number for technical 
support , but the support technicians 
seem well trained , and I didn't have to 
wait long for service. 

Test Results 
I experienced one compatibility problem 
during testing: The Ares and Club ma
chines locked up when running BYTE's 
Unix double-precision and floating-point 
benchmarks. I tracked the problem to the 
ULSI Math Co. FPU . ULSI was looking 
into the problem as we went to press. 
Ares substituted a Cyrix FasMath FPU , 
which worked fine . Unlike the Ares sys
tem, the Falcon/Math Co. combination 
successfully ran the Unix benchmarks in 
multiuser mode. Those results appear in 
the benchmark graph . 

As a group, the 386/40 machines con
sistently outperformed the 486SX and 
386/33 computers BYTE has tested . Of 
the three machines reviewed here , the 
Master 386-40 took the lead: Its 6 .2 low
level CPU index left the Ares and Club 

machines in the dust and came close to 
the Deskpro 486/25L's 6.4 score . The 
Master was about 30 percent faster than 
the Everex Tempo 386SX/20 , but it 
couldn't hold its edge in the application 
benchmarks against the Ares Sonic. 

The Master 's high video index reflects 
extremely fast text-mode and scrolling 
operations but only average graphics
mode times . That didn ' t help in the ap
plication benchmark tests , which run 
mainly in graphics modes. Also, the 
Arche caching IDE controller didn't per
form substantially better than noncached 
IDE drives in BYTE's low-level disk 
benchmarks. The Sonic s Quantum hard 
drive, with its built-in 64-KB cache, did 
much better. Arche recommends ex
panding controller cache RAM beyond 
512 KB to improve performance. The 
board holds up to 4 MB of RAM ( 16 MB 
with an optional daughtercard) using 80
nanosecond 256-KB or 1-MB SIMMs. 

The Master also took top honors in the 
Unix benchmarks. Its fast CPU cache 
paid dividends on the Execl throughput 
(spawning processes) and the Shell 
Scripts tests. It didn 't do as well on the 
File Copy test. 

Should You Buy One? 
All of these machines have a clear price/ 
performance edge over the 486SX/20 
systems BYTE has tested . They also did 
better than some 486DX/25 systems, al
though the Deskpro 486/33L is clearly 
faster. I didn ' t run into any compatibility 
problems attributable to the Am386-40 , 
although the problems that I experienced 
with the ULSI FPU gave me pause . The 
replacement FPUs from Cyrix ran fine , 
however, and the low price ($270 from 
Ares) gives the 386-40 an upgrade path 
that is less expensive than that of the 
486SX/487SX. 

For straight-out performance, my first 
choice is the Master 386-40. Its fast CPU 
architecture should serve both Unix and 
DOS users well , and a few extra SIMMs 
in the disk cache should improve its 
DOS-application benchmark results . For 
bargain hunters, I recommend the Sonic; 
it earned top DOS-application scores , 
uses mostly name-brand components, 
and has the lowest price in the group. • 

Robert Mitchell is BYTE 's senior editor 
for columns. You can reach him on BIX as 
"rob_mitchell. " 

Desktop Super VGA Color System 
PCI 386SX-20MHz .............................. $1,495 

PCI 386-25MHz ............ ....................... $1,595 

• 2MB RAM • 85MB IDE HD (19ms) 
• 1.2 & l.44MB F'D • 16 bit Super VGA Card with !MB RAM 
• 14" Super VGA Color Monitor 
• 2 Serial, parallel and game ports • 101-key keyboard 
• Case & power supply • DOS 4.0 I or 3.3 
• Windows 3.0 with mouse • 30 days money back guarantee 

PCI 386-33 .......................................... $1,895 
• same as above configuration • 64K C<iche memory 
• 4MB RAM • 120MB HD 

PCI 486-33 ... ... .... ... ... ...... ......... ..... $2,795 
• same as above configuration • 2561\ Cache memory 
• 200 MB IDE HD (14.SMS) • 4MB RAM 

Notebook 386sx ...$1,895 
• 2MB RAM • l.44MB FD 
• 40MB HD • Serial or parall el 
• Built -in mouse & scanner ports 
• Ext. keyboard port 
• Ext. monitor port 
• Carrying Case 

Portune 1000 companies, 
Universities and 

Governments purchase 
orders welcome. 

All systems come with 2 
years labor + l year 

part s warran ty. 
Free lifetime toll free 

technical support. 

LCD VGA Portable Plasma VGA Portable 
386SX-20MHz ...... $1 ,495 386SX-20MHz ...... S1 ,645 
386-25MHz ........... $1 ,645 
 386-25MHz ....... $1 ,795 

386-33MHz ........... $1 ,795 
 386-33MHz ....... S1 ,945 

• 2MB RAM • l.2MB & 1.44 MB FD • 2MB RAM • l.2MB & l.44MB FD 
• 85MB hard disk • 85MB hard disk 
• LCD 640x480 screen • Plasma VGA 640x480 screen 
• LCD VGA display • Plasma VGA card 
• Serial and parallel • Serial and Parallel 
• 86 key detachable keyboord • 6 keydetachable keyboard 
• 200W power supply • 20011' power supply 
• 9.1"0ilx75' (D)x 16.1 ' (\\I) • 9.1 ' (Ii) x7.5' (D) x 16. J' (W) 

486-33 MHz . .. .$2,895 486-33 MHz.. . . $3 ,095 

256KCache Memory • 256K Cache Memory 
4MBRAM • 4MB RAM 
200 MB IDE HD (14.SMS) • 200 MB IDE HD (14.SMS) 

OFFICE HOURS: MON-SAT 8:30AM·5:30PM PST Price Subject To Change Without Notice 
- rr=::ll ~ ' . -=- cu ~•

9945 LOWER AZUSA, TEMPLE CITY, CA. 91780PACIFIC COMPUTERS TOLL FREE 800/346·7207 •FAX: 818/442·9112 
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• 	 32-Bll Intel B0486/33 MHz CPU 
• 	 Burst Mode Support 
• 	 Zcro-Walt 64KB (Exp. to 2S6KB} Blgh 

Speed Cache• 
• Zero-Walt 128KB Wgh Speed Cache'• 
• 	 4MB Zero-Wait State 32-bit Memory on the 

Wodd ' Best Motherboard made by AMI 
(Expands to 32MB' /96 fB ..} 

• 	 B Expansion 16-bil. 
Slots: 

7-filSA and 1-32/8 bit* * 

• 	 Sony 1304 HG 14" SVGA Monitor (1024 
x 768 Resolulloo, Non-interlaced ) 

• 	 Orchid ProDesigner II VGA Card with IMO 
RAM 

• 	 207MB 15m Maxtor IDE Hard Drive 
• 1eac 1.2 and 1.44 Floppy Drives 
• 2 erial / I Parallel Ports UO • 
• 	 2 erial/2 Parallel Pons 1/0 • • 
• 	 PC Powe r & Cool.Ing 300 Wan Power upply 
• 	 Vertical Ca e : 6 Days/ ccurity LockJLED 

(Also shown is our optional deluxe case 
12 1/2bt bays with 450 wan power 
supply} 

• 	 Keytronlcs 101-kcy Enhanced Keyboard 
• 	 AAU BIOS/CMOS Set-up/Diagnostics/ 

Clock/Calendar 
• 	 3-Ring loth Binder for Manual and 

Software 
• 	 10-year Lithium Baueq•/'.1VlfiiE lbol 
• 	 800 number for Lifetime Technical Support 
• 	 TRW On- ii Service Available to Most 

Locations 
• 	 Feder.ii Express Rep lacement of Defective 

Components 
• 	 PCC B Ccrtiflcation 

$2,999 

386-33 MHz 


COMPLETE SYSTEM 

Upgradable to 86 with Plug ln Board! 

Stnte of the an technology Is what you receive when 
you order a 70VC11Ecompu1cr. The heart and soul'l,,ony computer is the motherboard . An AMI in a 

IX.HE computer is qui te simply the very bes1. 
c mean what we say and here arc the facts! 

FACT: Computer hoppc~d 3 sy terns 
in its July cover feature. 70lVIE be:uNORTHGATE 
and DELL in the overall total speed te l for 
performance! Shopper also said, "10(.JCJIE's system 
operated quietest . .. 7l5[i5tE obviou ly offers the 
fullest expansion of the three system . .. 'llJiDfE 's 
ESDI edged out NORTHGATE'S !DE drive and DELL' 
slower IDE" Of all three systems 'JlJWfE was the 
least expensive. Shopper also said, " In n1 and 
finish ifjWIE offers among the best we've seen." 

FACT: Our AMI pa.rtncrship enabled us 10 begin 
shipping 386 to 486 upgrJdable systems in 1989 ... 
2 years before NORTHGATE even announced theirs! 
Nonhgate President An l..llzcre is quoted in 
PC~ EEK 06/03/91, "Upgradable is the wave of the 
future ... " Unfonunatcly anyone riding the 

ORTHGATE wave is sunk when it come to 
upgrading their 386 systems. Now 1ha1 everyone 
wants a 486 anyway, what good is that to customers 
that bought Nor1hga1e systems for the past 2 years? 
Only GATEWAY knows when their upgradable 
system will ever become available. 

FAGf: 70Wlb' was first lO offer a 386 caching 
motherboard because AMI was the first 10 design a 
caching 386 motherboard . 

QUALITY 
We cike gre!lt pride in the fact that we Include a 
2-ye2r replacement pan warr:inty on every 
component. Gateway, Norihgatc. and Deli Include 
only a I-year warrant)'. After you buy a 'J{JWfE 
you'll never need 10 worry which component 
might fail after only I-year of use! F.ven more 
impon:u11ly replacing falling pans can he extremely 
expensive. Investigate the cost of repairing your 
JOE or F. 01 hard drive. There goe a whopping 
$300-54001 Maybe you'll get irback In working 
condition af1cr 3 or 4 weeks. We won't even try 10 
gues what happens when their mmherbo:trd 
fails! You simply can' t afford to buy any ysmn 
which offers you only a 1-ye:i r warranty! 

J!O quality and craftsmanship 1ha1 go into every 
'lfClfE computer Is unmatched in this industry. 

AU systems arc diligently assembled In Darien, 
Illinois by our team of dedicated technicians. We 
guarantee that you will receive a custom-built . 
configuration exactly as ordered using our 
uncompromising WYSIWYG standards. Be certain 
when you' re shopping, that other companies 
pro"ide you with a list of the manufacturer and 
model number of every component they plan 
(promise) 10 use in their system. 

From the world-renowned AMI motherboard 10 the 
# I rated PC Power Cooling switching power supply 
EVERY component we use is simply unbeatable. 

MORE PACTS 
GATEWAY? Ask thc:m about their EISA sy 1ems. 
They don't even offer this very latest standard In 
computer technology. Did you know every 
customer who ordered a 386 computer from 
'Jl5[iifE since early 1990, over I year ago, can 
easil)' upgrade to a 486 with our simple plug-in card 
for only $9991 01 a single GATEWAY, NORTHGATE, 
or DELL computer purchased in 1989, 1990 and 
most of 1991 can be upgraded from 386 to 486 
like the tremendous number of customers who 
have already ciken advantage of 1.his stale of the art 
option '/l)W!Eoffers. We're sure they'll gladly 
cike your order for a new 486 !hough. Givc 
yourself a break and buy a 1l)r.i'ilE ! 

Call 'Jl}[i5iE and speak to one ofour 
sales associates today! 

- Made In d:lc USA 

.70UCHE 

_,,...__. 

!. PCPl'il'.IS Compony 
8205 Sou1h C.» Au~nuc Duicn. lllinoll 60SS9 
7081810-1010 Fu 7081810-9490 

:iell 
WHO YA GONNA CALL? 


708/810-1010 
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•• 
COMPANY NAME Z-Nix·cordiess Logltech Mouse,Mon Microsoft Mouse Microsoft B6Upoint ., 

Super Mouse Cordless 

RESOLUTl()N 40QDPI ~ 4QO DP,I· 400 DPI 
SOFTWARE DOS & Windows DOS & Whidows' , DOS & Windows 

400 DPI 
DOS &Windows 

ACCELERATl9N SUPPORU:D Unlimited 10 levels 2 basic 40,320 levels 
!,..; 

40,320 level~ . 

INTERFACE 9-pin & 25-pin' 9-pin &.25-pin Bus, 9-pin & 25-pin 
SUPPORTED Serlal Port ., ,Serial P,ort Serlal Port 

x. , PSl2 .,, PS/2.··., 
. ;.. .... 

ADDITIONAL FEATURES Cordless infrared Cordless.radio wave None None 

-LIST PRICE 
·.x~ . . $.129 1 .$-125 $1;75 

SALE PRICE $64.99 $114.99 $89.99 $129.99 

Prices quoted are based on selling prices at CompUSA stores. 

---.... -----...... ---........ 
«.. . 

You can't get to be a winner by offering less than the best. And at Z-Nlx we believe that offering the 
best doesn't mean the most expensive. Our new cordless mouse is a great example. It offers the 
world's best Infrared technology, with smooth performance and compatibility, yet It's price is substan
tially below the nearest competition. Don't just take our word, take a serious look at the chart above. 
You'll see the winner is obvious when you choose a Z-Nix Cordless Super Mouse. 

Nissan 
The Winning Combination 

Z-Nix 
Cordless Super Mouse 

$64.99 300ZX 
Twin Turbo 

For a limited time when you "test drive· the Cordless Super Mouse at a Z-Nix dealer you can enter for Z·NIX INC. 
a chance to win a new Nissan 300ZX Twin Turbo worth $40,000. See your computer dealer for details. 

Tel: (714) 629-8050 

LOOK FOR 300ZX BOOKMARK ENTRY FORM IN COMDEX EXHIBITOR'SGUIDE! SEE US AT BOOTH #W804 
Circle 79 on Inquiry Card. 



REVIEWS 


APPLICATION 

Photoshop vs. ColorStudio: 

Their Battle Reaches New Heights 


CAL V ORNBERGER 

Whcther your interests lie with com
puter illu tration , digital color 
separation , or both , the recent up

grade to Adobe' s Photoshop and Letra
set's ColorStudio have much to praise . 
Macinto h-based illustrators will admire 
the new tools and image-processing fea
tures introduced in the upgrades , while 
desktop color separators will appreciate 
the real-time CMYK (cyan, magenta, 
yellow, black) color editing capabilities 
now in both programs. By combining 
these features with improved color cor
rection and refined printer support, Pho
toshop 2.0 and ColorStudio 1.5 give you 
unpara lleled control over the color print
ing process . 

However, both programs have some 
nagging problems. ColorStudio's inter
face remains as arcane and difficult to 
learn as ever. And while Photoshop has 
caught up to ColorStudio in its ability to 
rasterize Encapsulated PostScript files, 
its new vector-based Bezier tool falls 
short of it competitor's capabilities. But 
in the end, both upgrades bring a bevy 
of important new tool and effects to 
the high end of the color-retouching and 
image-processing market. 

A New Color Separation Era 
Real-time CMYK editing and color cor
rection is a great step forward in the 
quest for high-quality desktop color sep
arations . Prior to these upgrades , if you 
wanted to retouch or manipulate images 
for four-color process output , you had to 
work in an RGB color space and then 
convert the images to CMYK. Because 
the Macintosh 's 24-bit RGB mode can 
display more colors than cyan, magenta , 
yellow , and black inks can reproduce , 
you had to make educated guesses about 
how certain colors would print. The abil
ity to separate, color-correct and re
touch an image in a CMYK color space 
ends this guesswork . 

In addition, the programs can now be 
precisely calibrated to specific output 
devices and paper stock . The upgraded 
Photoshop contains a new Preferences 
menu item that lets you configure the 

program to match your color monitor to a 
specific color output device . 

Photoshop ' s improved color-correc 
tion tools give greater control over under
color removal and gray-component re 
placement for increased control of color 
separations. The program now supports 
PostScript Level 2 output devices . Also 
new is Pantone 's Color Matching System 
and support for Pantone's recommended 
CMYK equivalent.s when used in the 
four-color printing process . 

ColorStudio a lso supports the Pantone 
color system. Version 1.5 offers a sepa
rate program called ColorCalibrator, 
which lets you create custom printer con
figuration files and fine-tune color 
printer output much the way you can with 
Photoshop 's Preferences . ColorStudio 
includes new drivers for several popular 
output devices, including dye-sublima
tion printers and many desk top scanners. 

Vector Layers 
An important new feature in Photoshop 
is its ability to rasterize Encapsulated 
PostScript files created with Adobe rllus
trator and other compatible programs. 
Previous versions could open only a rag
ged bit-mapped representation of the 
PostScript file ; now Photoshop doe an 
excellent job of creating an antialiased 
final image at any size or resolution. 

With its Shapes Annex , ColorStudio 
has had this ability for a while , and it is 
still one of the most innovative features 
of the program. Supplied with the up
grade, the Shapes Annex let you draw 
on a PostScript layer with vector-based 
drawing tools. This vector-based layer 
sits on top of a bit-mapped image, and 
you can turn the Shapes layer on and off 
at will. You can also import Illustrator 
and FreeHand file into this layer and 
convert the finished product into a clean 
antialia ed bit map. 

This is a powerful feature, particular
ly when combined with the mask func
tions in either program for creating em
bossed effects. I used the Shapes Annex 
and mask layer to produce the black-on
wh ite doll ar signs in screen la . Color

'JTE ACTION SUMMARY 

• 	 WHAT PHOTOSHOP 2.0 AND 
COLORSTUDIO 1.5 DO 
They give Macintosh-based 
graphics professionals high-end 
image-processing and color
retouching capabilities. 

• 	 LIKES 
Real-time CMYK editing and 
color correction, vector-based 
drawing tools, and an array of 
new image-processing tools . 

• 	 DISLIKES 
ColorStudio suffers from a 
daunting interface and slowness 
when performing some tasks. 
Photoshop's vector-based Bezier 
tool falls short of the competition. 

• 	 RECOMMENDATIONS 
Both applications provide 
impressive image-processing 
power, but Igive Photoshop the 
edge for its speed and easy-to-use 
interface. 

• 	 PRICE 
Photoshop 2.0, $895 
ColorStudio 1.5, $995 

• 	 FOR MORE INFORMATION 
Adobe Systems, Inc. 

1585 Charleston Rd. 

P.O. Box7900 

Mountain View, CA 94039 

1415) 961-4400 

fax : 1415)961-3769 
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(800) 343-8973 
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PHOTOSHOP VS. COLORSTUDIO 


;; Fiia Edit Scan Color Mask Effects Ulau 
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Screen 1: ColorStudio 's Shapes Annex created the vector-based dollar signs (a) in a mask layer. The author then used a 
ColorStudio texture to create a background (b) and produced the embossed wallpaper (c) using ColorStudio 's new Relieftool in 
co11j11nction with the mask layer. 

Studio's new Relief filter in conjunction 
with a texture (screen I b) created the 
final embossed effect (screen le) . 

But ColorStudio's Shapes Annex suf
fers from the same flaw that I perceived 
throughout the program: lack of a consis
tent, intuitive interface. Moreover, if you 
attempt a complex vector-based graphic 
on the PostScript layer (e .g., the dollar 
signs), ColorStudio will slow to a crawl. 

While Photoshop 2.0 introduces a vec
tor-based selection tool that enables you 
to create defined shapes using Bezier 
curves, the tool doesn ' t compare favor
ab ly with ColorStudio 's fully imple
mented Shapes Annex. Photoshop's new 
Bezier tool works like a pen in Adobe Il
lustrator. You can create paths that you 
can save as Encapsulated PostScript files 
and use later as a clipping path to silhou
ette an image. In addition, with the new 
Make Path command, you can turn a se
lection shape into an editable path and 
save it as a PostScript file . 

Duotone Support 
Photoshop now supports duotones (and 
tritones and quadratones). A duotone is a 
method to increase the tonal range of a 
gray-scale image by printing with black 
and an additional color (see screens 2a 
and 2b). 

You can specify any Pantone or pro
cess ink as the second ink color in an 
image to increase dynamic range . A 
third and fourth color can also be se
lected to create tritones and quadratones. 
While these tools are valuable additions 
to the desktop designer 's toolkit , Photo
shop makes it so easy to create duotones 
that I fear publications may soon be 
swamped with them. 

Imaging and Video Tools 
The programs include some interesting 
new image-processing tools . ColorStu
dio offers average, high-pass , blur, and 
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color relief filters, among others. The 
program also lets you create custom ef
fects with the ColorTalk script-language 
module . Photoshop's new effects include 
pointilize (for a mosaic look), emboss , 
crystallize, wind , and radial blur filters. 

Both Photoshop and ColorStudio have 
extensive file-import capabilities. Photo
shop supports a wider range of alien file 
formats , including TARGA , Amiga, and 
GIFF files, among others . ColorStudio 
imports TARGA files and Photoshop's 
native file format. The two programs let 
you import images scanned on high-reso
lution scanners (e.g., a Scitex) for ma
nipulation on the Mac. The problem is , 
the higher the scan resolution, the larger 
the file size. And while both programs 
make use of virtual memory schemes, 
files in the 20-MB to 200-MB range are 
just too large for a 68030-based machine 
to handle effectively. Perhaps the 68040
based Macs will make high-resolution 
desktop retouching and color correction 
practical. 

Photoshop 2.0 gives the nod to video 
users with two important features . The ' 
first is the ability to " de-interlace" a 
video frame capture. This removes jit
ters normally encountered when digitiz
ing full-motion video. Second , you can 
now remap the color palette of an image 
so that only " video-legal " colors are 
used. Similar to the problem encountered 
in printed output, 24-bit RGB mode can 
create colors that cannot be rendered by 
the NTSC standard . Letting users remap 
and image to a video-legal color palette 
avoids this problem. 

The new Photoshop release also has 
several features for animators. It can 
convert 8- or 24-bit RGB images into 8
bit indexed color images. You can map 
these images to a predefined color palette 
or a palette imported from another pro
gram . This feature should endear itself 
to users of Paracomp's FilmMaker or 

MacroMind ' s Director. Another benefit 
to animators is the PICT Resource mod
ule. With this plug-in module, included 
with the program, you can open PICS 
animations and import them into Photo
shop for individual processing . 

Interface Problems 
You have to admire ColorStudio 's devel
opers for cramming more features into 
this program than the typical user could 
ever need. But Letraset should have spent 
more time developing a simple , intuitive 
interface that lets you tap into all that 
power. The new release suffers from the 
same confusing interface as previous 
versions. And while the new ColorStudio 
is significantly quicker than its predeces
sor, the program is still annoyingly slow 
with certain tools and commands . When 
I ran it on a Mac Ilci, it was often slug
gish with any but the most basic 24-bit
color images. 

Photoshop 's interface continues to be 
a major reason why this program has a 
wide following among designers . While 
the new Photoshop isn 't quite as feature
laden as ColorStudio 1.5 , its interface is 
simple , consistent, and intuitive, making 
it much easier to learn. All of Photo
shop's tools and effects are more imme
diately accessible than its competitor's, 
and all perform smoothly without a no
ticeable lag or delay. 

Not much has been done to improve 
ColorStudio ' s masking features , which 
remain one of the program's most arcane 
concepts. With its single mask layer and 
obtuse way of implementing masking 
features, ColorStudio makes you con
form to its idea of how masks should be 
created and used . The whole process is 
far too modal , employing several tedious 
and unneeded steps . 

By contrast, Photoshop ' s developers 
have improved on the mask selection pro
cess. You can still have multiple masks 
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PHOTOSHOP VS. COLORSTUDIO 


Screen 2: Photoshop 2. 0 's support for duotones can expand the contrast range of 
gray-scale images (a) by adding a second color (b). 

per image. I find the masking tools in 
Photoshop one of the program 's strongest 
and most versatile features. 

Finally, I encountered an annoying 
quirk with ColorStudio: its propensity to 
search the SCSI bus for a device with the 
most available space to store its tempo
rary files. In my case , it found a WORM 
(write once, read many times) drive and 
proceeded to gobble up more than l 00 
MB of disk space with temporary files. 
You can control temporary drive param
eters, but you must run a separate pro
gram to change these defaults. ColorStu
dio 's extensive use of temporary files 
written to storage devices is part of the 
reason the program is so slow . Photoshop 
2.0 uses the start-up disk as the default 

temporary file disk. You have the option 
of choosing another "scratch disk" from 
the Virtual Memory submenu under the 
Preferenc'es menu. 

System Requirements 
Both programs are System 7 .0-compat
ible , although Adobe recommends avoid
ing Apple 's virtual memory scheme. 
Adobe claims that its own scheme works 
better, and I have no reason to doubt this. 
Both Photoshop 2.0 and ColorStudio 1.5 
ran very well on a Mac llci with 20 MB 
of memory and 32-bit addressing turned 
on. Both programs support Apple' s Pub
lish feature and Balloon help . 

Adobe recommends that you run Pho
toshop 2.0 with at least 4 MB of memory. 

ColorStudio 1.5 needs at least 5 MB of 
memory and a Mac with a floating-point 
processor. Macs without the floating
point chip , notably the LC and the llsi, 
can use a special , slower version called 
ColorStudio NFP. A 24-bit color video 
card is a must for both programs. 

A Clear Winner 
ColorStudio could be a very good pro
gram if Letraset solved some daunting 
interface problems and sped up the pro
gram. With so much power under the 
hood , it's like drivi ng a car with an inte
rior as complicated as a Boeing 747 cock
pit. If you could figure out how all those 
knobs and dials and gadgets worked, you 
could probably make the car go very fast. 
Photoshop , on the other hand , fools you 
with its simplicity. At first , you wonder 
how such a simple , spare-looking inter
face could eve r live up to Adobe 's 
claims. You quickly learn that inside that 
simple exterior lies an extremely power
ful design tool. 

The latest versions of these programs 
are on a par in terms of features and 
image-processing power. However, Pho
toshop wins hands down in speed of exe
cution and ease of use. • 

Cal Vornberger is a principal at Tumble 
Graphics and Animation, a New York de
sign firm that specializes in interactive 
multimedia presentations. He is also a 
faculty member of the Pratt Institute in 
Manhattan , where he teaches computer 
illustration and multimedia production. 
You can reach him on BIX as "cvorn
berger." 
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REVIEWER'S NOTEBOOK 


Will 31h-inch 
Rewritables Reshape 
the Optical Market? 

Pinnacle Micro 's RE0-130 
drive portends well for emerging 
3Vi-inch erasable optical 
drives. 

The onslaught of 31/i-inch rewritable
optical (R/0) drives due this month 
could finally make optical storage a 

high-volume business . Approximately a 
dozen vendors, including IBM and Sony, 
plan to join Pinnacle Micro and Ocean 
Microsystems, which are already selling 
drives to creators of large graphics and 
CAD files and those interested in secur
ing and distributing data. 

The BYTE Lab recently had a chance 
to look at one of the first 3.V2-inch R/O 
drives to ship, Pinnacle Micro's RE0
130. The well-built external subsystem 
houses a drive manufactured by Most , 
the parent company of Nakemichi . West
ern Digital 's 7000-Fasst SCSI adapter 
ships with the drive, along with Colum
bia Data Products' setup software. The 

package sells for $2495, and each 128
MB optical disk costs Sl29. Aside from 
the problems we encountered with incor
rectly formatted media , installing and 
running the RE0-130 were straightfor
ward. We quickly had an additional 128 
MB of storage capacity up and running as 
if we'd just attached a new SCSI hard 
drive. 

Citing a 30-millisecond access time 
for the drive, Pinnacle Micro compares 
the RE0-130's performance to that of 
hard disks. We decided to explore per
formance further by running the BYTE 
Lab' s SCSI file 1/0 benchmarks on the 
RE0-130 and Plus Development 's Plus 
Impulse 170-MB SCSI hard drive. Each 
ran on the same 25-MHz 386 system and 
SCSI controller . Based on these results 
(see the figure) , the RE0-130 posted re
sults respectable for an optical drive, but 
not within the performance ballpark of 
its hard-drive cousin. 

Pinnacle Micro also sets up the RE0
130 to compete in price against remov
able-storage contenders such as the Sy
quest 88 and !omega's Bernoulli 90. The 
optical drive costs roughly twice as much 
as the two competing drives, but media 
costs are lower, so economy of scale is 
important to the RE0-130 price compar
isons. For example, the price of roughly 
256 MB of storage for the RE0-130 is 
a relatively steep $10.75 per MB , com
pared to $6.54 and $7 .99 for the Ber
noulli and Syquest, respectively . But the 
economic differences flip-flop at higher 
storage levels: At around l gigabyte , the 
Pinnacle Micro , Bernoulli , and SyQuest 
drives and media cost $3.44, $3.63 , and 
$4.14 per MB, respectively. 

FILE 1/0 BENCHMARKS 


Pinnacle 
RE0-130 

100 200 300 400 500 11 oo 
KBps 

• Sequential reads Sequential writes 0 Random 1/0 

The RE0-130 posted performance respectable for an optical drive. 
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Overall , we rank the RE0-130 as an 
encouraging first look at what may be
come a ubiquitous class of storage prod
ucts . The drive performed flawlessly, 
and we liked the thought of adding a sub
sequent 128 MB of storage for roughly 
the cost of a software utility program . 

But now is not the time to jump onto 
the 3 \Ii-inch R/0-drive bandwagon. Still 
unresolved are standards for high-level 
formatting and rotational speeds that 
will determine interchangeability of 
media written by different drives . Cur
rently , Pinnacle Micro supports lBM 's 
standard, while Sony and others plan 
to support a still-developing ANSI/ISO 
standard. Also, competition will have an 
immediate downward effect on prices for 
drives and media . Sony will price its ex
ternal drive at $1895 and sell media for 
$69. The expected flood of competing 
products could drive street prices for 
drives and media even lower. 

Security concerns or intense curiosity 
may force some to become early adopters 
today; the promise of clearer standards 
and better prices will cause us to wait a 
few months before we succumb. 

PixelPaint 
Professional 2.0: 
A Satisfying Sequel 

It's hard to improve a program like 
PixelPaint Professional without just 
heaping more features onto it. With 

the new version 2 .0 , SuperMac Technol
ogy has fixed a few faults, built in a few 
new tricks , and managed to walk that 
line between added value and elephanti
asis . 

One complaint with 1.0 was that it 
couldn't handle 24-bit-color TIFF files. 
PixelPaint Professional 2 .0 can. Reading 
in a TIFF file will give your hard disk 
some serious exercise, though, and if the 
file 's big enough, you'll have plenty of 
time to fix a cup of coffee. The program 
will save things in Encapsulated Post
Script form but can't read EPSF files . 
There is also a new file format called 
PixelPaper, which lets you store an im
age on a textured surface; this essentially 
simulates materials that traditional art
ists work on, such as canvas , linen , wa
tercolor board , and rice paper. 

The zoom tool also bothered some 
users of 1.0 . You can now zoom in and 
not be confined to a little window that 
looks lost on a big screen. 



Mesh warp is another nice new trick. 
This lets you manipulate an image by 
bending anchor points on a grid. A new 
"random path mode" lets you distribute 
paint by splattering it in a sort of Jackson 
Pollock mode. You could do similar 
things with the Speckle Brush in 1.0, but 
now you can apply the same effect to 
other tools. . 

SuperMac has made one change that 
every other developer of paint programs 
should follow: Like Time Arts ' Oasis 
package , PixelPaint now works with 
pressure-sensitive tablets, such as Wa
com 's or Numonics' . This means you 
can use a stylus to control tools like pas
tel, charcoal , and airbrush and have the 
same flexibility you 'd have working with 
traditional media. Someday, may we all 
be free of having to paint with a mouse. 

Performance is our one big complaint 
with this program. Some operations 
banged awfully hard on the hard disk, 
and response felt a tad slow when we 
used some tools . Painting at 24 bits will 
tax any machine, but we were using a 
Mac II powered by a Radius Rocket
that' s a 25-MHz 68040 engine-with 8 
MB of RAM. It doesn't get much better 
than that. For the next release, SuperMac 
should concentrate on optimizing perfor
mance and n(Jt worry about adding new 
features. 

This is one deep program. Taken a lit
tle further, it would be too deep, with a 
crowded interface and tools too hard to 
find, and so complex that you 'd have to
eegads!-read the manual. SuperMac 
continues to build on the fabulous Mac
Paint concept without losing the simplic
ity of that original . 

$149 DlsplayMate 
Rivals $25,000 Worth 
of Lab Equipment 

When we received the Display Mate 
Video Display Utilities from Son
era Technologies , we evaluated 

the package as a tool for testing monitors 
in the lab. That put the software product 
up against a pretty stringent standard. 
The BYTE Lab uses sophisticated hard
ware-based test equipment costing over 
$25,000. While we didn ' t expect a $149 
software package to perform the same 
as our SuperSpot testing equipment, we 
found ourselves analyzing the trade-offs. 

The DisplayMate software serves sev
eral useful purposes. If you have already 

bought a monitor, it can help you adjust 
the settings for the b~st display possible. 
It can also alert you to possible problems 
that may require a service technician. 
DisplayMate's rich set of tests can reveal 
nearly any problem afflicting your moni
tor, and the system prompts clearly ex
plain the problem and how to deal with it. 

Purchasers of video display equipment 
will find DisplayMate indispensable. 
And it ' s convenient enough io be practi
cal. By carrying a single disk to your 
dealer, you can quickly and effectively 
test a broad range of monitors for com
mon pitfalls. The utilities can expose 
quirks in even the most expensive display 
systems . We found it especially useful to 
run two monitors side by side to evaluate 
subtleties in display quality. Display
Mate belongs in the software arsenal of 
every volume buyer of monitors. 

Most of the DisplayMate tests do not 
produce quantitative data: Problems 
with display quality must be detected by 
the human eye. At first we had a problem 
with this. But in the end, the software's 
clever design made us believers. Sonera 
created test patterns to make the effects 
you need to see clearly discernible. For 
instance, the test for screen regulation 
displays a blinking box framed by a sin
gle-line border. A monitor with geomet
ric distortion will cause the outer border 
to change size as the inner box blinks. 

We first tested a monitor that didn ' t 
suffer from this problem, so we found 
ourselves striving to see the smallest 
possible changes in the border. Once we 
found a monitor that did have a problem 
with screen regulation, the evaluation re
quired no guesswork; the border clearly 
expanded when the inner box blinked. 
As we tested many monitors around the 
Jab, we discovered a range of display 
problems. The tests exposed these prob
lems with impressive consistency. 

The program also did a good job of 
testing LCDs for common problems, 
such as color mapping, ghosting, text 
scrolling, and persistence . It may not re
place our current monitor-testing equip
ment, but it surely will become a re
quired utility in our testing suite. 

And one word about documentation: 
outstanding. In addition to clear instruc
tions, the manual includes extensive gen
eral information about video displays . 
Ironically, the program is easy enough to 
use so that you may not need the manual 
to run the software, but you'll probably 
keep it handy for reference purposes. • 

-The BYTE Lab 

Correction .A 

In " Getting Groups on Schedule" 

(September BYTE), the cost to li

cense 50 simultaneous users for Syn

chronize 1.1 was incorrectly stated. 

The correct cost is $4500. We regret 

the error. CrossWind Technologies, 

makers of Synchronize, can be con

tacted at (408) 335-4988. 


Reviewer's Notebook provides new infor
mation-including version updates, new 
test data , long-term usage reports, and 
reader feedback-on products and prod
uct categories. 
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• Use c-tree Plus as a data management engine, or as afront-end to the FairCom 
Server or Fair Com SOL Server! 

Now you don't have to choose betwl!en different application configurations - c-tree Plus 
suppons them all! You can use c·tree Plus to create single user. mult i-user. or LAN applications. 
and easily adapt them to utilize the advanced client/server technology of 
FairCom Server or FairCom SOL Server. (which offers full ANSI-standard SOL 
functionality). 

t c-tree Plus offers complete scalability! 
No matter what kind of platform you're running on (or moving to), c-tree 

.us eliminates the tedious. time-consuming reprogramming normally 
required to move from one environment to another. With c·tree Plus.you 
don't change your source code at all- just recompile, link. and you're run· 
ning on platforms ranging from Cray supercomputers to Zenith laptops! 

• With the FairCom Servers, c-tree Plus offers powerful (and afford
able) transaction processing capabilities! 

Using c·tree Plus as afront-end to the FairCom Servers, you c3n incorpo· 
rate powerful transaction processing features directly into your applications. 
including lull commit/rollback. intermediate savepoints and complete 
logging. 

• Order c-trae Plus, and put yourself in the driver's seat! 
Whether you currently need the power of client/server technolog1. or just 

need the most powerful data management system around. c-tree Plus is for you - order your 
copy today! 

(800) 234-8180, Ext. 1 



SOME ASSEMBLY REQUIRED 


JONATHAN 
AMSTERDAM 

• 

PRINTFPLUS 


E
very C programmer has come to know and love 
printf. The kind of output that printf and its 
relatives sprintf and fprintf provide-a 
string template that indicates places where 
values should be substituted-is far more con

cise than outputting each item with a separate function 
call (as in Modula-2) and is more readable than separat
ing the items by commas (as in BASIC and Pascal). 

There's only one problem with printf: It's not ex
tensible . There's no way to add to its fixed set of format 
specifications . For example, you can write 

printf("The value of %s is %d\n", 
var.name, var. val) 

if var.val is an integer, and similar notation for the 
data types long, float , double , char, and string. But you 
can' t be so concise if var. val does not correspond to 
one of the few built-in specifications that printf al
lows, in which case you have two choices: First , you 
can resort to a Modula-2 style of output, writing 

printf("The value of %s is" , 
var.name); 

print_var_value(var.val); 
printf("\n"); 

That 's not very pretty. Second, you can use a more gen
eral solution, writing a function var_value_string 

ILLUSTRATION: MARK FISHER © 199 1 

that places a printable repre- An extensible 
sentation of the object into a 
string. If the function takes template-oriented 
care of allocating the string, 
you can write the following: printing function for C 

printf("The value of %s is %s \ n", 
var.name, 
var_value_string(var. val) ); 

But even though this is almost as concise as the origi
nal example, it requires a lot of storage to hold the 
string for large objects , as well as some way of manag
ing that storage. If you malloc the string space, you 
have to free it , which means you can ' t write the above 
code-you 'd lose the pointer to the newly created 
string. If you use a fixed-size character array to hold 
the string, you have the unpleasant problem of guessing 
the largest size you'll ever need and weighing that 
against the inevitable waste of space. You also have to 
use the function carefully, since a second call will 
overwrite the string from the first call. 

Neither of these solutions holds a candle to this idea: 
Add a new format specification to print f (I ' ll call it 
%V), arrange for it to invoke pr int_val_value , and 
write the following: 

printf("The value of %sis %V\ n", 
var.name, var .val); 
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That's clean, simple and elegant. There 's 
just one problem: You can't do it with 
printf. 

But you can do it with the function that 
I'll present in this column: eprintf, the 
extensible printf. The eprintf func
tion lets you define new format specifi
cations that invoke your print functions 
when they appear in a format string. You 
can use single characters, as in the above 
example, or you can use strings enclosed 
in angle brackets. For instance, if you 
have a data structure called Node , you 
could write some code so that this would 
work: 

eprintf("Current node : 
%<node> \ n", 
cur_node); 

For uniformity 's sake, eprintf also lets 
you enclose single-character specifica
tions in angle brackets. 

Ifyou ' re familiar with c++, you may 
think that that language has the extensi
ble printing problem solved. In C ++, 
you can overload the output operator « 
so that it invokes a function of your 
choice, depending on the type of its right-

hand argument. So, in C++ , you could 
write the above eprintf line as follows: 

cout << "Current node : " 
« cur_node « "\n"; 

This solution is definitely an improve
ment over the earlier two ideas, but it has 
two problems. First , it's not as concise as 
the template-oriented style of printing
it ' s about as bad as the Pascal write 
statement. Second, and more important , 
it doesn't provide any way to print the 
same object in different formats. 

This capability is one of the great 
strengths of template-oriented printing. 
For instance, as every C programmer 
knows , you can output an integer in deci
mal, hexadecimal, or octal, depending 
on whether you use %d, %x, or %0. Fur
thermore, you can supply arguments to 
the format specifications to further con
trol the output. The specification 
%-10.Js, for instance, means that the 
first three characters of a string should 
be right-justified in a field IO spaces 
long. 

c++ 's type-based output mechanism 
can't compete with this kind of flexibil 

ity. So even when I switch to C++ I'll 
still be using template-oriented printing. 

Using eprintf 
Here is the basic functionality eprintf 
provides. First , you can write 

eprintf(forma t-s tring, 
arguments); 

for any format string that printf would 
accept , and with the same effect. The 
same goes, of course, for efprintf and 
esprintf, analogs of C's other format
ted-output functions. 

Second, you can write your own print
ing function , install it on any character 
or string, and have it called when you use 
that character or string in a format speci
fication . This is accomplished by a call 
such as the following: 

instalLeprintf_f unc("node", 
print_node ) ; 

where print_node is a function you sup
ply. There's no restriction on the length 
of the string or on the characters it con
tains, except that it can't be the single 
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character < and it can' t contain >. How an existing association; install_ 
ever, if you use a single-character string eprintf_func doesn ' t warn you about 
that is a format flag, a digit, a period , or these . The function eprintf_abort 
the letter /, you must enclose it in angle prints an error message on the standard 
brackets when you write it in a format error stream and aborts the current invo
string. cation of eprintf. In addition, there are 

The eprintf function provides some several functions that are aids to writing 
other capabilities as well. There is get_ your own printing functions . 
eprintf_func , which returns the func Before showing you how to write a 
tion associated with a given string (or printing function , I'll explain how C 
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The stdarg Facility 
One of the nicer things that ANSI C has 
done is to establish a portable way to 
write functions that take a number of ar
guments not fixed at compile time. All 
you need to do to avail yourself of this is 
include the header file stdarg.h. (Most 
older, non-ANSI implementations pro
vide a similar facility , obtained by in
cluding the header varargs .h; see your 
system's manual for details .) 

The stdarg facility lets you access the 
arguments of a C function by manipulat
ing a variable of type va_list. You first 
initialize the variable to the function ' s 
argument list by invoking the va_start 
macro. Then you can pick off the argu
ments one by one by calling va_arg, 
which takes a va_list and a type, re
turns the next argument, and, as a side 
effect, modifies the va_list so that sub
sequent calls to va_arg get the following 
arguments. You can even pass the va
_list to other functions , which can 
themselves use va_arg. (As you'll see, 
this ability is crucial to eprintf .) Fi
nally, when you're done, you must call 
va_end. 

As an example , look at the eprintf 
function itself: 

int 
eprintf( const char *format,. .. ) 
{ 

va_list args; 
int r; 

va_start(args, format); 
r = do_eprintf(format, 

&args, fput_char, stdout); 
va_end(args); 
return r; 

} 

The function header says that eprintf 
takes at least one argument, the format 
string, followed by an indeterminate 
number of other arguments. (Both the 
const and the .. . are legal ANSI C .) I've 
called the va_list variable args, a con
vention I follow throughout. I initialize it 
with va_start, which also takes the last 
explicit argument to the function . Then I 
pass a pointer to args to do_eprintf, 
which does all the real work. (I'll talk 
about it more later.) I then finish with 
va_end. 

Now the overall structure of a call to 
eprintf can be made clear: do_eprintf 
passes the va_list around to all the ' 
printing functions , and each printing 
function gobbles up as many arguments 
as it needs, using va_arg. (Woe if too 
few arguments were passed! But printf 
has the same problem.) 

continued 
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Writing Printing Functions 
Now that you understand stdarg, you 
can look at how to write printing func
tions. Here's a simple one: I'll use the 
character "C" to mean " print a single 
character, capitalized." 

void 
print_cap_char(Eprintflnfo 

*info, va_list *args) 

char ch = 
(char) va_arg(*args, int); 

putch(islower(ch) ? 
toupper(ch) : ch); 

} 

As you can see, the second argument 
is a va_list, and the first thing that 
print_cap_char does is get its single 
value from the list using va_arg. (Ignore 
the first argument to print_cap_char 
for now.) You install this as follows : 

install_eprintf_func("C", 
print_cap_char); 

The print_cap_char function uses the 
eprintf function putch to perform 
character output; putch works just like 
putchar, but there's one crucial differ
ence, and it brings up an important point 
that I've glossed over. Although I keep 
talking only about eprintf, there are 
actually three printing functions; the 
other two are efprintf and esprintf. 
One sends its output to the standard out
put file, another sends it ·to an arbitrary 
file, and the third sends it to a string. 

Must you then write three printing 
functions instead of just one? No, be
cause eprintf and friends set up some 
global variables to provide a uniform in
terface to all three output destinations. 
All the helper functions use this inter
face, so as long as you confine yourself to 
eprintf' s sanctioned list of helper func
tions, you can write just a single print 
function. The lowest-level part of this in
terface is putch, which adds a single 
character to the appropriate output. Had I 
used putchar instead of putch in my 
definition of print_cap_char, the call 

efprintf(file, "%C", 'x'); 

would have resulted in X being printed on 
the standard output , instead of being 
written to file. 

You may have noticed that I'm telling 
va_arg that the argument I want is an 
int, even though it is in fact a char. 
That ' s because C automatically per
forms two conversions during argument 
passing: It converts floats to doubles, 
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Listing 1: The header file, eprintf. h, shows the definition ofthe 
Eprintfinfo structure and documents each field. 

/ * Header f i l e for eprintf. By Jonathan Amsterdam */ 

#ifndef _eprint f_h 

#define _eprintf_h 


#include <stdio .h> 

#include <stdarg.h> 


typedef struct { 
char •start; /* pointer to just after the '%' */ 
int len; /* length of entire format specifier */ 
int n_ flags; /* number of flags- first chars of start */ 

int width; /* width arg (-1 if not present) */ 

int precision; /*precision arg (-1 if not present) */ 

char pacLchar; /* padding character (blank or zero) */ 

int 1s_l ong; / * true if an ' l' was seen */ 

char •spec ; /* pointer to start of char or string */ 

int spec_len; / * length of spec char or string */ 

Eprintflnfo; 


typedef void (*EprintfFunc){Eprintflnfo* info , va_list *args); 


/ * top-level functions */ 

int eprintf(const char *format, ... ); 

int efprintf(FILE *f, const char *format, .. . ); 

int esprintf(char •s, const char *format, . •. ); 


/* helper printing functions */ 

void eprintf_internal(char *format , . . . ); 

/* like eprintf, but output to current destination*/ 


void veprintf_internal (char *format, va__list *args) ; 

/* as above, but with a va_list */ 


void eprintf_from_info(Eprintflnfo •info, va_list •args); 

/* dispatch to a printing function based on info */ 


void putstr(char *s); 

/ * output a string, using putch */ 


I * utilities *I 

i nt contains_f lag(char ch , Eprintflnfo *info) ; 

/ * was the specifier •ritten with the flag ch? * / 


void eprint f_abort(char *s); 

/ * write error message, abort eprintf */ 


char *format_string(char *fmt, char *flags, int width, int precision, 

char pad_char, int is_long , char •spec); 

char •format_string_from_info( char •fmt , Eprintflnfo *info); 
/* Convert separate items , or an info, i nto a format string. You supply 

the storage in the f i rst argument, which is filled and returned . 
*/ 

/* associating strings and printing functions */ 
void i nstalLeprintf_func(char *, EprintfFunc) ; 
EprintfFunc get_eprintLfunc(char *s); 

void {*putch)(); / *add one character to the current output*/ 

#end if 

and it converts chars to ints . Go figure. 
There 's a slightly more complicated 

printing function that prints out an inte
ger representing a number of cents as an 
amount of money , with dollar sign and 
decimal point (but no commas) . You 
might assign this function to the $ char
acter. The code is a bit tricky , because 
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int amount va_arg(*args, 
int ) ; 

if (amount >= 0) 
eprintf_internal 
( "$%d. %02d", amount / 100, 

amount%100); 
else 

eprintf_internal 
( "$- %d. %02d", (- amount) / 100, 
(-amount) %100); 

The eprintf_internal function is an
other helper function. It looks just like a 
call to eprintf, but it will send its output 
to the current destinat ion instead of to the 
standard output. 

Now I'll look at that first argument to 
print_cap_char and print_dollar: 
As you 're aware, a format specification 
can be considerably more complicated 
than just a percent sign and a character. 
The full syntax of what can follow the 
percent sign is as follows : zero or more 
flags (the flag characters are+,-,#, and 
blank) , then an optional sequence of dig
its specifying a width, then an optional 
precision consisting of a decima l point 
and a digit sequence, then an optional 1 
to indicate a " long" argument, and , fi
nally , the specification character. Fur
thermore, instead of a digit string, the 
width or precision part can be a single as
terisk, in which case the next argument is 
used as the width or precision. 

If you want to write a fully genera l 
printing function , you ' ll have to deal 
with all this complexity. For example, 
you should do something sensible with 
%-12$-probably left-justify the output 
in a 12-space field. 

Of course , if you ' re just writing print
ing functions for your own use , then feel 
free to do as little work as you can get 
away with. But if you do opt for general
ity, you'll have to deal with those hairy 
format specifications. At least you won ' t 
have to parse them, though; eprintf 
does that for you , and it also takes care of 
the width and precision asterisks. 

When it parses a format specification , 
eprintf puts all the pieces in a structure 
of type Eprintfinfo and gives your 
printing funct ion a pointer to that struc
ture. Listing l shows the definition of the 
structure and documents each field . I've 
been careful to arrange things so that no 
string copying needs to be done; all the 
character pointers are pointers into the 
original format string, and the length 
fields tell how long they are . 

Now I'll write another printing func
tion that uses some of this information. I 
often find myself writing something like 

you must avoid using the mod or division 
operators with negative operands if you 
want to be portable. Here's the function : 

void 
print_dollars(Eprintfinfo* 

info, va_list *args) 
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Listing 2: The fun ction print _quotecL.string gets around the ugly problem 
ofprinting strings with double quotes with simple pr intf . 

void print_quoted_string(Eprintfinfo *info , va_list *args) 
{ 

char *s ; 

int n, len; 


s = va_arg(*args , char*); 

/* compute #of chars of string that will be output */ 

len = strlen(s) ; 

if (info->prec i sion >= O && ·info-> precision < len) 


len = info->precision; ' 

/* comput e spaces t o use */ 

n = info- >width - len - 2; /* -2 for quotation marks */ 

if (contains_flag( '- ' , info)) {/*left- justify*/ 


eprintf_internal(" \ "% . *s \ '"', info-> prec i sion , s) ; 

while (n-- > 0) putch( ' ' ) ; 

else { /* right- justify* / 

while (n- - > 0) putch(' '); 

eprintLi nternal( " \ "%. *s \ "", info->preci s i on , s); 


Listing 3: The print _int_ar r ay function prints out a one-dimensional array 
ofintegers in a mathematical format. 

void print_int_array(Eprintfinfo *info , va_list *args) 
{ 

int *a, i ; 

a = va_arg(*args , int*); 

putch ( ' {') ; 

if (info- >width > 0) { 


for (i = O; i < info->width- 1; i++) 

eprint Linternal( "%d , ", a[i] ); 


eprintLinternal( "%d", a[ info- >wi dth- 1)); 

) 
putch ( ') '); 

print f(" The string is \ "%s\" 
\n" , str ) ; 

to print out a string with double quotes 
around it. Th is is ugly enough that it' s 
worth defining a printing function for it. 
Assume it' s assigned to S. The printing 
function handles widths, so I can write 

eprint f(" The string i s %*S\n", 
n, str) ; 

to get str with quotes around it right-jus
tified in a field of width n. Note that this 
is something you can 't write at all with 
printf; the closest you can come is 

printf( "The string is \"%*s\" 
\ n" , n, str); 

which will leave the left quotation mark 
at the left end of the field instead of just 
before the first character of the string. 
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Listing 2 gives the printing function . 
There's really nothing much new there; 
t~ only function in it that I haven' t 
covered yet is contai ns_flag, which 
I've provided to simplify a common test. 
This code handles left justification and 
precision as well as width; it takes care of 
justification and width itself and lets %s 
deal with the precision. 

I'll do two more examples before div 
ing into the implementation of eprintf. 
For the first example, say you had a 
structure defined as follows: 

typede f s t ruct { 
char *name; 

· i nt count; 
} Node ; 

A simple printing function for Node 
might look like this: 

vo i d 

print_node(Eprintflnfo *info , 
va_l ist *args ) 

Node *n = va_arg(*args, 
Node*) ; 

eprintf_int ernal ("< %s :%d>", 
n->name, n->count ) ; 

} 

For the second example, I'll print out 
one-dimensional arrays of integers. I'll 
use the width field in a nonstandard way, 
to specify the length of the array. If the 
variable array contains the three inte
gers 0, I , and 2, in that order, the call 

eprintf ( "%*<IA>", J , array); 

will print { 0, 1, 2} . The printing func
tion is shown in listing 3. 

Implementation 
The division of labor for eprintf is a bit 
complicated. The call hierarchy is illus
trated in the figure. 

At the top level are the three functions 
eprintf, efprintf, and esprintf. As 
you've already seen, these do almost 
nothing , leaving the real work for do_ 
eprint f. In addition to the format string 
and argument list , they give do_epr i ntf 
a function pointer, which will become 
the putch function, and either a file or 
character pointer, which is the output 
destination. 

The actual top-level function is do_ 
eprintf . It begins by ensuring that 
eprintf is initialized . Then it saves the 
current global variables putch, stream 
(the output destination) , and count (the 
count of characters output) in local vari
ables. This is so you can call eprintf re
cursively. Normally , you won't want to 
do this-you'll call eprintf_internal 
instead. Sometimes, however, you may 
want to use espri ntf to help you out , or 
efprintf to print to a Jog or write an 
error message while in the middle of a 
printing function. By saving and restor
ing these global variables, do_eprintf 
ensures that recursive calls won 't clob
ber the existing values. 

Next , do_epri ntf initializes the glob
als for this call. The putch and stream 
functions are initialized from the argu
ments passed from eprintf, efprintf, 
and espr intf, and count is set to zero. 
The stream and count functions are 
used only by the two putch functions , 
fput_c har (for writing to files) and 
sput_char (for writing into strings) . 

The next step has to do with error han
dling. When an error is encountered dur
ing printing, the simplest thing to do is 
abort the entire printing operation (after 
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writing a diagnostic message, of course) . 
I implement this by using C's setjmp fa
cility, which allows long-distance jumps 
between parts of a program. If this is a 
top-level (i .e., not a recursive) call to 
do_eprintf, it sets up a jump point 
using setjmp. The eprintLabort 
function jumps back to this point. See 
my article " Taking Exception to C" (Au
gust BYTE) for a discussion of setj mp . 

Now do_eprintf calls veprintf_in
ternal. When it returns , the global 
count contains the number of characters 
that have been output. The do_eprintf 
function restores the saved globals and 
returns the count. The next stop is the 
veprintf_internal function , but first 
note that eprintLinternal is just a 
front for veprintLinternal that han
dles a variable number of arguments. 

At last , in veprintf_internal, some 
real work is done. The format string is 
traversed, and any character that is not a 
percent sign is simply output by calling 
putch. If a percent sign is seen and it 
isn't followed immediately by another 
percent , then it must be a format specifi
cation . It 's turned into an Eprintf!nfo 
structure by parse_format_spec, and 
then width and precision asterisks are 
filled in from the argument 1ist. Finally , 
veprintf_internal calls eprintf_ 
from_info . 

The eprintf_from_info function is 
responsible for finding the function asso
ciated with a specification string. It man
ages references to functions in two ways: 
If the string is a single character, the 
function reference is stored in a table in
dexed by a character; otherwise, the ref
erence is found through a hash table. (I 
use the simplest possible hash table de
sign, a fixed-size table with linear prob
ing.) If no function can be found , then 
eprintf_from_info writes an error 
message and aborts ; otherwise, it simply 
invokes the function with the Eprintf
Info structure and the argument list. 
The eprintLfrom_ info function is 
available for your printing functions to 
use, should you find it helpful. 

The last functions I'd like to discuss 
are those that implement the built-in 
specifiers. There are two approaches to 
writing these functions . One is to write 
them from scratch ; if you are lucky 
enough to have access to the source for 
your system's printf, you can probably 
use that code with minor modifications . 

The other approach is to call sprintf 
with the format string and a buffer, and 
then write out the buffer using putch. 
That's the approach that I've taken . The 
advantage is that I don' t have to worry 
about implementing all the functionality 
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CALL HIERARCHY 

eprintf efprintf esprintf 

do_eprintf 

epri ntf_internal veprintf_internal 

eprintf_from_info 

'-------1 Individual printiRg functions 

putch 

The function call hierarchy ofeprintf, the extensible formatted print function. 

of format specifications; the writers of 
sprintf have already done that. The dis
advantage is that I have to allocate space 
for the buffer. I've decided to use a 
fixed-size 1-KB buffer, which should be 
more than enough. Still , if someone uses 
a very long width in a call to eprintf, 
it will fail, whereas printf won't (or 
shouldn't). 

The four built-in printing functions 
include char_printer, int_printer, 
real_printer, and string_printer, 
and they do what their names indicate. 
The last three of these use the format_ 
string_from_info function, which is 
the inverse of parse_format_spec: It 
turns an Eprintfinfo structure back 
into a string. You can call it in your own 
printing functions if you want, or you 
can use its companion, format_string, 
which takes a separate argument for each 
part of a format specification. 

It's Yours 
The eprintf function is a good example 
of how a straightforward idea can hide a 
multitude of subtleties. The most diffi
cult part of the project was getting the 
call hierarchy of the figure right, so both 
fully recursive calls and internal calls 
were possible and easy to express. I dealt 
with recursion using two mechanisms: 
explicitly saving and restoring global 
variables (putch, count, and stream) 
and passing local variables as arguments 
(info). Keeping eprintf efficient, by 
avoiding string copying, and handling 
the built-in printing functions elegantly 
were the two other main challenges. 

There are at least two ways to go with 
this project; I'll leave them as exercises 
for the interested programmer. The first 
has to do with efficiency. How much is 

eprintf slowed down by the need to 
look up multicharacter format specifica
tions in a hash table? Not at all in the case 
of single-character specifications-they 
are indexed directly in an ·array. And my 
guess is, hardly at all for multicharacter 
ones , especially if the hash table is 
sparsely populated. Parsing the format 
string probably takes as long; anyway, 
the real bottleneck is the actual character 
output (except when writing to a string) . 

The project is to profile eprintf to 
see if the hashing is slow, and if so, to 
design a better indexing scheme. Most 
programs install a bunch of printing rou
tines initially, before they print any
thing, so perhaps you can optimize the 
hash table by exploiting this fact. 

The second extension to eprintf is to 
make it even more extensible. One sug
gestion is to allow the user to define new 
flags ; another is to allow arbitrary pad 
characters (currently, only blank and 
zero are possible). Use your imagination, 
or take a look at Common Lisp's format 
function. In addition to the features of 
printf, it also supports pluralization, 
justification, case conversion, condition
als, and iteration constructs with non
local exits. • 

Editor's note: The complete source code 
ofeprintf is available in electronic for
mat. See page 5 for details. 

Jonathan Amsterdam is a graduate stu
dent in computer science at MIT and lives 
in Cambridge , Massachusetts. He can be 
reached on BIX clo "editors. " 

Your questions and comments are wel
come. Write to: Editor, BYTE, One 
Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 
03458. 
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MODULAR-CPU DESIGNS 


M
ore and more vendors of high-end systems are 
jumping on the modular-CPU bandwagon. 
New converts this year include Zeos Interna
tional and industry heavyweights IBM and 
Compaq. Modular-CPU designs allow users 

to upgrade to a faster processor without replacing the 
rest of the system and, increasingly, have become a 
checklist item (especially for corporate buyers). 

Modularity, however, doesn ' t come without a price. 
Designing a system to support a replaceable CPU board 
entails significant challenges. The resulting modular 
system usually costs more than its nonmodular counter
part and may perform less well. Moreover, it now has 
one more potential point of failure-the CPU-board in
terface connector. Nevertheless , some newer designs 
have overcome the performance compromises of earlier 
systems, and Intel's latest processor announcements 
bode well for the future of replaceable-CPU systems. 

In this installment of Under the Hood, I'll take a 
look at how a modular-CPU system design compares 
with the more conventional motherboard design, and 
I'll highlight the major design concerns and trade-offs 
involved in implementing such a system. I'll also de
scribe some alternative modular-CPU designs. 

A Conventional System Design 
The design of a typical high-performance PC system 
(see figure 1) provides a basis by which to compare 
modular-CPU designs. The main functional blocks in-

ILLUSTRATION. ROBIN JAAEAUX © 1991 

elude the microprocessor (or Weighing the pros 
CPU) , the chip set, the system 
clock oscillator, an optional and cons of 
cache-memory subsystem , upgradable systems the main system memory (or 
DRAM), and the system I/O (e.g., keyboard interface, 
video interface, drive controllers, and expansion slots). 
The chip set contains the main system logic, including 
the interrupt controllers, the DMA controllers, the 
memory controller, and the bus buffers. It also con
tains the I/O bus control circuitry and often contains 
the cache controller . The system oscillator generates a 
high-speed square-wave clock signal that determines 
the speed at which the CPU runs . 

An important concept in the design of such a system 
is synchroniwtion . The CPU generates various signals 
during a memory or I/O access (read or write) and re
quires the rest of the system to operate in sync with 
these signals. Signals going to the CPU from the system 
must meet specified setup and hold times. This means 
they must be present and stable for a defined minimum 
amount of time (i.e., the setup time) before a particular 
edge of the processor's clock and must be held stable 
for some minimum amount ohime (i .e., the hold time) 
after the clock edge; the processor samples the signals 
at the clock edge. If the setup and hold times are not 
met, proper CPU operation is not guaranteed. Thus, 
the CPU and the chip set (which controls the memory 
and I/O access timing) must operate synchronously , 
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using the same clock. 
It is also important to understand how 

a system accesses both main memory and 
cache memory. High-speed micropro
cessors, such as 386 and 486 devices, can 
access memory much faster than conven
tional DRAM chips can handle. These 
memory chips essentially store a charge 
on tiny capacitors-one capacitor for 
each bit. The bits are organized on the 
chip as an array of rows and columns. To 
read a particular bit on a chip, the system 
circuitry must provide the row address 
and the column address of the bit, in that 
order. Then, many nanoseconds later, 
the memory outputs a bit value represent
ing the charge on the capacitor at the 
specified row and column addresses. 
The system must then wait for the chip to 
get past its precharge time before it can 
be accessed again. All these steps togeth
er result in lengthy DRAM access times. 

Further complicating DRAM use, the 
capacitors on these Clevices.must be peri
odically refreshed to keep their charge. 
They can be refreshed a row at a time just 
by accessing that row. PC-compatible 
systems generate a special DMA cycle 
every 15 microseconds that refreshes one 
row on the DRAM chips . 

Even a modern "fast" DRAM with a 
60-ns access time requires more than 
twice that much time to complete a full 
read or write cycle. The 60-ns access 
time refers only to how quickly the 
DRAM can output data from the time it 
receives a row address and does not 
count other cycle-to-cycle delays, such as 
the precharge time, the row-address set
up time, and timing safety margins. In 
contrast , high-speed 386 and 486 proces
sors can access memory much faster. 
CPUs operating at 33 MHz can complete 
a read or write cycle every 60 ns. A 486 
with burst transfer mode can go even 
faster. When the accessed memory (or 
I/0) location cannot respond with data as 
quickly as the CPU can accept it, wait 
states (or idle time) must be added to the 
CPU cycle to make the CPU wait until 
the memory can respond as requested. 

Static RAM (SRAM) chips do not suf
fer from these operational anomalies, but 
they are much more expensive than their 
DRAM counterparts and are thus pro
hibitive for the large amounts of memory 
needed in today's PCs. Fortunately, 
some methods have been developed to re
duce the performance penalty normalJy 
incurred when using DRAM chips. Most 
of these techniques are based on the fact 
that processors are largely sequential de
vices that spend most of their time re
trieving instructions from memory one 
word at a time in sequential order . 
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A CONVENTIONAL 

SYSTEM DESIGN 


Motherboard 

: ::~~~~~~::: 
Main 

memory 

Chip set 

System 1/0 

Figure 1 : The motherboard contains the 
main functional blocks, including the 
CPU, system oscillator, main memory, 
1.:ache memory (optional), chip set, and 
system 1/0. 

One technique for enhancing DRAM 
performance is called page mode. Once 
the system specifies an initial row ad
dress (i .e. , a page}, the DRAM can per
form fast accesses-under 20 ns for 60
ns DRAM chips-anywhere within that 
page by simply specifying the various 
column addresses . Page-mode accesses 
get interrupted when the CPU generates 
a read or write to another page or when a 
refresh cycle occurs . 

Another technique that will reduce the 
DRAM access penalty is interleave oper
ation. In this case, the memory on the 
motherboard is divided into two or more 
banks. Each bank operates at the width 
of the CPU's data path: 32 bits for a 
386DX or 486 system and 16 bits for a 
286 or 386SX. The pages are arranged so 
that when the CPU is reading instruc
tions sequentially from memory, succes
sive word accesses come from alternat
ing banks. Thus, while one bank is being 
accessed, the other bank can be pre
charging or being refreshed. 

For sequential accesses, then, inter
leave operation effectively eliminates the 
cycle-to-cycle precharge (and possibly 
row-address set-up time), allowing the 
DRAMs to be continually accessed at 
very close to their rated "access time" 
speed. Of course, the interleave opera
tion skips a beat whenever there's a non
sequential access such as a program 
branch or a refresh operation. 

To compensate for the relatively slow 
access time of DRAM chips, most high
performance systems incorporate a 

cache-memory subsystem consisting of 
high-speed SRAM (typically 35-ns ac
cess time or faster) and a complex con
troller. When the processor reads a word 
from main memory, the word also goes 
into the cache memory , so that the CPU 
can refetch it with no wait states. Since 
most programs are largely iterative (i.e., 
they execute many program loops), once 
the CPU has made it through the first 
pass of a loop, the entire loop contents 
are in the cache memory, allowing sub
sequent iterations to execute from the 
cache memory with no main-memory ac
cesses and no wait states . 

The 486 has an on-chip 8-KB cache
memory subsystem, although many 486 
systems implement a secondary, exter
nal cache as well for even better perfor
mance. A good cache design will typi
cally enable 85 percent to 95 percent of 
the CPU accesses to execute with zero 
wait states. Because of the fast access 
times involved, the cache-memory cir
cuitry must couple closely with the CPU 
and its timing to achieve zero-wait-state 
operation. (See " Caching in on Memory 
Systems," March 1989 BYTE, for more 
information on cache operation.) 

The chip set is responsible for han
dling the page mode and interleave oper
ation and for generating wait states to the 
CPU as needed. The cache controller 
must coordinate its efforts with both the 
CPU and the main-memory controller. 

Every microprocessor has its own tim
ing specifications and operational fea
tures to which a system design must ad
just for optimum performance. Some 
parts have a 16-bit data path (286 and 
386SX); others have a 32-bit data path 
(386DX and 486SX/DX). Some CPUs 
require a clock that runs at twice the fre
quency of the actual CPU operation (286 
and 386SX/DX); others require a clock 
that runs at the actual CPU operating fre
quency (486SX/DX). And some devices 
have special bus features , such as the 
386SX/DX's pipeline and the 486SX/ 
DX 's burst-mode transfer capability. 

Pipelining enables a CPU to generate 
the address of the next memory transfer 
before the current transfer is completed. 
This can be particularly advantageous in 
systems that support interleave opera
tion. The 486's burst-mode transfer al
lows multiple 32-bit words to move 
quickly from the system to the CPU at a 
rate of one word per clock cycle. 

The design of a conventional system, 
then, is based on a host of timing factors. 
The speeds of the ·main-memory and 
cache-memory chips must be optimal for 
the processor and clock frequency in 
use. Main-memory accesses, including 
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A MODULAR-CPU DESIGN 
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Figure 2: The CPU, system oscillator, and cache memory have moved from the 
motherboard to a removable daughterboard. An interface connector links the two 
boards. · 

the number and frequency of wait states, 
are optimized for best performance (with 
reasonable economy) based on the timing 
and bus features of the processor. 

Modular-CPU System Design 
Figure 2 illustrates the basic design of a 
modular-CPU system. The processor, 
system-clock oscillator, and optional 
cache-memory subsystem migrate from 
the main system logic board to the re
placeable CPU board . Some systems 
keep the cache on the main system board. 
Others put the main memory on the re
placeable CPU module. This latter ap
proach provides the optimum perfor
mance scenario and allows these systems 
to support processors with different data 
bus widths, but it is costly and negates 
much of the benefit of the replaceable 
CPU-board concept-not having to 
change other pieces of the system, in
cluding the main memory. 

The system-clock oscillator must re
side on the replaceable CPU board, since 
its frequency varies from CPU to CPU, 
but the clock must also drive the chip set 
to maintain proper timing synchroniza
tion . To achieve this without incurring 
unacceptable clock skew (i .e., clock de
lays between two different points of the 
circuit) , the clock connects to a special 
clock buffer on the main logic board, 
where buffered clock signals are then 
distributed back to the CPU , the chip set, 
and elsewhere on the main logic board. 

The CPU-board interface connector 
creates new problems. The addition of a 
connector in a signal path causes an im
pedance mismatch that can degrade the 
signal quality. This problem is particu
larly pronounced with high-speed sig
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nals , like those of the high-performance 
processors used with these systems. You 
need a connector that reliably transmits 
signals between the CPU board and the 
main system board. Typically, this is a 
controlled-impedance connector closely 
matching the impedance of the circuit 
board traces (and, hopefully, the source 
impedance of the driving circuits) . 

For reliability , the connector must 
also have good-quality, gold-plated con
tacts , since connectors are a known 
source of failure or intermittent problems 
in many systems; this is particularly true 
where a computer may be subjected to 
regular shock or vibration conditions. 
These impedance and reliability con
cerns led one engineer I interviewed to 
evaluate nearly 25 different connectors 
before finding an acceptable one. 

Modular-CPU systems must limit the 
scope of their CPU upgrade repertoire or 
else suffer performance penalties. For 
example, early modular-CPU systems 
supported 286 processors at a particular 
speed and permitted an upgrade to a 
386SX processor at the same speed. 
Since both processors had a 16-bit data 
bus and worked at the same clock fre
quency , the memory interface timing 
didn ' t change, and the chip set could 
handle the slight signal changes between 
the processors. This generally meant 
that special processor features , such as 
the 386SX's pipelining mode, would not 
be supported. These systems were inca
pable of supporting 386DX and 486 pro
cessors because of the 32-bit-wide data 
bus (and other timing considerations). 
Furthermore, the systems were not opti
mized for one particular processor, so 
performance was compromised. 

Fortunately, the designers of newer 
modular-CPU systems have the benefit 
of a peek into the future and some in
sightful assistance from Intel. These 
newer 32-bit systems are designed to sup
port the 25-MHz 386DX CPU on the low 
end and the 66-MHz 486DX on the high 
end. Of course, the 66-MHz 486 isn ' t 
shipping yet, and the 50-MHz part only 
recently hit the streets , so how can these 
systems support these faster processors 
in the future without knowing their tim
ing specifications? 

These systems are generally designed 
to operate at up to 33 MHz (thus , most do 
not offer a 40-MHz AMD 386DX CPU 
alternative). Intel has indicated that it 
will be introducing a 66-MHz 486DX 
chip that uses a 33-MHz clock and has an 
internal clock doubler. This lets the CPU 
(and its internal cache) operate at the 
faster speed while interfacing to the rest 
ofthe system as if it were a 33-MHz chip. 

Intel's recent 50-MHz 486DX, how
ever, doesn ' t offer the same luxury ; it re
quires a real 50-MHz system clock with a 
clock cycle time of20 ns (compared to 30 
ns for a 33-MHz clock). Intel does, how
ever, offer the chip on a module along 
with a 256-KB secondary cache that 
allows the cache-to-system timing to be 
slower than the 50-MHz CPU timing. 
The cache controller isolates the proces
sor from the rest of the system. The cache 
controller acts like the system to the CPU 
and like a (slower) 486 CPU to the sys
tem. A replaceable CPU board could, 
then, be designed to operate at a 25-MHz 
or 33-MHz bus speed, allowing it to 
work with a system designed for 33-MHz 
CPU bus timing. System vendors may 
also choose to implement the secondary 
cache themselves instead of using the 
Intel module. 

Because they try to acc-0mmodate so 
many different processors with varying 
bus interface timing characteristics , de
signers of modular-CPU systems can ' t 
provide optimum system performance 
for all supported processors. Typically , 
these systems don 't support the 386's 
pipeline mode and the 486's burst-mode 
operations, because they are processor
specific features . These systems there
fore lack processor-specific optimization 
that other systems may incorporate. And 
while they may do a good job with a 66
MHz 486, thanks to its internal clock 
doubler and 33-MHz bus timing, they 
will not run a 50-MHz 486 optimally. 

Modular-CPU systems can be de 
signed to operate certain processors (at 
certain speeds) with near-optimum per
formance, but as a general rule , systems 
designed around a particular processor 
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running at one speed can be (and gener
ally are) designed to offer higher perfor
mance than similar systems that support 
replaceable CPU boards. In some cases, 
the performance difference may be very 
small, while in other cases, the differ
ence will be much more noticeable. 

A good cache subsystem can cover a 
multitude of architectural compromises. 
If most of the CPU 's memory accesses 
can be retrieved from the cache memory 
instead of from the main system mem-
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ory, a slower main-memory interface 
will have a less noticeable effect on sys
tem performance. While some manufac
turers choose to put the cache subsystem 
on the main board (or support the addi
tion of an optional cache module on the 
main board), the best system optimiza
tion can be achieved by placing the cache 
on the CPU board. This is less of an issue 
for 25- and 33-MHz systems , but it be
comes important with systems using the 
faster 50-MHz 486 . 
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What Modular-CPU Systems 
Mean to You 
Recent modular-CPU system designs 
have shown substantial improvements 
over earlier designs, and you can expect 
reasonable performance from these sys
tems for CPU speeds at or lower than the 
speed the systems are optimized for (usu
ally 33 MHz). While it is unlikely that a 
50-MHz 486 CPU upgrade for these sys
tems will yield the same performance as 
that of a system specifically designed 
around that chip and optimized for its 
faster bus operation, there's still some 
benefit in the ability to upgrade to the 
higher performance. Of course , the 
planned 1992 introduction of the 66
MHz 486 with its internal clock doubler 
may be the saving grace for the new mod
ular-CPU systems, since the inherent 33
MHz bus operation of the new chip will 
give these systems the same level of opti
mization they now enjoy with the 33
MHz device. 

From another perspective, the pace of 
the PC industry may well justify com
plete system replacement. Hard drives 
seem to live a nominal five years-after 
that, they run on borrowed time. Hard 
drive interface standards evolve, and 
both drive and interface performances 
continue to improve. Hard drive capaci
ties also tend to increase substantially 
over time. Similarly, video standards are 
continually in a state of flux, with higher 
resolutions, more colors, and-impor
tant-higher performance being the con
sistent trend. Floppy drives can show 
signs of wear over time, including mis
alignment and mechanical failure, and 
even the power supply with its rotating 
fan can tire. 

It's also true that the CPU is only one 
piece of the system performance puzzle. 
Other system functions, including the 
hard drive subsystem, the video subsys
tem, the network interface (if any), and 
even the ratio of cache RAM to main sys
tem memory can all have a substantial 
impact on the overall performance of the 
system. The amount these subsystems 
will affect any one user depends on the 
user ' s applications-whether they are 
CPU intensive, disk intensive, video in
tensive, or a combination of these. But 
increasing the speed of a CPU without 
corresponding enhancements to other 
critical system functions effectively lim
its the contribution of the faster CPU. 

Regardless of ~hether or not modular
CPU systems provide optimum perfor
mance or economy, they may still be the 
best choice in some situations, particu
larly for large organizations that pur
chase hundreds or thousands of systems. 

continued 
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tssemble screen shows and merchandising demos with images from 16 to 16 million colors using low cost 
-Ii-COLOR VGA adapters! 

HSC QuickShow! takes advantage of the new Ultra Image HiCOLOR™, and offers seamless integration of 
rarga™, .PCX, .GIF, rand .TIF file formats from 4-bit through 32-bit color, allowing rapid and inexpensive 
:reation of brilliant business or merchandising presentations! 

FOR DEALER INFORMATION CALL (213) 645-3232 

<;"<, U N I T E D S 0 L U T I 0 N S, I N C. 
T"' 6382 ARIZONA CIRCLE, L.A., CA 90045 
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UNDER THE HOOD 


cate there's less than a one
in-five chance oil would Sierra Club 
be found. Dept. AR 

If we allowed drilling 730 Polk Street 
in the region, we would San Francisco, CA 94109 
jeopardize the culture of (415) 776-2211 

Polar bears, musk-ox, grizzlies, 
caribou - more animals than 
you'd find in Yellowstone - can 
be found on the magnificent 
coastal plain of the Arctic Refuge 
in Alaska. Unfortunately, this por
tion of our last arctic wilderness 
has caught the eye of the oil 
industry. Right now Congress is 
considering proposals that would 
allow the oil companies to drill 
there, even though reports indi

the native Alaskans and untold 
wildlife, including a herd of 
180,000 caribou. Our last arctic 
wilderness would be despoiled. 

The Sierra Club works to save 
wildlife by saving the wilderness. 
And we believe, with your help, 
this arctic wilderness will remain 
an invaluable refuge. 

For information on how you can 
help: 

Such organizations often find it easier to 
get a budget allocation to upgrade multi
ple systems than to replace them, and re
placing a CPU board is certainly simpler 
and generally Jess expensive than replac
ing an entire motherboard. In this case , 
while the goal of an upgrade may be bet
ter performance, the ultimate achievable 
performance level may be Jess important 
than the availability of a viable upgrade 
path. This seems to be the impetus be
hind a growing interest in modular-CPU 
systems. System manufacturers say, in
terestingly , that only between 5 percent 
and 10 percent of the buyers of modular
CPU systems currently purchase a CPU 
upgrade for their system, although most 
expect this percentage to increase. 

The trend toward modular-CPU sys
tems suggests that most systems on the 
market-at least those built around 32-bit 
processors-will incorporate this feature 
in the near future . You will want to 
watch the BYTE benchmarks for these 
systems to get an idea of how well they 
perform, but this will not ensure similar 
performance with future processor up
grades (relative to other, optimized sys
tems that incorporate the faster CPU) . 
However, Intel's announced intention of 
delivering 66-MHz 486s using 33-MHz 
timing and internal clock doubling 
means that these systems may not suffer 
at higher CPU speeds. 

Fortunately , the premium that re
placeable-CPU systems once command
ed seems to be evaporating, so ifthe sys
tem performs well at the speed you' re 
buying now , and if the replaceable-CPU 
feature comes at little or no extra cost 
over other similar systems , it makes 
sense to buy the upgradeable system. It 
may prove useful in the future. 

With an ever-increasing variety of 
CPUs available from which to choose
especially the 32-bit models-it may be 
that vendors are the real winners . They 
need only design a single basic system 
and then develop CPU modules as re
quired to offer the gamut of processor al
ternatives . With several 386DX CPU 
speeds available (25 , 33 , and 40 MHz) , 
several current and future 486DX CPU 
speeds from which to choose (25 , 33 , 50, 
66, and 100 MHz) , and a half-dozen dif
ferent versions of the 486SX on the hori
zon , the idea of a modular-CPU system 
design must seem very appealing indeed 
to system makers. • 

Roger C. Alford, a BYTE consulting edi
tor, is president of Programmable De
signs, a Michigan -based electronics de
sign firm. He can be reached on BIX as 
"rogera." 
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BISl\ESS \\'EEi\ l'llESE\TS 

B ti SINESS AND TH NEW 
IN F ORM TION ARCHITECTURE 

.A Groundbreaking Co,nfel'ence foi,· Leaders o-£ 

l'/S Innovation in Business Who Know the Strategic 


Value 0£ Tomorrow's Technology 


FE:A'FURING: 

William H. Gates, Chairn1an and Co-founder, Mi ro o(t Corporation 


Dr. Andrew S. Grove, IPre i en~ and Ohi ef Exec:,utiv Officer, Intel Corporation 


George Shaheen, Nlanaging Partner. Andel"Scen onsulting 

Gil Willian1 on, Chief xecutive Officer, NC R orporation 


DECEMBEH 11-12 , l<JIJI 

C t: .\ :\ U 11 \ .\ T T 11 0 T E I. • i\ E \\. Y 0 IC " C I T \ 


Power£Ul cli er t-seirver compute ne two ks are be ing 
heral~ed. as a !Jril i~n~ new age. i~. comp.ubing. Business 
Week invites yo~ to JO n th nat10n's bu mess and t ch

nology elile to exp ore the leading edge-and clscove the 
polentia fo · your coQ;J any. 

R egi Ler now by calling Bus(ness Week dire ·Ll y: 
(BOO 445-9786 or 212) 5 2-4930, or Fax 212 . 12-6909 
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SOFTWARE CORNER 

BARRY NANCE 

CONNECT, CHECK, AND PLAN 


I
'm giving you something near and 
dear to my heart this month-plus a 
little bit more . Over the past several 
years , my favorite personal pro
gramming project has been a com

munications program. Written in Turbo 
C, it's a TSR program that occupies ap
proximately 70 KB and performs file 
transfers in the background. I call it sim
ply COMM. 

I developed the software for my own 
use, but I didn't skimp on the user inter
face. If you have a mouse, you can use it 
with COMM. On-line help is available. 
You can use pull-down menus when you 
need them, but they disappear out of 
sight when you don ' t. You can use the 
full screen for your communications ses
sions. 

The program features a split-screen 
chat mode, a phone directory that be
comes a pull-down menu , a scroll-back 
buffer, a capture buffer, and file trans
fers that operate in the background. You 
can transfer files with the XMODEM, 
YMODEM, or Kermit protocols , or you 
can choose to send or receive ASCII files 
"as is," with no error checking. 

When you load COMM, or when you 
pick the Load Phone Directory menu op
tion , the program reads a file named 
COMM.CFG. This configuration file 

MAC/Tom Thompson 

Mug Shots of Your Mac 

With these free programs, 

you can communicate, 

diagnose your Mac, and 

make the most of your time 

contains settings and parameters that you 
specify, and it's easily edited with a text 
editor or ASCII word processor. I've in
cluded a sample COMM .CFG file in the 
program for you. 

For a quick start, you can just edit 
COMM.CFG to show the correct COM 
port and data rate for your modem, in
sert a phone directory entry, and fire up 
COMM.EXE. Then press Alt/ Right
Shift to pop up the program. Choose the 
phone number to dial from the pull-down 
menu, and you will be on-line in no time 
atall. You can put COMM.EXE, COMM 
.CFG, and COMM .HLP into any direc
tory called out by your DOS PATH state
ment. 

I wanted macro keys for the phrases I 
type most often when I'm on-line, so I 
programmed them into my communica
tions program. I also wanted to be able to 
adjust the time-slicing and transfer-pro
tocol time-out settings, so I programmed 

UNIX/Ben 

parameters for them. I wanted and pro
grammed into COMM plenty of other 
parameters , as well. Among them are 
screen colors, data rate (110, 150, 300, 
600, 1200,2400, 4800,9600, 19,200, or 
38,400 bps) , modem command strings, 
and COM ports I through 4. You set any 
or all of these with entries in the COMM 
.CFG file. 

I used Turbo C 2.0 and Microsoft 
Macro Assembler to write COMM. If 
you like exploring source code to see how 
a program works, you'll have hours of 
fun with COMM .C. TSR, mouse, com
munications, pull-down menu , Kermit, 
XMODEM, YMODEM, and other capa
bilities abound in COMM. 

Remember back at the beginning of 
this column, when I mentioned giving 
you a "little bit more"? To round out this 
month's Corner, I'm also including a 
small communications program written 
in BASIC, suitable for running under 
BASICA or GWBASIC. Only about 100 
lines long, the program nonetheless sup
ports receiving files using the XMO
DEM file transfer protocol. Ifyou prefer 
BASIC programming to C program
ming, this one 's for you . 

Get connected to other people through 
a modem and this month's software. 
You ' ll make my heart glad . • 

Smith 

S uppose your Mac starts acting erratically and bombing at 
random. The first thing you need to find out is what INITs 

and cdevs you are running, since these files are either liuered all 
over your System Folder (System 6.0.x) or tucked away in several 
folders (System 7.0) . 

Try Mug Shot Lite, a handy little application that generates a 
"rap sheet" that contains a snapshot of your Mac system. It gives 
you critical information such as the Mac type, total RAM , and 
OS version, followed by a list of all the IN'ITs and cdevs and their 
version numbers . 

Just double-click on the beer mug icon and specify either the 
Clipboa.rd or a file to hold the rap sheet, and Mug Shot Lite does 
the rest. It helps you find an INIT conflict or determine that the 
Mac has a real hardware problem. Mug Shot Lite was written by 
James K. Miles. 

Make Your Plans with xcalendar 

Despite the fact that all the applications that I have mentioned 
here have been simple character-based applications , I actu

ally use a Unix workstation that runs the X Window System. The 
entire source code for X is freely available, but I want to mention 
one of the not-so-commonly known X utilities , xcalendar, be
cause I rely on it as part of my environment. 

The X programming example, xcalendar, creates a window 
with a calendar of any month of any year (the default is the cur
rent month). By clicking on any day, you can edit or view the 
events that you have scheduled for that day. The program may 
seem trivial , but you would be surprised at how useful it is. There 
are many versions of this program with all sorts of bells and 
whistles . We provide you with the basic version, which was writ
ten by Roman J. Budzianowski, a member of MIT's former Proj
ect Athena. 

Editor's note: Software Corner programs are available in a variety offormats . See "Program Listings" on page 5 for details. We 
solicit your contributions for this column. Ifyou've written a program or utility that you think others might find useful , let us know. 
We 'LL pay $50for any program we use. Write to: Software Corner, BYTE, One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458. 
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NETWORKS 


ON THE FAST TRACK 


BOB RYA N 

C
ompared with other technologies 
that make up the modern comput
ing environment, data communi
cations is slow to change and adopt 
new advances. The telecommuni

cations infrastructure is so large that it in
hibits rapid changes to newer and techno
logically superior solutions. Sometimes, 
however, a new technology' application is 
so compelling that it forces rapid and rad 
ical change. Such is the case with frame re
lay and LAN interconnections. 

ln the past, if you wanted to connect 
LANs over a wide area, you had two main 
options: point-to-point connections and 
packet-switched networks, usually in the 
form of X.25 public and private data net
works. Unfortunately, the former is often 
prohibitively expensive for all but the 
largest organizations, and nei ther option 
offers sufficient throughput for transparent 
LAN-to-LAN connections. 

Frame relay is an adaptation of a packet
switching technology developed for ISDN. 
As such, it is usually thought of as a re
placement for X.25, although in practice 
frame relay may be overkill for the types of 
low-bandwidth application where X.25 
excels. The exciting aspect of frame relay 
for LAN users and administrators is its 
ability to connect geographically distant 
LANs at high transmission speeds and to 
allocate bandwidth as needed. Frnme relay 
now offers up to 20 percent of Ethernet 
throughput over public data networks. 

Going Faster 
X.25 has never been a satisfactory method 
of interconnecting LANs. The protocol 
normally limits transmission speeds to the 
packet assembler/disassembler to either 
56,000 or 64,000 bps, and its extensive er
ror checking slows throughput consider
ably. Trials have shown that frame-re lay 
technology has up to I 0 times the through
put of X.25. The only alternative for in
terconnecting LANs has been to create 
point-to-point link using bridges, routers, 
or multiplexers over expensive leased line 

ILLUSTRATION: JOHN NELSON © 1991 

al speeds of up to 64,000 bps. Frame relay 
has changed all that. 

Unlike X.25, which was developed when 
most transmis ion technologies were ana
log, frame relay was designed with a dig
ital world in mind. Because digitial trans
mission is much more re li able than older 
analog technologies, frame relay requires 
far less robust error checking than does 
X.25. ft checks packets only where they 
enter and leave the frame-relay network. 
X.25 must maintain state information at 
intermediate locations. Thus, frame-relay 
networks can assemble, route, and di sa&
semble pa<.:kets much faster than X.25 
network can. 

If you need to interconnect 

your company's LANs, 

you need to look 

at frame-relay services 

The frame-relay standard does not de
scribe how to switch packets, but it de
fines how the interface equipment presents 
them to the frame-relay network. You usu
ally acces a frame-relay network using a 
LAN bridge, router, or T l multiplexer 
equipped with a frame-relay interface. 

Like X.25, frame relay provides virtual 
circuits between sites, resulting in less 
overhead. Unlike X.25, it can also ac
commodate the bursts of volume that char
acterize LAN traffic by providing band
width on demand. For example, Wiltel 
(Tulsa, OK) offers local ports (via Tl con
nection ) to its WilPAK frame-relay ser
vice at 256,000 and 1,024,000 bps. You 
reserve up to half the port's bandwith as 
the minimum available, but you make the 
entire bandwidth available during bursts of 
LAN traffic. Thus, a large-file transfer can 
get more bandwidth than a short E-mail 
message. Frame relay's abi lity to handle 
bursts of traffic and high-speed connec
tions makes it ideal for interconnecting 
LANs. 

Out of the Gate 

Given the advantages provided by frame 

relay as a LAN interconnect method (it's 

faster than X.25 and faster and less ex

pensive than a private point-to-point net

work), it's not surprising that LAN admin

istrators want iL What is surprising is how 

fast vendors are moving to make frame

relay products and services available. 


The CCJTT first codified frame relay in 
1988, and the first public data network to 
provide frame-relay service was WilTel, 
which began its WilPAK service in March. 
According to WiJTel's Gil Broyles, the re
sponse from customers has been far greater 
than anticipated. "At trade shows, such as 
ICA [International Communications As
sociation] in Anaheim, we' ve had larger 
crowds at our booth than we've ever bad 
before," he says. One factor behind the 
initial popularity of the WiJPAK service 
is its flat-rate pricing, which gives cus
tomers predictable transmission costs. 

continued 
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Broyles does not see frame relay as an 
upward migration path for X.25 users, but 
as a replacement for private-line networks. 
As expected, WilPAK's customers are us
ing frame relay primarily for intercon
necting LANs. The supercomputer maker 
Convex Computer (Richardson, TX) has 
replaced a large number of its dedicated 
leased lines with the WilPAK ervice. It 
now runs a hybrid network that' part pub
1ic (W ilPAK) and part private ( leased 
lines). The dynamic bandwidth offered by 
fram e relay is useful when moving the 
large files used in supercomputer applica
tions. 

Sybase (Emeryvi lle, CA), another Wil
PAK customer, had a different motivation 
for going to frame relay. According to John 
Matthesen, corporate director of telecom
munications, the prime motivation was " to 
make the network bombproof." Prior to 
moving to WilPAK, the Sybase corporate 
network consisted of many point-lo-point 
links between satellite offices and the cor
porate hub. Sybase routed all communi
cations through the hub; a failure in that 
device would have brought down the entire 
network. Frame relay provides a mesh
type network that doesn ' t depend on one 

F rame relay is in 

its infancy now, but 

it will be a premier 

internetworking 

technology in the 

1990s. 

site. [f one location goes down, the net
work reroutes the packets so that the oth
er nodes can still communicate. 

WilTel got there first , but it isn ' t the only 
company offering public frame-relay ser
vices today. CompuServe (Columbus, OH) 
began its frame-relay service last summer, 
and Sprint Data Group (Reston, VA) and 
BT North America (San Jose, CA) are ex

pected to have frame relay in place before 
the end of the year. MCI Communications 
(Wash ington, DC) ha announced that it 
will beg in frame-relay ervice in early 
1992. 

The availability of fran1e-relay serv ices 
depends on the availabi lity of frame- relay 
equipment for customers and se rvice 
providers. For example, the WilTel ser
vice uses Strata.Com 's (Campbe ll , CA) 
lPX FastPacket Tl multiplexers. Strata.
Com is a pioneer in providing T 1 multi
plexers that handle packets, as opposed to 
switched circuits. MCI, on the other hand, 
plans to install new software in its existing 
Northern Telecom (Nashville, TN) equip
ment to support frame re lay. 

On the customer side of the equation, 
many companies are shipping frame-re
lay bridges and routers that you can use 
to access public frame-relay services or to 
construct a private network. The most ex
citing development in this area is the pair
ing of a frame-relay interface and a multi
protocol router . For example , Cisco 
Systems (Menlo Park , CA) has incorpo
rated frame relay into all its routers, in
cluding its multiprotocol units. Nick Lip
pis of Northeast Consulting Resources 

Now, allyou need 

to customizeLotus 

1-2-3 forVVindows 


isyourimagination. 

Nowyoucan delivercustom 1-2-3' applications quickly and efficiently 
with the Lotus" l -2-3 for Windows··Add-In Development Kit. This 
unique appl icationprogramming interface will give you the ultimate 
in performance andflexibility. Because not only are these 1-2-3add-ins 
Windows' Dynamic Link Libraries (DLL.5), they enable you to call the 
l-2-3's DLLswithout leaving the C language. 

So to boost your productivity, performanceand profitability, 
start with the 1-2-3 for Wi ndowsAdd-1 nDevelopment Ki t. Visit 
your Lotus Authorized Reseller. Or to order directly from Lotus call 
1-800-TRADEUP, ext. 6136. 

Lotusl-2-3 

forWmdows 

Add-In 
DevelopmentKit 

C 1991 Lotus Development Corporation.All rights reserved. Lotus and 1·2·3 are registered trademarks of Lotus Development Corporation. Wirllows is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation. 
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Here Are Six Things 7lce $°.:ts 
You Should Know Ab9ut 
Windows·Development. 

MDICREATESTRUCT. 
WM_NGLBUTTONBLCLl4. hDlg, 
itemD. wMsg. wParbm, iParam. 

These are examples of the obtuse 
data types. messages arid system 
calls you need to learn to develop 
Microsoft Windows applications. 
But with the right tools. the pain 
and difficulty of Windows develop
ment can be eased. 

So, if you're thinking about devel
oping for Windows, here are some 
things you should know... 

Develop FAST 
- In Standard 
Languages! 
Forget long learning curves. 
Forget unfamiliar langu
ages. CASE:W™ is a devel

opment tool thdt lets you create 
Windows applications fast. using 
programming languages you know, 
like C, C++. COBOL, and others. 

You design the interface with a 
WYSIWYG-level prototyper. Then 
CASEW generates tight, well docu
mented code - In standard lan
guages - like you 'd write yourself. 
Since CASE:W builds the code for 
your interface, you can· concen
trate on the application logic . 
By using a knowledge-base that 
experts liken to having a Windows 
specialist at your side, CASE:W 
cuts Windows development time 
as much as 80%. And "there are 
n0 run times or royalties to pay. 

Develop It for 

Windows Today, 

Run It On 05/2 

Tomorrow 


Windows, OS/2 PM, Motif...C, C++, 
COBOL, XVT... stralght-fo'rward or 
complex GUI development...Your 
development tools need to adapt 
to your corporate strategy - today 

-
and tomorrow. That's why CASE
WORKS™offers a wide variety of 
products that provide the platform 
and language independence 
today's changing computing 
envlronmer,it demands. 

Interfaces designed using CASE
WORKS products can be migrated 
among platforms and languages, 
preserving your development 
investment as your environments 
change.. This interface Interoper
ability makes CASEWORKS the 
leader In ·standard language GUI 
development tools. 

Say Goodbye 
to Development 
Restrictions 
The role of an appllca
-tion development tool is 
to improve your produc

tivity without introducing unneces
sary restrictions or limitations. That's 
why it's easy to merge your logic 
with the CASE:W generated code. 
And why you can add code direct
ly to the CASE:W generated code, 
and save the changes through our 
re-generation facility. 

MiclOsott' 
Chose CASE:W 

CASE:W is a strategic 
and easy way to 
develop Windows applications. 
That's what Mlcrosoft'l> discovered 
when it searched for a Windows 
development tool to market with 

its .QuickC compiler. And that's why 
you ' ll find QuickCASE:W™in every 
package of QuickC for Windows™ 
Microsoft sells. 

The Press 
Picks 
CASE:W 

IUH_ E 

You don't have to take our word 
(or Microsoft 's) that CASE:W is the 
best Windows development tool 
around. PC Magazine said 
" ...every Windows development 
group should hove a copy." And 
PC WEEK lauded "It's hard to 
imagine that GUI development 
could get any easier." 

You Can Learn 

More in Our 

Free Windows 

Development 

Guide 

Discover how easy Windows de

velopment can be by ordering 

CASE:W today. Or, ask for our 

comprehensive guide on ··what 

You Need To Know To Develop 

Windows Applica
tions NowI· It 

includes a step

by-step descrip

t ion - Including 

sample code 
of how an actual 

Windows appllcEJ

tion was developed. · 


CASEWORKs·· 

.,. .,. .,. ... 


1-800-635-1577 

1 Dunwoody Park, Suite 1~O 

Atlanta, GA 30338 
(404) 399-6236 •Fax (404) ~99-9516 

CASE:W. CASE:PM and CASEWORKS are trademarks of 
CASEWORKS, Inc. All other products referenced are 

trademarks of their respective companies. 
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(Boston, MA) sees such products as the 
forerunners to what he calls internet nodal 
processors. In a keynote address at Boston 
University 's "Networks of the 90's" con
ference this past spring, Lippis described 
his view of the 1990s as the decade of in 
ternet working over multiprotocol back
bones, and he also described how INPs 
would be used to create wide-area links 
between LANs of different types. A mul
liprotocol router with a frame-relay inter
face satisfies most of the requirements of 
an JNP. Other companies that provide cus
tomer-premises equipment for frame re
lay include Protean (Westborough, MA) 
Advanced Computer Communications 
(Santa Barbara, CA), and Vitalink Com
munications (Fremont, CA). 

Beyond Standards 
The force behind the proli fe ration of 
frame-relay products and services Lies in 
the standards-setting process. Data com
munications is built on CCITT and ANSI 
standards, which often take years to de
velop and implement. Frame relay is no 
different, and it ex ists today only in draft 
standards . Because the internetworking 
problem is so acute and the standards-set

ting proce. s is so time consuming, many 
companies have jumped into the frarne
re lay market with products based on the 
draft standards. Such a move can be risky, 
but most vendors claim that software up
grades will resolve any d.ifferences be
tween their equipment and the final stan
dard. 

A u·ickier problem with the standards
setti ng process is that it often takes too 
long to address problems of immediate 
concern. With frame relay, the current 
CCITT/ANSl standard doesn' t adequate
ly address issues such as multicasting and 
congestion control. Rather than waiting 
for the standards-setting bodies to get 
around to these issues, four vendors
DEC (Maynard, MA), Northern Telecom, 
Cisco Systems, and StrataCom-got to
gether last year to agree on how to handle 
them. The re. ult was the Local Manage
ment Interface, a tandard that details how 
frame-relay equipment from the four com
panies will handle internetworking, such as 
congestion control. By agreeing to imple
ment the LMI extensions, the companies 
had two goals in mind: lo get frame relay 
into customers' hands as fast as possible 
and to avoid equipment incompatibilities 

that would stifle the market. 
Today, a more formal group known as 

the Frame Relay Forum coordinates the 
"extra-standards" activities of participating 
vendors, and it hopes to provide a com
munications pathway between vendors and 
customers . Its members include dozens of 
frame-relay service and product suppliers. 

Framing the Future 

Frame relay is in its infancy now, but it 

will be a premier intcrnelworking tech

nology in the 1990s. Plans are already un

der way to boost its speed and perfor

mance. StrataCom has announced modules 

for its IPX mu.ltiplexers that support T3 

links. This is especially significant to those 

public networks that use StrataCom equip

ment , uch as WiJPAK and CompuServe. 


Public and private frame-relay services 
are the first practical alternative to point-to
point bridges and X.25 networks for in 
terconnecting LANs. If your company 
needs to build bridges between its "islands 
of connectivity," you should be looking 
at frame relay.• 

Bob Ryan is a BYTE lechnical editor. You 
can reach him on B!X as "b.1yan." 

Give Us Your Toughest Peripheral

Sharing Problem 

...oryour simplest! Master Switch, the inJeUigent data sUlitcb from Rose Electronics, can handle it. 

The Master Switch series Is so versalile a11d sophisticated, peripbeml sbarl11g becomes easy. 

Anyone who appreciates easc-0foperation and 
technologically-advanced capabilities knows the 

Master Switch i the right d1oice...for 
sharing printers, plotters, modems, and 
any device with aserial or parallel port. 
Here's why: 

• Anycombination of serial or parallel ports 
• F.asy selection of peripherals 
• 	User-expandable memory up to 4 megab)'tes 

imultancous access to all devices 
• Rated 'fustest switch' by PC Magazine 
• Advanced fearures include job queue, port 

contention, data coUection, job 
control menu initialization string.5, 
pop-up menus, and manymore 

• Complete technical support; 
one-year warranty 

The Low-Cost IAN Alternative 
With our MastcrNct software, the 

Master witch provides manyconvenient 
LAl functions, such as E-mail, file transfer, 

and directory access. 

Designed and manufactured in the USA. Field-proven 
in thousands of applications. TI1e Master Switch 
answers any peripheral sharing challenge. Choose the 
intelligent data switch that handles your most 
complex needs, yet is easy to set up and operate... 
choose Master witch. 

~)ROSE\l?J' ELECTRONICS 

(800) 333-9343 

FAX (713) 933-0044 • (713) 933-7673 


P.O. Box 7425 I • Houston, Texas 77274 

CaU forcomplete infonnation and our 


camlog of witdling and haring Solutions. 

Dealer inquiries welcome. 
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Hello 32-bit WINDOWS! 
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EZWIN32™ simplifies porting 32-bit 

FORTRAN, C, C++ and Pascal to WINDOWS!M 


Microway's 32-bit WINDOWS solution 
makes it possible to build and execute 
32-bit applications that run on WINDOWS 
using the standard 1/0 techniques you are 
fam iliar with. As you can see from the 
screen, applications developed with 
EZWIN32 build and execute in a 386 
enhanced WINDOW, yet have the look 
and feel of DOS or WINDOWS. 

The EZWIN32 development environ
ment uses special versions of Microway's 
NDP1M FORTRAN, CIC++ or Pascal 
compilers, each of which has been rebuilt 
to execute as an EZWIN32 application. 
EZWIN32 uses the WINMEM32 DLL to 
get direct access to 32-bit protected mode 
from WINDOWS, thus overcoming the 
limitations of DPML 

The EZWIN32 environment includes a 
command shell modeled after MS-DOS, 

which includes batch files, a browseable 
work-in-progress buffer, an editor, SETable 
environment variables, the ability to 
change drives, execute 32-bit applications 
on top of WINDOWS and display, 
rename, make or delete directories. In 
short, it is possible to edit, compile and 
run 32-bit applications without leaving an 
EZWIN32 WINDOW. 

EZWIN32 also delivers character based 
110 which does not obsolete your existing 
sources. Our EZWIN32 C and FORTRAN 
libraries allow standard console 1/0, 
which means that C and FORTRAN 
library routines such as printf(), READ 
and \XfRITE work normally. Optional 
products include a binding utility for 
developers that makes it possible to sell 
32-bit WINDOWS applications, an 
interface to the WINDOWS API, Weitek 
support, and Cyrix EMC support. 

EZWIN32 comes with your choice of 
one globally optimizing NOP FORTRAN, 
CIC++ or Pascal compiler. The basic 
version lets you build and execute 32-bir 
character based programs on WlNDOWS 
and is reasonably priced at $595. Write or 
call for a complete description of our 386, 
486, and i860 languages, development 
tools and DOS and WINDOWS extender 
products. 

f:ficro 
NDP Fortrttn.S8tl" n'BY 

EZW/NJZ, and NDP ore rrademarks of Microw.iy. 
WINDOWS is a trademark of Microsoft. 

MICTOWBY-__®_____1i_ec_h_no_1o__ v_vo_u_c_an_co_u_nt_o_n_ g__ 

Corporate Headquarters, Box 79, Kingston, MA 02364 USA • TEL 508-746-7341 • FAX 508-746-4678 • U.K./Europe 081-541-5466 

France 01 43 2 69593 • Germany 069-75-2023 • Holland 40 836455 • Italy 02-74.90. 749 • Japan 0474 23 1322 • Norway 6-892020 
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Graphical User Interface CLEARING HOUSE 

Specializing in products f or Microsoft Windows and OS/2 graphical environments 

_Eile Edit Search Order! 
- ~ 

WINDOWS 

APPLICATIONS 


Development Tools 
ACTOR 3.1Professional................... 429 

ADEPT Expert Application Builder ...... 595 

ICEWorks Pro (Icon Editor) .............. 129 

Borland C++......................................... 339 

Borland ObjectVision .. .. .. .... .. ...... .. .... .. .. .99 

Borland Turtlo Pascal/Windows .......... 199 

Bridge 2.0 Tool Kil .......... ............ ......... 629 

C· TRIEVEIWindows (Coromandel) ..... 349 

C++Niews ........................................... 469 

CASE:W 3.0 ............................. ........... 459 

CASE:W Corporate Edition .............. 895 

Graphics Server SOK .......................... 399 

Knowledge Pro Windows .................... 629 

Lasertalk PC ........................................ 309 

Miaosott SOK for Windows 3.0 ........... 349 

Mulliscope for Windows 3................ 299 

ObjectGraphics (WhileWater) .......... ....call 

Personal Case ...................... ............... 179 

PowerlibW ........ .... ................ .............. 265 

ProtoView ......................................... ...585 

ProtoGen .............................................409 

Pubtech BalchWOfks ............................. 89 

SmatfTafk V/Windows........................ 369 

SpeedEdit for Windows .................... 255 

ToolBox (Drover) ................................. 249 

The Whitewaler Resource Toolkit... .... 179 

WlndowsMAKER Professional......... 795 

WinT rieve .............................. ............... 369 

VZ Programmer/Windows................. 535 

Zortech C++ Developers Edhion......... 399 


Database/Forms 

Access SOL (SPI) .............................. 1279 

dBFasllWindows .................................. 319 

ERwin ver 1.5 ....................... ............... 849 

FormWorx Forms Publisher................. 169 

INTEGRA SOL .................................... 609 

JetForm ................................................ 399 

MARVIN Image Database ................. 2395 

Omnis SIWindows ... .. .. ....................... .. 759 

Perf orm Pro .. .. .................... .. .............. 299 

Q+E ver 2.6, (standard or server).........ca ll 

Superbase 2ver 1.2............................ 249 

Supertlase 4 ver 1.2 ............................ 469 

Chart Builder for Superbase ................ 169 

Thinx .................................................... 399 


Engineering/Planning 

ABC Flowcharter ........ ...... .. .. .. ............. 249 

Bra/nee/ (Neural Ne/) ......................... 229 

Design/IDEF ...................................... 2795 

DesignView.......................................... 749 

DRAFIX Windows CAD ....................... 459 

MathType ............................................ 199 

MelaDesign, diagramming tool............ 329 

Milestones, Elc .................................. 129 

Project lor Windows............................. 469 

PUMP·Fl O, pump analysis................. 179 

RFFlow, flowcharting ........................... 119 

SPACETEK:Facility Planner .................call 

Topdown Project Planner ................... 249 


1-800-522-4624 

International, call (203) 268·4400 Fax (203)261 ·4636 


Monday · Friday 9:00am to B:OOpm EST 


GUI Clearing House is the nn~r national reseller speciali:ing 
exclusil'ely i11 Windnll'S and OS/2 Presemotio11 Manager c11vironme11ts. 
This speciali:otion is necessary in order to 11roperly serve yo11 . our 
customer. i11 this rapid~\' el't)l1•inx market. Our goal is to proride you 
with the finest customer sen-ice in the industry and to e11s11re tlml the 
products yo11 select are the correct ones for your opp/icaJion. 

When you call GUI Clearing House. you 11•ill /Je greeted by one of our 
friendly. k11oll'ledgeable sales smjf 1rho will take the time to mlk 11·ith 
you to understand your specific require111e111s. To.further assist you. ll'e 
mai11tai11 a smjf of tecl111im l co11.m/1a111s available to a11.'f\1·er i11·depth 
technical questiom 011 products: mu/ 10 help c1wo111ers i11 identifoi11g 
applicatiom to meet their needs. 

Please Note: The applications listed in this ad represent only a small 
sample of tile Wi11doll's and OSl2 Presentation 1Wa11 ager products 
available through GUI Clearing House. Call u.ifor pricing 011 any 
Windows or OS/2 applications. \Ve"// promptly get pricing and 
arnilability for you. CALL TODAY! 

» HOT NEW PRODUCTS « 

Aldus Type Align ...... ......................... 79 Real izer ............................................ 299 

Braincel ............................................ 229 Remotely Possible .......................... call 

Clip & Save for Wlndows ...........•....129 Sitback.............................................. 119 

File Shuttle XPRESS ....................... 129 VentanaDRAW ................................. 149 

ICEWorks Professional................... 129 Virus Secure ...................................... 85 

PFS: Window Works ....................... 149 Visual BASIC ................................... 159 

Photo Styler ..................................... 699 Whiskers ........................................... 25 


Connectivity PubTech Text Editor............................69 

Business Session for Windows ........... 269 SmarText (Samna) .............................. 409 

cx::MAll for Windows ..... ...................... 449 Straight Line ......................................... 89 

DaVinci eMAIL for Windows ................. call WideAngle/Wlndows ......................... 119 

DynaComm (Sync or Async) ...............259 Windows/On TheWorld....................... 409 

DynaComm Ellte................................ 399 Windows Shopper's Guide............ .. ... 16 

EXTRA ! for Windows......................... 379 
 Publlshlng/Graphics 

Faxit! for Windows ver 2.0 ........... ........ 139 Adonis Clip·Ari Window Shopper ...... .. .. 42 

MicroPhone!! ....................................... 259 Aldus PageMaker............................... 499 

Net Magic (US version) ..................... 609 Ami' Prolesslonal ver 1.2 .... .. ...... ...... 319 

Network Courier.......................... .. ..... 509 Archetype DESIGNER ....................... 795 

Remotely Possible .. ....... .................... 249 Arts & letters Graphics Editor......... 509 

TERM for Windows.............................. 179 Corel DRAWi 2.0 ................................. 399 

Windows Workstation ....................... 559 DoDOTI (capture/convert) .. ........... ...... 139 

Win Tenn .............................................. 409 Gram-mat·lk for Windoivs..... .. .... .. ... ...79 


General/Productivity/Utilities Image-In Full Pak ............................... 679 

Adobe Type Manager ............................ 69 lmage·ln Scan & Paint....................... .. 139 

AsymetrixToolbook ....................... ......309 Image Peep ........................ ... ..............269 

BeckerTools 2.0 ..................................... 99 Instant ORGcharting ..........................NEW 

Dislinct Back·up.. ...................... ........... I 19 MiaogralxCharisma.. .......................... 349 

Rle ShuttleXPRESS.... ...................... 129 Micrografx Designer 3.01 .... ................ 469 

R/eF/X................................................ 119 Miaosoft Office for Windows .. .. ........... 699 

HP New Wave ...................................... call Picture Publisher ...... .. ................ ........ .. 489 

ICEWorks Personal ............................. 79 PowerPoint for Windows .................... 329 

Icon Pak 11 ............................................. 89 Publishe(s PaintBrush ......... ................ 359 

Intermission ...... ................................... 42 PubTech Multi·Tack ............................. 139 

More Windows ..................................... 89 Scrapbook+ 2.1(Elkan)......... .. ............ 99 

PackRat 3.0 lor Windows....... .............. ca ll Ventura Gold Series ................ ............ 559 

Personal Librarian ...............................859 WordScan Plus .................. .. .. .. ...... ... 795 

PLUS for Windows ......................... .. 179 Word for Windows .............................. 329 

Publisher's Powerpak .................. ......... 69 

PubTech File Organizer....................... 159 


PM APPLICATIONS 
Active Lile for OS/2 .............................. 135 

Aldus PageMaker for OS/2 ..................579 

Asymetrlx TootBook forOS/2... ........329 

CASE:PM fore or C++..................... 1875 

CASE:PM for MicroFocus Cobol........2375 

ChipChat (Cawthon) .. ...... ............ ........279 

Clip & Save for OSl2 .. .......................... 129 

Collage PM ...... ....... ........ .... ................. t79 

Corel Draw! for 0512.......................... call 

DeScribe ... ............................................529 

Excel for OS/2 .....................................349 

Freelance forOSl2............................. A99 

HyperACCESS/5 lorOS/2 ................... 169 

Lotus 1-2·3/G .......................................579 

Microgralx Designer.............................509 

Mu/tlscope for 0512 ... ...... ...... ...... .. .. .. 349 

Nexperl Object. PM Runtime ...............929 

Object·1/PM (MOBS) ...........................895 

OSl2 PM Softset (Microsoft) ........ .. ......129 

OS/2 PM Toolkit (Microsoft)................. 409 

PackRat for PM .......... ..... .....................339 

PackRat PM Network (3 User) .............579 

Print Scteen for OSl2 PM... .................... 72 

Perspective for OS/2 ......................... 259 

Q+EIPM ver 2.6 Standard E<frtion ........ can 

O+EIPM ver 2.6 Server Edition ............ call 

Relish.............. ..................................... 39 

RT·Graphlcs (FSl).. .. .......... .... .. ............959 

Sidekick for PM ...... .. ............................ 169 

Smal/TalkN PM........ ... .. .... ........ ..........339 

SpeedEdit for OS/2 .............................. 255 

SpeedEdlt for PM .. .. ........................... 255 

Sylos Plus/PM (Sytron) ........................ 259 

Ventura Gold for OS/2 ..........................559 

VZ Programmer/PM ........... .. ............. 1225 

WideAngle for PM .............................. 119 

Wingz ...................................................359 

Word for OS/2 ..................................... call 

WordPerlect 5.0 for OS/2 .....................339 

WinPROIPM (Xian) .............................. 379 

Zortech C++ OS/2 CompilerOplion..... 139 

Zortech C++ OS/2 Dev Edilion .......... 489 


HARDWARE, etc. 
Image Scanners 


Logitech ScanMan 256/PC-AT ............ 399 

Miaotek scanners.................................call 


Boards 

ATI 85 14/Ultra ......................................call 

Intel SatisFAXtion board .. .....................call 


MultiMedia Products 

Guide 3 (Owl Int'!) ........... ..................... 439 

lconAuthor (AimTech) ....... ....................call 

Super VideoWindows .......................... 599 

VideolinX:FRAMEBUFFER .............. 1119 

Erasable Optical Drives .......................ca ll 


GUI Clearing House nflers a 
full liue of hardware items 
selected tn <111 •me/I/ the Windows. 
Presentation Manager, and 
MultiMedia hosed platforms. If 
you don· t see o particular item, 
j1w ask ... .. we will promptly obtain 
pricing and availablity for 
Call us TODAY! 

ir,~;';..~~~~;;!~a~~~~d"~~dC .~~,~~1~~d~':~oan~ ~taOC~~n~~~~J':~!~~a~ 1~ ~~~~~CS1~'00 :i~°:~~db:~~~~ ::;;0~.;'~~1.~~,P~~C,:,;5~~er~oc~r'!~e:nf5•~~1~~~11rs11~e orderssubieet to aodll npproval llOd o mlnlmum 

SHIPPING · Sh1pplngh\andt.ng chargo ts 3% or $6 minimum. SS exua lat C.0 0 . Lorgor $hlpmen1s may 1oqu1ro ~dd1tional charges . CnH IOI ln11... ma11on for !.tupmonts to Ala!ka. Hawaii, and points outside the Unilod StatM. 

TE AMS· All products ctmy manulitcturor'a wanantlo.s only. Produq warran ties. ouorantoes. 1obo1es. ltla l peuod prlvrlei;es. or other promol!oMl programs aro handlod by !ho manutactu1or. Oelective items replae(Kt Of repaired at our 

d1scu11lon. All 1e1urned uems mvs1be accompaniod by a re1urn ma1enat aJlh011z.a110n (AMA) numDltf The1e rs a 15% res1cck1ng leo on non·clelec1111e merchandise Sh1pp1J11 IS non·retundAble Openod software and othor consumables mo 

non·retundable. We can no! guaran1ee compa!Jbfltly llem awutabthty, pnce, 1erms. :uid pohc'es sub)ea lo change without notlco Grtphlc1I User lnlerfaco CLEARING HOUSE is no1liab4e tor damage due 10 omiuloni or lypographlcal 

or101 1. MaJmg add reu iS Graphical User lnlerf1ce CLEARING HOUSE· PO Box 10, S.indy Hoek. CT 06482. (203J 268..t400 Copy11gh1 ~ 1 990, 1991 GUI CLEARI~~ HOUS E. All nghtc rosorved. 199-250 
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SETTING UP SHOP 


MARTIN 

HELLER 


I
want to write a Windows program. 
What do I need to get started?" People 
ask me thi s question at least three 
times a week. The answer, of course, 
depends as much on who you are and 

what you know as it does on what you 
have. But I U try to steer you in the right di
rection a far as what l think you should 
have. You ' ll need reference materials, an 
editor, a compiler and linker, a way lo 
make resources (e.g., dialog boxes, bit 
maps, icons, cursors, and strings), a re
source compiler, a debugger, and (maybe) 
a help compiler. 

For reference materials, you'll need to 
have a reference lo the Windows applica
tion programming interface. l got mine 
bundled with Microsoft Windows Soft
ware Development Kit but you might also 
get one bundled with a compi ler. OLher
wise, you should be able to find the Mi
crosoft Windows Software Developtnent 
Kit Reference-vol. I at your local soft
ware store or technical book store (see ref
erence l ) . 

You ' ll need at least one more book: 
Charles Petzold's Programming Windows 
(see reference 2). You ' ll find more good 
little sample programs here than anywhere 
else; with over 900 pages, it 's really the 
bible for Windows programming. Three 
other introductory Windows programming 
books rate a look (see references 3, 4, and 
5). Authors Peter Norton and Paul Yao 
provide good explanations of theory and 
practice; Alan Southerton offers nice li 
brary functions · and Jeffrey Richter covers 
material that the other mi . 

And finally, there is a book that picks up 
where Petzo ld leaves off: It's (ahem) my 
own Advanced Windows Programming 
(see reference 6). If you can stand read
ing my columns, you will love my book
but be ure Lhat you get Lhe di ks as well 
becau e there was too much code to print 
in the book. This reference will show you 
how to build from a Loy program (such as 
the Petzold examples how) to a real-world 
program. 

ILLUSTRATION: JOHN NELSON C 1991 

Windows Programmer's Editors 
Once you know how to go about writing a 
Windows program you'll need a way to 
get it into a computer. Until recently, I did 
thi s usi ng a DOS-based editor- usually 
Solution Systems' Brief or Mansfield Soft
ware Group s KEdit or, on rare occasions, 
Microsoft PWB (which comes with Mi
crosoft C Professional Development Sys
tem). Then I started collecting Windows 
programming editors and found half a 
dozen of them. Although none is idea l, 
they all do the job. MEWJN-a port of 
MicroEmacs- has the stellar vi rtue that 
it's free, and you can download it from 
BIX . But MicroEmacs doe n't get along 
well wilh my fingers . Bradford Business 
Systems ' SpeedEdit works tl1e same on 

Tools of the trade 

for Windows programmers 

about a dozen different ystems and ha 
a nice global change facility that works 
across multiple files . Emerging Technol
ogy Consultants' Edix/GS does many 
things well , including capturing program 
output into buffers. I found it a li ttle clunky 
to drive from the Windows menus and a 
little arcane to control from the keyboard. 
I found Cognetic System ' CodePad to be 
simple and erviceable but maybe a little 
overpriced compared with the competi
tion. Wilson WindowWare's WinEdit has 
quite a few spiffy features , including an . 
appealing tool bar and a ralher respectable 
scrolling speed. 

Actually , for all the good points of all 
those editor , the one I kept coming back 
to was Upper Deck Systems ' Upper Deck 
Editor. Peter Graves has been sending me 
beta copies of this on BIX, and it 's grow
ing up ralher nicely. Every time I ask for a 
feature, he adds it (he does Lhe same thing 
for all the beta testers). I'm not sure why J 
like it-it doesn ' t have all Lhe fancy stuff 
of some of the other editors, and it s not 
blindingly fast-but it has the right feel 
and the sort of attention to detail that gives 
you confidence in a program. And it works 
for me. 

Compiler Options 
Language packages these days are more 
than compilers-they usually include ed
itors, debuggers, sample source. and maybe 
a profiler along wilh everal ver ions of 
Lhe compiler for different environment . 
I installed a new beta version of Micro oft 
Quick C for Windows (QC/Win) thi 
morning-it took 12 MB on my hard drive 
for the options l chose. Remember when 
you could keep your C compiler and editor 
on a 360-KB disk? 

The language vendor tend to get into 
features wars. You can ignore most of the 
features they talk about. For compilers, 
you need to care about the following four 
things: 
-How solid is Lhe compiler? 
-How good is Lhe compiled code with 
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all optimization turned on? 
-How fast is the compile-link step with 

all optimization turned off? 
-How easy is it to find bugs us ing the 

compiler diagnostics and the debugger? 
The other points (e.g., the quality of the 

edi tor supplied with the package) turn out 
to be prelly minor, because you can al 
ways supply your own substitute. On the 
otl1er hand, good integration can save you 
a lot of time. QC/ Win is a case in point. 
Although its ed itor is not the most pow
erful in the world, it integrates tightly with 
its compiler and debugger. Everythin g 
tlows together, and you don ' t have to tl1ink 
about what step you're on. Add in the syn
tax coloring, and you'll find yourself using 
the built-in QC/Win editor a lot. 

Borland Jnternational 's C++ for Win 
dows and Turbo Pascal for Windows com

Bio-Engineering Research 
La boratories 
(TurboCom) 
283 1 Seventh St. 

Berkeley, CA 94 710 

(4 15) 540-8080 

Circle 1105 on Inquiry Card. 


Borland Internationa l, Inc. 
(C++ fo r Windows. Turbo Pasca l for 
Windows) 
1800 Green Hills Rd. 
Scotts Valley. CA 95066 

(408) 438-8400 

fax: (408) 438-8696 
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Bradford Business Systems, Inc. 
(SpeedEdit) 
23 151 Verdugo Dr. , Suite 11 4 

Laguna Hills. CA 92653 

(7 14) 859-4428 

fa x: (7 14) 859-4508 
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Cognetic Systems, Inc. 
(CodePad) 
12534 Pinecrest Rd . 
Herndon, VA 2207 1 

(703) 476-7154 

Circle 1108 on Inquiry Card. 


Diamond Computer Systems, Inc. 
(SpeedS tar VGA+ Hi-Color) 
532 Mercury Dr. 
Sunnyvale. CA 94086 

(408) 736-2000 

fax : (408) 730-5750 · 

Circle 1109 on Inquiry Card. 


pilers arc blindingly fast, but the code qual 
ity isn 't as good as what you get from an 
optimizing compiler. Some people say that 
that doesn' t really matter because the im
proved cycle time helps you to produce 
better source code and because Borland 's 
library routine are tightly written . Well, 
good algori thms will beat good code gen
eration any day, so there' s something in 
that. On the other hand , good algorithms 
plus good code generation and good li
braries a lways wins. 

Microsoft C has both quick-compile and 
optimization options; you can use one for 
development and the other for production. 
Zortech g ives you only im optimizing com
piler, but it handles both C++ and C and 
lets you control its optimizations individ
ually. QC/Win doesn ' t do any optimiza
tion, and it doesn' t compile quite a5 fast as 

COMPANY INFORMATION 

Emerging Technology 
Consultants, Inc. 
(Edix/GS) 
3405 Penrose Place, Suite 105 

Boulder. CO 8030 1 

(303) 447-9495 

fax: (303) 447-924 1 
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Mansfield Software Group, Inc. 
(KEdit) 
P.O. Box 532 

Storrs, CT 06268 

(203) 429-8402 
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Microsoft Corp. 
(M icrosoft C Profess ional Development 
System, Microsoft Wi ndow · Software 
Development Kit, Microsoft Quick C 
for Window . Visual Ba. ic) 
1 Microsoft Way 
Redmond, WA 98052 

(206) 882-8080 
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Solution Systems 
(B rief) 
54 1 Main St. Sui te 4 10 

South Weymouth, MA 02 190 

(617) 337-6963 

Circle 1113 on Inquiry Card. 


Borland's C, but it's an inexpensive one
box development environment with good 
overall integration , and it runs entirely on 
the Windows desktop. 

You don ' t necessari ly need a true com
piler. Microsoft Visual Basic isn ' t really 
one- it's a threaded interpreter, like Forth, 
with a visual front end. It s a lso extreme
ly interactive and easy to use once you get 
the hang of it. I built a little doodling pro
gram in VB in about 5 minutes. Building 
the same program using a program gen
erator and C took me 20 minutes. The 5 
minutes for VB included looking up a 
bunch of things with the on-line he lp fa
ci lity; the 20 minute for C was mostly 
mechanics and typos-I already knew ex
actly what I wanted Lo do and didn't have 
to look up anything. AL the same time, 
there's a lot of things I know how to do 

Upper Deck Systems 
(Upper Deck Ed itor) 
P.O. Box 275 1 

Escondido, CA 92033 

(6 19) 74 1- 1075 

Circle 1114 on Inquiry Card. 


Watcom 
(Watcom C) 

4 15 Phillip St. 

Waterloo, Ontario. 
Canada 2L 3X2 
(5 19) 886-3700 

fa x: (5 19) 747-4971 
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Wilson WindowWure 

(W inEd it) 

270 1 California Ave. SW. Suite 2 12 

Seatl lc, WA 98116 

(206) 937-9335 

fax: (206) 935-7129 
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Within Technologies 

(Realizer) 

8000 Midlantic Dr .. Suite 20 I S 

Laurel Corporate Center 

Mt. Laurel, NJ 08054 

(609) 273-9880 
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Zortech, Inc. 
(Zortcch C++) 
4-C Gill St. 
Wohurn. MA 01801 
(6 17) 937-0696 

fax : (6 17) 937-0793 
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I THOUGHT TH\S WAS 
QUALITY SOFTWARE-NOW MY SmtMS 

±:Qo 

JUST 

HANGINGf 

\ l 

Don't leave 
your customers 

~ HANGING... 

BEFORE YOU SHIP ANY PROGRAM, CHECK IT WITH 
COMl'IITTll 

I~ BOUNDS-CHECKER'"~~~ ... 
FINDS OUT-OF-BOUNDS MEMORY ACCESSES 

AUTOMAT/CALLY 
'our program may hove 10,CXXJ to a million lines of code. 
t may occasionally hong mysteriously or it may appear 
o run flawlessly every time. But under DOS, how con 
rou ever be sure that your program is not corrupting 
nemory it does not own? The only way to be 100% sure 
; to BOUNDS-CHECK before you ship. 

·o use BOUNDS-CHECKER you build your program with 
jebugging information (we support most compilers 
ncludlng Microsoft, Borland & JPI). Then you just type 
:BC file-name>. BOUNDS-CHECKER sets up the 
186™ /i486 for protection and lets your program fly. If 
rour program accesses memory It does not own or 
>Verwrites its own code, BOUNDS-CHECKER pops up 
j isploying the offending SOURCE-LINE or instruction. 
1rogramming under DOS is a gamble, so why not stock 
he odds in your fovor--CALL TODAY. 

(603) 889-2386 

The ultimate systems debugger. 
Debu : Features: 

•Interrupt routines 4 •Break.out of a hung 
•Device drivers · program 
•T&SRs Soft l · r •Real time Break-Points 
•ROMS - l' • • •Bock-Trace history 
•Applications •Works with other 
•Overlays debuggers 

1 9 8 8 

COMING SOON 
Soft-ICE for Windows 

Get inside Windows with the first REAL 
B Y T EWindows system level debugger. $386. •A wAM.001 

D 1sr1N c r 10N 

Run CODEVIEW for Windows on a single monitor 

CV/1 ......... $129 


• Runs in a window • No annoying flash • 

• Runs on any display that supports windows • 


Coll by 4:00 PM EST TODAY ond osk us BOUNDS-CHECKER ......... ... .$249 

to EXPRESS you on Info pocket. In most 


coses yoo will receive it by 10:30 AM 
 Soft-ICE .............. ....... .. ...... ... $386
··jj Nu-M~ 
tomorrow. (USA only) Special Offer 

111 Nu·Mego products require o 386. 386SX or 486. ~TECHNOLOGIES INC Buy BC & S-ICE ........ Save $100 

~S-DOS ond Codevlew ore trodemorks of Microsoft 
:orp. 386 Is o registered trodemork of Intel Corp. 30DayP.O. Box 7780 • Nashua, NH • 03060-7780 U.S.A.lu-Mego. BOUND!K:HECKER. Soft·ICE ond CV/1 
ire ITodemorks or Nu-Mego Technologies. Inc. (603) 889-2386 • Fox (603) 889-1135 Money Back Guarantee 
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HANDS ON I BEYOND DOS 


in C that I can' t seem to do at all using 
pure YB . I'd have to put lhe C routines 
into dynamic link libraries and call them 
from VB if I wan ted to build a sophisti
cated VB application. 

Within Technologie ' Reali zer, another 
BASIC implementati on for Windows, is 
a little more trad itional than VB. Lf you've 
been programming in BASIC fo r a whi le, 
Reali zer will seem pretty fam iliar- but if 
you' re ev il -minded like me, you II miss 
the goto statement. VB makes you do 
things event by event; Reali zer lets you 
put a whole program together the way you 
would under DOS. 

I talked about Digitalk's Smalltalk V and 
MDBS 's Object/I in August in the con
text of writing for multiple-target envi
ronments. I feel preuy much the same way 
about them as I do about Windows pro
gram ming environments: They are good 
development environments, but the final 
executables are sort of tubby to sell com
mercially. I feel much lhe same about Ac
tor, even though the Whitewater Resource 
Toolkit (which is an Actor program) has its 
adherent s. I find it "infuriatingly exce l
lent," lo bo1TOw a phrase from Jerry Pour
nelle. 

algorithms plus 

good code 

generation and 

good libraries 

always wins. 

If you pick C+ +as your language, which 
right now means picking Borland or 
Zortech for your compiler you ' ll need 
class libraries. Turbo Pascal for Windows 
already comes with class libraries for DOS 
and Windows . I understand Borland is 
working on the equivalen ts for C++ for 
Windows, which should ship soon. And 
when Microsoft finally ships its C++, it' ll 

supposedly have class libraries for DOS, 
Windows, and OS/2. 

I have been looking al a bunch of C+ + 
clas libraries for Windows, and Tier, 
Win++, and C+ +/Views are the ones that 
are avai lable commercially. I told you a 
little bit about C++/Views in August, and 
I' ll tell you more about all three next time. 
I will also tell you about a public domain 
class library that's being developed by 
members of the ibm .windows conference 
on BIX. 

Hardware Time 
Before I sign off, I want to mention a cou
ple of hardware issue . The fir t has LO do 
with communications. The chip your com
puter uses to talk to serial ports is called a 
univer al asynchronou receiver/Lransrnit
ter. Older versions of this chip, like the 
8250 interrupt the computer for every 
character received, which is qui te a stress 
on an environment like Windows. It 's aw
fully hard to get a 9600-bps down load go
ing in the background under Windows wi th 
one of these older chips. You have to raise 
the com munications priority wi th a SYS
TEM.INT setting or raise the task priority 
in a PIF file . 

co11ti1wed 

ATTENTION BORLAND PROGRAMMERS 
Complete the Wi1ldowsrn Developme11t Puzzle 8 Whitewater's 

ObjectGraphicsrn 

For Turbo Pascal® 
Or Borland® C++ 

Suggested List Price 

ObiectGrophics TP or C++ 
Source Code 

11ltroduct0ty SpeciaU 

ObiectGrophics TP or C++ $99.991 
Source Code $29.99! 

$129.981 

ITotal Savi11gs 66.7%1 

Offer expires 11 / 30/ 91Add ObjectGrophics lo .J Simplify GUI develop
CaU 10< C++ vernoo avo1lobl1ryObjectWindows fot the fast y ment with autonomous 

path to on effective GUI graphic objects 

Drow, don't program, .J Combine high perform· To order, call 800-869-1144 
user interface elements y once and productivity Or 708-328-3800, or FAX 708-328-9386 
Ohjcc.1Gr;1phl~ TM \'(IJ1i1cw:11c.·r. Borlanc..I :mtl Turho Pasctl ® :ind Ohjt.'.l1Wmduw., Tr.1 

Borl:anJ f1\ll'm:itio113l, MkTo:..ofl ®:ind Wi11d<lW"' TM f\ licro:-.oft U>1poration. 
 8 Whitewater
Copynj.tlU <t> 1991 Whilcw.111.:r. 
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Application 

TPWin/C++ 
(ObjectWindows™) 

Microsott®Windows 

ObjectGrapbics is a bigb-level. object-orie11tedgrapbics 
librc11y tbat extends tbe capabilities oftbe Object Wi11dows 
class librcny. providing a complete solution lo graphics 
programming u11der 1\1/icrosofl W'indows f or Pascal or 
C+ + developers. 



TR IM THE FAT I 

With TopSpeed® C++ 


The Only C++ Compiler with Smart Method Linking 
C++ progra ms a re no to r ious ly la rge to beg in w ith . Add in a third pa rt y library and yo u have obese executab les. TopSpeed 

C++ with Smart Meth od Lin king makes the overwe igh t .EXE a thing of th e past. Sma rt Method Lin king removes unused 

da ta o r me th ods (be they stat ic o r virtual) at th e link s tage, thus giving yo u th e sli mmest poss ible . EXEi 

TopSpeed C++ is: 
• The only C++ compiler with Sma rt Method Linking 
• The only C++ compiler that implements AT&T 2.1 
• Th e only C++ compiler with a full y configurable calling conve ntion in c luding register parameters 
• The only C++ compiler compatible with Pascal and Modul a- 2 object form a ts 
• The only C++ compiler supplied with a validated ANSI C compliant library 
• Th e only C++ compiler th a t provides multi-tasking under DOS 
• The only C++ compiler th a t supports DOS DLLs 
• Th e only C++ compiler th a t checks compiler option s as pa rt o f th e m ake process 

11 We have graphics intensive , menu and event drive n programs that require small 
executables . Top Speed C+ + gave us the best results. The DOS DLLs are fantastic! 11 

Dr. Arun Bommannavar, Research Scientist 
11 TopSpeed C++ is the best choice if you want fast and small programs . TopSpeed C++ 

clearly shows that C++ doesn 1t have to mean larger and slower programs. 11 

Lawrence Widing, Senior Software Engineer 

Dr. Bommannavar's .EXEs Before After 
Program #1 (DOS) 164,944 bytes 88,809 bytes

Before 	 Program #2 (DOS) 168,480 bytes 111 ,877 bytes \t After 
with 	 Program #3 (DOS) 1 70,032 bytes 94,095 bytes with 

Borland C++ 	 Lawrence Widing 's .EXEs TopSpeed C ++ 
Program #1 (Windows) 166,400 bytes 74,300 bytes 
Program #2 (DOS) 112,020 bytes 42,410 bytes 

TopSpeed ® C++ 
THE END OF IDLE METHODS ... THE END OF THE OVERWEIGHT .EXE 

Standard Edition : $198 Professional Edition : $2 97 Master Edition : $59 4 

Also available: TopSpeed Pascal with OOP, TopSpeed Modula-2 with OOP, TopSpeed C 


All TopSpeed compilers support DOS, Windows and OS/2 


To order call: (800)448 - 4440 JPI TopSpeed Consortium , Inc . 
TopSpeed Info Hotline : (603)899-6470 11 7 Hunt Hill Rd ., Rin dge , NH 0346 l USA 
TopSpeed Fax Line: (603)899-6480 In Europe & Afri ca contacc: 
TopSpeed BBS : (603)899 -5751 Jensen & Partners Limited 
Europe & Africa: +44(0)234 267500 3 The Mansa rd s , Tav istoc k St. 
Europ e & Afric a Fax : +44(0)234 217094 Bedford , England MK40 2R X 

TopSp ee d is a r eg istered trade ma rk o f Jen sen & Porrnen Int ernational, In c.; Borl and C++ il a registe red tra demark ol Borland Int erna tio nal, In c. 

For Europe circle 235, for North America circle 236 on Inquiry Card. 



Let's 

Be 


Sure Our 

Children 

GrowUp 


SmartAnd Fit 

We know our children won't get very far in the world 


without a good,working knowledge of the "3 R's'.' 

Thar swhy school is such an important part 

of their lives.But there's another part of their 


education that's just as important to their furure 

physical education. 


The healthy hearts they develop now will go along way 

toward helping them grow into healthy adults. 


And thegood fimess habits they learn can stay with 

them for alifetime.So let's encourage our children 


to exercise their minds. But let's be sure they 

do the same for their bodies. 


The President's Council on Physical Fi mess and Sports 

HANDS ON/BEYOND DOS 


Newer chips specifically the Sl6550A, 
have a fir t-in/fi rst-out buffer so that the 
chip can get several characters befor.e in
terrupting the computer. Open the FIFO 
buffer, and your seri al data rates can go 
up by a factor of 10. Unfortunately, the 
COM driver in Windows 3.0 does not rec
ognize the FLFO buffer, and it will crash if 
you happen to open it before you start 
Windows. 

Windows 3.1 wi ll probably fix U1is prob
lem, but there's a way you can overcome 
it now. A little company called Bio-Engi
neering Research Laboratories has a re
placement COM dri ver, called TurboCom, 
th at fully support the NS 16550A. You 
want 115,000-bps tran fers? It's possible to 
have them with the right hardware/soft
ware combination . And they' ll work in the 
background . 

The other is ue is di splays. I mentioned 
a while back that I longed for 24-bit color 
under Windows. I don ' t quite have Urnt, 
but I do have 15-bit color, and it looks 
wonde1ful! Diamond Computer Systems ' 
SpeedStar VGA+ Hi-Color board isn't the 
only 15-bit color Super VGA board on the 
market, but it works well, and the price is 
right: only $299. For closer lo $500, the 
company tells me you can have 15-bil col
or and a graphics accelerator that speeds up 
screen operations by an order of magni
tude. And it tell me 24-bit color at about 
the same prices is ju 1 around the comer. I 
can ' t wait. I can' t wait for my screen to 
refresh now, and I can' t wait 10 see how 
fast it' ll run with the acceleraLOr. • 

REFERENCES 
I . Microsoft Windows Soft ware Develop
ment Kit Ref erence- vol. f . Redmond, WA: 
Microsoft Press, 1990. 
2. Petzold, Charles. Programming Windo ws, 
2nd ed. Redmond, WA : Microsoft Press, 
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3. Norton, Peter, and Paul Yao. Peter Nor
ton '.1· Window.1· 3. 0 Power Programming 
Techniques. New York : Bantam Computer 
Books, 1990. 
4. Southenon, Alan. Windows 3.0 Program
ming Primer. Reading, MA: Addison-Wes
ley, 1990. 
5. Richter, Jeffrey. Windows 3: A Develop
er's Guide. Redwood City, CA: M&T Books, 
199 1. 
6. He ller, Martin . Advanced Windows Pro
gramming. New York: John Wiley & Sons, 
Inc., 199 1. 

Martin He ff er d evelops soft ware and 
writes about computers, despite a Ph.D. 
in Physics and despite having worked, lit
eraffy, as a rocket scientist. His book Ad
vanced Windows Programming will be 
published this faff. 
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You also get 
IBM 3274 control
ler emulation, plus 

V/386, Interactive 
Systems' 386fLX, 
and others. 
Features include: 

3 · 2 · 7 · 0 U · N · l · X 


Upto254
Simhltaneous 

-to-Ma' ame 
Connections. 


CLEO's 3270LINKix~ can be 
your most co t-efficient way to 
achieve multi-user UNIX-to-main
frame connectivity. 

Delivered on an economical 
synchronous interface board, it 

Application Program
Inte1face ' 

provides full emulation of IBM 
3278 monochrome display tenni
nals (models 2-5) and 3279 color 
display tenninals (models 2A, 28, 
3A, and 38). 

IBM 3287 printer 
emulation (LU Types 
l and 3) for your U IX-attached 
ASCll printers. 

3270LINKix Remote links 
to your mainframe via a synch
ronous modem or modem 
eliminator at speeds of up to 
19.2 Kbaud. It supports BSC or 
S A!SDLC communications. 

U IX systems upported 
include SCO's UNIX ystem 
V/386 3.2, AT&T's UNIX System 

• Application 
Program Interface (H LLAPI 3.0) 
• I D FILE file transfer for 
CMS, TSO, and CICS 
• Support for IBM 's NetView 
inSNA 
• Up to 254 sessions for SNA, 
32 session for BSC 
• User-configurable keyboard 
remapping 
• Easy menu-driven interface 

Supports INDSFILE 
andNetView 

'lb learn more, call us 
today at 1-800-233-2536. Or 
write to us at 3 96 Plaza Drive, 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48108. 
Fax: 313/662-1965. 

ADivision ofInterface Systems, Inc. 

AVAJU\Bl.E WORLDWIDE! 

In Europe call Simec Peripherals Ltd . in Slough. England , at +44-753-8 11888 (fax: +44-7;3-81 1666). 



m runs at 
meg yteslsec. The Number Smasher's i860 has 

n clocked at 80 megaflops doing matrix multiplies, 67 
megaflops doing FFTs and 11.8 Double Precision Unpack 
Megaflops on large arrays-ten times the speed of a 486 
and twice the speed of a Cray 1 F! One happy user 
recently reported that his " Baby Cray" was happily 
humming away saving him thousands of dollars per 
month in 3090 rentals. The Number Smasher comes with 
the finest i860 compilers on the market, your choice of 
Microway's NOP™ FORTRAN, CIC++ or Pascal. 

Call or write today for more information on Microway's 
new black tower systems. 

M1croway___®_____1i_ec_h_no_10g_y_Yo_u_Ca_n_co_u_n_to_n...... 
Corporate Headquarters, Box 79, Kingston, MA 02364 USA • TEL 508-746-7341 •FAX 508-746-4678 • U.K./Europe 081-541-5466 

France 01 43 2 69593 • Germany 069-75-2023 • Holland 40 836455 • Italy 02-74.90.749 • Japan 0474 23 1322 • Norway 6-892020 
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PCS TO WORKSTATIONS 


DAV ID 

F I E D L 'E R 


T
he trend is now complete: You can 
use PCs as Unix workstations. I.
have been eva luating a Compaq 
Deskpro 386/33L (with 12 MB of 
RAM and 320 MB of hard di sk 

space) running The Santa Cruz Operation's 
SCO Open Desktop I . I for a while. f have 
never seen a personal computer of the qual
ity of this Compaq machine. The only 
computers built like this that Tcan re
member were at multimillion-dollar main
frame and minicomputer installations. This 
is a solid machine, one very much up to 
the challenge of be ing used as a Unix 
workstation. 

The main topic at hand is Open De k
top, which is supposed to turn your PC 
into a Unix workstation. But can one soft
ware product do this? And is it a new and 
improved Unix, or just another good idea 
that fails in practice? 

ODingonODT 
Open Desktop is a n operating system 
based on SCO Unix System V re lease 3.2 
for 386 and 486 computers. It'. basically 
set up for si ngle-user ope rati o n. Thi s 
makes sen e, given it workstation orien
tation. (Open Desktop can be upgraded to 
being used as a Unix server. ) 

All the parts of Open Desktop are la
beled wiU1 Lhe ODT rubric. There's ODT
OS (basically, Unix itself), ODT-DOS (the 
Locus Merge tools that let you run multi 
ple DOS sessions under Unix), ODT-Data 
(the Ingres DBMS with Structured Query 
Language), ODT-View (the GUI), and 
ODT-Net, which le ts you tie into other 
computers on your company's network. 

These last two are complex enough on 
their own to requ ire ome exp lanation . 
Open Desktop has three parts lo its ODT
View GUT. The standard X Window Sys
tem is the basis for the entire GUI environ
ment, but because bare X is not enough, 
SCO also includes the OSF/Motif window 
manager. Moti f window manager sits on 
top of X and lets you change the size, pri 
ority, and appearance of your windows, 

ILLUSTRATION : JOHN NELSON © 1991 

as well as giving them that three-dimen
sional Motif look and fee l. 

Finally, another X client (application pro
gram) ca lled Desktop Manager (based on 
the X Desktop package from IXI) adds to 
thi s functionality by giving you an icon
ba ed interface. Desktop Manager allows 
you to copy , move, execute, print , and 
delete files by simply moving your mouse. 
X, Moti f window manager, and Desktop 
Manager are integrated more or le s in 
visibly, so all you have to do is log in, pick 
up your mouse, and start pointing and 
clicking. 

There is ODT-Net, which gives you all 
that good Unix netwo rk stuff: TCP/IP, 
telnet , ftp , n fs , and even SLIP. Open 

Open Desktop claims to 

make a Unix workstation 

out of a 386 PC 

Desktop LAN Manager lets you work si m
ilarly between computers connected with 
Xenix-NET, OS/2 LAN Manager, MS 
Net, or IBM PC Network. All this is inte
grated into Open Desktop at basic levels, 
so your applications and services (e.g., 
ODT-Data) can use networking as trans
parently as you can. 

Open Desktop is a lot of software for a 
list price of $ 1295, and it's clear why SCO 
has been bas ing so much of its strategy on 
Open Desktop. 

Use and Abuse 

The Open De ·ktop ·y:ste111 has seemed 

quite robus t in use here in my small pub

li shing office. While r can't a lways reli

ably switch between multi screens on my 
own SCO Unix syste m whil e running 
DOS (this is partly a hardware limitation), 
Open Desktop has no problem switching 
multiscrecns, even from a graphics-based 
DOS appl ication to an X ession to a reg
ular Unix shell. 

Right now, I' m editing this article in one 
window on the sc reen, while a clock, 
graphics demonstration program, and the 
famo us cursor- fo llo wi ng "eyes" run in 
other wi nd ows, with no apparent slow
down of any of these programs. 

You can invoke the editor using the 
Desktop Manager in many ways. You can 
double-cl ick on the edit icon, which brings 

up your previously defined editor, vi in 
my case. You can also choo e the shell 
and call up vi from there. Or you can 
double-click on a file icon and vi will 

automatically be invoked with that file . 

Read the Fine Manuals 
Given all thi , there is one important th ing 
to keep in mind: This is a big system. As 
with any workstation, you will need at 
least 100 MB of disk space and 6 MB 
of RAM just to run the basic ystem (not 
including applications software), but you 
will also have to configure it and play 

system administrator. 
You ' ll find that the ·Open Desktop user's 
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Running out 
of card slots 

•1n your 
workstation? 

Then try a 
scsiTerminal Server 
from Central Data 

• No card slot required 
• Best price/performance 
• Easy to install 

Central Data's scsiTerminal 
Servers provide serial and 
parallel expansion for UNIX 
workstations without consum
ing any card slots. By simply 
plugging into your SCSI port, 
they permit the addition of 
terminals , modems, printers, 
and other devices. 

Three scsiTerminal Servers 
are available. 

Model# Serial Parallel Price 

STS 2+ 2 l 695 

STS 8+ 8 l S995 

STS 16 16 - Sl,495 

30-Day Money-Back 

Guarantee 


VISA & Master Card accepted 


800-482-0315 

The scsiSystems CompanySM 

1602 Newton Drive 

Champaign, fL 61821-1098 


217-359-8010 FAX 217-359-6904 
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manual has many detail s that are usually 
left to the system administrator, because 
this is e sentially a single-user Unix sys
tem. And because Open Desktop has so 
many features and services that are inter
connected, you have to read the re lease 
notes very carefully; adding or removing 
packages in the wrong order can cause ma
jor problems. 

But installing it in the nonnal manner is 
not the least bit tricky. The abi lity to use 
the tape drive made it a snap. l de liber
ately didn ' t read the manual when it came 
to the GUI , just to see how intuitive it re 
ally was. While I had no problems figuring 
out how to get things done, reading the 
man ual in detail, later, showed me quite 
a few hints that helped me do things faster. 

The new SCO manuals are written di s
tinctly better than others ['ve seen, in 
cluding some of SCO 's older ones. Ex
amples, hints , and suggest ion a re 
everywhere. Somehow, I suppose Twish 
that Open Desktop wasn't such a complex 
product, because although it 's easy to show 
someone how to use a running Open Desk
top system, it can be quite a handful to set 
up. Although the user's manual attempts to 
give an overview, it is also the basic man
ual for the entire system, and at 500 pages, 
it is not exactly a "quick-start" guide. I 
think that many potential Open Desktop 
users would be happy to see a smaller man 
ual that gives a brief tour of aII the faci li 
ties, or even a canned "demonstration" ac
count that would do the same. 

The 250-page instailation manual is de 
tailed and comprehensive. It explains over 
100 separate steps of system installation 
(not all of these will be needed on all sys
tems). If you have the manuals I 've men
tioned, the included on-line manual pages, 
and the Administrator's Guide, you have 
enough basic information to set up and use 
Open Desktop. But some people will feel 
un comfortable without the mammoth 
seven-volume optional documentation set, 
which unfortunately costs $275 extra. My 
suggestion is to get just one of these per de
partment or floor. 

Is It Really Real? 

The ultimate question, thou gh was 

whether Open Desktop feels like a work

station. I can honestly say that when you ' re 

sitting in front of the ODT-View graph

ics screen, it would be difficult to te ll if 

you' re at a Sun, DEC, or other worksta

tion. I can ay thatthose machines are no

ticeably, although slightly , faster when 

crolling in their Desktop Manager , but l 

believe that they also have ded icated 
graphics controllers rather than a relative
ly "dumb" VGA board. 

It 's just that on most other workstations, 

COMPANY INFORMATION 

Amax Engineering Corp. 

47315 Mi. sion Falls Court 

Fremont, CA 94539 

(800) 888-2629 
(4 15) 65 1-8886 

fax: (415) 651 -3720 
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Hou. ton, TX 77269 

(800) 231-0900 
(7 13) 370-0670 
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you can ' t just pres a couple of function 
keys and come up with a new console, on 
which you can run your current DOS pro
grams with the hardware environment they 
expect. The biggest difference is that you 
can make your current 386 or 486 machine 
into a real workstation by adding Open 
Desktop, rather than making it obsolete 
by adding lots more money for a separate 
piece of equipment. I suspect that in the 
current economic c limate, many people 
are going to ex plore SCO's concept of a 
workstation. 

Epilogue 
The sole problem T've noted with the Com
paq hardware T received is that its VGA 
monitor wasn ' t quite stable. I was able to 
obtain an AXl448M impression Plus mon
itor from Amax Engineering. Thi monitor 
has been solid a a rock am! i:; noninter
laced even at I 024- by 768-pixel resolu
tion . The re ult i. a monitor that's easy to 
look at, even with the relatively small char
acters that appear on a 14-inch display run 
ning X, in poor light with bad eyes.• 

David Fiedler is edi1or and publisher of 
the Unix newslelfers Unique and Root , 
coaw/ior a/Uni x System Administration , 
and a Unix consullallt. He can be reached 
on BIX as "fled/er." 

Your queslions and comments are wel
come . Write ro: Editor, BYTE, One 
Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough , NH 
03458 
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Make your Boss do the work! 

DataBoss is a complete environment for 
developing relational database applications in 
Turbo Pascal and C/C++. 

DataBoss generates all parts of an application 
including: menus, files (with file linking), data 
entry screens, reports, application 
documentation, re-indexing and 
reconfiguration modules. 

The reconfiguration modules allow 
modification of an existing database while 
retaining the existing data. 

Data Boss produces clean, ready-to-compile 
Pascal or C source code for a single-user or 
multi-user application. Application screens 
can utilise multi-window data entry screens, 
virtual or calculated fields, memo fields with 
an editor, and context sensitive help. 

You can make your boss work for you! 

DataBoss Key 

Features 


M Generates "C" or Pascal Source Code 

M For the novice or expert 

M WYSIWYG report designer 

MScrolling and memo fields 

M Tables 

M Online Manual 

M Context-sensitive help 

M No Runtime Licence Fees 

Call Now 800-323-7767 
See you at COMDEX, Las Vegas - Hally's 

Install Boss 
Installation Program Generator 
for MS-DOS Based Computers 

InstallBoss generates professional installation 
programs and procedures for your software 
application. 

Install Boss: 
- can modify config.sys 
- can modify autoexec.bat 
- allows option to reboot 
- has no royalties or licence fees 
- uses data compression utility 
- allows selective installation of your program 
- has on-screen, easy-to-use help 

Kedwell Software 
5295 Cameron Drive 
Buena Park, CA 90621 
Phone 714-522-4416 Fax 714-522-2055 

Australian Office: P.O. Box 122, Brisbane Market, Queensland, Australia, 4106 (Ph) 61-7-379 4551 (Fax) 61-7-379 9422 

International Distributors: France: lnnosoft, (1) 45 067 691. The Netherlands: ATC Automations, (0) 835 98741. England: Saxon Computing, 

(0) 964 550697. Sweden: Linsoft, (46) 13102114. Finland: Holosoft, (41) 871 201. 

Circle 268 on Inquiry Card. 



MACINATIONS 


DON CRABB 

DEALING WITH 

SYSTEM ERRORS 


S
orry, a system error has occurred. 
ID=l. Restart. Resume." The good 
news about System 7 .0 is that you 
probably won't see this dialogue 
again, but Lhe bad news is that 

you'll see a new one: "The application 
'unknown' has unexpectedly quit, because 
an error of Type 1 occurred. OK?" This 
Type l error, or bus error, can occur for so 
many memory-related reasons that you 
could live inside the machine as an electron 
and not be sure of the exact cause. 

It's true that System 7.0 does a much 
belier job than System 6.0.x does of pre
venting system errors from crashing your 
machine outright or from hanging things so 
that keyboard and mouse input is ignored. 
However, instead of worrying about your 
machine dying, you have to worry about 
applications hangi ng, crashing, and oth
erwise going bump in the ni ght. After 
months of working with System 7.0, it 's 
pretty clear to me that its overall tolerance 
for slightly goofy memory conditions or 
infringement on heap space or any of sev
eral other minor violations to the memory 
map due to misbehaving applications is 
far le s than System 6.0.x's. A day doesn ' t 
go by when I don' t get a Type 1 error. 
They've become as regular as clockwork, 
and they almost always occur under con
ditions that caused no problems with Sys
tem 6.0.x. 

Why don ' t I just abandon System 7.0 
and go back to 6.0.x , at least until Apple 
gets its act together on these errors? Be
lieve me, I've thought about it. But I 'd be 
giving up too much at this point to go back. 
Once you've used the Publish/Subscribe 
feature in System 7.0, it's tough going 
back to a static cut and paste. As a result, 
I've become a master of grinning and bear
ing it, all the while restarting dead appli
cations with aplomb,, but this has started to 
get on my nerves. Since it's pretty clear 
that Apple won ' t have a System 7.0. lout 
anytime soon to fix these difficulties, I 
started casting about for some strategies 
to help ameliorate the problem. 

ILLUSTRATION: JOHN NELSON C 1991 

The first thing I found was that the order 
in which you open your applications has a 
lot to do with bow soon they give you a 
Type I error. Well-behaved application 
(typically those that are System 7.0-savvy) 
don't care in which order they are added to 
your Application menu (the little icon in 
the upper right corner of your screen). But 
applications that the Compatibility Check
er may have flagged as "mostly compati
ble" or that the vendor has told you are 
System 7.0-compatible (mean ing the ap
plications haven ' t been rewritten to take 
advantage of all the 7 .0 goodies) are sen
sitive to what contiguous hunk or memo
ry you give them. 

l have found that when you start cram
ming applications into your Applkation 

Even with System 7 .O, you 

need some help in avoiding 

and fixing problems. 

menu , you must first launch Nisus 3.06, 
MacDraw Il I. I , AppleLink 6.0.2, and 
Fi leMaker Pro I. 1 . lf you need to mn more 
than one of these babies at the . ame time, 
I can almost guarantee that you will either 
get a Type I error or the application will 
mysteriously hang at some point. When 
you get the former, you really have only 
one choice-restarting the application. 
When you get the latter you can try to get 
back to the Finder, either by pressing the 
Interrupt switch (not the Restart switch!) 
and typing G Finder into the ROM-resi
dent monitor box , or by pressing the Com
mand-Option keys while you hold down 
the Escape key. The Process Mm1ager then 
forces the offending application to quit. 
As soon as you get back to the Finder, you 
should restart, so that all the wonky mem
ory gets flushed clean. 

Wall Off System Errors 
with Crash Barrier 
Fortunately, though, I've found something 
a little more effective in my battle against 
Type I errors, unexplainable crashes, and 
hangs under System 7.0. It s a new utility 
called Crash Barrier that is published by 
Casady & Greene-a company most noted 
for its clever Macintosh games. Believe 
me, though, Crash Barrier is no game. I've 
been working with it as a beta version for 
some time and just got the re leased ver
sion. If not a lifesaver, Crash Barrier sure 
beats running System 7.0 without a de
bugger as a safety net. 

The way the thing works is si mple. Crash 
Barrier installs as a Control Panel and gets 
loaded al ystem tart-up. You can cus
tomize its error-detection and fix -up 
modes so that everyone from Mac novices 
to Mac pros get ju t the level of control 
they want. Cra h Barrier tries to live up 
to its name. It auempts to intercept appli 
cation and system error that would oth
erwise blow you back to the Finder or 
force a restart (see the screen shot) . But 
Crash BarTier does more than that, whi ch 
is one of the reasons I ha e it running on 
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Crash Barrier Vl.O by Patrick Buckland, e Casady 8. GreeN? Inc., 1991 

R System Error hes occurred within SuperRcmeWordPro 
The error was wMenu bar not found • (ID=85) . This is usually caused by a lack of memory or a corrupt 
System file . 

If you need to recover unsaved work, or just want to try to keep going , one of the following options may 
help you (the bold button is the recommended action): 

FiH it a&F I Try th1S if you want Crash Barrier to attempt to automatically TIX the problem. 

................................................:.. ...~~-~~--~~-~--~~-~~--~--~!:-~.~.e...?.'...~.?.:....................................................................................•...................•......... 
( Continue OOC J You cannot continue after this type of error . 

·······························-··················-················--··················-··················-·······-········-·············-····-·-··········-····"·-···-····-··-···-··················-·········"··-····· ( H~~surrrn :)(:f: ) Sup•rAcm•WordPro provides no method of resuming from orrors . 

••••••••••••••••••....••••••-••••-••••••••••••••••••••••-•••••••-"'' '''"'''''''"'""-' ' '''''""'''''''''M....,,,,,,,,,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,_,,,,,,,,,, , ,•. ,.,•••.,,._.,.,•• ••••••.•••••.••.••••••••••.,••••_•••• w ..•••••-•,.••••••(....~.=~-~-=~~-~J.....;~~~!!~m:~;:~~~;;_~:~~c0~~:~;~;~;~-~~~~!.~~~i;.~~~l;~:e.~ .a~-~-;;;~---·-·..-·.... 
~....~.'.'..··...t~ -~r.~.~!....'.~'.. '.~... J......~:.;.?.;.~~i;;_~~-~-=-9.~.t..°..:=.~~-~~-~~-~--t·~~--=~-~--i~-°--::..~~-~~--'.:..: ..=.:~..t-~~-t..~'..:~.~-8..:'..~i-~'... 
To be really safe, if you have no unsaved work you should use either of these options: 

.__R_e_s_t_e_r_t_X_s_,J Restarts your Mac in as safe a way as possible . 

l Will attempt to quit SuperAcme'o'ordPro and go back to the Finder . Any unsaved
Quit OOQ work will be lost . 

If you can't move your mouse, try hitting Command-Space to free it . If this doesn't work, try pressing 
the Interrupt switch (supplied with your Mac) . 

Crash Barrier's recovery window lets you attempt a "soft la11di11g" after an 
application has crashed. 

all my Macs. It prevents system errors 
from happening by detecting low-system
memory conditions (which often occur if, 
like me, you have lots of extensions and 
Control Panels operating) and fixing them. 
Crash Barrier also a llows you Lo alter the 
size of system memory so that you'll al
ways have at least 20 percent free in the 
system heap. 

Crash Barrier assumes- as any system 
utility that purports to save you from 
yourself should-that bad things will hap
pen to your Mac with regularity; thus, it in
cludes one of the most convenient auto 
save functions I've ever used. It works 
with any application, but if there are some 
you don ' t want iL to work with (or you 
want to a lter its auto-saving rules), you 
can specify them from the menu. I use 
Nisus as my daily word processor, and it 
already has a good built-in auto-save func
tion. Since 1didn't want Crash Barrier in
terfering with that function, I put Nisus on 
Crash Barrier's auto-save rules list. When 
Nisus is active, Crash Barrier won't save 
its files. 

Of course, Crash Barrier is not a license 
to act stupidly when it comes to your Mac. 
Ifyou have many questionable extensions 
installed or if you ' ve used Re Edi t to cus
tomize some things, you will likely crash 
often. System 7.0 is a complicated piece of 
software, and the more you modify it to 
your idea of the perfect computing envi
ronment, the more you change what Ap
ple's engineers took four year to figure 
out I'm not suggesting that you back away 
from using lots of extensions or from 
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tweaking things with ResEdit, but I am 
suggesting that these kinds of modifica
tions be left in the hands of the most ex
perienced Mac users. Ifyou own a business 
or manage a department in a company 
where the Mac i the corporate personal 
compu ter, you ' ll be doing yourself and 
your staff a big favor if you set some hard 
and fa t rules about which third-party ex
tensions and Control Panels you shou ld 
install, as well as keeping ResEdit away 
from all but the experts. 

And if you want to help protect yourself 
and your Mac users as much as poss ible, 
you should get Crash Barrier onto all the 
systems now. It's not a panacea, but it' s 
no worth.less sugar pill, either. Ifyou use it 
along with some system common sense, 
you' ll come much closer to the crash-free 
Macs we all dream about. 

Tip of the Month 
Ifyou got used to opening and dosing a lot 
of appl ications under previous versions of 
the MultiFinder to keep from exhausting 
memory, you need to break that habi t un
der System 7.0. Although System 7.0 does 
improve the way memory is allocated and 
managed over System 6.0.x, it' s still a long 
way from preemptive multitasking and the 
dynamic memory map that Apple will have 
to go to eventually. Even though Multi
Finder is now built into the Mac OS, if 
you are in the habit of opening and closing 
applications, you will fragment the mem
ory map. Soon, you ' ll end up with memo
ry so littered with objects that you won't be 
able to launch anything. 

The solution is simple: If you expect to 
use an application during your current Mac 
session, open it and leave it open. If your 
Desktop gets too crowded (e.g., I manage 
to fi II up both the 2 1- and 13-inch screens 
that I use each day with application c lut
ter), judicious use of the Hide command (in 
the Appl ications menu) will clean up the 
clutter without closing the application . Al
though this isn't as clever a solution to-re
covering screen real estate as the Iconify 
commands you get with the X Window 
System under Unix, it works OK, and it 
reduces your urge to quit applications and 
fragment memory. 

With RAM SIM.Ms dropping in price to 
below $40 per megabyte, now is a good 
time to consider that memory upgrade 
you ' ve been putting off. Cram as much 
RAM into your Mac as it can hold, and if 
you till need some additional space to run 
all your open applications, consider turn 
ing on virtual memory if your Macintosh 
hardware supports it. Even though Sys
tem 7.0 doesn't run as fast when part of it 
gets paged to your hard disk under virtual 
memory, it ' s still better than opening and 
closing applications willy-nilly and think
ing that you are saving memory when all 
you are rea lly doing is making things 
wore.• 

Don Crabb is the director oflaboratories 
and a senior lect11rerfor the computer sci
ence department at th e University of 
Chicago. Don is also a contributing editor 
for BYTE. He can be contacted 011 BfX as 
"decrabb. " 
Your questions and commems are ivel

come. Write ·to: Editor, BYTE, One 
Ph oenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 
03458, 
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Crash Barrier 1.0...... .... ..... .$79.95 

Casady & Greene, lnc. 

22734 Portola Dr. 

Salinas, CA 93908 

(408) 484-9228 

fax : (408) 484-9218 

Circle 978 on Inquiry Card. 


System 7.0 
Per onal Upgrade Kit ... ...... .$99 
Group Upgrade !Gt.......... ..$349 

Apple Computer, Inc. 

20525 Mariani Ave. 

Cupertino, CA 950 14 

(408) 996- 10 10 

fax : (408) 974-6726 

Circle 979 on Inquiry Card. 




Statistics 

JMP® for your Apple Macintosh® combines 
classical statistics with today's most dynamic 

University of California, Santa Cruz 
graphics ... to give you a way to discover more, 
interact more, and understand more about your 
hard-eamed data. 

Version 2 Now Available. 
New tools in IMP include quality control charts, 
nonlinear regression, multiple comparisons, 
multivariate analysis of variance with repeated 
measures, random effects, and power calcula
tions. All easy to use ... and to understand! 

Yours from SAS Institute Inc., the most 
respected name in data analysis software. 
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/111erface/Computing and 
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Free Demo Disk. Just Call Today. 
For details about IMP, including a free 
demo disk, give our IMP Sales Team a call 
at 919-677-8000. Or write us at: 

SAS Institute Inc. 
Attention: IMP Sales 
SAS Campus Drive 
Cary, NC 27513 
Phone 919-677-8000 
Fax 919-677-8166 

;;
JMP. 
13VJE Free Demo Download 
DEMOLH< 617•861 •9767 

Circle 149 on Inquiry Card. 
JMP is a regi 1crcd trademark of SAS lns1i1u1e Inc. 
Macimosh is a rcgis1cred tradcmm of Apple 
Computer. Inc. 

Copyoght ® 199 1 by SAS lns1itute Inc. 
Primed in the USA. 
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Snapshot Power 

D uring Fall Comdex, a product was 
announced that would automatically 


save the operating env ironment of an 

IBM PC or compatible whenever a power 

outage occurred. The company, Power

card, claimed to have patented the solu 

tion . However, I haven ' t heard any 

more about this product. Is it available? 


Sergio A. Pinto 
Sao Paulo, Brazil 

Powercard is alive and well. The Powercard JPS (Inter
nal Power System) is an internal 8-bit card for PCs com
bined with an external battery. The !PS card has power 
connections so that it is in-line between the power supply 
and the hard drive and motherboard. The external bat
tery plugs into the back ofthe /PS card. 

Ifa power failure occurs, the JPS will sense the volt
age drop. Th e battery will take over supplying power. The 
JPS card's program, located in a ROM chip, operates at 
the BIOS level. It takes a "snapshot" ofthe operating,en
vironment and saves that information to a file. The bat
tery will maintain the computer for up to I 5 seconds, 
which is long enough to save the snapshot to a file on the 
hard disk. 

Upon rebooting, the /PS card software displays a 
message asking ifyou want to return the system to exactly 
where it was when the power was cut. 

The list price ofthe card is $299, and it is available 
from Powercard Supply, 12231 Southwest /29th Court, 
Miami , FL 33186, (800) 637-2797 or (305) 251-5855; 
fax (305) 251-2334.-S. W. 

PIMs for the Mac 

T he personal information manager category seems to 
have Jots of products for the PC (e.g ., Lotus Agenda 

and IBM Current) , but I've seen nothing in this cate
gory for the Macintosh. Are any vendors working on PIM 
products for the Mac? 

J. Paul Holbrook 
Ann Arbor, Ml 

Largely because ofthe programs you mention, the PIM 
category is more clearly defined on the PC platform than 
it is on the Mac. Mac applicarions have handled many of 
the componems ofpersonal information management for 
some time. The trend on the Mac side, however, is to
ward smaller, modular applications that handle specific 
chores (e.g. , alarm clock , calendar, and address book) 
instead ofan a/I-encompassing applicarion that bundles 
everything under one umbrella. Many ofthese smaller 
applications ship in the form ofdesk accessories 011 the 
Macillfosh. 

Some recent entrants may fill that gap. Central Point 
Software (15220 Northwest Greenbrier Pkwy., Suite 200, 
Beaverton , OR 97006, (800) 888-8199) is now shipping 
PC Tools for the Mac, and DayMaker from Pastel Devel
opment Corp. (81 Franklin St .. Suite 3B, New York , NY 
10013, (212) 431-3421) also integrates many ofthe func
tions ofa full-featured PIM. Still, you may want to build 
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the functions you need from a set ofspe
cialized products. 

Some address-book applications in
clude QuickDex from Casady and 
Greene, Inc. (22734 Portola Dr. , Sali
nas, CA 93908, (800) 359-4920) , Ad
dress Book Plus from Power Up! Soft
ware Corp. (2929 Campus Dr. , P. 0 . 
Box 7600, San Mateo , CA 94403, 
(800) 851-2917) , Dynodexfrom Portfo
lio Systems (21 East Market St. , Rhine
beck, NY 12572, (914) 876-7744) , ln
touchfrom Advanced Soft ware, Inc. 

(1095 East Duane Ave., Suite 103, Sunnyvale, CA 94086, 
(800) 346-5392), TouchBasefrom After Hours Software 
(5636 Van Nuys Blvd. , Suite B, Van Nuys, CA 91401 , 
(818) 780-2220), and C-A-T Ill from Chang Labs, Inc. 
(3350 Scott Blvd., Building 25, Santa Clara , CA 95054, 
(408) 727-8096). 

Calendar and appointment-scheduling software in
cludes Smart Alarms from Jam Software USA (P. 0 . Box 
1345, Poim Reyes Statio11, CA 94956, (415) 663-1041) , 
Alarming Evemsfrom CE Software, /11c. (180/'lndustrial ' 
Cir., P. 0 . Box 65580, West Des Moines, IA 50265, 
(800) 523-7638) , Rendezvous Plus 3.0from PMC Tele
systems (P.0. Box 5127, Van couver, BC, Canada V6B 
4A9, (604) 255-9949), and Planisoftfrom ASD Software, 
Inc. (4650 Arrow Hwy., Suite E-6, Montclair , CA 
91763, (714) 624-2594). 

As you can see, the PIM category is very broadly de
fined. Your best bet is to ditch the whole concept ofa sin
gle category, decide what applications you need, and 
buy the products that best suit those needs. - S. D. 

Double Your DOS 

I recently purchased the Microsoft MS-DOS 5 .0 up
date. Because some of my programs are not fully com

patible with the new DOS, I would like to have both the 
new version and the older DOS 3.21 on my hard disk with 
the ability to boot in whichever DOS is required . 

At present I have DOS 5.0 installed on a 1.2-MB 
floppy disk . This holds all the DOS 5.0 files I really 
need. Its AUTOEXEC.BAT and CONFIG.SYS files 
call for non-DOS 5.0 files (e.g., Intel AboveBoard and 
CD-ROM driver files) from my hard disk. 

I want to place all the DOS 3.21 files in one direc
tory , and the DOS 5.0 files in a separate directory. 
Whichever DOS is in use would also be in the root di 
rectory. There would then be a couple of .BAT files to 
change from 3.21to5.0 and vice versa . 

Do you have any ideas on what I could do that would 
allow me to use both versions of DOS from the hard disk? 

L. D. Thomas 
Georgetown, DE 

The first thing you should do is set up a version table 
under DOS 5. 0. This may allow all your programs to run 
under DOS 5. 0. The version table tells a program that it 
is running under a different version ofDOS, even though 
it is actually running under DOS 5. 0. To load the ver
sion table, you must add the command DEVICE=[drive: ] 
[path] setver. exe to your CONFIG. SYS file. You then 
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use the SETVER command to add new entries to the 
table. For example, to tell program A that it is running 
under DOS 3.21, you would enter the command SETVER 
programA J. 21. See your DOS 5. 0 manual for details. 
. I know ofno way to use batch files to load different 
versions ofDOS. You must do a warm boot to properly ini
tialize the operating system. My suggestion is to install 
5.0 on your hard disk and format a floppy disk with 3.21 
on it. Use FORMAT'S IS switch to transfer the system. 
When you need to load 3.21, stick in the floppy disk and 
reboot. The AUTOEXEC. BAT and CON FIG. SYS files on 
your floppy disk could then call device drivers and other 
programs from a DOS 3.21 directory on your hard 
disk.-S. D. 

Oil's Well That Ends Well 

W hen my computer wouldn't boot from the hard 
drive , I discovered that my Miniscribe Model 3085 

drive would not spin up without my cycling the power 
three or four times. 

When I looked at the Miniscribe , I found a hole in the 
center of the circuit board that revealed the disk shaft and 
bearing-. I applied one drop of three-in-one household 
oil carefully to the bearing and blotted the excess away. 

I've had perfect boots ever since. How often should I 
oil my hard drive? What about the other bearing under 
the cover? 

Kent R. Rieske 
Boulder, CO 

I'm glad your drive 's working, but according to the 
technical folks at Maxtor (who now own Miniscribe), your 
fix had nothing to do with it. The bearing is completely 
sealed so that nothing can get in or out ofthe drive. Dur
ing normal operation over the drive 's life, the bearing · 
grinds itself down . Very small metal particles could mi
grate out ofthe bearing ifit wasn't completely sealed. 

So what happened? Most likely, your drive suffers 
from the ever-popular "stiction , "which most drives suc
cumb to after five to JO years. The lubricant on the plat
ter surfaces moves to the outside ofthe platter by centrifu
gal force and creates a sticky blob on the outside ofthe 
disk. When the head settles there, it can stick hard enough 
to keep the drive from spinning. Each time you cycle the 
power it moves just a bit , and eventually it starts spinning 
normally. It's also possible that the drive motor has a 
dead spot in the windings and that, coincidentally, it hap
pened to rest there when you turned offthe drive. 

It 's likely that all you did was physically shake the 
drive when you removed it. Often the mere act ofshaking 
a stuck drive will make it work again. Finally, there is 
no top bearing under the cover, and you should never 
open the drive cover. The drive is tightly sealed against 
dust . Ifyou open the cover, airborne particles will surely 
ruin what's left ofyour Miniscribe.-H . E. 

The "Write" Protection 

I was very interested in " The IDE Hard Disk Drive In
terface" (March). If I understand Intelligent Drive 

Electronics correctly, a single controller is linked to a 

single drive . The controller should know exactly where 
the partition table and the boot sector are . 

Now suppose that the controller had a switch (or a 
jumper) on the card that you could activate. With the 
switch on, all the write operations would be accepted by 
the controller, and it would perform them anywhere on 
the disk. The disk would be unlocked. With the switch 
in the other position , the controller would only accept 
write operations outside the areas of the partition table 
and the boot sector. These two zones would now be pro
tected. The controller could also refuse any low- or 
high-level formats. 

You would unlock your disk only during installation 
or when you want to modify ·its configuration. The rest of 
the time the disk would be locked. With a controller like 
this, no boot-sector or partition-table virus could settle on 
the disk. The disk would also be protected against badly 
written software and user errors. 

This kind of security device would only require a 
switch and a bit of software in the controller. It also 
seems 1 ike this kind of device could be put in any con
troller. Do you know if controllers like these are now be
ing built? 

Yann Bahuon 
Noumea , New Guinea 

What you 're proposing is certainly possible, but I don't 
think anyone is building IDE comrollers with that capa
bility. Adding the switch to an existing IDE drive would 
be nearly impossible; however, it could be done on an 
MFM or RLL drive with an extra circuit board. 

I wonder ifwhat you suggest would really slow down 
the spread ofa virus on your computer. I suspect that 
most viruses will either infect program files or simply do 
damage to the directory. Also, a good antiviral software 
package should be able to stop any writes to the boot 
sector.-H. E. 

Key Caps on the Move 

I answered a letter in July ("Who Moved My Key 
Caps?") concerning keyboard layouts . Thanks to a 

flood of mail , I've got a few more bits of information. 
One possible explanation of Christopher Sholes's 

QWERTY layout is that typewriter salespersons needed 
to show how fast their typewriters were. Of course, they 
couldn't type , so they arranged the keys so that the letters 
for the word typewriter were all on one row. That 
sounds as plausible as anything. 

Another reader suggests that the anti-key-fouling ar
rangement of the QWERTY typewriter makes sense, and 
it also explains why French keyboards are so different
the adjacent letter pairs are different, and a different anti
jamrning sequence is needed. 

Finally , I received a copy of a fascinating article 
from the Journal ofInformation Processing (vol. 2, no. 4, 
1980) covering the history of typewriters and the diffi
culty of using a Japanese keyboard. The authors suggest 
that Sholes did in fact design his typewriter to put fre
quent letter pairs on opposite sides of the mechanism to 
avoid jamming. In the process, he coincidentally ar
ranged the keys in such a way so as to make typing diffi
cult.-H. E. • 
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gouATECH "not just another board game'~ 

COMMUNICATION 

Quatech produces a full line of communication boards for the PC-XT, AT and MicroChannel systems 
including: 

Asynchronous: Synchronous Multiport 

2 port for PC/ AT Bisync, SDLC, HDLC 8 port RS-232 
DS-1 OO:RS-232 SCB-1020 ES-100 
DS-200:RS-422 1 channel RS-232 Block addressing 
DS-300:RS-485 SCB- 1040 MS-100 

2 port for PC/XT IAT I channel RS-422 Selectable addressing by port 
DS-102:RS-232 SCB-1050 4 port RS-232 
DS-202:RS-422 I channel RS-485 QS-100 
DS-302:RS-485 Flexible addressing 

WAVEFORM SYNTHESIZER 

The WSB- !00 Waveform Synthesizer Board has the best set of numbers in the market. With 

speeds to 20MHz and 32K memory at $1290, it's making waves in more ways than one. 

WSB-10 	 WSB-100 
•PC/XT/AT, 	12 bit arbitrary •PC/AT, modular arbitrary signal generator 

signal generator •DMA support for high speed waveform definition 
•Onboard oscillator for independent •Output signal defined up to 32,000 points 

operation •20 Megahertz maximum output 
•Internal data rates programmable 	 •An analog or digital module is required for operation 

from 200 nS/point to 429 sec/point WSB-Al2: 12 bit analog waveform module 
•Output signal defined up to 2048 pis. WSB-D 16: 16 channel digital pulse generator 
•10 Megahertz maximum output 	 module 

DATA ACQUISITION 

Quatech has developed a full line of data acquisition products forthe IBM PC-XT. AT, MicroChannel and 
compatibles. These high performance, low cost boards provide analog-to-digital, digital-to-analog, and 
digital input/output functions. 

PXB-160 	 SAC-12 DAQ-16 
•True 16 bit digital 1/0 •16 single ended •8 A/D inputs & 
•Configurable as two 	 AID input channels 2 DIA outputs 

eight-bit ports • 12 bit resolution •16 bit/IOOKHz 
•Handshake signals •3 16 bit interval coun •4 digital 1/0 lines 

available for 16 bit ters/timers •2 DMA channels 
1/0 transfer •3 digital 1/0 lines for continuous 

•List price below $400 •Switch selectable address acquisition 

1-800-553-1170 

Call for a free catalog or fax (216) 434-1409 

International distributors call: Australia/lnterworld Electronics 03-521-2952, 
Canada (Western)/lnterworld VCR 604-984-4 l71, England/Diamond Point In
ternational 634-722-390, Finland/Lab Hitech OY 0672497, France/Elexo 33-1
69302880, Germany/Jupiter Electronic Systems 06181/75041 , Israel/RCM Ltd. 
972-03-5447885, Italy/N.C.S. Computer Italia 03311 770-016 Netherlands/ 
ACAL Auriema 040-816565. IBM PC-XT, AT and MicroChannel are regist.ered 
trademarks o( IBM Corporatien. 

Circle 276 on Inquiry Card. 
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Mail Order Page 
The latest offerings from vendors 


supplying products of all leading manufacturers 
 388 .,,. 
at extremely competitive prices. 

BYTE Bits 
Some of the most exciting and innovative 


Hardware and Software products are featured in 415 

this display advertising section . 


Buyer's Mart 
From Accessories to Laptops to Word Processors, 

you can easily find the dealers you are looking 424 
for in this directory of products and services. 



Low Cost and ,

High Q.uality 


The Rose Hill Computers 


286 ROSE 12MHz VGA 
• 80286''"-12MHz processor 
• IMB RAM 
• 1.2MB floppy drive or 
• 1.44MB floppy drive 
• 40MB IDE hard drive 
• 2 serial, 1 parallel & 

1 game ports 
• 101 key keyboard 
• 14" VGA monitor 
• 16 bit VGA adaptor 
•MS DOS 5.0 
• Free shipping in USA 

$1099 

386sx ROSE 20MHz VGA 
• 80386sx"'-20MHz 

processor 
• 2MB RAM 
• 1.2MB floppy drive 
• 1.44MB floppy drive 
• 40MB IDE hard drive 
• 2 serial, 1 parallel 	& 

1 game ports 
• 101 key keyboard 
• 14" VGA monitor 1024 
• 16 big VGA adapter 512K 
•MS DOS 5.0 
• Windows 3.0 with mouse 
• Free shipping in USA 

$1599 

386 ROSE 2SMHz VGA 
• 80386rn-25 processor 
• 4MB RAM 
• 1.2MB floppy drive 
• 1.44MB floppy drive 
• 80MB hard drive 
• 2 serial. 1 parallel & 

1 game ports 
• 101 key keyboard 
• 14" VGA monitor 1024 
• 16 bit VGA adapter 512K 
•MS DOS 5.0 

• Windows 3.0 with mouse 
• Free shipping in USA 

$1899 


ROSE NarHBOOK 

386sx 20MHz 


• 80386sx™-20MHz 
processor 

• 2MB RAM (exp. to 6MB) 
• l.44MB floppy drive 
• 60MB IDE hard drive 
• Serial. parallel. KB, VGA. 

ext. floppy & bus ports 
• Black and white Super· 

twist CCFT VGA LCD 
with 16 shades of grey 

• 6.5 lbs. with battery 
pack 

•MS DOS 4.01 
• Carrying case 
• Free shipping in USA 
• Price does not include 

on-site service 

• 286 20MB lMB RAM $1399 

• Free shipping in continental U.S.A. • Free on-site service at most locations 
• 	30 day money back guarantee • Leasing available for commercial 
• Two year warranty on labor customers 
• One year warranty on parts • Custom configurations available 
• Toll free technical support • The Rose is expert in custom networking 
• Express air parts replacement arid we are Novell authorized. 



Call today toll free 

1~(800) 248-ROSE 

no charge for shipping 

I 

'86 ROSE 33MHz CACHE 
• 80386™-33MHz processor 
• 64K high speed RAM 

cache 
• 4MB RAM 
• 1.2MB floppy drive 
• 1.44MB floppy drive 
• lZOMB IDE hard drive 
• 2 serial, 1 parallel & 

1 game ports 
• 101 key keyboard 
• 14" VGA monitor 1024N 
• 16 bit VGA adapter with 

lMB 
·MS DOS 5.0 
• MS Windows 3.0 with 

mouse 
• Free shipping in USA 

$2199 

486 ROSE 2SMHz CACHE 
• 80486™- 25MHz processor 
• 128K high speed RAM 

cache 
• 4MB RAM 
• l.ZMB floppy drive 
• 1.44MB floppy drive 
• ZOOMB IDE hard drive 486 ROSE HMHz EISA 
• 2 serial. 1 parallel & 

• 80486"'-33MHz processor 1 game ports 
• 256K high speed RAM• 101 key keyboard 

cache• 14" VGA monitor 1024NI 
• 8MB RAM• 16 bit VGA adapter with 
• 1.ZMB floppy drive lMB 
• 1.44MB floppy drive •MS DOS 5.0 
• 330MB SCSI hard drive • MS Windows 3.0 with 
• EISA 32 bit bus master mouse 

controller• Free shipping in USA 
.. , • 2 serial. 1 parallel &

$2899 ;i.,~ji~·~~~~::;: 1 game ports 
• 101 key keyboard 

• 14" VGA mono monitor 
• 16 bit VGA adapter 
•MS DOS 5.0 
• MS Windows 3.0 with486 ROSE HMHz CACHE 

mouse 
• 80486"'- 33MHzjrocessor • Free shipping in USA 
• 128K high spee RAM $

cache 4999• 4MB RAM 
• l .ZMB floppy drive 
• 1.44MB floppy drive 
• ZOOMB IDE hard drive 
• 2 serial, 1 parallel & 

1 game ports 
• 101 key keyboard 

• 14" VGA monitor 1024NI 
• 16 bit VGA adapter w lMB 
•MS DOS 5.0 
• MS Windows 3.0 with 

mouse 
• Free shipping in USA 

$2999 

4865 Scotts Valley Drive • Scotts Valley, CA 95066 Circl• 73 on Inquiry Card. 

(408) 438-3871 • 800-248-ROSE • FAX ~408) 438-3642 
'Jerms: C.O.D. cash, Visa. or MasterCard. (no surcharge). Company and University P.O:s accepted 
upon credit approval. All returns must have an R.M.A. number. Prices are subject to change 
without notice. MS DOS & WINDOWS 3.0, 286"', 386"'SX™. and 386"' are trademarks of Microsoft 
Corp. and Intel Corp. respectively. 



THE FIRST COMPUTER 

FOR OPEN MINDS. 


Empower M1croSystems proudly of
fers lhe world's first fully affordable 
hne ol open system. high perlor
mance personal compu1ers de
signed to '"'rlc in a mult1-operaling 
system environmen/. 

Whal does that mean? 
It means that nrm you can run 

software and networks wntlen for 
DOS. Windows. or DOS/UNIX. 

All at the same t1rre. Ano on the 
same machine. 

Empower gives you the power 10 
run lhe software and networks 1hai 
meet your needs. not !hose of lhe 
computer manufacturer. 

DESIGNED TO CHANGE 
THE WORLD. 
But 1he best news is lhe price 
performance! 

Empower M1croSystems 1s making 
lhese powerful. lntel-dnven 486 386. 
and 286 open archllecture com
pulers alfordable. 

And !hat's good news for all of us 

EMPOWER 
MICROSYSTEMS. 
Designed and built by Empower 
M1croSys1ems 1n Mii ierd, New 

Hampshire. lhe comple1e hne of 
Empower computers for business. 
medical. industrial and personal use 
is available lhrough your local com· 
puler dealer. or directly from lhe 
manufacture 

For more inlormabon and a COP'/ 
of our product brochure. call 
Empower M1croSystems 1011 free at: 

800/628-7015 

m~~~~ 

EMPOWERMlcro Systerns , Inc. 71.'.e~OrM:. MlltorlJ, IW-W H.wnpsrwrOJOSS Tf'kptvir 60l-67l· IOl l fl00.618· 7015 rou (i(l)l61J·l4t.0 

Al~o.1~.(l"<t'll~•dt1"""""•fllCO-O..,O.,"'.M'Al~ 4'.l1"ll..,,Mfl 

1"111Qbcasoesi-:O(lc1~con1.(Jul'.\t'Cltl'I A.J41 ...,.tor>Qll'al:cr!IC.91'1t.Ql..oll!d1.pot1140M11¥'C).,e•w1.aeielOI' :rmoa..».io~ M'!.N'f',CU'r'VtlA~r'Q 


a<111~1 P'!Xlln.Wlg•~"""""'· ~1t'l!IC+Oo;.Ol•f'Qal'<ICC..PQCGM"(IVNrY.:_...-' .... 1t'lea«l~t\11'v~~~ 
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•mng 

cord from 
National 
Design's

Volante Series 

EDITORS' 

CHOICE 

June 25. 1991 


Na1oona1 vo1an1eAnooo 


of high peed graphics boards. 
All Volante high speed graphics boards offer: 

• Built on ISA, MicroChannel or VME bus 

• Video memory upgrades to 4 MB 

• Program memory upgrades to 4 MB 

• Razor sharp resolutions from 1024x768 up to 
1600xl280 

• Blazing color selection from 8-bit to 24-bit true color 

• Optional Tl TMS34082 floating point processor for 
enhanced 3D acceleration 

• Superior speed of the Tl TMS34020 graphics engine 
paired with National Design's advanced ASIC technology 

• LIFETIME WARRANTY - no gamble here! 

Whether your game is CAD, Microsoft Windows, graphic arts, multi-media or medical 
imaging, Volante has a card for you at a fraction of the cost charged by the competition. 

See us at 

Booth #678, Las Vegas Convention Center NATIONAL DESIGN, INC 

Call 800-253-8831 now for information 9171 CAPITAL OF TEX.AS HWY, 1+230 

on the breathtaking Volante series. AUS11N TEXAS, 7875¥ llDI 
Circle 243 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 244). 



591 

Archive Pytbonl 49' 
WangDAT 144' 
WangDAT 199' 

MB 

80 

120

213 

340 

535

760 

l.2G 


52 

105

120

170

210 

425 


SCSI IDE 

299 309 

399 399 

659 659 


1099 1099 

1599 N\A 

1649 N\A 

2649 N\A 


249 259 

359 359 

N/A 579 


'While 
Qua nllllc Las t 499 599 


659 659 

1499 N/A 


MODEL Bare 
su-sss 399
s -5110(88) 709 

Dual(axt. 44> 899 

Dual<ext. 88) 1549 


386sx 299
!SA20 

386.Jx 499
!SA 25 


386ox 779
rsA/33/Cache 


486ox 1SA125;eachc 1299 

486ox ISA/33/Cache 1899 

486ox EISA/33/Cache 1999 

MPorl325 AC Portable 2 999 


:ltl18tr! ~~M_peclflcaUons subject to change 

TEACl55 


MB Bari 
300 119~ 
300 119~ 
330 139~ 
425 149~
600 149~
630 174~ 
630 189~
l.2G 229~ 
"Bare" Drive Includes Drive, Data Cab 
Rails & Extenders 
• 8 bit SCSI kit (AICJ add $109 
• 16 bit SCSI kit (Adaplec 1520) add 
$149 
• 16 bil SCSI Bus Master kil (Adaplec 
1540) add $229 
• 32 b it MCA SCSI Kil (Adaptec 1640) 
add S329 
• 32 hil EISA SCSI kJL (Adaplec 1740) 
Add $599 
• 16 bit LOE KIL !Seagate Sl-07) add$: 
• 16 bit !DE Kil Cumulus 124187) ad 
$79 
• Many Models available wlth Floppy 
ConLroUer 

VISA, MC, Discover -No Surcharge . International Orders Toll Free Australia: 0014-800-125lllJa AMEX Accepted (816) 478-8300 Toll Free U.K.: 0800-897-545 



. I 

12Milz 286 SV.GA l~MHz 386 SVGA 
I , .. lnlel 80286 r Processor . I • in tel 8,0386SX Proae,ss~ r . 

2MB RAM • l.44MB 3.5" j 2MB RAIM • l.44MB ~. S" , 1 

/ floppy • 1.2Mll 5.25" f loppv Floppy • l.2~B 5.25" Flopp\j 
• 40MB 171\'.1.S !DE Drive • 40MB 17'/V1S !D.E Drive 
wf32K Cache • Ip Bil VGA w{32\( Caclie • 16 Bit .VOA 
w/ lMB 'RAM' • 14" SVGA w/ IMB RAM • 14" SVGA 
1 024x768 '. 2~ 0 01 Monilor • 10;i4x768 .28 Doi Monito~ • 
2400 Baud Modem • 108 2400 Baud Modem • ' 108 
Kev Koy.board • ·Mm,ise • 1.: Ki;y rKevboard • Mouse • , 
Windows 3 & New DOS 5 • Windows 3 & New QOS s • 
2S/ltP • 3-Yr. Warraniv & I· 2S/ 1P • j>-Yr. Warran19 ,& hi 
Yr. 24 Hr Software Supporr Yr. 24 Hr. Software Su.Ppon 

$13~9 $1489 ~OMHz ~vaU./ 

1 zsMHzJs6svcit'CAcHE 2sMHz 486 CACHE .. 
• 803~6 , Processor • l28K r • 80486 Processor' • l28K 
.cache • 4MB Rl\M • l.44 Cache • 4MB ~AM • l.44
5.s· Floppy • 1:2 s . 2~· 3.5r Floppv • l.2 5.25" • 
floppv· . 20,0MB 13MS IDE floppv • 20QMB l3MS ID~ 

Drlveow/ 64K.Gache • l6 ll\t / Drive w/ 641< .Cache • •16 Bit 

VGA ,with lMB RAM • t4 ' VGA / !MB RAM • l4 " 


•SVC-!\ [024~_7 6B f.2 8 1Do1 SVGA .l024X"768 .28 Dot 

Mon.ho.i: • 2400 Baud Mod· Monitou • 2400 Baud MO· 

em • 108 Kevt )<eyboard • dem • 08 Key Keyboard • ' 

~ouse •,Windows 3 & New Mouse •. Windows 3.& New 


• 	 MSpOS 'S • 2S/ lf • S-Year DOS 5• 25/ lP • 3·Year War· 
Warranty & t-Year24 Hour • ra'n ty & l·Ye'ar 24 Hour 

1So,1warc Suppor1 ' I ' So~tware Support ,.. 


,$2249 i~r;Wa~t:OMH~ l {$2899 33MHz vall. 

I 
'( 

I ' 


We accep~Mastercard ~Visa, COD.Money Orders.Allow 15 da,Ys for pe-sonal or bu inessqhecks to clear.Shipping &Handling EXTRA. Firstyear of warranty is 3rd party op-siteservice,parts 
i · manufacturers warrjmlY t~ereaher: After 1st year a_ny manufaGturers.warranty ,superc~des PC W/\AE warrant'(! 14 "da~ mo~ey ,back guaranl~e. After 14 days 2Qo/oreslocking fee for any 

non-d.efect1ve retums.fPnces sub1ecl to change w1thou1 nollce. Softi(are support provided by Compu-Answer. Nol responsible for typographical errors. All brand and produci namlll\ are 
regisl,~red 1rade~a1ks ol lheir,especlive c9mpaples • 1

• ' , 1! < ii I I 

\. Circltt"28~ on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 281 ). 
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PS/2 model 55SX-60 meg .. ... ..... .. ..... .. 2595 
PS/2 model 70-60 meg .......................3195 
PS/2 model 65SX-60 meg ...................3325 
PS/2 model 70-A21 ........... ..................4725 
PS/2 model 95-320 meg ...................14950 

• • • Monitor Extra • • * 

£'D/11PAQ 
DeskPro Models 

286E-40/120 meg ... .. .. ...... ..........1775/1895 
386S-20 MHz 120 meg ..... .. .. ......... ... .. 2375 
386/20E-1 20 meg ...... ..........................2795 
386/25E-1 20 meg ................................4085 
386/33L-320 meg ................................7885 

•Call for other models  Monitor Extra • 

~ N 0 V E L L SPECIALS 
Netware Version 2.2 

5 users.. ............................................595 
10 users................ ........... .................1395 
50 users ... ... ....... ........ ......:.... ........ .. .CALL 

100 users .... ........ ....... .. ........ ..............CALL 
Netware 386 V.3.11 

20 users............................................2195 
100 users ............................... ............CALL 
250 users .... .. ..... ................. ......... .. ....C~LL 

BRAND NAMES 


LOW 

PRICES 


LEADER 

SINCE 1983 


We export to Europe, Asia 

& the Far East 


We Honor Manufacturer's 

Warranties 


Call for details 

-==-~VERE}{

MEGACUBE ISA BUS 
486-33 System 
Bmeg 128K Cache ESDI 
16meg12BK Cache ESDl....................... CALL 

Step 386-20 MHz System 
1 meg RAM, 64K Cache, 1.2 & 

40 meg Drive, 64Dx480 VGA Combo ......CALL 


Step 386-25 MHz System 
1 meg RAM , 64K Cache, 1.2 & 

40 meg Drive, 640x48D VGA Combo ......CALL 


Step 386-33 MHz System 
2 meg RAM, 64K Cache, 1.2 & 

150 meg Drive 1024x768 VGA Combo ...CALL 


LAPTOPS 

AST Exec 386/25 80 meg ..... .. ........NsW.............3895 

Texas Instruments TM3000 ....... .. .. .......................2995 

Compaq LTE/286-40 meg .............. ............... .. ......2750 

Compaq LTE/386-60 meg .......... .. ............. .. ..........4995 


AST Premium 11386/33 ... .......... $2185
Compaq SLT/LTE 1 meg ............ .. .......................... .180 

Sharp 6220-20 meg..............................................1995 
 AST Premium 11 386SX/20 ....... ..$1495 


AST Premium II 486/33TE ...... ...$6145
MEMORY 
AST Bravo 486/25 .... .... .... ...... ....$3115 


Toshiba 5200 2 meg ........................................... ...165 

Toshiba 3200SX 2 meg ..........................................165 

Toshiba 1200XE 40 meg .........................................call 


Toshiba 3100SX 2 meg .... ...................... ...............160 


INTEL COPROCESSORS
Toshiba 2000SX HOD 40 meg ............... .................call 
 80387 XL............S99.00 80387-20 .......$205.00

Toshiba 3200C.............................................. ..........call 
 80387SX-1 6 ....S135.00 80387-25 ..... .. 5205.00

Toshiba 5200C ........................................................call 
 80387 SX-20 .... $149.00 80387-33 .......$205.00 

Call for pricing on other brand name models 80387·16......... .$205.00 


WE STOCK 	 CITIZEN HITACHI NEC HOUSTON INSTRUMENTS INTEL 
OKIDATA TALLGRASS ALR MICROSOFT PC MOUSETOSHIBA EPSON ARCHIVE WYSE SUMMAGRAPHIC CALCOMP 

Made LASER PRINTERSSPECIALSAes Computers in HP Laser lllD ... ...... 2550 
All systems include USA 

0 
HP Scan Jet+ .......1325 
 HP Laser JP ...........1025 
~ 

Hp Paint Jet ...........965 
 HP Laser Ill ............1575
•Intel C_PU (MICRONICS) NOVELL• 4 meg RAM memory expandable to 64 meg Lotus Ver. 3.1 ... .....365 
 HP ll lSI ........... .. ......3695 

- Desktop or tower case Panasonic 4450 ..... 1395Authorized Kodak 150P ...... .. ...345

• 2 serial , 1 parallel 

Canon BJ 10 ... ........345 NEC 2 Model 90 ... .. .1695• 101 keyboard Dealer NEC 2 Model 290 ...2675• 1.2 & 1.44 Teac drive Intel Satisfaxtion .... .425 
LAN BOARDS Tl PS17 ......... .. .. .....1595
• Boca SVGA w/1 meg & SVGA monitor Okidata 391 ........ ....615
8 bit Arcnet .. ...............110 


16 bit Arcnet .. .............220 

•MS DOS 5.0 

Epson LO 1170 ... ...625• MS Windows & mouse 
8 bit Ethernet ..............190 
 SOFTWAREHP-7475 Plotter ...149516 bit Ethernet ............ 275
486/33 with 200 meg HD ....... ... ... ...2995 
 WordPerfect 5.1 ...............260

8 port Active Hub ........325 
 IBM Token-R ing .....655 Ventura Publisher .............525
386/33 with 120 meg HD ................ 2095 
 TokenRing Card ... ......399 


Panasonic 11 24 ......299 Clipper 5.0 ... .....................535
Tokenhub 4·port .........355 

Call fo r other 


386SX/20 with 40 meg HD ....... .. .. ..1495 
Aldus Pagemaker ..............495 

One year limited warranty 
Intel 80387-33 .. .....205 


LAN Accessories Word for Windows ............ 345 


Corporate Accounts 

Welcome 


Call for Discounts 

on Volume 


And 

Consultant Orders 


Exports 

Available 


Computerlaneinc. 

Outside California: 1 ~800-526-3482 
Inside California: 818-884-8644 • FAX: 818-884-8253 

7500 Topanga Canyon Boulevard, Canoga Park, CA 91303 
Hours: Monday - Friday 9 -6, Saturday 10-6 

Compaq Is aRegistered Trademark of Compaq. IBM Is aRegistrered Trademark of tnlernational Business Machines. 

ALL QUOTED 

PRICES ARE CASH 


PRICES ONLY 

Visa, MasterCard 


and 

American Express 


are higher 


Prices subject to change 

without notice. 


·Quantities are limited 
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The Experts Give Acma Rave Reviews For 
Qualify, Performance, Service And Value! 

Today's lead ing experts 

cons istently rank Acma 

among the best l Simply 

stated . at Acma . we build 

quality products that provide 

top performance and tremen

dous value. And we stand be

hind our computers with FREE 

on-site service . a 45-day 

money-back guarantee, a full 

one year warranty , and 

lifetime Toll-Free technical 

support. We even load DOS 

5.0 and Windows 3.0 for you. 

It all adds up! All this and 

guaranteed satisfaction make 

Acma an excellent choice -

and the experts agree! 

" ...OURFAVORITE w" A SOLID VALUE w" THE ACMA IS A w" THE PERFECT ~ 

WINDOWS 3.0 I ISTHEACMA FOR YOUR PRINCE AMONG I 


WORKSTATION." · · · 386/25." . . DOLLAR." · · PEERS." · ·' 

Acma Gives You All These Features & Services . .. 
... 45-Doy Money-Bock Guarantee· ... FREE Return Shipping. Of Replacement 
"' One-Year Ports & Labor Warranty (Many Or Repaired Ports.t 

Components Covered By Two Year ... NOW AVAJLABl£J Progcrrmc:jje Keytxiadsl 
Manufacturer's Warranties) ... Fast Delivery! 

"' FREE One Year TRW On-Site Service ... 48 Hour High-Temperature Burn-In 
(Available In Most U.S. Locations) ... DOS 5.0 & Windows 3.0 .. Preloaded 

... FREE Lifetime Toll-Free Technical Support ... Custom System Configurations 
"' NEW! Tech-Support Now Open Mon.-Sot. ... Personal & Business Leasing Plans 
... SPECIAL! $1.00 Upgrade Program ... Credlt CordsJJm Charged Until Shipment 
"' NOW AVAILABLE! l .2GB Hord Drives! ... Special GSA (&Quantity) Discounts 

Standard System Specifications . .. 
"' 4MB RAM ... ·1o1 -key enhanced keyboard 
... 1.2MB & 1.44MB floppy d isk drives ... 2 serial. l parallel & l game port 
... Hord disk drives (see below) ... Windows 3.0 .. (loaded) & Mouse 
... 16-blt VGA cord with lMB RAM ... MS-DOS 5.0 (loaded) 
... 14· Non-Interlaced Super VGA ... Call for custom configurations• 

monitor (1024x768..28 dot p itch) peripherals. and Sl.00 upgrades! 

sx Notebook: lMB RAM, 40MB/HDD. VGA Display $1,795 
386SX/20: 52MB IDE/HDD ............... . $1 ,595 
386/25: 105MB IDE/HDD $1,795 
386/33: 105MB IDE/HDD. 64K Cache BEST BUY AWARD/ $1,995 
386/40: 105MB IDE/HDD. 64K Cache ..•...•. $2, 195 
486/33 ISA: 210MB IDE/HDD. 64K Cache (128K & 256K option) $2,795 
486/33 EISA: 210MB IDE/HDD. 256K Cache ....... .. . $3,695 
0 Acm:::i CO'f\PJf.-S Inc •. ~I Worm Spnf9I &..a . ftemo"IT. CA 9t5J9 (510> ~1:21:2. ($\Cl) 02l-OS l!f.o:i Pllc.tae Of08l1 0'9 fJbjec l to QlOfowot No uchoQo 
on V.so or MOl!•eCld Oedt CO'dli cH no1 cnotood \Kllll the ()(09f ii if'llDP«I ..., pr1ces end JPeCl"COtlOnl ()0 sl.Eja(:I 10 cr.croe Wlfr.:M nobee. '1'h8 1a:n. 
IOtWoC:l'lon/C5-0ovMoMv-8ocil'QUOtO"t!HcOV91JAt:too oroodcomou19'50f'l'(UOOwa•.p1n1*S.m:>n10tt. cna ~ae nae tnc:U09d. ··-v1nOows cro mouse 
nori'd.ldt<l Wllr'lnof•b:X*PCl. fC\.IPC)(Mf povs~ toAana lot po11replQcornent0t reodt,cro ActrCI peystel\m .shb>nQ<cO:lfOt ~'8 dek:Al 

Circle 350 on Inquiry Card. 

Special $1.00 Upgrades! 

800-456-1818 

Soles: 6om-7pm M-F & 8om-4pm Sot (PST) 

Tech.Support: 7om-6pm M-F & 8om-4pm Sot. (PST) 
lnternottonol 510-623-1212. 24-Hr. Fox SlC>-623-0818 

ACOMPUTERS, INa . cm ~~;:; 
r---------------, 

YES! Send me FREE reprints 
of what the experts are 
saying about Acma! 

Address __________ 

City ___________ 

Phone ( __ ) _____ 

Please send me reprints for: 
0 386/SX 0 486 ISA 

L~~86~~~~~~-
811911 
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••••••• ••••••• 
12 MHz 80286 

• 640!{ RAM 
' 1.2 Mb Floppy 
• 40 Mb Drive 
• VGA Card 
' 14" VGA Monitor 
' Parallel + Serial Ports 
' 10 l Key Keyboard 
• Batt ery Backed Clock 

$975.00 

Toshiba 
TIOOOXE 
T l OOOLE 
Tl 200XE 
T2000SX 
T3100SX 
T3200SX 
T3200SXC 
T5200 

T5200C 
T2000SXE 
1'2000 
T2000SX 

Seagate 
Model 
ST238 
ST25 l - I 
ST L57A 
ST L J02A 
STl 126A 
ST l 144A 
ST! 162A 
ST 1239A 
ST2383A 
Conner 

LAPTOPS 

. ...................................... $ 11 JO 


................ .... ....... : .............. 1394 

20/40 .......... .. .......... 1565/1797 

20/40 ........ .... .... ...... 2572/2824 

/ 80 ................................... . 2824 

40/ 120 ............ ........ 2824/3024 

.... .. . .. .. .. ...... .... .............. ..... 5510 

/I00 386/20 .. .................. . 3824 

/200 386/20 .................. ... 4224 

...................... .. .............. .. .. 5775 


40/60 ........ .... .......... 3124/3364 

/40 ............ .. ...................... 2392 

/60 ..... .... .. .. .. ........ .. ........ .. . 3040 


HARD DISKS 

MB Speed Type 
30MB MFM .. ... $ 189 
42M13 28ms MFM ...... .. 225 
44MB 28ms IDE ........ .. 180 
89MB 19ms IDE .... .... .. 280 
11 IMB 25ms IDE .......... 589 

125MB 20ms IDE .......... 375 

14 3MB 15ms IDE .. ...... .. 650 

2 1 lMB 15ms IDE ... .... . .. 675 

338MB 16ms IDE ....... 1.270 

All models .... ........ ... . Call 


FLOPPY DRIVES 

Teac 
l.44MB 3.5" .. ..... ... .. ....... .... .................. . $ 69 

t.2MB 5.25" .. ........ .... ........ ................... .... 69 

720KB 3.5" .... ............ .... ....................... .. . 58 

360K .............. .. .... .. .................. .. .... 58 


MOTHERBOARDS 

12 MHz 286 ............... .. ................. ... .... .. $ 65 

16 MHz 286 ................ .. .................... ..... . .. 75 

16 MHz 386SX .......... ...... ... ........ .. .......... Call 

25 MHz 386 w/o CPU ... .. ... .. ....... .... ........ Ca ll 

25 MHz 386 w/ Cache .. .. ............... .. .. .... . Call 

33 MHz 386 w/ Cache ........ ............ .. ...... Call 


20 MHz 386SX 

• 2 Mb RAM 
• 1.2 Mb 5· l /4 " Floppy 
• 1.44 Mb 3-1 /2" Floppy 
• 125 Mb Drive 19 MS 
• 16-Bll VGA Card with 512Kb 
• 	 14" 1024 x 768 Color VGA 

Monllor 
• 1 Parallel+ 2 Serial Ports. I Game 
' 101 Key Keyboard 
• Balle')' Backed Clock 
' MS-DOS 5.0 +CW-Baste 
• 3 Button Mouse 

$1,575.00 


33 MHz 386 

• 64Kb Cache 
' •l Mb RAM 
• 1.2 Mb 5- 1/4" Floppy 
' 1.44 Mb 3 - 1/2" Floppy 
' 125 Mb Drive 19 MS 
' 16 Bil VGA Card \vllh 5 I2Kb 
' l 4" J024 x 768 Color VGA 

Monitor .28 OP 
• l Parallel + 2 Serial Por ts. 1 Game 
' I 01 Key Keyboard 
' Batte')' Backed Clock 
• MS-DOS 5.0 + CW-Basic 
• 3 Button Mouse 

$1,900.00 

PRINTERS 

Hewlett-Packard 
Laser Series Ill .. .... ....... .. .... ........ ...... ...... Call 

Laser ll lP .. ... ... .. ...... .. .. ..................... $ 980 
Laser IJlO ............................... .. ..... .. ... . Call 
Laser llP ... ... .......... ............................ Call 
Laser lllSI ...... .. ............ .. ....... .. ........ .. ... Call 
Desk J et 500 ... ...................... .. ....... ........ 500 

All ru:cessortes available. 

Panasonic 
1124/1180 .. ...... .. .. ............... ... ... $ 264/170 

1123/ 1654 ...... ...... ......... ... .. .... ...... 239/Call 

1624/ 1695 ..... ..... .... ...................... 380/415 

4420 ....... .... ........ .. .... ..... ..... .. .. ..... 820 

44501/4455 .... .. ...................... .. .. .. 1195/Call 


MONITORS 

Sony (Color VGA Trinitron) 
1320 .25mm VGA only ............ .. .. .. ...... $ 467 
1302 .25mm 900x560 Mulllscan .. .......... 550 
1304 .25mm 1024 x 768 w/VGA cablc .. . 675 
GYM 1300 13" Mulllsync/Mulllscan ...... 940 
GVM' 2000 20" Mulllsyn / scan .. ... ..... . 1.450 

NEC 
2A 14" 800x600 Mul llSync .................. S 457 

30 14" 1024x768 MulllSyn c ........ .......... 580 

3Ds Low Rncl lallon ........ .. ....................... 590 

4D 16" L024x768 .28mm ....... .. .............. Call 

50 20" 1280xl024 .31mm ................. .... Call 


MONITORS 

Samsung 
Mono Monitor 12" Amber ....... ............... S 78 

Flat Screen 14" Amber .. .. .... ...... .. ... .. .. ..... 105 

RGB/CGA Color .. ..... .. ........ .. . .. ...... .......... 179 

VGA 14" (640x480) .4 1 dpl .... .. ..... .. ........ 250 

VGA 14" 1640x480) .3 1 dpl .. ... ...... .. .... .. .. 305 

Syncmaslcr 2 l 'I " SVGA .3 I dpt 


I l 024x768) .... .... .. .. .................. .. ...... .. . 330 
Syncmaster 4 Color 17'' .3 1 dpl 

(1 024x768) .. ....................................... 810 

Princeton Graphics 
Ultra 1200 12" VGA HI-Res ........ .. ...... . $ 470 
Ul tra 1400 14" VGA HI-Res .... .. .. ... ......... 510 
Ultra 1600 16" VGA HI-Res .. .................. 840 
Ultra 2000 20" Mulllsync 

l1280xl024) ... .................. ... ...... ...... 1.970 


~~caa! 

800-950.-4487 


Epson 
LQ 810 
FX 850 
FX 1050 
LQ 510 
LQ 850 
LQ 950 
LQ 1OJO 
LQ 2550 
Okidata 
Ml..320 
ML.32 1 
Ml..390 
ML380 

16 MHz 386SX 

' I Mb RAM 
' 1.2 Mb Floppy 
• 40 Mb Drive 
•VGA Card 
• 14" VGA Monitor 
• Parallel + Serial Ports 
• JO 1 Key Keyboard 
• Battery Backed Clock 

$1,349.00 

PRINTERS 

200 cps. 30 nlq ................ S I 72 

264 cps. 54 nlq ...... .............. 282 

264 cps. 54 nlq .................... 392 

225 cps. 75 nlq .. ............ ...... 251 

330 cps. 88 nlq ........... .. ....... 435 

330 cps. 88 nlq .............. .. .. .. 434 

225 cps, 75 nlq .................... 364 

400 cps. 108 n lq ... .. .. ........... 845 


................... ... .................. $ 3 1 l 


........ ..... ... . ....... .. .. ................ 430 


.. ...... .. .... ............ .................. 425 


....... ........... .. ..... ................... 269 


DISK CONTROLLERS 

2 liard/2 Floppy IDE ............. .. ... .. ...... ... S 29 
2 Hard/2 Floppy w/ 1 Parallel. 2 Serial 

and 1 Grune .. ........... .... ..... ............... ..... 45 
Xf/AT High Density Floppy Controller 

Up to 4 Hi-Density Floppies! .. .......... .. ... 32 
xrI AT High Density Floppy Controller 

Up to 2 Ht-Dens.lty Floppies! ....... .. ..... .. . 28 

MULTII/O 

AT Card 2 Serial. I Parallel. 1 Game ... S 21 
xr Card l Serial, I Parallel. I Game. 

Clock. Calendar. and Battery ................ 28 
XT Plus I Serial Port. I Parallel Port. 1 Game 
Port. Clock. Calendar. w/ Battery. FDC 360K/ 
720K does 2 Floppy (Any Combo!) .... .. .. . 32 

Modem External 2400 Baud .. .......... .. ... 78 


Intel 
80287- 10 ...... .............. .. ..... ..... ........... . Ca ll 

80386-SX16 .... ... .... ....... .. .. . .. .. ................ Call 

80387-20 ... .. .... ......... .. .... .................... Ca ll 
80387-25 ..... .... .. ......... ........................ Call 
80387 -33 .... ... ........ ... ...... .................... Call 

VIDEO CARDS 

16-Blt VGA 1024 x 768 
I MB RAM. 256 Color 
Trldenl Chip Set ........................ .......... S 135 


Corporate P.O.s welcomed. All packages 3937 S. Sepulveda Blvd 
shipped UPS and FedEx. COO add $3.95. Culver City, CA 90230CALL NOW! 
Mastercard and VISA accepted. All returns Store Hours 8:00 - 5:00PM 
must have R.M.A.s. Price/terms/condi (213) 572·4486 Fax 
tions subject to change without notice. (213) 390-2380800-950-4487 
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i.S 
.... 

intersy~ intersy~.. 

lntersys 286/16 

• 80286/16MHz Motherboard $995.00 
• 1MB RAM,expandable to 4MB,80ns 
• 1.44MB and 1.2MB Floppy Disk Drives 
' 40MB IDE Hard Disk Drive 
• FD/HD IDE Controller and 2S/1 P 1/0 Card 
• VGA Color Monitor and VGA Card 1024 x768 
• Desktop Deluxe Case 
• 101 Keyboard 

lntersys C386/33 

• 80386/33MHz Motherboard w/64K Cache $1 , 995.00 
• 4MB RAM,expandable to 8MB,80ns 
• 1.44MB and 1.2MB Floppy Disk Drives 
• 125MB IDE Hard Disk Drive 
• -FD/HD IDE Controller and 2S/1 P 1/0 Card 
• VGA Color Monitor and VGA Card 1024 x768 
• Mini Tower Deluxe Case 
• 101 Keyboard 

THE ENGINES THAT DO. 

I ntersys 386SX/20 

• B0386SX/20MHz Motherboard $1 ,495.00 
• 2MB RAM,expandable to 8MB,80ns 
• 1.44MB and 1.2MB Floppy Disk Drives 
' BOMB IDE Hard Disk Drive 
• FD/HD IDE Controller and 2S/1 P 1/0 Card 
• VGA Color Monitor and VGA Card.1024 x768 
• Mini Tower Deluxe Case 
• 101 Keyboard 

lntersys C486/33 

• 80486/33MHz Motherboard w/64K Cache $3,395.00 
• 4MB RAM,expandable to 64MB, 80ns 
• 1.44MB and 1.2MB Floppy Disk Drives 
' 200MB IDE Hard Disk Drive 
• FD/HD IDE Controller and 2S/1 P 1/0 Card 
• VGA Color Monitor and VGA Card 1024 x768 
• Tower Deluxe Case 
• 101 Keyboard 

Options and upgrades available. Full warranty for 12 months. Free technical support. All systems built and 
tested in the USA. Shipping extra. Visa/Mastercard/Eurocard accepted. International orders welcome! 

2461West205th Street, 8103 Torrance, California 90501, USA 

Call: (213) 782-9731 Fax: (213) 782-9815 
Circle 278 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 279) . NOVEMBER 1991 • BYTE 397 
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E\P\\SIO\ BO\RDS 34F3077 2-14MB ~10D 70& 80 
Orchid Technology 

Rmnquesl 16/32 

OK S249 2MB 5349 

2-8MB for PS/2 flJ/55/00/70/00 

Rmnquesl8/16 OKS159 2MB S259 


BOCA Research 
Bocaram AL Plu 
OKS119 2MBS2092-8MB LI ~ 4.0Ais 
Bocaram AT/10 Plus 
OKS 157 2MB S257up10 4MB 
w/ser &par ix>11S 
Boolram 2ror PS/2"sOKS159 2MBS259 

AST Research 
6pak286 OK $109 2MBS209 
Ram~ Plu 286 OK $349 2MB $459 
upto 8MB for AT UM 4.0 
Advan~w/128KS59 
Backfills Ais to 640K wirer &par PortS 
up 10 1.5MB extenOOd rneioory 

Intel 
Alxwe Board Plus 8 w/2MB$559 

\ 1m:o GR \Plll<:S C\RUS 
ATI 
85 14 Ullra 512K PS/2 or ISA BOO $46.<l 
GraphlQi Ultra 512K& irouse $56.'i 
Graphla; Van~w/512K S399 
VGA Wonoor XL 512K w/rmuse S2ll 

Orchid Technology 
Prodeslgncr I IS 512K $259 1MB5289 

Prodeslgncr llMCfor PS/2 IMB s:m 


BOCA Research 
OOO\SupcrVGA5 12KS 139 IMB$179 

l.\Sl-:R PIU\'ll.RS 
Hewleu. Packard 
Laserjet llP. 11 1. llD. lllP 
IMB$752MBSll9 4MB 205 
Laserjet II, IID 
IMB $95 2MB 149 4 1B S249 

Pana onlc 4420 & 44501 
IMBSI0921BS14941BS249 
4450 IMB S179 4455 2MB $26!1 

Epson EPL 6000 & EPL 7000 
IMBS129 2MB$1514MB$255 

IBM 4019 &4019E 
IMBSl20 2MB$1553.5MBS219 

\IE\IOR\ CHIPS & \HUU u:s 
DRAM 
IXl-70NS $5.25 256X4-80NS $5.15 
IX1-80NS $4.95 256X4-1 00f'S $4.95 
IXl-IOONS$4.75 256X4-1201'S $4.75 
256XI.OOf'S S1. 99 256X l-120NS SI.75 
256X1-100NS $1.85 256X1-150NS Sl.50 
64X4.00NS $3.00 64X1-IOONS $1.75 
64X4-100i'IS S2.75 64Xl-120NS Sl .00 
64X4-120NSS2.5064Xl-1501 $1.35 
IMM/ SIPP Modules 
4X9-70, $247256X9-70 S2 I 

4X9-00NS S230 256X9-001 19 

IX9-70NS S53 256X9-1DONS S17 

IX9-00i'IS S50 256X9-120NS S15 

IX9-100i'IS S49 


" \1'11 rn-Puon:ssous 
UlSI 
US83C87-16. -25. -20 &-33 $199 

US83C87-16SX S 115-20&'( S 139 

New US83C87-40 $279 

30 day money tm guarantee. 

lifetime warranty 


Intel 
80387-16, -20. -25 &-33 $249 

80387-16SX S139-20SX$189 

80287-10$89 80287XL$125 


urn PS/2 l PGR \DES 
IBMPS/ 2 Memory 
6450004 2 1B MOD 50'l. 55&X. 70SI19 
6450008 2 1B MOD 70A21 S129 
6450379 2 IB 10D00-111/31I5159 
34112933 &77 4 1B PS/2 SI MM S26!1 
30F5360 2MB for 30-286 S1 t9 
64510004MB MODOO-A21/A31 S26!1 
6450128 4MB MOD 90 &95 $359 
6450902 2MB MOD 90 &95 $16.<l 
6450609 2-8MB MOD 50. 50'l. 60 $350 
6450605 2-8MB MOD 70 &80 S350 

w/2MBS36.5 

34F301 I 4-16MB 10D 70 &80 

w/ 4 IBSm 


Procom PS/ 2 Hard Drh·es 
1£ro~l24MBMDL50 795 
124MB MDL 50'l. 5$.X. 70 5740 
200MB IDL 50'l 55&X. 70 SI 065 

PS/ 2 Accelerators 
M<xkll 50 &60 Intel Snap.in 386 
386SX-20MHZ 5455 

CO\IP\0 l p(;R\l>l·:S 
Compaq Deskpro 

kpro 386/20, 25. 20E. 25E &386S 
4MB Module $279 4MB cxplxlard $327 
IX!skpro 386/33 486/25 Systempro 
2MBModule s149 6sod:et CXfl OCd. 
w/2MB$395 

I / 3 height floppydisk drives 
l.44MBSl29 l.2MB$139 

Portable LTE 286 
1MB$ 1192MBSl69 4MB $499 

Portable LTE 3868/ 20 
!MB $2754MBS529 

Portable 386/ 20 
!MB Upgr00e kitSl45 4MB exp/ext 

lr1l $375 

SL1'286 IMBSl564MB$56.<l 

SLT386 IMB $156 2MB $255 
4MB S56.q 
Hard drive klL for 386S 386/20/20E/ 
25/25E/33/3.1 
120MB 19M $599 

I. \PTOP l l'Gll \Ul·:S 
Toshiba 
Tl200XE/SE.T1600. T3100E. T.lt<mX. 
f.l200l.X. 1'5100. 1'5200. 2MB 139 
f.l200l.XC2MB 1594 IBS299 
THXnlF./XE/l..E &T2IXW: IMB $179 
2 1B $249 
TIOOOLE&T21XW:4 tBS499 
T.lHX& 132m4MBS299 

T3200 3MB 254 


Megahertz Modems 
2400 BD internal $149 w/MNP5 $210 
2400/9600 PAX/MoOOm w/MNP5 $367 

C£ III 

[T."lhen you want t.o or ways t.o purchase and receive you like. is guaranteed t.o be completely 
W upgrade your computer, your orders. You can use a Pur- Since Universal'sprices are compatiblewith your computer. 
calling a company that just chase Order or C.O.D. Or you so competitiveand because we 1o one else offers you 
knowsbrands and order could put it on your credit card. check every product before it's so much. 
numbers won't geLyou very far. With no surcharge added. of shipped, our return policy is If you have any questions or 
Timt's why Universal offers you course. APO. FPO and orders very user friendly. ~you would like a complete list 
so much more. fromaround the U.S. and the Everything Universal ,...~-...~ of what Universal has. give 

1otonly does Universal offer world are also happilyaccepted. sellscomes with a 5 ~ ""' us a call. Or youcan 
the widest selection or brand As far as shippinggoes. year warranty. has ~ receive this infor
names available but we're also same day and overnight is avail- a30 day money maLion by fax or 
knowledgeable about how they able. So we can send it anyway back guarantee and mail. Whatever's 
work. And how they're installed. easiest for you. 
So we'll be able LO help you fig- So. if you \Yant LO make some 
ure out what you need. And changes with your computer. 
we' ll do it in a way that'll be call Universal. 'o matter what 
very und 1 t.andable. you want t.o do. we'll tell you 

Universal also offers avariety how LO get It done. 
Circle 105 on Inquiry Card 
(RESELLERS: 106). 
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You May Recognize 
Some of Our Customers ... 

Intel Corporation U.C. Berkeley 
M.l.T. Proctor & Gamble 

PG & E Digital Equipment Corp. 

AT & T Clemsen University 

Lockheed Missi le/Space Eng. 

N.A.S.A. U.S. Dept. of Agriculture 

U.S. Veterans Hospital Admin. Ctr 

Lawrence Livermore Laboratories 

S.W. Bell U.S. Marine Corps 

DuPont U.S. Naval Department 

Washington Po t E xon 


and tlze list goes on and 011... 

Monthly Specials !! 
MICO?O- L:~ 

EISA 486-33CACHE $4385 
• lnlel 80486-33MHz Processor • Micronics Molherboard 
• 64k Cache SRAM exp. lo 256K 
• 4MB RAM 70ns expandable to 64MB onboard 
• 1.2MB and 1.44MB Floppy Drives (TEAC) 
• 340MB 13ms IDE Hard Drive (Maxtor) 
• IDE Hard/Floppy Disk Conlroller 
• Orchid ProDesigner lls VGA card w/1 MB, Hi Color 
. 14· Sony 1304 VGA monitor • ·1 Parallel/2 Serial Pons 
. Keytronics 101 Keyboard (USA) 
• Tower Case wn bay drive/digitalldisplay/300W PIS 
• MS.DOS 5.0 & MS.Window 3.0 and MS compatible mouse 

MIC~O-L9 

ISA 486-33CACHE (Symphony) $3095 
• Intel 80486-33MHz Processor - Upgrades to 5aAHz;Socket 

for removable crystal allows for CPU changes 
.	 AMI BIOS. Symphony"' Chpset, Danas DS1287 real-time 

dock (w/10-year warranty) 
• 64k Cache SRAM exp. to 1MB onboard 
• 4MB RAM 70ns exp to 32MB onboard 
• 12MB and 1.44MB Floppy Drives (TEAC) 
• 210MB IDE HOD • IDE HD/FD Controller 
• SpeedSlarPlus, 1MB,16-bi1 VGA card.Hi color,non-interlaced 
. 14· Sony 1304 VGA Monilor 
. 1 Parallel/2 Serial Pons • Keytronics 101 Keyboard (USA) 
• Tower case wn drnie bays/digital display/230W PIS 
• MS-DOS 5.0 • MS-Windows 3.0 and MS compalible mouse 

Standard Svstem Features: 
( 'Unless specllled differently In Specials) 
• Motherboard and Intel CPU • 1.2MB or 1.44MB FDs(Teac) 
• 1 MB RAM on-board • 1: 1 HOD/FOO controller 
• Math co-processor socl<et • 2 serial/1 parallel ports 

SYSTEMS: 

(Prices below do not Include Hard disk drlvo, monitor I card) 


• 101 Enhanced keyboard 
• Desktop case w/ PS 

486-33 E/SA w/64k Cache ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $1,945 

486-33 /SA w/64k Cache (MCI/Symphony) .............................$1, 195 

486-33 /SA w/64k Cache (OptfT"' Chipset) ............................... $1,,1..095 

386-33 Cache (Symphony ' "') .................................................. 01' 795 

386-33 w/64k cache (C & T™ Chipset).. .....................................$695 

386-25 (OPT/™ Chipset) ........ ...............................................$615 

386-SX20 ................. .................................................... $495 

286-25..........................................................................$460 

286-16 (VLSI™) ................................................................$405 
286-12 (VLSI™) •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $375 
386SX-V20 NOTEBOOK 2MB RAM, 40HDD, 32 Grey-scale, 6.2 lbs. ... $1995 
MIC~O-L8 

386-33 CACHE (Symphony) '2395 
• Intel 80386-33MHz Processor 
. AMI BIOS, Symphony™Chipsel, Dallas DS1287 real-time 

dock (wno year warranty) 
• 64k Cache SRAM expandable to 256k onboard 

• 4MB RAM 70ns exp.andable to 32MB onboard 

• 1.2MB and 1.44 Flvppy Drnies (TEAC} 

. 120MB 19ms IDE Hard Drive &Hard/Floppy controller 

• 14' SVGA mon~or, 1024x768, 0.28dp (Reisys RE-9514) 
• SpeedSlarPlus - 16-bit VGA Card w/1 MB, Hi Color 
• 1Parallel/2 Serial Pons 
• Keytronics 101 Keyboard (USA) 
• Tower case wn drwe bays/digital displayl230w PIS 
• MS-DOS 5.0 • MS-Windows 3.0 and MS compatible mouse 

MIC~O-L9 

386-SX/20 VGA $1355 
• Intel 80386-SX/20MHz Processor 
• 2MB RAM expandable lo SMB onboard 
. AMIBIOS 
• 1.2 MB Floppy Disk Drive (TEAC) 
• 1.44MB Floppy Disk Drive (TEAC) 
• Hard Disk/Floppy Drive controller 
• 52MB 17ms IDE HOD wl64k cache 
. 14· VGA (Relisys RE-9513) monitor 
• 16-bil VGA card 
. 1Parallel/2 Serial Ports 
• Keytronics 101 Keyboard (USA} 
• Deluxe Baby Case 200W PIS, 6 drive bays 
• MS-DOS 5.0 & MS Window 3.0 and MS compalible mouse 

MOTHERBOARDS 
486-33 EISAw,,.,.K C.dlol" G<MB. $1,595 
486-33 AT wlG<K Codie . Srm!tmY......$895 
486-33 AT ri<K c.d>e .()pf ............ $795 
386-33 AT w~K Cadle . ~......$495 
386-33 o16<K c.a.e ..CPU· C&T ......... $415 
386-25 ..CPU . ECS . NEAT .............. $375 
386-25 ..CPU . Co• ........................ $325 
386-SX/20.....................................$215 
386-SX/16 .....................................$185 
286-25 -<:PU ·~ .................... $160 
286-16 Sollia'llVlSI. ....................... $135 


HARD DRIVES 
Maxtor XT-7080A81 MB ICE ...... ...$285 
Maxtor LXT-213A 213MB ClE ....... $595 
Maxtor UCT-340A 340MBEE .. ..... $935 
Maxtor XT-4170E/S 158MB ........ $735 
Maxtor XT-4380E/S 338MB ...... $1020 
Maxtor XT-8380E/S 360MB ...... $1040 
Maxtor XT-8760E 768MB .... .....$1395 
Maxtor XT-8760$ 76BMB ......... $1435 
Conner CP-3000 40MB............... S175 
Conner CP-30104120MB...........S340 
Conner CP-3204 200MB.............$539 

Quantum LPS52A S2MB 11m1 r ..... $198 
Quantum ProDr105AT 10S1AB,17ms. $320 
OuanllJm ProDr21 ONS 210Ma.1""' $620 
Westem Digital 93044 <Oii.!! EE ... $155 
Ultrastor 12F ESOI Cnei w"2KCadle $160 
DTC-3290 SCSl'EJSA,S121C ................ $575 
Adaptec 17408-~SCSJaSA ......... $480 
Adaptec 16408·1(;1 SCSI tn.l< FDMO $315 
Adaptec 15428-1(;1 SCSI Cnt1r FlllllD $260 

MONITORS 
RelisysVGAGySdRE-9503 ............ $129 

Relisys VGA RE-9513&101 •eo ......... $295 MISCELLANEOUS 

Re Ii sys VGA RE·9S1<,102• '768 o2Sdp $310 lnlel Math·Coprocessors .............. Call I 

Relisys VGA 102..168RE-1<20.......... $330 TEAC Floppy Drives 12n.44MO.$65165 

Seiko VGA 1024Xl68CM-1440 ...........$480 Logitech .,.........., s-11kn.. ........ $65177 

Seiko VGA 102..168 CM·l<S0........ .... $585 Modem 24001-1 .-.a ................ $50 

Seiko20" VGA 12llo.102•CM-2C50 .. $1795 FAX modem 96001-1~..... $115 

Sony VGA 102••768 llO& ................ $610 U.S Robotics modem 960Cb!...... $540/:>BS 

Nanao 16" VGA 102"768 ~ ....... $1165 Colorado OJ.10Hl•do.«> 120MO .. .. ... $245 

Nanao20" VGA 12eo.102• 9'00-1 ...... $2240 Colorado OJ~ T·Bld<-uo 250MB ........ $320 

Genoa VGA Caid 512K ..................$100 Keytronics 1oi l.e)l>o.YL ..... ............ .. $45 

SpeedStar+VGA IUB. ..,,. s.. ....... $1 95 lANtastic AE-2 E"""" """'~. ...... $489 

Orchid ProD lls 111.B.. w'll s.n........ $195 LAN!aSticA.E-2 Etlcrnel ~ ......... $229 


HOURS: Mon lhru Fri • 8:30am lo 6:00pm (PST) Go,.ernmenl, Corporate & U11frersi(\' P.O. 's Welcome! D1·al<'r Inquiri<'s We/com<'.Sal - 10:00am to 4:00pm (PST) 
011-Silt• S1·rt'i1·1· ,\1•ailoblc• 

• 	 We olfor compou1ivc pnces, superior products, customer 
support.• and tho best values m the mml aider tndusuy. 
In .odd111on, we offer: 

..,,... ; ....... , For your protection. 
: bo~:-~i~o11~~r;~;,~k(~~~~~nie~~~~~ofoct1vo itoms . wo check
• PucoD tOllOCI 3-. C.JSh d lscounf thoroughly for

46757 Fremont Blvd .. Fremont, CA 94538 stolen credit cards. 
: ~[ft~~~~...~~j~~~t~o0a:~"so~~~"~~:::~11~omn AMA• m rC'quucd 

: ~~1~~~~t:~~~~,::rnt:~;.~~~~:~oc!!~rn u 

! Go~~:S";.~i~~~!v~r;~7,~,~~n~~g 1000 Po ·ii. Hot 30 oidd r. 

• ~ woltOtl'IO 1ntorn1111on.il occounls .m lnamum 01dctr S2SO (510)770-1900
• APO 's. FPO'a & OwOI GOllS Ofdf:lf$ welcome 	 Phone: 011·886-7-345-0025 
• Puco!l&ub1odtoch11n?('w rth01JI nohCt' 

1 1	 Fax:(510)770-1912 Fax: 011 -886-7-345·0060 
: ~~,~~gri~t"~:p~~~~~r ~~~~~~~~~~ 1 :1~~~~;nu~ 
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UPS FEDEX 0 MCS COMPUTERS CO. 

SALES SALES ON 
ON HP MOTHER 

LASER JETS~..,,,.,.,,="".,,,.-t-~ BOARDS 
lllP 386·33 MHZ 

$995 $430 

•WE HAVE THE BETIER PRICE LOWER YOUR BUDGET 
NOT YOUR EXPECTATIONS • BEITER SERVICE 

• BEITER TECH SUPPORT 
• KNOWLEDGEABLE SALES 

PEOPLE 
• PROMPT DELIVERY 

VGA 
MONTIORS 
SPECIAL 

SALE 
$243 

Before JOU run out and s~nd thousands o/$ on ntllil store 
products. We at MCS aslc JOU ta reaUJ tllu a look at our 

product, we have great quality products at great quality price. 

&9seagate HARD DRIVES C::fR 
ST125·1 20MB MFM $170 

ST125-A 20MB IDE $160 
ST138-A 30MB JOE $175 

ST251 -1 42MB MFM $175 
ST157·A 44MB JOE $190 

ST4096 80MB MFM $380 

HEWLETT PACKARD 
• HP Desk Jet 500 .... $490 
• HPlllP .................... $995 
• HPlll .................... $1495 

"e:=:==i:~ •HP3D ....................CALL 
• HP Paint Jet .. ... ..... CALL 
• HP Paint Jet XL ...... CALL 
• HPllP .................... $810 

HP THE #1 SELLING LASER PRINTER 

GP3024 21MB JOE 27MS $165 
GP3044 42MB IDE 25MS $245 
CP3000 42MB IDE 25MS $210 
CP3184 BOMB IDE 25MS $285 
CP3164 104MB JOE 25MS $410 
CP3204 200MB IDE 19MS $610 

MOTHER BOARDS 
•286-12 ............................... ........... $85 
• 286-16 .......................................... $98 
• 386SX .......................................... $195 
• 386-25 W/64K Cache .................. $330 
• 386-33 W164K Cache .. ................ $430 
·We use Intel ProcessOIS 
• AMI Blos. We have boards in all sizes .. 

mini, bab • full size. 

FLOPPY DRIVES 
-----------------' •360K5-1/4 Ht...........••.....•.............. $55 

•1.2 MB 5-1/4 Ht............................. $69 
7-===----------------1·7203.5 Ht. .................................... $58 

• 1.44 MB 3.5 Ht. ............................ $69• Modem • Printers • Power Supplys 

TERMS & CONDITIONS 
• No surcharge on 

Visa/MC 
• We except Visa, MC, 

COD, PO, 
Personal Checks, 
Company Checks 

• 30 DayMoney Back 
Guarantee 

• 5 Year Parts Labor 

• Mon~ors •Cases 
•Keyboards 

DISK CONTROLLERS 
IDE DISK CONTROUERS• HP Up-Grades

INTEL Co p •2Hard/2 Floppy .............................. $27 
• rocessor •2Hard/4 Floppy .............................. $38 

-You Name tt, We Have It, Give Us A Call •2Hard/2 Floppy w11.Par, 2 Ser 
and 1Game................................$48

TOSHIBA LAP TOPS WESTERN DIGITAL CONTROLLERS 
-------------1·1006VMM2(MFM)AT1:1 

2 Hard/2 Floppy ........................ $75 
• XTGEN 2 Plus (MFM) XT card 

up to 2Hard Disk ........................ $49 

• T1000 SE •.......•....•...................... $810 
•T1000XE .....•........•................... $1130 
• T1000 LE .......•........................•. $14300 
• T1200 XE 20 MB HD ................ $1600 FLOPPY DISK CONTROLLERS 
• T1200 XE 40 MB HD ................ $1800 • XT/AT High Density up to 4Hi 
• T3100SX .................................. CALL Density Floppies ........................ $33 
• T3200 SX ......•...................•....•.. CALL I----------

~~~--,,..---==------·_Ts_100_3_56_1oo_iM_B_.. _...._...._...._...._.. _cALL---1 Build Your Own System 
It's VffALyou look at this system. We also carry other VITAL Systems. SAVE$$$$ 

• 33 MHZ INTEL 8386 Processor WITH DO IT YOURSELF
• 1 Med. High Speed RAM 
• 40 MB 28 MS I Hard Disk VHS TAPE, WITH GREAT 

STEP BY STEP TAPE1:1 Inter Leave , Vrtal 286• 1 :2 and 1 :44 Floppy Teac Drives , Vrtal 386 SX WE WILL SHOW YOU HOW 
•Great Looking Mini Tower , Vital 386 25 MHZ TO BUILD YOUR 

;;;;a.__ Case or Mini Desk Top , Call for Iha! great price on all 286-386 PC SYSTEM 
• 250 Watt Power VITAL SYSTEMS CALL FOR MORE INFO: •..!..!••·-i;..~-=·..·.=
• Key Tronic 101Keyboard Free Modem & Mous With System PLUS IT SHOWS YOU HOW TO 
• Clock Calendar, ParaJ1el Port DEAL WITH MAIL- • VGA Monttor for just $1,325 ORDER COMPANY$ 

CALL NOW 1-800-724-8865 453 North St 
FAX 716-423-9978 

INT: 716-423-9978 • 
Rochester, NY 14605 

I 

I 
$10.00 REBATE ON THESE PRODUCTS. 
Send In With Order • HARD DRIVES 
or Just Call Us. • MOTHER BOARDS 

•COMPUTER 
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some ones 
soiling for over 
$300.00 from 

our compcliton. 
We havo 

thousands in 
•tock 

FOR SALE BELOW DISTRIBUTOR COST! UST $495.00 ea. 

CALL FOR QUANTITY PRICING! 

YOUR CHOICE 99.00 ea. 

150 MEG TAPE BACKUP 
~~~~?.:.~:::J:~j~~.~i~=~ 
UST$1495.ooYOURCOST499.OO l60MEGKIT:S99·"1 

PS/2 50/60 BOARD 
AST ADVANTAGE/2 

Comes wi th 2Meg expandable to 8Meg using 
SIMMS. SuperPak util ity software. OK- 49.00 
2MEG - 149.00 4MEG • 249.00 8MEG - 449.00 

200 WAn POWER SUPPLY 
OirectAT replocomonl,UlAppr., I I0/ 220V,Aon....Connodon. 

USTS99.00 YOUR COST 39.OO ll50WATTforXT 49.0 ") 

NEW! 6 MONTH WARRANTY 
IBM COMPATIBLE 
808B 4.n OR 8MHZ 
2 PARRAU£l., 1 SERIAL 
CLOCK/CALENDER 
GAME PORT 
360K FLOPPY 
88 KEY KEYBOARD 
640K MEMORY, DOS 3.2, 
12" MONO CARD & MONITOR, COMPlETE DOCUMENTATION. 

MINISCRIBE HARD DRIVE 
' 31 BOE 51/. ' 154MEG ' ESDI - 1BMSEC Access Time • 

Newfoclo<y Pocked! UST S1295.00 YO\JR COST 499.00 

(71MEG MfM, 20MSEC, y, HT 5'1• " YOUR COST 349.00 ) 

20 MEG HARD DRIVE 
3\12 ' -40MSEC·6MONTHWARRAN1Y 

W/5'1• "MOUNTS-U5r$249.99 YOURCOST99.00 

FAX CARD W / 2400 BAUD MODEM 
--IF""'ld;gilolfitJC,badvurd..,......,-.!...J....._ ,..,..,_. 
><mpagn,. ...,..~......buillon fAX91QJ{n!¥J/'800/UOO. sJi-., 

.........""" USTo9s.oo YOURCOST 1 19.00 

MODEMS 
ftJ!ly Hayco ccmpotible, monilor •peokerw/ volvmeconlrol. 2400/ 

300 Baud lronsminion role, oddrenobleCOM 1,2,3,4,Compo~blow/ 
IBM PC, XT,AT & Compoliblos. 2yoor Monul.Worronly. Fu ll Duplex 

operation, completowithsoftworo. Autodiol,Autoonswer. INTERNAL 
59.00 EXTERNAL 79.00 

INTEL COPROCESSOR 
5 YEAR WARRANTY! 80386wa>MAOHS: 

80387·1616MHz 115.00 

802868ASEDMACHINlS: 80387·2020MHz I 99.00 

80888ASED MAOllNES: 
8087·5/J,liz, 49.00 

8087·2 8/Jfu 79.00 

9087·1 IBW!z tt9-00 

80187-66MHz 49." 80387·2525MHz 209.00 

80187·88/Jfu 59.00 80387·JJ33/.'fu2!9.w 
80287·1010mtt l9.00 80387·SX16 119.00 

80187-XL 99." 80387·SX20 I 39.00 

SEAGATE HARD DRIVES 
MOOO. S1Zf ACCU511ME INTWAC! DOM W/ CONTROWR 
ST22.1 21M8 6S\.\SEC WM 149·" 19.... 
ST157A ._ 28MSEC ICE 17.... 20.... 
ST2.11 · 1 •'IM& 28MSEC WM 229... 29.... 
ST296N llYo\ll 28MSEC SCSI 299.... 4~-
ST1096N 8.wll 2AMSEC SOI 349.M 48.... 
ST1 102A 8.wll 20M.IEC IOE 209·" 339'" 
ST<096 row\ 28MSEC WM 449... 538... 
ST1126A lllM8 llMSEC ICE 359... 398..M 
SUl.uA 122Mll 28MSEC RU. 49.... 599... 
STll .LC.A 12.IMI 20MSEC ICE u .... 419... 
ST1239A 211MB llMSEC ICE 599..M 04.... 
ST2J8lA 3381"6 16MSEC ICE 127.... 1335'" 

CONTROLLERS 
IDEHD/Floppy 39.00 , 16BitWD 2:1 49.00 , 88it HDonly 49.00 

FOR flOPPYS: SuperFl.oppyConlrols 1.2, 360K, 720K& 1.4'1 Drives 
YOURCOST49.00 

FLOPPY DRIVES 
--~/,. 49.00,no-:n;. 49.00 , l.21"lG· 69.00, 1...NC<;·l'n · 59.00 , 

TondooTMI00-2,lhoonglnoil8M0-99.00 

101 and/ or 84 KEY KEYBOARD 
Now I )'OO'Wom>nly, -1u onXT, AT &386'• low""',h;ghquallybyMmum. 

UST$79.oo YOURCOST19.00 101m 39.oo 

1 0 MEG HARD DRIVE 
Hol lheight ·80MSEC·6MonlhWorronlyLisl 149.00 Your Cost 69.00 

FREE PS/2 1 200 BAUD MODEM FOR MICRO CHANNEL 
WITH PURCHASE OF PS/2 MEMORY* 

COMPAQ MEMORY TOSHIBA MEMORY 
MIHIO«Y COl'#M> YOUl MIMOIY TOSHllA YOUl 

MOOO. AllOO> (Qt.IV, PAIT• COST TOSIUA MOOO. AllOO> EQUIV. PAAT I COST 
OESl<l'lO 286 512JC ICJT 113012-001 59... PORTA&lf 2000SX 11-'.6&0 PCl4.PA8311U 13•.·· 
OE51CPRO IMIMOOUlE 118688-001 ,.._,.. TlOOOSE & XE/LE 211UD PC14·PA8312U 241... 
2116N, 386N 2MIMOOUlE 118689-001 131." 

211.BllD PC 13·PA8306U ,.....OtC 80AAD 118700-001 ..... PORTABLE Tl lOOXf 
386SX/20 .w!IMOOULE 118690-001 208... PORTA&lf Tl600 211&1lD PCB-PA8J02V ,..... 
OlSICPIO IMI 80AAO 108069.()()1 238... 
386/16 2MI 80AAO 108069W71 348." PORTA&lf TllOOE 211.BICJT IPCIH'A8341U 141... 

IMllCJT 109071-001 121." 
AM1180AAO 109070-001 491." PORTA&lf 13100SX 2Mlll0 PC I.HA8308U 141." 
.w!llCIT 109072-001 ,,•... ""'61lD PCl .HJ.83 IOU 279... 

OlSKPRO IMIBOAAO 113633.()()1 ,..... 
PORTA8lE 13200 l>'AllD PC.S.PA7137U 241."J86S .w!IBOARO I 1303A-001 328." 

IMSMOOUlf 1136A6.001 98." PORTABLE I 3200SX & 2MIKIT PC12·PABJ07U ,...... 
.w!IMOOULE 112.13•-00I 268." moosxc ""'61CJT PC I2·PA8J09U 271." 

DESICPRO IMIMOOULE 113131-001 ..... 
386/20. 2.1, 2861' .w!IMOOULE 113132-001 238." PORTABLE ISi 00 2MlllD PC7·PABJO IU ,...... 
OESl<l'lO IM180AAO 11J6L<.()()I ,..... 
386/20£/2.IE .w!IBOAAD 1136A5-00I 32&." 

DESKTOP TB500 0t 2MllCJT PCH>-PABJ04U 148.••OE51CPRO 2MBMOOOLE 11.SIU-001 128... 
PORTABLE T5200 & 15200C 8Ma KIT PCH>-PA831lU 638.••386/33, 486/25/33/3"' BMaMOOUlE 116561.()()1 698... 

ZENITH MEMORYSYSTEMPRO J2MBMOOUl.E 116568·00 1 3950... 
POaTAIUI MEMORY llNllli YOUR 

PORTAW 512KICJT 107331-001 31... ZENITH MOO£l AOOED rourv. PAIT I COST 
Ill INTFC M> 107808·001 149.•• z:J86/20/2S/33/33t IMaM()O ZAJS()(W< ..... 

EXPl!D 107811.001 109." 4MIM()O ZA3800MK 298... 
2M61CJT 107332-001 128... z:J86/25/ll IMIM()O ~ 78... 

SlT/216 IMIMOOULE 110235.001 148... 2.MIMOO ZAl""'"-'G 131... 

'™"MOOUl.E 110237-001 451... l2'8,1286l.P,Z386SX 2.MIMOO Z-605'1 ,,.... 
Lll/ 3865/ 20 IMI 121125-001 2~1 ." TURBO SPRT 386,386E IMIKJI l>.JOW,o{ 101...- 121125-002 598." 

.... .,, ~ 511... 

lTE/286 IMIBOAAO 11708 1-001 118." 9Jl'ERS1'0Rl ""'"' IAl&0-64 ,..... 
.w!IBOAAD 117081-003 398." 

sx ""'"" ZAIBC>M ...... 
""'"" ZAll0-17 278... 

POITA&LE IMllCJT 107651-001 179." Slfflt""""!86 ...... !Al~ 128... 
386/20 INTfC llD 1ono1-001 ..... 

stffR~286E.SX ""'"' !Al &0-64 191... 
41"680AAO 107653-001 198." BOCA MEMORY BOARDS.w!IOOBRD 10765.1.001 799... 

Sll/3165 IMIMOOUI! 108JOJ·OC>1 179." 80la n MACM.,.. 
2MIMOOULE 10830.t-001 270.•• BOCAIAMXT 0-2MEG80ARD. USES2.56KC>-JW¥\. OIC 99... 2MEG 219." 

RAM CHIPS (DIPS) 80210 & 380 AT MACHINU 
!OU.ATPWS ~T B01 O«-&WGIO.4.0UM COIN'A.JWE. COHVIMJONAt.. 

DE5Cll'l10N UONS 120NS lOONS ...., 70NS Vll'»aD & EXTENlB> Mf.'tOtY• .IUPl'Olll 00S. 05/1, UM/lMS & EEMS ..x, 1 . 20 1 . 45 t .65 OK· ft2." 2Mf(; te•... 4WG-2.J•. t.W<r.Jn...x. 1 .95 2..25 2.45 2.95 •OCU.UV2.....,.
2.16X1 1 . 35 1 .45 1.es 1 . IS 2..95 ICOPSHO. d().>ol.6S,JO,I0,,.,,9J. O.fM.IUM/lMS._0. USlS IMO SIMMS 
2.16X• :I . OS 4 . 49 4.95 s.u 2Mll 24P.• 4M1 .1-2P." &Ml 48•. 
lMfGXI 3 ..99 4 .29 4 . 45 4.95 

IBM PS/ 2 MIMORY 
INHCltt llM YQM 

llMPS/2MOOO. AIXllD EOl.IV. PARTI COST 
PS/I 2MI NI• 179. 

PS/225/286 511KKJI 30fS34 ,.... 
JG.286.50Z&S.S.SX.65SX 2MIK!I 30IS360 ...... 
PS/23.SSX:tS&AOSX .... 6'50129 519.• 

PSJ230Z&55Slt.,65.SX '"""""" 6'lOoQl ,.... 
M"""" 6'lOoO< ..... 

SSS:X&65SX .......:xic.u 3"293J/l1m17 2n
50, 50Z.55SlCU0,6SSlt 2·EMSaoAm l 49nYl/6A9Jt/J9 """
PS/2 '"""""" 64$0d0l .... 
70.Ul , 061, 121,P70 ""'"""" ~ ··PS/2J0.A21.0.S1,S21, 861 ""'"""" 6450608 109

PS/281).(Ul ,..,..:xic.u 6""'75 .... 
PS/280- l l l , 121,311,l11 M..:D.U 6'50119 ,,.... 
80-A21 ,A31 ,A61 .......:xic.u 6451000 2oa... 

PS/2 2·&.\SBOAAD 6'5'0500 321... 
All70t&BOI '2·14Ni8BOUD 34f30770R 358... 

.4· l6"'a &Qt.RD :WlOll ....... 
90,95&F75 ""' """"' 138
rm.iolirtpon ..... 6'$01!8 2oa

IAOSl<IAPTOP ""' 2:sa.... 438... .... 918... 

HEWLln PACKARD LASER JD MEMORY 

MOOll......, 
tf'l&ID-CANCNIUA 
C»OllU 
81, BIR.SIT 

DE5ClllPT10N 
2.16"8 
2.16)(9 

IMEGX9 
4M£G J(9 

lfiHCf.Y H.P. YO.. 
ADOlD fQUCV,AITI COST 
1NIMCX:CJ.: ™"" 138
""'MOCUE l3U5I 221
l~MCb.l! lWWI .... 
2.MIMOCUE JWWI 1:11
4N.6MCXll.J.E NIA 2:sa

'""MCOl.l.E NIA ..... 
2.MIMOCUE 563·1880 13•
.....MCCUE NI• 231... 

SIMM MODUUS 
120NS lOONS IONS 70NS 60NS 

S." •·"9 ." ..... 17 20... 29." 
.10'... ...... ~..... 1154.

159.•• 169... ,..... 
ORDERS ONLY Mlg """ '" ... """"'"""orly. Somo """""Y p<oduch lnl P""Y· SE HABLA ESPANOL

WE ACCEPT INTERNATIONALORDERS (' One per cuslomer per monlh)
WI AL50 PURCHASI IXCISS800-654-7762 INVINTORYI PAX OR CALL. ~ NO SOFTWARERETURNSTECHNICAL/CUSTOMER SERVICE/ ORDER STAl\JS: 

PRJaS !UBJECT TO CHANGE. SHIPl'ING: UPS (Min. S8.251ALL PRICES FINAL.17021 294·0204 PAX 17021 294·1161 
 684 Wells Road, Boulder City,Trodomorh ore regiitered wilh their rinpectiva Co.•,,HOURS:M·F8:00·6:00 PST, SAT 9:00·3:00 PST 386, 387, 287, SX, ere trodemoth of lntaf Ccwp, 
 Nevada 89005 
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, 

Lotus 1-2-3 WordStar dBaseIll PWS Word MultiMate 

identifies all 
function key 

assignments at 
a glance. 

Vertical function 
key overlay also 

included. 

TWO-SIDED---- 
PLASTIC design 
fits all keyboards, 

wipes clean . 

a...cn-.i 
S.ltch bllC~Wll•d 
Rtpllj)e lorwOld 

=~=·· ...formo111ng "'°>'
Bogin March . , . • . 
E$n<llO .....,, lo<W11d • • 

H~d~::lllllll!ll!l!lllll......~l!!!!!i~!!!!l!!!!!!!!!lll......" ..,.rH~( •• eno ,....,,.,..., ... " • ~' 
'l'O'll•llon ......... • .,AllF8 Croat11fooc......,nd11011 CtrtF7
SUportcrlpc oh~-r , Cl~ Fl I 1 rrd F 
Subfcrlpc •IU"l<ll" .C1rlFe 1 2 End IOQlflOltlt ~ow •,. ·1 7 
Undatl•nt • 18 Sorl~ Of NWI eolumn• •• , .• , . •All F7 
~- •n •lltc•-Sot Uf/ng °'"'whh OllllOI' C!tl F~ i

FotmatC«/tl lrtNn or•phlc.t flguro • .All r-o -
'" 

GUIDELINES, 
illustrations, and 

examples aid 
learning and 

review. 

pages lie flat, tu rn 
easily. Built-in 

easel, too. 

For orders and dealer 
inquiries, call toll-free 

U.S. 1-800-553-2212 
FAX 708·498-0185 

f9RMATTINQ PAGES 

!..'!TTINQ PAae f'ORMAt 

IHOfNT AHO 
ClllTfJI 49 

:· .Jl'.Pe Paper Width end P 
·rPe Paper Je 1 

8.To 1eium to d ngrh end p
NOTes: ocum1n1. preas 
New 1Jape1 •fze 
margins fndlca1e~u11 ha1111 a Wid 
form , To ohen on the (ALL 0 
/ALL OTHeR/i~ maximum width 
PRINTER p orm, follow DEF!

'0Cedure 
MOdlfy Peper 11 . 
In odocument. ze 111 many llm&a 

If YCIU ChMgo pa er
automotloal/y ad{ •lze, WordPe1 
wldlh whhln the us,. the rexr Ieng

cu"•nl margins. 

Find complete software commands and 
procedures in seconds with America's 
#1 reference tool...MICROREF! 
"FAR SUPERIOR to any other guide, cheat sheet, or the original documentation. Excellent guide 
for all users. Highly recommended:' John C. Dvorak, PC Magazine 

~--· WordPerfect"'1QnonlOI WordStar 
BOid • WordStar-2000 
:,., Works 
H8td~ Write Your Own 

MICROREF 

PROGRAM TITLE 


AutoCad 
DisplayWrlte 
dBase 111+/dBase IV 
Enable 
Excel 
FoxPro 
Lotus 1-2·3 
MultiMate 
PageMaker 
Paradox 
PC/MS-DOS 
Quattro/Quattro Pro 
Q&A 
A:Base 
SuperCalc 
Symphony 
Word 

Quick Rel Keyboard 
Gulde Template 

- $ 9.95 
$19.95 9.95 

-24.95 9.95 
14.95 

- 9.95 
- 9.95 

19.95 9.95-14.95 
- 9.95 

I 	 - 9.95 
- 9.95 

19.95 9.95 
19.95 9.95 
- 9.95 
- 9.95 
- 9.95 
- 9.95 

19.95 9.95 
19.95 9.95 
19.95 9.95 
- 9.95 
- 14.95 
- 9.95 

End-users circle 203, International circle 204, VARs circle 205 on Inquiry Card, 
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159/379 
.. 215/339 
. . 289 / 579 
. . .. . 449 

OIQQt\TA 
. 319 / 459 
. 459/839 
979/1049 

. 329 / 339 

DRIVH AND IJACKUPS 
Conner Hord Drives 
3000 .42MB 3.5' IDE 2Bm1 . . $189 
3100 I 04MB 3.S- SCSI 25m1 
3104 I 04MB 3.5 ' IDE 25m1 . 
320.4 209MB 3.5' IDE 19m1 . 

. 379 

. 379 

. 599 
Seagate Hord Drives 
SEASTI 57A .40M8 
SEAST2BOA 70M8 
ST225 KIT 20MB 
ST23B Rll 30MB 
ST25 I · 1 .40MB 
ST4096 BOMB 

IDE 3.5' . 189 
IDE 5.25' •. 229 
w/Cont. XT . 229 
Rll XT w/ Cont. 239 
28 MS 1/2 HT 249 
28MS . . 489 

Micropolis 
1355 159MB ESDI FH 2BMS 
I 55B 338MB ESD I FH l BMS 
1568 676MB ESDI FH 16MS 

. 469 
1199 

. 1299 

Plus Development Hord Drive Cords 
.40MB Hord Cord . . . . . . . . 529.99 
BOMB Hord Cord II . . . . _ . . . • 489 
Hord Cord llXL 50MB / I 05MB379 / 589 ModeM & Send/aMelve Faxcanl with BlOH+ 

DISKEnES El..EK·TEK maxen. SONY. :w ••A\erb.atim. 
o/O • n<~ • <n ·  ... ·  7.09' 

3 1/2• n<MO MOO - ·· · >COO• 

~~"" · ... ... ·  ·-· 
5 1 DSHD (IBMAl} 7. ~ 9.99 9.99 9.99 9.99' 

• Preformottcd at no extra charge. 
In addition to the obove, we stock preformotted &color diskettes. 

31\1 DAfA CARfRfDGES 
Regular 
DC IOOA(M.i ni) 
DCJOOXL/P 
DC600A 
OC6 150 
DC6250 
DC6320 
DC6525 

514.99 
20.00 
21.00 
22.00 
26.99 
29.00 
34.00 

0C 1OOO(Mini) 
DC2000(M>n;) 
DC2080(Min;) 
DC 2 t 20 (l~on; I 
DC I 3.5G Mcgnu> 
2000 lape 
DrrveCleoner 

14.SO 
15.99 
19. ~ 

20.99 
36.99 

19.99 

Pre· formatted 
DC600 HC/looomcr•• S25.50 
DC6150/Zetamo!N .. 28.00 
DC2000/Koppomcr' • 19.00 
OC2000/The10ma:'"' 19.00 
DC2080/Rhomoi' " .. 20.99 
DC2120/ Rhomcr• .. 2S. ~ 
OC2120/ Ximo1' .. ... 25.50 

Coll for Lorge Quantity Pricing. Coll for Wholesale Pricing on 3M Compuler Tope. 

50nwARE 
AlterDork for Norton Ulilties99.99 
Windows . $27.99 Objectviiion for 
FostbockV3 119.99 Windows $79.99 
Formtool Gold Pocioli 2000 27.99 
VJ.O . . ..44.99 PC An}'Wi>ere 
Harvard Grophia IV • • . . . 98.99 
V2.3 ... 239.99 PC Tools with 
lelterPerlect 129.99 Antivirus 107.99 
Lctv1 1 ·2·3 for ProCom Plu1 
Windows . 439.99 V2.0 . . . 85.99 

MS &eel VJ.O for Publisher'• Power 
Windows . 309.99 Pok/Word 
Norton Common er Perfect . . 45.99 
' While Supplie1 Quicken V .4 .0 38.99 
lo1t' . . . . 29.99 Sidekick . 59.99 

Norton De1 top or Word Perfect 
Window1 ..99.99 5. 1 . . 235.99 

We Stock 2500 Other Software Titles 

LASER PRINTERS 

El ,•.•. 

Optical Drives ~ 
Worm &temol 5.25' 9.40MB Drive 2299 
Worm lntemol 5.25' 9.40MB Drive 2099 
Overwrile &temol 5.25' lGB Drive 2799 
Overwrite lnlemol 5.25' IGB Drive 2599 

Mountain lntcmol Tope Backups 
.40/120MBXT or AT . 
80/300MB AT .. . . 
Archive Tope Bock·up 
40MB Internal XT or AT 
80MB Internal AT ... 
Toshiba 
CD ROM 600MB AT &ternol 
CD ROM 600MB PS/2 MCA 

FLOPPY DRIVES 
Toshiba Disk Drive Kits 

ND 040 I /2 HT 360K (PC/ XT) 

ND 08DEG I. 2MB (PC/ AT) 

ND 356T 3.5 ' 1 . .4.dMB AT Ki t 

Sony Disk Drives 

3.5' 720K (PC/XT /AT) 

3.5' l.44MB Slimline 

3.5' l..44M8 . ... 


MONlfORS 
Panasonic 14' Color 
C138 1SVGA 102.4 x 76B (.2Bmm) $349 
Cl 395 SVGA 1024 x 768 
non·inlerloced {.28mm) • ...... 549 
Packard lldl 14" Color 
8551 VGVGA640x4B0(.51mm) . 199 
B539VG VGA 640 x 4BO (.39mm) • 249 
852BSV SVGA 1024 x 768 (.28mm) 349 
NEC Multisync Color 
2A800 x600 14' . . . . .. . . . 419 
3DS 1024 x 768 14' ........ 599 
4DS 102.4 x 768 16' .••.... 999 
50 12BOx 1024 20' . . . . . . . 2199 
Sony 14" Color 
1304HG 1024 x 76B Multiicon •. 599 
1320 640 x .4BO VGA . • . 449 
AOC 
MM41314'VGAMono . .... . 129 

INPUf DEVICES 
Etrania Wotto·Shootoh Joystick 

Logitech Mousemon Serial 

Right Handed . . . . . . . 

Logitech Trockmon Serial . . 

Microsoft 
Ballpoint Mou1c for Laptop> 
Bus or Serial w/Pointbrush 
Microsoft Moose Serial/Bus 
Mouse System 
White Mouse Bui/Ser. .. 
Omnimousell 
w/Point Bus/Ser. ..... 
PC Trackball Bus/ Serial 
w/Designer DOS ..... 
Summo Sketch 12 x 12 

.. 

. 249 

. 499 

. 249 

. 325 

. 699 

. 899 

. $59 
. 75 

. . 75 

.. 59 
. 59 

. . 59 

$10.99 

. . 62.99 

. . 79.99 

. 119.99 

..95.99 

. . 79.99 

59.99/49.99 

49.99/35.99 

59.99/44.99 
.. 339.99 

SCANNERS 
Logitech Sconmon 256 . $279.99 
MooseSY'tems HondScon w/OCR 149.99 
Panasonic Flatbed 1,11, and Ill . . . CALL 
Epson Desktop Color Scanner . 1099.00 

CORPORATE CUSTOMERS INVITED 

PACKARD BELL NORBOOKCOMPUnRs 
286NB 3B6SXNB·2M 
• 80C286/12MHz • 3.5 ' 1..4.dMB FOO • 80C3B6SX/l 6MHz • 3.5" 1.4.dMB FOO 
• 20MB Hord Drive • 640 x .480 VGA • .40MB Hord Drive • 640 x .480 VGA 
• 1MBRAMexp.to8MB • 2MBRAMwcp.to5M8 • 1 yr. depotworr. 

• 1 yeordepotworronty $1399 • 2.4008 Int. Modemw/send/fox $1999 

MATH COPROCESSORS 
Intel Moth CoProce.ssors 
B087 (5MHzl . . . $85 
80872 (6/8 MHz) . 119 
80871 (I OMHz) 159 
80287XL {6,8, IOMHz) 
and 80C287 (12MHz) . . 79.99 

80287XLT Compaq LTE/286, 
and Tandy 2800 . . . . . . . 79.99 

80387SX (I 6MHz) . . 119.99 
80387SX (20MHz) . . . . 129.99 
80387 (16, 20, 25, 33MHz)1 99.00 
80.487SX (20 MHz) . 459.00 
Cyrix Moth CoProcessors 
82S87 (8·20MHz80286) . 79 
83087· 16 ( 16MHz 80386) 179 
83087· 20 (20MHz 803B6) . 179 
83DB7·25 (25MHz B03B6) . 179 
830B7·33 (33MHz B0386) . 189 
83587·16 (16MHzB03B6SX) 109 
B3S87 • 20 (20MHz 803B6SX) 119 

CHIPS AND SIMMS 
256K (all speeds) • . . . . CALL 
lMB (all speeds) . . . . . . CALL 
Simms Modules {all speeds) . CALL 
Sipps (All Speeds) . . . . . . . . CALL 

ACCELfRAfOR/ UPGRADE 
BOARDS 
Soto 
2861 Accelerator . . . . . . . . $ 199 
3B651 Accelerator . . . . . . . . CALL 
&press 3B6SX 16MHz Upgrade . CALL 
Express 3B6SX 20MHz Upgrode . CALL 
1/0 • II Drive Controller . . . . . . . 89 

-
~TRON/CS-MODEMS 

& 100% Hayes Compotible 

& 2 year warranty 

MEMORY UPGRADES FOR IBM 
Legend IBM'"' Compatible PS/ 2 
Memory Upgrades 
529795 512K30·286 . $49 
529802 2MB 30· 286 . 125 
529810 IMB 7CH6 1,70·121 . . 79 
52982B 2MB70·E6 1,70·121 . 129 
529B36 2MB 70·A2 I . 129 
529B44 IMB B0·0.41 . . . . . 99 
529B52 2MB BO· I 11 ,80 311 . 149 
Legend Memory ovoiloble for Toshiba 
Laptops, AST, HP, Moc & Others. CALL 

BOARDS 
Intel Aboveboard 
Above Boord Plus w/ 5 I 2K . $289 
Above Boord Plus w/2M8 . . 399 
Boca Boords 
Boca 1/0 2 Ser., I Par. . .. 49 
Boca AT Plus 0 K .. . . . 109 
Boca AT Plus 2MB . . . 225 
Boca VGA Basic . . . . 69 
lnfochip 
&ponz Doto Compression Boord . 99 

NEfWOllKING PRODUCTS 
NE1000 B·bit Ethernet . . . . $134.99 
NE2000 l 6·bit Ethernet • • • 169.99 
3COM 3C503 Etherlinkll PC/XT/ AT1 99.99 
SMC Arcnet PC· 130 B·bit board . 99.00 
SMC Arcnet PC· 130E 8·bit board 119.99 
Lontostic 1OMBPS Starter Kit . . 499.00 
Lonlostic I OMBPS 
Ethernet Adopter . . . .. 229.00 
Xircom . ..... . ...... . CALL 

2400 Baud lntemcl w/..,ftwaro s59 
2400 Boud Internal w/V.42 & software 115 
2400 Baud External no software 89 
2400 Baud External w/V,42 no software 139 

Okidoto Loser .400 Por./Ser. $809/625 
Epson 
EPL 7000" {with FREE 65·in· 1 font) 799 
EPL 7500" PostScript ..•... 1999 
Ponosonic 
.4420' Bpg1/min. . .. ..... 789 
4450i' / 4455' 1lpgs/min. 1099/1799 

OOf MAfRIX 
PRINfERS EPSON 
LXBIO" .. • .....$157 
FXB50" / 1050" .. ... . • 289/399 
L0200" ...... . ..... . 225 
LQ570" NEW / 1070" NEW 268(360 
LQB70" NEW/1170"NEW 446/599 
LQ860" (Color)/2550' (Color) 549/849 
DFX5000' /BOOO' . 1289/2t99 

1lBO" I 1695" 
1123" I 1624" 
1124i" I 1654" 
2624" NEWSuperquiet 

320' I 32 1' .. .. . 
390+•/391+' ... . 
393+ ' /393C+' 
Diconix Ink Jet Printers 
150+ Parallel ' / Serial• 
·1 Yr. Worronty ..2 Year Warranty 

HPLASfRIEf PACIFIC 
ENHANCEMfNrs .. " .. ..."' 
25·1N· I Font Cartridge • . . . . . $259 
1MB Memory Board llP/111/1110 ... 99 
2MB Memory Board llP/ 111/1110 . . 149 
PocificPoge XL PostScript . . . . . 799 
Po1ticript Cartridge for llP/110/111/1110 349 

MODEMS AND FAX BOARDS 
Hayes and Hayes Compatible 
Hayes /ntemol 
2400 Boud No Software . . . . $239 
2400 Boud with Software . .. 299 
9600 Baud V.42 w/Software . 499 
Compatibles (including software} 
Practical Peripherals 2400 Baud . . 75 
Practical Peripherals 2.400 V..42 . . 169 
Practical Peripherals 2400 IBM PS/2 199 
Practical Pcripherol1 9600 Baud . . 379 
Hayes External (no software incl.} 
2400Boud .. . . . . . . .. . . 329 
2400 Baud Pocket Edition . . 129 
9600 Baud V . .42/V.42 Ultra . 499/649 
EJCremal Compatibles 
Practical Peripherals UOOSA . . • 169 
Practical Peripherals 2.400SA V.42 199 
Practical Peripherals 9600SA . . . 459 
Practical Peripherals 2400BPS 
Pocket Modem, ' Credit Cord Size' . 99 

Intel 9600 Baud with Softwore . . . 499 
All U.S. Robotics High Speed MocJek CALL 
Fox Boards 
Frecom Fox 96 Board . . . . . . . . 99 
Frecom Fox /Modem . . . . . . . 159 
Intel SatisFAXtion Fox Board . . . . 379 
Internal Practical Peripherals 2400 
Send/Receive FAX w/9600 send/recv. 139. 

Write fOr Free catalog. 
Prices wbject to cha~o; products subject to availability. 

Not responsible for printing or typesetting erron. 
We offer large bid opportunities. DUNS # 09·718·0517 

OPEN ACCOUNTS..Not 30 torm> cvoiloblo lo D&B 

occount) ro1ed 2A I or better, octvol (reight charges FOB Skokie, IL, 
 RETURN POUCY•• All solos oro ~ino l except defectives whid1 will be 
Phone 101 above) fox orders to Corporate Act<>'Jnt\ 708·6n·7168, replaced with idonticol morchondis.c only. Computun ond lorga 
mo;f P 0 .'a io• cbo-.ol IO Dept. Cl t32 pcriphcroli··J work days ofter deli'W'CfY; moil smoll itonn, 30 colonder 
PREPAID ACCOUNTS··U,. Vo>0, Mo""rCo<tl, chock , money ooder (no doyi, ofter which manufacturer'' warranty applies. No returns will be7350 North Linder Avenue, Skokie, Illinois 60077 
coJi or cod 's pleo~1 W1-ten ordering by moil pico~ coll in odvonc:e excepted wiihout on RMA number. Unoutharizad returns and rnfused 
for ~ipping and hond ing c.horgos. Shipmenh to IL odd 7% JO• Jiipmenh sub1oc.t IO 151, restocking charge. All ElEK·TEK 
Niinimum ordor SI 5.00. 800•395• 1000 lnll:708·677-7660 MERCHANDISE IS BRAND NEW, FIRST QUALITY AND COMPLETE 
11/91 ET Volueline is Ille tclemorkctin and moil order de rtment of Elek·Tek, inc. BYl 11 ll 

Circle 197 on Inquiry Card. 

http:59.99/44.99
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a. 

"When y:ou order from Lodestar, we 

you didn't ask for our 3-Way Persi 


W e' ll pack your box with a few 
extras-they add up to the 

fam ous Lodestar 3-Way Personal 
Guarantee: 
1. Unlimited technical support 

Fo r as long as you own your 
sys.tern, we' ll give you toll -free un
limited technical advice and gui
dance from our expert staff. 
2. 1-Vear parts & 2-year labor 
Warranty with FREE 120-day on
site service 

After you buy it, your system will 
be protec ted by our 100% 1-yea r 
parts and 2-year free labor warran ty, 
with fas t turn around for re place
ment parts. And, enjoy our coast-to

coas t FREE 120-day on-site service, 
fo r all 486, 386 & 386SX systems
with optional extensions as long as 
you wan t, up to S yea rs! 
3. A money-back guarantee 

Every system is individually pre
tested and burned-in for 48 hours 
prior to sh ipment. Still , if you 
should be dissatisfied with your 
system for any reason, simply return 
it to us in resalable condition within 
30 days of your receip t for a money
back guarantee.* 

Custom-quotes by phone or fax 
Would you like ext ra cache or 

RAM, more hard d isk ca pacity, a 

Lodestar 386-40 Mhz 125MB H.D. 
4MB RAM with Cache s1949 

t 386-40Mhz Micro-Processor 
t Includes 8 expan ion slots: 

(I) 32·bit, (SJ 16-bit & (2) 8-bit 
t 4MB RAM Expandable to a huge 

32Mll on the mother board 
t 64K Cache, Upgradable to 256K 

t Supports 387 &Weitek math 
coprocessors 

t 125MB Hard Disk w/Cache 
t l.2~tB & l.HMB Disk Drive 
t Super VGA card-non-interlaced! 
t 14' SVGA-NI monitor, flicker-free! 

t 2 Serial, I Parallel & I Game port 
t MS Windows 3.0 
t Hi-Res Serial louse 
I MS-DOSS.O 
t StaIKey I02 Keyboa rd 

Srstnn .slli1W1twf1Jiop1k>t1c1f to)l'c'r(lL'l, 
m1Jnltor&rr11<JJ..lll. 

Lodestar Computer's 
written 3-Way Personal Guarantee 

larger monito r or some o ther system 
enhancement? Call or fax us and 
we' ll custom ize your system to meet 
your exact compu ting needs! 

LodeStar 486/33Mhz 
4MB RAM, 200MB HD s2689 

t 	 Intel 486/33 processor t 14' Color SVGA-NI 
&SKB Internal ache Monitor-flicker-free! 

• 256KB Secondary t 	2Serial, I Parallel
Cache Memory 

& I game portt 	Built-in Math 
coprocessor t MS Wi ndows 3.0 

t 4MB RAM t Hi-Res Serial Mouse 
t 200MB hard disk t 	MS-DOSS.0 
t 5.25' I .2MB & 

t Starkey I02 Keyboard3.5' l.44MB drives 
t nm SVGr\ color card t Includes vertical CPU 

non-interlaced case 

486SX/20-Call for Price 



Jack something extra into your box 

Lal Gu~•antee'' -Hadisutantio,President&c.E.o

l&.I. 1 Lodestar Computer 

LodeStar 286/12Mhz s949 
1MBRAM 

e IMll RAM e 14"Color SVGA 
e 42MB Hard Disk Monitor - 1024x768 
e 5.25' l .2MB & e MS-DOS 5.0 

3.S' l .44MB Drives • StarKey 102 Keyboard 
• 2 Serial, I Parallel • Choose mini-desktop 

& I Game l'orl or mini-vert. case 
e 16 bil SVGA Video Card 

186/16J989, 1079 

LodeStar 386/33Mhz 
4MB RAM, 125MB HD s1849 

t Intel 386/33 processor t 14' Color S\IGA-"11 
t 64K Cache Upg. to 256K Monitor, I024x768 
t 4MBRAM Upg. lo 32MB t MS-DOSS.0 
t 125MB Hard Disk t MS Windows 3.0 
t l.2MB & 1.44MB Drives 

t Hi-Res Serial Mouset 2Serial, I Parallel 
t Sta rKey 102 Keyboard& I Game Port 

t !MB Super VGA t Includes desktop CPU, 
color card vertical CPU optional 

Lodestar 386SX/16 
2MB RAM, SOMO HD s1339 

t 2MB RAM t 14' Color Super VGA 
t BOMB Hard Disk Monitor, 1024 x 768 
t 5.25' 1.2MB & e M -DOS5.0 

3.5' l.44MB Drives t M Windows 3.0 
t 2 Serial, I Parallel 

t Hi-Res Serial Mouse& I Game Port 
t !MB SVGA Video t StarKey I02 Keyboard 

Color Card t Includes desktop CPU 

386SX/20-s1389 

Lodestar 486/25Mhz 
4MB RAM, 200MO HD s2569 

t Intel 486/25 processor t 2Serial, I Parallel 
t Built-in math & I Game l'ort 

coprocessor t !MB Super VGA-NJ 
t SKB internal cache color card 
t !28KB Secondary t 14' Color SVGA-NI 

Cache, Upgr. to 256K Monitor-flicker-free! 
t 4MB RAM t MS-DOSS.O 
t 200MB Hard Disk t MS Windows 3.0 
t 5.25" l.ZMB& t Hi-Res Serial Mouse 

3.5 ' l.44MB Drives • StarKey I02 Keyboard 

Lodestar 386/25 
4MB RAM, SOMO HD s1579 

1 4MB RAM t 14' Color Super VGA 
t 80MB Hard Disk Monitor, 1024 x 768 
t 5.25' l.2MB & f MS-DOSS.O 

3.5' l.44MB Drives t MS Windows 3.0 
t 2 Serial, I Parallel t Hi-Res Serial Mouse 

& I Game Port t StarKey 102 Keyboard 
t !MB Super VGA card t Includes desktop CPU 

386/25 64H Cache-SI 679 

"We'll put your guarantee in the box!" 

* Lodestar. 

COMPUTER 

800-875-7568 

18539 East Gale Ave • City of Industry, CA 91748 
Tel: (818) 810-3818 • Fax: (818) 810-5928 
Toll-Free Tech Support: (800) 875-7569 

GOl'ERK~IENT, SCHOOLS AND CORPORATE PURCHASE ORDER 
WO.COME. All prices and 1pedfiutlon subject 10 change without notJtt. 

Pictures for illUitratlon onl)'· Pleast Cilll lo reconfirm price, spedOcatloru &. 

"~mnty dmils. ~lont)' I»<~ guaranttt subj!CI to IS%ll'Stocking ft't after 15 

da~·s of rcceip1of mrrchandlst. Crtdi1 rard charges, s.hipping, handllng. 

opened wf1ware and special orders are 1101 refundable. All returns foi rrfund 

require R.\IA. and mmt br In resalable rondioon. Pwcha5C orders actepted on 

approrcd credit Visa and Mastrrtard, add }Ml. Amex add 5%. Calif. orders 

add 8.25%sales tax. Trademarb are the proper!)' of their respectln! companies. 

Call for our FREE product ratalog! C 1991 By lodestar Computer. 


[ VISA I[·II·•] t.:~r:J 
Circle 366 on Inquiry Card. 



Circle 234 on Inquiry Card . 

Discover the CPC Advantage! 
3 Year W arranty • FREE Fede ral Express Shipping 


I Year Onsite Pick up • 24-48 Hour Warranty turn around 


otbet Boards 
~ 386-25 .......................... $369 

386-33/64K Cache ....$485 
486-33/64K Cache ....$899 
486-33/256K Cache .. $999 

3 Year Parts & Labor Warranty! 

Overnight Replacement parts • 30 Day Money Back 

CPC Oft'ers More STANDARD Features: 

llr Intel CPU (AMO on 386-40Mhz System) 

llr AMI Bios (Aw:ard Blos on EISA Systems) 

llr 4MB RAM Installed 

11r 64K Cache SRAM on all Systems Except 386-25Mhz 

llr 1.2 & 1.44 T eac Floppy Drives 

• I20MB Conner Hard Drive w/64K Built In Disk Cache 
llr I: I Interleave 2HD/2FD IDE Adapter 
• SCSI Internee Available 
• I 0 I Key Enhanced Tactile Keyboard 
11r I Parallel. 2 Serial, Game Port 
11r Clock- Calendar Built-In 
_. I6Blt Tseng 4000 SVGA Card wll MB Installed 

opt. 700,000 Color Sierra RAM-DAC Avail. 
llr 1-4" NON-INTERLACED SVGA 1024x768, .28mm 

Monitor. opt. Trinltron-NI. Call for 16" & 20· Monitors. 
• Desktop Case Standard. opt. Mid T ewer or 

Full Size T ewer 
11r Microsoft MS.DOS vS.O w/ Microsoft Quick Basic 
llr MS.Windows 3.0 w/Mouse (add $60) 
llr Custom Configurations with NO UMfTATIONS! 

386-lSMhz 

$1795°0 

386-33Mhz 

$1995°0 

386-40Mhz 

$2150°0 

486-33Mhz 

$2545°0 

486-33Mhz EISA 

$CALL 

1-800-272-7281CPC Computer Products Tel: (203) 776-8725 
327 Quinnipiac Ave. North Haven CT. 06473 Fax: 203 776-3958 

AMT INTERNATIONAL 

(408) 432·0552 • (408) 432-1790 
COMPAQ MEMORY 

DnU'nl 286-£. 31&-ZQ120EJ25 
1MB 11313HXl1 $125.00 
4MB 113132-001 $33000 

D"*l'ru 28611, 3Nll ud 316SX 
2MB 118689-001 .... S20000 
4MB 118690-001 $545 00 

D"*l'ru 386! 
1MB 113&46-001 $12500 
4MB 112534-001 ..... $315.00 

DnllPru 3811-33, 4811-33 & Sys11mPru 
2MB 115144·001 ......... $20000 

AST MEMORY 
Br1vo·28B, Worbt1Uon 

512K Kl1500510·010 .............. $59.00 

2MB Kii 500510·002 ............ S1 50.00 


P1tmlum 388·1Bf20C 
1MB Kil 500510-007 ............ $95.00 
4MBKh500510-008 .......... $27500 

Premium 3811-211 
1MB Ki1500510-003 .......... $150.00 
4MB Krt 500510·004 ....... .. .$350.00 

Bmo-386SX 
4MBKi15005 11J.-OOB .... $36900 

P1tml111 3811-SX/25/33 S•811-25 
1MB soo11S-002 . saooo 

HEWLETJ.PACKARO MEMORY 
Y1dn OS/16S 

1MB 01540A SI 12.00 
4MB Dl542A $325 Oil 

2393 QUME DRIVE, 

SAN JOSE, CA 95131 

Yldrl 0$/211Pt, RS/ZSPt 11d Z0C 
111B 01640A .... - .......... Sl 26.00 

4MB D1642A .......- ......... S365.00 


VldnmPC 
IMB D2150A .......- ........S115.00 
4MB 02151A .................. SJ90.00 

IBM PS/2 MEMORY 

Mod1l1 311-286, Exp. Bom 14!17251 
512 KKil 30f5348 .......... $54.00 
2MB Krt JOF5360 ........ $175.00 

Mod1l17o-EB1/121, SSSX, BSSX 
1MB 6450603 ... .......S95.00 

Models 70·£&1/121 , 50Z, 55SX, 85SX 
2MB 6450604 ........ $179.00 

Mod1ls 85SX, BSSX, 34F3077 & 34F3011 
4MB 34F29JJ ........ $370.00 

Models 7D·A21 
2MB 6450008 ....... $150.00 

Models 80·141 
I MB 6450375 ....... 5145.00 

Mod1ls 111-111/311 
2MB f>.150379........ $220.00 

All Modols 70 Ind BO 
2·8MB wn.M f>.150605 ........ $489.00 
2·14MBw/2M 34F30 77 ....... $50000 
2·16MBw/4M 34f3(}77 ....... $925.00 

Models 50. S0Z. SS SX &BO 
2-BMB 1497259 ........ $599 Oil 

LASER PRINTER MEMORY 

H1wl1ft.P..Urd lmr Jel llP, 111 & lllD 
1MB 334740 --- 5110.00 

DllAllllEXI DRAM 11.QJ 
1~GXl·111l\S .. IS.OO ~ 1 5.t -150 $200 
I ~GXHOONX ... 5.25 <1&H20 - 2.50 
I MGXl-M'<X -- 5.50 .415-HOO -· 275 
I ~GXl-l!WX --·- 5 75 '16'·80 -----3 OO
1MGXl-61'.WX _, ___ 750 

2MB 33475B - ...... $15000 
4M8 33477B .... $21500 

Hnr11ft·P1cbrd llllr Jll llP I llD 
1118 33«.lB ..... $1 1000 
2MB 33444B _...... $1 50.00 
4MB 33445B ....... $215.00 

IBM l111141111ud40111 
2MB 1039137 ..... $369 Oil 
J 5MB 1038675 ..... $469.00 

Clfton LBMll, lllR, ll lT 
2MB 563·1680 ...... $225.00 
4MB Part I N/A ...... $439.00 

LAPTOP ANO PORTABLE 
MEMORY 

TOSHI BA MEMORY 
I MB Model 1000SfJXE ....... $265.00 
2MB Model 1000SfJXE ........ $325.00 
2MB Model T1200XE .. ......... S230.00 
2MB Model T1600 ............... $230.00 
2MB Model TJIOOE ............ $175.00 
2MB Moclell3100SX .......... $175 .00 
4MB MoclelTJ 100SX .. ......... $395.00 
2MB Moclel TJ200SX ._..,$175.00 
4MB MoclelTJ200SX ...... $39500 
2MB Moclel 5100 .. $215.00 
2MB MoclelT520018500 $185.00 
BMB Model 15200 18500 $950 Oil 

ZENmt MEMORY 
1MB Supt1Spon286&286ES19900 
2MB SuperSpart 286 & 286E S350 00 
2MB SuperSpon SX/Alphl S350 Oil 
4MB SuperSpon SX/&1l SJS0.00 

ORAM • ORAM • DRAM 
OAAll MU 

Booth No. 14743 
COMDEX, Las Vegas 

Fax: (408) 944-9801 

......'46' 15 SI SO 156XH2!WS .. 1.99 156X"12tt<5 ..- ISOO AM 2800-07 .... 325 APPlE·MAC.t.t64-12 , I 99 156Xl·1 1Xl'<S - 200 156X4·11JOHS ___ .. 5.50 AM2il00-60 .- <50 1Mx8·70 ..... . .................... SS0.00
.t"64·t0 2..!IO 256Xl.fOHS .... 2.25 156XHON5-.........- 575 1XHOZl?f' .. 3500 
DRAM 11111 156Xl•70NS . .. 2J5 11111-STATICCOL 1XHOSTTZIPP .3900 1Mx8·10 .................. ........... $40.00 


1Mx8·llO .................................. $45.00
2l6Xl-e-ONS . ... 3.99 512.laP.10 _,,_, ... 52.99 IX"70STT Zl?f' 39 00256X ·150NS ..... SI 79 4x8·80 .................................. $190.00 


COMPAQ MEMORY 
I MB Portable l TE 2B6 _ $175.00 
2MB Portable LTE 286 .-.... 5225.00 
I MB SLT-286 ·-------·  5225.00 
4MB SLT·2B6 ·--..--..- 5775.00 

NEC MEMORY 
1MB Pros peed 286 ___ $270 Oil 
2MB Prospeed 386 _,.......... $4~.00 

ZENITH MEMORY 
Z11ll• Z·38BfZW25/33 & 33E 

1MB ZA361J800ME .............. $100.00 

4MB ZAJSOOMK .......... ......... $525.00 

Zeall• Z-38BfZDfZDf25 & 33 
2MB ZA3600MG .. .. ..... S19l.OO 

Zonll•Z·3HSX 
2MB Z-605·1 ........................ $225.00 


MATH COPROCESSORS 
INTEL 

Boa7·5MHz .... .. ......... sao.oo 
Boa7·2 8M Hz ............................ $1 16.00 
Boa7·110MHz ·······-······----- S1SS Oil 
80287·6 6MHz ............___$89.00 
80287-8 8MHz .......................... $89.00 
80287XL 11.110Mttz ............. - .. m.oo 
80287Xll 12 MHz llap1op) SICS.Oil 
80287·1010MHz ______..,,_.. $89 Oil 
80C2B7·1212MHz ...--.. _. $11)9 00 
B0387SX·16 _ ..............____,$13500 
60387SX·20 .-........ ..... S145.00 
80387DX·20 ·-..- ........... _, $215 00 
80387DX-25 ·-..·----.. ---· $225.00 

80387DX·33 ......._ ..,____ $2JS Oil 

WEIT£)( 


316H020MHl ........ $30000 

3167·2525MHz ..... $45000 

3167·333JMHz __ $50000 

4167·25MHz ......._ .. $600.00 

'167·33MHz ...................... $750 Oil 


CYRIX 

B3087·16 16MHz .................... $175.00 

B3087-20 20MHz ...................... $175.00 

B3087·25 25MHz ...................... $175 Oil 

B3087·33 33MHl ....................... $185.00 

83SX87·1616MHz .................... $120.00 

83SX87-20 20MHz .................... $125.00 


llT 

8C87·8 ...... ........ .. ......................... S89.00 

8C287·10 ..................................... $79.00 

8C287·12 ......................... ............ S89.00 

BC2B7·20 ................................... 199.00 

BC38HO .................................. $175.00 

BC3ll7·25 ...............................Sl75 00 

BCJ87·33 ........................ ' ...... $200.00 


AMD 

80C287-10 ..... ' ....................... $89.00 

80C287·12 "" ...................... $110.00 


SIMM MODULES 
IBM TYPE 

AMU.•lttllrn 
4Mll9-llO ' $19()00 
1Mll9-60 ... 6000 
1M"9-IO ... 45 Oil 
1Mx9-llO ·- ... 4900 
1Mx9-70 ' .. 51 Oil 
25619-70 ' 1800 
25619-10 "' """ 14.00 
256"9-!0 """""" 16.00

DtlAllZ51X4 AM2!00-08 _ JIJO 256119·60 ' ' ' .... 18.00 
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Free Software From Top 

Publishers Online! 
Preview the latest softw~re instantly through BYTE DEMOLINK-lt's easy, all you 
need to access BYTE DEMOLINK is a PC, a modem and a telecommunications 
program and the latest demo software is at your fingertips! 

Drafix Windows CAD 2.0 
Foresight Resources Corporation's Drafix Windows 
CAD 2.0 (now in iu Jrd generation) marries the 

eue of use of Wmdows with a w<ll-muscled 2D CAD. Includes 
feawres not yet found in CAD. 
Select th• Iii• draOx.exe 

Mathematica 2.0 
Mathematica 2.0 is the leading softwan? system for 
numeric, symbolic, and graphical compuut ion used 

internationally by professionals Jn almost every ma of scientific 
and technical computing, on nearly 20 computer platforms. 
Mathematica, by Wolfram Research. 
S•lect the Ill• mathmat.exe 

ZylNDEX 
ZylNDEX , by ZyLAB Corp. ~ the premien? text 
retriml system for DOS and WA1dows. Search 

thousands of documenu in seconds, r<gardless of wher< 
docum •nu are located or with what word processor they 
"Were created. 
Select the file zylnd•x.ex• 

GLOBALHERB 

Multi-Platform Zortech Ct+ 
Zortech's multi-platform C+ + comp<len provide an 
the benefiu of industrial str<ngth C+ + with the 

speed and code si ze you would expect from the best C compilen. 
Only Zortech can give you tout portability to MS DOS, Windows 
3.0, OS/2 DOS 386 and Mac intosh. No matter what platform 
you choose a significant perform•nce Increase wi11 be r<•lized. 
Select th• file zortech.exe 

11 111 11 -
II CommonView 2 

Illustrator Diskette 
Glockenspiel CommonView 2 is a 

Nemesis Go Junior 
Ideal for novices and Go Master is In tended for the 
serious Go student. Both ar< from Toyogo Inc. 

Select th• file gojr.exe for MS DOS Go Junior 
Select the file gomast.ex• for MS DOS Go Master 
Seled the Iii• gojr.bin for Macintosh Go Junior 
Select the file gomast.bln for Macintosh Go Master 

C++ application framework for quick 
development of applications portable bct,,~en 

Mic rosoft Windows, Presentation Manager, OSF/Motif and HP 
New Wave . 
Select the file comvlewl.ex• 

Quattro Pro 3.0 
Borland's powerful spreachheet with featur<s 
including Rexible JD consolida tion, macro buildingC++Niews 

An object·oriented development environment 
for MS DOS Windows 3.0 based on C++, from 

CNS Inc. Includes over 75 C++ classei (with complete source) 
and development too~ such ill class browser, di•log code 
generator and class documentor. 
Select the file cviews.exe 

and debugging. Full mouse support, pull-down menus, Ill 
character-wide disp lay. and 32 resicable windows provide modern 
user interface. 
Select the fil• quattro.exe 

Be the first to evaluate the latest software for just the cost of a 
phone call! To connect with BYTE DEMOLINK, call the office 
nearest you today! 

11\JTE Free Demo Download 

LINK 617·861 ·9767* 

•call the nearest DEMOLINK oHice anytime. Telecom settings: 2400 or 1200 baud, 
8 data bits, 1 stop bit, and no parity. Enter DEMOLINK at the prompt. 
Chicago Denver Los Angeles New York San Francisco Toronlo Wash1nglon. DC 
312-616-1071 30J.220-0J28 213·383·9856 212-797-5620 415-434-4510 416·960-3187 202·463-4920 
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Circle 282 (RESELLERS: 283) on Inquiry Card. 

MEMORY & SIMMS MATH CO-PROCESSOR MOTHER BOARDS 

41256 $1.19 1x8 CALL 287-10 $ 89 387-DX20$ 175 XT-12 $ 49 386-SX25$ 269 
44256 $4.25 1 x9 CALL 287-12 $ 119 387-DX25$ 175 286-12 $ 89 386-25. $ 159 
1X1 $4.29 4x9 CALL 387-SX16$ 139 387-DX33$ 175 286-16 $ 99 386-33. $ 249 
CALL & SAVE 	 381-sx20$ 149 387-DX40$ 249 386-SX16$ 199 486-33* $ 299 

387-SX25$ 175 386-SX20$ 249 
• CPU NOT INCLUDED 

486·50MHz ISA 
486·33MHz EISA 

,,..,....____,,...---....., The cutting edge of 
technology is now 
available from Mega 
Computer Systems. 

-=~!!!!!"- Since 1978, we have 

L~~~~~~~~ been providing our 
customers with the 
most powerful, high 

quality computers at an affordable price! 

For information and pricing on r=;::::::===~~ 
our complete line of 286's, 

1~~----"-=-==;;;: 386's and 
486's, please 
call 800
338-6628. 

VARNAD and OEM Inquiries Welcome. 

A MESSAGE To 

OUR SUBSCRIBERS 


F ROM TIME 1D TIME WE MAKE THE BYTE 
subscriber list avai lable to other companies who 

wish to send our subscribers material about their pro
ducts. We take great care to screen these companies, 
choosing only those who are ~eputable , and whose pro
ducts, services, or information we feel would be of in
terest to you. Direct mail is an efficient medium for pre
senting the latest personal computer goods and services 
to our subscribers. 

Many BYTE subscribers appreciate this controlled use 
of our mailing list, and look forward to finding infor
mation of interest to them in the mail. Used are our 
subscribers' names and addresses only (no other 
information we may have is ever given ). 

While we believe the distribution of this information is 
of benefit to our subscribers, we firmly respect the wishes 
of any subscriber who does not want to receive such pro
motional literature. Should you w ish to restrict the use 
of your name, simply send your request to the follow
ing address. 

EIYTE MAGAZINE 

ATTN : SUBSCRIBER SERVICE 


P.O. Box 555 

HIGHTSTOWN, NJ 08520 


Sii MICROS 
14451 Newport Avenue, Tustin, CA 92680 
(714) 731-5489 • (714) 731-1538 (FAX) 

BAREBONE 

SYSTEMS 


286-16 386-25SX 
~·)(\(\... .;.J...,,, .._,, 8499 

386-33 486-33 

$666 $999 
Includes: Power Supply, Chasis, 1 

MB RAM, Morher-board wirh CPU, 
1. 2 or 1.4 MB Floppy Disk Drive, 

and FD/HD Conrroller. 

9600/2400 
SEND/REC 
FAX WITH 

MODEM 
$89 

9600 BPS 
V.32,V.42 

MNPVMODEM 
$399 

Mega Computer Systems • San Diego, CA 

Circle 376 (RESELLERS: 377)
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- 1-800-424-1126 

Prices subject to change without notice. Quantity prices only. Ask for 

quantity requirements. Add 3% for MasterCard or Visa orders. Net 
terms please edd 5% to the total. Shipping and handling extra. 

COMPLETE SYSTEM 

Includes 1 MB RAM, 1.2 and 1.4 Floppy Drives, IDE 

Controller, 1024x768 VGA Card, .28 dp VGA Moniror, 
5.0 Dr. Dos, 2S & JP Port and 101 Keyboard 

286-12 386SX-20 386-25DX 
$')99 81199 81249 
40 MB 40 MB 40 MB 

386-33 386-40 486-33 
$1499 $1599 $2199 
80 MB 80 MB 200 MB 

http:V.32,V.42


FIRSM\ 

S'CYilJR~E 

"The Only Source for Computer Memory!" FAX: 714-588-9872 or CALL: 714-588-9866 

IBM MEMORY 
PS/ I 

2MB IBM PN N/A $189.00 
PS/2 30· 286 and 1497259 

5 I 2K Kil »5348 ..... .$39.00 
2MB Kit »5360 $119.00 

PS/2 70· E61 / 121 ,50Z.55SX and 65SX 
IMB 6450003 ....... $69.00 
2MB 6450604 .......... $ 129.00 

PS/2 70·A21 
2MB 645.'J606 ..• .. $139.00 

PS/2 55SX, 65SX, 34F3077 and 34F30t I 
4MB 34f2933 .... $269.00 

/ 2 35SX: LS and 40SX 
BMB 645J129 .. $599.00 

PS/280·141 
lMB 64&J.375 $89.00 

PS/ 2 80·111 / 311 
2MB 64!l03/9 .. $139.00 

PS/2 80· A21/A31 
4MB 6'151000 ...... $269.00 

PS/2 QQ. 95 and P75 (lrutoll 1n po.rs) 
2MB 6'1!i0902 ...... $139.00 
4MB 6'150128 .......... $309.00 

Expansion boords for oil models SO and 60 
2·16M8w/2M 1>150009 $399.00 

Expansion boards for all models 70 and 80 
2· 14MB w/2M 34FJ077 $369.00 
4· l6MB w/4M 34f301 I ... $499.00 

PRINTER MEMORY 
Howlott·Pockord Lo1orJot llP, Ill. lllP and 1110 

2MB 334750 $139.00 
4MB 334770 ............... $239.00 

Howlett-Packard LosorJot II and 110 
2MB 334-148 S119.00 
<IMS 334.158 $229.00 

owkttt Pockmd LowrJet lllsl 
IMB C2063A SS9 00 
4MB C21l65A $229.00 

Howlett-Pockard O&SkJat 500 and Plus 
256K 227078 ....... $109.00 


IBM Loser 4019 and 40190 
2MB 1039137 ............... $159.00 
3.5MB 1038675 $229.00 

Canon lBP-811, 8111l and &UT 
2MB 563· 1880 S 129.00 
t.MB PN NIA $229 00 

Brother HL·8 , 8E, 8V and BPS 
(II~ 21,,,B MB 820 $199.00 

Panasonic 44501 and 4A20 
2MB KX·P441 ..... $159.00 
4MB PN N/A .............. $249.00 

Oklla1er 800 and 820 
2MB OKI PN N/A $229.00 

•ii~!~&• • •lif+11'i• 
IBM 1MBX1 

lMXl · IO $4.99 
IMXl·80 ........ $5.49 

256KX1 

COMPAQ MEMORY 
DeskPro 386·20, 20E and 25 

lMB 113131-0JI $99.00 
4MB 113132-0Jl $269.00 

Dosl<Pro 386S/ 16 
IMS 113641>-0Jl $99.00 
4MB 112534-0Jl $269.00 

OeskPro 286N and 386N 
DK Boord 1 IB700-0J1 $99.00 

Oesl<Pro 286N. 386N and 386SX/20 
IMB 116688-0JI $79.00 
4MB I 186'10-001 $299.00 

DoskPro 386N and 386SX/ 20 
2MB 118689-0Jl $139.00 

Dosl<Pro 386· 33, 486·33 and $yslomPro 
OK Board 116569-0JI ........... $229.00 
2MB r15144-0Jl ... $129.00 
BMB 116561 -0JI ... $699.00 

DeskPro 386·20e and 250 
IMBBoord 113644-0JI $149.00 
4MBBoord 1136&001 $329.00 

DoskPro 3865 
IMB Boord l 136JJ-0Jl $149.00 
4MB Boord 113634-0JI ........... $329.00 

DoskPro 386/16 
IMB Boord 108069-0JI ... . 
4MB Boord 108070-0JI ... . 

AST MEMORY 
Premium 386C and 386· 16 

IMB Kil 500510007 ..... $69.00 
4MB Kit 5005\0-0Je .... $219.00 

Promlum 386 and 386·20 
IMB Kil 5005 10-(1)3 ..... $89.00 
4MB Kil 500510004 ............ $269.00 

Bravo 386·SX. WS/ 286 and 386 
2MB Kil 500010-0)2 ... . $109.00 

Premium 386·SX/ 16/25/ JJ and otr 486 models 
IMB 5007 l 8-0J2 $69.OD 

Premium 486 and 486/33 
ws 500718-(04 .... $179.00 
BMB 500780-001 ... ... $779.00 

Premium rr 386SX/ 20 and 3865X/16 
IMB 500780-0J3 ........... .. . $79.00 
4MB 500780 004 .. ... ... $399.00 

HEWLETT-PACKARD MEMORY 
Vectro QS/165 and RS/20PC, QS/20PC, RS / 25PC. 
20C ond25C 

IMBl<Jt Dll>40A $69.00 
4MB Kil Dl642A . $219.00 

Vectro 486 PC (Install In Pairs) 
IMB D2 150A .......... $69.00 
4MB D2 151A $299.00 

Voctro 386/ 25, 486 / 25T and 33T (Install In Palf1) 
2MB D2381A $129.00 

Voclro 486PC and 386/ 25 PC 
BW.B D2152A $589.00 

ZENITH MEMORY 
Zenith Z-386/ 20/ 25/ 33 and 33E 

\MB 7A36/JBOOME ... $69.00 
4MB ZA3800MK $299.00 

Zenith Z·386 sx. 286-LPt, Z· LS 
2MB Kit z.605· I 

LAPTOP MEMORY 
A S T ,r,l'vl. 

Executive No!ebook ~~: ~ $~:~ 
C OM PAQ 

Portable LTE386S/20 IMB $249.00 
dMB " $649.00 

Portoblo LIE 286 	 IMB ....... $1 19.00 
2MB .. $169.00 
dMB $459.00 

SLT·286 	 IMB .. $149.00 
4M8 .. $469.00 

SLT-386 	 IM8 $139.00 
2MB ..... $229.00 
4MB $499.00 

EP S O N 
NBS3 Nolebook IMO .... $169.00 

I BM 
LAOSX laptop ~ 2MB $249.00 

$449.00 w :~: ..... $999.00 

TOSH IBA 
TlOOOSE / LE / XE, T2000SX IMB ......... S149.00 

2MB $259.00 
TlOOOLE, T2000SX 4MB $469.00 

BM& $999.00 
T2000SXE 	 21AB $289.00 

4M6 $539.00 
BMB $999.00 

T1200XE . 11600. TJ IOOE. TJ IOOSX. T3200SX AND 
TJ200SXC 2M6 ... $ 149.00 

4MB $279.00 
13200 3MB $249.00 
15100 2MB $149.00 
15200, !5200C. 18500 2M6 $149.00 

BMa $649.00 
NEC 

unroUle 286F, 286V IMS _,.,l';f.,, $145.00 
4MB ~~ $450.00 

Powormole Port. SX 2M6 ......... $429.00 
BMB .......... $ 1469.00 

ProSpeed 286, 386SX16 IMB $219.00 
4MS $569.00 

ProSpeed SX20 IMB $219.00 
4M5 $529.00 

ProSpeed 386 2M5 $279.00 
SMB $1079.00 

TEX A S IN STR UMEN TS 
Trovelmoto 2000 lMB $149.00 
Travolmate 3000 2M[I ... $179.00 

ZENITH 
SllmsPort lMB $169.00 
SuperSport SX, 286E. SlllTl$Port 

?MC $169.00 
SuperSport SX 2M6 1, o: B $199.00 
SuperSporl 286. 286E lME >JI $129.00 
SuperSporl 286E. S!lmsPort 

4MB 
IMB 
4MB . 
2MB 
2MB 

You c o n u pgrade from 2 lo 386 on your 
IBM AT a nd PS/ 2 Models 30/286, 50 , SOZ 
and 60 with Kingston's SX/Now! 

SX/ Now! by KJ.WJ.§tgJJ. 
SX/ Nowl 8G386SX 20MHz ProcessOf leoh.ses: 

.,. 16 Kbyl8$ of Cache Memo<y 
t/ Onboord 20MHz Clock 
t/ Requires No Expansion S~t 
o/ 80087SX Co·Proce"°' Socket 
t/ 5-Yeor Wanonty 

SXJNowl provides true multitasking and bock· 
ground operation for Windows 3.0, OS/ 2. and 
366 SP9Clfk: sottwore. SX/ Nowl ot1ows lhe new 
20 MHz pt"ocess°' lo run 01 tull potential speed 
and Improves system pofformonce by up lo 
250'1. 

SX/ N o wl 20MHz ............... $469.00 


EXPANSION BOARDS 
l5ocaRc1111JO 

Up lo 2MB IOI any PS/2 25 or JO W!lh and 8086 
CPU P!ovtdes UM/ EMS 4 0 only 

wlrh 512X ........ , ... _ •.. - ..... $139.00 
BocoRomXT 

Up 10 2MB f0t any X1 "'8·blr machines runn.og 
up ro 12MHz. P!ovldos UM /EMS 4 Oon/y. 

w/lh 512K .......... . $JJ9.00 
Bocoliom/ AT Plus 

Up lo BMB for any AT or 16 bll compallblo 
machines running up to 33MHl. Provides a 
mcuomum of BMB extendod or UM/EMS 4 0 

2MB wllh ORAM 1: ...........- ..•........ $219.00 


2MB wHh $/MM s: ···-····-·····-·-···· $239.00 

NEC MEMORY 
Powermote 286/ 12. SX/1 6 and SX/ 20 

2MBKl l OP-410·8103 ..... $129.00 
Powo1mote 286 Plus 

1·3MB Brd APC·ll250K ......... $329.00 
2JMBBld APC H250K+H251K $429.00 

Powermote SX 
2M6 Bra. APC HB55 $529.00 
4MB Bid APC HB53 $799.00 

Powermote SX Plus 
1·2MB Bid APC-HBSOE $219.00 

Powarmo te SX/20 
2MB C PU OP-4 10·6 10 1 ....... ....... $219.00 
2MB8rd OP "l06 102 ..... $239.00 

Powormoto 386/ 20 
2MB APC H655E $399.00 
6MB APC+l656E $1249.00 

Powermote 386/25 
2MB APC·H655X .. $399.00 
BMB APC·H656X ... $1249.00 

Powormote 386/ 255 
2MB Kii OP-410·5201 ........ $199.00 
BMB Kil OP-4 10-5202 . .. $659.00 

Powermo te 366/33! a nd 486/ 25E 
2MB OP-41·5101 

- iWE ACCEPT VISA, MASTERCARD AND AMERICAN EXPRESS! FO LLOW YOUR PACKA GE EVERY STEP OF THE WAYI INT'L 011 -714-588-9866 VISA" • No surcharge on Viso or Mrutercard. AmEx odd 4'-. 
U.S. 800-535-5892 - •Terms: AMEX . Voo . Moste<ccrd C 0 D PO s 

- · • Retu1n Polley: 20% Restockl"\g too on o.:I ncnoefectJVO rotums FAX 714-588-9872 
and re'used Ofders. Al dems must be returned wHh!n 15 days Q£JL}}fl 	 ~ 
wllh OOQ1nol documentot1on and pack:oge Return MAIL ORDERS TO: 

• Morchandlso Authorization I roqulrod . FAST, INEXPENSIVE AND DEPENDABLE DELIVERY ANYWHERE INFIRST SOURCE INrL INC. • Monurocrurers port numbftfs ore for your convenlenco. Tl-IEWORLD! CHOOSE THE CARRIER TO FIT YOUll DELIVERY NEEDS36 ARGONAUT, STE 140au p1oducls are lhord porly 100"4 compotiblo or full refund! AT LOW RATES. INFORMATION FOR IRACKING SHIPMENTS IS 
• Pilcos and avonabi:ity subject 10 change ALISO VIEJO, CA 92656 READILY AVAILABLE AT YOUR REQUESll 
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Professional developers require 


386DEVELOPMENT 
UST Price PS Price 

386 Max 5.12 $ 130 $ 95 
3861005 Extender 495 479 
DESOVlew 386 220 189 
F77-EM32 + 

ErgoOS/386 1390 1149 
FoxBASE+/386 595 479 
Metaware 

High C 3861486 995 939 
NOP Fortran 386 895 829 
QEMM386 100 75 
SVS C31ANSI C Comp. 1125 325 
WATCOM C8.5 386 795 749 
Zortech C++ 386 Dev. 700 629 

ASSEMBLY 
MS MASM 150 105 
Spontaneous Assembly 199 159 
Turbo Debugger & Tools 150 119 

BASIC & ADD-ONS 
BAS·C Commercial 895 819 
dB/LIB Professional 189 179 
GFA BASIC 386 295 235 
Microsoft BASIC PDS 495 349 
MS QulckBASIC V4.5 99 69 
OulckPak Prat. V4.0 199 189 

CLANGUAGECOMPILERS 
Instant C 495 479 
Quick C 99 69 
Microsoft C 6.0 495 349 
Watcom C 8.5 495 439 

CASE & PROTOTYPERS 
Demo II V3.0 249 239 
EasyCase Plus 495 449 
Easy Flow 230 199 
G-Base Professional 799 699 
Instant Replay Prof. 595 575 
Layout 300 239 
MetaDeslgn 350 287 
Pro-C w/Workbench 795 735 
Show Partner FIX 395 295 

COMMUNICATIONS 
ADD-ONS 
Blast PC Plus 295 245 
C Asynch Manager 3.0 189 139 
Essential COMM 329 249 
Greenleaf Comm Library 359 329 
HyperACCESSN tor DOS100 75 
Procomm Plus 119 99 
OulckComm 139 129 

Intel 386 486 
C Code Builder 
by Intel Corporation 

Open lntors new 386.'486 C Code 
Buildor •M Kit. And tear into the 
ircreased memory and perlormance ol 
32·bit DOS protected rrode. Inside. 
yoo'll find every1hing you need to 
develop 32·bit applications. That means 
yoo get a Microsott and ANSI compatible 
C Compiler and libraries. Linker. 
Librarian, Make Utility, and Sourco Level 
Debugger. We've even ircluded a DOS 
Extender that's DPM l·corrpliant. 
Compliancy that enables easy migration 
to Windows from Microsoft. No royalties 
to pay. 
LIST: S695 I'S Price: 5599 
F astFaxts 2799--028 

DBASE 
Alpha 4 549 469 

Clipper 5.0 795 570 
dBASE IV 695 549 

dBFASTI PLUS 395 315 
dBMAN V 295 219 

dBXL 249 169 
File Pro PIUS 699 669 

Force dBASE Compiler 695 299 
FoxPro 2.0 795 499 

FoxBASE + • V2.1 395 279 
QulckS!lver 599 399 

DBMS 
CLARION Prof. Dev.V2.1 845 475 
Magic PC 499 499 

Paradox V3.5 795 555 
R:BASE 3.1 795 645 

DBMSTOOLS& 
LIBRARIES 
Artful Two 300 289 
BALER Spreadsheet 

Compiler 495 399 
CLEAR + tor dBASE 200 179 
CodeBase 4 295 269 
Code Base++ 295 269 

Comet Multiport 169 169 
Comm Tools tor Clipper 299 269 

C Works 698 649 
dBXldBpon w/source 1000 895 

dGE 4.0 295 279 
dOUERY MU 195 179 
dSalvage Professional 200 195 
Essential B· tree 199 149 

Faircom c-tree Plus 595 495 
FLIPPER Graphics Lib. 295 279 
FUNCky.LIB 249 239 
Geniier 395 269 
Net Lib 295 269 
Novell BTrleve 595 479 
Pro Clip 195 165 
R&R for dBASE & Comp. 249 229 
R&R Code Generator 149 129 
Scrimmage t49 139 
Ul2 Developer's Release 595 449 

DEBUGGERS/ 
DISASSEMBLERS 
Dis Doc Professional 
Multiscope for DOS 
Periscope/EM 
Periscope VOK 

250 229 
179 99 
295 259 
495 459 

T he Major DBSqp 5.3 
by Galacticomm, Inc. 

The Standard Edition of The Major 
BBS 5.3 Is an easy-to-use-and· 
configure. mulU-user bulletin board 
system. Supports two simultane
ous users on a single PC or 
compatible. lndudes electronic 
mail, file transfer, real-time 
1eleconterenclng, SIG message 
bases, classified ads, and morel 
Access your BBS through Hayes
compa!lble modems, serial links or 
a Novell network. Requires DOS 
3.1 or later, 20MB hard disk and 
minimum 512K RAM. 

LIST: $59 I'S Price: SSS 
l'astFaxts 1967.()()l 

HiJaak Re lease 2.0 
by Inset Systems Ine. 

HiJaak 2.0 Is a graphics 
conversion and capture u!lllty that 
translates more than 36 11raphlcs 
tile formats. HiJaak provides 
batch conversion capability from 
!he DOS command line or from 
the user interface. Supported 
formats Include GEM, PICT 1&11 , 
CGM, HPGL, PIC. DXF, PCX, 
MAC, TIF, and support tor more 
than 16 group 3 tax devices. A SK 
pop-up provides capture function 
ot text screens. graphics screens, 
and laser printer output. 
LIST: 5199 I'S Price: $149 
1:as1Fa.rts 1085-003 

WATCOM C/386 
byWATCOM 

Develop and debug 32-bi! 
applications ror extended DOS 
and Windows. Includes royalty· 
rree 32-blt DOS extender, true 32
bit Windows GUI Applica!lon Kit, 
our fast, tight. and reliable 32-bit 
Code Optimizer, licensed 
Microsort Windows SOK 
Components, an interactive 
Source-Level Debugger, an 
Execution Profiler and Morel 

LIST: $795 I'S Price: S749 
FastFa.rts l 044-020 

GCLIS P DEVELOPER 
by GOLD HILL, INC. 

Gold Hill, Inc.. lhe recognized IOilder in 
LISP lechnology, oilers lhe faslesl, 
srrollesl, most inlograled PC-based 
environmenl :ivait:iblo for prololyping. 
developing and delivoring advanced 
applicat ions...NOW, fully inlegrnted w~h 
Windows 3.0. Includes cofTl)lete support 
for Common LISP, lnlorpreter and 
CofTl)iler supporting full lexical and 
dynamic scoping. FFI (Foreign Function 
Interlace) allowing cofTl)lete inlegrallon 
of LISP into C applications, inleractive 
Debugg0<, GMACS Editor. On·Line·Help 
system and Documonl:ilion. Runl imo 
f:ici fil ies available. 
LIST: St 995 I'S Price: $1895 
FastFa.rts 54--003 

'I,111~ I,Ilf)f;tlil~I~Il~IL't Sllf)I, 1-800-421-8006 




1st-Class 
by AICorp, Inc. 

Non procedural development tool 
for building training {how to) , 
configuration, and diagnostic 
applications. Based on expert 
system technology, uses induction 
and decision trees to generate 
rules. Rules automatically create 
questions and answers to advise 
users. Ability to embellish user 
interface through built in support 
for hypertext and hypergraphics. 
Supports forward and backward 
chaining of multiple knowledge 
bases. 
LIST: $995 
FastFaxts 335..()()2 

REALIZER'M 
by Within Technologies 

REALIZER'" is the Complete 
Application Development 
Environment for Windows. 
REALIZER'" combines a structured 
superset of BASIC extended to 
access Windows object resources 
with Programmable Application 
Toolsr"' . such as charts , spread
sheets, forms , animation, and a 
command scheduler. The integr_at
ed debugger, visual form designer, 
support for DOE, DLLs . and serial 
communications, and unlimited . 
royalty-free run-time make 
REALIZER'"' the Windows 
development solution. 
LIST: $395 I'S Price: $349 
FastFaxts 5022..()()l 

TutorMaker 
by Doctor Database Software 

Include an Interactive tutorial when 
you distribute your software! 
TutorMaker Is the fast, fun, 
Intuitive tool for creating demos 
and tutorials for any DOS text
mode program - one you've 
developed, or the company 
spreadsheet, or any commercial 
program - In a fraction of the time 
required with other products. 

I'S Price: S159 
FastFaxts 5231..()(}l 

SYS C3 ANSI C, Pascal, or 
FORTRAN-77 
by Silicon Valley Software 

Only from the Programmer's Shop! 
ANSI compliant, optimizing, 32-bit 
compilers: DPMl-compliant, 
royalty-free DOS extender: source 
level debugger; util ities. Supports 
".flat model" code. Linker. librarian, 
make, i387 emulation , W31/4167 
support. Interoperable languages! 

UST I'S Price 
ANSI C Sll95 $325 
Pascal S 1195 $325 
FORTRAN Sl495 $395 
FastFaxis l 958-048 (CJ, l 958.()49 
(FORTRAN), 1958..050 (l'ascal) 

GHOST 
Software Testing the Easy Way. 
by Vermont Creative Software 

Ghost is an Indispensable tool for 
automatic testing of all software. 
You can create complete test 
scripts and run them each time a 
change Is Introduced to your 
program. Ghost compares screen 
shots from your test before and 
after changes. You also get 
reports of all changes, quickly 
identifying bugs! Ghost needs no 
extra hardware and only 16K of 
memory. 

LIST: $t95 
Fas IF axis 169.079 

magc 1lc ormat 
Library by Media Cybernetics 
Instant flit support for your appucaJions 

Add image file reading and writing to 
your applications with the HALO Image 
File Format Library. Makes your 
application instantly compatible wnh 
hundreds of graphics and imaging 
products. Offers complete support for 
TIFF (Tagged Image File Format), PCX 
(PC Paintbrush), BMP (Windows 
Bnmap) , and CUT (Dr. HALO). Works 
with Borland C++, Turbo C, Turbo C++. 
and Microsoft C. 
1105 Windows 

~ LIST: $249 
n~~~i:rg. I'S Price: S199 

LIST: 
I'S Price: 

$349 
$279 

_..,._. 

Periscope IV Varies 
Sourcer 486 w/BIOS 

pre-proc. 170 149 

DEVELOPMENfTOOLS 
AllClear 300 259 
ASMFLOW Prof. 200 179 
'Blinker 249 235 
dANAL YST Gold 

Windows & DOS 495 100 
C-DOC 189 179 
Charge 99 95 
CLEAR+ for C 200 179 
Cod an 395 349 
Configuration Builder 250 221 
Dilf"lt 130 119 
Install 250 219 
INST ALIT w/source 249 239 
MKS Make 249 129 
MKS RCS 249 229 
PC-Lint 139 115 
PVCS Vers. Control Mgr. 600 530 
.RTLINK Plus 495 419 
.RTPatch 495, Call 
Sourcere(s Apprentice 

Professional 499 459 
The 'Documentor 295 229 
TUB 5.0 Version Control 139 125 

EDITORS 
BB ROWSE 89 89 
BRIEF Call 
BrieFor C++ 129 119 
Cheetah 145 50 
dBrief 129 119 
Emacs 325 279 

FastFaxL< 86-073 

Epsilon 
KEDIT 
lntersolv Profes. Editor 
SPF/PC - V2.1 
Vedit+ 

FORTRAN 
F77L FORTRAN 
Microsoft FORTRAN 5.1 
RM/FORTRAN 
Watcom FORTRAN 77 

GRAPHICS 
Essential Graphics v3.0 
GFX Graphics library 
Graphic 
graphics-Menu 

wt Data Entry 

250 229 
150 139 
295 249 
245 195 

. 185 159 

595 549 
450 309 
595 499 
495 449 

399 349 
150 139 
465 419 

249 229 
GSS Graphics Dev't Tlkt. 795 59g 
GX Effects 
HALO 
MetaWINDOWi PLUS 
PCX Programmer's Tiki. 
Victor w/source 
VID and DIG Graphics 
Z·Phigs Lite 
Z-Phigs Professional 

HARDWARE 
2C87-20 
80387-33 
Boca 1024 VGA 
FasMath 83087·16 
Mouse Man 
Model 200DL UPS 
Model 450AT UPS 
ST-251 -1 

. 199 179 
395 279 
395 349 
249 229 
295 279 
280 249 
199 169 
795 769 

419 329 
299 289 
295 200 
570 359 
119 99 
199 189 
399 329 
429 339 

1-800-421-8006 




The Programmer's Shop is 


ST-4096-1 599 

OBJECT-ORIENTED/C++ 
Borland C++ 495 379 
M++ 295 279 
Smalltalk/V 125 85 
Zinc Interlace Library 200 179 
C++ Science & 

Engineering 1000 895 

OTHERPRODUCTS 
Alpha APL 595 99 
Blue MAX 155 139 
Carbon Copy 199 179 
Disk Dupe Pro 179 159 
Fast! 99 89 
FastBack Plus 169 159 
Flow Charting Ill 250 199 
Grasp 349 319 
HEADROOM 130 69 
HIJaak 199 149 
Laplink Ill 150 129 
Link &Locale++ - Ext. 479 399 
Mace Utilities 149 99 
Norton Anti-Virus 129 119 
Norton Utilities 6.0 179 149 
pcANYWHERE IV 179 159 
PC Tools Deluxe 7.0 179 149 
PC-KWIK Power Pak 130 119 
Pre Cursor 96 69 
Remote2 195 139 
SpinRite II 69 89 
System Sleu1h Pro 149 99 
Time$heet Prof. 200 179 
Turbo EMS 100 69 

PASCAL 
MetaWare Prof. Pascal 495 439 
Microsoft Pascal 300 199 
Quick Pascal 99 69 
Pascal ASYNCH Mgr. 175 159 
Turbo Pascal 6.0 159 107 
Turbo Professional 125 109 

TEXT SCREEN ADD-ONS 
C Worthy w/Forms 449 379 
Greenleaf DalaWlndows 395 339 
Hf-SCREEN Pro 11 395 319 
Lexical Resolulion 249 239 
MEWEL Window System 295 279 
POWER SCREEN 149 129 
Vitamin C 395 369 
VC Screen - painter 149 139 
Vermont Views Obj Jsrce . 690 619 

1 For All 
by On Top System 

1 For All is the integrated 
spreadsheet and database 
package for the smart busl -
nessperson or developer. An 
interactive spreadsheet with a 
rich set of functions and a 
database system with a 
relational report writer and 
runtime module allows you to 
write database applications 
w ith spreadsheet functions 
w ithout royalties. 
LIST: S199 PS Price: SI 75 
FastFaxts 5173.()()J 

UNIX/XENIX 
db_FILEIRETRIEVE MU 595 569 
ESIXN Re14 Dev. 2/usr. 1295 1229 
ESIXN unltd 1695 1595 
lnformlx SOL Varies 
Interactive Systems: 

UNIX Sys. V/386 4.0: 
Graph &Dev. 1795 1595 
Starter 1295 1145 
Comp1e1e 2795 2475 

LPl·FORTRAN 995 929 
M++ for Unix Call 
M++ for Unix w/ source Call 
Microport V/4 Complete 3000 2879 
Norton Utilities for Unix 295 269 
Santa Cruz Operations: 

UNIX Operating Sys. 595 559 
UNIX Oev't Syslem 995 695 
VP/ix 495 429 
XENIX Oper. Sys. 366 595 559 
XENIX Dev. Sys. 366 795 669 

WordTech Quicksilver 1495 1295 

WINDOWS & OS/2 
ACTOR 249 100 
ACTOR Professional 495 449 
BRIEF for OS/2 Call 
Case: PM (for C or C++) 1995 1699 
Case: W Corp. Version 995 969 
Class Manager 399 379 
C-Trieve/Windows 395 385 
dB FAST/Windows 495 395 
GFA BASIC for Windows 495 295 
Graphics Server SOK 495 455 
Guild 1995 Call 
Instant Windows tor Win. 495 439 
KnowledgePro Windows 549 395 
MS Windows V3.0 149 119 
MS Windows DOK V3.0 500 365 
MS Windows SOK V3.0 500 365 
Multiscope Windows Deb.379 315 
ObjectVision by Borland Call 
Optllnk/Windows 350 345 
OS/2 PM Toolkit 1.2 500 369 
Pro10View 695 675 
Quick C for Wiridows 199 149 
Realizer 395 349 
Smailtalk/V PM 500 435 
Tempo for Windows1 .1 100 69 
Time afler Time 80 75 
ToolBook 395 349 
Visual BASIC 199 165 
Windows Maker Prof. 995 695 

Actor 4.0 
by The Whitewater Group 

Actor 4.0 Is the premier Windows 
developmenl 1001. Its object
oriented nature allows for rapid 
prototyping and development. ii 
mdudes the ObJectWlndows dass 
library designed for simplified 
Windows programming. The 
Integrated environment, with Its 
assor1ment of tools, such as a 
class browser, debugger, custom 
Help Compiler and on-line 
windows help, make It a perfect 
Windows development tool. 
LIST: S7A9 I'S Price: $225 
Pro(c11ional 
LIST: $495 I'S Price: $449 
F..tFaxa 81XUJ/7 

Microstat-11 
by Ecosoft Inc. 

Mlcrostat-11 make sta1istical 
analysis easy. Just use your 
mouse or keyboard to sefec1 the 
menu option you want: there is no 
command language 10 learn. 
Whether you need simple 
descriplive statistics or advanced 
mulwariate analysis, Mlcrostal-li's 
superior speed and accuracy will 
save you time and money. A 
perfect solution to your statistical 
needs al a bargain price. 

LIST: $395 PS Price: S375 
l;'astfo'axts 4JUJ06 

Hold Everything 
by South Mountain 

Hold Everything swaps out cuirontly 
executing programs to disk or EMS. This 
enables you to run nnother program or 
DOS sholl with almost all memoty fr66 lo 
use. Aher the swap, Hold Everything 
returns back to where tho calling 
program left oft. Supports Mic:rosoh Cl 
Quiel< C, Borland Turbo CIC.-., Borland 
C++, Borland Turbo Pascal (4.0+), 
Microsott Quick BASIC/P1ofossional, 
dBASE fll+/IV, Foxbase and Summer '87 
Clipper. Hold Everythir.g con-es wnh an 
souroe code and there ate no royahios. 

LIST: St99 PS Price: Sl79 
Fa.<IFaxt.v 4UJ43 

F77L Fortran Compiler 
by Lahey Computer Systems 

The leaders In Fonran have 
Introduced F77L 5.0. Fortran 90 
features Include: ALLOCATABLE 
Arrays, CASE, CYCLE ) EXIT, and 
Cons1ruc1 Names. Port ng 
mainframe code Is made easier 
with lnteger'1 (BYTE) and 
program maintenance Is simplified 
wltli Conditional Complla1ion. 
F77L con1alns a Debugger, 
Profiler. Edilor, SLR Llnl<er. Opus 
Make, Video Graphics, Microsoft 
and Borland C in1erlaces, 
mainframe extensions, diagnostics 
in mulliple languages and 32-bit 
option for 386/466 users. 
LIST: $595 PS Price: $549 

FastFaxts 334-004 

1-800-421-8006 



·The Byte Information Exchange. To access, call their host computer In 
the Boston area al 617·861·9767 or via Tymnet, join The Programme(s 
Shop. For further information, call 800·227·2983 (in NH and outside the 
US, call 603-924·7681). 

Or, call 'l'llE PllOGllAHHEll'S SHOP 
at 800-447-8041 for complete details. 

Multi-Edit 
by American Cybernetics 

EA SIER, FASTER & BETTER 
THAN EVERI 
Multi-Edit has always been your 
best text editing value . Now 
version 5 .0 adds : Windows/SAA
style interface, seamless Mouse 
Support , expanded online help & 
manuals (LOTS of useful 
examples). lull EMS support, pl u• 
hundreds of new features I 
Inexpensive - NOT CHEAP! 
You've gotta see thlsl 
FREE DEMO 
LIST: Sl29 I'S Price: SJ19 
Fastf"axts 1067-f)()J 

What is FastFaxts? 
Access literature on any of our 

products via FAX machine. FREE! 

Call 617-740-0025 from 
any fax phone! 

Follow the voice computer's instructions and 
enter your product's code nwnber. Then await 
your instant print out of product literature. 

Quattro Pro 3.0 
LIST: S495 PS Price: $395 
Fastf"axts 777-069 

Quattro Pro LANPack 
LIST: S395 I'S Price: $329 
FastFaxrs 777-135 

promotion bundles Sidekick 2.0 with full 
retail packages ol Quattro Pro and 
Paradox. II you have any questions 
about these promotions, please contact 

your Borland Retail Sales Represen· 
!alive at (408) 439· 1064 or call 
Borland's registration line at 800-945· 
01 47. 

DETAILS 
Effa::tive July 1, 1991, anyone who 
purchases Quattro Pro or Paradox 
will be guaranteed a Passpcrt 

PARADOX 3.5 
LIST: $795 PS Price: $555 
Fas/Fa.rts 777-104 

upgrade price to the next version. The 
Passport pricing is as follows: 

Quattro Pro 3.0, Ouattro Pro 
LAN 3.0. and Quattro Pro 3.0 
Compe!~ive Upgrade will gel 
a Passport upgrade for $49.95. ' 

Paradox 3.5. and Paradox 3.5 
Competitive Upgrade will gel a 
Passport upgrade for $ 139.95." 

Bolh of these Passports represent a 
signnican! savings off !he list pr ice of 
the next release. Hyou are not 
interested in Windows, the 

Passport can also be used for the 
next DOS release of Quattro Pro 
and Paradox. 

•Price given in U .S . dollars . 

'11111~ 11llf)f)lli\)J)ll~IiS Sllf)l1 

800 421 8006 NationalAccounts ~ 
- - 800-446-1185 ~ 

90 Industrial Park Road, Hingham, MA 02043 • Canada 800-446-3846 • Mass. 617-740-2510 •FAX: 61 7-749-20 18 
Credit card orders processed 011ly when product is shipped. AU prices subject to change. Int'I. prices will vary. 

your source for solutions! 
WindowsMA KER™ 
Professiona l 
by Blue Sky Software'" 

The fastes t way to create MS· 
W indows applications In C . 
G enerates the W indows .EXE wt 
c o mplete source & production file s 
(no royalties). J u st Point & Click to 
define the Windows user interface. 
Lets you animate your design to 
Instantly test look & feel and make 
changes on the lly w ithout needing 
to compile . Custom code is 
preserved during code regenera
tion . T his i s the power-user 
version of the best-seller 
W indowsMAKER with a lot of 
added 1unctlonality. 
LIST: S995 PS Price: $895 
FastFaxts 200/ --006 

Get Online With: 
1'DE PllOGlt.AIDlml'S SHOP Electronic Catalog 

1~~~~ Browse through The Programmer's Shop Catalog 
E right from Your PC 

Get up-to-dale p<oduct and pricing information for thousands of software programs from 
leading publishers. Whether you"re looking for applications software, programming 
languages, or development tools, The Programmo(s Shop EJectrorlc Catatos will meet 
your neec:fs. NOW ON: 

lco P Serv IIn the Electronic Mall Section. now wnh no online usage costs. 
. m U e. Type GO PS. For more information, call 800·848·8199 

DCD/\ tr\\ 
LJLI II V CH 
by Soft Warehouse 

Derive, A Mathematical Assistant is a 
menu-driven symbolic math system. It 
gives problem solvers the freedom to 
explore dffferent approaches as a 
eliminates the drudgery and mistakes of 
hand calculations. As easy to use as a 
pocket calculator. Oerive does symbolic 
& numerical equation sotiling, exact & 
approximate arnhrnetic to thousands ot 
digits, calculus, trigonomelry, and 
matrices. Contains a full range of 
elementary func1ions and a number of 
statist ical and financial functions . Derive 
plots expressions in 2D & 3D. This new 
revised and expanded version also 
provides programmabilny. 

LIST: S250 PS Price: $239 
F astF ax ts I 40--006 

BORLAND P A S S P 0 R T PROGRAM 
WHY BORLAND pASSPORT 
Quattro Pro and Paradox are Borland's award-winning DOS spreadsheet and 
relational database, respectively. Both have received critical acclaim as the best 
DOS products on the market. The Passpcrt program was created to allow you to 
use these DOS products lor enher Windows or DOS. 

In addition lo Passpcrt, customers who purchase full retail packages of these 
business products are also eligible for the Borland Bonus Days promotion. This 



THE REASONS TO BUY FROM BWE STAR ARE SIMPLE: 

SERVICE, PERFORMANCE, SERVICE, PRICE &SERVICE. 

For over seven years, we've been delivering; 
delivering service, price, and performance. 
Together, this means value for you. We start by 
building the best systems possible - using the 
best components available. Then each and every 
system receives a 72-hour bum-in and a compre
hensive quality assurance review. The goal is to 
deliver 100% reliability. But if a problem ever does 
arise, we fix it - quickly and properly. Each 
system comes with a full one-year warranty, plus 
life-time toll-free phone support, plus all systems 
have a full 30 day money-back guarantee. 

you can't go wron 
if you go with thi g 
machine. s 
<486-25 Review)
PC Magazine 
June 111991 

• Price and s~ffoa tionssubjtct to change wilhoutnoticr 
• All returns subjed 10 approval 
• MN orders add ~sales tax 
• Shipping and handling charges will be deducted from credits or refunds 
• American ~res,$ add 3~ 
• BlueStnr Computer Inc. alsodistnbutes Blue Star Mark.cling Inc. products 

PERFORMANCE PLUS 
PRICE EQUALS VALUE. 
Compare. Question. Investigate. We're ready to be 
compared to any computer manufacturer. Ifyou 
do your homework you'll be our best sales person. 
We're ready to compete on any playing field 
including price and system performance. Plus we 
challenge anyone to match our service and 
support. Don't take our word for it- find out for 
yourself. 

Government and Corporate P.O.'s welcome 

Circle 367 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 368) . 

SERVICE, SERVICE, SERVICE. 
We're here to help you. Our service starts even 
before you buy. We're going to take the time to 
learn about your needs and expectations to be 
sure we deliver a system that is just right for ym 
And we'll continue to help throughout the life o 
your system to make sure you're always getting 
much from your system as possible. We're here 
24-hours a day, 7-days a week, to help you in 
every way we can. Call us today and see what 
good service really is. 

"Blue Star's 
excellent service 
and support policies 
are a b1B plus ... for 
this solid desktop 
speedster" 
PC Magazine, 
February 12 1991 

~ 


BLUE STAR COMPUTER INC. 
2312 Centra.I Avenue N.E. 
Minneapolis, MN 55418 
phone: (612) 788-1092 fax: (612) 788-3442 



I 

"'- 
ROSOFAX. ___,. 

YOUR 24-HOUR 
SALES ASSISTANT 

• Solcs/Morkc1ing • Cm1om<r Suppon 
• Public Jn fo mmrion • 900 Numbers 

ROUOFAX EZ Single-line, one-cull PC kil 5995 
ROllOFAX Mol li-line, 1wo-coll PC ki 1 52,995 

Sec us al COM DEX Boolh H78 17 (l1il1on Cemcr) 

800-292-7771 
ROBOFAX DEMO UHE; 000-925·R000 

-1 33 N. Mathild:l Ave. • SUMyv11lc. CA 9-S086 
(.j()S) 7"6-IS90 • fu (.j()S) 7"6-IS9J 

WherDat can help 
you find that disk!! 

Let WherDat... .... 

• Search for elusive 
fil es 

• Restore DOS backup 
files anywhere 

• Create an index of all 

Call for a free 
demo disk 

Phone 
(616)-843-2SS4 

Fax 
(616)-843-4404 

your backup a ..n~d~ll~mm~~inormal disks f, 

Only 
$79.95 

Circle 284 on Inquiry Card. 

DUALITY MOTHERBOARDS AND CASES 

FREE DR·DOS 6.0 W/MOTHERBOARDS 


}86SX.. 16 $ 21 5 
}86SX..25 $ 289 
}86..25 $ H5 
}86.. H, 64KCAcliE $ 475 
}86.-40, 64K CAC!iE $ 549 
486.. H, 64K CAcliE $ 955 

Two year warranty on motherboards 
30 day money back guarantee 

MiNi TO\l/ER w/200W $ 75 
Deskrop CAse w/200W $ 8 5 
MEdiuM TOWER w/2}0W$ 110 
Full TOWER w/2 }OW $- 1 2 5 

fAiiiii1 COO, POs, VISA, MC accepted 11111!11!"'1 
~ No surchsrge on Cf9dft cards 

Open ~. Monday-Friday 

ijJ DATA INTEGRATION 
109 N. Main Stmet 


St Joseph, IL 61873


1-soo-s21-sossm: \~~ j~ ~~im~ 
Circle 288 on Inquiry Card. 

20 BUSINESSES YOU CAN 
RUN FROM YOUR HOME 

WITH A COMPUTER l 

FREE 
CBS 386SX 
Computer! 

FREE Cassette Tape: This free, 2 
hr. cassette will explain how you 
can start several or all of these 20 
turnkey bus inesses part-time and 
still retain the securi ty of your pre
sent position. Training and fi nancing 
ava ilable. 

To receive a free cassette 
and color literature, call: 

1-800-343-8014, Ext. 533 
(In Indiana: 317-758-4415) 

Computer Business Services 

Circle 286 on Inquiry Card. 

Circle 289 on Inquiry Card. 

Add speech and 

music to programs 
with TegoSo~ S<Utd+ 

Sound files are played through 
the PC speaker without any 
hardware or software ! 

• Package incl udes Sound Digitize r 
a nd Mic rophone for recording 
your speech & music . 

• 	Resulta nt s ound files may be 
played from DOS prompt, or from 
a ny program that runs on the PC. 

• Price:$249 .95 
TegoSoft Inc. (516)781-2489 

P .O .Box 1235 Bellmore, NY 11710 

Circle 290 on Inquiry Card. 

INDUSTRIAL STRENGTH 


~NGLEBOARDCOMPUTER 
HAS OPTIMUM FEAl\IRfS FOR DATA AOOlSlllOH /./ID CONTROL. 
PAOfESSIOWUY OESIGHEO ANO llUU FOR TOUGl APPU:ATIOHS l'.ITH 
A 2 YEAR VIARIWITIE N10 A 30 DAY IJOllEY BACK GIJARAHTEE. 
P~ iG IS ASllAP t4 STHER IM.Tl·TASOOG BASC, FOITTH OR 
ANSI c. FEATURES JOO.UDE: 

8 OPllC AU.YCOOPLEDDIGITAl. INPUTS 
8 HIG< ORrlE ll!FFEREO IJIGll!.l OOPl!TS 
16 PROGR.WJJAa.E OIG!l!.l UO UllES 
16, 131111 A'<ALOG <PUTS 
2 OPTIONAL 12 Ill ~~.11.0G OOIPlllS 
4 SCR1AL RS232/485 SERIAL PORTS 
5 Tl.IER/COltllUIS 
UP TO 512K MBJORY & EEPROM 
E·PAC 3000 G2 COST$389.00 OIY. 1 

clil.dC. inc. 
618-529-4525 Fax 618-457-0110 
P.O. BOX 2042, CARBONDALE, IL 62902 

Circle 320 on Inquiry Card. 

Circle 126 on Inquiry Card. 

PROTEUS-UNIVERSAL 
DEVICE PROGRAMMER from $1295° 

WNIVERSAL RS-232 IPROGRAMMER $345/495. 
• Pros;nms Ef/EPronu. 7J>Ranu.lnltl ~!lrros.Fla'b £Pronu.,MtmoryCards. 
• St11 nd-Alont Mode fot EE/EProm and Memory Cud Dupllauion/Vttify. 
• All U/28132 pin E&'l'..l"rom1to 4 MOitj (upgradeable 103? mrpbll.1), 
• Mlcros:87-ll/A.·2/J\,.4 ,.s_.9,. 1,-CS l,-CSIFNB,·S2.·S3,.S5,<.S2 1,-CS4 1.9761. 
• Mod ti UP IOO ( $.WS). Mod t l UP200 (S.195) ~pu dcdintcd modu lC$.. 
• Mocorola Mlcnn (6870Sl'3,U3.RJ,53) Programming Module • $145 
• Mrmory C:mh Pmgr11mmlng Module (ScikalEpson) • $1.&S 
• CANC Pr ogrammin1 Module (4 sockcu) • U U 
• Opllon:ii l bulll ·ln l:!nsrr{flmrr module - $.SO: O:lnducthf' fl»! m pad. 
• User friendly Mrnu .Urlvtn lntcrfatt Prognun for IB M-PC. 
• C•n be Opt'ratrd v.i lh •ny cvmpu lrr C'onlal nlnc :1 n RS-2.U ttrl•I port, 
• OEM open boa re.I prognmmcr configuratiom 1rv.1ilablc (from $2"'5J, 
• One yur rrcc iortw.rc upd.a1CJ and C'Usiomcr Suppon. 
• Cuuomc.r JUPPOC'I Yb voke line. dC'dkalrd BBS or r1t1~ F11ll I J"nr tnrn•ly, 

IINTELLIGENT 
ROM EMULATOR $39~ 
• Emul:ues 21l61b..oulh 275 1? EPl'Onll.s (2110641t byte$) u;i1h a t.l nMJe unit. 
• Mrpbil paru an be r mul111cd with mullipk unht ( Mcp Mbplcr requfrcd). 
• Conncru 10 the 11.ndud p:tr.tlld prlnlrr port. Uscs sQn<brd prfnicr Clblc. 
• t'A.ST d::na ll»ding vta panlllcl prin1cr pun ('4k b)lts ln Ins than 10 >t<'Ond.1). 
• lniclligcnt ·1n.Ortvll ·Emula1or• iypc rc:nurct indude: Addrru Com1111 rt: 

(with l lALT ou1pu t) , Addrtu Snapshot (for 1:11gc1addr. bm. monlluring), 
Trlggtr l npul (for cx 1c1mal C\'cnls monitoring). Progr:imm~ble Hout Ou1pu1. 

• l'mmful Mt mory burTrr tdllor. Selectable wordslzc.s (8,16.32). 
• Uu: r friendly .sortw;ire, Command set Includes: Load, Wrilt, IJIJpl•y. lhin, 

'l)pt, Edit, Fiii, R11n ·Comm1nd·Filt:, Moal lor, P0t1. Rarl. ll dp. Calcvlalor. 
• Casadablt 10 I anlu. tndtKks u.11~t cabk wi1h Tri.:crr. lbh & Rntl dips.. 
•	 CMOS mode-I will! NIC.d r'Kh:ariublr tV h;ir.Uft'J' hack11 p • S..95 


(Can ht: 1ut1! la sta11d-al1»1• mode: &ill·in baucryrcdwgjng rirculuy.) 

• File fornuu. am:ptcd: Ulnuy, lntd Hu, MOCorola S. 

MC/\1SA / AMEX ,.rnc.,,n..... ,,,.,.,us..1,11 

' \ '\'Al.£, CA J.COS6 USA 
Fa.r. (408) 730·5521 
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PCSS-81 
Intelligent Serial Coprocessor 
• On Board Processor Handles Serial 

Communication Tasks 
• 32K - 128K Dynamemory~ 
• Eight Ports Per Board 
• High Performance - Low Cost! 
• DOS, sco~xENIX~ sco~UN IX<!l 

Drivers Incl uded 
Order Toll Free 800-282-GTEK (4835) 

(.:. 
OEM & D•altr 

T E K ' lnquirlts Wtlcomecl! 
, INC . 

DEVELOPMENT HARDWARE& SOFTWARE 
P.O. 8011310 •Ba)' I. Louis, M 39521-13 10 U.S.A. 

Fu 60 1-467-0935 
Mls•l.ulppl & Trchnk•I Support 60 1-467-8048 

Workstations 
External SCSI Drives 

~ ~h i ::OS(1/ lM•. \l.11.11111" h . S1lh.. t111 ( i1 ,1phll°'. Sun. 

111\1 KShllllll .\' .\.\ , :\~ .\ 1. 111'/.\pllllu . 

Half Shell size l.4"x5.5"x7.5" weight 2.5 lb 
Hard Drives 20MB 10 /20MB 

Hermit Crab size 2.8"x5.5"x7.5" weight 4 lb 
with addirional shock mounc 
Hard Drives 20MB lo 120MB 

A-Hive Jr size 2.2"x7. l "x7.I " weight 6 lb 
Hard Drives 20MB 10 400MB 
Tape Drives 50MB to 600MB 
Floppy Drives 720K to JMB 

A-Hive size 4.3"x9.6"x9.9" weight 11 lb 
Hard Drives 20MB 10 /GB 
Camidge Drive 44MB 10 88MB 
Ta ~ DrB·ves 50MB 10 I .JGB
0 r1 cal rives 

9-Track Tape Subsystem 
for the IBM PC! XTI AT 

Now you can exchange data files between 
your IBM PC and any mainframe or mini· 
computer using IBM compatible 1600 or 6250 
BPI 9:rrack tape. System can also be used for 
disk backup. Transfer ra te is up to 4 
m egabytes per minute on PCs and com
patibles. Subsystems include 7" or 101/2" 
streaming tape drive, tape coupler card and 
DOS compatible software. for more informa· 
tion, call us today! 

OllRLSTRR* 
9621 Irondale Ave.. Chatsworth, CA 91311 

Telephone: (818) 882-5822 

Circle 294 on Inquiry Card. 

:il'OTl.IGllT: OJ:SIGN &. OE\'El.OPMt" IT • 

PADS SETS 

THE STANDARD 


for CAE/CAD design on Personal Computers 

Complete thru-put logic capture and board design 
functionality Including: 
• A true multi-sheet database for Schematic cap

ture with hierarchical design capablllty 
• Both automatic and Interactive PCB layout tools 
• Most complete set 	of autorouters for Analog, 

Dlgltal and SMD designs 

• Cam 	outputs including database ASCII In and 
ASCII Out format 

• 	NEWT PADS-2000, board designs with no sys
tem limits. 1 micron database, copper pouring, 
T-routing. Workstation capability at PC prices! 

Call today for a free demonstration package, and 
for your local Authorized PADS Reseller. 

rn" fl.11 / lnsodeMA. (508)486-8929

~1,{ "'fiJDJf · °"':'"..'.:!oo.:!s-~:: 

Circle 324 on Inquiry Card. 

9 Track Tape Subsystem 
for PC/XT/AT/386/PS2 

Best Quality • Lowest Prices 

800/1600/3200/6250 BPI 


CALL 1-800-266-4827 


Laguna Data Systems 
26941 abot Road 


Laguna Hill s, CA 92653 

Tel : 800-886-4827 

Fax: 714-367-0508 


Circle 302 on Inquiry Card. 

Circle 77 on Inquiry Card. 

QICPAK & SCSIPAK 

Cartridge & Tape Conversion 


Vogon's QIC-02 and SCSI PC-based salulions 
provide access lo lho widest range of Micro, Mini, 
Mid-Range ond Mainframe Cartridge and Tope 
Dato, with options for user developed software. 

Cartridge/Tape Formats 
1/ 4 " . (QIC-11 to QlC-525) DOS/UNIX (TAR, 

RBAK), S/3X, AS/ 400 (READ and WRITE) 
1/ 2" . IBM/ ANSI Lobelled/Unlobellod 
3480 . IBM lobellod 
DAT & EXAllYTE - IBM & UNIX Syslems 

Interchange Facilities 
Conversion from one type of cartridge or lope to 
onolher, Media duplication, DOS Dola to IBM or 
UNIX Systems, IBM or UNIX Sy>1ems to DOS. Used 
by Accounlonls/ Audilors, COM Bureaus, 
Conversion Companies, Software Houses, PCB 
Manufaclurers ond Mony Oihers Worldwide. 
In 1he USA cooled Computer Peripherols Unlimited 
on 602·774·3 IOI or FAX 602-773-9183. 

VO S ON 

VOGON ENTERPRISES UMITED 

9• [o,thomfUr.od lood , WoliiW,ghoni:, 
&erlu.hire RO 11 2.JO lnglond 

Tel: 44 • (0 ) 734714'11 / 190042 • fAJt: 44 t (0) 734 890040 

Instant 

Microcontroller 


Instant C Programming 
Don't use a microprocessor,use a SmartBtock•M 
microcontroller module to build your custom 
controller. Our $195 Interactive Dynamic C™ 
development system makes programming easy. 
3.5 x 2.5 inch module includes microprocessor, 
memory, time/date clock, eeprom, watchdog, 
serial ports and more. As low as $59 In quanlily. 
The elliciency of a custom design without the 
headaches. 

Z-World Engineering 
1724 Picasso Ave.. Davis, CA 95616 USA 


Tel : (916) 753-3722 

Regular Fax: (916) 753·5 t 41 


Automatic Fax: (9 t 6)·753·0618 

(Call from your fax, requesl dala sheet #14.) 


Circle 317 on Inquiry Card. 

Circle 333 on Inquiry Card. 

286/386/486 RACKMOUNT SYSTEMS 

RMS286 $549 

RMS386SX S895 


RMS386-33 $1435 

RMS486 $2070 


Rackmount Motherboard Systems Include: 

Rackmount Enclosure • IDE, FDC, 2-Ser. Par 


200W PS - 275W Optional • 1.2MB or 1.44 MB FOO 

Motherboard with t .OMB Memory • 1year warranty 


Also available 

15 Modoles of Rackmount Enclosures 


20. 18, 14, 12 or 8 Slot Passive Backplane Boards 

486, 386. 386SX or 286 Slot CPU Boards 


Rackmount Monitors · Super VGA, VGA. Amber, B& W 

Rackmount Keyboard Drawer with narrow 101 Keyboard 


11'W"~·~·~,. ...,..•llE"'..~ .~ ,~.~ 
TECHllOLOCY I/IC. 

2468 Armstrong St. • Livermore, CA 94550 
Tel (415) 447-2030 • Fax (415) 447-4559 

Circle 334 on Inquiry Card. 

Little GiantTM 
New! Tiny GianfTM 

C Programmable Controllers 

Develop your 

products fast IUse 

our miniaturecon 

trollers with paral· 

tel 110 , solenoid 

drivers, AJD and 

DI A conveners , 

real lime clock , 

watchdog ,LCD In· 

1erface. RS232/485 serial ports. built-in power sup· 

ply and much morel Applications range from indus· 

lriat control to da1a acquisition. Our $195 interac

tive Dynamic c rM development system makes 

programming easy. We atso have design·your

own·board core modules as low as $59 ln quantity. 


Z-World Engineering 
t 724 Picasso Ave., Davis. CA 956 t 6 USA 


Tel: (916) 753-3722 

Regular Fax: (916) 753·5141 


Aulomallc Fax: (9t6) 753·06t8 

(Call from your fax. request data sheet #18.) 


Circle 318 on Inquiry Card. 
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Single Board 
Computers 

..-: .. -- ~, 

I • • . ·11 : 

! • • 11. '".· ... .:........_ . ·. 


Powerful V-53 CPU Card 
Runs DOS & AT object code from Rom. 
Large program and ram disk space. 
Small, 1ow power for embedded use. 

NEC V-53CPU12/16mHz, Norton 20. 
4mb Ram, 2mb Rom, 512kb Sram (batt.). 
AT fingers for Bus Expansion. 

5 S<!rial, 2 parallel ~rts clock, watchdog. 
Base card ha 1 senal, 512kb ram. 

$ 399 q-1 KILA 
303-444-7737 

Fu 303-786-9983 6SSH•wth<>m A\'<llould..-COSOOOI 

Circle 328 on Inquiry Card. 

EM320 
m n m m m m o 

DEC VT320 Emulation for 

Microsoft Windows 3.0 


• 132 Column Display 
• Cut and Paste 
• Double-high/wide Characters 
• Windows Style Help 

· Local or ANSI Color 

•Automatic Window Sizing 
• Interrupt 14 Support 
• Kermit File Transfer 
• Modem Dialer/Phone Book 
• Command Language 

Diversified Computer Systems, Inc. 
(303) 447-9251 FAX(303) 441-1406 

Tektronix 4105101 Emulation also available 

Circle 291 on Inquiry Card. 

Write us ..· . so they 
won't call you 

Many people enjoy receiving infor 
mation about products or services in 
their homes by telephone. 

But if you want fewer phone calls 
from national advertisers, we can help. 

Tulephone Preference Service can ef
fectively reduce phone calls from na 
tional advertisers. And, it's absolutely 
FREE. just send us your name, full ad
dress, area code and phone number. 
We'll tell participating national adver
tisers to remove your name from their 
calling lists. 

After all, they on ly want to tal k lo 
people who want to listen. 

Telephone Preference 
Service 

Di rect Morkcting Association 
11 West 42 Street. PO. Box 386 1 
New York City. NY 10163-3861 

ROM Based 

AT Systems 


Diskless on the PC Bus 
Develol' Code with standard PC tools. 
Burn DOS & AT object code from ROM. 
BIOS, Utili ties, Source code provided. 

Passive backplane for expansion 
Use standard off the shelf PC/ AT cards 
Floppy, keyboard, video, printer option. 

Complete ""Ready to Run" Systems. 
0 - 5 slots, DOS on ROM. Floppy option. 

$ 579 and up. 

303-444-7737KILA 
Fax 303-786-9983 6SS Hawthorn M e Douldc:rCOSOOOI 

Circle 329 on Inquiry Card. 

ICS 

DYNAMIC RAM 

SIMM 4Mx9 80 ns 
SIMM 1Mx9 60 ns 
SIMM 1Mx9 80 ns 
4 Mblt 4Mx1 80 ns 
4 Mblt 1Mx4 80 ns 
1 Mblt 1Mx1 80 ns 
41256 2ss1<x1 100 ns 
41256 2ssKx1 120 ns 
44256 256Kx4 80 ns 
4464 64Kx4 100 ns 

EPROM 
27C4001 s12Kx8 150 ns 
028F010 12eKxe 150 ns 
27C1000 12eKxe 150 ns 
27C512 64Kxe 120 ns 
27128 16Kx8 250 ns 

STATIC RAM 
1 Mblt 12eKx8 100 ns 
62256LP 32Kx8 100 ns 

SAT DE:L OH 

FtJ>O OA1>EM 

,."'.,~~. 
111"' 111.00 ..,1• 
f£O.D: coo •BO) 

PROMPT DELIVERY!!! 
SAME DAY SHIPPING (USUALLY) 
OUNmTY ONE PRICES SHC7NN kw SEPT. 21. IHI 

4M Board for hp LJ 's w/2MBS125.00 
185.00 
57.00 
48.00 
25.00 
34.00 

4.95 
1.95 
1.75 
5.50 
1. 75 

~or UPS CASH COO 
MICROPROCESSORS UNLIMITED. INC. 
~e~s~~.~~· (918) 267-4961 
No minimum ordei. $1 lor~ rnaierta!s 
~ ano insw1nee 8.ltra.. 

Circle 304 on Inquiry Card. 

EARN YOUR COLLEGE DEGREE AT HOME 

B.S.&MS. 

In Computer Science 
Get the opportunity and earning power a 
college degree confers-without leaving home 
and without spending thousands of dollars. 

• Approved for tuition reimbursement 
by leading corporations. 

• ALL COURSES BY CORRESPONDENCE 
• Most courses inleractive 
• Approved Ada course available 
• Qualified instructors 

available on AMERICAN 
telephone help lines INSTITUTE 

Phone: 1-205-323-6191 --1-
FAX: 1-205-328-2229 COMPUTER 
2101 BYXMagnoliaAve. SCIENCES 
Suite 200 
Birmingham, AL 35205 Tht kirlinK ttlr<<f"'"""" 

Circle 273 on Inquiry Card. 

Industrial PC 

Solutions 


Reliable, Affordable and Flexible 

Rack Mountable PC-Bus Chassis 

~ lllllflllllll ·~\~~~II 

- -

• 19" chassis, 12-slot passive backplane 
• Up to 4 drives, 200W UL power supply 
• Dual-fan cooling with removable filter 
• Security door, vibration proof hold-down 

clamp, dual keyboard connectors, 0 - so• c 
• Slide rail option, heavy duty steel, 19"x22"x7" 

1286/386/486 All-in-One CPU Cards I 

• All-in-one design: 2 serial, 1 parallel, 
IDE/Floppy control, 80x87 socket, speaker 

• Keyboard/video enable and disable option 
• 286-16: 360K ROM disk, watch dog timer 
• 386-33: watch dog timer, 486DX or 486SX

I Solid State SRAM/EPROM Disks 

• Two drives per card, 1.44 MB per drive 
• Auto bootable, DOS compatible 
• On-board EPROM programming circuitry 
• SRAM backed up by rechargeable battery 

ICard Cage, Backplane and more ... I 

• 8-Slot card cage with hold-down clamp 
• For PC or industrial power supply 
• 5-slot node chassis, 150W power supply, 

space for 5_25• and 3-5" drives 
• 19" rack mountable monitor kit 

Free 120-page reference guide 
for your system & OEM needs 

1310 Tully Rd., San Jose, CA 95122, USA 
USA & Canada: (408) 293-6786, FAX 293-4697 

Other Countries: FAX 886-2-91~566 
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. '• -..,,._ , ..,. 
v9~cE MAllJ•TEl.EMARKETING 

CAI.I. PROCESSING 
· LevPowe~lne transform your PCIXT/AT/386 

ll Into a mulll·llne vnif.6l:>rocessinll comman4 
- ce nter. Have you~mputer tntelllgenlly
!Z process your sales, Inquiries and mes· 
g· t. • sages. Complete package. 

'1 Single-line (BlgrrOuth) •. $295.00 
~ Multl·Llne ..............$995.00
i (0.V.~~~~~1."t~~~c~~,..1 

~ (415) 522·3800 • (800) 688-TALK 
§ FAX : (4 t5) 522·5556 ,...._,...Q 
o ~~L~~~Jz~~.~~~G~~~ 

EP-1140 E/EPROM PROGRAMMER 
$895.00 

t/ Supports ovor 1000 El t/ Lifetime FREE soft.Nore 
EPROMs & microconuo\lc:m updotcsvio24-hour88Sond 
lnclud;ng full programming ol US Moil 
oncryplion 01roys for 87C51 v U5cd by General Motors. 
fom ;ly dovkes. Loc khood Loral IBM 
v Support> NEC's 27CBOO 1, Compaq Mognov~x ath. 
8·Mbit EPROM a nd oil en ' ' 
27C2d0, 4 · Mbit 16 bit v Porollol in1or fo co ond 
EPROM> , 5;nglo oxecu1oblo file for 
V Qual1fiod and racom· cosy updatos 
mendod by Intel, Notio na l v Coll 1·800·225·2102 
Semiconductor, Signetics and for o literolure pockot a nd a 
othors demo disk 

BP~ 
10681 Hoddington • Hov>ton, TX 770d3-3239 

PH : {7 13) 461.9430 • FAX (7 I3) 461 ·7413 

SEE US AT WESCON·BOOTH 1532 

16·BIT RESOLUTION 
ANALOG·TO·DIGITAL 

CONVERTER 
12,000 SAMPLES/SEC 
for IBM PC, XT & AT 

SINGLE PIECE PRICE 
$475 

We manufacture a broad line 
of data acquisition and control 
hardware and software for Apple 
and IBM computers. 

Call for quotes on custom 
hardware or complete systems. 

LAWSON LABS, INC. 
74 4th AVE. W.N. 
KALISPELL, MT 59901 
800 321 ·5355 or 406 257·5355 
FAX 406 257-5572 El 

Circle 310 on Inquiry Card. 

Get rid of trial and error! Now, any user and any 

professional can buy attractively priced testers 


which will find many faults in the shonest 

possible time. They are so easy to use, you can't 


fai l · even if you don't use them every day. 

Ask for Catalogue no. 90. 


Now you can get PC interface 
cards with o ical isolation 

This is always imponant where high reliability 

and protection against varying'poteniial levels 

and distant lightning strikes are required. W&T 

cards are compatible with normal ones, and are 


avai lable for RS232, RS422 and 20mA. 

Ask for Camlogue no. 50. 


Fax uiries IO l-30S·351·9099 

W&T Products Corp. 

2209 E 54th Strttt 

Ft. Lnuderdalc, FL 33308 

Phone 1-800-628-2086 

Fax 1·305-351-9099 


Circle 119 on Inquiry Card. 

UNIVERSAL PROGRAMMER 

EPROM 
8748/49 
87C51 ... 

$475 

EEPROM 87C751 

5ns PALS 

4 Meg EPROMs 

16 bit EPROMs 

Parts added at your request. 

FREE software updates on BBS. 

J. 

Powerful menu driven sohware. 


Link Computer Graphics, Inc. 

360 Passolc Ava.. r 100. Fairfield. NJ 07004 

... TEL: (2011808·8990 
FAX: (2011808·8786 

Circle 323 on Inquiry Card. 

MOOEL 9000 

(E)(E)PROM/MPU PROGRAMMER 


• 
• 

• Up To 57K Baud 
• QuickPul e & lntclligcm Algorith ms 

Order Toll Free 800-282-GTEK (4835) 

,_ OEM & Draltr 

~ T E K ...INC. lnqulrlts Wtlcomtd! 

DEVELOPMENT HARDWARE & sonwARE 

P.O. Box 23t0 •Bay St. Louis, M 39521-2310 U ..A. 


Fu 601-467-0935 

Mlssl lppl & Technical uppon 60 1-467-8043 


Circle 295 on Inquiry Card. 

I 

200 MHz Logic Analyzer 

• 200 MHz max sampling rate 
• 24 Channels Timing and state 
• 16K samples/channel 
• 16 Levels of triggering 
• 3 External Clocks and 12 Qualify lines 
• Varible, TIL, EGL threshold levels 
• FREE software updates on 24 Hour BBS 

S 799·LA12100 {100 MHz) 
S 1299·LA27100 (100 MHz) 
S 1899·LA27200 {200 MHz) 

Prlco 1$ compla10. Pods and SOftwaro Included 

J. 
Link Compuler Graphics, Inc. 
369 Passaic Avo.. #100, Falrtleld. NJ 07004 

... TEL: (2011808-8990 
FAX: (20 1) a:J8·8786 

U/1ra fr1s1! 
Programs Eproms {up to 4Mb), 
EEproms And MPU's 

Circle 303 on Inquiry Card. 

Data Acquisition Processor™ 

Onboard lntctligcnct For IBM PC/XT/i\T/386 
• 16 MHz SOC 186 for generut processing 
• 20 MHz DSP5600 t for digiml signal processing 
• Sustained digiml signnl processing of tO MIPS 
• FFT and FIR fi ltering without programming 
• Acquires analog and digimt inpu!S to 235K sis 
• Buffers and processes inpul da1a as required 
• Updates analog or digital ou1pu1S 10 250K sis 
· Over tOO commands without programming 
.. Custom commnnds mny be written in C 

Call for FREE Demo Diskette 

(206) 453-2345 
MICROSTAR 2265 116th Ave. N .E. 

Bellevue, WA 98004LABORATORIES., 
FAX (206) 453-3199 

Circle 305 on Inquiry Card. 

VIDEO FRAME GRABBERS 

MODEL RESOWTtON 
HRT 25&4 256 x 256 x 4 495 
HAT 256-8 256 x 256 x B 795 
HAT 512-8 512 x512 xB 995 
HAT 5t2-24 5t2 x 512 x 24 1995 
• IBM f'Cl)(f/AT COMPATIBLE 
• DIGITALIZE IN REAL TIME 
• COMPOSITE VIDEO IN 
• 24 BIT RGB OUT except model HAT 256-4 

t6 level gray scale out 
• SOFTWARE LIBRARY OF IMAGE ANALYSIS ROUTINES 
- FREE SOFTWARE UPGRADES TO REGISTERED OWNERS 
· FULL CREDIT ON UPGRADE PURCHASE IN FIRST YEAR 

RETURN OLD BOARD ANO JUST PAY OIFF~RENCE 

HIGH RES TECHNOLOGIES 
P.O. BOX 76H RT LEWISTON, N.Y. 14092 

PHONE 416·497·6493 FAX 416·497·1636 

Circle 330 on Inquiry Card. Circle 331 on Inquiry Card. Circle 298 on Inquiry Card. 



Circle 271 on Inquiry Card. 

WlllTE or CAl.l lor YOUR FREE 
COMPREHENSIVE 8 6 8 
ELECTRONICS CATALOG TODAY! 

Pages and pages of photographs 

and illustrated.descriptive lexl 

lor B&B'scomplete line ot RS 
232 converters, RS-422 con

verters. ament loop convert· 

ers.adapters. break-out box· 

es.data switches. data spl~-
ters,short haul modems. 


:::~t~~t ---.,_.;;:.,.,J 
FCC Part 15J. Your RS-232 needs 
for quality, service and compelitive 
priees will be more than met by B&B TODAY a SAVEi 
ELECTRONICS.Manulaclurer lo you, no mld
dlemanl Money-back guarantee! Same-day 
shipmenll One-)t!ar warranty on products! 
Tedvlical support is available. 

Write For Your FREE Catalog Today! 

B&B ~!~~!!~!!!!~~ 
4000 Baker Road P.O. Box 1040 • Ottawa, IL 61350 

Phone: 815-434-0846 

Circle 321 on Inquiry Card. 

Advertise your 

computer products 


through 

BYTE BITS 

(2 11 x 311 ads) 

For more information 
call Mark Stone at 

603-924-2695 

BYTE 
One Pheonix Mill Lane 

Peterborough, NH 03458 

Circle 372 on Inquiry Card. 

Compact & Versatile 

8051/8052

Microcontroller Board 

For Production Applications 


• Low IXJ\vcr CMO te<..hnology 
• Only l .S "x.iLS" '"'ith mounting hole.. 
• SupfXlfl S RS232 nr RS4R5 
• B~tllcr y· bJc.:kcd RAM !tOtkel 

• 'vVa1chdog limcr and powcr·iad in1c11up1 

c1rrui1 ry 


• l'or.i ll •1110: 4Y, 8-bit 110 pom 
• ConfigurJble for all ~nown b~ te-wit.ledcv1u.... 
• 4 Jumpcr-Sclcct.1blc Memory M.1ps 

603-469-3232 • FAX: 603-469-3530 
CJ// for detJiled brochure ,.md qudntity pricing 

(J Binory Technology. Inc. 
·~ S' • 1·c Sn • 01 • ' J\eliO&"\ r~ OJ/10 :me~ 

IEEE 488.2 

Hardware for IBM PC/AT. 


Micro Channel, Sun, 

Macintosh, DEC, 


and NeXT. 


Software !or DOS, 

UNIX, VMS, menu-driven 


and icon-driven environments. 


IEEE 488 extenders, analyzers, 
converters, analog 110 , and digital 119. 

Call for your free IEEE catalog 

lOtech 

IOtech. Inc.' · 25971 Cannon Road 

Cleveland. Ohio 44146 • (216) 439-4091 

Circle 299 on Inquiry Card. 

World's most 

popular, expandable, flexible 


Multi-User Online 

Bulletin Board 


System 


$59 

The Major BBS® 

STARTER SYSTEM FOR 2 LINES 
Includes electronic mail, 


releconferencing, file upload/download, 

SIG messaging & file areas, 


classified ods, and much more.' 


CALL NOW 
(305) 583-5990 

0GALACTICOMM 
VISA I MasterCard I American Express 

Circle 293 on Inquiry Card. 

SuperSound.. 

,..=:---·=-~""'":.. LOW-COST, EASY 
l!!i~T ;.,., J-1,%!!'., ••11 ,.- DigitalAudio 

_ 1 • ~~ Authorin~1 
't' 1 1 .'! •;:;. ,,;,;;,,; Workstation 

·~ . ~~er.O I MonoHHOW•r• 
t:1 lt.thlon r,_SJ• t..... ~-... ~ • onfyS17t/SUi 

- I 

Developers •• Windows 3,Toolbook, 

Visual Basic use our DLLs to Create 

SuperSound, Sound Blaster, Covox, 

Disney Sounds;lmporLMac, Amiga 


IBM-PCDOS DIGITAL AUDIO 

from onl~ $20 .;:::::;:; $239 • $640""".'::"' 

Pro Qualil~ Software I Hardware 


30 Oat Monet ack Guarantee II not Sallslled 
• JUST L KE HAVI GA CASSETTE TAPE RECORDER IN A PC. 
• Fastest, easl11t Edltora wlih the most features lor lho prlc:e. 

: ~~~C!:.~:~Yw:.;:f:nwa1~~"r~~~~~-~~~~: Lu.;r,::~ 
• No Edra Charg• lot T~nlcal Support on our ptoducla. 
OEM Dovelopua: Add audio hardware (ICs I ModulH / cards) 
to your product starting at $3 / S12 / S36 lor ArA 8 bh OUAUTY, 

$6 1$25 I $79 for near FM QUALITY (unit prices et 100 unlls) 
b:z: Slllcon Shack Ph:408~46-4521 FAX: 408-446-5196 

4760 Casllewood Dr., San Jose, CA 95129. 
Technical lnfo./Orders: 800-969-4411 

.Uk for 1-"Rt-:E PKO DUCT CATALOG. .,,___.._ 111t'.r1:.u1 : u.,...,.,._,_-::.J .p;111o. l11..c. Trl:(O.H?72·S!" l'AX: ("Jan.1.?. 1" _ ____.. _,=--~._LY...__, 

Circle 309 on Inquiry Ca.rd. 

Computer 

Images 


800 Toll-Free Credit Carel Signup. 
Then use same 800 #to Download. 

!-Boo-GO-MODEM 
Or use direct dial 64 Line BBS at 

(503) 697-5100 8/N1 

SuperVGA 1024x768x256 

ASTRONOMY• NATURE• SCENIC • 

GRASP •AN/MATOR • 3D STUDIO 


MOVIES • SOUND • GAMES • 

TARGA • UTILITIES • IMAGE 


CONVERTERS 


Event Horizons Commercial BBS, 
thousands of images and 
movies . Quality Color Super 
VGA/VGA/ EGA. 1200/ 2400 bps 
$1 O/hr., 9600 bps $40/hr., 800# 
$6/hr. extra. Also Professional 
Image Scanning from prints or 
slides to disk. 

No Modem? Order our Mail 
Image Library with samples $9. 
World-wide shipment. Info voice 
line 503 -697-7700. All credit 
cards accepted. Same day 
shipment. MS-DOS syste ms 
only. 

Event Horizons 
311 Ave. B, Ste. 209 


Lake Oswego, OR 97034 

Voice 503-697-7700, 

BBS 800-466-6336, 


or BBS 503-697-5100 
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STOP! Spending Days 

Trying to Interface 


Your Electronic Equipment 

to a PC ... 


USE THE 

CMODU~~ 
SIMPLE 


PLUG fi PLAY 

MODULE 
 ONLY $149.00 

• Interface your system to any IBM PC 
or compatible, through the parallel port 

• No interface card required 
•Comes with Easy-To-Use software 

drivers for C, Basic, Pascal and Assembler 
• Perfect for test equipment, data 

acquisition, education and training 
7212 Canyon Hill Way 
San Diego, CA 92126 

1~19-571'r-5678 

Circle 319 on Inquiry Cord. 

Announcing
Flow Charting~ 3: 

Powerful 
newfeetures

for greater speed, 
flexibility, and 
ease-of-use! 
• Single·page,rnulli· 

page or canvas charls
po rl rail or la ndscape 

• Cuslorn fonls supporl high 
resolulion laser and 24  pin dol 
rnalrix prinlers 

• 35 slandard shapes, 10 lell lonls 
• Suggesled relail price:only S250 

PATION &PATION 
Sof 1ware Corpora11on 

See your dealer today! Or, fer a "live" 
interactive demo disk, call: 
800-525-0082, ext. 1211. 

International: 408-778-6557, ext. 1211 . 

Circle 306 on Inquiry Cord. 

SUPERPRO™ 

UNIVERSAL 

S\JPERPRO PROGRAMMER 

$795 

ePrograms PAL, EPLD, GAL, PEEL, 
FPL, E(E)PROM, Flash EPROM upto 
4Mbits, MICROs, & Bipolar PROM 

•Tests TILJCMOS Logic, D/S Memory 
•High speed parallel interface card to 

IBM PCtxr/AT/386 
ePulldown menu-driven Software 
•Fast Device Update on user's request 
•40-pln GOLD ZIF socket 
•Lifetime Free Updates (BBS) 
•User Device Library Generator (option) 

XELTEK 
764 San Aleso Ave. Sunnyvale.I. CA 

(408)745-7974 (800)541-1915 

~· 

The Ideal Keyboard covert 
Protect your computer and ellmlnate down
time caused by llQUld spills, contaminants, 
environmental hazards, etc. with VIZIFLEX 
SEELS - the only keyboard cover that: 
• Remains securely In-place during the 

operation of the keyboard and will not 
Interfere with computer performance In 
anyway. 

• Is designed to ''Form-flt" to the exact con· 
tours of the keyboard to provide superior
tactile sensitivity &feel for Individual keys. 

• consists of u1traflexn1 material, a trans
parent, flexible "film" which allows all 
·markings· to be clearly visible. 

VIZIFLEX SEELS are the only keyboard covers 
for your computer! 

Circle 315 on Inquiry Card. 

• 	Rugged, Supcrfast, All Silicon Hard 
Disk Replacemen1 That Works Where 
Hard Disks Fail. 

•	 On Board BIOS. No Drivers Needed. 
•	 Up To 30 Megabytes Of Non-Volatile 

Memory. 

Order Toll Free 1-800-282-GTEK (4835) 

,_ OE.M & Dtaler 

'ml T E K ·. INC. Inquiries Wtkomtd! 

OEVELOPMEST HARDWAR E&: SOFTWAR E 

P.O. Box 2310 •Bay 1. Louis. M 39521-2310 U.S.A. 


Fu 60 1-467-0935 

Mis I lppl & Ttthnlul uppon 601-467-3048 


Circle 296 on Inquiry Card. 

Cross-Assemblers rrom sso.oo 

Simulators from s100.oo 


Cross-Dlsassemblers from s100.oo 

Develooer Packaqes 


from S2od.OO(a $50.00 Savlng'S) 

Make Programming Easy 
~=~~;8o~~1~g:f5JJ~:'fi~hpowerful 

Get It Debugged- FAST 
~~~~<dwarolsflnlsh«l. Dobugyoorsof1ware 

Recover Lost Source! 
~=~=:=:c:nlldpyoure-crea1othooriginaJ 

Thousands Of Satisfied Customers 

Worldwide 


=~~.~:&.quaf•y sofu11ons for 

Processors 

Intel 80'8 m.I a)5, "'* ac:se,1"'51le 


F.r£~ it~,me~ 
.~~='9QU!f•M OtJ'~. ~~ra 

For fnlormtUon Or To Order Call: 

PseudoCorp 
716 Thimble Sho.lls llkd. Su.ilc E 
N~rt News.. VA 23606 

(804) 873-19-17 FA.\'.:(804)873-2154 

RACKMOUNTCOMPUTERS 
• 802 6, '386 or'486, P BUS 
• Six enclosure model available 
•Built-in color or mono monitors 
• Motherboard or pa ive backplane 
Also: mon it ors, keyboards, printers 

RECORTEC 
1290 Lawrence Sta. Rd. Sunnyvale, CA 94089 
Tel: 1-800-729-7654 Fax: 408·734-2140 

Circle 322 on Inquiry Card. 

PC/AT Dual port Comm. Coprocessor 

GMM Products Are 
All Mode In USA. 

GMM Sync2/CCP 'M 

• High Performance 16 bit Microprocessor. 
• 80X86 code compalible. 
• 1 or 2 Serial Pons wilh Full Duplex OMA. 
• Uses 8530 or 85C30 SCC chip. 
• 256k Oual Ported RAM (512k, 1 Meg - optional}. 
• Bk, 16<. 32k, 64k Window Size (Programmable). 
• RS232/RS4WRS485/V.35. 
• SOURCE CODE OEBUGGER Kil Available. 

Other PC/AT & PSl2(MCAJ 8530 based producrs av&1ablo 

E.xt1emoly Competltivc Pricing. C<all IOt 1ddltfon11l lntormaUon 

(714) 752-9447 

FAX (714) 752-7335 

Circle 327 on Inquiry Card. 

New 9 Track Tape 

Software - Free Demo 


TapeWare is a new, exceptlonally friendly 
user interface for most popular 9 track 

tape controllers. No more typing 
filenames, botched backups or one-at-a
time Ille transfers. Call for FREE DEMO 

DISK. See for yourself. We also supply 9 
track hardware and software up to 6250 
BPI which Includes TapeWare. Compare 

before you buy. 

AKSystems Inc. 
81Bn09·8100 (v) 818/407-5889 (fax) 

Circle 316 on Inquiry Card. 	 Circle 332 on Inquiry Card. Circle 285 on Inquiry Cord. 



Circle 83 on Inquiry Card. 

9,600-38,400 bps 
MODEM ... $169 

NOW you can afford a SPEEDMODEM... The CHAMP .. has a raw 
speed of 300 - 9600 bps and 4:1 data compression for throughput 
up to 38,400 bps. Dynamic Impedance Stabilization• provides 
robust performance on noisy telephone circuits. The COMBO "" 
adds 9600 bps send/receive, full -featured FAX with VOICE MAIL 
upgrade ... total communications capability-<mly $279. Both come 
with a 30-day money back guarantee, 5-yearwarranty and made in 
USA. BYTE magazine said our 2400bps modem was "a real 
dea1•• ... well we've done it again I See for yourself.. . ·318sp.102 

4os132-4500 CALL NOW 800 228 6648 FSX408732-4570 

fs'2 TAPE IAacuPs 

Simple Setup For OS/2, DOS, NOVELL 
Netwate Server-Based Tape Solutions System Capacity Price 
ti Backup & Re tore of both Server AT 525 MB $2l08 

& LocalWork ration Disks AT 2.2 GB $4584 
ti 8mm .He.lican canor PS/2 i-o MD $2037 

1/4"Cartridge Tape Technology PS/ 2 2.2 GB $4722 
ti High Performance & Security 


through direct tmnsfer due to server-based installation. 


DOS &Netwate Workstation Sorutions Sy!>"tcm Capacity Price 

ti 15 MB/minute transfer rate AT 
 $823 

II SCSI-2 Interface AT 


250Ml3 
$1035 

ti Installation On Workstation Performs PS/2 
52' MB 
250MB $950 

Both Server & Local Disk Backup PS/2 2.2GB $3905 
ti Full or Selective Thpe Backup 

ecording Sessions 

$1228 
$1545 

~-~--~-~ 

ti Quick File Access for Fast Locate &Restore 
ti Tmnsaction Database for R

OS/2 &LanManager Tape Solutions 
ti Full upport for Lan Manager & l~n 


ti Support for HPFS 

ti Presentation Manager Interface 

ti Can Reside on Server or Workstation 


Disks Tapes Optlcals 

Plug &Play Storage Solutions From Petiso/ 


800-447·8226 

Fax 408-9884431Tel:408-988-2232 

Call for Our ~plete Product catalog 

OVEMBER 1991 	 • BYTE 421Circle 275 on Inquiry Card. 

Circle 272 on Inquiry Card. 

THE FASTEST 80486 & 80386140 MHz 

15 Mips, FASTER THAN EVEREX STEP & ALil 


FEATURES 
• 64/256K Wri1e Back Cache 
• Burst Mode Design 
• Shadow Ram on Video & Bios 
• 64MB 32 Btt Memory Expansion 
• Baby size with Eight Expansion Slot 
• Unix, OS/2 & N<M!ll 100% Compal ible 
• One Year Full Warranty 
•Made In USA 

Complete Desklop System with 
t .2 MB Floppy, HD/Fl oppy Controller, 

101 Keyboard and 4MB Memory 
48&'33 64K 15.2 1295 1495 
486125 64K 11 .4 1195 1395 MODEL BASE MONO VGA 
486/20SX 64 K 9. 1095 1295 486133 1895 2070 2345 
386140 64 K 9.8 695 895 486125 1795 1970 2245 
388/33 64 K 8.3 625 825 488125 1695 1870 2145 

MODEL CACHE MIPS OK 4M 

0 256K Cache Available 	 386140 1295 1470 1745 
388133 122:5 1400 1675S-U-P-ER_T_O_W_E_R....,I 

· Fee. UL & CSA Approval 
'Tower Add $200 & Hard Disk Available 

386SX with IDE/2S/1 P 

5288 BOARD 

Qty. 5 	 386SX-16 ...................... ................ 230 


386SX-20 ...................................... 269 


386SX-25 .. .................................... 289 


BARE BONE SYSTEM UUFCC B 

386SX-16 ... ... ...................... .... .... ..370 


386SX-20 ............. .......... ....... ....... .409 


386SX-25 ................... ................... 699 


• 250 Watt UlJPower Supply 
HARD DRIVE• Dual Fans 

• Double Security Lock 
QUANTUM IDE 52MB 21 5

• Wheels I Caster 
QUANTUM JOE 105MB 339 • Fron1 Display Panel 

• Excellence For UNIX & NOVELL Server QUANTUM IDE 200 MB 699 
• UPS Optional 

47273 Fremon1 Blvd., Fremont, CA 94539
TECHNOLOGY POWER ENT., INC. Tel: 41!Hi2J.3818 Fax: 41!Hi23-3840 

VOICE MASTER KEY® SYSTEM II 
VOICE RECOGNITION & SPEECH RESPONSE 


FOR IBM PCJXT/AT/386, PS/2, LAPTOPS, COMPATIBLES 


.-1 

• 5 Half Ht. Drive Bay 
• 2 Full Ht. Drive Bay 

FOR PRODUCTIVITY, PRESENTATIONS, SOFTWARE DESIGN, 
ENTERTAINMENT, LANGUAGE TRAINING, EDUCATION, MORE ... 

SPEECH/SOUND RECORDING AND PLAYBACK. Desklop Audio sound ediUng 
allows you lo create cus1om sound applicallons. Variable sample rate (to 20 KHz) and 
compression levels. A four·voice music synthesizer is included also! 

VOICE RECOGNITION TSR utilily allows you to add voice command keyboard 
macros to your CAD, desktop publishing, word processing. spread sheet. or 
emenainmen1 programs. Up to 64 voice commands In RAM at once- more from disk. 

HARDWARE SYSTEM con1ains buill-in speaker with separa1e volume and tone 
controls, external speaker and headphone jacks. Enclosure made of sturdy vinyl-clad 
S1eel. Attaches 10 parallel primer porl wtthout affecting normal primer operation (U.S. 
Pa1en1 4.812.847). Headset microphone, printer cable, 9 volt AC adapler {11 0 volt 
UlJCSA listed). and comprehensive user manual included. 

QUALITY THROUGHOUT. MADE IN USA. ONLY $219.95 
ORDER HOTLINE: (503) 342 -1 271 Mon-Fri , 8 AM to 5 PM PST 

Visa/MasterCard, company checks, money orders, CODs (with prior approval) 
accepted. Personal checks subject 10 3 week shipping delay. Specify compu1er type 
when ordering. Add S5 shipping charge !or delivery Jn USA and Canada. Foreign 
inquiries conlact Covox for C&F/CIF quo1es. OEM configurations available. 

:JO Q4 Y MONEYBACKGl.VIRANTEEIF NOT COMPLETE£ Y S4TISFIEO. 

@ 

CALL OR WRITE FOR FREE PRODUCT CATALOG 


C:OVOX iNC. 	 TEL (503\ 342- 127 1 
675 Conger Streo1 FAX (503 342- 1283 
Eugene, Oregon 97402 BBS (503) 342 -4135 

Circle 96 (RESEWRS: 97) on Inquiry Card. 



8051 IN-CIRCUIT EMUlATOR 

NICE-51 
FROM 

$ 950.00 
I ~ 10 1J W. fil i tlf 

l•l'lt llTI Ul,IOOfl 
.., ,tJIOUl11111"°"'9on 
oltlV 01 'f OUf dt~<t 't 

'''°"'"'' I SFr; Cocit J.\tmcw., Eo t• n.iD1·1, lnt111\11 
Oa11,lnd l!.. tActdrns U11 o.dutclf'l' ...,.,..W 

~t¢.:ICl~ lnt h.ol tcl'Ml'ltc1IOI 

Circle 311 on Inquiry Card 
(RESELLERS: 312}. 

TUP-300 

$ 695.00 
I Pro;r1rN,.,...,."Olf'llQl't 

ttitlNl• ttto41Y 
Ptei;r~ PlD . ,. .. GA L. ff\. 
U\D, l"f:n. M.u MAC>4 I. 
[(tf"!()M (LC)ID1 t•f'IWIEPROW, 
SOIClll PROM, MfU !17)0C , 68XX , ZS, 
PSD 30 1 ..1. 

I co~e" OP, Pl.CC. arP ll'ld PGA with a to a.i. 
p1n1. 0tn;1110Qrlll\IT\ll\Vtdtot1111'llll.iblt.el'° 

I E.PR OM (J.UAT IOIH telb'ltV 

I THU 09UI ICt •'IC DAA~1 IS M.Sf' 
ldlcKn~I 

I Flff IOtl'• .. \4ldllH ..0 N''ll' OIYKt:!i 

idd.:ll.OOl'lf'°"""' 

• c~· ~ 

ROMX·2XL 
EPROM EMULATOR 


• Reduces Development Time. 
• Emulates Thru Megabit Eproms. 
• Battery Backed, Autoemulate. 
• Communications Software Included . 

Order Toll Free 1-800-282-GTEK (4835) 

OEM & Ota/tr 
lnqulrlts Wtlcomtd!(:a T E K ' 

• INC . 

DEVELOPMENT HARDWARE & SOFTWARE 

P.O. Box 2310 •Bay St . Louis, MS 39521-2310 U.S.A. 


Fu 601 467-0935 

llnls<lppl & Ttthnkal Suppon 6014117-8043 


Circle 297 on Inquiry Card. 

IMAGING CARDS 


Complete software 
• Real time grab/display 
• PC/XT/AT/386 compatible 
CV-512 Advanced 8 bit board . 512 x 
480 or 256 x 240 (4 images). in/out 
LUTS. 4 inputs, "ping pong" buffers, 
24 bit RGB output $795 

CV-02 256 x 240 x 8 bits. 2 inputs, 
cursor. 24 bit RGB output $495 

CV-03 6 bit CV-02, 8 bit output $395 

ControlVision ~1k·: : · 
P.O. Box 596. P1tts/Jurg. Kansas 66762 
8001292-1160. 3161231-6647 

Circle 287 on Inquiry Card. 

New Schematic and PCB Software 
With support for extended and expanded 
memory, HiWIRE II can handle your most 
demanding schematic and PCB designs 
quickly and easily. The unique HIWIRE 
editor allows you to display and edit 
schematics and PCBs simultaneously, us
ing the same commands for each . HiWIRE 
II is $99S, and is guaranteed. 

\\'INTlm c 11orpora on 
1801 South Street, Lafayette, IN 47904 

(800) 742-6809 or (317) 448-1903 

Circle 335 on Inquiry Card. 

2@&>'1~1~ 
388SX1...,1!99.1S: 
UPGRADE! ~ 
Affordable! Slotless! The Evergreen 
386 SuperChip rr can convert your 286 
IBM, Compaq, or AT compntiblc to a 
386. Run Windows3.0in the enhanced 
386 mode, utilize MS DOS 5.0's 
Loadhigh and Devicchigh programs. 
Speed up your processor (increase on 
an AST Premium 286 using Orton 51 
version 4.5 goes from 11.2 lo 15.6!). 
Ma th accelerator boa rd nlso ;iv.nilable 
for your 287 Math Coprocessor. 

1-800-733-0934
Evergreen 

Technol119les 

1325 NW. Ninlh Slteet 

CoM!ls. OR 97330..isos
•(5 03) 757-0934 

FAX: (503) 757-7350 


Circle 326 on Inquiry Card. 

Circle 313 on Inquiry Card 
(RESELLERS: 314). 

iJ 

FRACTAL IMAGE 

COMPRESSION 


P.OEM™ fractal image compres 
sion is a revolutionary technology 
that can turn millions of existing 
PCs into powerful image proces
sors by providing: 

• Ultra-high compression 

• Software decompression 

• Resolution independence 

Developer's Kits and custom R&D 
available. Join the future of Image 
compression! Contact Iterated Sys
tems today at (404) 840-0310. 

lt•r•ted Sy•tema, Inc. 
S550A Peachuee Pkwy .. Suite 650 
Norcross. GA 30092 

TM (404) 840-0310 FAX: (404) 840-0029 

Circle 300 on Inquiry Card. ' 

Serial , Modem , & Bu s 
Stand Alone Ability 
• Laptop & Handheld 

PC & MAC Cards 

NEW FREE 272 PAGE DATA ACQUISITION 
& CONTROL HANDBOOK FOR IBM PC/XT/ 
AT, PS/2 AND COMPATIBLE COMPUTERS 

• A/DBOARDS 

• SIGNAL CONDITIONING 

• COMMUNICATION 

f • INDUSTRIAL CONTROL 

'SOtrl 100AY '"' mua riff 212 PAGE MITWm 
DA1A ACOUIS1110N & COHrlOl IWIJllOOK 

iij#llllili1 METRABYTE 
440 Myles Standish Blvd., Taunton, MA 02780 
(508) 880-3000 TLX: 503989 FAX: (508) 880-0179 

Circle 301 on Inquiry Card.Circle 292 on Inquiry Card. 
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CAT~LOG SHOWCASE Advertisers:Formore,KI ~ 	 Information contact Ellen 
Perham at (603) 924-2598. 

Gemini Marketing, Inc. Intel Iigent Instrumentation 


Gemini"--

Hooleon 


Hot Software - Cool Prices 
Free catalog is your introduction to the 
world of Shareware! Try literally thousands 
of IBM-PC-compatible programs before you 
buy them! Gemin i's fa ll catalog details a 
wide selection of programs, from games to 
business applications, word processing to 
graphics (none more than SJ .00 per disk) 
that can help you get more out oi your 
computer. Call Gemini Marketing today for 
you r copy of this comprehensive cata log. 

206-788-4295 FAX: 206-788-071 7 

Circle 336 on Inquiry Card 

CUSTOM KEYBOARD PRODUCTS 
Improve productivity and reduce training 
time by having your software commands color
coded and imprinted on your keyboard. 
Custom keys, SnapCaprn Keycaps, custom 
imprinted keylop and keyfronl labels, 
templates, plus ne·w macro devices and custom 
keyboards. WordPerfect and 5250 Emulation 
KeyCaps for IBM 101-keyboard; relegendable 
keys for IBM®, Cherry®, Wyse® and 
KeyTronic® ; Keytop Label kits for 
WordPerfectrn, DisplayWriteT", Data Entry and 
language conversions. Call for FREE catalog. 

602-634-7515 FAX 602·634·4620 
Order Hotline 1·800·937-1337 

Circle 338 on Inquiry Card 

PC Data Acquisition and Control 
Intelligent Instrumentation, a Burr-Brown 
company, provides an OVef\liew of its broad line 
of products for data acquisition, lest, 
measurement, and control applications in this 
20-pase brochure entitled Personal Computer 
Instrumentation. Products covered in this free 
brochure include flexible analog and digital If\'.) 
boards, easy-to-use application software, 
software drivers, IEEE-488 (GPIB) interfaces, and 
signal conditioning and termination products for 
PCIXT/AT, PS/2, and Macintosh II computers. 

Intelligent Instrumentation, 1141 W. Grant 
Road, MS 131, Tucson, AZ85705. 

602-623-9801 FAX: 602-623-8965 

Circle 337 an Inquiry Card 

Pro-TecT Computer Products 
Pro-tecT,n11 "The Keyboard Protector• 

All computer keyboards are vulnerable, open to Pro-tecT ~ 
attack! Dust, food, liquid, spills, "A DISASTER 

"The Keyboard Pro1ec1or" WAITING TO HAPPEN." 
Pro-tecT Computer Products, the leader In 

Computer Protection, has designed a trans
parent, flexible, durable custom keyboard cover 
that remains in place during keyboard use! 
Highest Quality Keyboard Protector available on 
the market today. or full refund guaranteed! 
Available for most popular keyboard makes and 
models. When ordering always specify keyboard 
make and model. List $24.95. 
Toll-free 1·8oo-669-7739 Fax 801 -295-7786 

f aode rs Circle 341 on Inquiry Card 
Resellers Circle 342 on Inquiry Card 

Lyben Computer Systems 
Computer Supplies and Accessories 

a l Discount Prices 

O ver 4000 Items 

93% of Orders Shipped Same Day 


M any Hard· to·Find Items 

30-Day Return Policy 


A unique catalog company \Vith a personal 
touch. Circle inquiry number to receive a free 
I 04-page Introductory Catalog with spec ial 
offers. Our regular catalog is 228 pages. 

313-649-4500 FAX 313-649-2500 
1150 Maplelawn •Troy, Ml 48084 

Circle 340 on Inquiry Card 

Specialized Products Co. 

Electronic tools and test equipment 
Color, illustrated 250-page catalog details 
comprehensive selection of tool kits, test 
equipment, telecom equipment and 
datacommunication products . Special 
emphasis on in-house and field service. 
Indexed catalog shows digital multimeters, 
breakout boxes, oscilloscopes, BERT testers, 
hand tools and extensive selection of 
instrument and shipping cases, plus over 50 
standard 1001 kits. Complete specifications 
and prices are provided for all products. 

Specialized Products Company, 
3131 Premier Drive, Irving, TX 75063 USA 

214·550·1923 FAX 214·550·1386 

Circle 343 on Inquiry Card 

Intel Development Tools 
Choosing the right architecture for your 
embedded design is one of the most 
important decisions you face today. For 
successful embedded mlcrocontroller devel
opment, Intel offers you a complete line of 
emulators, compilers, debuggers and much 
more for the MCS"'-51, MC~-96, i960™, 
x86, lntel386TM, and lntel486T" families of 
Intel architectures. 

Call or write us for your free copy of our 
Development Tools Catalog. 

Intel Corporation, Development Tools, 
5200 N.E. Elam Young Parkway, JFl-15, 
Hillsboro, OR 97124. 

1-800-674-6835 or fax 503-696-4633 
Circle 339 on Inquiry Card 

National Instruments 

Instrument Control and Data Acquisition 

Free 1992 catalog instrumentation 
products for PCs, workstations, and more. 
Features IEEE-488.2 interfaces and software, 
plug- in data acquisition boards, VXlbus 
controllers, DSP hardware and software, and 
signal conditioning accessories. Application 
software for complete acquisition, analysis, 
and presentation of data, including graphical 
interfaces. Application tutoria ls and training 
classes also detailed. 

National Instruments, 6504 Bridge Point 
Parkway, Austin TX 78730 

512·794-0100 FAX:51 2-794-8411 
1-800-433-3488 (U.S. & Canada) 

Circle 349 on Inquiry Card 
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THE BUYER'S MART 

A DIRECTORY OF PRODUCTS AND SERVICES 

THE BUYER'S MART is a monthly advertising section which enables readers to 
easily locate suppliers by product category. As a unique feature, each BUYER'S 
MART ad Includes a Reader Service number to assist interested readers in 
requesting information from participating advertisers. 
Effective January 1, 1991. 
RATES: 1 lssue-$675 3 issues-$625 6 lssues-$600 12 lssues-$525 
Prepayment must accompany each Insertion. VISA/MC Accepted . 


AD FORMAT: Each ad will be designed and typeset by BYTE. Advertisers must 


furnish typewritten copy. Ads can include headline (23 characters maximum), des· 

criptive text (250 characters is recommended, but up to 350 characters can be 

accommodated), plus company name,address and telephone number.Do not send 

logos or camera-ready artwork. 

DEADLINE: Ad copy isdue approximately 2months prior to issue date. For exam· 

pie: November issue closes on September aSend your copy and payment to THE 

BUYER'SMART, BYTE Magazine, 1Phoenix Mill ~ne, Peterborough,NH 03458. 

For more information call Joseph Mabe at 603-924-2656. FAX: 603-924-2683. 


ACADEMIC COMPUTING 

Transputer Education Kit 
Get started with Parallel Processing 

$396 
Kit Includes roady-to-use PC add-In board wt1h T400 
transputer, 1MB of RAM , and PC ln1or1ace. Compfete with 
Oceam2 and C compilers. assem~er, source-level debug
gers. example programs. and 1500 pages ol documentation 
(incl. schematics). Expand~el 

Computer System Architects 
950 N. University Avonue, Provo UT 84604 

(800) 753-4CSA (801) 374-2300 FAX t801) 374-2306 

Inquiry 701 . 

ACCESSORIES 

RADIOACTIVE? 
Plol 11on )'OIJr PC wi1h The RM~ RADIAllllN MOHITOfl 


Serial or prlnler - Deleas: Al.PHI. • sm•G.IMJIA • X-RAY. 

Miatlll, 1000 mos Ille l'!$Olu1lon ol sundltd oeloer coiners. 


Extden1 lot U>cllno RAOOll GAS. Find ......._New: \lersiOn 2.6 

Plot • BICi<GIOUlld • Cosmic Roys • Clou!s • foods 


can/Wr11e 10< PC MAGAZINE l!vlew. • !SR • GM Tube 

VI SA/MC/EURO Pl>one orders. NOi aallsfled? Fun refund. 


Tel/Fax: (302) 655-3800 

Aware Electronics Corp. 


P.O. Box 4299. Wilming10n, DE 19807 $149.50 

Inquiry 702. 

CUT RIBBON COSTS! 
Re-ink your printer ribbons quickly and easily. Do all 
cartridge ribbons wilh just one lnkerl For crisp, black 
professional pri nt since 1982. You can choose from 3 
models: Manual E·Zee Inker - $3950 

Electric E·Zee Inker - $9450 
Ink Mas1er (Electric) - $189.00 

1000s of satisfied users. Money-back guarantee. 
BORG INDUSTRIES 

525 MAIN ST.. JANESVILLE. IA 50647 
1·800·553·2404 In IA: 319-987·2978 

Inquiry 703. 

KEYBOARD, VIDEO, MOUSE 

Extension with EXTENDER 

Splitting with COMPANION 


Swllchlng with COMMANDER 

Boosts signals up10 600 feet. Conlrol up to96 PCs with 
one keyboard and monitor. 

CYBEX CORPORATION 

2BOOH Bob Wallace Avo.. Huntsvlllo, AL 35805 


Phone 205·534.0011 Fax 205-534--0010 


Inquiry 704. 

ANTI-LOCK-UP PRODUCT! 
(SYSTEM WATCH) 


The ansv.!r lor any unattended PCs In use 24 hours a day. 

SYSOPs-1/0ICE MAIL. elc. Checks CPUtM! ry 30 sooonds and 

raboo1s upon no slgnal. lraides board. sollwal!& cables. (board 

does not use PC slot) TWENTY MINUTE INSfAll.AllON. Re· 

quires lnlemal 1!·5e1 ~Nilch . Visa/MC $159. ('IOI. prices Mi.) 


STREETWISE SYSTEMS 

1600 S. Dixie Hwy., Boc a Raton, FL 33432 


800·654·0910 


Inquiry 705. 
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ACCESSORIES 

HEWLETT PACKARD 
Buy - Se/I - »ade 

Lastr Jtt 111110 Cdot Pro (7.uo) 
Wit 2000 2 Meg#' Meg upgradH HP.7550A 
Desk Jel Draft Pro OXL/EXL 
Rugged Wrher Drattmaster I/ti 
EJectroatatle Plotters Ct600 {0 Sb:t)IC 1601 (E Sl:e) 

Sclfncil .-CC.Ssories Corpon1.lon Sonic Oigltlutl 
311• •.a· (27SOJ eo· • 12· (31751 

T. E. Dasher & Associates 
41 17 Second Ave. S., Birmingham, AL 35222 

Phone: (205) 591-4747 Fox: (205) 591-1108 
(800) 038·4833 

Inquiry 706. 

VOICE MAIL TURNKEY SYSTEMS 

ANO ACCESSORIES 


• StatfH>l.uio.M \\>ice Mail/Call Processing Sysloms
Ready IO GO! 

• Etforlletsly process your sares, lnqulrles, and messages. 
• COMPLETE SYSTEMS (Expandable 10 16 lln11) 

from 11485 
• COMPLETE LINE of \.bice Mall .OCCessories and Sohwwe. 

VOICE WORLD TECHNOLOGY 
43 Monie Vista, Suite 2, Oakland. CA 94611 

Phone: 510-655-6020 Fax 510-655-6038 

Inquiry 707. 


ARRAY PROCESSORS 


SCIENTIFIC ACCELERATOR 
25 MegaFLOP Floating Polnl Array Processor with 
256K+ static memory. Easily programmed by call· 
Ing 598 routines from your C, FORTRAN, or Pascal 
PC programs. 512 x 512 FFT 1.18 secs. Single slot 
board with soflware: $2,495.00. 

EIGHTEEN EIGHT LABORATORIES 
1247 Tamarlsk, Boulder Cily. NV 89005 
Tel: 800-888·1119, Fax: 702·294-2611 

Inquiry 708. 


ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE 


LISP llke never before... 
Affordable! 

Softwal! Engineer v.2.0 is the mosl l)O'M!rlul USPfor Wind""5. 
11 v.as designed lo pul the power ol USP into lhe hands of 
Individuals. II Includes alexl edltoi adialog box designer and 
an Icon edilO< Funelionai ly Includes: OOP, Sland·aiOne exe·s. 
adebuooer. ODE. Menus. Windows API calls and ••·line help. 
Sug. Relall $249.95 
Raindrop Software Corporation 
845 Arapaho Road. Suite 105. Richardson, Texas 75081 
(214) 234· 2611 Fax: (214) 234-2674 

Inquiry 709. 

BAR CODE 

LABELING SOFTWARE 
On EPSON, IBM, OKI dot matrix or U.SerJet. Flex· 
Ible design on one easy screen. Any format/size. 
Up to 120 fields/label. 18 lext sizes to 3'readable 
at 100·. AIAG , MIL-STD. 2 of 5. 128, UPCIEAN . 
Code 39. Fiie Input & Scanned logos/symbols 
(PCX)-$279. Other programs from $49. :JO.day 
SS back. 

Worthington Data Solutions 
417·A Ingalls SL , Soru. Cruz, CA 95060 

(408) 458-9938 (800) 345·4220 

....... 


BAR CODE 

BAR CODE READERS 
For PC, XT, Ar. & PS/2, Macintosh, and any RS-232 
terminal. Acts Ilka 2nd keyboard, bar codes read 
as keyed data. With steel wand- $399. Top rated 
In independent reviews. Works with DOS. Xenix, 
NCM!ll, Alloy, -ALL software. Lasers, magstripe, & 
slot badge readers. 30-day SS back. 

Worthington Data Solutions 
41M lngolls SL. Sanla Cruz. CA 95060 

(408) 458·9938 (800) 345-4220 

PORTABLE READER 
Batler)'-operaled, handhold raader with 64K static 
RAM, 2X16 LCD display, 32·key keyboard, Real· 
Time-Clock. Wand or laser scanner. Program 
prompts and data checking through Its a.vn key
board. Easy data transfer by RS·232 port or PC, 
PS/2 keyboard. Doubles as On-Line Reader. 3Q.day 
$$back. 

Worthington Data Solutions 
41 7-A lngall1 SL . Sa!la Cruz. CA 95060 

(408) 458-9938 (800) 345-42.20 

PRINT BAR CODES/BIG TEXT 
FROM YOUR PROGRAM 

Add bar codes and big graphics characters to your 
program. Prlnl from ANY MS-DOS lenguage. Bar 
codes: UPC, EAN. 2 of 5, MSI, Code 39. Epson, 
Oki, IBM dot malrlx text up 10 Y,". LaserJet up to 
2". Font cartridges not required. $179-$239. 3Q.day 
SS back. 

Worthington Data Solutions 
41M lngolle St.. Sa"'1 Cruz. CA 95060 

(408) 459.9939 (800) 345-4220 

·I 

BAR CODE READERS 

Keyboard emulation for PC/XT/AT & p512·s, all 

clones and any AS·232 Terminal. Transparent 

to your operating system. Available with Steel 

wands, Lasers. Slot & Magstripe Readers. Same 

day shipping. 30·day money·back guarantee. 

One-year warranty. Reseller discounts available. 


AMERICAN MICROSYSTEMS 

2190 A Regal Parkway. Euless, TX 76040 


(8-00) 648-4452 t817) 571·9015 FAX (817) 685-6232 


BAR CODE PRINTING SOFTWARE 
• MS/PC DOS SYSTEMS 
• 9 & 24 PIN DOT MATRIX 
• H·P LASER JET/PLUS/SERIES II 
• MENU·DRIYEN or MEMORY RESIDENT 
• CODE 39, I 215. UPC AIE. EAN 8113 
• BIG TEXT & BAR CODE SOFTFONTS 

AMERICAN MICROSYSTEMS 
2190 A Regal Parkway. Euleu. TX 76040 

{BOD) 648-4452 (817) 571-9015 FAX (817) 685-6232 

tr 
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AMERICAN MICROSYSTEMS 
2190 A Regal Pal1cway, Euless, TX 76040 

(800) 648-4452 (817) 571·9015 FAX (817) 685-6232 

BAR CODE 

PORTABLE BAR CODE READER 
Battery operated. handheld reader with 64K RAM, 54 key
keyboard, roal·lime clock. 2X16 LCD display,and bUh·in 
calcutator. Supports WAND.CCD, and LASER. Built-in~<> 

P~~~5&'Ws multip1er~~i1~i=.= 
HAYES compatible m~JO.DAY MONEY·BACK 
GUARANTEE. 

BASIC CLIP MUSIC 

300 Songs &Sounds + 180 Pg. Book 
Th• EliTtR-lalner makes your PC a fun jukebox and 
teaches you many ways to be creative with computers. 
Its fun musical projects are great for beginners, yet It 
teaches even pros how to put music In their OB or C 
apps. Source code ls Included. Ply no tuyllitlu. Needs 
"""" 2.1 or later. Specify 35• or 5.25" disks. S46 + 

CAD/CAM 

CONVERT CAD FILES TO THE. FINISHED PRODUCT
* Cut. route. or engrave )')Ur CAO drawing files Into wood , 

plastic. or metal.
* Kr.AM so ftwa re scales )')Ur drawing to most automated 

table sires and resolutions.
* Our CAlllCAM controller operates stepper motors, 

solenoids. or rotary knives. b* Table sires available from 12" x 12" to 200' x 100' 

BAR CODE READING SOFTWARE 
KNOW.WEDGE eliminates the need for cumber· 
some and cosily hardware wedges. Simply plug a 
wand, laser, or CCD Into a game port and scan. 
Works with any program and Is available for UPC, 
EAN, and CODE 39. A serial port version Is 
available for Laptops and Notebooks! OEM and 
reseller Inquiries Invited. 
COMPUTER RESOURCES GROUP 

629 Sllvordalo Dr., Claremont, CA 91711 
VOICE: (714) 624-1734 BBS: (714) 626-1054 

Inquiry 710. 

PC-Wand Bar Code Solutions 
Bat codes asa easy using our FUU Una of n>ade<S & prinlaro. 
They plug & play with your existing CPUlprinterAermlnels/ 
software sy11em1 ln your office, SUlle. ltuek. factory Of 
watohouao. ITS' bar code DOS programs print on matrix 
or laser prlntera. 30 day refund, 1 year warranty. 
OEMl\IAA/ DeaJor dlacounts. 

lntematlonal Technologies &Systems Corp. 
655-K North Berry St.. Brea, CA 92621-Western USA 
13 Welwyn Court, Richmond, VA 23229-Eastern USA 
(800)220-IU87 (71')900-1880 (8'Ml741-8725 JFAX)H0-2503 

Inquiry 711 . 

PC BAR CODE SPECIALISTS 
Bar code readers designed for fast , reliable, Cost· 
effective data entry. They emulate your keyboard, 
so scanned data looks just like It was typed lnl 
Choose from stainless steel wand, laser gun. card 
slot raeder, end magnetic stripe scanner. Also, 
po.yerful Bar Code and Text printing software. Graat 
warranty. Generous dealer discounts. 

Seagull Scientific Systems 
15127 N.E. 24th, Suite 333, Redmond, WA 98052 

206-451-8966 

DATA INPUT DEVICES 
Bar Code, Magnetic Strlpo Roadors & SmartCard Eneocler/ 
Reader tor mlcrocomputens & 1ermlnaJs. Including IBM PSl2 
& ochenl. DEC, Macintosh, AT&T, CT. Wyse. Wang. All ntadors 
connect on tho keyboard e&b'e & are transparent to all soh
ware. UPC & 39 print programs. magnetic encodero. & por· 
ta.b*e readers are alto avaJl&bkt. 

TPS Electronics 
4047 Transport, Palo Alto, CA 94303 

415-856-6833 Telex 371-9097 TPS PLA 
1·800-526-5920 FAX: 415-856-3843 

Inquiry 712. 

VARIANT MICROSYSTEMS 

BAR CODE READERS DELIVER 


WANDILASER/MAGNETIC CARD CONNECTIVITY 
• ~wedges (ltUmal/Ex!emal) lor IBM PCOCTW; PSl2 

and portables. 
• RS232 wedges for WYSE, Unk, IOmtron terminals 
• Bat code and label printing software 
•Full two-y8ar warranty 
• 3D-Oay Money-Back Gu1'8ntee 
• Extensive VAR/Dealer Discounts 
3140 De La CNz lllwl., SAi1e 200/Santa Clara. Cl 95054/(408) •188> 
801MBB-4BAR FAX: (415) 823·13n 

Inquiry 713. 

S4 s&h (Europe, Canada & Mexico s&h• S8. other&• 
$11, 1st class elr). For faS1 V1SAIMC orders, call: 
(800) 727-4140 Money-back gu1rantee. You'll love 1111 
Pill Mu!lc: Soltwe. E. !ni Snon, Spokn WA 'B2l1T (509) 483-2114 

Inquiry 714. 

PCB & SCHEMATIC CAD-$195 
"EASY-PC" for single-sided and multilayer boards 
to 17" x 17• with up to 1500 ICs including surface 
mount. Phenomenally fast and easy to use. Over 
9000 copies sold. Needs PC/XT/2861386 HERC/ 
CGAIEGANGA. Output to laserjeUlnkJeVdot matrix 
printer, pen-plotter, phote>plotter and NC Drill. Not 
copy protected. VISAIMC/AMEX welcome. For full 
Info circle Inquiry Hor contact us direct. 

NUMBER ONE SYSTEMS LTD. 
Harding Wft, St. 1111~ HunUngdon. C.mbs, En~and. PEt7 4WR 

Tel 011-44-480.81 ne Fax 011·44-48-494042 

Inquiry 715. 

VIEW CAO DRAWINGS 
Sl~lnVIEW Allows non-CAD users to view Au1oCAD 
OWG, DXF & llPGL files on PCs. Print, Plol. attach notes 
and hyper~ink between files. Change views and layen>. 
Accurate! Query databases to locate & highlight objects 
on the screen. 
Also. linkable Slrfln VIEW/l.IB allows developers to add 
viewing capabilities to their own applications. 

Slrlln Computer Corporation 

225 Lowell Road, Hudson, NH 03051 


(603) 595-0420 Fax (603) 595-7779 


Inquiry 716. 

CAD MAPPING/GI$ 

Custom Line JYpes 
"Universal C-llne" Is for all DXF files: lmbed text, 
blocks, shapes; "flow" patterns along the path of 
all types of polylines (2D, 3D, arced, splined, etc.); 
weed dense polyllnes. 

(800) 663-8045 (604) 266-5380 
M. Sllnn Engineering 


3158 W. 32nd Ave., Vancouver BC VSL 2C1 


Inquiry 717. 

CAD/CAM 

STEPPER MOTOR CONTROL 
FROM APRINTER PDRTI 

Indexer LPr softwareNEW VERSION 2.1 $249 
VISA/MC 

• Controls up to slx motOJS simuhaneousty 
• Llneat and Cltculat lnterpofation. 
• New features to 1ccomrnoda1e machine conuot 
:~"'~!,.~!::'· Super Manual. 


CoJ)niDn. 1122 """*' Ne. 


Ablllty Systems ~1~~fs151667.(lJS 

Inquiry 718. 

CAD/CAM Developer's Kit 
Save months writing AutoCAD ADS or 

standalone CAD/CAM applicatlonsl 

(617) 628-5217 I t 

Bulldlng Block Software 
PO Box 1373 Somerville, MA 02144 

Inquiry 719. 

CALL for free demo dllk 
KERN ELECTRONICS 
318 South Jtti91'10n, Wadena, MN 56482 

(218) 831-2755 FAX (218) 831·2319 

Inquiry 720. 

CLIP ART 

... 12.000 Dover Clip-Art Images 

... Less than 2.S; per Image 

... Available for IBM and Macintosh 

... Priced at $299.00 

... Ask about our FREE player offer 

Inquiry 721 . 

COMMUNICATIONS 

SDLC, HDLC AND X.25 SUPPORT 
Use Sangome hardware and software to proYlde 

cost effective, robust and easy-to-use SOLC, HDLC 
and X.25 llnks from MS-DOS. UNIX, PC-MOS, etc. 

All raal time communication functions performed 
by intelligent co-processor card. • 

Full function SNA emulation packages also 
available. 

Sangoma Technologies Inc. 
(416) 474-1990 

Inquiry 722. 


COMPUTER INSURANCE 


INSURES YOUR COMPUTER 
SAFEWARE Computerowners coverage provides 
replacement of hardware, media and purchased 
softwera. As little as $49 a year covers accidents, 
theft, power surges end more. One call does It ell. 
Call 8 am-10 pm ET. (Sat. 9 to SJ 

TOLL FREE 1-800-848-3469 
(local 614-282-0559) 

SAFEWARE, The Insurance Agency Inc. 

Inquiry 723. 

COMPUTER SYSTEMS 

$29 MATHCHIP EMULATOR 
$19 SUPER PASSWORD SYSTEM 
FREE with comptoto systom purch&Md. System Incl : 1M 
RAM, 1.2M FO, 40M HO. 2S/1p. monitor. MGP. 10/KB. CASE, 
PS and 1yr wamn1y • 286-12 system 564.5 • 388SX-18 ~ 
tern S790 • 386-25 l)'llem $995 • 386-33 system S1065. 
System Upgrades add: \/GA KIT $2SO, SOM HO $125, 120M 
HO S200. CALl FOR OTHER PRICES. 

MULTIX, INC. 
4203 Beltway Dr.. Suite 7, Dallas TX 75244 

Tel: (214) 239-4989 Fax: (214) 239-6826 
We accept Uaatef'Catd and VlSA 

Inquiry 724. 

"LOOK" - LOW PRICES ON 
• Upgradable CPU Processor Systems 

• Name Brand Peripherals 
• Laptops/Notebooks and more 

5 year wananty on ell computer systems 
Call or Circle Inquiry 

OFF Computers 
3818 Main Sueet, East Chicago, IN 46312 

Sales I (219) 397-8439 
Visa, MasterCenl kcepted 

Inquiry 725. 
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CONCENTRATORS 

Concentrated Value In An Ethernet Hub 

Only $895 For 18 Ports 


• Convert WordPerfect documents to
• 16 UTP RJ-45 Ports TeX, LaTeX or PageMaker
• BNC and AUi/DiX connectors • Convert TeX or LaTeX to WordPerfect,
• 100% 10Base-T Compliant MultiMate, Word or WordStar. 

Call: 1·800-255-EXOS Fax: 1·703-739·0572 K·TALK COMMUNICATIONS, INC. 

DATA CONVERSION 

CONVERT TECHNICAL DOCUMENTS 

MATH EQUATIONS 


Microdyne Corporation 
Inquiry 726. 

CROSS ASSEMBLERS 

CROSS ASSEMBLERS 
Universal Linker, Librarian 

Targets for 42 Microprocessors 
Hosts: MS-DOS, UNIX, VAX VMS 

ENERTEC, INC. 
BOX 1312, 811 W. Fltth St. 

Lansdale, PA 19446 
Tel: 215-362-0966 Fax: 215-362-2404 

Inquiry 727. 

CROSS ASSEMBLERS/SIMULATORS 
Now unique full-function slmulatorn for the 8096 and 
80C196 conlrollern, featuring ALL MODES of lnlerrupls,
plus lhe HSI, HSO, and ND functions. 
Wo also supf)Olt 1he l!04a/49, 8080l85, 8051/52, and ZBO 
con1rollen1 wllh excellent, reasonably priced Cross 
Assemblern and Slmuta1on1. 

Lear Com Company 
2440 Klpllng St., Ste. 206. Lalcewood, CO 80215 

(303) 232-2226 FAX: (303) 232·8721 

Inquiry 733. 

r,~ 

I 
I CRASHED? 

-. 
I Your valuable data can be recovered! 

• 95% success rate • Fast tum around 
1 • Priority service available • Clean room 

• Servicing Novell, DOS, Macintosh, Unix, 
Xenix, OS/2, Bemoulll, Sun and morel 

ONTRACK DATA RECOVERY, INC. 
6321 Bury DrM, Edon Prllrlo. MN 55348 

1-800-872-2599 • 612-937-5161 

30 West Flrnl Ave. • Columbus, OH 43201 
(814) 294-3535 FAX '(814) 294-3704 

Inquiry 732. 

DATA RECOVERY 

SALES OF NEW, REMANUFACTURED 


AND REMOVABLE DISK DRIVES 


FULL TECHNICAL SUPPORT 


FOOTHILLS INDUSTRIES 
916-933-5780 

Inquiry 728. Inquiry 734. 

~i'
DATA/DISK CONVERSION 

IBM PC •TO• HP FILE COPY 
FASTER EASIER TO USE 
UpdBte version uses windows: Call for free demo! IBM 
PC <tO> HP File Copy allows IBM PCs, PS/2, 
compalibles 10 Interchange files wilh Hewlelt· 
Packard Series 70, 80, 200, 300, 1000, 90005. ,,
Oswego Software 
Box 310 708/554-3567 
Oswego, IL 60543 FAX 708/554·3573 

Inquiry 738. 

'I -~· 

CONVERSION SERVICES 
Convert any 9·track magnetic tape to or from over 
3000 formats including 3'12'. sv. '. s· disk formats & 
word processors. Disk-to-disk conversions also 
available. Call lor mote Info. Introducing OCRScan· 
ning Services. 

Plvar Computing Services, Inc. 

165 Arlington Hgts. Rd., Dept. #B 


Buffalo Grove, IL 60069 (800) Convert 


DATABASE 

NOTEBOOK II 
• Database mgr. for unlimited !ext • Research Notes 
• Inventory • Client p1oflles • Collectables • Full text 
editor • Concept analysis • 12 pages text per record 
• Menu.OrlVlln Interlace • Excellenl IUlorlal • 30-dey 
money-back guarantee. From $189. 

Pro/Tem Software, Inc. 
3790 El Camino Real, Suite 389. Palo Alto CA 94306 

Call loll-free 800/533-6922 FAX: 415/323-0611 

Inquiry 739. 


DATABASE MGMT SYSTEMS 


SQL DBMS FOR DEVELOPERS 
OCELDT'2-THE IOU 11aDBMS library and PfllCO<npiler 
for wrlt;,,g 3GL lj)f)flcotlons v.ith ambldded SOL It's like t>w
lng IBM 's D82 on 110Ur PC! OUR GUARANTEE: Thisls the 
fastest, most power1ul micro DBMS !IOU can get anywhere 
many price "' )OU! money blcl<. Gel 18ferential lnu1grity.got
dynamic SOL. get OCELOT'2 - THE SOLi 
·-32!»a!RAM.00Slt&io-~-

ORDER YOURS TODAYl-Pr~es S1a11 at $19500 ·--- OCELOT COMPUTER SERVICES INC. 
S<Jl!T04fbiallu!lboor.-C!r1/e.Eanorb1.AB.Calada. 13.12Z2 

(403) 121-41117 

Inquiry 740. 

dBASE file Access from C 
C programmers use CodeBase to build multi· 
user, dBASE/Cllpper compatible applications. 
Creale popup windows, pulldown menus, and 
data entry screens. Port between Unix, 
Microsoft Windows and OS/2. 
FREE Demo Disk Call (403) 448-0313 

Fax (403) 448-0315 
Sequlter Software Inc. 

1209, 96U5' ""'· Edmonton, AB. Clnada. TSE SV1 

Inquiry 741 . 

DUPLICATION 

SOFTWARE DUPLICATION 
• DISKETTE & TAPE 
• DOCUMENTATION PAINTING 
• CUSTOM PACKAGING 
• FULFILLMENT 

MEGASOFT, INC. 
P. o. Box 6609, Freehold, NJ on2a 

(800) 222-0490 (908) 462-7628 

Inquiry 742 . 

ii\- I 
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CROSS ASSEMBU:RS 
Mocros. - · >Ith Li1lcer. LllwWn. Acfiust

SIMULATOR/DEBUG PROGRAM 
SlmPe or ~ trtooemQ. Tro Mtmory. 1/0 

DISASSEMBU:RS 
Symbolic, om 1lelds. Setup & Symbol 11es 

EPROM PROGRAMMERS BOOKS 
Miclol'rocessor Prooramn*'o Titles • Most Pn>cesscn sopported 

MICRO COMPUTER TOOLS CO. 
912 Hasting• Dr., Concord, CA 14511 


Toll FrH (eoo) 44:J.-On8 C.111 (510) 125-4200 


Inquiry 729. 


CROSS COMPILERS 


WANTED 
BBX-COMPILER WHICH CONVERTS 

BBX-CODES TO C·LANGUAGE 

conlKt: VERO 
onervemsesteelfM!g, 441 . 9000 Ghent. S.lglum 
PHONE !NTL +3219112216&98 
FAX INTl +32191/22162149 

Inquiry 730. 

CROSS DISASSEMBLERS 

PROFESSIONAL PC SOFTWARE 
NEW: e&OX0/88300 CROSS-DISASSEMBLER 
•ANALYTICCllOSS-O~RS W/lo)J[O l.A86. GENERATION
* RELOCATAlll.£ MACRO CllOSS-ASSEMBURS 
SUPPORT 	FOO SMRC. 8051, 8048, 80llOIS, Z80l150. Z8000, 6800. 

6805. 68al. 68HC11 , 6111Dl. &1Clt , 6311S. 1800. 6500. 65002. 9Dl. 
OTHERS 

• ZS0.8080-8086 SOURCI: TRANSLATION l/TtUTlES 
ORDER TODAY: (408) na-8465 

94006LOGISOFT ~~0:)1W:i!'~NYVALE . CA 

Inquiry 731 . 
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DATA RECOVERY 
Dat8 k>at from 11•• cutrtdgff or 112· tlpe can be 
recowred 11moat every time. We haote helped Banks. In
"'"'""" C<>meantos. Telephone C<>m&:les. Commod;ty 
~::.~~~.~..!'."w.~~e .c:.~:.:.i~ 
tnwsUgW:o~~~~"~t>a,,51•· 

Vogon Enterprises Ud. 
!M E.aslhampslead Road, -~ B<llshlre 0011 2JD ENGLAND 


In Ito USA COfUd tornpullt l'lrlphr111 Uollmllld • &02-n4-3101 

Tai 44+(0)734-784511 or -l90042 Fu 44+(0)734-890040 


Inquiry 735. 


DATA/DISK CONVERSION 


INCOMPATIBLE COMPUTERS? 
We transfer files between lncompaUble compularn, 
dedicated v.ord processOMI and ~rnck tape. Thousands 
of formals are supponed, Including canrldge tapes. 
We're committed 10 cuslomer sallslactlon and quallly 
conversions at affordable prices. Call tor a tree quote 
todeyl 

• 24-hour turnaround available • 

Disk Interchange Service Company 

2 Pat1t Drive • Westford , MA 01eee • (508) 692-0050 

Inquiry 736. 

THE #1 CHOICE 
In disk & tape conversion 


tor many leading corporations. Q0\/9rnmen1 agencies, 

law firms, and companies In fNfKV lndustry-wor1d-wide 


F,.. teat • Satl1f1ctlon gu11'8nteed 


Graphics Unllmlted Inc. 
3000 Second St. Not1h, Minneapolis, MN 55411 

(612) 588·7571 FAX: (612) 588-8783 
1°800°7411-7571 

Inquiry 737. 



Inquiry 748. Inquiry 753. 

EDUCATIONAL TRAINERS 

EDUCATIONAL COMPUTERS 
6802, 8085, and 68000, full-featured monitor, 
asm, xasm, dasm, user's manual, experiments, 
Interfacing, displays, keyboards, etc. Low-cost 
development system . Program from PC. Easy 
to use. From $89. Free catalog. 

MICRO BOARD DESIGNS 
5103 Eastbr0oke Place; Buffalo, NY 14221-4125 

716-633-8613 

Inquiry 743. 

ENTERTAINMENT 

Go, NEMESIS, Go 
Go - a Zen game. So appesllng, ff has endured 4.000 
yea13. So useful, governments study It. 
NEMESIS Go Junior entices novices ol any age. 
NEMESIS Go Master Deluxe satiates the addicted. 
Windows Version 

Chaos Manor User's Choice Award (BYTE/1990) 

Toyogo, Inc. (800) 869-6469 
PO Box 25460-Y, Honolulu, HI 968~ 

(808) 396-5526 lax: (806) 396-4126 

Inquiry 744. 

.,,, 

FINANCIAL SOFTWARE 

BralnMaker: 
" The most fascinating computer soft
ware I've ever seen . •. learn about this 
stuH."John Dvorak, PC Mag. Predicts stocks, 
bonds, sales, Inventories. Comprehensive 
manual. Menus. Only $1951 

Mac version now available 

Free Brochure: 916/477-7481 
California SclenUflc Software 

Inquiry 749. 

FLOW CHARTS 

WINDOWS FLOWCHARTER $129 
RFFlow 2.0 is a professional drawing tool for 
flowchans & org charts. Requires Microsoft Win
dows 3.0. 100 shapes auto adjust In size. Diagonal 
lines and curves. Auto line routing and re-routing. 
Click on a shape to bring up a sub-chart. Move 
charts to other apps. via the Clipboard. Call for free 
trial disk. 

RFF ELECTRONICS 
1053 Banyan eo.in. ID4Jand. CO 60538 

Phone: (303) 663-5787 FAX: (303) 669-4889 

HARDWARE 

EVERYTHING YOU NEED . ••. 
Low prices on Industrial and personal computers, 
monitors, workstations, peripherals, drives, 
modems, boards, LAN & network products. I/Cs 
memory, co-processors, ribbons, software, etc. 

EXPORTAMOS/11 WE EXPORT/II 
Llmatub Import-Export, Inc. 
3590 S. State Rd. 7 Suho t8, Miramar. Fl 33023 

TEL (305) 963-n22 FAX (305) 963-n33 

Inquiry 754. 

PRE-OWNED ELECTRONICS, INC."' 
APPLE ®· II & MACINTOSH ® 

SYSTEMS • PARTS • EXCHANGE REPAIRS 

THANK YOU FOR A 
SUCCESSFUL COMDEX/ 

Call for a Catalog 800-274-5343 
lnt'I : 617-275-4600 • Fax: 617-275-4848 

205 BURUNGJON ROAD • BEDFORD, MA 01730 

Inquiry 755. 

IBM® & Macintosh® 
Parts e Systems e Add-ons 

Shreve Systems Export our Specialty/ 

3804 Karen Lane 
Bossler City, LA 71112 

800-227-3971 
Inquiry 756. 

We Ship Worldwide 

Call for catalog/ 
ln1orn1tlon11 3111-742·2700 

FAX 31.742•2791 

386SX, 20MHZ, 1MB, 2FL, BOMB· $990 
MACINlOSH, IBM, AST, EPSON, ALTIMA, 

NEC, SHARP, HP, HOUSlON 
INSTRUMENTS, ROLAND, 3M 

Call UCC 
213-921-8900 Fax 213-802-0831 

13738 Anesla Blvd. 150, Cerritos, CA 90701 

INTERNATIONAL ORDERS WELCOME 

Inquiry 757. 

HARDWARE/COMPUTERS 

NEW! 20MHz 16-bll FOHTH Slng/1 BOMd 
Controller with Bch 10-bll AID, 3ch B·bll OIA 

- RlRTll COflTlO.Wl lllJ DlllMOGGER- •"•3' llolll .... lbli 

~~,P~olong~~~~~
enwti>ll lJp:,,121(~i'!IOll.-=, k:d,12C=~--..i,m:!Dlg•- · 1!12• RS-232. 

3IX\oA • ""'~--~di 
~. i:~~)~~~-l'llTDI-· 

C4LL NOW FOR OfTAILSI s.IHf-l!tllm 

Sae/lg Company /1/: (716) 425-3753 
European Technofogy tu: (7161 425-3135 

Inquiry 758. 

SDK-386111 * 
•38e Is I trademark of lnt81 Corpor&Uon. Uaad by penniuion. 

BRAND NEW AND AVAILABLE ONLY FROM URDA, 
INC. along with the URDA SDK-85 ond SDK-88 educ.a· 
tlonal trainers and microprocessor davelopment 
system•. The URDA SDK-51will be available next year. 
Other 8, 16, and 32 bit systems are available. 

Phone URDA, Inc. 
1-800·338-0517 or 412-683-8732 

EPROM EMULATION 

EPROM EMULATORS 
An EPROM emulator takes the place ol en actual 
EPROM and allows )'OU to download code to )'OU' target 
system Instead or programming and erasing parts. In 
seconds, )'OU see results! 

Model I (2764-27256, 6-bll, $199) 
Model II (2764-27010, chalnable lor 16132-blt, $349) 

PARALLAX, INC. 
6200 Desimone !line, #69A • Citrus Heights, CA 95621 

(916) 721-8217 

Inquiry 745. 


FAULT TOLERANCE 


No*stop Network 
No"stop Network, the only Level 3 Fault Tolerant 
software product that allows MIRRORED 
SERVERS and CONTINUOUS PROCESSING In 
any PC/LAN. Suppons Novell, Microsoft, IBM, 
Banyan, etc. Any server environment-DOS, OS/2, 
Unix, Weng, DEC, etc. 

Nonstop Networks Limited 
20 Wa1eralde. New York, NY 10010 

212-481-8488 

Inquiry 746. 

FAX/PLAIN PAPER 

FAX·O·MATIC"' 
A recetv&-onty fax which prints out Incoming faxes on 
plain paper through a shared laser printer. 440K
saves to 30 pages. Print faxes at 150 or 300 dpi. Seal· 
Ing snows FOM to recefve any size fax. 2 yr. warranty. 
60-<lay money-back guarantee. $399 

Tall Tree Systems 
2585 E. Bayshoro Rd., Pofo Alto, CA 94303 

(415) 493-1980 PHONE (415) 493-7639 FAX 

Inquiry 747. 


FILE COMPARISON 


A Difference That Muat be Seenl 
Dlff,,.lt"' 

.0.FUI« rflSync ~tM. A Alulfip/e w7Jdc::ard filM&amf parsing, 
fl Mouu &uppott • .0. Mlxtd 4M dHf«Moe output. 6 Ul'llJnWt«I m. 
.u... b. SctolJabMsplirJCtHndl#>l•r. fl. Configufll»l~re 
algorlthm1. o. Conmand ine lnttrlac•. lJ. Pop-(1/) ~ llWM.c». 
6 UM, WOfd •nd H•" ~. A Fal tetM modes. A S.rdt 
lll•drtv...,,,., 
A.qulrq IBM PC or 1~ cornpatlble, 256KB memory, DOS 2.0 
or hJghef, ftoppy or hltd disk. 30-day money-baCk gu11an1H. 
$120.05 (216) 66&<1104 

Double R Software, Inc. 
Rd t Fifth Ave., Valley Forge Man0<, Phoenixville , PA 19460 

FONT 

Meet our NEW "FASE" In the crowd 
• fmtson-lhe-lly forl'lonlPerlect~~t · s..i.ble • lnfinitolll1tel· 
lects • WYSlWYG ~ • suppotts most~ board • ISO 
fonts l1nly • neMU1<-n - • ba3ic l)W<zae includes 35 
iype I fonts • NowftM V30 lntroduciOry alter S79 expires 
1213119t (Reg. $99) 
'lNewNl!el does wtlat the best softwale utilities are supposed 

~0:~·~1~~':.~~,~~cr·i.r~11:~~ur worl< look 
MlcroPress 

•1 Withers?OOO St.. Pr1nceton, NJ 08542 
TEL 908-821-0255 FAX 908-821-5339 

Inquiry 750. 

HARD DRIVE REPAIR 

HARD DRIVE REPAIR 
ALSO 

DATA RECOVERY 
FAST TURNll CALL FOR DETAILS 

H&W micro labs, inc. 
528-C Foreat Parkway, Forest Park, GA 30050 

404-366-1600 Fax: 404·366-0040 

Inquiry 751 . 

CAPACITY MFMIRLl ~ LOWEST 
10-19Mb S59 N.A. DISK DRIVE 
20-29 
30-39 
40-49 

75 
89 

125 

75 
89 

125 

REPAIR 
PRICES 

50-85 
86-120 

155 
195 

175 
225 Jb TKHNOLOOJD, INC. 

~ 121-160 
161-350 

225 
259 

275 
345 

5105 Maureen Line 
Moorpar1c, CA 93021 

Phone; (800) 688--0908 
351-700 NIA 395 FAX: (805) 529-n12 

Inquiry 752. 

HARDWARE 

AWARD BIOS UPGRADES 
Recycle your IBM XT, AT or clone at low cost 
with an Award BIOS ROM Upgrade. Add IDE 
drive support, 31/z" 1.44Mb floppies, Windows 
3.0 support, more. Call for our FREE Catalog. 

KOMPUTERWERK, INC. 
851 Parkview Blvd., Pittsburgh, PA 15215 
ORDERS 800 423·3400 Tech (412) 782-0320 

F-'t' 


Inquiry 759. 
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THE BUYER'S MART 

HARDWARE/CONTROLLERS 

8032 CONTROLLER BOARDS 
3" x 3• CONTROLLER · 32/64K EPROM Socket • 32K 
RAM Socket • 1Wo MAX 232 Serial pons • 1Wo 20·pln 
expansion headers • +5 volt • 8032-$89 • 8052·$109 
DEVELOPER'S SYSTEM· 8 channel 12·blt ND +/-5 
volt • MAX 261 ND lllter • Two 82C55 parallel I/Os 

Power supply Included • 8032-$379 • 8052·$399 
Appllcallon Software Included 


Toi: 800-733-na FAX: 904-n;.nu 

lautrac Sdtm Pmli.lis, ~~ • 5018 - fax p,j • Ju, R. 32210 

Inquiry 760. 

S T E P P E R 
UP TO 8 MDTllR CONTROL VIA COM PORT OR BUS 

Our SA703 ls e 2 axis cont'°'ler. Plug Into PC Bus Of' use ex
ternally with our SA800 programmable controller. The SA700's 
600 mA/coll can bo boosted 10 10 amps/coll wllh tho SA603. 

~:~5to7:l:r!':frl:",!l~~~~~~a~end~~l~~~,r~io:~r~ncc~~~: 
ad lrso. SA703 $149, SA 703C $299, SA603 $149 SA800 $149 

STRADA AUTOTECH INC. TEL: (613) 359-1029 
P.O. Box 188, Elgin, Ont. Canada KOG 1EO 

Inquiry 761. 


INVENTORY MANAGEMENT 


dFELLER Inventory 
Business 1!Mll"lory programs written in modrfiable dBASE 
source code. 

dFELLER lnvenlory $150.00 

Requires dBASE II Of 111. PC·DOS/CPM 


dFELLER Plus $200.00 

wilh History and Purchase Orders 


Requires dBASE Ill or dBASE Ill Plus (For Stockr00<ns) 


Feller Associates 
550 CR PPA. Route 3, Ishpeming, Ml 49649 

(906) 486-6024 

Inquiry 762. t 
JAPAN MARKET 

.--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Looking for Suppliers 
How obou1 entering tht Japonooo morbl? We'd Uka to help 
you. The enormous trade surplus encooragea Jopan 10 pur· 
chase foreign products and !here ~a great demand for com
puler hatdwarO and software. The Japanese m11kot II 8X• 
pandlng worldwide-If this market appeals to you, contact 
uo by lax lodoyl We would apprecia!B catalogs Iha! shooY yoor
produelll clearly. 

Glken Shoji Co., Ltd. 
Fax: BHl52·972-65n Phone: 81 ·052·972·6544 
6f Soat Bldg, 2-l 1-chome. Izumi, Higasl'l-lar, Na!IOl'i •61, Japan 

Inquiry 763. 

LANS 

FREELAN 
Complete LAN solution at LAN CARD price 

• 2user Ethernet Starter ldt fOf S229. lnchxjlng: • Two 8-bit 
Ethernet catds (llidti""") •Two tenninaton and one 15·cable 
• Network Operating System tor f'M:> users. • 2 user Aten et 
Starter Kit for S159. • AddhionaJ user. Etheinot $119, Arcnet 
S84. • LAN cards and NOS separately avallabfe. 

Crystal Computing Corporation 
3140 De La Cruz Blvd. Suite 200. Sama Clara, CA 95054 
Tel (408) 748-0885 (408) 748-0125 Fu (408) 748-0879 

Inquiry 764. 

The $25 Network 
Try the 111 truly low-coat LAN 

• Connect 2 or 3 PCs, XTs, Ars 

: ~~~ :r~~~reu~d >wire cable 


• Runs In background, totaJly transparent 
• Share any device, any file, any time 
• Needs only 14K ot RAM 

Skeptical? We make believers! 
Information Modes 

P. 0 . Drewer F, Den1on, TX 78202 
817·387·3339 Orders 800·628·7992 

Inquiry 765. 
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LANS/SOFTWARE 

NetRunner 
Remote Control Program for just $19.95 
• Control remote computer across WAN or LAN • Run· 
nlng on NetBIOS, Novell, RS.232 and Modem Key· 
board locking • Remote execution • Fiie transler. 
S19.95 per user. $24.95 stoner kit, $99.95 unlimited. 
• Network Operating Syslsm available for $39.95, with 
Fiie/Record locking, Printer Spooling, Peer-to-peer. 
Crystal Computing Corporation 

3140 De La Cruz Blvd. Suhe 200, Sama Clara. CA 95054 
Tel (408) 748-0885 (401) 748-0125 Fu (408) 748-0879 

Inquiry 766. 


LAPTOP COMPUTERS 


SAVEJ I LAPTOPS.NOTEBOOKS I SAVEi 

lOSHIBA • EVEREX • ZENITH • /IJ & T • TANDON 

AST • SANYO • SHARP • BOND'NELL • ALA • LIBREX 


PANASONIC • ALTIMA • LEADING EDGE • FORA 

PACKARD BELL • SAMSUNG • NEC • Tl • COMPAQ 

•We ALSO carry a full line of acceaaorlea • 


Computer Options Unllmlted 
12 Maiden l..allo, Bound Brook. NJ 08805 


CALL: (800) 424·7678 Need Help?: 9011-469·7678 

S-9 M-F S-5 Sat. 6 days Worldwide Sales 


Inquiry 767. 

IBM CONVERTIBLE 
MEMORY-128K $79 256K $225 384K $295 

MODEMS-Standard $15 Enh111ced $175 

CRT ADAPTER-for m>nllors $99 


. 	SERIAL/PARALLEL ADAPTER-$120 
MONITORS-Monochromo St15 Color $349 

~~~:~~.ft'~~· S3~TTERY ...$89 
HARD DRIVES-20 Meg-$495 40 Mog-$695


MORE ACCESSORIES AVAILABLE 

COMPUTER RESET 

P. 0 . Box •81782. Gailond, TX 75048 
Phone (214) 276-8072 BBS I FAX (214) 272-7920 

Inquiry 768. 


LAPTOP PERIPHERALS 


LAPTOP POWER ADAPTERS 
PC and DC Input 

TOSHIBA INTERNAL CARDS 
Fax/modems: 9600/2,00bps. software, acoustic port 
Modems. exp; 2400 q,s, acoustic or aerial pan Modem, 
dadicatad: 2400 bj>s (nol•book.s, T31&3200SX) SeMal 10 
cards: RS232. RS422, SCSI, HPIL. barcods 

Contact us for more Information: 

PRODUCT R&D Corporation (Callf.) 
805/546·9713 Fax 805/546-9716 

Inquiry 769. 

PAYROLL 

PROGRAMMERS TOOLS 

HYPERINTERFACE™ II 
A WYSIWYG editor to generate screen, menu sys1ems 
(Lotus, pull-down, fully-customized, and block-oriented), 
halp systems (topic-oriented and context-sansltive), and 
dela-entrv forms. A screen dalabase manager Is also 
Included for your software development. FORTRAN, C, 
BASIC. Pascal supponed. 

Avanpro Corp. 
P.O. Bax 969. Pacillc Pallsades. CA 90272 

(213) 454-3866 

Inquiry 772. 

DESIGN DIAGRAMMING TOOL 
Create flcmchans, org chans, CASE diagrams, 
complete designs. Easler, faster, and more en· 
joyable than ever. Designed by experienced 
professionals. $329 (30-day refund of course) 
Order EDGE today or call for a free trial. 

PACESTAR SOFTWARE 
4815 E. La Puente Ave., Phoenix, AZ 85044 

(602) 893-3046 

Inquiry 773. 

C and C++ DOCUMENTATION TOOLS 
• C-CAU ($59) Graphlc<rees ol callerlcallad hlarerchy. 
• c-cMT ($59) Create, Insert. update commenl·h'ocks tor 

each funC1 ion, llstlng tunctkms and identlRera used• 
• C-METRIC ($49) Palh complexily, llneslslmts/comments. 
• C.LIST ($49) Lisi , acilon-dlagram, refomtal programs. 
• C.REF (S49) Local/global/parameter cross-reforonce. 
• SPECIAL ($189) All 5 as DOS/OS2 '"C-DOC'" progrom. 

SOFTWARE BLACKSMITHS INC. 
6064 S1 . Ives W~. Mississauga, ONT Canada L5N-4M1 

(416) 858-4466 

Inquiry 774. 


PUBLIC DOMAIN 


As Low As 
$1.00 per Disk 

MOST POPULAR IBM PD &SHAREWARE 
250 New Programs Including 

Microsoft WINDO~S 3.0 Compatible 

FREE CATALOG 
800·235-3475 

BRIGHT FUTURES INCORPORATED 
PO Box 1030, East Windsor, CT 06088 

Inquiry 775. 

Practical Payroll Computations 
(Federal/State) 

A Stand-Alone Payroll Exe Flle Package, 
designed with the small businessman in mind. 

Calculates and updates employee data files. 
Prints quarterly totals and W2s at any time from 

employee data flies. Requires one drive-any 
type and DOS 2.1 or above. $75 

Allen Martini 
5 Santa Rosa, San Luis Obispo, CA 93405 

FREE IBM 51/.l'' Disk with 

FREE GAMES, UTILITIES 


and CATALOG 

Just to get acquainted 


with our shareware. 


1-800-845-8902 
L.A. Software 

Inquiry 776. 

$1.00 PER DISK 
NO MINIMUM ORDER! 


Free Catalog of 700 + Programs 

Many Unique, Hard to Find Tltles. 


{Walch For Our Ot>-Uns BBS -Coming Soonl) 

Northern Micro Systems
16 Main SI. Absarokee, MT 59001 

(406) 328-4343 

Inquiry 777. 
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Inquiry 770. 


PRODUCT MANAGEMENT 


Keep n-ack of Bug Reports 
New tool gM>s lnstan1 access to Information about pend
ing bug reports/suggestions on 1he products you main· 
lain or support. Easss planning ol new releases. No 
more paperwork, lost re pons or hunting for customers' 
example flies. Multiple users (developmenl, marketing, 
OA) can Independently calegorlze. prioritize, and re
arrange records. KeyTrack $495 
C S1nlet Software 
(805) 486-7807 • (800) 350-8649 • Fax (BOS) 483-7809 
3L Ud (UK) +44 50f 41 59 59 Fax +44 506 41 59 44 

Inquiry 771. 
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PUBLIC DOMAIN SECURITY 

., . 
FREE SOFTWARE FOR IBM®/clones 
TRY US! GET 15/5.25" or 6/3.5" Disks full 
of our best selling software-FREE. Great 
games, programmer's utilities, business, 
educational, and desktop publishing. Pay 
only $5.00 shipping/handling. Credit cards 
only. Call Todayl 

SMC SOFTWARE PUBLISHERS 
619-931-8111 

Inquiry 778. 

FREE CATALOG 

FOR IBM PD AND SHAREWARE 


SELECTED PROGRAMS 

LATEST VERSIONS 


Low as $1.50 


I SOFTSHOPPE, INC. 
TEL: 800-829-2378 • 313-781-7838 

FAX: 313-761-7639 
4 

P. 0. Box 3878, ANN ARBOR, Ml 48106 

Inquiry 779. 


ROM BIOS UPGRADES 


AMI, PHOENIX & MR BIOS 
Upgrade your IBM PC, XT. /lJ or compatible. Also 3B6SX 
& 386 versions. Supports 2 user-defined herd drives, 
1011102 KB, 360, 720, 1.2 & 1.44 llopples, setup In ROM. 
Ali Video, Windows 3.0 Diagnostic in ROM AMI 286 & 
386 versions only. CALL. New version Just came In. 

Advanced Software 
4Y, Marlboro Road Suite 2R, Derry NH 03038 

B00-835-2467 603-432-1532 

Inquiry 780. 

SECURITY 

FIGHT PIRACY! 
Since 1066, canponloo ""'1dwldo 1wM - c1-lng .U·Todl 
MCU<ltyprod.- tt~d""'nd .... _......,.,., _ 
why not choose Ont or lhes• "~n lMde11": 

• EVERLOCK Copy Protection 
• EVERTRAK Software S.C:u rl ty 
• EYERKEY II ''Thi Lock" 

For IBM and~- !IOday monoy bOCk ~ .... Into 
and demo disk mval\a~e. 

Az-Tech Software, Inc. 
20t East Frenktln, Richmond, MO 64085 

(800) 227-0644 Fax: i:~:l ~=~~~ 
Inquiry 781 . 

THE ULTIMATE COPY PROTECTION 
• COmP'efely Menu Or"i'4n Oult•Slmply 
• Defeats all HantwerelSoftware Coplets Th• s..i 
• No SaJrce Code Changes ~To 
• Multiple layering Ptot«t lbur V.llab/fl 
• No Damaged Media Softwat9 lrwutment 
• Full Hard Disk & LAN Suppon 
• Unlimited Metaring, FREE Demo Disk 
STOPVIEW'" STOPCOPY PLUS• (100) 179-222• 

BBi COMPUTER SYSTEMS, INC. (301) 171-109• 
14105 Heritage Lane, Sliver Spring. MD 20906 

FAX: 1301) 460-7545 

Inquiry 782. 

HYPER-LOCK 
II you search for a powerful copy prolection system, 

you also can have privileges of HYPER-LOCK 
• Protects on standard dlskenes • Machine And/Or Hard disk 


Install • LAN suppon • Cannot be copied by any device 

• No source code required • And/Or Passv.llrd pro1ec1ion 


• Cost ettectlYe • FREE demo disk and Info 


GUVEN COMPUTER LTD. 
TaJimyeri sk. 7/3 Macial/lstanbul TURKEY 
(90) 1-136 tO 07 Fax: (90) 1-160 36 46 

Inquiry 783. 

Cop's Copylock II 
The professional software protection with 
TRUE Machine Install. Option Board safe. 
Supports OS/2, Windows and Trace. 

LINK Computer 
lnt'I: +45 31232350 Fax +45 31238448 
US/CAN : 800-344-2545 Fax 408-923-7061 

BIT·LOCK® SECURITY 
Piracy SURVIVAL 8 YEARS proves effectiveness of 
powerful mullilayerod security. Rapid decryplion 
algorithms. PARALLEL or SERIAL pon·lransparent 
security device. Complemented by economical KEY· 
LOK" and muttlfaatured COMPU·LOCK" including 
countdown, timeout, data encryption, and muttiproduct 
protection. (Dos/Unix/Mac). Also, access control. 

MICROCOMPUTER APPLICATIONS 

3167 E. Otero Circle. Littleton, CO 80122 


(303) 770-1117 


Inquiry 784. 

HANDS OFF THE BOARD® 
112 SIZE SECURITY BOARD 

Stop ttoppy boot - Roqulro password ID boot PC 
Real-time disk encrypt - prOYBnt boot aoctor virus 
Prownt DOS FORMAT/FOISK and iow-IOYel lo<mats 
5at hard disk REAO ONLY or tum ON/OFF 
Turn floppies. prln1ero end COM poru ON/OFF 
IBM XT. AT Bus - DOS VlO+ - $149.95 + $5.00 SIH 

SYSTEMS CONSULTING INC. 
PO BOX 111209, Pittsburgh, PA t5238 

(412) 781 -5280 

Inquiry 785. 


SERVER MIRRORING 


No*stop Network 
No"stop Network, the only Level 3 Fault Tolerant 
and Backup software that allows MIRRORED 
SERVERS end CONTINUOUS PROCESSING in 
any PC/LAN. Supports NCM!ll, Mlcrosolt, IBM, Ban
yan, etc. Any server environment-DOS, OS/2, 
Unix, Wang, DEC, etc. 

NONSTOP NETWORKS LIMITED 
20 Waterside, New York, NY 10010 

212-481-8488 

Inquiry 786. 

SHAREWARE 

,. QUALITY • QUALITY • QUALITY 
,. Over 9.000 shareware programs for IBM, 

Macintosh, and Amiga 
,. Shareware by the disk also available 
,. Wanted: Shareware Contributors 

Inquiry 7'if7. 

FREE KIDS SOFTWARE FOR IBM® 
TRY USI GET 15/5.25" or 6/3.5" Disks full 
of our beS1 selling software for kids-FREE. 
Great games, puzzles, tutorials, and educa
tional programming. Pay only $5.00 ship
ping/handling. Credit cards only. Call Today! 

SMC SOFTWARE PUBLISHERS 
619-931-8111 

Inquiry 788. 

SOFTWARE/ACCOUNTING 

dBASE BUSINESS TOOLS 
• GENERAL LEDGER • PURCH DRDllNVNlORY 
• ORDER ENTRY • ACCOUNlS RECVABLE 
• JOB COS'TtlG • .xlB ESTIMAllNG 
• SILL Of MMlS •SALES ANALYSIS 
• PAYROLL • ACCOUNlS PAYABLE 


S99 ea. + S&H 


dATAMAR SYSTEMS Cred. Card-Check-COD 
8586 Miramar Place 
San Diego. CA 92121 (619) 452-0044 

Inquiry 789. 

SOFTWARE/ATHLETIC 
.c 

ATHLETIC SOFTWARE 
For IBM PCIXT/AT and compatibles with CGA, 
EGA or VGA. Requires DOS 2.0 or higher. 
Tracks 1-50 athletes with up to 46 events each. 
This Is a computerized exercise log. II can help 
you set goals, find weak spots, and organize 
your workouts. S60 ck/mo 

DALY SOFTWARE 
28 Pembroke Terrace, Oak Grove, KY 42262 

Inquiry 790. 

SOFTWARE/BUSINESS 

DATA ENTRY SOFTWARE 
Full featured, heads-down data entry 


with lwO-f:>ass verification, edit language, 

operator slats, much morel Designed for 

the PSI~ , PC, XT. AT or compatibles. 


PC's from $395 LAN version avallable 

FREE 30 day trial 

Computer Keyes Tel: 206/77616443 
21929 Makah Rd., Fax: 206m6-7210 
Woodway, WA 98020 USA: 800/356-0203 

SOFTWARE/CHEMISTRY 

Software For Chemists 
• PERIODIC PLUS"chemlcel database referance 
• Chemical/Thermo properties of 105 elements 
• 2D. 3D color graphics, Structures. History 
• Organic Spectroscopic Data. Conversion Tablas 
• Environmental & more. Dos, 30 day Guar $99.95 

SPECTRAL INTELLIGENCE CORPORATION 
30 E. Swedesford Road, Malvern, PA 19355 

215-889-1349 FAX 215-889-1630 

Inquiry 791. 


SOFTWARE/EARTH SCIENCE 


EARTH SCIENCE SOFTWARE 
Over 180 applications for the PC and Mac. Ground 
water modeling, soil, water or mineral chemical 
analysis, contamine.nt fate, surface gridding & con
touring, geophysical modeling, digitizlng, fracture 
analysis, laser log plotting, & much morel 

Free catalog! 

RockWare 
4251 Klpltng St., Suite 595, Wheat Ridge. CO 80033 

(303) 423-5645 Fax (303) 423-6171 

SOFTWARE/ENGINEERING 

Analog Circuit Slmulatlon 
• PC and Mocinl09h CAE ~uooft has complelo olmUation 

• Schomottc Entry :"'~':'%.;"= 
• SPICE Slm1.Jlator SP1cE slmWetlon usln:Y extend
• Modot UbreJtes od memory ID lmooiaMt Wiii<>

• Monta Carlo Analytla :":~=:'~ 
• Pto<tlng/G- Ou1pu1 - sells tor just $815. 

lntu•oft 
The leldorlnloo- P. O. 8ox 710, San Pedl1J. ('.A !IOT.l3-07t0 
11.t to......, CA£.,... (213) 833--0710 FAX (213) 833-9658 

Inquiry 792. 
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SOFTWARE/ENGINEERING 

CIRCUITS: SPICE for PCs 
Non-linear DC & Transient, Linear tc. Analyses 
*Version 3C1 with BJT. MOSFET. JFET. diode, etc. 

modela. NUTMEG poslp<OCeSSO< with Scteen 
~=1:;.'.; ~atlng Shell, Hypertexl Help & clrcull Ille1

* ~rsk>n 2G8 now Includes Operating Shefl , circuit me 
Edilor & NUTMEG compatlblllly. 
Northern Valley Software 
28327 Rotlvoci< Dr.. Rancho Palos Vet0es. CA 9027• 

(213) 541-36n 

Inquiry 793. 

Interactive Deslgn/Slmulatlon 

Analog Circuit Simulation 


ECA-2 Electronic Clrcuh Analysis dfe1S Iha bett Monie Corlo 

and l'.brsl.cue ~ wllh all ol lllls and MORE lnclud«l: 

• N;. 0C. Ttanslent • FIAi Nonlinear Slmui-

Fourier, Tomporature • On l..IM., Rea.I Tirne 
• Sine, Pulse. PWl, SFFM, Graplia 

and Exponential • Multiple Pica 
Generators • FREE Demo 

Tatum Labs, Inc. 
3917 Research Parle Dr. , S.1 , Ann Arbor. Ml 48108 

(313) 883-8810 

Inquiry 794. 

SOFTWARE/GRAPHICS 

FRACTAL REALISM FOR CAD AND DTP 
"Fractal Grafics" le1s you design daullng Images and 
realistic models interactlwly wtth your mouse. or use 
the 200+ eocamples. Supports .OXF and .PCX files. Hen: 
to Super.l/GA. On-l ine tutorial & t60-page Guidebook 
teach Chaos and lractals. Only $79. Wrth Csouree and 
PROGRAMMER'S TUlORIAL: $109. 

Cedar Software 
Rt, Box 5t40, Morrlsvllle, VT 05661 

(802) 888-5275 

Inquiry 795. -·. • 
NEW VERSION! 

"The Ultimate CAD/CAM/CAE Engine" 
Tu-motry Ubrary •.O.The most complete loolbo>c of 
20 & 30 routines avaJlal>'e today! Now over600 rou1lno1 ln
cludlng NUReS, DXF, Graphics. Surleclng, Hlddon Lino, 
\l>lumos, Aroas, Transforms. Porapecllves, Pd)llOll (lnl/Unlon/ 
DllQ, Cllpplng, Tangants & more. Include• source. 30 day 
guarantee.. Prk:ed from S300.00. CaU oc FAX kw additional 
ink>fmallon. 

Disk Software, Inc. 
2116 E. Arapaho Rd ., Sullo 487, Richardson, TX USA 75J81 
Phone: 21..,23-7218 - 8~35-77fla - FAX: 21..,23-7288 

Inquiry 796. 

• 

RAINDROP™ 
FAST, compact PnScm Utlllly for end usors AND 
d"""'°PefS. Hardcopy ... fast .. 10 secs. '"""8ge blnazy 
sizs • 6 kbyla. 14 video grBl>hlc standards. Scale. rowe. 
colorize and more. 'CAU: lrom user-written programe. 
Complele 9- & 24-pin doHnalrix, Inkjet, and Jase~et 
library $44.95+$3 s/h. 

ECLECTIC SYSTEMS 

8106 SI. David Ct., Springfield, VA 22153 


(703) 440-0064 Fax (703) 455-8965 


Inquiry 797. .. 

PEN PLOTTER EMULATOR 
FPLOT lurns your prinler lnlO an HP p•n plol1er. FaSI 
hl...,s oU1put, no jagged lines. vary fin& wtdlh, color. 
Screen preview with zoom and pan. StMd·alone, 
bacl<ground, and device driwr modes. Wl<ks with moSI 
CAO and grephlcs programs. Supports moSI printers. 
New wrsion 3. $119+$3 S&H. 30 day money back. 
VISA/MCICheck/MO. 

FPLOT Corporation 
24-16 Steinway St., Suite 605. Asloria, NY 11103 

718-545-3505 

Inquiry 798. 
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SOFTWARE/GRAPHICS 

GRAPHICS PRINTER SUPPORT 
AT LASTI Use lhe PnSc key 10 mak& quality scaled e&W
°' colo< reproductions of your display on atrf dot malrtx, 
lase<, CJ( Jnkjel prinl8r onc1. f'bslscripl) In up 10 64 shades 
of gray or 256 colors. GRAFPUJS also creates PCX & 
TIFF Illes. Supports Windows 3.0 or DOS appllcallon 
graphics • EGA. VGA. Super VGA, Hercules screens. 
Linkable/OEM versions available. 

Jewell Technologles, Inc. 

130 Nickerson SL, Sulla 105, Seattle, WA 98109 


1 (800) 284-2574 (206) 285-6860 


Inquiry 799. 

FORTRAN GRAPHICS 
GRAFMATIC • FORTRAN callable graphics Library lo< 
creallng 2·0 and 3-D graphics, comour plots and solid 
models. PRINTMATIC and PLOTMATIC provide hlgh 
resoluflon FORTRAN callable printer and plotter drf\9rs 
lor your graphics. NO ROYALTIES. $249.95 ea. 

Suppor1S MlcrosoM.ahey/RM FORTRAN compilers. 

Jewell Technologles, Inc. 

130 Nickerson SI., Sutte 105. Seattle, WA 98109 


1 (800) 284-2574 


Inquiry 800. 

SOFTWAR8LANGUAGES 

lntegrAda 
Standard Air Force PC Ada Compilers & en
vironments for MS.DOS and UNIX. Integrated 
programming systems Include validated Ada 
compliers, language sensitive editors, com 
plete libraries and other Ada programming 
tools. FREE demo. 

AETECH, Inc. From $495 
380 Sleven1 /We., Ste. 212 Solana Beach, CA 92075 

(619) 755-1277 Fax: (619) 755-7540 

Inquiry 801 . 

MAGIC II 
Looking lor Magic Developers to lorm a Magician's 
Group and compile a Comprehensive En· 
cyclopedia of Magic Appllcatlons. Promote your 
programming Investment. Learn more about what 
has been and can be done with Magic. Please send 
your Press Release, up to 500 words to: 

Elex Information Systems, Inc. 
125-127 N. 41h Slreel, Philadelphia, PA 19108 

Phone: 2151627-7202 Fax: 215/627-2342 

Inquiry 802 . 

SOFTWARE/MATHEMATICS 

OPERATIONS RESEARCH @ $1411 
for your IBM or Compatlbte 

LP88-Unear ptopns up lo Jro> """ "' \500) coitmn1 
~th uo la 2500 .... "' 12500 
~Ila flDPllS up"' flCll "'400l 
TSA88-~ l'Ollfe:n>up ID 12!1)...,_ 
llU'8&-ll- flll>P!'$ up ID flCll !¥ '<nl 

TPR088-Sllcml 111111""' fJMtlng - S1-.roemo PK!c>ge-- capotly 10Bions u ........ Mnal 
on_No.,.bnsermftd. 

Turbo Puca! Unils-compted Ol\l!.IS llloceGm u dMiop"1. 

Eaatem Software Products, Inc. 
PA Box 15321.-. 11122300. (111J):ml600. ru (111!)-115< 

Inquiry 803. 

MATH EDITING FOR THE PC 

x'. I:'" [x'"<Z>I +( I ! Fm)1 0• · l " Vo±tfx 
• 	MBlhEdlt constructs msJh equlllons to be lnsenod fnto 

-dPerlect, -.t, -.tSlar, and others. 
• WYSIWYG lnttrlace-no coM• need to bB lnrned. 
• MathEdr-Slff 

K-TALK 
COMMUNICATION• 

30..,...Flrse~&i..C..O 

~Ohio<UO'I 

(614) 294.3535 

Inquiry 804. 
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SOFTWARE/MATHEMATICS 

MATHEMATICIANS-ENGINEERS 
Ha-.'9 you ever seen functions of a complex 
variable? Would you like to really understand 
differential operators Ilka div, grad and curl? How 
about a peek Into the fourth dimension? Call or 
write for information on our lates1 PC and Macln· 
tosh software. 

Lascaux Graphics 
7601 N. Calle Sin Envidla, Tucson, AZ 85718 

(602) 544-4229 - 1-800-338-0993 

SOFTWARE/PACKAGING 

SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE 
LET'S TALK LABELS 

We do dlsk labels (SY• • & 3'h•) 

• Better • Faster • Cheaper • 


Because we specialize In disk labels... Lei's Talk 

We also have Tyvek Sleeves 


Mailers • Binders • Vinyl Pages

We are a complete software packaging service. 


Free Catalog 


Hice & Associates 
ess6 Monticello Dr., Wast Chester, OH 45069 

513-777-8586 

Inquiry 805. 

ONE STOP FOR ALL OF YOUR SOFTWARE 
PACKAGING NEEDS 
Tho only place In the wortd Iha! you con find evel)1hing you need 
IOlabel - mail - pockageyo<a'sol!wato. From-IDrnonuals 
- nWltrs to binders - boxes to lndex Libs. 
EVERYTHING Including complale design and 1umkey assembly. 
WE 00 LABELS 
FREE CATALOG of seMces - products - prices 

SPS SUPPLIES, INC. 
YOUR SOFTWARE PACKAGING SOLUTION 

9404 Hunter• Creek Drive, Clnctnnall, OH 45242 
(513) 984-9938 

Inquiry 806 . 

SOFTWARE/SCIENTIFIC 

Perform engineering and scientific 
calculations laster ... and with fewer errors! 
MalhCAD combines equalions, rexi, and graphics on your 
PC, J.1aclntosh, or UNIX workslallon. Over 120 bullt·ln func
tions handle formulas, exponentials, differentials, cubic 
splines, FFTs and matrices la< vlnually any appllcation
special offer $395. Call for a free demo disl<. 

1 ·800-MATHCAD 
FAX 617-577·8829 

MathSoft. Inc. . 201 Broadway. Cambridge, MA 02139 

Inquiry 807. 

FREE CATALOG 
A great selection of scientific soflware productS 

for plotting, non-linear CUM! fitting, chemical equl· 
librium, simula!ion, stalislics, symbolic algebra, and 
more. Prices from S150. Call: 

1-800-942-MATH 

MicroMath, Salt Lake C ity, UT 84121 -0550 

Inquiry 808 . 

VTEX: Scientific Desktop Publlshlng 
• Equations • Tables • Graphics • Scalable 
Fonts • Supports most printers • WYSIWYG 
previewer • Foreign Languages • Special 
Symbols • Font Effects • Indices • Only $299 
"TEX ofTomorrow''-NoticesofAMS, March 1991. 

MicroPress, Inc. 
68-30 Harrow Sln!et , Forest Hiiis, NY 


Tel (718) 575-1816 Fax (718) 575-8038 


Inquiry 809. 

l. -· 
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SOFTWARE/SCIENTIFIC 

GEOMETRY/TRIGONOMETRY CALCULATOR 
Apollonlus - Sketch-based gaomeuyllrigonomotry 
solver. Sta!IHll-the-art variational geometry system lots 
you sketch your geometry or trig problem and auto
matically solves for distances, angles and areas. Into~ 
grated equation calculator, graphs and tables plus ODE 
and clipboard support. Ideal lor surveyors, engineers, 
machine shops, students. architeas, or anyone who 
uses !rig. Runs under MS Wln<l<M5 lO $98 

Saltlre Software 1-800-659-1874 

Inquiry 810. 

SOFTWARE/SORT 

OPT-TECH SORT/MERGE 
Extremely last Sor1/Merg"'5elea utility. Run as an MS
DOS command or CALL as a SllbroutJne. Supports most 
languages and file types including Btrieve and dB.ASE. 
Unlim~ed file si zes. multiple keys and much morel MS· 
DOS $149. OS/2, XENIX, UNIX $249. 

(702) 588-3737 
Opt-Tech Data Processing 
P.O. Box 678 - Zephyr Cove, NV' 89448 

Inquiry 811 . 

SOFTWARE/VOICE/FAX 

MULTI-VOICE® TOOLS 
M~ Tools Is a compl«e dM!opmer< Toolklt tor PucJI or 
"C" IO access all !he leatures lot moat speech processlng bollds 
avaJlal>le today. h helps )'OU wrl1o MUl!l-llNE \OICE APPlJCA. 
T10N S)Slems In minules. A ,,.,._ ol PIOQlllTlmlno examples n 
pnMclad. Al programs and lbarles are dohe<od wiih soun:e ccdo. 
D;alogic. Rhetoral<, Pike, VBX: $599. WalSOn (Single Uno): S99. 
ALSO Al\ILABI.£: 00< Proglamme<~ Tooadl ($199). Ba5od on CAS 
spadlicatlonL Visa/MC accepted. 

ITI Loglclel 
4263 Cfismphe-O>lomb, Montreal, Quebec. Can. H2J 3G2 
TEL (514) 5!17-1692 FAX (514) 526-2362 

STATISTICS 

HYPERTEXT STATISTICAL ENCYCLOPEDIA 
~ Navigalor Prolasalonal pio;ldot descrlplions. dotlnl
lion>, and llXllmpla$ ol <Mlf 200 llladSlcal analysis 11>Chnlqua1 
plushundr9dsmoreuwmsallw\Ullna,,,.,.,..-~ 
environment. Abo otters Slall•lcaJ ldvlce. pulkloNn menus. 
detal1ed 18porl. natural language Interface. Money.back 
guarantee. (VISA, MC. AMEX, PO, checlc) 

1-800-537-4866 
The Ides Works, Inc. 

607 Jackson , Columbia, MO 65203 
FAX: 1-314-ll75-5812 Outalde USA: 1-3t 4-875-5827 

TRANSLATION 

Tradoc translates and localizes your software 
and hardware documentation into the 

following languages: 
+ French + Russian 
+ Spanish + Arabic 
+ German + Italian . .. 

Turnkey service: Desktop Publishing, typesetting 
and printing of your brochures and manuals. 

205 Gibson Rd., Annapolis, MD 21401 
(301) 267-8655 FAX (301) 267-8180 

Inquiry 815. 

UNINTERRUPTIBLE POWER 

ELIMINATE LAN DOWNTIME AND DATA LOSS 
APC prolacts more LANs than any other bnlnd of UPS. Call 
lot your FREE power ptl)(ectlon handbook de1aillng: 
• Snwtl.l'S ~.::."""'~ PC Magalile's Edior>' Choice 

:~~...'°:'~==:! ~ 169 maior OS 
• SlrgeArre~ nelWOlk grade "'00 prlllecllon 
"Our highest marks go lo the Smart-UPS 900" BYTE Sffi1 

Amancan Power Conversion APC Europe 
132 F~rgcol.Hlds Road. 4 Aue Sl Clan Dtldle LDQnel 
\\lest Ki<\Qslon , RI 111892 77447 Mame la Vallee Cet1ex 2. 
800S41-8ll96 FAANCE (+33) 1601711100 

Ftt (+33) 160178029 

• Power protection for your 
PC or Network 

• Risk FREE Offer. 
can for FREE UPS Selection Gulde 

SOLA 
1717 Busse Rd.. Elk GrOY9 Vdlage, IL 60007 

1-l!OO-lRY-SOLA ext . 1007 

Inquiry 817. 

UTILITIES 

UNIX under DOS 
Get the Feel & Power of UNIX 

Include awk, cb. cp. dilf, find, grep. Is, make, more, mv, 
rm, sed. sort, & 25 Olhers. All System V and BSD 4.3 
Opllons Included. Thorough documenlalion. 

THE BERKELEY UTILITIES $200 
r., ..,.. 800-542-0938 lnqu/rl.. 718-398-3838 

OPENetwork 
Power Tools for Power Users 

215 Berkeley Place, (021, Brool<lyn. NY 11217 

'I 

,, 
1 

: 
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WORD PROCESSING 

Replace Proofreading 
Key. edit, or proof any file on your PC with Word
Proofer'", then Import to your application. New two
pass proofing Is faster. more accurate than proof
reading or document comparators. Single $295. 
Multlcopy discounts. Network version. 

Computer Keyes 
21929 Malalh Rd. 
Woodway. WA 98020 

800/356-0203 
Z06/776-6443 

Fax: Z06/776-n10 

FARSI I GREEK I ARABIC I RUSSIAN 
Hebrew, aJJ European, Scanc:flnavlan, ptus eUher H"lndl. Pun
jabi, Bengali, Gujarati, Tamil, Thal, l<oruan, VIOi, or IPA. FuU. 
featured muld4enguage word proces>or supports on-screen 
foreign charactora and NLO printing wilh no hardware 
mocllncatlons. Includes Font Editor. $355 dot mairhc; $150 
add'I tor lasor: $19 demo. SJH In U.S. lncl 'd, Aeq . PC, 640K, 
graphics. 30-day Guarantee. MCIVISA/AMEX 

GAMMA PRODUCTIONS, INC. 
no Wilshire Blvd., Suite 609, Santa Monica, CA 90401 

21:11394-8822 Tix: 5106008273 Gamma Pro SNM 

Inquiry 820. 

YOUR 
SALES 

MESSAGE 
about the special 
computer product 
or service that you 

provide belongs 
in print. 

THE 
Inquiry 818. 

Recover deleted files fast! 
Disk Explo1er nc:m includes aulomalic lile recovery. You 
type in the deleted file's name, Disk Explorer finds and 
restores it Disk Explorer also sh~ whal's really on disk; 
vie.oi, change or creale lonna1s. change a file's slalus. 
change data in arrt sect0< MS.DOS $75 U.S. Check/ 
Credrt card welcome. 

QUAID SOFTWARE LIMITED 

45 Charles St. E. 3rd Fl. 


Toronto, Ontario, Canada M4Y 1S2 

(416) 961-8243 

Why You Want BATCOMI 
EWCOM Is a batch file compiler thBI transforms ioor 
.b8I mes to ms files to make them faster. BATCOM ex
tends DOS whh many new commands so iou can reed 
keyboard input, use subroutines. and much mo<e. In 
addillon , BATCOM pnJl9ds iour souroo code. No .,,,..itiesl 
Only $59.95. On:ler today! 

Wenham Software Company 
5 Burley St, Wenham, MA 01984 

(508) 774-7036 

Inquiry 819. 

Inquiry 812. 

NCSS 5.x Serles - $125 
Easy.to-us& menus & spread sheet. Multiple regression. 
T4ests. ANOVA (up to 10 !actors, rep. measures. 
covariance). Forecasting. Factor, cluste r. & discriminant 
analy.lls. Nonparametrics. Cross Tabulation. Graphics: 
histograms. boX, scatter, etc. Reads ASCllll.otus. Many 
new add-on modules. 

NCSS 
329 Nonh 1000 Easl, Kaysvllle, UT 84037 

Phone: 801-546-0445 Fax: 801-546-3907 

Inquiry 813. 

SCA STATISTICAL SYSTEM 
The only statistical software encompassing 


Forecasting & Time Serles Analysis 

Quality and Productivity Improvement 


General Statlstlcal Analysis 

Nallable on OOS. 05/2 and Moc opef11!!ng aystems. 


Call today lot moro lnlO<tnlllon 

SclenUflc Computing Associates 
4513 Lincoln - .. Suito 108. Uate. IL 80532, USA 

Phone: (708) 960-1698 FAX: (708) 960-1816 

Inquiry 814. 
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BUYER'S 


MART 

can help you 


reach computer 

professionals and 


produce valuable inquiries 

for your company! 


Call Joseph Mabe 

for more information 

603-924-3754 
or 

Fax: 603-924-2683 

Inquiry 821 . 
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Take a Close Look at How 
Much You'll Save! 

WordPerlect 5.1 495 258 237 
MS Excel/Wm 3.0 495 316 285 
Norton Util 6.0 179 117 105 
MS Word/Wm 1.1 495 318 285 
Lotus 1-2-3 2.3 495 339 313 
Paradox 3.5 795 524 459 
PageMaker 4.0 795 503 468 
386 MAX 5.1 130 83 65 
*"Average Mail Order' represents nationally advertised prices from Miero

THE COMPUTER BUYER'S cwa;•COME AMEMBE 

GET OVER 8,000 PRODUCTS AT WHOLESALE 

FoxPro's extraordinary new RushrnoreNdata
retrieval technology gives users unheard of 
speed, power and ease-of-use. FoxPro also 
includes interactive menu and screen 
generators, aStructured Query Lan
guage (SQL) query facility, a project 
manager, a 32-bit extended DOS version, application program
ming interface (APD for Cand assembly programmers, ahost 
of new user-interface objects, and other language enhance
ments. Without writing a single line of code, the average user 

----

can build screens, create 
elegant reports, customire 
applications and browse 
through data at warp 
speeds. As Byte said, "Fox 
has si.mply built a better 
mousetrap." 

FoxPro2.0 
by Fox Software 

LIST: $795 
CLUB: $459 ~~'L'~ERS 

MAX Finds Additional Memory 
When You Need it Most 
Running Wmdows, TSRs, lANs, even Lotus stretches the limits 
of your machine's memory. 386MAX and BlueMAX automatical
ly free up space to run big applications by relocating memory
resident software into unused regions of address space in high 
DOS. MAX intelligently calculates the thousands of ways to put 
your network shells, poj}Up utilities and device drivers into high 
DOS, and then arranges them for the best possible fit 

386MAX serves 386 and 486 machines, while BlueMAX 
serves 386 and 486-based PS/2 systems. BlueMAX recovers an 
additional 80-84K of contiguous high DOS memory space using 
exclusive BIOS compression technology. Order MAX now and 
we'll include a copy ofASQ., Qualitas' memory management 
tutorial and system analyzer, 

must be documented. EasyF1ow is a powerful program dedicat
ed to the fast creation of flowcharts, data-flow diagrams and 
organization charts. EasyF1ow 7.0 offers fulkolor support, glo
bal search and replace, automatic line routing, 3D charting, 
and supports Novell as well as over 270 output devices. 

EasyF1ow's wide range of supported products allows for 
easy integration of charts into larger documentation.Alternate 

shape libraries for accounting 

wAREHOUSE, PC Connection, PC Zone and 11ger Software as of9/ 91 

CALL FOR THE 
COMPUTER BUYER'S CLUB 

Included with each trial membrmhip 

FoxPro 2.0: The Most Amazing Database 
Management System Ever Developed 
When FoxPro 2.0 was released this spring it dramatical
ly pushed forward the State of the Art in DBMS tech 
nology. Combined with its graphical User Interface, 

fr<eofc1~6MAX J 38,~ -
BlueMAX r L - ~ I -,.. ~... 

by Qualifas I ~ , ,, f.l!. ~. 
~ · ~ ...~· 

386MAX/BlueMAX I ~ 

Create Flow-Charts, 
Data·Flow Diagrams, 

and Organization 
Charts..With Ease! 

FREE 30 DAY TRIAL MEMBERSHIP In any business there are 
processes and procedures that 

diagrams, networking diagrams, 
and fault-tree diagrams expand 
the usefulness of the program 
and are also available. 

EasyFlow 



The Most Complete Fonns Processor for Windows! 


FonnWorx for Wmdows®includes Fill and Ftle, power
ful software to efficiently fill out all fonns. You tab from blank to 
blank and type in your information. Even better, you look up 
tables to enter information for you. For example, type in a 

THE 

COMPUTER BUYER'S CLUB 


MEMBERSHIP GUARANTEE 
Ifyou, are dissatisfied fer any reason, you,r membership 
dues will be completely refunded wi,thin thefirst 90 da)5. 

No qw:stUms asked. 

Un~entecl 32·Bit Proaramming Power 
in a Single Package: WATCOM Cl.5/386 
WATCOM C8.5/386 Optimizing Compiler and Tools provide the most 
complete 32-bit professional development package that targets the 
popular 386 extended DOS and 32-bit Wmdows GUI environments. 

C8.5/386 includes the royalty-free 32-bit DOS extender, 

Application Ki~ our fas~ 
tight and reliable 32-bit 

Components, an inter
active Sourcelevel 
Debugger, an Execu
tion Profiler and 
more! 

WATCOM C8.5/386 
!JyWATCOM Circle 229 on Inquiry Card. 

LIST: $795 
CLUB: $575 ~~tr'~ERS 

111i1hw1 Mticc.Computtr Hu)'tft llub, 
70\ValnutSt., Wcliesly, MAU'll81. Cl l!l'JI. 
lt<m ....bbijjty 

FIRST ORDER! CALL 1·800·732·3698 TO JOIN. 


FonnWorx for Wmdows®com
bines fonns design, fonns fill in, 

and database management all in 
one complete package. Get the 

forms you want the way you want 
them quickly and easily. Unique 

"object-oriented" design tools let 
~ , 
"""'-~"::::-..,,._ ~ 

;;.;.,· ~ 

graphics and scanning features let you add logos and signatures 
to your form You can even generate bar codes. 

You may never again have to design your own fonns 
from scratch, because the fonns you need may already be in 
eluded in Fonns-on-Demand (FOND)'~ Included with Form
Worx for Wmdows®, FOND"' is acollection of over 500 fonns on 
disk, ready for you to print or modify with the click of a mouse. 

you create professional qualil)' funns 
. fast Just piece together ready-made 

fonn parts like address labels, lists, 
and grids. Powerful text features allow 

you to place text of any type style or size 
anywhere on your form Advanced 

part number and the description and price will automatically be 
entered There are also many validation and math features to 
guarantee accurate com
pletion of your fonns. Best 
of all, your information is 
stored to a standard data
base file thafs directly 
read/write compatible with 
dBASE. And with many 
powerful built-in relational 
database base manage
ment features, you11 be 
able to manage your data 
more conveniently than 
ever before! 

FormWorx for Windows 
by FannWmx 

· · ' ~ 
~ 

true 32-bit Wmdows GUI 

Code Optimb:er, licensed 
Microsoft Wmdows SDK 

lllldirice"'bjcaloc:hanl<i'FREE , 1141. MEMBERSHIP WITH YOUR 
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It Simply Costs Less 

486-33 PLATFORM - $1.291 

33 MHz Intel 486 

256K Cache 

I MB RAM 


• 1.2 MB 5.25" Drive or 
1.44 MB 3.5" Drive 

• IDE Hard Disk Controller 

• I Parallel & 2 Serial Pons 

• I 0 I Key Keyboard 

• Desktop Case (small foo<prin1J 

• 200\V Power Supply 

Benchmarks: 14.8 MIPS. 151.9 
Landmark 

Guaranteed 100% IBM AT and 
Nove ll compatib le . Lifetime 
technical suppon. I year pans & 
labor warranty. 30-day money
back guara ntee. Custom 
configurations avail abl e. 

486-33 COMPLETE - 52.791 

PLATFORM sySlem (lefl column) wi1h: 

• 200 MB, 15ms IDE Hard Dri ve 

• 4 MB RAM 

• Second Floppy Dri ve 

• 	14"ColorSVGA Monitor, 1024x 
768, non-in terlaced 

• 16-bit, IMB Super-VGA Card 

• MS-DOSS.DO 
Tower Case with 10 Drive Uays 

• 300\V Power Supply 
• 

To getyour486 for$1,291, 
call ASfRIX, toll free: 

(800) 445-5486 
(,iiiijli) l n CA: (408) 946-2883 ~ 
~ F:u:(408)946-16 10 ~ 

486-33 SERVER - $8.791 

Pl.ATFOAM sys1em(lcfl column) wi1h: 

• 	 Faull-tolerant operation 
• 	 Dual 380 MB, 0.5ms Dri ves 

with Hard Disk Mirroring' 
• 	 16M BRAM 
• 	 ESDI Caching Disk Controller' 
• 	 SOOW UPSJ 
• 	 Super-VGA Display, 1024x768 
• 	 MS- DOS 5.00 
• 	 Tower Case with 10 Dri ve Bays 

'Hard di l; mirroring pr<>lcc:ts dau..- In the 
C\'Cnt of hard disk fai lure. the sys1em auto
mi;.ucall)' switches lO a. second turd drfrc 
ron1:.ining a mirror im:tgc of lhc fi rst drive. 
Mirmnng climin111e.s the need 10 maintain 
backups . 

:A caching did; conunll er rcduc.cs dri ve 
ac:ccss lime 10 0.Sm.s (from 16ms). II also 
increu~ 1hroughpu1 by 400%. eliminating 
disk boll lcneds. 

'A UPS (Uninlerrupt iblc Power Supply) 
keeps lhc ,,;c rver running in the cvcnl of a 
fKlwcr failure . 

I 

Circle 363 on Inquiry Card. 
of IBM Corporation. 486 Is a lradcmark 
91 by ASTRIX Colp. All rights reserved. 

http:rcduc.cs
http:MS-DOSS.DO
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33 MHZ CACHE 386 $699 
• 33 MHZ ll03M CPU • 64.K CACHE MEMORY ON 90AAD (EXPA.'C>AOLE TO 
256Kl • EXPNCWllf'T0&41180t~BOAPO USINO IM&XISNWS · Al.SO USES 
2$6KXt SMMS (Ot< llSTAU.ED) • SOCKETED FOR WEfTfX 41ffl MATli 00. 
PAOCE5SOA • EtGHT1t-BfTBUSSlOTS • AMIBC)S • IS X13"SIZEFrT'StN 
MlNl-2118AUOFUU..&lZEZ98CASES • FUl.LYCOMPATIBL.EWITHOGl2. 
NOVEU. OfSOVIEW, XE.Not AHO WINDOWS 3.0 

MCT·C38G-33 ··--·--·-··-------·----S699.00 
MCT-C388-CO .a MHZ VERStON --·--·-------S8Sl9.00 

16 MHZ MINl-286 
llWMHZ SELECTABLE SPEEDS • EXPANDABl.£ TO 4M8 ON-OOARD • AW BIOS 
• FM; 1&-8'f 'lHREE HIT SlDTS • co-PROCESSOf\ SOCKET • t.uNt-SUE 
UCT·M286-16 _ ........·---·-····--- ··- ··-·-·-···- ··-·- S199.95 
MCT· M28&-12 12MHZ VERSION ·· ··-··········- ......................._.•,.••• $179.95 

MCT·lURD0.10 10MHZ 8088 MOTHERBOARD ........... ...... ..- •.••••$69.95 


20MHZMINI$ 
386-SX 29995 
• 20 MHZ INTEL 80386SX CPU • IGMB ONl>OAnD RAM 
:APAaTV:USINOSIMMS(OK81NSTAl.Lfl)J • AM1 BK>6 

Ct«X>SE FAST 0 WAIT SlATt:OR \WAIT STATEFOA 
~CONOMICAL USE. OF SLOWER RAM • a EXPANSION 
JlOTS • SOCKETED FOR 80387SX CO-PROCESSOR 
• l..5' X IJ"RTSMINl-286AOOFUU.-SllE298CASES 

~CT-386SX ··-·---···--··-·-···-···- '299.05 
VCT-386SX-20 20 ~-ffZ VERSK:W 
1:149.95 

33 MHZ CACHE 486 $1295 
· INTEL~ CPU fEANRES N4 MERNA1. 90387 f'PU>HJ~CACtE • &ocK 
CAQE. M:EMORYON BOARO 1EXPANDA8lf. TO 259<) • EXPAM'.>ABl.C TOMU& OH 
eo.....AO USHQ 1"'8XJP a..u.4S • ALSO USES 2$SOC9 5'IAlS (OIC INSTAU.£D) 
• SOC'.:KETEOFORWE.nE<41PM.AmCC>PAOCESSOA • EKlHT 1MWl BUS 
SlOTS • AMI BIOS • 8.5' )( 13' sa.E FITS IN M1Nf·286AIKJ FUU..SIZE 280 CASES 
• f\AJ..V COMPATIB&.E WfTH<>S.'2. NOVELL OESOVIEW, XDIOCANO WINDOWS3.0 

MCT·M486-3J --···--·-··--····-·-·-··-··-··-·$1295.00 

25 MHZ MINl-386 
• EXPANOAOlE TO tOMD BMO OH-BOARO USING SIMMS;SMBON OPTIONAL 
MEMOR'f' CARO USINQ 0tP RAMS • FAS T JNTEALEAVEO MEMORY • AMI BIOS 
• FTVE 16-BIT. lWO I-BIT & ONE 31-811' SlOTS • Mlffl.SaE BOARD 

llCT-M386-2S -··---······-·-- ··- ··-·-·-·-······-·--·--··-·----"499.05 
MCT·M38&-M25 MEMORY CARD (OK INSO -········---···-·-·..··-· ·-·· $99.95 

- ·- -~ - - ~~~~. 

• . . - ' •. 

.... .....,PARTt 	 TY.. 

MATH CO-PROCESSORS 
Intel's new 803l17·DXP •upporta aJJintef 80386DX series CPU'• up to 33MHr 

8087 ·---·-·- 5 MHz --··· $89.95 
8087·2 ··--··-·8MHz ·-··- 129.ts 
8087·1 -·······- - ·- 10 MHz .... ..• 169.95 
80287-XL ······-··· 12 MHz ......... 94.115 

90387·0XP .........•33 MHz ..... .. 209.95 

80387-SX ··-········ 16 MHz .••. ..• 129.95 
80387·SX20 •.•...•. 20 MHz ....... 149.115 

83087-16 ............ 16 MHz .... $199.95 

83087·20 •........••. 20 MHz ..•..• 209.115 
83D87·25 ··· ···-··· 25 MHz •. .... 219.115 
83087-33 ······-···· 33 MHz •. .... 229.05 
83087-40 ..... .......40 MHz ...... 239.95 
83S87-15 (SX) .•.. 16 MHz ..-·· 129.95 
83S87·20 (SX) - •• 20 MHz ._••. 149.95 
83S87·2S (SX) -·· 25 MHz ····- 159.95 

•• INTEGIWfD 
,,,. l':J~TKJN 

ALL CO-PROCESSORS INCi.UDE MANUAi., 
SOFTWARE GUIDE, AND MANUFACTURER'S 
OWN 5-YEAR WARRANTYI 

GREAT GIFT IDEAS FOR THE PC ENTHUSIAST 


SOUND BLASTER $16B95 
THE Ul.l1MATE SOUND OOAAO ... ... _.,... . ";' - •...... ,....;FROM CREATIVE LADS! PRODUCE 
Al/THEU1tC &OVNDNO 
INSffll..MEHTS OR ATIACH"' :- ·. ~... ' :~;... (
MJCRO.PHOHE At-I> BEGIN 
DIGITAt,L'f t1ECOHOING THE 
W0RW Af'()VNO 'f'OV, -"~ . - . . ., ." _;.. _ • ·:___-===..:• a.81 T IOIWIOAZlNll3e&'.&e6PC 

COMPATI8l.E CARD 

• 	 ADUt COMPAT IBLE FM SYlm£SIZD\, OIGfTlZCD VOICE OW*4EL AND 
MICAOPHONE INPl1T 

• BUl.T· IHOAME POAT FOR STANDAAD PC ANALOG JOYSTICKS 
• BUl.T-'NPCWIERAMPUflER(~ 

• 	SOflWAAE JHCUIOES ~ NTB.UGEHT OAGAH . AVOCE DEVCl.OPMDlT 
TOOutfT ANO A~ TAUCNl PARAOT PROQAAt.L 

SOUNDBLASTER - ....--·------·--·--- ··--S169.Q5 

DUAL PORT 
GAME CARD 
LETS TWO Pt.AYERS COMPETE AG4'NST EJOt OllERI 
AIST PUJQ IH NIO AnACH TWO JOYSTICKS.. 
• &-8fT IOM OR 2M'l8614116 PC COMPATIBLE CARD 

FLIGHT 
SIMULATOR YOKE 
ARE.AUST IC CONrROU.En rOR USE wtnl MANY 
FUGHT SIMU..ATORS, AUTCH\AClHO NE SPACE 
FUGHr PAC>CltlAMS. 
• COUPATIOl..E wrru PCCOMPATIOLC GAME CARDS 
• TRIM COtlHQ.8 FOfl THOOTilE. STllClllNG. ANO 

AccaEAAOON 

• 	 INCUJOE.S fr CABlf. IADU: Cl.AMP. SUCTION 
CUPS AUD MNIUAI. 

JOR-YOKE _____ _ $69.95 

TIJRNS NfY SERJES OF KEYSTROKE. ENTRlES IHTO 
MACROS YOU COMMAHO wiTH SPEECH! 
• a.err 90MOA 281YJMo'419PC 

COMPATIBLE CARO 

• 	 OPERATES AS A TERMINJl1 E ANO STAY f\ES!DEN1 
PAOORAM. REOU!FllNQ 0Nt.Y 671< Of MEMOR'f' 

• INClUJESHEADSET ANOSOflWARE(S- 1'4") 

• 	 VtRT\JAU.Y UNUM11 ED ¥IC>N> R£OOQUITlOff 
CAP-.mES 

$6!195 


:llil~llil..~11• 

'"""""'"~,....,,,,..~--'• 

•1&&-150 
• 1f4.120 
•11+100,........,,
,........,. 

U:z.56.150 
•n~uo 
41251-100........ 

41256-60 
41'256-100......... 

IM0-120 
1 M&-100....... 

U:sa.u&10 ·41 H&U&«I 
"6ICXISINO............., 

42100QAl8.10 
.u1OOQA!&10.,,...._ 
llll!X951P-IO.,............., 


...,..,...,.,, ....,.., ...,......,.,.. 
26214.-l ol 

2'G21 •••1 
762 U•.. ! 
2621 .\ll ·hl 
2621'-'•1 
2fQ1'4lC.4 
2$2140.•,....,.., 
1044$7&.I 
10457$.ll ,....,.., 

"6< • MIT 
2561<11-DIT 
256K11.•BIT 
256K•l-8H 
IMB.16-0IT 
l"'8 1 MM'T 
IWS.19-&T 
lt.t8•1-81T 
•M8 1dlBIT 

..... ,...,,.... DIP ""' .... 
DIP ....,,....''°"" DIP 

l.t5DIP ""'' ''°"" OIP ....'""" O<P..... "''°"' OIP '·
01P '·".... 2.11..... OIP .... .... 
DIP 1... """" ""' 
DIP .... -''°"' OIP 5At 
DIP ·- ....DIP·--- ....."" ,, ..... '" ...- .,.....,,., ..... ..... 

SIP/PC ,,...""'·"" """ SIMM'1AC ..... 
SIMM/PC ..... ·- ..... ·- SIP/PC - """""" ..... 

SIMM 199.15 -"'"' 

2NDSTAGC' CD-PROCESSOR $2B9 
SPEED-UP MODULE 
TAKE NNAHTK;I! OF TODAY'S FASTEST co-PROCESSORS wmt OUR ""2NO 
STACE". AU.OWS UP TO 20 IM<Z C0-PA0CESS0RS TO R\.N AT FU.l 
SPEED JN iliE St.OWE.ST 2M-8ASED SVSTEMS. SIMPlY 
P100YBACK 'f'OUR HIGU SPEED 281 MATH 
CO-PnOCESSOR ONTO THE2"CJ 8lAOE 
WHICHIHSTAl.LS OH YOUR 
MOn£ll80AAD 

• 28613861.\1186 COMPATll:tU 
• WORKS WHEN SOFTWARE WON'T EVE" BOO T 

COMPUTER 
• SWtTOilE.SS ANO.A.MPERLESS OUAl. CW. OilP 

DESIGN• LEOSFORAU.POWf ASUPPL'f'VOLTAGES 
• 	 Pl.ACE OCSPl.AYS ON-BOARO OR ON THE BACK 

PAN EL. 8RAO<ET 

Circle 6 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 7). 	 NOVEMBER 1991 • BYTE 437 
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EXCEUENT AJRFlOWI DEAL. FOR HEAYY-Ol.ITY 
SYSTEMS LIKE NETWORK FILE SERVERS. 

• FOR 8088. MINl·286138&'..a6 AHO STD M-SOAROS 

• MOUITTS FOR THR EE FLOPPY, FOUR HALF·HEIGUT 
DRIVES OR TWO FUU. HEIGHT DRIVES 

• POWER, KEVlOCK, RESET At-ID 'TIJROO S'WfTCHES ON 
FflONT PANEL 

• TURBO. POWER-ON ANO HAAO OlSK LEOS 
• H>tGrT LED PROCESSOR SPEED DISPLAY SHOWS 

NORMAi.. At.'O TURDO SPEED 

• 1&-J14"L xrw x 24..:ll4"ti 

CASE· 100A ..... ............ - .......................... $99.95 
PS-250TW 2St:JNAITUILPO\Vf.RSUPPLY St29.95 
PS-300TW :JOOWATTU.t POWER SUPPLY $149.95 

DELUXE 
UPRIGHT 
CASE 
GREAT FOR NETWOFlK APPUCATKJNSJ 
• INCLUOES 2ril:NI POWER SUPf'LY • HOLDS 11 HALF· 
HEJGHT DRIVES OR 3 f1A..l. UEIGHT ANO 5 HALF HEIGKT 
DfWES • 5 EX~O ORM SAYS FOR R.OPPV on TAPE 
DRIVES • HINGED FRONT OOOA PAHB. Pf\OTECTS 
ORIVESAHOCOHTROlS • KE'tloa<. TVRBOANORESET 
SWTTCHES • FRONT MOUNTED POWER SWITCH • LED 
SPEEOD!SPlAYS(2DIGITS) • 2NOFANFOREXTR.A 
COOUNG • HINGED SJDE PANEL FOR OUICK ACCESS 
•2'J-1 f'l"L X&·112"WX2~4·1-t 
CASE· 200A .... .................. ................. ........ - ... $349 .95 

PS-2501W 2:50WATT U'1.. P()W!;R SUPP\.Y - $129.95 
P5-300TW 30CNIATTU\.POWERSUPPlY ··~·-- $149.95 

MINI UPRIGHT CASE 
• INCLUDES 'lfXNI UIL APPROVED PO\VER SUPPlY• VEnY SMAl.1. FOOTPRWT 
(16"l.X8"WX l2"H) • FOR8088ANDMlN12.81i.13861'486UOT'ttEJU!IOAAOS • CAN 
HOLD 6 ll(JERNAl. E>IPAHSK>N CARDS • MOUHTS FOO TiiREE 5-IJ.a DRIVES ANO 
ONE 3-lf'l" HAl..f HEIGHTDRIVES 
CASE· 120 .......... M . .. .. M .......... . ............ .................. .... .. .... .. . . ........ . .. . $199.95 

STANDARD COMPUTER CASES 
CASE·7D 
CASE..SO 
CASE-FLIP 
CASE-S LIDE 
CASE-JR 

FUU. SIZE SUOE CASE FOR STO. OR J.llNt 286IJalll'86'S - $89.95 
FOR 8098 OR I.UHi 2861'J861486 MCJntER80ARDS .. ··· $59.95 
FUP·TOP CASE F0Aeos& ANDML~ 28&'3861'86"S ......-, $39.95 
SllOE·lYPE CASE FOR eoM ANO NINI 2&8r386/486'S ·-·· $39.95 
WffH 2fX1W PS, FOR 8068 & MINI 26613861486 BOARDS , $149.95 

KEYBOARDS 

101·KEY BTC KEYBOARD 

NEW 
LOWER 

RICES 

• FOR 8068 OR 2861'J86/486COMPAT1Bl.ES •101-KEY ENHANCED LAVOUT • AUTO. 
SENSE FOR 8088 on 28&'3&61-4813 . 12 FUNCTION KEYS • AUTO REPEAT • EXTRA 
LAnOE SHIFT & RETUf\tl KEYS: LED S FOR SCROLL. CAPS ANO HUMBER LOCK 

BTC -533 9 --~-· ..--·-- ·---·-·-·--··----·-·- -··-.. - S49.95 

OTHER KEYBOARDS 
BTC-5339R CO~PACT 101-KEY, ~SMAll.ER FOOTPRINT ................ $59.95 
B TC5060 &4-KEY WITH 10 FUNCTION KEYS .... ~...... .. .............. - .•. $59.95 

FC-3001 101 ·KEY WITH DUJLTolN CALCUlATOO ·--- ·--···-·-·..-· $69.95 

LOGITECH 
GRAYSCALE SCANNER 

• SCANS IMAGES UP TO 4..1" WtOE. l.ENGll1 O£Pe.:os ON MEMORY 
• SOf1HISTICATED SOFTWARE FOA IUAGE EOfTINCi 
• SKEW CORRECTION AN O MERGE CAPABllfTY 

• WINDOWS 3.0 COMPATIBLE 

SCANMAN-256 ·- ·····-·····-············-·············-··· $289.95 
SCANMAN-32 32<.iRAY SCALE VERSION _....._ St79.9S 

NEW MOUSEMAN MOUSE 
• 400 CP I FOR ACCURACY 

• IOO'JI(, MICAOSOFTCOMPATIBVT"t 

• SEA.IAl ANO BUS VfflSK)NS AVAllABlE 

lOGiHCH 

MOUSEMAN·S SERIAL. MOOSE-NO SI.OT REOUIRED ---·S69.95 
MOUSEMA~B WS MOUSE-lNCLUOES INTERFACE CARO .......... $74.95 

M OUS EM AN·W IN SERIAL MOOSE wrrn WINDOWS 3.0 -·--·--··-..... $ 119.95 
MOU SEMAN-C CORDLESS RADIO MOUSE-SERW. ~........ - ............. $ 109.95 

1oarrEcH TRitcKMAN 
USES LESS SPACE DECAUSE fT'S S1ATIONAAY1 
• RESOLUTION ADJUSTS TO 300 CPI 

• INCL MOl.JSEWARE UTILITIES, MENUS. MOUSE 
2-JMENUSHEll 

m ACKMAN SEfUAL. VERSION "---·-· $79.95 

lRAC KMAN· B BUS VERSK)tl --·-··-· $84.95 
lNCt.UDeS a.8IT DUS CARO 

m A CK MAN·P PORT.t.GLE VERSION "· $99.95 

• BOTRACKS 
• 135TPI 

• ULTRA HICH OENSrTY 
• READIWRITE 720K DISKS, TOO 

• 1P.ICLUDES MOUNTING 
lu.ROWARE 

FDD-1.44X SLACK FACEPLATE 

F00-1 .44A eaGEFACEPLATE 

FLOPPY DISK DRIVES 
3-1/ 2 " MITSUBISHI 1 .44MB FLOPPY $U9.91S 
• FORMATS \ ,44MO OR 7201< OtSKETIES • BEIGE Of'I BLACK FACEPLATES 

MF355A BEIGE FACEPLATE ··--·..··-·---·· ...... "-"' $ 129.95 
MF355X Ill.ACK FACEPLATE ."_... _ ___,_,,,_,, ,,_ $ 129.95 

5-1/ 4 " OS DD 1.2MB FLOPPY $89.95 
• 96 TPI • 80 TRACKS • BEIGE FACEPl.ATE 

F0[).1.2 ........... ..................................................... $89.95 

FD[).360 3&0K FLOPPY wrrn BLACK FACEPLATE .... S89.95 

POWER SUPPLIES 
200W FOR 286/ 386/ 486 •s9, 95 tF;:;:;;~~ 
• 1 IG-220V SWITCH • UL APPROVED 
• •5V 0 20A. o\2\' 0 7A. ·5V 0 ,5A_ •12\' 0 .$A 
PS-200 ............... " ......... ........................ $89.95 
PS-250 2!IJW VERSION ......................... $129.95 

200 WATTFOR8088 
• 110-220\I SWOCH • UL A?PAO'VED 
• •5V 0 20A. •12V 0 SA. -5V 0 .SA., ·l2V O .SA 
PS.200X ................................................ $89.9 5 
PS-150 151:m POWER SUPPLY FOR 8088 .. $69,95 

CHECK OUR NEW UPRIGHT 
POWER SUPPUES AT LEFT 

RAM CARD FOR $ 
FOR HP LASERJET 4995 

EXPAND 't'OOR LASERJET"S MEMORY UP TO A FULL 4,SMBJ 
MORE MEMORY AU.OWS FASTER THROUGHPUT, fUU PAGE 
GAAPHICS ANO MORE DOWNLOADABLE FONT'S! 

• FOR LASER.JET SERIES II PAINTERS 

• USEREXPANOAa..ETO 1f'll.& MB(Ot< IHSTAU.EO} 

• USES IM9 t20NSORAMS 
MCT·RAMJET ....................................................... $49.95 
MCT-RAMJET· P ............ ....... ............................. ... $69.95 
11'2J3/4MB FOR 11P ANO UI, USES 1MO DRAMS 

3-BUTTON MOUSE 
• 3-Bl/TTOtl MOUSE 

• STAHOAnD 2:90 OP1 SELECTABlE UP 
TO 1450 0P1 

• SVlffCH SELECTABLE MJCROSOfT AND 
MOUSE SYSTEMS EMUlATION EUMIHATES 
SOFTWARERECONAGUAATIOH 

• OPTQ.MECHANtCAL DESIGN FOR LONG LIFE 

• WINOOWS 3.0 C0MPATI8lE 

$1495 

JDR·MOU SE-3 -··-·-···-···············-··-·····-··-·· $14 .95 

ACECA.D' 
GRAPHICS TABLET 
AN!h'EXPENSIVEWAYTOOET ACCURATE 
INFORMATION INTO YOUR COMPUTER 

• 12" X 12" OHAPHICS T.t.GLET 

• UPTO 101tllPIAESOll/TION 
• PlUGSMOSTAHOAROSERlAl.INTERFACI 

• EMUl.AnB SUMMAGRAPHICS. CAL.COMP 
2000. t.IJCROSCFT MOUSE & MOUSE 
:,-Y~ l t.MS 

0 -9000 ....... ................................... ....... $ 199.95 
0·9000-P E N ()PTl()NAL PEN STYLUS ..... ~. $20.95 
[).9000-WIN WINOOWS 3.0 OfWEA __,.,_ $19.95 

SUMMASK.ETCH+ SUNMASKETCH Pt.US OIOmZJNG TABl.ET -- $389.95 

CHINON COLOR SCANNER 
OV~EAO SCANNER LETS YOU SCAN 
OOJECTS UP TO :i;.t• HJGHI 
• 75 TO 300 OPI AESOlUTION 
• SCANS 4096 COlORS.'256 GRAY LEVELS 
• COLOR IMAOE EDITING SOFTWARE 

INCLUDED 
• EXPORTSPCX.GRAYTIFF. COtORTIFF& 

TGA.FORMATS 
• INCi.VOES INTERFACE CARO, CABLE & AC 

POi#ER ADAPTOR 

• AEOUIAES WINOOWS 3 0 

DS-3000 ............... - ................................. ,_ ........ $849.00 

HARD DRIVE KITS 

KITS INCl.lJOE HARO DRIVE. DRIVE CONTAOU£R. CABlES & MANUAL 

&}>Seagate HARD DRIVES 

:ts $199 UI $459 
=B $359 IJ,J $699 
FORMAT FORM MODEL I 

IDE 3-1/2" ST· 125A 
IDE ;..11r ST· 138A 
IDB 3-1/2' ST·l57A 
ID~ 3-1/2" ST· l102A 
ID E 3-1 / 2" Sl114-IA 
ID E 3-1 /2" ST1201A 
IDE S-1 / -1" ST-227-IA 
IOI~ 5- 1/.1" ST·2383A 
IDE 3-1/ 2' ST·t4BOA 

MFM 5-1/ 4" ST·2 25 
Mf'.1 3-1/Z ST· 125 
MP.\! J.. l /!" ST· llS-1 
MP.\t s-1 1-r ST·251-1 
~U·~1 5-l/-I" ST-4096 

RLL S-1/4" ST·238 
RLL 3-1/2" ST·138R 
RLL S-11<" ST·2n· I 
SCSI 5-1/-t • ST·296N 
SCS I J..l /!" ST· 10%N 

89MB 
19MS 
3.5" 
IDEDRIVE 

STORAGE AVG. SPEEO PRICE 

21.SMB 28.\tS $1 i9 
32.IMB ZSMS $189 
44.7MB lSMS $19' 
80.tMB 19MS $359 
131 MB 19MS $459 
17TI.·IB ISMS $699 
2.CIMB lb.\lS $1195 
338M6 16MS $ 1195 
426MB I-IMS $1595 

21.4MB 65MS 5199 
21.4MB 28MS $219 
321 MB 28 \IS 5259 
<1 2.8 \!.B :S~tS $1.. 9 
so.i.\.m 28MS _filL 
l2.7MB 6SMS $219 
:U.7MH 2S MS $249 
b5..SMB 2SMS S289 

SI 9~18 211.\!S $369 
RJ.9M6 20.\lS 5499 

wrrH IDEFH CONTROLLER ,.,,. fUTVllE UOVl!J 
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1024X 768 
VGA PACKAGE 

$49995 
NlW 

LOWER 
PRI C! 

• 8Jle-al'T 80M AND~PC COMPATIBLE 
• RESOUJTK)N UPTO 102..& X768 IH2$6" COlORS 

• 0.28DOrPnQi.1C' Ol.AGOtW. NON-OlAAESCREEt 
• 1:1 ASPECTRATlOING.oX.tM&1024X788MOOE 
• 11 0l'220VAC,50t'GOHZI NP\JT 
• 2S6COLORSFROMAPAlCTTEOF 262.000 
• fil2K YJ0e0 RAM EXPA1'°"8l.ETO IU8 (USES4142SMQ OfW,tS) 
• 1 ~<.:Cl.UWITEXT MOOE 

• M.110 IMJOE. SWITOilt..O • IHCll.0£9 SOFTWARE ORIVCAS 

VGA·PKG-1024+ ···-·-·········· .. ·--··-.............. $499.95 
'HOTE: REQUIRES I MB RAM fOR 102" X7GI N2S6 COlORS 

Sl99.95 

0.21MM DOT PfTQt MER.ACED MOUJTOA 
LOWEWSSQ.jUOHfTORFROUNEC -- 
,,. 5.IOX 480YOAMOHITOR -·-- 
1.i• Fl.AT SCAECN&tORAVSCALEVOA  .......... 
17' MOHOWl'flf AMBEA SCREEH --- 

• SOFTWAl\E OfllVEAS FOR WINDOWS 3.0, AUTOCAO, LOTUS 1·2.J , V[!NTURA 

NETWORKCONNECnONS 
ETHERNET $13995 
CARDS 

' QI;. f ,j 

• ICIO'J. HNC>\VN\E & SQnWARE C()lo&PA na.E 
WrTH ftOYCll. HE.·1000 

• CHOOSE 64m 00 18.eET VO\SION 
• WORKS WITH ntlCK AUO THIN EmERHET & 

$NCl..UOES CONNECTOAS FOR BOTH \t'l•"'U I 1 11~ • 

OFINET"'900 MllTVERSKJN,HE- IOOCICOMPATl8lE - S139.95 
DFlNET-400 16-M VERSaelN. NE-2000COMPATtUI.£ _ $149.95 
DFI NET·OR AUTO OOOT ROM ...,... tt... "_,,,,,...................__ $29.95 

NIW 
lOWH 
PllCll 

1.44MB FLOPPY CONTROLLER 
· -01'2.. 00••l'AflO<E $4995 
• SUPPORTS 2 R..oPPY OfWES 

(381)(. 720K. 1..a!8& I.A~) 
• USER SEl.ECTAelf. "5 A PRMARY 

OR SfCONDARV f3f\OOA 4Tlf) FlOPPV DR1VE 

MCT·R><>HD -----·-··--  S4Sl.95 

MCT·FDC·HD4 ...  ... ·········-·-····-··· S59.95 

NEl'WORK CABL.f$ ANO CONNECrORS HARD DISK CONTROUER 
RGSM &-FTCOAJICABlE FOR THl7'4 E1~1EnNET - ··· • "_$5,$5 • SUPPOA TSMOSTDRIVESIZES • CAN DIVIDE 1 LAAOEORIVEINT02LOGICAL 
RG58--25 2~COAXCABLEF0RTHINCTHCJVET _ _ $12.$15 DRIVES " CA8lESFOflOHEOIW£ 
RG58-100 too-fTCOAX CA8Lf FORTKIN ClliEnHET -  $29.95 MCT·HDC -·--·--·---------·-··----  S79.95 
BNC-TERM-50 !iOUDUMMYLOAOTERMll<ATOA ---· · _ $1 .99 RU HARD DISK CONTROLLER 
BNC·T2F T .coNNECTOR. 2 FEMALE TO 1 MAtE --  ---S3.99 • SUPPORTS 2 All HA.AO ONVEB • ~FASTER Q.tiT ATRANSFEA • DESICJNEO 

WE HAVI' A UR~ SEJ.EcnON OF COAX AND rwlHAX CONIUCTORI FOR eoe&COUPATIBlES • INC\..UOES CABl.ES fOA ONE HARO ORrVE 

•••••••CAU••FOR.iiFUiiR1NiiiiERiiii1iiN'°""'iiiiiiAiiT10Niiii·····~· ~:;~~61:J. lNTE-RLEAVE MFM·--·--·---S89.05 
MODEMS 
9600 BAUD MODEM 

;,- - · 
• VPT031-"<6PSUNOEAY,42BIS 
• JOO. 1200, 2'00, 4800 ANO 9eJO BPS 
• V,32., V "'2. Y "'2HlS COMPo\T18LE 
• &&HP l£Y£1.S I ·!t EIVlOR.coARECT10N CAPASAJTY 
• S'YJ,ICHAOHOUSI ASVNCHRetO.JS"c::ouMLl'l".<CATION 
• HAYES AT COt.U.W.O SET C:OUPATIOlC 
• INTEl.5'1'EAl1WARflAHfY • FUUCCITIV.5-IOtAGNOSTICTESllNO 

PCELf7296 ....................... ..... $499.95 

intef 
• ~PCCat..,,ATIDl.E. CAAO 
• g;.m DI'S SEHl);RECErVE GROUP DI FM WORM IN 0ACKGR0uN0 
• ~ MNP·5 V.221MS MODEM • S\VITCHLC.SS INSTAU..ATIO• 
• PHOtlEOOOKFEAT\Jf\ECREATESDrS'TAIBUTIOtl USlS 

PCCBG20t - .. ·-···········-··-·-·· $3!)9,05 

9600 BAUD FAX CARD WITH MODEM 
• 16-811 ~ PCCOUPATlOlC t.t00£M ON A CAAO 

• 2-ICDI 12Q)'JOO PBS Y .22815 WOOEM 
• 96008PSSOO'RECENEGROUPt\IFAX • ATCOMIJA.HOSENOC()MPAT18l.E 
• f'ROCOM MCOMMUNICATIOll S SORWo\RE • MIYN•ORIVEN FAX SOFTWARE 
• CONV EllTS ASCII. PCX 3 TIFF FILES FOR FAXING TOOAOUP 111 FAXES 
• AOOf"tESSESCAN OE GROUPED TO TRANSMIT FAXES TO OlSTRIBUTION LISTS 

PRO-MAXI ·-----·--··--···--·-·-··-····-----···  $159.95 
PR0-1'4EF 14,400BA.UDVERSION --------- $749.00 
PR0-96EF DODO DAW MODEM 'Mlli SENO'RECEIVE. FAX -·~ $629.00 
PRQ.24EMNP PAOMEn~E\JS 2-&000AUO MNP-$ EXTERHAL MODEM . $149.95 
PRQ.24L1NP PROMETHEUS 2-400 BAUD MHP-5 ltflEftNAL l.a>W - Sl 19.!ilS 
YrYA·24E Yl'VA2GBAOC>EXTVWAt.UOOE.lol $119.95 
VrYA·24UNP VfVA 2..00 8.AUO EXT MODEM WI Mt.PS ER.ROA CORA. $149..ff 

640X480 
VGA PACKAGE 

$36995 

• IVl&-HlT80M AUt> 286.'3e6''88 PCc;o,.u;All8LE 
• t:t A.$1'ECTAATl01NMOX-4.eGMOOE 
• RESOl..UT1c:»e540X4ll0 	IN16CQ.""5 

320 X 200 IN 256 COlOt\S 
• 2'56K VIDEO~ • ANAl..00 VGA MONfTOA 
• 14' OIAOOUAL NON-OLA.RE SCAEEN 
• 1101220YN:.,5Q.f.O H2lNPllT 
• OAIVEhS FOR POPUl.AA SOFTWARE PnOORAMS 

VGA-PKG - .. ·-··-·-···-··-·······-·--··-···..······-· 

NON·INTERLACED 
1024 X 768 MONITOR 
$47995 

• ..2BMJ.t DOT PfTCH. 14'NON-Gl.NlESCl\£EN 
• OtSPlA't'S AH INANITE RAHOE OF CCllORS 
• Il l ASPECT RATIOlN 1024 X 768 & 640 X 480 J.tOOES 

• 11 0/220 VAC, !iQ.'60 HZ INPl/T 

VGA·MON·1024N -··-· ·- 
VGA-MON-1024 
NEC-MULTI-:IDS 
VGA·MONrTOR 
MONO.VGA 
JOA-AMBER 

DISPLAY CARDS 
8/16-BIT VGA CARD 
A REMARKA8LE VALUE.I EASY TO 1P'5TALL 
• 811 15-MOA~MPCCOMPAllll.E 

• 800Xtl0011118COlORS,&40X.uJOH.f t8COtORS, 
320X200 IN ~COtORS 

• 2S6KYIOE.0RAM 
• SUPPORTS~AolOOORMULllSYNCHMONflORS 
• 132 COUJMN TEXT LIOOE 

PUBllSllEA & MOOE 

MCT-VGA-16 ··-········ .. ·········-···-· S49.0S NIW 
LOWER 

1024 X 768 IN 256 COLORS mci $14!#95 

• 5T2K YS0£0 RAM INSTAlLEO 
• EXPANIJ.Aa.E TO 1MSUSINO 4 EACH 

.. , .. ~,00 . ' ll < 
• COMPATIBlE WIAWJ..OG ANO.'OA m 

I - ,'MONITORS 
• SOFTWNlE OfllVERS ll ,'. - 
MCT·VGA·1024+ --··-. $149.95 -- . 
NEW! All-in-one VGA/IDE/10/Mouse 
l..S m'tV CAAD C.U. REPUCE 
1.#110 -4 INTERFACECAROS NID 

OOIAES ~A UOUSEJ 
• 1024 X 788 IN 256 COt.ORS 
• IMBRAMINCt.UOED 
• FlOPP"l'hiAROc.oHTROlrOA 

MO IDE HARD DArVES & TWO 
FlOPPVDAIVES(VP TO l,«MB) 

• INCLUDES MOUSE POAT AliD...MQUA[ 
• 2 SERIAl f>QATS ANO I PARAllEl PORI 

UCT·VGAEIO --··---··-·---·--··------·----··-···-·· $299.$15 

8/J.6-B" VGA CARD 	 $99.95 
• MOXWIN UICOl..ORS • 2561< VJDC.OAAU NlW:::=~a:~~MTTOMAflCMOOESVnTCHlNO LOWER 
• NtAl.00& mOUTPUTSUPPORTSAU.t.OIJlORS r 1 1c1 

MCT·VGA ·--------·-·--------599.95 
MONOGRAPHICS/PRINTER CARO $49.95 
• tlERCUl.ES COMPATIBLE • 6UPPOfHS LOlUS 1·2-3 • B0881286f.J8G/"611 
COMPA118lE • 720X3.a&Ol6Pl..AV • AOOOESSPAAAl.l.Et. l'OnT 4Sl.PTI OR2 

MCT·MGP ·····-·--·-··•···-·····----···-···----·-··----····- $49.95 

TOLL FREE ORDERS 
CUSTOMER SERVICE 
TECHNICAL SUPPORT 

INTERNAL MODEM 
2400BAUD 
• 240C'Nl200i'300UAUOOJ'EAATION 

• F\.U tv.VE.8 COMPAJIOl..JTV 
• CXlt<f1CIUl1EASCOMt 
• B!A.HNSPEAKE.A 
• Al/TO f\.»feflOUS JNCUJOE WNT FOA O(A 

TONE AHO Au·ro R(OIA.l ON BUSY 
• PROCOMM COMMUNICATK>NS SHAREWAAE 
MCT-241 ····-·--·-···-·-·-----S49.95 
MCT-FAXM ?"OOBAUO 
MOOEJ,1 wnH SEND OM.y FAX _ ___ $70.9S 	 EXPANOEO OR EXTENDED • CONFORMS FIJllV TO UM EMS 3..1 'l•••••••••••••••••••illllll ~g::~;_2SG···~-~-~·;;;·~;~·:=:.::·:::..................:'.:~: :~:::~ 

9600BAUD 
V.42BIS MODEM 
• 96»'"'800n-IOW12000Al.OOATAMOOE,,.. 
• can V."20lSN.3iiV220&S.9B.J. 212A 

COMPATlOl.E 
• FUU.VHAvt:S 

0

AlCOMMNIDSETCOMPATIBlE 
• 	FULL DUPl..E.JI ASYNCHRONOUS I 

SYNCltnONOUS 

[Jll\~"tU..,l~ 

• 2 YEAR WAAAANTY FROM PnoMETlttuS 

PR0-96E ·····--·············--·--·---··$399.95 

FAXSWITCH 
COf~ FAX, MOOCl.l. ANSWERflO L1.ACH1HE NII> 
PHOrlE TO ONE une ANO THIS MAOflNE WU 
ROUTE YOUR CAU.S l'O Tl-iE CORRECT OEVCE. 
FAXM·SWITCH ................. ....... ..... ... $119.95 
FAX-SWITCH ..................................... $89.95 
wrrnour MOOE.M cam£CllON 

:g=~~=gtE~:;::Z:~ci~~2:--:'JP~~iso1sKLEOS 
MCT·FAFH .............. " ................................................ _,,, ................ $149.95 


286/386 J.:J. INTERLEAVE RU 
• SUPPOATS UPT01WOnOPPfE.S('60Kmot</1.2M819MMB) & 1WO RU. HA.RD 
DRIVES • NQN.QlfERLEAVEDOPERATIONFORSUf'EnlORPERFORMANCE 
UCT·AFH·RLL ···-··..-·-···-·-··-··-·-- ··•'"'"""·---·..·--···· s·199.SIS 
IDE MULTJ.10 Ft.OPPY/HARD CONTROUER 
• SUPPORTS 2 IOE HARD DRIVES & 2 R.OPf'ES ('leCK. 720K, 1 2MO & 1.441.e) 
• 2SER1A1. & 1 PAl\Al.UL POFf • SUPflOmS COMI 12. U'TI. 2. 3 

MCT·IOEIO ............... - .............. - ....... - ............._ .. _, ........................ $69.95 

SCSI Ft.OPPY / HARD CONTROUER 
• SUPPOATS2 SCSI HARO DRIVES I 2Fl0PPIES(XOK.12t)(, 1.2M8& t.4"M8l 
MCT·SCSl·FH ................... ............... - ·············-.. ····-··-···········-····$711.95 
MCT·SCSI AS AOOVE WITHOUT FLOPPY CONTROL ,_ ~...... •••. ••••- .. S49.Sl5 

MULTI 1/0 CARD 
286/386/ 486 $4n95 
MULTI 1/ 0 CARD ;:,
• SEJUAL. PARAU.E\. AJ«>GAME. PORTS 
• uses 16'&.SOSEAW.StlPPOATCHIPS 

FOH HIGH SPEEO OPEAAT!Ct.i 
• 	SOCKET FOR OPTIONAL SECOND 

SERIAi. PORT 

MCT·AIO --·-·· ----·-·--·---·--$49-'15 
MCT· AIO+ TWO 16"(1 SERI.Al PARTS INST"'-1.ED $89.95 

AIO.SERIAL OPTlOHAl 2NDSERIAl PORT ••_ $24.95 

MCT·IO XTCOMPAtl8lE-----------S59.95 
LICT·IOEJO lOEFDGM>CONTAOU.EA---------S&!l-95 

4-PORT SERIAL CARD $139 
• 4 HIGH SPEED SERIAL PORTS 
• ADOnESSABi.EASCOM 1THAUCOM8 
• US£S 16'.SO SERIAL StPPORT CHIPS FOR 

HIGH SPEEDOPCRATlOH 
• a.arr SHORT CA.RO 
• lr.fa..UOES 089 TO 0025 CAPJ..E CONVERTER 

MCT·AMS -------·--·-···-·-·- $·139.95 

MEMORY CARDS 
576K RAM CARD 
• SB.ECTABLE CONFIGURATIOH TO 576K 
• USE&IKOR2561CDAAllS (OKINST) 
MCT·RAM ·-····-·... _ .. ____............. $49.95 

EXTENDED EMS MEMORY CARD 
• ADOSUPTOut&nAM • USEASCXPANOEOOREXP~ 
• CONFORMS TO UM EMS 4 0 • USES BK X 4 DRAMS IOI< INST AU..£01 
a.1cT-EEMS ........................................................................ - ........... $149.95 

288/ 386 EXPANDED MEMORY CARD 
' EXPN4°"81...E T02M&VSUiO IMO DRAMS • COfNEHTIONAUEXPANOED 

MCT·EMS l!IOM-COMPATIDlECMSCARO-- •.• $129.95 

SECURITY CARD 
PR£V£NT lJHAUTHORlZED ACCESS wmt OUR 
GATE.KEEPERCAAD SVSTEMWll.LNOTBOOT-uP 
WITHOUT CORRECJ PASSWOOO 
• UP TO 15 PASSWOROS PER CAAO 
• ONLy SUPEAv1son CAN ADO, OElEfE OR CHANOE 
• TRAUSPARENT TO All HARDWARE & SOFT\VAAE 

GATEKEEPER "-·-·------·--S49.D5 

SIMMPLY RAM MEMORY CARD 
• eoee,, 2!&381151"8600U.Po\Ta.E • ADOS UPTOIMB MM USlHO SU.O.J.CS (25eK 
& IMS) • EXTENDEDNCK>REXP.U•OEDMEl.IORY • Cf4.80N\OUM'4.0EJ.IS 
HARO.WARE • EASV·TO-USE MENU-ORIVEN SOFTWARE MAKES INSTAU..ATION 
& COtJ.flOURATION A BN"1' • INCLUDES DISK CACHE. RAM OISK ANO 
PAINT SPOOl.ER 

SIMUPL Y·AAM -···•····-···-·---------·--·-··--·-..•••• $199.95 

800.538·5000 TOLL FREE FAX ORDERS 800-538·5005 ~ 
800-538-5001 LOCAL/INTERNATIONAL 408-559-1.200 . . • 
800-538-5002 BBS (9600/2400/1200) 408·559·0253 
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POS-601 

8-BIT SOLDERLESS 8088 
BREADBOARD CARD WITH DECODE $79.95 
• IHCLUOt'-S AODrH!.$5 DECOOIHG lOOIC. DATA OUFFER!HO 5 Z LSl CIRCUTS 

FOR PAOGRAJ.U.IABlE OtGl'TAl I.() NlOCOUtlTER-ru.tER FUHC'TK)HS 
• LOGICAU. Y GROUPED •ACCESSES AU. 62 IKJ SIGtW. CONNECTlONS 

m• 
2116-1 
2732 
27"2A 
:mv.-> .,,... 
""' ...... 
2764-250 819218 
275'·200 81 92-:8 
27C64 8 \ 92J.8 
27121 1&3Stl!t 
27121A-200 ....... 
ms< ,,.,..,. 
27256-200 321"6!b& 
27C25& 32'768x8 
27512 655.36•8 
27CS12 ...,.,. 
27C101-l0 131072.o! 

STATIC RAM 

PART• SIZE 

HUGltl-2 20481 8 
HM6118LP"" 

,,,.. ,, 
HM81UILP-3 2048 1 a 
HM8118LP·2 

,,,.. ,, 
Hlil52&ILP· 15 ! 192J.l:I 
Ht.1521ALP ·12 8192118 
HMIS.2MLP· 10 819218 
HM43258LP-15 32768. 8 
HM432$8LP·12 32768 •8 
HM43258LP· 10 32768 •8 

SPEED ..... VPP PRICE 

<SOM " ,,. 3.95 

"""' ,. '5V OS 

"''"' 
,. 25V l.15,,_ ,. ,,. ,., 

"""" ,. 21V .... 
'""'" 28 1:l.5V "' """' 28 12.!iV '·" '°""' " 12.SV ... 
"""' 28 n .5V ,., 
250no 28 n .5V .... 
""'"' 28 ...... .... 
"""' 28 12.5V .... 
"""" 28 125V ~.. 
'""" " 12SV •••
'""" " 125V ... 
"""' " ,,sv us 
"""' 32 l:l5V "" ·  LOW..... SPEED a.oos """"' PRICl! 

" ''°"' 2.IS.. """' 2.95,, 
""" 

,,, 
" ''°"' '·"28 '""'' 

,.., 
28 '""' .... 
28 '""" .... 
" """ .... 
28 ""'" 5.9S 

" '""" Us 

1•············••11!!!!!!!~···
RIES ·I~)LITHIUM BATTE I ~ 

LONG LIFE REPLACEMENT UTiilUM :~17, ~ 
BATTERIES FOR2&61.386JW PCS. INCLUOES 

~~c;;:.~~~0.95 I 
UTHIUM-6.SV •••...•..••..•..•••••.••..•• $11 .95 ~ ,& 
Lmt1UM-3.6Y ........................ _•• •• $7.95 ..... 

CABLES & ACCESSORIES 
DATA swrrcHBOXES 

V30 .......... 8 MH:r. ...... $13.95 OATARASE II RSP-4 ..........................=:: 

whenever dola comos In, rood the data ham the port, and store 
the data in me mory. But, II doesn'1 work! 

One approach might be to iet the FronlPonel switch$$ to c ause 
a non-moskoble Interrupt whenever the 1/0 port odd1oss cmoclo
ted with the device Is read Of written. Debug &0ttware could then 
bo lnvokod which would hock tho program ftow to aoo what 
happened to tho Incoming data. 

Now suppose we traced the bug 1o bod data being reod from 
Ille 1/ 0 port, We might hook a loop back plug to Ille s.orial device 
and begtn sending ond receiving data. If we wt the FrontPc:Jn9' 
awltchesto couso o Sync slgnol whenevot we wrote to the data out 
port, we c ould uae on oscilloscope to frock the data out to the plug 
and back In. 

T1opping on oddr8$$ 1$ V9f'f easy. Just set the address switches 
to the specific address In quostlon, ond run the program. If the Run/ 
SIDp swllch Is In the Stop position and tho oddress Is exorcised the 
Match LED wtll llght with the cunent data and oddre" displayed on 
tho boCl'd. Further ~alJfiers can cause It to stop on Reods, Wrftes, 

specific Doto. OMA channel operation, and external events. 

As o ioftwote development toot It con provk:Se information on 
port usage, memory loop usage, and os on entry point to slngle 
stopp ing and 1top on addtoss requl1emanll. 

CBL-CNT-MF 
CBL-CNT·MM 
CBL-KBD-EXT 

CBL-UNT-9 
CBL·MNT· t 5 
CBL·HD-34 
CBL-HD-340 

l';FT, EXTENSION 36·PIN CENTRONICS M1F ................. $14.95 
JS.PIN MALE CENTAONICS EACH ENO 6·FT. CABLE -· $14 .95 
5-PIN DIN MALE JS-PIN FEMALE DIN EXTENDS lO 5 FT• • $4 ,95 

6 FT. MONITOR EXTEN00-4 CABLE ~l D-SU8 -  S'.95 
6 FT. MONlTOA EXTENSK>N CABLE 15-PJN t<> 0-SUB .... $5.95 

CONTROL CABLE FOR 1 ti/I.RD DISK -·-..w ........--·-  $3.95 
CONTROL CABLE FOR 2 HARD DISKS ~ .............--....  •• $4.95 

CBL-FDC·EXT EXTERNAl FLOPPY CAUl.E FOR I QA 2 ORIVES -·~.. $9.95 

CBL·SCSl-MM SCSICA&..E»PINCCNTnONICS~G-FT .... $10.0S 
CSL-SCSI-MF SCSI CA&..E 51>-P1H CEttmOHJCS MALE/FEMALE 5-FT $ 19.95 
CBL-0825-SCSI SCSI CA8l.E 50-PIN CEtmt MALE/06?5 MAlE 6-FT .... $12.95 

GENDER CHANGERS 
GENDER-NM 
GENDER·VGA 
GENOER-9-25 
GEPiDER-25-9 
GEN· 25MM 
GEN-25FF 
GEN-09P-6 
GEN-095-<I 
GEN· 25P-6 
GEN·2.SS-6 
GEN·9MM 
GEN-9FF 

0825P-082$ t.'UU. M00EM ADAPTOR .............. ......... $4.95 
OOi 10 HJGH OOlSl'TY 08 15 ADAPTOR ........- ............ $4.95 
08S1S TO D82SP Sff\l.Al AOAPfOR ......... ___,, ............. $4.95 
D69f' TO 00255. COtlNECTS MOUSE ro SERli\l POAT $4.95 
O!J.25 MAL.EIMALE THIN OENDER CHANGER ................ . $4.49 
OOZ5 FCMALEJFEMALE HllH GENDER CHANGER --..-·54.49 
RJ11 TOOOOiPGENOEROw.K>Efl ........................... $2.95 
RJ1 I TO DeOUS GENOER CHANGER -------··-- S2.95 
RJll lO~GENOERct-W-KlER ................ _, .......... $2.95 
RJ11 TO OB25S GENDER CHANGER ..................__ ,_____ $2.95 
DBOOP lO OOO!>f> GENDER CHANGER .... ... .............. .. .. .$2.95 

OOOOS lO 00095 GENDER CHANGER -~-··----..·--~ $2.95 
ASK ABOUT OTHER CONFIGURAOOHS 

POWER SUPPLY 
• 1~.IClUOES TRAINNO MANUAL WtTH CI RCUITS ANO 

SOf1WARE FOR: STEPPER MOTOR, 
KEYBOARD, MQt.lTOR, 
CENTRONJCS. ca.MERI 
TIU.ER. A.'0. ()(A &SERIM. 
POl1T 

• COMPL£TE BUFFERED 
ACCESS TO All PC BUS 
SIGNALS 

• INCU.DES LOOC PR06E 
A>10 ANC AllAPTORS 

• TRAIH!HG MODULE IN U.\. 
APPROVED CASE 

POS..1000 ........ .................. - ................ $399.95 

DEBUGGING CARD 
THIS CARO GIVES YOU A BUS ENTENOER AND 
INSTRUCTION EXEOJTION OETECTOR IN ONE.I 
SIMPI..Y SET THE AOORESS ANO OPE.RATION TO 
BE 0£TECTED OU 11iE SWITCHES ANO WHEN 
niE PROCESSOR EXECt/t'ES THE lHSTRl.JCllON. 
.l.t.ON4 IKTERRUPTOCCURS 
• 8-BfT PC COMPATIBl.E 
• NM! VIA IOCHECK LINE OR ma 2, 5, 1 CAN BE 

ASSERTED WHEN MATCH OCCUl\S 

• Cl.EARLY-1..ABELLEO BUS LINES •ACCEPTS Urt lO 24 FOURTEEN-PIN ICS 
• ACCEPTS 9, 15, 25 on 37-P!N D-SUIJ CONNECrons 
POS-601 ..................... _ ....................................................................... $79.95 

POS-600 ABOVE CAAO W1TIIOUT DECODE----_··-·--------·---$49.95 
P05-611 16-61'lBUSBREAD80rAAOwm-tOEC00£ ___________ $89.95 

POs-610 AOOVE CAROwmoJT DECODE-.~-·---- ..-·-·--------- $59.95 

MORE PROTOTYPE CARDS FROM $27.95 
All. CARDS FEATURE FR-4 EPOXY GLASS LAMINATEWITH GOl.0.P\.ATEO 
EOOECARO FINGERS ANO Stu<-SCREENED LEGEl'ms 

JOR-PR2 AS A80VE. wm1 ro DEOOOtPIG LAYOUT--·---$29.95JDR·PA1 6-BITWITli ...SV ANOGAOUtlOP'LANE------S27.95 
JDR· PA2·PK BUFFEAINGIOECOOE PARTS KIT FOR JOO·PR2 ,., ___$8,95 
JDR·PR10 •6-0ITWITHVODECOOINOlAVOUT _ .._ ................. $34 .95 
JOA·PR10-PK OUfFERlNGIDECOOE PAIITS KiT r-ORJOA·PRIO ....- •.. $12.95 
EXT..aoa& BOfla..COMPATIBLE E.l(TEN0£RCARD ....................... $29.95 

EXT..so286 285-COMPATl8LEEXTEUDERCAA0 _______ $39.95 

V·20SERIES 
HEC PROCESSORS IUPROVE 
PERFORMANCE UP 1030% 

• 	 HIGH SPEED ADDRESS 

CAJ..CULATION IN HARDWARE 


. ~:~:r:~~r;,.wrrHll088 
• SUPERSET OF 8068 

lt~STRUCTOISET • DATARASE. nERASESUOSTEPROM.S 

V20 •• -- 5MHz •••_. $6.95 NKJEPLD'SIN3 MIHlRES.AUSlZES 

V20-8 ··-·.. 8 MHz ........ $8.95 UP TO 4 [PROMS AT A TIME 

V20-10 .... 10MHz ...... $1 0.95 • CONVENIENTSHIRTPOCKETSIZEI 


1)11 It ! - ,P J l'1 
l/t;,,-1,,U, () 

HIGH-TECH 

SPOTLIGHT 


. ....................... 
• 

Tho JOR ff'ontPanel was dosJgned to old bOth the hardwoto 
developer, and programmor. While tholr alms ate slightly different, 
tho methods thoy use to chock their dosJgu Cl'& quite LlmUCI'. 

~an oxomplo or how !ho ffontPonol m~ht be used, consider 
this problem. A now serkJI device with 11S own devtco driver hos 
been lnstollod Into the computer. It should generate an Interrupt 

RSS-2 
RSS-3 
RSS4 
RSP-2 
RSP-3 

RSS-X 

RSP-X 


3 X FEMALE 0025 $9.95 $S95 
o&XFEMAl.E0625 $14.95 
5XFEMAl..E0825 $'19.95 
3 X FEMALE CENTTIONICS $12.95 
4XfEMALECENTRONICS $16.95 
5 X FEMALE CEtlTRONICS 521 .95 

~~~~~= ~::: 
'X FEMAL.E0825CROSSOVER $21 .95 
4XFEMALECENr. cnOSSOVER S21 .95 

ASSEMBLY·TYPE CABLES 
COLA-PRINTER 082SP-cEN-3G $3.95 
CBLA-0825-MF 082SP-0825S $3.95 
CBLA·0825-MM Doa5P-0025P $3.95 

SHIELDED, MOLDED CABLES 
COL-PRINTER 
CBL·PANTA· 12 
CBL-PAHTR·2.5 
CBL·PRNm· AA 

CBL· l>SERIAL 
CBL-0825-MF 
CBL·DB2S.MM 
CBL-MOOEM 

CBL-MULTI-SEA 

082Sl03G-PlNCE.N"l"llOMCS6-FT. CA8LE---S4.95 
0625 TO 36-PIN CENlAONICS 12-FT. CAm...E ----·$9.95 
0825T038-PINCEHlROHICS25-FT HEAVYCABlE _.. $14.95 
082STO 36-PIN RlQ-IT ANGLE CENTRONICS 6-FT ·-· ··~ $6.95 

089 FEMALE TO 0025 MALE 6·FT. CADLE ....................._ $4.95 
0025 UAlf TO 0825 FOW.E 6-fl. CAGlE ··-·----··- $4.95 
lWO 0025 MAlE CONHECTORS 6-FT. CASl.E -- .. $4 .95 
0825 M.AlfJFEMAL£.. &COtlTACTSwtneo 6FT. CA&.E $4.95 

UNIVEnsALCABLE 008 & 0025 FEMALE CAC1t ENO ... $19.95 

A NEW UNIVERSAl. ffiOGRAMMIN<l SYSTEM FROM MOOulAA CtnCUJr 
TECtlNOLOOY. USES APPROPRIATE ADAPTORS (OPTIONAL) TO PROGRAM 
t.tULT1 PlE DIP DEVICES AS WELL AS PLCC ANO PGA PACKAGED DEVICES. 

• 	 PROGRAMS EPROMS, EE.PROMS, MICAOPROCESSORS, Pl.OS ANO 8'-POLAR 
PROMS 

• 	 PRQGRAMS27 16-215 12 EPROMS. l.ARGER OEVICESSUCH ASVl<Xl•. 210 10, 
2710 1, 572000, S3COOO. PlUSCUOS EPAOMS 

• 	 PROGRAMS PlOS, EPlDS. EEPlOS, FP\.5, PALS, GALS, PEEl.S, LOOIC 
SEQUENCERS ANO me FOLLOWING PAL FAMrt.IES: C. H. L. M, N, P, A. s. vANO 
x 

• 	 SUPPORTS DEVICES FROM ll1E FOllOWING MANUFACTVREAS: Al.TERA AlADI 
MMI, IWJ, AfMEL, CATAlYST, CYPRESS. EXEL AJJfTSU, GOU..O, HARRIS. 
HnACHI:. HYUNO.U. M;T, ltlTB.. LA.nice. MA.TSIJStilr" MICAOOllPIGI, 
MITSU8'SHI, MOTOROlA. NEC, NAl IONAL SEMICONDUCTOR. OKI. RICOH, 
ROCKWEU.. SAMSUNG. SE.Ea. SGS·THOMSON, SIONETICS. Tl. TOSHIBA. vu. 
XICOR, XILINX ANO ZllOG 

• 	 MENU SaECTIONS IHClUDE; EAASE. 8LA.HI< CtlECK. PAOORAM. VERIFY, 
READ. CC>t/PARE. EOfT, LOAD, SAVE N40 SECURJTY FUSE Bla..Y 

• 	 SDnWARE PERFORMS 2 ANO -4-WAY SPUTS AUD SHUfFl.ES (HAlK>Y FOR 
DEVELOPING 18AN032-81T SYSTI:MSI). 

MOD-EMUP ............................................. .......... ................................ $699.00 
MUP-EP32-4 4-GANQ 32•PlN DIP EPROM AOAF'TOR ............... - ......... 99.95 
MUP·EP40-4 4-GANG 4()..f'IN DIP EPROM ADAPTOR ··-·------·- 139.95 
MUP-PLCC-512 2716-27512 Pl.CC EPAOM ADAPTOR _______,_119.95 

MUP·PLCC.1 M32 32.PIN Pl.CC EPROM ADAPTOR ----------- 129.95 
MUP-PLCC-1M44 -«-PIN Pl.CC EPf\OM ADAPTOR ·---·.. ---·--·-·.. - ·. 139..95 

OTHER ADAPTORS JNCL.UDE: EPROJI EMULATORS. MICROPROCESSOR 

ADAPTORS. P't.COPt.D ADAPTORS, DRAM MODULE TESTERS. LOGJC 


SEOUCNCERS AND MORE. CAU FOR A fflEECATAL.00 


MODULAR PROGRAMMING SYSTEM 
USE ONE SLOT TO PROGRAM EPROMS, PROMS, PALS & MORE! 

COMMON HOST ADAPTOR CARD 
• UNIVERSAL INTERFACE FOR AU. THE PROGRAMMING MOOUlESl 
• SELECTASlE AOORESSES PREVEt4T CONFUCTS 
MOO-MAC ........................................... $29.95 

EPROM PROGRAMMING MODULES 
• PROGRAMS C•-31 PIN EPROMS. CMOS EPAOMS a 

EEPAOMS. 161<l01024K 

• 	 HEXTOOBJCONVERTER • AUTO, BLANKCHECKI 
PAOGRAM'VERIFY 

• VPP S. 12.5, 12.7$ 13, ii & 2S YOUS 

• 	 NORMAL, NTELLIGENT. INTERACTIVE & OUCK PULSE PROGRAM 
Al.GOIUTIMS 

MOD-MEP-----··-·-· .. $119.95 MOO-MEPw4 41-EPROMUN!T. $169.95 
MOD-MEP-8 8·EPOOM UNIT $259.95 MOD-MEP·16 16-EPROM UNIT $499.95 

PAL PROGRAMMING MODULE 
• 	 PAOGRAJJS MMI. NS.. Tl 20 & TI 24 PIN OEVlCfS • DlJ.NK CHECK. PROGRAM. 

AUTO. READ MASTER. VEA1FV a SECUArTY FUSE BL.OW 

UOD-MPL ... - ................................. -----·--·······-·--···-··--··----··-· S249.95 


PAL DEVELOPMENT SOFTWARE 
• 	 ENTRY-LEVEL PAL DEVELOPMENT KIT FOR CUPL LANGUAGE • FLU SUPPORT 

FOR 16l.8.16fW, 16Atl, 16Ra.20U.~. 20R6.20R8AHD20X8 

MOD-MPL-SOFT -----·-----··--------··-·-·----·-·..··- $99.95 

PC INTERFACE TRAINER s39gss 
LEARN TO DESIGN Ara:> PROTOTYPE INTER.FACE CAllOS FOR YOUR PC1 
• lHClUDES 6-BIT MERfACE CARO At-I> TFWMNO MC>Dl.AE WtTH BUILT·IN 

440 BYTE • NOVEMBER 1991 	 Circle 6 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 7). 

http:MC>Dl.AE
http:fflEECATAL.00
http:SHUfFl.ES
http:CA8LE---S4.95
http:CBL�DB2S.MM
http:ANOGAOUtlOP'LANE------S27.95
http:LAYOUT--�---$29.95
http:DECODE----_��-�--------�---$49.95
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413 JEST-USA 111l5-M 

1H JM CATA STORAGE PAOOl..CTS . 103 


Sl4o585 BTHANNUALCOMPGRAPHICS 11eHE·15 

231-24D ABACUS SOFTWARE 201 


414 ACE CAO . 11615-U 

350 ACMA COMPUTERS INC 395 

214 AOOONAMERICA • . 415 


19-20 AOYANCEOLOOCRESEAICH 2,3 

4& AOYANCEO MICRO OE\l!CES . • • . 20,21 


415 AEONTEKOEVELOPMENTCORP 1161$-71 

417 AGCELECTRONICSCORP .•... 11615-&5 

215 AK SYSTEMS INC . . . • . . • • . • • 420 

24& ALACRON . . . . • • • . • , 330 

410 ALAOOIN KNO.VLEOGE SYS 11615-55 

&33 ALAOOINKNONLEOGESVS 11&1'C-31 


S71-571 ALLFAXINC 11&PC-25 

lo.t1 AMAZE INC 221 


433 AMOS LTD 1161$-S7 

273 AMERICAN AOYANTECH . 417 


AMERICAN INSTlTIJTE FOR COMP SO 417 

139-140 AMERICAN MEGAffiENOS . • . . 18 


15 AMERICAN MITAC CORPORATION . 320 

113 AMERICAN ?ONERCONVERSION 13& 

417 AMERICANPONERCONVERSION 11115-12 

11 AMERICAN SMALL BUSINESS . • . 137 


274 AMT INTERNATIONAL , 4De 

AN THRO CORP .. 130 


411 AOC INTERNATIONAL 11615-71 

APPIAN TECHNOLOGY 11615-27 


584 APPROINTERNATIOIW. .... 11150.11 

4:14 APRICOT COMPUTERS LTD .. 11615-11,17 


411-462 APRICOTCOIAPUTERSLTO . 116UK·14,15 

APS TECHNOlOGIES . • . • . . • • 382 


441 ARABIC PUBLISHER • . • . • 11615-11 

35 ARTISOfT . • . . . . . . . . 210 


405 ASPCOMPUTERPROOUCTS 11&15-14 

2'2-213 AST RfSEAa::H INC 124,125 


W ASTA DEVELOPMENT .. . . 116UK·11 

3&3 ASTRIX COMPUTER CORP . . 434 

411 AUAORA TECH COAPORATKJN 11615-71 

321 B & B ELECTRONICS 418 

12' B&CMICROSYSTEMS 415 

2H BASF SYSTEMS . . 43 


41&-458 BAYTECHNICAL ASSOC . 11115-14 

418 BEHAVIORTECHCOMP , 11&15-17 


BINARY TECHNOLOGY INC 418 

4:15 BKlSOfT 11615-54 

450 BIX 13&,138 

450 BIX • 112, 113 

450 BIX .. • • 44& 


BIX~NT'L) 11615-HE..f 

225 81..ACK&WHITEINTL 144 

470 BLUE CHIP TECHNOLOGY 11615-11 


:117-SH BWESTARMARKETING 414 

14-15 BORLAND INTERNATIONAL . 11 


323 BP MICROSYSTEMS INC ... 41& 

411 BROMCOM COMPUocRS LTD 11&UK·5 


214-215 BUREAUOFELECTRONICPUBUSHING 134 

345 BUSI ESSWEEK 359 


BUYERS MART SECTION 424-431 

BYTE BACK ISSUES NE-20 

BYTE BACK ISSUES . . PC-8 

BYTE BACK ISSUES... 11&15-13 


372 BYTE BITS . . .. . 418 

371 BYTE DEMOllNK . 407 


BYTEIORC . &4 

BYTE SUB MESSAGE • 4DI 

BYTESUBIAESSAGE • . 116UK-32 

BYTEWEEK NEWSl.ETIER ~N11.) 403 

CUSERS JOURNAL 11 llS-UC-O 


515 C&J COIAPUTER 11&PC-20 

324 CAOSOFTWARE . 416 

251 CALERA RECOGNITION SYS 301 

21& CAPITAL EQUIPMENT CO 182 

217 CAPITALEOUIPMENTCO 113 


:111·312 CASEWORKS . , 313 

447 CDIS . . 11615-72 

415 CENTRAL COMPUTER CORP . 111UK·13 


17&-1n CENTRAL [).t.TA 371 

21·22 CH PRODUCTS 30I 


448 CHEARYMIKAOSCHALTER . 1161U2,13 

1& CHIPS &TECHNOLOGIES (NA) . 181 


4&0-ll1 CLARION SOFTWARE . . . 11115-11 

CLEO COMMUNICATIONS . • . , 373 


41~ COBALT BLUE .... . . . . 11&15-12 

COMPAQ COMPUTER CORP .... 15-17 


404 COMPEX . . . . 11615-2 

473 COIAPEXINTERNATIONAL .. • 111l5-M 

472 COIAPUCLASSICS . . 11115-35 

13 COMPUCOM CORP 421 


419 COMPUMART . • 11&UIC·25 

411 COMPUSAVE INTERNATKlNAL 1161$-n 

172 COMPUSERVE . . • • • . • 2'1-2'3 


COMPUTERASSOCIATES .•..... , . 75 

COMPUTER ASSOCIATES. • . • . . , 14D 


~ COIAPUTERASSOCIATESOB FAST .270,271 

COMPUTER BOOK CLUB . • . . • . . 295- 287 


214 COMPUTER BUSINESS SERVICES 415 

228 COMPUTERBUYERSCWBINC 432,W 

41 COMPUTER FRIENDS , . 351 


40MDll COIAPUTER QUICK . . . • . . . . . 11615-3& 

COMPUTERSOLUTIONSNW 1111S.UC..O 


3& COMPUTERLANE UNLIMITED . . • . .. 394 

574-575 CONSAN STORAGE INC . . . . 11&PC-14 


4H CONTROL TELEMETRY . . 11615-71 

217 CONTROL VISION . • 422 


COP1A INTERNATIONAL • . 171 

14M42 CORE INTERNATIONAL . • 1H,119 

115-116 CORELSOFlWARE 28 


l&-17 CCMllCINC . •. 421 

234 C!'CCOMPUTERPROOUCTS 40t 

H CREATIVE LABS INC .•• ··-· :zt5 


120-121 	 CTXINTERNATIONALINC 311 

191 CURTIS INC . . • . . . •• . . •. 171 

517 CYBEX CORPORATION . • . • , 11611W·I 

516 CYBEX CORPORATION .•....... 11eHE·22 

599 CYBEXCORPORATION •..• , 11&PC-15 


Inquiry No. Page No. 

&00 CYBEXCCRPORATION 111So.13 

219 CYBEXCORPORATIONONT"L) , . 181 

12 CYRJX . . • 24,25 


437 OLINKUK . 11615-17 

43& oo.N TECHNOLOOES . 11615-5 


14).144 Cll\TAACCESSCORP 207 

2H Cll\TAINTEGRATION . 415 


237-23& Cll\TALUX CORPORATION . . 151 

520 Cll\TAPRO . . . . . 118PC-23 


&23-124 Cll\TATRANSSYSTEMS 11eHE·5 

&25-82' Cll\TATRANSSYSTEMS 115S0.7 


451 Cll\TAVISIONAG... •. . . . . . . 11615-43 

484 CATRONTECHIMEMOR"IOIRECT 115UK·11 

&01 ' DEERAELOCATASVS1EMS 11IHE·1& 


OEUCOMPUTERCORP 441.t.~ 
47 DELL COMPUTER CORP r.A·! CIU
49 DELLCOMPUTERCORP CIY.A 

161 0€1.RINA TECHNOLOGIE 293 

11H17 OERBYTECHCOMPUTERS 11611W·12 

11H18 OEABYTECH COMPUTERS 111So.16 


553 DIAMOND COMPUTER CENTER 11&PC-16 

70 DIGITALRESEAICH INC 254 


164 DIGITAL VISION . . ... 2&0 

37 DIGITALK INC . . . • • . . . 122 


145-141 DISTRIBUlEO PROCESSING . . 235 

291 DIVERSIFIED COMPUTER SYSTEMS 417 

2H OMC UNLIMITED . . • • 415 


71 DOLCH COMPUTER SYSTEMS 53 

452 OR HUGGLE &PARTNER GMBH 11115-48 


3& 0TK COMPUTER INC 113 

219-220 OYNALINK TECHNOLOGIES 1&2 

221·222 ECLIN TECHNOLOGY 2&0 

20).205 EOl.ICATIONAL SYSTEMS INC . . 402 

55&-557 ELCEE COMPUTEK INC 11&PC-22 


117 
 ~t~~A) ~ m 
ELONEX 11 SIS-47 


320 EMAClr.'C 415 

3&4 EMPOllER MICllJS'ISTEMS 390 

40t ESIXCOMPUTERINC 11615-11 

271 EVENT HORIZONS . 411 

32' EVERGREEN TECHNOLOGIES INC 422 

201 FAIRCOM CORPORATION . . . . . 334 

453 FAST ELECTRONICS GMBH 11515-41 

420 FIRST INTERNATIONAL COMP .. 11515-51 


89-100 FIRST SOlEE INTL 409 

a FLYTECH TECHNOLOGY &5 


174-175 FORESIGHT RESOURCES 194 

421 FORMOSACOMPLITERCORP 11615-51 

171 FOX SOFTWARE INC 94,95 

293 GALACTlCOMM INC 418 


GATEWAY 2000 .. • 33-37 

GATEWAY 2000 ~NTl.) Clll,CIY 


230 GBO CORP . • . . . • • 234 

3:11 GEMINI MARKETING INC • • 423 


8 GENERIC SQFTW.\RE INC 271 

&02 GFA SOFl\W!E TECH 11611W-5 

603 GFA SOFTWAAETECH 11eHE-3 

&04 GFASOFllVARE TECH 1161'C-7 

&05 GFA SOFTWARE TECH 111So.5 

454 GFKT HAMBURG. . . , 1161$-42 

554 GIT CO LTD ... . . . . .• 116NE·13 


189-200 GLENCO ENGINEERING . 257 

38 GLOBAL ELECTRONICS . . . 39& 


439 GLOCKENSPIEL 11615-33 

440 GLOCKENSPIEL . 11619-a5 

327 GMM RESEAICH CORP 420 

171 GREENVIEW CATA 99 

441 GREYMAITER 11115-11 


UQ..131 GROUP 1SClfT\WJlE 11eHE-14 

2M GTEKINC 416 

285 GTEKINC 415 

281 GTEKINC 420 

287 GTEK INC . . 422 

171 GUI CLEARINGHOUSE 3H 

125 HAUPPAUGE COMP WORKS 59 

137 HAYESMICAOCOMPPAOO 251 


" 

10 HEWLETT.PACKARD 54,55 


HEWLETT.PACKARD 2&3 

m-m Hi-COMPUTER COMPANY • . 111So.12 


29& HIGH RES TECHNOLOGIES 41& 

33& HOOLEON CORP . . . . . . . . . 423 

211 HUMMINGBIRD COMMUNICATIONS .•. 19& 


IBM CORP ,. . • . . . " .. ,30,31 

130 IBMCORP 119 


IBM CORP . . . 145 

IBM CORP WORKSTATION • 73 


427 IOIOMA . • . . • 11115-16 

Ill UYAMA ELECTRIC CO . . . 307 


471 INEXTECHNOLOGYINTL 11 615-71 

51 INFOCUSSYSTEMSINC . . • 155 


133 INFORMATION &CONTROL 23& 

117 INFRAUNKGMBH 203 


INNOIASIA PTE LTD . 11&15-llA~ 

125 INTEGRANORESEAICH , , 253 

338 INTELCORPORATION 423 


23-24 INTEL CORPORATION 4&,47 

2S7-251 INTEL CORPORATION 215 

259-2&0 INTELCORPORATKJN 141,147 


337 INTELLIGENT INSTRUMENTION .• 423 

271-279 INTERSYS . . . . . . 397 


72 INVISIBLE SOF1WARE 264 

289 ID TECH 418 


25-:zt !OMEGA . . . 189 

451 ISLANDSYSTEMS . . 11615-7' 

132 ISRAEL EXPOFIT INSTITUTE 11&PC-:12 

300 ITERATED SYSTEMS 422 

442 IXILTO .. 11115-52 


52 JAM ECO ELEcm:lNICS 211,211 

455 JANOEL GMBH • • 11615-44 

17 JC INFORMATION SYSTEMS 2'9 


1-7 JOA MICOOOEVICES • 437-4411 

JOA MICAOOEVICES . • , , . 11615-21 


430 JENElECTRONICA . 11515-53 
-512-593 JET COMPUTER PRODUCTS . 115PC-9 

235-23& JPI TOPSPEEOCONSORTIUM . , •. 371 


471 JUKOELECTRONICS • . 11115-41 
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KEA SYSTEMS LTD . . 123 

KEO.VELL EUROPE LTD • • . . . . 11615-10 

KEO\l/Ell SOFlWARE AUSTRALIA 3&0 

KEITHLEY METRABYTE . . ..• 422 

KIOASA SOFlWARE ••... 116PC-8 

KILA • . • 417 

KINGSTON TECHNOLOGY 111 

KNAPCO . • .. . 341 

KUO FENG CORP . . . 11615-66 


:%~y~?AL~~~~ :·::.:: :··4~r 

LAHEY COMPUTER SYSTEMS . . • . . . 23& 

LANDMARK RESEAICH INrL CORP • 216 

LAl'ISONLABSINCORPOAATEO 411 

LIANT SOFlWARE CORP 353 

LIAN! SOFlWARE CORP 355 

UFEBCATSOF!WARE 142 

LI KCOMPUTERGRAPHCS 41& 

LODE STAR COMPUTER . 404-405 

lOGICPAOGRAMMl~GASSOC . 11~ 

LOTUS DEVELOPMENT .. _ Cll,1 

LOTUS DEVELOPMENT . . •. 3&2 

LUCKY COMPUTER .. . 11611W·3 

LUCKY COMPUTER 11eHE·7 

LUCKY COMPUTER 11&PC-3 

LUCKY COMPUTER 111So.3 

LYSEN . . . 423 

I.I-TRADE UK L 11615-13 

MANCHESTER EOUIPMEllT 11eHE-1,10 

MANCHESTER EQUIPMENT 11eHE·11 

MARK \lllLLIAMS CO . . . . 227 

MASHOYSOFTWAREEXPO . . 11&15-45 

MASTER COMPUTER SYSTEMS . . . • . . 400 

MATHSOFTtNC 1161s-sac-o 

MATHSOfT INC 190 

MATHSOfT INC . . . 231 

MAXIMUM STORAGE 11 &PC-11 

MCGRAW-Hill BOOKSTORE . 349 


~~~~r:~ .300A.: 
MEGAOATA . 11615-34 

MEGATEL COMP TECH . 2De 

MERRITT COMPUTER PROO •........ 17& 

METAWARE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 115PC-13 

MICROSOLUTIONSCOMPPROO .... 151 

MICROUNE COMPUTERS . . . • . . . 399 

MICAONICS COIAPUTER INC . . . 210 

MICROPROCESSORS UNUMITEO • 417 

MICROSOFT CORPORATION , .. 1,9 

MICROSOFT CORPORATION . 12,&3 

MICROSOFT CORPORATION . 135 
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Where Do You Go for Help When 

You're the Expert? 


BIX - the On-Line Service for 

People Who Know Computers! 


et answers, 
advice and code 
from top 
programmers, 

designers, and consultants. 
BIX is home to hardware and 
software engineers, systems 
designers, independent 
consultants, teclmology buffs 
and computer industry 
celebrities. All sharing 
information on their favorite 
subject ... computing! 
And the resources on BIX 
are substantial. 

More High-Quality Tools 
and Information on BIX. 

Our software libraries 
are packed with the latest 
high-quality tools, programs 
and code to help you do a 
better job. So, whether you're 
looking for a special utility, 
TSR, highly qualified advice 
or just stimulating 
conversation, you'll find 
it on BIX. 

Get Answers in These 
Conferences and Many Others: 
borland Borland International 

official technical 
support 

c.plus.plus Discuss the C++ 
programming 
language 

ibm.windows 	IBM/Microsoft 
Windows 

ibm.os2 	 OS/2 Operating 
System 

ibm.utils 	 Utility software for 
IBM Computers 

microsoft 	 Products from 
Microsoft 

Subscribe to BIX On-line 
for Only $39 a Quarter Now! 

Just set your telecom
munications program for full 
duplex, 2400 or 1200 baud, 
7bits, even parity, 1stop bit. 
Get your Visa, MasterCard, 
or American Express card 
ready. Have your modem call 
617-861-9767*, enter "bix"at 
the prompt. When you are 
prompted for "Name?" enter 
"bix.deal" and complete 
on-line registration. 

Money-Back Guarantee! 
Try BIX for 30 days and if 

you're not completely satisfied, 
call Customer Service and we'll 
refund your subscription fees. 
But if you decide BIX is for 
you, we'll give you an 
additional 30 days on your 
annual subscription. 

EllX 
•connect to BIX locally via BT Tymnet- call 800-336-0149 for your local access number, fees are outlined on-line. BIXhandles billing for BT Tymnet 
connect fees. Other access available. Call BIX at 800-227-2983 or 603-924-7681 for more information. 
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PRINT QUEUE 

HUGH KENNER 

Scientists and Simulations 

Computers let us see imaginary wonders-including what 

might have happened if they'd been invented sooner 

B
ut a year since Computers, Pattern , Chaos and Beauty, 
and-whoosh, whoosh-here 's Clifford Pickover yet 
again, with a lavishly illustrated new collection called 
Computers and the Imagination: Visual Adventures Be
yond the Edge. • 

Our man seemingly never sits still. " A few years ago, 
while walking through a Connecticut woodlot, I became curi
ous about the variety of spiderweb structures in the forest. 
Some webs were vertical , others horizontal , some large , some 
quite small. To understand which of these webs might be most 
effective in catching insects, Dr. Gary Login and I designed 
unusual artificial webs." They used Plexiglas plus a sticky sub
stance called Tanglefoot. And you, "You can design your own 
computer-generated webs, as described in the 'Stop and Think' 
section." Well, maybe. 

You learn that in the world 's scientific journals, from 1986 to 
1990, articles with spider or spiders in the title averaged 170 
per year; also that "ifall mankind were to disappear, the world 
would regenerate back to the rich state of equilibrium that 
existed 10,000 years ago," whereas "if insects were to vanish, 
the environment would collapse into chaos." So taking up spi
der simulation lets you in on something important. 

Alas , the Stop and Think section of this particular chapter 
offers minimal (nigh useless) help in designing a program, al
though it does detail the trajectory equation for an insect jump
ing up at a known angle with known velo.city from a rock of a 
known height. 

This five-page chapter, one of the book's 60-odd, shows 
Pickover at his most maddening: lore scattered in all directions; 
a primary reference to a journal-Carolina Tips- that your li
brary has Iikely never heard of; and as for the program we' re to 
think of writing, to simulate prey colliding with a web-well , 
one major omission is that we're told next to nothing about the 
all-important movements of such bugs as end up in spiderwebs, 
save for those whose unlikely habit is jumping, Wheee! , at 10 
meters per second off 20-meter-high rocks. (Hey, I thought 
spiders caught flies, and flies just flew?) 

But that chapter is an unfair sample? Well, find a fair sam
ple, in a book that defies normative benchmarks. An early page 
quotes John Steinbeck: "The design of a book is the pattern of 
reality controlled and shaped by the mind of the writer. This is 
completely understood about poetry or fiction, but is too sel
dom realized about a book of facts ." One pleasure chez Pick
over is his knack for surfacing with pearls like that. 

Then there 's the leaning towerofbooks; starting with a book 
on the edge of the table, can we stagger a stack of books so that 
the top book will be far out into the room? Yes, we can. Assum
ing identical book sizes, five books will permit the top one to 
clear the table. " For an overhang of 3 book lengths, you need 
227 books! For 10 books, you need 272,400,600 books ." 

And so on, while the harmonic series involved keeps diverg
ing very slowly; 1.5 x 1()44 books will be needed to carry us 50 
book-lengths out, some grasshopper's hiccup all the while 
threatening to topple the pile. A sphere the diameter of Pluto's 
orbit would be fi1 led 180 times over by that many books (a fact I 
owe to BIX and Bill Nicholls) . So computer simulation is the 
only way to go , and adding a small random number to each 
book's center of mass will afford a running check on sturdi
ness. The pseudocode in this chapter is easy to retailor. It can 
change your notions of what's intuitive. 

Or try this right now. Draw a big enclosing rectangle. Inside 
it, draw, left to right, three small boxes, A, B, C, each snug 
against the bottom edge, where nothing can pass beneath them. 
Up above, draw, left to right, three small boxes, C, B, A, of 
which only B is snug against the top edge, where nothing can 
pass above it; C and A float free. Now draw three lines, A to A, 
B to B, C to C, no line touching either another line or the en
closing frame. 

Pickover tried that on "450 scientists," of whom 20 percent 
said it was impossible. The rest solved it in from zip up to 6 
minutes; their ages ranged from 20 to 60 years, and an interest
ing graph ties the slowest times to some of the youngest 
subjects. 

Other queries Pickover has tried on scientists fill out a whole 
section of the book. Suppose Harvard is mysteriously pre
sented, in 1900, with an IBM PS/2, plus a power source good 
for exactly one year, plus operating manuals and FORTRAN 
manuals. After the power source dies, scientists are still free to 
investigate the hardware. "Question: what would be the effect 
on the world in the 1900s, and on the world today?" 

One response: "New religions could get started and congre
gants would start praying and looking for the next gift." An
other: " Scientists learn to type." 

More interesting: some zero-impact statements, such as " Al
most no effect on science. The tasks we accomplish with com
puters today are the cumulative product of over 100 years of 
developing ideas." Pickover chose his 1900 neatly: One way to 
get a fix on 1991 . • 

Computers and the Imagination: Visual Adventures Beyond the 
Edge, Clifford Pickover, St. Martin 's Press, 1991, $29.95, 
ISBN 0-312-06131-5. 

Hugh Kenner is Franklin and Callaway Professor ofEnglish at 
the University of Georgia. He writes for publicatioru ranging 
from the New York Times ro Art & Antiques. His recent books 
include Mazes a11d Historical Fictions . He can be contacted on 
BIX as "hken11er. " 

Your questions and comments are welcome. Write to: Editor, 
BYTE, One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458. 
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STOP BIT 

DICK THINK ABOUTFLEMING 

THE UNTHINKABLE 

I
t's easy to become caught up in the excitement of 
the computer revolution, dreaming of cyberpunk 
capabilities just around the comer. It's also easy to 
let our excitement distract us from the more mun
dane-but often vital-duties of everyday life. A 

recent experience brought this observation into sharp 
focus for me. 

A few months ago, I received the sad news that an 
acquaintance of mine had passed away rather suddenly. 
When I called to express my condolences, the family 
asked if I could please stop by as soon as possible. 

When I arrived the next 
Some suggestions day , I found them in a state 

of confusion. Still in shock
for compiling a over their recent Joss , they 

found that much of their fidisaster recovery nancial information was 
stored in a computer. But no notebook 
one in the family knew how 
to access this data. 

Their attorney was asking 
questions about investments so that he could probate the 
will. Bills had begun to arrive. The family was obvi
ously embarrassed about needing help and worried 
about having an outsider gain knowledge about their 
personal finances . Nonetheless, they had to get at the 
information stored in the computer, and I was the only 
person they knew who could help. I promised to do 
what I could. 

I' ll spare you most of the details. It's enough to say 
that it took me all weekend to print a few summary re
ports . Lacking even the passwords and log-on ID, I was 
forced to play hacker and break into the machine before 
I could begin retrieving information. Gaining entry , I 
lacked the most rudimentary idea of what was where on 
the hard disk. There was obviously some form of sub
directory structure, but it certainly didn't mean much 
to me , and the filenames looked bizarre . 

My lack of familiarity with most of the software 
packages on the system didn ' t help matters. Fortunate
ly , the master password used in the financial database 
had been penciled into a manual; otherwise, I would 
still be working on getting the data. I realized that my 
family could be put into a similar predicament. 

Managers of mainframe systems have learned to 
think about the unthinkable and plan ahead . They have 
a disaster recovery manual stored in a secure place. 
This manual contains the basic information necessary 
to resume operations should an emergency occur. I de
cided to put together a disaster recovery notebook for 

my PC environment. Here are some suggestions to help 
you compile one of your own : 

• Keep the writing simple and avoid technical jargon. 
•·Assess the degree of risk associated with the data on 
your systems. Items of extreme sensitivity (e.g., the 
password to your automated checking account) are best 
stored in a safe-deposit box. Less critical data (e.g., 
log-on IDs and passwords) can be written directly into 
the notebook. 
• Add a page that lists technical-support telephone 
numbers for each component of your hardware and 
software. If you purchased your equipment through a 
local computer store, its phone number should be in
cluded. Ifyou have a trusted friend who is familiar with 
computers , add his or her name and telephone number 
to the list. 
• Write out your directory structure and explain your 
naming conventions for file systems that you consider 
critical. This might be as simple as printing a list of all 
the files currently on the computer and annotating it. 
• Ifyour backup procedure is simple, describe how it is 
done and strongly suggest that a backup be performed 
before anything else is touched on the system. Explain 
where backup disks and additional documentation can 
be found. 
• Describe how to log on and access and print the infor
mation you consider critical. 
• Write down the steps that should be taken to secure 
your system; for example, turn off the computer or dis
able the modem to prevent unauthorized access . 
• Review the information in the book with your family 
or a trusted friend. Make sure they understand what the 
book contains, where it can be found, and how they can 
use it. 

Take the time to " think about the unthinkable" and 
put together a disaster recovery notebook . Someone 
may be grateful that you did . • 

Dick Fleming is a member ofthe AT&T Bell Labs teclmi
cal sraff He works on communicarions and sysrems 
programming at the Holmdel, New Jersey, fa cility. He 
can be reached on BIX c/o "editors. " 

Stop Bit is a forum for informed opinion 011 personal com
pllling topics. The opinions expressed are those of the au
thor and not necessarily those ofBITE. Your contrib111ions 
and comments are welcome. Write to: Editor, BYTE. One 
Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458. 
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THEDELL 320N i386SX 20 MHzSYSTEM. 

THE SYSTEM INCLUDES 40 MB HARD DRIVE, AND I MB RAM.* 


$2 ,499. LEASE' : $93/MQ.•• 


Most computer companies give you reductions on slow moving 

computers. At Dell, we give you reductions on award-winning ones. 

After our 320N notebook won PC Magazine's Editors' Choice, 

we dropped its price by $900. 

While that may sound amazing, it's even more so when you hear 

the kind of things those editors had to say: 

"Dell keeps getting it dght:• 

"Evei)thing about this computer... inspires confidence:• 

Engineered to tackle the most demanding tasks, the 

Dell®320N is an iJ86'" SX system that runs at 20 MHz. 

While it delivers a lot of power, it sure doesn't use much. In a 

PC Magazine Labs test, our notebook led the 20 MHz field in 

battery life, with over 3 hours of power. 

When the time finally comes to replace the battery, Dell 's 

"Continuous Power Battery System" will let you do it without 

even leaving your application. 

But superb power management isn't a ll that makes this 

notebook the "ideal road machine;' as PC Magazine calls it; 

there's our unmatched service and support .~ 

And the fact that Dell was ranked "best" in J. D. Power 

and Associates Customer Satisfaction Index for PCs in Small to 

Medium Sized Businesses:" 

So call Dell today. And ask for our $2, 499 computer. At this 

price we're practically 

dropping it in DE LL 
COMPUTERyour lap. 
CORPORATION 

TO ORDER, CALL. PLEASE REFERENCE # llEll. 

800--545--3607 

HOURS: 7AM-9AM CT M-F 8AM-4PM CT SAT 


IN CANADA 800-668-3021.IN MEXICO 95-800·010-0664. 


Circle 49 on Inquiry Card. 

http:800-668-3021.IN


With today's economy the way it is, choosing the wrong 

computer could land you in hot water. You either pay too much 

or get too little. Not an easy choice to make. 

That's why, at Dell , we've lowered the prices of our entire 

line of computers, including all upgradeable systems. So now 

you can get one of the best computers on the market without 

going in over your head financially. Our support isn't sink 

or swim, either. Ifa Dell computer should ever need service, 

we offer a toll-free technical support hotline that solves 

90% of reported problems over the phone usually in 6 minutes 

or less. Plus, our innovative toll-free TechFaX"' line offers 

system information 24 hours a day. And the Dell electronic 

bulletin board lets you see other users' questions with our 

answers. If necessary, a trained technic ian can be at your 

desk-side usually by the next business day as parr of the 

full -year, on-site service contract included in the pricef' 

Perhaps this is why Dell comes so highly recommended. 

HERE'S THE SUPPORT YOU'LL GET: 
- Toll-free '"clmiwl 511/J/IQl'I hotline for Ute life of your sys'"m. 

- One full year of 011-si<e SL'1Tice included in the sys<c1n /mce.6 

- Sdf-di<11:nosric softU'are. 

- Toll-free Z4-hour TechFax line for ins<an< cu:cess w Dell wclmicol infcmruuion. 

- 0 11-li11c Bullerin B0<ml <o communicate with Ddl iechnicol slllffmxl othL'r Dell users. 

THE 
DELL SYSTEM~450SE.* 


WAS~I0,599 


NOWONLY $9,799 
Lease: 5354/moruh~ 

• lli'l,....J....Hc i.\86~ microproco..'<lr 
rurming nt SO MH:.. 
JlOM8Uhr.&an~ 14C5\>t•"m $9,i99 
Pnce 1;,,cd iodaleo 4 MB ci RAM.• 
80. 100, lOO. JJOaod650MB hanldriw 
coofii:urarioru '"° :n~ibblc. }3 MH,
un.i:kk.'3b&c li)~C0\5 also a1--aifablc Manirn; 
'" $6, 599ond 20 M~k i486SX ~hie 
S)'Sferrts abo 3\':Libble srnning at $5-.299. 

THE 
DELL SYSTEM 42CDE" 

WASS4.399 
NOWONLY $3,699 

l..c<ue: SIJ 41moruh!*'" 
•lJiv.>cbHe i486SX '"~ 

ruruunt: at 20 Ml-I:. 

IOOMB Uhr..S.::m 14C5),...,n SJ.699 

Priccl~cdinclu..l""S~ MB of RAM.• 80, 

200.JlO.JJOand 650 MB hanldm~ 
coniii:ur.mons :tls..t~-.J 1lthk. lJri:.orAo:lwAbk 
i486 li~cm-sab.:) a\'aibbk: 33 ~0-lz st:lm~ 
at $4 ,499 3lld SO MH: S)'St~nu &t'Jnin): Ill 
$6.499. 

NOWYOUITHE 
DELL SYSTEM 325P." 

WAS$2599 
NOWONLY $2,199 

l..c<ue: $82/manth~ WAYS TC
• l386 ~running" lS ~tit. 
80 M8\'(;.A, QbSrs<cm Sl.199 
l'nce l»<ed ondt.dcs l M8 o( RAM.• 50. 
100, lOO and JlO MB h.ml Jriw 
confi&•\mu.iomalsom-,,iL1bk. lJ MH: 
~ltmuabo~:ailable$ClningatSZ.199. TAKING Al 

WHEN YOU, 
DELL sJr'1~ 320LT. • 

WAS$2,899 
NOWONLY $1,999 

Lerue: $75/mooth!*'" 
• iJ86SX microproccssoc 

runni1'1J! at 20 MH:.. 
40MB\\JA LCDSi"em Sl ,999 
!'rice lotcd oncl...Jcs I MB cl 
RAM." llCMBharddrh~ 

conh.s.iur.uion al'iO 3\~1il,bk. 

THE 
DELL SYSTEM JlON~ 

WAS$3.399 
NOWONLY $2,499 

Lerue: S9Jlmanth!*'" 
• llS6SXnuctOf"'XC!ISOr runmng 
:ulO M~. ~ .,,.,,PJ I 40MB\\JALCD 

5)'>lem Sl.-199 -- .. -~"\; l'ricc losted oncluJcs I MBo( 
. . • . ;ia • • RAM.• 60MB harddm~confi•"''"'""' 

ah...'t.l\-..i.1lablcsmnn'\gat $2. i99. 

'PerlOfmonce Enhoncemmtt.: Within !he firJt megabyte of lffmOl'Y. J8..t KB (450SE. 433SE,420SE. 4500£, 4330£, ond 4200€) , 128 KB (320SX, 316SX.~320lll and 96 KB 143JP. 3330,3250, 333P, 32SP ond32oN) of t'MlT'IOl"Y is ,._rv'l!d forVMi 

leo~•f\9 Group, Inc tn Conodo r;ind Mc.oco.cOl'lf19oro~s and P"C~ rnov ,,.my Dell and OcU Sym1 m ore reo•s•ered rrodemmks, Uhn'J5c.ori is o lrodemork end Te<:hfo• s. o :.crvice mark o f Dell Compute' COl'poro1 1on. 1991 J D. Power and 
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